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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the quotations from Pindar in the orations of Aelius

Aristides. Aristides holds an important place among Imperial age writers, exemplifying in

their finest the prominent trends of the age of the Second Sophistic: through his Atticistic

prose and archaistic tendencies, his impressively erudite grasp of Greek literature of the

past and an elevated Isocratean view of the orator's educational and moral duties, all of

which are revealed in the abundance of carefully selected passages from the classical

literature, Pindar being among his most preferred classical authors.

Aristides quotes extensively from Pindar, being one of our most important

sources of quotations from the lyric poet, contributing much to our knowledge of

Pindar's work otherwise lost. His exemplar antedates the archetype of the Byzantine Mss

tradition, giving his testimony ancient authority and offering important insights into the

state of the Pindaric text before the selection made in the late second century AD. He not

only quotes verbatim expressions or verses from Pindar, but also selects words and

paraphrases verses and passages.

This thesis shows that he is often working from an original copy of Pindar and

that he is also drawing on ancient irn-o,uv6paTa and a variety of other sources. It

examines various aspects of Aristides' quotations from classical authors, and the

principles and techniques according to which he quotes Pindar. I have also tried to define

the nature of the possible sources from which Aristides quotes Pindar: original edition,

paraphrase, anthologies, tiTropvnpaTa, etc.

The main body of the thesis takes the form of comparative discussions of Pindaric

quotations cited in Aristides' orations. They illustrate Aristides' habits of adapting

Pindar's words to both the style and the purpose of his own orations. In those quotations

for which we have Mss and papyrological support it is obvious that Aristides often

recasts Pindar's text in order to meet some part of his rhetorical agenda or to suit his

idiom.

He quotes Pindar for ornamental and for argumentative reasons. His frequent

allusions to Pindaric odes serve the yearning of the Imperial authors to show true Greek

-rra t8Eia, of which Pindar was an indispensable part while the well documented affinity

between poetry and epideictic rhetoric is clearly manifested. Aristides' encomiastic and

hymnal praises (both verse and prose hymns) are modelled on Pindar's elements of

hymnal composition. The thesis aims to show that Pindaric quotations serve not only to

improve stylistically and to add to the finesse of Aristides' composition but also in a

functional way, as an authoritative aid to the rhetorical arguments at hand, not least

among which was the 'apologetic' argument for the value and authenticity of rhetoric as

an art against the long standing accusations by its eternal rival, philosophy.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis examines the quotations from Pindar in the orations of Aelius

Aristides. Aristides holds an important place in the Imperial age epitomising much of

what characterises this period of intellectual flourishing known as the second sophistic:

the archaistic tendencies and adherence to the classical models of the past, the Atticist

diction and the intellectual confidence of rhetoric as the principal provider of education for

the youth, maintaining / transmitting what is Greek, in constant reference to the brilliant

models of the fifth century.

Aristides stands out as an important source of Pindaric quotations among his

contemporary writers, contributing much to our knowledge of Pindar's work. He not

only quotes verbatim expressions or verses from Pindar, but also selects words and

paraphrases verses and passages. His text of Pindar precedes by several centuries the

archetype of the Byzantine manuscript tradition, and this makes his testimony important.

A detailed and comprehensive study of the Pindaric quotations in Aristides

currently represents a gap in the studies of both authors. Although much has been written

about Aristides, not much attention has been paid to his use of Pindaric quotations.

My intention has been to lay some of the groundwork for the elimination of this

gap by selecting an area of study of sufficiently small compass to make a full examination

of Aristides' relation with Pindar feasible.

Although other authors of the second sophistic movement make use of poetry,

Aristides in his use of Pindaric quotations emerges as unique in that he makes substantial

references to the original text of poets and in particular Pindar.

The most important points discussed in my thesis are:

I.The purpose, accuracy and comprehension with which Aristides quotes Pindar.

2. How Pindaric quotations lend authority and reinforce his views.

3. The nature of the possible sources that Aristides employed for his quotations

from Pindar: original edition, paraphrase, anthologies, tiTrouvrjuaTa, etc.

Division and structure of the thesis

The whole corpus of the thesis is divided into five major parts:

I. Part A	 Aelius Aristides and Pindar in the Second Sophistic.

II. Part B	 (main part): Discussion of the Pindaric Quotations.

III. Conclusions.

IV. Appendix — Indexes.

V. Bibliography
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More precisely the above parts have the following structure:

I. Part A: The main stages of Aristides' life are outlined in the first section of

the introduction, with special attention to his education, his intellectual outlook, and his

career development. The second part is concerned with the discussion of: i. the epideictic

oratory and the related forms in Aristides' time; ii. continuities between archaic lyric and

sophistic oratory; iii. Aristides as a second century intellectual; iv. the Nachleben of

Pindar, in general and in the specific area of second century culture and oratory. Various

aspects of Aristides' quotations from classical authors, and the principles and techniques

according to which he quotes Pindar, are examined in the third section. In the concluding

part I try to define the nature of the possible sources that Aristides employed for his

quotations from Pindar: original edition, paraphrase, anthologies, Li7ropv4/./a-ra, etc.

II. Part B: This is the main body of the thesis and it takes the form of

comparative discussions of each Pindaric quotation as used by Aristides showing the

exact use he made of them. They illustrate Aristides' habit of adapting Pindar's words to

both the style and the meaning of his own orations in order to meet his rhetorical agenda

or to suit his idiom.

This main section is divided into 25 sections. The content of every section

consists of the discussion either of an individual Pindaric quotation cited alone in

Aristides' context, or a group of them that are given in sequence and close proximity to

each other and ultimately perform the same function in his speech (i.e. praise, etc).

The structure adopted for each chapter can have the following form:

t. A brief account of the oration as a whole: it mainly concerns matters of

date, literary genre, occasion of the speech, and other general literary issues.

2. The analysis of Aristides' context that follows the introductory note

attempts to introduce the reader to the points which Aristides tries to raise with his

quotation(s) from Pindar. Particular attention is paid as to how Pindaric quotations

function within the context of Aristides' argumentatio and how these support his overall
rhetorical purpose.

3. Pindar's context: an account of what the lyric poet meant or intended in

his original text is considered essential so as to appreciate the degree of Aristides'

perception and comprehension of Pindar and also to point out the role of the quotation in

his rhetorical agenda.1

4. Concluding discussion on the question of the transmission and reception

of Pindar. Despite certain cases in which we have adequate textual indications about the

1 . It should be noticed that the order of exposition was not followed strictly in cases that a number of
Pindaric quotations are cited from the same composition (i.e. hymn to Zeus, fr. 76), or are given together
by Aristides forming a group (i.e. 01. II.86ff.). This was thought expedient in order to avoid unwanted
repetition.
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nature of Aristides' source, the lack of conclusive evidence gives a speculative character

to the discussion of the possible sources.

III. Conclusions

IV. Appendix: Aristides as a Second Century Intellectual

Indexes: I have appended the following three indexes:

1. 'Index of Pindaric quotations'. The purpose of this index is to show which

parts of Pindar's odes were quoted by Aristides, and to facilitate reference to the sections

of the thesis I have discussed them.

2. 'Distribution of Pindaric quotations in Aristides according to the

chronological order of his orations'. This index aims to show the use of Pindar that

Aristides made in the various stages of his career. The comparative texts of Pindar and

Aristides are given in Behr's chronological order of Aristides' orations (printed in his

Aelius Aristides 1968a).

3. 'General Index of quotations in Aristides'. I have indexed all the

quotations —(literary, philosophical, historical)— to give an insight into the reading of

classical literature in Aristides' education.

V. Bibliography

The classification of the Pindaric Quotations

The classification of the individual quotations has been arranged in terms of their

function in Aristides' context. This chosen form of presentation aims to distinguish

Pindaric quotations in wider categories classified according to the rhetoric of their role in

the text of the second century orator.

I have distinguished the following four main categories:

• Quotations in PRAISE of:

1. Gods (: religious — hymnal character)

2. Individuals (: complimentary—laudatory—consolatory)

3. Ancient Cities (: complimentary)

• Quotations in support of Aristides' ARGUMENTATIO:

t. Quotations in Polemic treatises against Plato:

i. 'In defence of Oratory' (Or. H)
ii. 'In defence of the Four' (Or. III)

2. Quotations against contemporary 'Sophists'.
3. Quotations: comparison in terms of `concord' and 'beauty'.
4. Other quotations in support of Aristides"argumentatio'.

• Quotations for ORNAMENTAL and DECORATIVE purposes.

• UNCLASSIFIED Quotation.
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The following table reflects the structure of the main section (part B) of the thesis:

II. PRAISE

W.	 for GODS
(religious-hymnal character)

[2]. for INDIVIDUAL(S)
(complimentary/laudatory/consolatory)

131. for Ancient CITIES
(complimentary)

i. fr. *31 = Or. 11.420 1. fr. 95 = Or. 111.191 I. Jr.	 76.2 =	 Or. 1.401
Jr. *35a = Or. XLIII.30 ---------------------- Jr. 76.2 =	 Or. VIII.21
Jr. 32 = Or. 111.620 2. Jr. 136a = Or. XXXI.12 fr. 76.2 =	 Or. XX.13
Jr. *33 = Or. 111.620 __________ 	 _______________ _______ fr. 76.2 =	 Or. 1.9
Jr. 33c.5
Jr. 33c.5

=
=

Or. XLIII.13
Or. XLIV.14 3. j r. 129.7 = Or. XXXII.34

fr. 76.2 =	 Or. 1.124

Jr. *33d.1-2 = Or.XXXVIII.12	
4. 01. IX.26 =

_

Or. XXX.16
2. 01.1.38-9	 = Or. XVII.3

01. 1.26-7,49 = Or XX1.10
2. fr. 146 = Or. XXXVII.6

3. Pyth. 111.43 =	 Or. XVII.43. 01. VII.7 = Or. XXXIX.16

4. fr. *99 = Or. XLI.6
Jr. 283? = Or. XLI.6

5. Jr. 95 = Or. XLII.12

III. ARGUMENT

Quotations in Polemic treatises
against Plato

121.	 Quotations against contemporary
'Sophists'

i. 'In defence of Oratory' (0 r .11): x. fr. 226	 =	 Or. XXXIV.5
fr. 182	 =	 Or. XXXIV.5
Pyth. 111.83	 =	 Or. XXXIV.8
01. 1.30ff., 44	 =	 Or.  XXXII/ .25

1. 01. 11.86-8	 =	 Or. 11.109
01. IX.100-2	 =	 Or. 11.110
01. IX.27-9	 =	 Or. 11.110
fr. *38	 =	 Or. 11.112
Jr. *38	 =	 Or. 111.466

[31. Quotations: Comparison in terms of
'concord' and 'beauty'

2. Pyth. VIII.95	 =	 Or. 11.148 I. 01. VII.54-5,57,67-8	 = Or. XXV.29
01. VII.49-50	 = Or. XXV.30
01. VII.58,62,65,68	 = Or. XXIV.50

	--------	 ----

3. Jr. 169a.1-8	 =	 Or. 11.226-8
fr. 81	 =	 Or. 11.229
fr. 169a.16-7	 =	 Or. 11.229
Pyth. 11.94-5	 =	 Or. 11.230
Pyth. 11.96	 =	 Or. 11.230

ii. 'In defence of the Four' (Or.III):

2. Pyth. IX.95?	 =	 Or. XXI11.36

[41. Other quotations in support of
Aristides' 'a rgumentatio'

4. Jr. 48	 =	 Or. 111.37	 (Pericles)
1. 01. 11.86-8	 =	 Or. XXVIII .55

Jr. 237	 =	 Or. XXVI11.56
Jr. 194.1-3,4-5	 =	 Or. XXVIII.57
Pae. VI.1-6	 =	 Or. XXVIII.58

5. fr. 260	 =	 Or. 111.478 (Pericles)

2. Jr. 108 (a)	 =	 Or. XXV11.2
fr. 108 (a)	 =	 Or.  XX XIII .1

IV. ORNAMENTATION
	

V. UNCLASSIFIED QUOTATION

2. fr. 75.14	 =	 Or. XX.21

	

Jr. 7514

•	

Or. XLV1.25
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Problems in classifying Pindaric quotations:

The multiplicity of the functions of certain Pindaric quotations renders difficult

their precise classification in terms of their role in Aristides' rhetorical agenda. This

arrangement is purely conventional aiming primarily to allow a discussion of genuinely

interesting issues of interpretation. The problem looms larger in the polemical treatises

(Ors. II, III), where Aristides aims to refute Plato's vilification of his "pure art", and to

answer his disparaging remarks against the Four Athenian leaders (i.e. Themistocles,

Kimon, Miltiades, Pericles):

t. The four quotations from the hymn to Zeus are discussed together. The

advantage of this is that the reader is enabled to study the quotations in the framework of

the hymn from which they come, so that they do not appear out of context. This method,

too, shows how Aristides employed sections from the hymn to fulfil various rhetoric

needs (i.e. 'praise': frs. 32, *33; 'refutation of Platonic charge': frs. *31, *35a), as well as

the form he chose to cite them (paraphrase).

2. Given the number of Aristides' quotations from 01. VII, is likely that he

knew a complete text; for that reason I have integrated the Pindaric quotations in Or.

XXV (RoSimaic) together with those in Or. XXIV, since both come under the general

topic "Omonoia of the Greek cities".

3. A similar case is represented with Jr. 95; although it is part of Aristides'

argumentation to illustrate the quality of Miltiades' administration, I have classified it as

'praise' of the Athenian leader on the grounds that:

a. the words seem to lend more credit to Miltiades' TroArrEia than it seems to

be the case with frs. 48 and 260;

b. a similar version of fr. 95 is repeated in Or. XLII, functioning as explicit

praise of Asclepius. For methodological reasons I decided to group together frs.95 and

*99 as coming from the same 'hymn to Pan'.

4. I have classified Jr. 260 among those lending authority to Aristides'

argumentatio in supporting Pericles being compared to Palamedes with reference to their

wisdom; however Pindar's words themselves are addressed as a kind of praise of the

Athenian leader.

5. Under the category "Unclassified Quotation", I have classified the fr. 201,

since it does not fall within the above prescribed categories: Aristides quotes Jr. 201 to
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criticise and correct Pindar's geographical inaccuracies in his treatment of an Egyptian

custom.

6. For reasons of space I have excluded fr. 77. I have considered its exclusion

innocuous on the grounds that both Aristides' context and the quotation itself are of no

great significance to our research. With regards to its function — directed as praise of

Themistocles and the Athenian leadership in the time of the Persian invasion (: sea—battle

of Artemision) —fr. 77 is identical to frs. 95 & 260.
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PART A

I. Aelius Aristides and Pindar
in the Second Sophistic
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I. Background to the Life and Works of Aelius Aristides

1.1. Descent - Education.'

Publius Aelius Theodorus Aristides 2 enjoyed enormous popularity for his

rhetorical power. 3 He was one of the most celebrated orators of the Greek renaissance,

known from Flavius Philostratus as the "Second Sophistic movement". He was born on

26 November AD 117,4 at Hadriani5 in northern Mysia in the tribal area of the Olympeni

from a wealthy family. 6 However, Aristides was a citizen of Smyrna and was immensely

fond of that city, as Ors. XVII-XXI testify.7 His father Eudaemon, a priest of Zeus,

owned an estate in Mysia and in AD 123, he was enfranchised with Roman citizenship by

Hadrian.8

Apparently wealthy, Aristides was given the finest education available. He started

his studies at Smyrna, where he studied Greek poetry and prose under the grammaticus

Alexander of Cotiaeum. 9 Aristides accomplished his studies by attending the lectures of

the foremost sophists of that time. Suda informs us that he heard Herodes Atticus, a

multimillionaire in Athens, and Antonius Polemo in Smyrna. He also received instruction

from Claudius Aristocles in Pergamum, and studied philosophy under the Pergamene

Gaius and the Athenian Lucius.10

Aristides determined to become a professional orator at a time when Greek oratory

was enjoying a renewed popularity. He devoted himself to the study of rhetoric, and

along with it he cultivated poetry as an amusement.

1.2. Chronological outline of Aristides' career.

The literary and rhetorical career of Aristides falls within the following main

periods:

1.The history of Aristides' life is complex and in part controversial. The arguments, which I have used in
determining Aristides' history, are mainly drawn from Behr 1968a: ch. I-V, id. 1994: 1140-1233, and id.
1973 (Loeb): vii-xxi.
2. The name GEOScopos is recorded in Hieros Logos 4 (50).53. His full name is found in OGIS 709.
3. For Aristides' reputation, cf. the verdicts of Phrynichus, Sophist's Stock-in-Trade, in Phot., Bib!, cod.
158, 101a, Hermogenes compared him to Demosthenes: 353. 24ff. Rabe. Cf. also Philostr. VS 2.9.581-5
and Longin. Fr. 6, 12 (214.6, 215.10 Sp.-H.).
4. Cf. Behr 1969: 75-7. The horoscope and his date of birth are given together in Hieros Logos 4
(5o).58.

5. Philostr. VS 2.9.581 gives Hadriani as his birthplace. In favour of Hadriani see Behr's arguments
(1968a: 3-4 n.3), against the modern assumption that Hadrianutherae was Aristides' birthplace.
6. Cf. Philostr. VS 2.9.581, and the entry in Suda s.v. Aristides. For the agricultural wealth of the area
cf. Schwertheim 1987: 133-41 and Swain 1996: 256 n.11.
7. For Smymean citizenship cf. Hieros Logos 4 (50).73,1°3.
8. Cf. Sherwin-White 1973: 259, 261, 286; cf. also Behr 1968a: 4-5.
9. Alexander later instructed Lucius Verus and the future emperor Marcus Aurelius, cf. Or. XXXII.
10. Behr 1968a: 10-3, 54. For Aristides' teachers cf. also Swain 1996: 256 with n.13.
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i. AD 1 4 1-1 4 5

After being sufficiently prepared for his profession he travelled extensively and

visited various places in Asia, Africa, especially Egypt, Greece, and Italy, where he

declaimed with varying success. During this period and afterwards, Aristides resided at

Smyrna, where enjoying great honours and distinctions he spent a considerable time.

From Smyrna he made occasional excursions to other cities of the province, to

Pergamum, Phocaea, Cyzicus, and other towns.

In AD 141, Aristides set out on a tour to Egypt. With Alexandria as the base of his

operations, he travelled extensively up to the first cataract, where he fell i11 11 and returned

back to Smyrna seeking the help of Sarapis, to whom he composed his oldest hymn (Or.

XLV).

In AD 144 his ambitions for a political career sent him to Rome at the age of 26,

on the instigation of his teachers (Alexander and Herodes). Shortly before his departure,

Aristides was attacked by an illness which partly real, partly imagined, lasted for thirteen

years. He had from his childhood been of a weakly constitution, but he was not

prevented by his protracted illness from prosecuting his studies and his career. The trip

was a complete failure, and totally unable to fulfil his plans he returned home.

Aristides on his return to Asia, having abandoned his hopes for a political career, received

the first revelations from the "saviour" at the end of 144.12

ii. AD 145-147 <Cathedra>

Kai n-apeilecivTos- eviairro0 Kai inwo3v en-i	 gir 17epripcp Ka0E'8pay
(Hieros Logos 2 (48). 70).

Aristides reached Pergamum in summer AD 145. The "Cathedra" 13 means

properly a "period of inactivity". But it had a special significance for Aristides, who used

the term exclusively for this time of his life as an incubant at the temple of Asclepius in

Pergamum (AD 145-147). The end of the Cathedra is marked by Aristides' trip to

Lebedus. 14 The most singular side of his character during that period was his devotion to

the healing god Asclepius and his long struggle to be well. The temple of Asclepius 15 at

11. Or. XXXVI.49.
12.Cf. Hieros Logos 2 (48).7. Apart from Asclepius Aristides retained real belief also in other divinities:
Sarapis, Athena, Dionysus, Apollo, Heracles, Zeus, Isis. For the eclectic polytheism of that time see
Behr I968a: ch.VI.
13. For the term cf. subscription to Or. XXX, and Hieros Logos 3 (49).44. On the Cathedra cf. Behr
1968a: 26 n.20 and p.43 n.9, who is right in assuming that Aristides chose this name thinking wistfully
of a chair of rhetoric. Swain's argument (1996: 257 n.15), that the term Cathedra was in use only later
has some weight: SIG 3 845.
14. Cf. Hieros Logos 3 (49).7, which Behr (1968a: 61 n.1), dates to late September AD 147; Boulanger
(1923: 135), is very confused about the length of the Cathedra and has it last four or five years. Cf.
Behr's opposite argument 1968a: 43 n.9, and also 26 n.19.
15 • The original temple was dated back to the middle of the fourth century BC. During the last part of
Hadrian's reign and the beginning of Pius, the temple was rebuilt. For the temple see Le Glay 1976:
347-72; Swain 1996: 257 with n.17. For the sanctuary as a cult site see Behr 1968a: 27-40.
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Pergamum, one of the chief healing sites of the ancient world, was a meeting place for

members of the Hellenic and Roman elite who sought the god's healing through the

practice of "incubation".16

In the milieu of the temple, Aristides made some important acquaintances with

powerful Greek and Roman figures, who formed a literary circle and whose influence

Aristides employed in his later legal battles for immunity.

in. AD 147-153

Aristides' ambition is revitalised, first in dreams and then in speaking before small

and select audiences. He is once again an active and copious writer and a lecturer. 17 He

strongly believes that his oratory is God-given, and his rhetorical career is due to

Asclepius' grace. The abandonment of the god means for Aristides the abandonment of

his rhetoric. Further he assumes that his illness was the vehicle for his success.

During this time Aristides fights to avoid the responsibilities of various public

offices and liturgies enjoined on him by the cities and governors of the province of

Asia. 18 Aristides, animated by a close interest in his own art, chooses finally to avoid the

civic political duties that his social background called on him to perform. 19 He also

avoids committing himself to any obligation, e.g. that of a paid teacher.

iv. AD 154-164

In this period Aristides has recovered completely and resumes his career on a full

scale. He delivers lectures and speeches in various Greek cities and finally, succeeds in

speaking before the highly literate imperial court of the capital of the world. In this time

the orator accepts students but he still avoids taking fees (Or. XXII.16). Among them was

the teacher of Philostratus, Damianus.

v. AD 165-189

In the summer of AD 165 Aristides was struck down by an epidemic of smallpox

from which he survived with many after-effects.

Aristides had great influence with the emperor Marcus Aurelius, whose

acquaintance he had formed in AD 176, when Marcus visited Smyrna, and Aristides

spoke before the imperial court with success. When in AD 177 Smyrna was destroyed by

an earthquake, Aristides wrote appeals to Marcus, who generously assisted the

16. That practice primarily consists in spending the night in the precinct of sanctuary awaiting
instructions given from Asclepius through dreams as therapeutic prescriptions (e.g. bathing in swollen
rivers, bloodletting, enemas, vomiting).
17. In the next six years he travelled between his estates in Mysia, Asclepieion, and the city of Smyrna.
18 • In AD 147 Aristides was nominated as high-priest of Asia, in AD 151 he was elected a tax-collector
in Smyrna, and the next year he was appointed as Eirenarch by Julius Severus.
19 . Bowersock 1968: 36-40; Swain 1996: 268 n.56.
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Smyrnaeans in rebuilding their town, and speeches to its governor and citizens in

celebration of its reconstruction.20

Aristides spent the last part of his life on his estates in Mysia, where he died from

consumption in AD 189.21

1.3 The Writings of Aelius Aristides.

Aristides' canonisation as a model of artistic style in antiquity and his popularity

in the Byzantine period have ensured that very many of his works survive. 22 The extant

corpus of Aristides' works is comprised of fifty five orations and declamations, and two

treatises on rhetorical subjects: n-Epi T1-0ArriK00 Aciyou Kai rEpi erpEAotis- Adyou. 23 It

should also be mentioned that we possess some poetic fragments, and consecrational

inscriptions and words of thanks on a large number of shrines sacred to Asclepius.

Aristides' works fall into the following categories or rather can be arranged in the

following stylistic spectrum:

i. Panegyrics on towns, such as Smyrna, Cyzicus, Rome, Pergamum; one among them is
Panathenaicus, an imitation of that of Isocrates, which was used as a schoolbook in Byzantine times.

ii. Polemic treatises against Plato's charges in Grg. (: Ors. 11,11I,IV), and XXXVI "Egyptian".
iii. Symbouleutic speeches on various occasions: Ors. XVII-XXVII, XXIX.
iv. Treatises on subjects connected with rhetoric and eloquence: Ors. XXVIII, XXXIII, XXXIV.
v. Prose-hymns: these are eulogies on the power of the celebrated divinities. Aristides

claimed to be the originator of the "prose—hymn" to the gods. 24 Stylistically the prose-hymns are an
extreme form of Asianism.25

vi. 'IEpol AcSycn (Ors. XLVII-LII): a desultory compilation of 130 dreams, over a span of 25
years; a sort of dream-diary of his illness and his recovery, where he relates that he was frequently
encouraged by visions in his dreams to cultivate rhetoric.26

vii. Individual speeches: a birthday speech (Or. XXX), and two funeral orations (xxxl, xxxil).
viii. Declamations: Ors. V-XVI.

Aristides stands out as a purist Atticist orator. Following Isocrates he sees in

rhetoric a higher goal (opposed to the more base interests of the sophists), and he refrains

from judicial or disputatory orations, to reserve his "god-given", as he proclaims, art to

20. The Smyrnaeans showed their gratitude to Aristides by erecting to him a brazen statue in their agora,
and by calling him the founder of their town (cf. Philostr. VS 2.9.582. The memory of Aristides was
honoured in several ancient towns by statues. Liban. Epist. 1551).
21. The majority of the scholars accept 189 as the date of his death. Behr suggests the year AD 180.
22. Schmid 1887-97: vol. II. 7 n.14, 14, id. 1896: 892; Boulanger 1923: 452-7.
23. These works ascribed to Aristides were certainly not written by him (cf. Eic Pacrulia), but such use of
his name shows his unchallenged position of authority in the Late Classical and the Byzantine age.
24. On Aristides development of the "prose—hymn" see Russell 1990a (with reference to earlier
discussions by Lenz and Gigli). Cf. also Norden 1898: vol.II. 844ff.; Weinreich 1914: 602;
Wiinsch, RE IX. 1 (1914) 173 s.v. Hymnos; Boulanger 1923: 182ff, 309ff.; Mesk 1927: 660,
665ff., 672; Bowersock 1969: 8, 117.
25. E.g. The short rhythmical cola, non-periodic structures, rhetoric figures: asyndeton, isocolon,
anaphora, and plangent tone similar to his epideictic compositions. Further see Russell 1990a: 200-1,
who stylistically separates the prose-hymns into those which present more "hymnic" elements, influenced
by Plato or cult language (Athena, Zeus, Sarapis, Dionysus), and those which resemble more the epideictic
and encomiastic style (Poseidon, Aegean Sea, Heracles, Asclepius).
26. To the understanding of the structure of Hieroi Logoi, Behr's work on them is important. For a
bibliography on Hieroi Logoi cf. Swain 1996: 254 in n.3.
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nobler causes served in declamatory orations. He takes rhetoric as equivalent to poetry in

diction and power of expression; his orations represent a highly stylistic and very

disciplined effort. Although often thought of as inferior to Plutarch, Dio or Lucian in the

content of what he has to say, his style was recognised to epitomise the essence of

Imperial Atticism. A most fervent exponent of Attic purism, Phrynichus, in his Sophists'

Stock—in—Trade (Praeparatio Sophistica) reserves a special laudatory comment on

Aristides' atticism (Photius' Library, cod. 18, 101a).27

His ideal was the "apxaia i8 ga", "Opearrric", "aKpil3Eta" and "aocpciXEta" (cf. Or.

XXXIV .11). Aristides insists on the exact imitation of the classical model; his work as a

whole is a "pastiche perpauel".28

Aristides' stylistic abilities and his attempts at emulating the great Attic writers

made him famous. He had studied Classical literature to such an extent that his mastery of

the Atticist literary language very soon led to the recognition of his writings as stylistic

models equivalent to Classical texts themselves. As a stylist, Aristides was widely

thought to be on a par with Demosthenes. 29 Eunapius appraising his attic style called him

"divine".30 In this line later orators such as Libanius attempted to imitate him.31

Aristides as an orator had a grander view regarding his art and its aims than most

rhetoricians in his time, whose great and only ambition was to shine and make a

momentary impression by extempore speeches and a brilliant and dazzling style. His

devotion to oratory has a religious zeal related by him to the divine call to embark on this

career, while his Isocratean view regarding the tasks of oratory recalls and attempts to

fulfil some of the hopes for great and philosophical oratory we also see in Quintilian at the

end of his work.

A number of orators and philosophers criticised him, among whom are mentioned

Palladius (Liban. Epist. 546), Sergius, and Porphyrius. 32 But the number of his admirers

was far greater, and several learned grammarians wrote commentaries on his orations.

Besides Athanasius, Menander, and others, whose works are lost, we have copious

scholia from Sopater of Apamea, the author of the Greek prolegomena to Aristides'

orations. The greater part of these scholia are probably compilations from the

commentaries of Arethas, Metrophanes, and other grammarians. The editio princeps of

27. Swain 1996: 254 n. 1.
28. Boulanger 1923: 446.
29 • According to the author of the T7poilEy6pEva to the Panathenaicus (vol.III, 741-2 Dind.), Aristides
was the first Tev Aripoceevtiv i.tipoavos.
30. p.494 Boissonade.
31. Nicolaus in fourth century assumed in his students a good knowledge of Greek literature so as to
understand references to passages in Demosthenes, Isocrates, Homer, Plato, and Aristides. The name
Aelius (which probably is Aelius Aristides), heads a library's catalogue preserved in P. Ross. Georg. 1.22
(AD HI Memphis).
32. Suid. s.v.
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the orations of Aristides is that of Florence in 1517 by the doctor Eufrosino Bonino,

"Orationes Aristidis", at the press of Filippo Giunta.33

* * *

33 . Keil has shown that Bonino employed Laurentianus Abbatiae 9 for most of the first 25 orations of
his edition. He then began to use Laurentianus LX, 24 et 20 for the section XXXVIII - XLVI; see Lenz-
Behr 1976: CIff. with n.16. Aristides was later edited by H. Stephanus (Paris 1593); P. Stephanus
(Geneva 1604), and S. Jebb (Oxford 1722); W. Dindorf (Leipzig: 1829).
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2. Epideictic Oratory and related forms in Aristides' period.

Aristotle's classification of the genres (ygvn) of civic discourse and of rhetoric

especially, as oviii30vXarrtK0v yevo5 (genus deliberativum), 8 tKavuthv ygvos (genus

iudiciale) and i-rnbarrnthv y gvos (genus demonstrativum) 1 was accepted and used by later

rhetoricians (and often specifically attributed to him).2

His definition of epideictic as "that which is concerned with what is most honourable,

characterised by praise and blame, referring to the present" formulated the blueprint of the

conception of epideictic throughout antiquity.3

Epideictic oratory traces its origin back to the fifth century BC, when prose

emerged to rival poetry as a dignified art form of its own; great festivals (TravnytipEts)

attracted not only poets but also orators exhibiting the virtues of prose speech to convey

admirable as well as convincing encomia. These laudatory orations were delivered in real

occasions which required the appropriate encomiastic response, but there were also

orations which circulated in pamphlets. Gorgias' Olympic Speech had soon become the

model of epideictic oratorical speeches.

The rivalry between philosophers and sophists drew their interest to the study and

debate over the real nature and purpose of praise and blame. Whereas philosophers like

Plato and Aristotle would delve into the true nature and the ethos of praise (and blame),

sophists would choose to impress audiences with the expediency of well crafted speeches

to meet any challenge and convincingly extol the most unlikely objects. A characteristic

example of the latter is Polycrates' encomia of the Egyptian tyrant Busiris, of

Clytemnestra, of mice and of salt; the variety and novelty exhibited in these works had

gained them great popularity. 4 Beside Aristotle's theorisation of the genre in his Rhetoric,

Plato shows knowledge of epideictic speeches which appear in his dialogues, particular in

Menexenus and the Symposium, in parodic form. Agathon's encomium of Eros in the

Platonic Symposium (194e-197e) is an example of the Platonic parodic encomia, and

contains the model of the topos of 'Four Virtues' which became a traditional way of

l . TO int5E1cro(Ov y gvos (Aristot. rhet. 1.3, 1358b,8), genus demonstrativum (Rhet. Her. 1.2),
laudativum genus (Quint. 10 3.7.28): the model case is the speech given before a ceremonial gathering in
praise of a city, community, person, (: historical, mythological, or contemporary), activity, or thing that
is to be celebrated. Cf. Lausberg 1998: §§243-7. The officio of the genre are praise for the beautiful
(Ka New), and blame for the ugly (aictxpOv).
2. However there have also been dissenting views. Quintilian devotes a chapter (10 3.4) to the question
whether there are three or more genres, referring to views of some authorities that there are numerous
genres; he ends by accepting that the traditional triad is "easy and neat" rather than true, as he finds that
"they all rely on mutual aid", i.e. one speech may include elements of all three.
3. Considering Aristotle's definition as too narrow, Kennedy (1997: 45) proposes his definition of
epideictic oratory: "Epideictic is perhaps best regarded as including any discourse, oral or written, that does
not aim at a specific action or decision but seeks to enhance knowledge, understanding or belief, often
through praise or blame whether of persons, things or values... It is thus an important feature of cultural
or group cohesion".
4. On this see Russell-Wilson 1981: xiii ff. with n.10.
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praising great men: Aeschylus' Amphiaraos (Th. 610) is `ac'ocppc.ov Silo:nos ara8Os

EimE[31)5 avfip'; Plato is using it with the philosophical intention of analysing the true

nature of Eros.

Isocrates introduces the didactic element in epideictic oratory, composing an

encomium of the deceased king of Salamis in Cyprus Evagoras for the benefit of his son

Nicocles. His example is echoed in Menander's treatise 17Epi 'Eru5Eucrtia3 v, in the late

third century AD, where much of Isocrates' model is connoted in his prescriptions for

paadurcac Aciyoc (p.368ff.), how to write an encomium for a king.

In general, orators of the Second Sophistic and later studied the models of the

fourth century BC: Plato's Menexenus, the Epitaphius of Hyperides and those attributed

to Lysias and Demosthenes. Epitaphs, through the appeal of their fascinating historical

significance had always attracted as prime examples of encomia. Menander's treatise on

Epideictic Oratory offers ample evidence of how the Thucydidean model of `Epitaphios'

had remained the unrivalled archetypical model for any kind of memorial address.

Dionysius Halicarnassensis, Hermogenes and other later Greek rhetoricians

sometimes treat all literature as a form of epideictic, subject to rhetorical analysis at least

in terms of style. Aristotle considers epideictic oratory as finer and of more interest than

the other two genera and also thinks deliberative rhetoric as of more general interest than

judicial rhetoric; he therefore criticises5 the fact that more books in his time were devoted

to judicial rhetoric. This is also true for most later rhetorical treatises: Stasis theory, which

is their main object of discussion, is a method of determining the question at issue in

trials. Cicero's De Inventione and Quintilian's Institutio Oratoria only briefly discuss

epideictic oratory. Roman rhetoric was instinctively connected to law and there were very

rare Latin counterparts of Greek epideictic, 6 of which there are several books during the

Hellenistic era and later antiquity.

Secular panegyric advanced to become a major oratorical form in late antiquity,7

taught in schools and practised throughout the Roman Empire by sophists. Such public

speeches, 8 addressed to individuals of the stature of an emperor or governor or in public

assemblies on festival occasions, often contained unabashed flattery of important

addressees, although the best examples of these orations retained a didactic element

setting out ideas of conduct for the edification of the addressee and the wider public.

Already the increased monarchical tendencies of the centuries preceding the Roman

5. Rhet. 1.1, 1354b.22-9.
6. Kennedy (1997: 46) contends that there are no Latin epideictic speeches. However, we have the
example of the Panegyricoi that start with Pliny's Panegyricus in which he emphasises the bad features of
the Domitian era. See Russell-Wilson 1981: xviii.
7 . 17avnyuptKOr, as a particular kind of epideictic speech is described in Longinus On Epideictic
Speeches; but does not correspond with any type of speech in Menander.
8 . Public performance marked the difference between a sophist and a rhetor; the term aocpia-rsicav
signified a person who was pursuing a career involving the activity of giving of public performances. Cf.
Bowie 1974: 169 with n.4.
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conquest had cultivated the practice of the encomia to rulers which, however, existed side

by side with less political epideictic speeches which were delivered for prizes throughout

the Hellenistic world.

Speeches of welcome, of thanks, or of pleading towards Roman rulers and

dignitaries, were a commonplace throughout the Greek world. Menander's Treatise II,

parades the typology of public events occasioning epideictic oratorical responses, as were

the arrivals and departures of governors, embassies to monarchs seeking privileges or

offering honour, presentations of crowns, official invitations. The particular political

situation cultivated the real need for cities, and their Greek aristocracies, to rise to the

demands of ceremonial formality and celebration entailed by public events involving the

Roman rulers. Public epideictic orations thus served the expediencies of political action,

and at the same time offered the opportunity of using a common interest in rhetorical

technique as "a bond of connection between the orators and the culture—hungry Roman

aristocracy".9

Yet, although the life of the semi—autonomous cities of the Greek East did offer

dignified opportunities for orators to demonstrate their skills (and could serve as

sufficient encouragement for ambitious young members of the Greek aristocracies to

pursue the career of an orator), these were not deemed as sufficient occasions for an

orator to exercise his art in epideictic speech making. A series of private events offered an

array of opportunities for orators to indulge in epideictic rhetoric of the kind that was

often seen to allow for more variety and novelty and which left more room for the orator

to impress the impressionable audience with the polish of their artistry.

Epideictic oratory gave the orator the opportunity to exercise skills in all parts of rhetorical

theory (invention, arrangement, style, memory and delivery), and also allowed the

display of rich imagery in creating fictitious objects, thereby encouraging artificiality in

thought and language which left its impression on literary composition.

Menander's Treatise II on the kinds of epideictic thus enumerates a series of epideictic

orations responding to such circumstances of private events, for example, private

weddings, funerals, arrivals or departures. These types of events were generally lacking

in Hellenistic and Classical oratory where the subjects concerned public events of

significance. In the times of the first centuries of the empire, the range of epideictic

speeches was extended to cover the range reflected in Menander's Treatise II, represented

in the laliai (AaAtai), that is, informal talks characterised by spontaneity and variety, or

povcaSiat, that is, emotional funeral or disaster speeches, like Aristides' govwSia on the

earthquake of Smyrna.

9 . Russell-Wilson 1981: xvii.
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The teaching of epideictic oratory

Sophists and their students also practised epideictic oratory in their schools. The

two handbooks of epideictic by Menander Rhetor (or rather the two authors behind the

books, dating perhaps to the end of the 3rd century AD) describe seven kinds of prose

hymns and sixteen other kinds of epideictic, lo with advice about division of the subject

and the appropriate topics to employ.

The student used a knowledge of these conventional forms of orations on social

occasions, including birthdays, weddings, funerals and the arrival or departure of

friends. As we mentioned above, this is primarily a Greek activity, and there are no Latin

examples and training in them was given only in Greek schools. Among the examples of

orations the students were taught were certainly the orations preserved through

`onomatopoieia' in historiography; the best example and paradigm of epideictic oration is

the Funeral Oration ('Em-rcipioc A6yoc) by Pericles. In general, however, instruction in

the forms of epideictic oratory in the schools of rhetoric in late antiquity took the form of

extracurricular activities; as in the classical time, students learned by imitatio, watching

and listening to the sophists deliver various types of epideictic speeches and modelling

theirs on their master's examples. TTpoyupvciapaTa, i.e. preliminary exercises in

composition, offered students opportunities to practice standard techniques."

10. Hymns: EiC TOin 0E065, KXTITIK01, auTOTTEIITTTIK01, cuatKoi, puelKoi, yEvEaltoyiKol,
aTTEUKTIK01 - 7Tp00EUKTIK01, TTETTAaailevot; Epideictic speeches (XaX16) : PautAtKcis,
TrpocrcpcavutKOs, imPaTelpios, nal-otos, iirrraptos, Trapa1tierrriK6s, AaXtex, povcoSia,
TITOTTEVITTIKOS, OTETaVCJTIKOS, 7TpECYPELITIK6S, KTTIT1K6S, OVVTaKTIKOS, aptvetaK(55,
intea?täinos (yavrIXtos), Ka-rEvvacrmOs, yEvE0AtaK(5s, KATI-m(5s.
11. Kennedy 1983: 60-6, also Id. 1972: 614ff.
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3. Oratory and Poetry: continuities between archaic lyric
poetry and sophistic oratory.

A continual reference to literature through poetic quotations and sententiae forms a

high educational ethos which permeates ancient grammatical and literary education.

The explanation of the poets is a part of grammatical instruction and their study is

continued intensively and repeatedly throughout the life of the orator. 1 Authors are judged

and recommended for reading according to literary, stylistic, linguistic, and ethical criteria

by means of 'literary criticism' (S.E. M. 1.248 KpITIKTI [grammarians]; Quint. 10 10.1.40

judicium). 2 The poetarum enarratio (Quint. 10 1.4.2) or enarratio auctorum (Quint. /0

1.9.1) or lectio (Quint. 10 10.1.27) aim to provide exempla which serve as models for

imitatio (Quint. 10 10.1.3) in grammatically correct speech, in style, and in literary

structure. According to Quintilian (10 10.1.19), repeated reading penetrates into the

memoria and eventually leads to imitatio, with the aim if not to excel at least to reach the

quality of the model.

The drawing up of a canon of authors to be read leads to a chronological history

of literature, 3 which in some cases is divided according to literary genera. Such a history

is presented by Quintilian /0 10.1.46-131. The section §§46-72, contains a selection of the

best models from Greek poetry (epic, lyric, dramatic). The study of Poetry here is

considered as important for the orator, as conferring a greater elevation of spirit and

diction, besides serving as a pleasurable recreation. 4 After the praise of Homer (§§46-51)

and the reference to Hesiod and other poets of the 'middle style', next come the elegiac

poets, represented by Callimachus and Philetas (§58); of iambographi the typical poet is

Archilochus (§59ff), whereas the chief lyric poets are Pindar (§61), Stesichorus (§62),

Alcaeus (§63), and Simonides (64).

The most comprehensive education program in rhetoric includes the study of lyric

poetry,5 where attention is drawn to the necessity of becoming accustomed with the style

of the lyric model. If we look at the statistics of papyrus finds classed by literary genres,

we find that dramatic poetry follows Homer and epic, with oratory and lyric in third and

fourth positions respectively.6 We also know from the rhetorician's handbooks that the

1.Quint. 10 10.1.20 perlectus liber utique ex integro resumendus.
2. "Artistic" criteria do not always coincide with ethical criteria and entire genres must therefore be
excluded or from certain works only parts may be read.
3. Quint. 10 10.1.46 coepturi ab Homero.
4. Quint. 10 10.1.27 Namque ab his in rebus spiritus et in verbis sublimitas et in adfectibus motus
omnis et in personis decor petitur. So Longinus makes sublimity attainable by the imitation and
emulation of the great poets of former days: 13.2.
5. The term 'lyric' (Avpiths) is a Hellenistic coinage, and expressed a definite and concrete notion: poetry
accompanied by the lyre. It is noteworthy that the term is not found in ancient theories of art. The term is
used in the same sense in the treatise Trepi AupiKelv of Didymus, who in this respect as in others served
as a bridge between the Alexandrians and imperial Rome.
6. However, we should be cautious in deciding about the popularity of an author based entirely on papyri
finds. With few exeptions, these are not critical texts edited for scholarly and scientific purposes, as
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reading of Lyric poetry was one of the exercises for older students when they reached the

stage of the progymnasmata. 7 Poetry provided not only stock examples for the

familiarisation with various figures of speech but also furnished a readily available

tradition to chose the subject matter. Disciples in rhetoric were asked to try their hand on

various myths from poetry, and one particular kind of exercise would be for them to

paraphrase a poem into prose.8

The lyric models of the archaic and classical times through their standardisation in

the Alexandrian canon were particularly important in sophistic oratory. Contemporary

rhetors enter into the traditional fields of poetry in order to meet their needs of praise.

Whole genres like the encomium or the epithalamium, which once belonged to poetry,

have now become the permanent property of rhetoric. 9 How the orators wanted to imitate

and emulate the poets everywhere is demonstrated by Aristides' addresses to the Gods

(Ors. XXXVII-XLVI).10

The interaction between poetry and epideictic rhetoric appears however to have

been a two way affair. For example, in adopting the epithalamium, originally a poetic

genre, orators applied some rules which in turn influenced the verse epithalamia. It is in

hymns and epithalamia which were the poetic genres primarily adopted by the orators that

a greater overlapping in the use of TOTrot is evidenced. As orators, keen to develop

explicit theories of their TOrroi formalised their prescriptions for their use, poets could

have also benefited from this enriched stock of prescribed rano'.

Lausberg illustrating the mutual relation of oratory to poetry, notes: "the mutual

pervasiveness between the speech and poetry is a constant given in the history of

literature, present right from the beginning: on one hand the speech employs mimetic, that

is poetic, elements (cf. Lausberg §1163), while on the other hand poetry has to use the

same means as the speech for the conceptual and linguistic development of its mimetic

intent".11

Imperial age orators consider it extremely profitable to read the writings of Epic

and Lyric poets:

presumably was the case in the Library at Alexandria. They were rather, intended for an audience not
particularly demanding, living in peripheral towns and villages of the Egyptian countryside, far removed
from the important cultural movements of the capital. These were designed to answer the needs and
requests arising among local readers, or for teaching purposes.
7 . 'EyKthidlov (praise), ‘Payos- (invective) are included in the progymnastic forms described by the
rhetorician Aphthonius. See Kennedy 1983: 60ff.
8• Theon in his introduction to his Pro gymnasmata, refers to such an exercise of paraphrase from Homer
(II. 1.593-4). Cf. Webb 1997: 346.
9. Lesky 1966: 830.
10.Bowie (1989: 214) refers to Aristides hymns as the par excellence paradigm of "prose's annexation
of poetry": he explains that while epideictic oratory was closest to poetry, only the hymn was coextensive
to it, and indeed it was practised as a poetic genre.
11. Lausberg 1998: §35.
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Menander (II.393.5ff.), encourages imitation of these poets, since they have

praised and blamed many persons Trap' cal) Suvilor3 Xapeiv TrapaSEiyua-ra. 12 Iambic

poetry is considered worthy of imitation when the speaker needs to pass criticism (ib.

9ff.). Dio identified the role of both poets and rhetors in bestowing praise: Or. XXXII.39

°UTE TOTS auvnecas ij.tvoiiow at'aa pfl-ropaiv f Trom-rais TrapaPaAXcov ipau-rOv. Savol

yap iKEivot Kai pEyaAot aoptaTal Kai yOrms.

Sometimes the rivalry between rhetoric and poetry went to the very extreme.

Himerius (4th cent. AD) reveals a predilection for poetry which is unexampled in this

time. 13 These speeches pretend to be hymns and lyrics; Himerius feels that he is closer to

the poets, especially Sappho and Alcaeus, than to the ancient oratory, his natural model;

he viewed poetry as absolutely essential for rhetorical compositions.14

It is true to say, nevertheless, that although respect for poetry remained high, and

by citing poetry in their orations the sophists would lay claim for the true Trat8Eia of the

TrETrat8EvtAvos that epitomised the ambition of the time, it is prose that had gained the

high ground as the medium of expression for oratory and philosophy, which were the

primary intellectual activities and the educational vestiges of the time. 15

12. Menander is keen to recognise that certain genres of epideictic had been invented by poets: the
epithalamium, in particular, was invented by Sappho while the invention of otiv-ralcruc65- is attributed
to Homer. The role of genre in composition of either rhetoric or poetry and their strong correspondence or
parallelism between poetic and epideictic genres emphasises the common cultural and educational
background to the ancient rhetoric and poetry. Cf. Webb 1997: 341.
13.Cf. Or. 4.3 the 'friend of the divine poet's chorus".
14.In the protheoria that accompanied Or. 9 (a prose marriage hymn), the sophist explains to his students
the treatment he will follow: "Now let the best rule for epithalamia be to look to the poets for the
style,... to the subject for the rhythm. If the speech aims at all of these things, the composition will
exhibit considerable clarity".
15 • Maximus of Tyre went so far as to claim that his rhetorical teaching could provide all the skills
necessary for the composition of poetry, except for metre; (Philosophumenon 1.7 Hobein).
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4. The Wachleben' of Pindar

1. Text

Most of the papyri containing works also transmitted in medieval manuscripts

concern only a limited number of authors, those most widely read and studied in Egypt

during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. These were mainly the authors of the "golden

age" of Greek literature. There are more than 45 Pindaric papyri (both in roll and codex

format), of varying length contributing sometimes large parts of poems relating to

different genres, particularly paeans and dithyrambs. Papyri with Pindaric fragments

easily outnumber those of Epinicians. The large number of Pindaric fragments confirms

what could already be deduced from ancient sources, that is, that Pindar was the pre-

eminent Lyric poet in all periods and in all parts of the Greek world, and at all levels from

primary school to sophisticated philological studies.

His work was greatly admired and imitated. His poems seem to have found a

secure place in the Hellenistic systems of education, which set the pattern for the whole of

later antiquity and the Byzantine Middle Ages. Aristarchus and Aristophanes of

Byzantium were Alexandrian literary critics who established the first list of "good"

authors during an inventory of the Alexandrian library (2nd century BC).' Pindar was one

of the nine Lyric poets who entered the canon and was regularly lectured on and analysed

in C/Trotivr)para throughout antiquity.

The first traceable history of Pindaric texts begins with the Alexandrian scholars,2

just after the founding of the Alexandrian Library by Ptolemy I. Zenodotus, the first

librarian, collected the material3 and later Aristarchus, the great Homeric critic, wrote a

commentary, which reflected the mainly grammatical and textual interests of his author.4

His commentary is known to us through Didymus, who often cites, and disagrees with

Aristarchus in his own commentary which was primarily devoted to historical annotation.

Bits and pieces of these Crrropyrjpara are saved as marginalia in the manuscripts.

But in between the two, the greatest contribution was made by Aristophanes of

Byzantium, librarian of the Alexandrian Library from about 195-180 BC, who produced

the great Hellenistic edition of Pindar. Aristophanes delved into questions of authenticity

and correctness of the text and dealt with metrical problems, and he ordered the poems

1• Some kind of selection of "worth-while" authors must have been established as early as the third
century BC, but we do not know by whom.
2. Plato's frequent quoting of Pindar suggests that his poems were already available in book form and we
know that some libraries were founded in Athens and Rhodes, which implies the availability of books.
Plato's quotes very rarely come from the Epinicians. The most famously quoted passage of fr. 169a.1-8
"NOpos 6 Tra y-Ray PaaiAmis" is of an unkown genre, but certainly not an 'ETrimoc. Records of the
epinician must have been kept in the victor's city's annals. On this see Irigoin 1952: 11-28.
3. See Irigoin 1952: 32-3. The scholia preserved some traces of his work.
4. Ibid. 54-6.
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into seventeen books, i.e. papyrus rolls. Aristophanes also devised a form of colometry

which remained in use in manuscripts and printed books until Boeckh's edition in 1811.

The 'next phase' was the period of Didymus and Theon. In the second century

AD, pedagogical utility and literary taste decreed that editions consist of selections only.

During this time, a selection took place which determined the tradition of the Greek poets.

From the nine poets of the Alexandrian canon —ten if we add Corinna— only two were

selected: Sappho from the lyric monody and Pindar from the choral lyric. 5 A further

second selection favours only the 'E-rthrucot. 6 The selection has to be seen against the

background of the philological renaissance manifest in the time of the Antonini, notably

with the works of grammarians and lexicographers: Apollonius Dyscolus, Herodianus,

and Phrynichus.

The selection of authors is from the outset oriented to the education of the young,

even if the criteria for selection are themselves inherent to the language and literature. In

Pindar's case virtus is again the general criterion. 7 His reading can serve as an exemplum

for an individual's action. Ethical considerations made Pindar appropriate as school

reading material.

2. Influence in Greek Literature

It is a paradox regarding Pindar's influence in antiquity that he has influenced

prose literature as much and perhaps more than poetry. His own genre, choral lyric

poetry had died no later than forty years after his own demise and Pindar, along with

Bacchylides and Simonides were, minor subsequent attempts notwithstanding, the last

practitioners of elaborate choral poetry. His influence is present in later poets, but as

prose was becoming, already in the fourth century, the dominant medium, his presence

shines no less in works of prose like Plato's, who appears to admire him greatly and

quotes him in several places. 8 The writer in the classical era who was more significantly

influenced by Pindar was the orator Isocrates: his eulogy of Evagoras, his treatises to

Nikokles and Demonikos and his address of Philip of Macedon are strikingly reminiscent

of Pindar's odes to Hieron, as they show, Race points out, "the same blend of praise and

counsel, while promoting heroic virtues and Panhellenic ideas".9

5. Themistios (Or. 20 p.236c Hardouin) gives an important testimony for the poets studied in the fourth
century education. The two lyric poets studied are Sappho and Pindar, the poets of the selection.
6. Irigoin (1952: 94-7) thinks that the selection was probably made in Athens between AD 150 and 180,
and that a new commentary was compiled for the text of the selection. The reason for the popularity of
Epinicia is contained in Eustathius words (Opusc. p.60. 22) that this section of the poets works was the
most popular as being fuller of human interest, less concerned with myth and less obscure in
expression,— di Kai TrEptayovTat wiAtaTa St& TO aVeraGYITIKC.TEpOt ETVal Kai OXtyen..tueoi,
Kai wiSe it 	 gxetv acrapC3s KaTel ye Ta CIXAa.
7 . But papyri have finally proved that many of the unselected works were still circulating until late
antiquity.
8. Cf. des Places 1949.
9. Race 1986: 121.
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Callimachus (c. 305-240 BC) stands out as a major Hellenistic poet to have been

significantly influenced by Pindar. 10 He adopted Pindaric elements in his poetry and he

also wrote epinician poems to prominent Egyptians (cf. fr. 384 Pf. for Sosibios and a

poem celebrating the Nemean chariot victory of Berenike, Victoria Berenices). His

contemporary Theocritus treats Pindaric subjects, although in entirely different form,

using the epic metre of the dactylic hexameter.11

Another line of influence in the Hellenistic literary scene and one most

prominently reflected in Callimachus regards Pindar's legacy of "literary criticism".

Pindar's pronouncements about his own art foreshadow the language of literary criticism

in its more developed stages, reached in the Hellenistic era when a more technical and

established terminology had already been coined to describe the art. 12 Here also,

Callimachus stands out as reflecting more striking Pindaric influences.13

3. Influence in Roman Literature

It is in Rome's greatest lyric poet, Horace, that Pindar found not only an imitator

but also an admirer who even felt the need to address exaggerating hymnal praises to his

Theban model. It was the time of the Augustan revival of interest in pre—Hellenistic poets

which saw Horace drawing upon Greek classical models for his four books of lyric

poetry. He stays shy of using triadic choral lyric, for in Latin the result would be too

artificial. His subjects are often rather trivial but when he rises to some grandeur, as

Quintilian says (insurgit aliquando 10 10.1.96) Pindar is often his model. His ode to

Augustus borrows from Pindar's opening lines in 01.11: quem virum aut heroa lyra vel

acri and more interestingly, he adopts Pindar's celebrated philosophical point concerning

the relationship between natural talent, training and practice:

doctrina sed vim promovet insitam,
rectique cultus pectora roborant

(4.4.33-4)

lo. As a "critic" and as a poet, Callimachus knew and imitated phrases from Pindar's poetry (e.g. 480,
597, 384, and in his `appayis' in Ap.). His claim to poetic authority in the Prologue to the Aetia is
based in part on Pindar's Paean VIIb (fr. 52h). There Pindar claims to be different from poets who `go
down Homer's worn — road' (1. 1 1 ff.), and that men who do not compose poetry have 'blind hearts'
(1.18ff.). Callimachus in his adaptation speaks of finding a path that is not only untrodden but narrow;
then he describes himself in terms of Pindar's art, as the 'slight one, the winged (23ff.). For Pindar as a
model for the second and third hymns of Callimachus, see Lord 1990.
11. E.g. Theocritus' Panegyric to Hieron II (Idyl. 16), and Ptolemy (Idyl. 17). Most striking is his
reference to Heracles' strangulation of the snakes in Idyl. 24, a topic treated by Pindar in Nem. I.
Theocritus treats the subjects as independent small showpieces and not as parts of hymnal songs. This
preference is a characteristic of the Hellenistic poetry generally.
12. Richardson 1985: 383-401; Verdenius 1983: 14-59.
13 • Richardson shows that while in other cases in the Hellenistic 'formally established' criticism Pindar's
presence has to do more with some fundamental assumptions about Greek poetry shared by Pindar and
other poets, in the case of Callimachus one may speak of influence by Pindar. Callimachus is singled
out as more strikingly exemplifying the presence of the Pindaric element of the search for appropriateness
in Hellenistic poetry, as well his view of poems as "intricate works of craftsmanship".
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The most striking manifestation of Horace's debt to Pindar is offered in his praise

to his model lyric poet in the first verses of Odes 4.2, which begins with his name:

Pindarum quisquis studet aemulari... (Whoever strives to emulate Pindar, lulus, relies on

wings held together with wax through Daedalus' craft, and is bound to give his name to a

transparent sea).

But Horace continues in the subsequent five stanzas to give a poetic description of

Pindar's technique:

Monte decurrens velut amnis imbres
quem super notas aluere ripas,
fervet immensusque ruit profundo

Pindarus ore.
(0d. 4.2)

The ode is the familiar form of recusatio, a literal refusal to write in the grand

style, which he attributes to Pindar in an exaggerated form, to the point of caricature as it

transpires with the technique of the recusationes. However, the image of Pindar as a poet

who rages like a rushing river with no restraint exerted great influence from the

Renaissance on and is responsible for giving a rather misleading aspect of Pindar.

Another Roman writer on whom Pindar exerted great influence was Quintilian,

who, in his famous account of Greek and Latin literature finds that of the nine Greek lyric

poets, Pindar is by far the greatest:

Novem vero lyricorum longe Pindarus princeps, spiritus magnificentia, sententiis,
figuris, beatissima rerum verborumque copia et velut quodam eloquentiae flumine;
propter quae Horatius eum merito credidit nemini imitabilem.

(Quint. 10 10.1.61).

But Quintilian's views on Pindar we will examine in the context of Pindar's legacy in the

history of Oratory.

4. In the specific area of the second century culture and society

Pindar reached the height of his popularity in the Imperial age. This is a

consequence of the imitatio of classical models. In the second century AD people looked

back to their spiritual ancestors in search for literary and stylistic models. This tendency

can also be observed in the early Ptolemaic period. Hellenistic scholarship was

particularly concerned to establish what was classical in poetry and oratory. The same

practice may have resurfaced in the second century AD and people concentrated on what

they regarded as good models, both stylistically and poetically. The two main tendencies

of that period were to regenerate the past and to return to the classical authors.

As more restricted canons of what was "classical" came to be accepted by scholars

and teachers, Pindar's works were held in favour, and the habit of treating `Pindar' as a

school text continued in western Europe during the Renaissance and after.
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5. In ORATORY

Second century rhetoricians hold Pindar in high esteem. Pindar is one of the most

eminent poets that Quintilian selects for consideration. Of the nine lyric poets received

into the 'canon' Quintilian recommends only four: Pindar, Stesichorus, Alcaeus, and

Simonides (10 10.1.61). These are the same as those criticised by Dionysius

Halicarnassensis, except that in the latter Simonides comes next after Pindar (de imitat. fr .

31, 2, 5).

Zri XoyrOs Si Kal TTiv8apos Ovoarrcov Kai vormaTcov eiveca, Kai pEyaXoTrpeTrEias
Kai TOvov Kal TrEptovoias KaTaaKarric Kal SuvapEcos, Kai TrtKpias pETa iovfjç Kal
TruKveyrriTos Kai ag.tverrriros, Kai yvcopoAoyias Kai ivapydas, Kai axwaTtoTtaw
Kai flOoTrotias Kai agrjoEo35 Kal 3Eivc3oEcas • paXto-ra Si TöV Etc or.....xppootivriv Kal
Eita gflEtav Kai pEyaXoTtpg-treiav

Both accounts acknowledge rhetorical virtues in Pindar's diction. His distinctive

quality stressed is magnificentia, p,Ey«Ao-rrp g-rrEta: he is piAäyAaos, 'splendour-loving'.

A great number of Pindar's metaphors illustrate his piyaXo-rrp gTrEta. To cite just one

example, the architectural imagery that opens Pyth. VII seems to be built on the ideal of

piyaXoTrpg-rrita as a system mutually advantageous to the oikos and the polis.

Dio Chrysostomus (2, 33) also praises Pindar's Xap-rrperrns in celebrating great

men and he presents the commander who united all Greece against the Persians and who

venerated Homer as having appreciated the Panhellenic Theban poet. Philostratus in VA

6.26 refers to Pindar's ability to bestow his praise Ka-rel Goepiav.

Aristides, like other orators of his time, delivered epideictic speeches which are

essentially praise speeches. He saw Pindar close enough to his rhetorical needs of praise.

He felt an affinity to the way that Pindar formulated his praise.

In a song of praise we expect certain data about the victor, such as his name, the

name of his father, and his home. Pindar is able to provide the necessary information

unobtrusively and without repeating himself. Other factors which form the stock—in—trade

of a victory ode include myth, proverbs, gnomae, and so forth. These are the strands

which are inextricably woven into a whole; they emerge, they vanish, to make room for

another motif, and come again into view, tracing a complex pattern of parallels and

contrasts. These fibres of Pindar's poem are distributed over its length creating an ornate

tapestry. Such material was of great importance for the needs of an epideictic speech.14

Thus, Pindaric material appears to be a valuable source for an orator who wanted to give

a mythological exemplum, or to cite a gnome with which everyone would be prepared to

agree. Dionysius in Ars Rhetorica expounds how epideictic forms of rhetoric were a

14 • Cf. Aristid. Ars rhetorica, 1.9.1.4 Sp.: rXtho'frric Si yivurat Ka0oAtKcbs Totxf), KaTa yvc31riv,
KaTa axijpa, Ka-ra aTrayyeXiav. KaTa thv yvc4riv o(èrcos, Orav Tic at grA)0Ev iTrivoiats
xptyrat, oTov ig icrropic3 v Kai Trapoittic3 Kal
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collection of commonplaces (TO-rrot) laid out for the pupil — a considerable number of

them coming from Pindar's odes. 15 Poetic gnome and chreia were progymnastic

forms.16

Excerpts from his works were included in later anthologies. Phrases proverbial in

effect and sententious thoughts is what authors usually take from an anthology. Such

material was useful as an aid to rhetorical compositions.

Pindar in his odes makes use of specific rhetorical techniques for which he could

be appreciated in rhetorical practice, and a number of scholars have already called

attention to such techniques employed by Pindar.17

`recusatio': Pindar in Olympian one asserts that his account of the traditional myth

will be different from that of earlier poets. The demands of encomiastic poetry and of

rhetoric are identical in the sense that both seek to convince the audience of the truth of

what the speaker says, and Pindar, if he is to convince his audience that his version of the

myth is true, must remove all credibility of the traditional version. Pindar's elaborate

recusatio of the traditional myth is based on the conviction that one should not speak ill of

the gods (cf. fr. 81). Apart from the ostensible religiosity it expresses, the recusatio can

also be analysed as a purely poetic or rhetorical device.

Although his 'Erivu<oi praise victorious individuals they are also useful in

offering prefabricated modes and techniques of praise for the laudandus' polis. The city is

included in the praise which takes the form of "praise of the victor's homeland", as

Thummer categorises it. 18 Pindar had a high sense of the 'measure' of his praise,

scrupulously avoiding to reach the point of `KOpos' and thereby to cause the `p8Ovos' and

the dissatisfaction of the audience. 19 In doing so, he uses a number of strategies:

a. He incorporates the polis into the praise of the victor: thus, the poem is

designated as "thapos" (Nem. V1.46 Koopeiv), or good for the entire polis.

b. He further glorifies the city through his praise of its mythical heroes and

through the narration of foundation myths.2°

Such techniques of praise were important to the rhetorical practice in praising and

commemorating an individual's noble deeds in connection to his native polis.

15. Cf. Kennedy 1972: 636. It would be quite natural for sophistic rhetors to measure their
accomplishments against the "master's" model, albeit reverently and implicitly.
16. Cf. Kennedy 1983: 61 nos. 3, 4.
17. Cf. the most detailed study by Race (1990) on the subtle interplay between style, rhetoric, and
colometry as a regular feature of Pindar's verse. His work differs from other studies on style by
concentrating "on the rhetorical purpose served by each stylistic feature under discussion"; (cf. Race
1990: 5).
18. For examples see Thummer 1968-69: vol.!. 55-65.

19.That the victor's fellow citizens feel `q)(36vos' at his good fortune and excessive praise is an epinician
commonplace. On the topic see Bundy 1986: 40, Thummer 1968-69: vol.I. 80-1, and Stoneman
1976: 191-2.
M . These are political myths which transform an entire city into a single family descended from a
common mythic ancestor (e.g. Helios and Rhodes in O1.V11); Aristides does the same in Or. XX (Smyrna).
See Kurke (1990: ch.8), for a discussion of Pindar's strategies.
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5.1. Aristides' Quotations from Classical Authors.

In the flourishing period of the second sophistic, Aristides distinguished himself

not as an extempore orator, but as a the master of the artistic oration, the carefully

prepared declamation. He was deeply imbued with the history and the literature of the

fifth and fourth centuries BC. His writings are full of quotations from authors of all the

periods of early and classical literature, showing a highly erudite man as well as his broad

literary interests.

Aristides was a follower of Isocrates and, like him, he claimed the whole of

education for himself. He shows a familiarity with both poetry and prose, which is

apparent in his frequent citations, innumerable allusions, and stylistic borrowings.

Aristides excerpted the classical texts in search of notable expressions, in order to

buttress his arguments with selective extracts from Greek poetry, whether to prove the

primacy of rhetoric as well as its character as a techne, or to oppose Plato's devaluation of

The Four (: Pericles, Themistocles, Miltiades, Kimon). This variegated picture from the

use of quotations appears also in Panegyrics on cities, various prose—hymns, open letters

or miscellaneous speeches for special occasions, aiming mainly at an exhibition of

knowledge. 1

The wide spectrum of his quotations reflects the preoccupation of the

contemporary schools with cultivating the tastes of their audiences with what best could

be treasured in Hellenism, seen and expounded in a unifying, recollective or "summing

up" way. 2 Aristides had a passionate devotion to literature, not only to the great masters

of verse and prose from the early and classical periods but to lesser figures like Aeschines

Socraticus.

Instructive for an appreciation of Aristides' predilections in early and classical

authors is the Or. XXVIII ("concerning a remark in passing"). In this boastful work

Aristides justifies an incidental comment in praise of himself dropped while delivering a

prose—hymn. 3 The first section of the speech, (§§18-97) after the introduction, is a

catalogue of instances of self-encomium in Greek literature.

Extracts are culled from almost all the major genres of classical literature, and figure in

every paragraph, so that a reading of the speech brings one into the milieu of the higher

education of the second century. The quotations start from Homer and go down to

1. Ors. I, II, III, and XXVIII are similar in tone, style, and use of citations, all of which except Or. III
were composed in the same period (Cathedra).
2. Kennedy (1972: 564-5), explains most succinctly this "summing-up", recollective spirit of the age of
the last sophists: "Aristides' (and Dio's) speeches may be said to sum up the moral and historical
achievement of Hellenism and to project it in a splendid panorama before the Graeco-Roman world. The
sophists thus contributed to unifying and expounding the culture of their age in somewhat the same way
that the emperor Hadrian unified and amplified the arts of architecture and sculpture".
3. Cf the introduction to Or. XXVIII, p.279. For a more detailed discussion cf. Rutherford 1995.
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Demosthenes, including nothing after him. Among the examples from Homeric poetry

the passage about the "blind old man of Chios" at the end of the h. Horn. Ap., is of

special interest, since Aristides assumes it to be Homer's self-description.

From Lyric poetry Aristides quotes Sappho (51), Alcman (§§51-4), and Pindar

(§§55-8); then he turns to the epigram citing a series of Simonides' epigrams (§§59-67).

After poetry, Aristides —omitting tragedy and New Comedy—, turns to history

(§§68-74), oratory (§§75-9) (particularly D. De Corona), and philosophy (§§80-3).4 Then he

passes to the oratory of the Athenian and Theban generals Iphicrates and Epaminondas

(§§84-8). From the fine arts he refers to painters (§§88-90); and then back to literature and

comic poets (§§91-4); and then Isocrates, Pane gyricus (§§95-7). Finally, he expresses an

observation on the dramatic Para basis.

The sequence and the structure of Aristides' quotations in this speech is of great

importance, since for the section (§§ 18-83) the orator follows closely the reading-list in

Quintilian 10 10.1, and Dio of Prusa, Or. XVIII ( Trepi Adycov efalajCIECJO:

I. poetry,

2. history,

3. oratory, and

4. philosophy.5

In order to obtain an overall view of the range of Aristides' reading and interests

in classical Greek literature, I append a tabulation of the quotations and reminiscences that

are preserved throughout in his orations, except those he cited from Plato and Pindar.6

4. Aristides focuses on the arrogance that Socrates shows in his Apology.
5. Dionysius in his manual rrEpi guajaEcos- 2, changes the successive order of the last two. Cf.
Rutherford 1995: 196 n.13.
6. The formation of the list was primarily based on the data provided by Behr 1968a: 11-2 n. 29. I have
supplemented Behr's list accordingly.



Epic Poets: 

Homerus
Bias 	 (253)
Odyssea 	 (93)

Hesiodus
Theogonia 	 (15)
Opera et Dies 	 (13)

Hymnus Homericus III 	 (3)
Cypria 	 (2)
Nosti 	 (1)
Aratus 	 (3)

Lyric Poets: 
Alcaeus 	 (4)
Alcman 	 (7)
Archilochus 	 (7)
Anon 	 (1)
Philoxenus 	 (1)
Sappho 	 (3)
Scolion 	 (3)
Semonides 	 (1)
Simonides 	 (2)
Solon 	 (6)
Stesichorus 	 (6)
Terpander 	 (1)
Timocreon 	 (1)
Tyrtaeus 	 (2?)

Epigrams:
Parrhasius 	 (1)
Simonides 	 (12)
Zeuxis 	 (1)

Orphica 	 (1)

Anonymous Poets 	 (1)

Tragic Poets: 
Aeschylus

Persae 	 (1)
Prometheus Vinctus 	 (1)
Septem contra Thebas 	 (2)
Fragmenta 	 (6)

Sophocles
Ajax 	 (3)
Oedipus Tyrannus 	 (3)
Oedipus Coloneus 	 (2)
Philoctetes 	 (3)
Saryri ('E/litins- ycipos) 	 (1)
Fragmenta 	 (4)

Euripides
Andromache 	 (1)
Antiope 	 (2)
Helena 	 (1)
Heraclidae 	 (1)
Hippolytus 	 (3)
Iphigenia Taurica 	 (1)
Medea 	 (1)
Phoenissae 	 (2)
Polyidus 	 (1)
Protesilaus 	 ( 1 )
Troades 	 (2)
Fragmenta 	 (12)

Unidentified Tragic Frs 	 (4)
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5.2. Index of Poets and Authors Quoted by Aristides

Comic Poets:

Aristophanes
Acharnenses 	 (9)
A yes 	 (2)
Equites 	 (2)
Lysistrata 	 (2)
Nubes 	 (14)
Plutus 	 (1)
Ranae 	 (6)
Telmessenses 	 (1)
Vespae 	 (5)
Fragmenta 	 (3)

Cratinus 	 (6)
Eupolis 	 (7)
Plato	 Comicus 	 (1)
Alexis	 	 (1)
Menander 	 (6)
Unidentified Comic Frs (4)

Other philosophers:

Aeschines	 Socraticus 	 (9)
Anaximenes 	 (1)
Antisthenes 	 (1)
Aristoteles 	 (7)
Diogenes	 Apolloniates 	 	 (1)
Empedocles 	 (1)
Musonius 	 (1)

Historians and Biographers:
Aesopus 	 (5)
Anaximenes 	 (1)
Ephorus 	 (6)
Hecataeus 	 (1)
Herodotus 	 (155)
Hippocrates 	 (1)
Plutarchus*

Moralia 	 (3)
Vitae	 Parallelae 	 (85)

Theopompus 	 (1)
Thucydides 	 (182)
Xenophon

Anabasis 	 (3)
Cynegeticus 	 (2)
lnstitutio Cyri (Cyropaedia)-(2)

Historia Graeca (ileilenica)..(47)
Memorabilia 	 (3)
de Vectigalibus 	 (1)

Orators:

Aeschines 	 (6)
Demosthenes 	 (111)
Dinarchus 	 (1)
Hyperides 	 (1)
Isocrates 	 (38)
Lysias 	 (11)

*. Behr (Aristides 1986: vol.l. 528-9), cautiously notes: "despite
many close parallels between Plutarch and Aristides, because
of some striking differences, I very much doubt that Aristides
used Plutarch. I suspect that they both employed a common
source, probably Ephorus".
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This table illustrates Aristides' interests in classical literature. The reading of these

authors should not be assigned entirely to his education since there is a number of them

whom he manifestly starts quoting in mid-career.7

Homer - Lyrics

With regard to the sources of poetic quotations, the great majority are from

Homer. Iliad and Odyssey were read complete in schools with the grammaticus. The

papyrus fragments favour the Iliad. Homer was fundamental to the aspiring rhetor. 8 I

find 346 instances cited as against 297 from other poets.9

The reading lists in Dionysius Halicarnassensis, Statius (Silv.V 3.146-58), Sextus

Empiricus (Adv. Gramm. I 3.58-9) and Dionysius Thrax (I 1) suggest that Lyric was read

immediately after epic. Pindar, Stesichorus, Alcaeus, and Simonides are recommended

by Quintilian (10 10.1.61-4), and Dionysius Halicarnassensis.

Aristides preserved a considerable number of citations from Lyric poetry; 10 among them

Pindar holds a predominant position in terms of frequency of citation. I find 71 instances

of his actual words cited, with or without ascription, as against 45 from other Lyrics

(remarkably none from Ibycus, Anacreon, and Bacchylides) 11 . Thus, even if we exclude

the special passages in Or. II (§§I09-12; 226-31), which give us 10 (: 5+5) Pindaric citations

(as well as references besides) in a short space, Pindar would still exceed all the other Lyric

poets together.

The quotations from Pindar exceed in number those from the works of Tragic [about 71

to 58], and Comic poets [about 71 to 701.12

Tragedy

The poetry of the three major Tragedians is represented with a fair number of

quotations. Unquestionably Euripides was the principal representative of this branch of

poetry, who was read for his rhetorical qualities. Aristides' testimony agrees with that of

papyri: thus we have about 30 papyri for Aeschylus, 20 for Sophocles, and no fewer than

85 for Euripides, including at least 40 mainly short fragments from lost plays.13

7. For the period AD 154-164 when Aristides resumes his profession in full scale, starts quoting the
following authors: the poets Philoxenus, Terpander, Timocreon and Plato Comicus; the orators Dinarchus
and Hyperides; Anaximenes; Theopompus and fragments from Nosti and Orphica. Quotations from
Alexis, Hippocrates, Antisthenes, Empedocles, and Musonius appear in last period of his career (AD 165-
189). The above all authors are represented with no more than one quotation.
8. Quintilian (10 10.1.46ff.), begins his reading list with his praise to Homer presenting him as an
unrivalled model for every department of eloquence, noting that he has displayed all the rules of art to be
followed in forensic or deliberative oratory; Hermogenes makes him master of all types of oratory.
9. On Aristides knowledge of Iliad and Odyssey see Kindstrand 1973: 85-7.
M. In Aristides' quotations from Iambic poetry are almost absent Hippon. and Semon.; Plutarch does the
same (Castagna 1991:165-6).

11 . Aristides' failure to quote Bacchylides almost certainly indicates that he was not read in grammar
school.
12 • The numerical preponderance of Pindar over Aristophanes is indisputable.
13 . Gallo 1986: 52 with n.14.
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Comedy

Aristides knew Aristophanes' plays in their entirety. The number of 45 quotations

shows Aristides' predilection for Aristophanes' plays, of course at the expense of other

comic poets; Nubes and Acharnenses seem to have appealed most to the orator. We have

also quotations from Menander, Cratinus, Eupolis and other comic poets.

Aristides' preference for Old Comedy flies in the face of papyri finds. Comedy is one of

the literary genres best attested in papyri, though there are fewer for Aristophanes, and

for Old and Middle Comedy in general, while the number for New Comedy, and

especially for Menander, is very impressive.

Philosophy

Aristides being a fervent supporter of the art of oratory, went back to the old

controversy between philosophy and rhetoric vying for precedence in the education of the

young. This principle is further reflected in the lesser number of his citations from

philosophers. The case of Aeschines Socraticus seems to be rather exceptional, and

Aristotle's Rhetoric was part of rhetoric studies.

Plato

Aristides' thorough familiarity with Plato, and especially with the text of Gorgias,

is so extensive that in Byzantine times (esp. 13th cent.), a text of the Gorgias was

included sometimes in his works. 14 Aristides was particularly keen to reject the opinion

which Plato had expressed in his Gorgias, where he denied the usefulness of rhetoric as

an educational medium.

Platonic	 Quotations in	 Aristides
No. of Qs.: 1-2 3-9 12-201

Amatores (1) Critias (3) Timaeus (12)
Axiochus (1) Politicus (3) Protagoras (18)
Epistle II. (1) Theages (3) Apology (21)
Euryxias (1) Cratylus (4) Symposium (24)
Lysis (1) Euthydemus (4) Menexenus (37)
Epinomis (2) Epistle VII. (5) Phaedrus (39)
Epistle III. (2) Theaetetus (5) Laws (55)
Laches (2) Alcibiades I. (9) Republic (70)
Parmenides (2) Epistle VIII. (9) Gorgias (201)

Phaedo (9)

History - Biography

Classical historians and orators attracted Aristides' interest in his declamations on

themes of classical history. 15 It is noteworthy that Aristides does not confine himself to a

restricted number of historic compositions from an author, but his quotations cover the

majority of their transmitted corpus. The works of Herodotus, Thucydides, and

14 • Vaticanus Graecus 933 and Parisinus Graecus 2953, are among the oldest Mss of Aristides that
contained a copy of Gorgias, cf. Dodds 1990: 64.
15 . Cf. Ors. I, III, VII-XV.
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Xenophon were studied in detail, whereas the compositions of Ephorus, Hecataeus,

Theopompus seems to have been consulted only for specific purposes (e.g. Egyptian

discourse, Roman oration). The majority of his quotations from Plutarch comes from the

Vitae.

Oratory

The profusion of quotations from Demosthenes indicates a thorough knowledge

of the Athenian orator, who formed for Aristides an unrivalled mode1. 16 Forty quotations

from Isocrates place him among Aristides' favourite orators of the past, whereas the

majority of his quotations from Lysias are from his fragmentarily preserved works. From

the three or more references to Aeschines, Dinarchus, and Hyperides one can infer that

Aristides looked at the original text afresh.

5.3. The form and the function of Pindaric quotations in Aristides

The forms in which quotations from Pindar are given can be separated into three

types:

I. <direct citation>: Passages (ranging in length from 1 word or 2 to 6-8 lines)

cited correctly and verbatim—often introduced, for example, by Cm or again with

parenthetic insertion of (e.g.) Trio( or yä p.17

2. <paraphrase, proverbial phrases, allusion, reminiscence>: Passages in which

the poet's own words (cited correctly or not) are adapted to the syntax of Aristides' sentence,

sometimes in violation of metre.18

3. Passages incorrectly cited, but recognisable as quotations, or mere references

to poet's name.19

In establishing the various types of quotations, we may find the following ones:

Aristides uses quotations sometimes as integral to his argument, sometimes as a

mere embellishment. The two types are not always easy to distinguish; any quotation

usually occurs as in some degree appropriate or relevant to the context of discussion, and

may well supply a case in point. [But there is an obvious difference between, for example,

16. In Or. IV.3-5 Aristides mentions that he had composed already a speech -vas- netrrivip looking
through the corresponding speech of Demosthenes -which had in his hands- for useful arguments.
17. Aristides following the tradition, does not refer by aTixot to the works of Pindar, although there is
frequent occurrence of stichometric numbering in papyri in both prose and verse (e.g. Diogenes Laertius
VP 7.187-8 refers by aTixot to Chrysippus). Cf. Devreesse 1954: 331, s. v. Stichometrie; Pasquali
1962:188; Turner 1977: 78; Cavallo-Maehler 1987: no.31c. Aristides rarely names his sources. He
holds that it is amusing for his reader to identify the quotation, cf. Boulanger 1923: 397.
18. Cf. Hermog. Id. II, 4 WaTE iv BoKEiv Eivat acbpa airrclw TE (i.e. quotations) K al ToO Tr400
X6you.
19.In four cases Aristides refers to Pindar by name in connection to another poet or writer.
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the extended use and application of verses from Homer in Or. 11.413-4, and the exceptional

passage in id. 226ff., where quotation and criticism of Pindar is essential to the argument].

Aristides gleaned Pindar along with other classical works for the following

reasons:2°

1. Aristides was himself interested in Pindar's pronouncements about the nature

of his own art. Pindaric statements quoted in Aristides are primarily functional in the

sense that they fulfil a rhetorical purpose within the particular contexts of the speech. At

the same time their impressiveness is partly due to their gnomic character: they appear to

be the distillation of the poet's own theory on poetry and his view of the world and thus

to have a significance reaching far beyond their immediate context.

2. Authority: the quotation supports a statement of Aristides as a sort of tangible

proof increasing the cogency of the argument.21

3. Illustration - comparison: these are two very effective types of argument; the

quotation gives an example 22 (mythological) or an évehignma, inviting a comparison of

the situation in Aristides with that in its original context.

4. Ornamentation: 23 Aristides interlaced his orations with masterpieces from

Pindar's poetry for decorative purposes, and to display his erudition. The ancient rhetoric

deals with the literary quote, which is a stylistic element. Hermogenes considers the

poetic quotations as an element of yAuKirnis (Id. I, 1; II, 4).

5. Incidental: the quotation forms part of an anecdote told for its own sake.

6. The seriousness of Pindar, his deep religious commitment appealed to

Aristides.
* * *

Aristides is the sole source for 19 quotations and the fundamental one for another

16 from Pindar.

The distribution of the Pindaric quotations in Aristides' speeches is as follows:

1. In 13 orations, quotations from Pindar feature more than twice: Ors. 1(2); 11 (11);

III (8); XVII (3); XX (3?); XXI (2); XXV (2); XXVIII (4); XXXIV (4); XLI (2); XLIII (2); XLV (11); L (4).

2. Pindar is quoted once in the following Ors.: XXIII; XXIV ; XXVI; XXVII; XXX;

XXXI; XXXII; )(XXIII; XXXVI; )(XXVII; )(XXVIII; XXXIX; XLII; XLIV; and XLVI.

A small portion of the quotations and allusions from 'Erriv/Kot comes either from

the opening lines or near the first lines. A slightly bigger portion comes from the end of

the respective texts:

20. Bompaire (1958: 385), distinguishes the quotations as: stylistique (ornans)- logique (autorite) -
compliments - polemiques.
21. Arisoteles (rhet I, 15, 13), ranks quotations in cITExtrot pisteis.

22. These examples were often "pions Curre iv8cgcav Trpocn.:.Yrrcov" (Spengel I, 423).
23. Boulanger 1923: 447.
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Initium carminis Finis carminis

01. 11.1-2	 = Hieros Logos 4 (5o).31K 01.	 11.86-8 =	 Ors. 11.109; XXVI11.55
III.Ilff.	 = Or. XLV.3 IX.100-2 =	 11.110
VII.7	 = XXXIX.16 Pyth.	 11.94-5,96 =	 11.230

V111.95 =	 1.148
Isth. VIII.61 =	 XLV.13

Aristides' exploitation of material that comes from the so-called gpyov Etc eE0C15 follows

a similar pattern, although the fragmentary state of this section of Pindar's work does not

allow any definite conclusions: four quotations fall within the first lines:

• Pae. VI.1-6 = Or. XXVI11.58
•fr. 75.14 = Or. XLVI.25
• 76.2 = Ors. 1.9, 124, 401; VIII.21; XX.13
• 169a.1-8 = Or. 11.226

* * *

In defining Aristides' technique in quoting Pindar we can observe the following:

1. Often we are reminded of the original context 01, iiilvots 17. p g pvri-ra 0.24 In a

few cases lines are given without acknowledgement to Pindar. As a rule, Pindar is

referred to by name in compositions dating throughout Aristides' career. A comparative

examination of his speeches shows that Aristides' references to Pindar by name seem to

be more frequent in his early orations and especially in those dating from the time of

Cathedra (AD 145-147).

For the last two periods of his life (i.e. AD 154-164, and AD 165-189), Aristides

shows an increased predilection for citing extracts from Pindar without acknowledging

their authorship. 25 This preference to claim vague authority in his quotes was common at

his time (especially in Lucian). 26 Thus, a number of his quotes are introduced with the

phrase cbs / 8-r1 oi nom-ral cpaolv (or A gyovot / KaXotiot). Aristides probably expected

his audience / reader to recognise that the quoted lines were Pindar's.

In the major polemic treatises against Plato (Ors. II, III), references to Pindar are

always made by name.27

In the orations composed in praise of ancient cities, Pindaric quotations are given

without acknowledgement to Pindar, or they are introduced with the stereotyped phrase

24. Aristides here follows an already established tradition: e.g. Str.VII,fr.58 e35 (Flaw iv Tots "Yilvois
TTivSapos, cf. Irigoin 1952: 37. Aristides calls Pindar's odes geilos- / Aciyoc.
25. Cf. Ors. XVII.3, 4; XXI.10; XXXVIII.12; XLI.6; XLV.3.
26. Cf. Bompaire 1958: 403 with n.4.
27. Aristides prefers occasionally to refer to an author by a periphrasis, often involving his Tra-rpis. Cf.
Or. 11.109 Troirrroir... Ct-rr6 Boico-rlas Kai 'EXIKC)vos (Pindar); Or. 111.97 Kelos Troirrrils
(Simonides); Or. XXVIII.51 AaKcavuo55 Troup* (Alcman).
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(O-rt cpaolv oi Trotri-rai). Exceptions seem to be Or. XXVII.2 (Cyzicos) and his third quote

in the Rhodian oration (XXV).

Pindar's name is clearly stated in Ors. XXXII.34 and XXXI.12, both composed

for individuals, whereas it is concealed in his quotation in the birthday speech to Apellas.

Aristides' prose—hymns appear in more variegated forms: Pindar is referred to by

name in Ors. XXXVII.6; XXXIX.16; XLI.6; XLII.12 and XLIII.30, without name in the

rest of them.

2. Aristides' usual practice is to cite Pindar after Homer. He prefers occasionally

to accumulate a number of direct quotations either from a poet or a group of poets. This is

the case in Or. II, where Aristides quotes 17 extracts from Homer in (§§85-95) and 5 from

Pindar within four paragraphs (109-12), (cf. Or. III.109ff.). In Or. XXVIII a sequence of

Pindaric quotations is interlaced with fragments from Alcman, Sappho, and Simonides,

whereas in Or. XXX.16 the words of Pindar and Euripides are incorporated in one quote.

3. It is customary for Aristides to give in paraphrase parts of Pindar's poetry

mainly concerned with various mythological accounts, which in the context of his

argument function as mythological exempla, and by these means Aristides attempts to

draw a parallel between his own point and Pindar's views; (a clear example for that can

be supplied in his paraphrase of fr. *31).

4. Dialectal simplification: Aristides usually transcribes a Doric form into the

corresponding one of KOIVTI, or simplifies component adjectives (cf. fr. 75.14), to suit the

needs of readers for whom the odes were becoming increasingly archaic, remote, and

consequently hard to understand. 28 However, he makes only such changes as will not

greatly impair the value of his evidence, avoiding in that way negligence and lack of

scruple.

5. As a rule, Aristides avoids long verbatim quotations. 29 If he wanted to use

more than two, rarely three, verses, he paraphrased part of the passage (cf. fr.169a;

fr.32),30 or broke up the quotation into several shorter ones (cf. Pyth. II.94-6; fr.194).

Although this technique is followed rarely, it serves as a formula of smooth transition

saving Aristides from a long digression.

6. (DipE 6r) yvthptcrov Kcri Tati-ra, El 6pa or6s- TE Et (i.e. Pindar):

The audience / reader is challenged occasionally to recognise the authorship and

the meaning of the quoted extract. Aristides perhaps finds it amusing to make the reader

28. Imperial Age authors quote freely also in order to avoid the charge of pedantry. Accuracy in citing is
demanded in technical works. (Bompaire 1958: 395 with n.2).

29. Proclus says of the poetic quotations, 06( EIC l.iflKoc acTix aTTOTEIVE1V TrpOO1IKE1 (in Alc. 292.3
Creuzer).
30. For a similar practice cf. Max. Tyr. Or. 27.7, who quotes II. 2.204 and paraphrases the previous line.
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recall the author's name from his memory bank. In Or. XXVIII.55 we are asked to

identify Pindar's authorship in series of quotations: "come now, recognise this too, if you

are able", and further on 6 Troirrrils, OciTts Tro-ri oirrOs iGTIV (ibid); it is the next

paragraph where we are told the poet's name. A good instance illustrating this technique

is his quotation from the well known introduction of Isocrates' Pane gyricus in Or.

XXVIII.95 e-raciov Tic iv 6 ... iTratv gaas. 31 Aristides shows this predilection in order

to impress and to catch his audience's attention and interest.

7. Aristides occasionally identifies the position of the quoted lines within the

corpus of the poem (cf. Pae. VI.1-6), or he acknowledges the natural sequence of two

quotations when they come from the same ode.

8. In a sequence of Pindaric quotations the earlier items prepare the ground for the

final one with which we reach a crescendo. This technique is well illustrated in Ors. II

and XXVIII.

9. Aristides rarely cites Pindar's words as his own, eliminating whatever might

betray their origin (cf. frs. 75.14; 76).

31 . Cf. Or. XXVIII.67 gi-racsov (Sim. fr. 46B).
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6. Aristides' Sources for his Quotations from Pindar.

Aristides was an astonishingly erudite man. His speeches are interlaced with an

immense amount of literary quotations giving the impression of a kaleidoscopic

compilation: «Zitatenmosaiken», paraphrases, and word-mingling from poetry.

However, Aristides himself does not give any information on the origin of his literary

sources, and therefore the following sources for his quotations from Pindar must be

considered mainly as proposals for discussion.

1. Original Edition of Pindar

Pindar's writings were collected, arranged, and edited in the great Library at

Alexandria by distinguished scholars and writers, the chief part being taken probably by

Aristophanes of Byzantium. 32 This collection, made in the 3rd century BC, comprised 17

books, of which but four survive complete.

Aristides knew more of Pindar than a modern reader does. In his time the

Alexandrian edition of Pindar was still circulated. He was conversant with the whole of

Pindar's works:

a. 3/4 of his quotations come from the books lost to us, which Aristides knew

equally well as the Epinicians.

b. His quotations cover almost all types and modes of Pindaric composition,33

and these are not taken from a secondary source but are of independent authority.

c. He lived before the time when the selection of Pindar's works had been made

for educational purposes. This inevitably resulted in a great loss, and after the 3rd century

AD only the Epinicians were read.34 This is clear in the following table:35

Epinic.	 Fragm. Epinic.	 Fragm.

Dio Chrysost. — 4 Philostr. imag. 25 3
Apoll. Dysc. 4 7 Himer. 5 3
Lucian. 3 7 Liban. 13 4
Pausan. 8 16 Greg. Naz. 9 1
Clem. Alex. 5 21 Chor. Gaz. 30 3

32. According to Irigoin (1952: 32-3), Zenodotus drew up a "pre-archetype", the so-called 'EScipta or
KEIPIEVa PaCIEWC, based on local editions of Pindar and private collections. Callimachus divided and
classified the text in his Trivalas-, but the first edition belongs to Aristophanes. The text was annotated
successively by Aristarchus and others, and these scholia were epitomised by Didymus.
33. Aristides does not quote from the extant 17poa6Sta. TTapeavEta and 'EyKthuta.
34. The Epinicians serve as school texts during antiquity and Middle Ages. Cf. Irigoin 1952: 96ff.
35.The provided statistics are based on Maehler's index fontium.
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Aristides did not quote always directly from Pindar's text and in the few instances

he did, this was due to the seriousness of the point he discussed. In these cases he shows

more accuracy although he, like Plutarch, appears rather careless in transcribing

connectives. It is probable that Aristides had an edition of Pindar to hand in the following

cases:

• 01. IX.27-9, 100-2	 =	 Or. 11.110
• 01. VII.	 =	 passim.
• fr.1 69.1-8, 16-7 (P.Oxy. 2450)	 =	 Or. 11.226-9.
• 0/. 11.86-8	 =	 Or. 11.109.

Throughout this period the papyrus roll has been the dominant form of book;

between the second and fourth centuries an alternative medium, the codex, came into

use.36

2. Ancient e nroptnIgara (commentaries)

Hellenistic discussions of difficult passages led not merely to the production of a

reliable text of Pindar, but to commentaries in which the problems were discussed and

interpretations offered. These explanatory works were normally written as separate texts

independent of the work that they illustrated. 37 Remains of ancient commentaries survive,

along with other matter, in the scholia found in the margins of medieval Mss of Pindar.

Sometimes the later scholia cite the names of the authors who provided such

explanations, 38 and thus we know of several Greek grammarians or philologists who

were engaged in interpretative or editorial work. 39 Such activities had been going on

without any serious disruption ever since the heyday of Alexandrian scholarship in the

third and second centuries BC.

In the High Empire, however, literary interpretation and scholarly editing

produced fewer remarkable achievements than descriptive grammar and linguistic theory.

One of the arguably most important contributions to the understanding of epic and

lyric poetry in the early second century AD, was that of Aristides' teacher, Alexander

36. Roberts-Skeat (1983: ch. 4,5 and 7); for bibliography see Reynolds-Wilson 1991: 251.
37. References in the article of Miner 1953: 215ff. We posses a large number of commentaries in
papyri. For their form see Lobel's remarks in P. Oxy. 2307 p.95 and P. Oxy. 2429 p.35. As long as we
have a corpus of a commentary, even if it is a collection of glossae or explanations, is called Carcipmpa;
when it is marginal is 'scholia'. An tin-ówiritta could also be written in a codex—form dating very late
(e.g. the Cnrcipmia of Euripides). The whole question is close related to the selection that took place
some time in the II-III century AD: the commentaries are shortened after the time of Septimios Severos;
the parts which are usually cut off are mainly quotations and paraphrases. However, the scheme of
independent commentary is in use even in very late centuries, (the latest specimen in fully developed
minuscule is dated in 829 AD).
38 • Names of Hellenistic scholars are also recorded in the tirrotiviltiaTa surviving on papyri; e.g. the
writer of P. Oxy. 2451 (first or second-century commentary on Isth. I), introduces his discussion of the
text with a brief hypothesis in which reference is made to Chamaeleon (3'2), one of the earliest Pindaric
scholars.
39 . For a bibliography on the scholiasts and grammarians of late antiquity, see Reynolds-Wilson
1991: 250-1 (vii).
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from Cotiaeum. 40 From the author's many works we have a treatise on rhetorical

figures. Alexander is also important for his interpretative work on poets. Nothing is

preserved from his `Ynop ythiccra,41 but we know from Or. XXXII that Alexander

lectured42 and wrote 'YTropvijgara specifically on Homer (§26), Hesiod, Pindar, other

Lyric poets and Plato:

24	 Kai tnjv Ei "Opripov Ikupvaiotc Trapaax gcrOat I Kai TTapiots 'ApxRoxov

Kai BOICOT0i5 ' HO1050V Kai KEiotsAcalviSriv Kai ITricrixopov 'IpEpaioic Kai 30

en[3aiots Flivbapov Kai Mv-rtlXrivaio1 5 Ia-rup6 Kai 'AAKalov Kai E-r-pots

e-rgpolis -mac pgpEt J ptXurtpiav — Tas yap 'AtInva5 ic.7) -ra vv 	 TTOL/ Kai 1

14.tas pgya I ppovEiv EiK(55 irl Tc;.;) TOL1TOL/5 Er/TOVTO5 Kominciavrt Kai SEiaVTI.

(Aristid. 32 (12) 2,222-3,28ff K).

The study of these authors was set in the curriculum of the school of Alexander.43

Aristides was brought up by his teacher on these poets. Aristides may have used his

teacher's enrciwinga in places where he quotes ancient scholia on Pindar; however it is

impossible to know for certain whether Aristides had indeed used this particular

CrTrOtivribia. Alexander's 'YTrcipvi7ga on Pindar when completed might have contained a

compilation of exegetical scholia" and textual remarks,45 which went back to the

Hellenistic ones (Aristarchus).46

Alexander evidently drew in his turn on Didymus' commentary, who had

synthesised the already huge mass of critical work.

From my research it seems almost certain that Aristides employed ancient

commentaries, and in a few cases he preferred to quote Pindar from an Y7rOpwriga,

rather than from an edition. 47 The wording of the following quotations of Aristides is

similar to the contents of the later Byzantine scholia (schol. vetera):

40 • Son of Asclepiades. Alexander became so famous that he was appointed tutor to the Caesars Marcus
and Verus, (Marcus Aurel. Ad te ipsum 1.10). Cf. Alpers 1998: 93-102; Behr 1968a: 10 n.22.
41. For his Crtroilvata-ra in general: Or. XXXII.21.
42. Cf. §§25, 34: El Se aXrieds oi TlivSexpoti XOyot Kai TTX6-rcavos.
43. He seems to have worked on Alcman (Or. XXVIII.54), and wrote a commentary on Aesop (Or.
XXXII.27).
44. Ws ezpicrrou kfiptikos Tcliv 'EXXijvcav ka1 irlyrrroill (Or. XXXII.34).
45. Cf. Aristides' evidence on Alexander's textual work in general (Or. XXXII.21) e-rret th y Tois
pipxiois z Sicopeoirro. The same term is employed for the corrective work of the Alexandrians
(Sieopecooav / Sicopecboawro), cf. Tz. Pro!. Corn. (CGF 1.19), Pfeiffer 1968: 105-22.
46. In Or XVII.4 Aristides paraphrases Aristarchus' gloss -rprrerat.).
47. A number of Imperial age authors employ such aid material for their quotes. Plutarch, for instance,
acknowledges use of such material: 11. 9.458-61 are cited at Mor. 26 and Plutarch confidently alleges that
Aristarchus athetised because of their impropriety; (whether or not these lines are genuine cf. Janko 1992:
28; Hainsworth 1993: 123). In Mor. 104A cites a glossa of Demetrius of Phalerum on Euripides.
Irigoin (1952: 96) argues that Philostratus used an tirrcipvinia.
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• schol. 01. I.40a	 =	 Or. XVII.3
• schol. 01. I.40e	 =	 Or. XXI.10	

cf. p. 152

• schol. Pyth. 111.75	 =	 Or. XVII.4	
cf. p. 156
cf. p. 163

Or. XXXIX.7, 16 	cf. p. 98ff.• schol. 01. VII.12a, e	 =
Or. XXXIV.8-9• schol. Pyth. 111.149	 =

• schol. 01. II.157a, b	 =	 Or. XXVIII.55	
cf. p. 254

Or. 11.109	
cf. p. 284

• schol. 01. I1.157a	 =	 cf. p. 176ff.
XXI11.36r.O• schol. Pyth. IX.164?	 =	 cf. p. 277

The content of Pindar scholia on Olympians cited by Aristides in Ors. II, XVII

and XXVIII -probably from an ancient tin-cipvnpa-, overlaps or is similar to that of the

Medieval scholia transmitted in the Byzantine Ms. A (Ambros. C 222 inf.).

The relationship is shown by places like:

i. schol. 01. I1.157a, and b;
ii. schol. 01. I.40a where Aristides' ipaviCEtv is a paraphrase of the

corresponding scholion, and perhaps schol. 01. VII.12e.

Almost all the scholia on Epinicia that Aristides cites are exegetic; exceptions are

the schol. 01. VII.12a (airrOxtrrov at Or. XXXIX.16); and this on Or. XVII.4 (-rpi-rcia

[3fil1a-ri), which might come from the same sort of source as the corresponding schol.

Pyth. 111.75 (13CcpaTt -rpt-recrct) BDEFGQ).

Aristides appears to be less accurate in quoting extracts from a commentary on

Pindar than he does in places where his source is either the original text or that of an

anthology. Such are, to quote only a few: schol. 01. VII.12a, e; schol. 01. II.157a. An

ancient citator treats an Linxigviitta with less respect than he does a classical text. Certain

variations in phrasing between ancient commentaries and Medieval scholia can be also

attributed to the casual treatment given in antiquity to commentaries and other informal

texts.48

Aristides attacked the incompetent grammatistae and annotators for their method

of analysis of the Homeric text (Or. XXVIII.26). He also appears to be ironical about their

scholarly interests (ib. 54). We may also suppose that Aristides may have also read the

scholarly work of Apollonius of Alexandria, also known as Dyscolos (for. 138 AD).

Apollonius' work continued a long tradition of research on grammar and linguistic

theory.49 Grammatical works contain also quotations and references to Pindar and other

poets.5°

48 • Various quotations are left out in the subsequent copies of an Cnragvnga as less important material.
A characteristic example is the papyrus MPER n.s. I 23, inv. 29817 that among the notes it contains on
Pyth. 1.46-68 it cites Eur. Phoen. 606, which is not provided in the Byzantine scholia.
49. Dihle 1994: 251ff. Apollonius' extant texts are monographs on pronouns, adverbs, and
conjunctions, as well as the four books of a major treatise on syntax.
50. P. Ryl. 535 (I-1IAD) illustrates the phenomenon of `crtivaAEITEcrea I' with a reference to Pindar and
other poets. Apollon. Dysc. quotes Pindar more than ten times, and Herodian. 36 times.
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3. Personal set of notes, annotations

The practice of compiling personal notes for individual use presumably began as

soon as books became generally available, and notes may have been taken at lectures. 51 It

was natural for the lover of literature to copy passages from works which he had read and

which attracted his attention, with a view to further perusal or citation.52

This practice was very common among the scholars and writers of the Imperial

Age. Plutarch for instance, tells us of his collection of notes he compiled and that he

quickly browsed among them to find the appropriate quotations for his treatise TTEpi

Etieupiac 30 (464F) avEA4apnv TrEpi Eirevpia5 iK -rrliv ti-rrop yrata-ro..w 'Wu ipau-r4)

TrEnotrwtgvos i-rifyxavov, flyotrpEvoc...53

Aristides excerpted the works of Pindar as he did with other poetic works picking

the best. His personal notes may have been full of the quotations that he made as he read,

and could have been classified under general categories (e.g. 'praise for gods', 'praise for

humans', 'praise for cities', myths), following a chronological order and being grouped

together with others from the same author. Aristides may have used these "note books"54

for a quicker reference rather than the texts from which he had originally copied.

Annotations in which text is explained by means of literary quotations are

obviously of higher calibre than the more common glossing and paraphrasing notes.

These notes were sometimes excerpted from a scholar's or a teacher's written tincipmgct;

even if the parallel cited comes from an author as well-known as Homer; (a characteristic

example is the annotations in PSI XI 1192 [II Oxy.] on OT 196, which explain a custom

referred to in the play and illustrate the explanation with a quotation from the IL 1.314.

McNamee notes that the annotation is introduced by a lemma as if it had been copied

directly out of an ancient commentary of standard lemma—plus—comment form).55

4. Mythological compendia, Sirirjaers-, TrEploxai

The great age of the commentator and the scholiast produced also many potted

handbooks. Among them were the Compendia, which were abridgements of great works

of literature. Many of these works though they may not be inspiring in themselves, had a

significant secondary role. They offered an easy access to the literary texts, and were also

51. Out of a mass of evidence, I shall refer to two statements: 1. One may compare Socrates "unrolling
the treasurers of the sages of old time, and to study and make extracts from them with his friends" in X.
Mem. I 6.14: -milts Oriaaupoits Te3V 711iXal oopaw etv8peo- v... •51)EXITTGOV KOIVO Gin/ TOTS yams
Si g pxopat, Kai &I) T1 Opc7.41Ev CcyclE)Ov ixXcy6pEea. 2. The other is the notes of Socrates'
conversation with Theaetetus which Eucleides went home and wrote down from memory. (Tht. 143a).
52. We possess several examples in papyri; cf. Calderini Aegyptus, 15: 239-45; Pack 1965: no. 2137.
53. Cf. Them. Or. IV. p.54b alai Codlpa-ra crtAXEC41Evos fK TCOV TTA6TCOVOS Kai 'ApiaToTa-
XOUC AE11163VCOV.

54. See now the authoritative discussion of. Roberts-Skeat 1983: 12ff. and ch. 4.
55. McNamee 1977: 165.
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valuable when their sources have been lost or mutilated. 56 We posses a great deal of

papyrological evidence of epitomised literary works and especially from poetry. 57 This

sort of handbook Aristides may have used sometimes instead of an original edition of

Pindar especially when he quoted myths that the poet had treated. Mythological

compendia were widely read in periods when Pindar was too long or too sophisticated or

simply not generally available.

Of the mythographical literature, which we have to assume as abundant from the

Hellenistic times onward, the Bibliotheca survives, which goes under the name of the

great grammarian Apollodorus of Athens.58

5. 'A vOoAorfai

The era of the second sophistic cultivated particularly the genre of anthology,

which was already so popular in the Hellenistic age.

The term 'anthology' has been widely applied to describe several collections of

literary pieces which have come down to us in the Mss tradition and fragmentary remains

in papyri. Their contents vary extremely: they may draw from the works of a single

author or from many, and the inclusions may be either short pieces complete in

themselves or selected passages from longer works; the length and the type of the literary

extracts also vary: either in verse or prose or both.

B arns 59 makes a distinction concerning the purpose of these anthologies: some

collections aim at the reader's pleasure, whereas in others the compiler's general aim is

educational and the reader can derive permanent moral and intellectual benefit and he can

use them as an aid to original composition.60

In the Imperial age there were in circulation anthologies of Greek poetry 61 and

prose miscellanies, like the later one of Athenaeus or that of Stobaeus, who drew on

56. Reynolds-Wilson 1991: 32
57. E.g. P. Corn. 55 genealogy of mythic persons (I. AD), this fragmentary text was probably part of a
school book from which only a few verses are preserved (= Rhadamanthys). There is a papyrus fragment
containing the story of Menelaus and Iphigenia, see Lewis 1936: 87 no.7 (dated I-II. AD). The papyrus
MPER ns, 1(1932), p.130, no. XVII (III. AD ), is written in two parts; the myth of Ixion is recounted in
the first whereas the other contains the story of Artemis and the giants '1.1.)-rou and 'Ecp täVrov, or
according to another view the story of TTooeiSWv and 'Ipip g 5E1a. P. Oxy. 1.124 contains the story of
Adrastos (II-III. AD). For other mythological collections cf.: P. for. inv. 155 (ed. Carlini no.2 [III
AD]: the papyrus contains a collection of myths; the testimony concerns "YXas who was abducted by
the Nymphs); cf. also P. KOln. VII 285 (II AD); P. Oxy. 3702 (II/III AD); P. Vindob. gr. 26727:
Chron. d' Eg. 1974: 317-24; PSI VIII.1000.

58. The surviving book starts with the theogony and breaks off after dealing with various cycles of
legends in the mythical genealogy of Attica. This opuscule sports the name of ancient authors, but draws
on a late-Hellenistic manual.
59. Barns 1950: 134ff.
60. The 'Greek Anthology' belongs to the former class and such anthologies have a wholly different
content and purpose from the kind with which we are principally concerned as Aristides possible source
for his Pindaric quotes.
61 • They are named 'A vOciAcirov. civeoAciyrnia and later etc/loyal, crwlAoyai, in-rropai. For
examples see Pack 1965: nos. 1567-1622.
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earlier ones. 62 Philostratus (VS 565), mentions an anthology made by Herodes. Aristides

may have used this anthology. These anthologies were compilations of poems culled

from Greek epigrams, songs, and rhetorical exercises, and their subject matters were

organised under specific topics ONO cpiXias, TrEpl gpurros, TrEpl avSpEias, etc.). This is

exactly the kind of material Aristides found useful for his orations, and some of his

knowledge on Pindar may have been derived from these florilegia and handbooks of

selected passages.

It is probable that by the first / second century AD, parts of Pindar's Odes may have been

excerpted and transmitted in anthologies. Aristides like Plutarch and Clemens drew on

these collections. Plutarch's introductory notes in consol. ad Apoll. 120C, indicate that he

probably cited them from an anthology recording their rubrics: i. TTivbapov... TrEpl -rebv

E1'KTE[3c73v; ii. TrEpl yvx-i-ls A gyuw (i.e. Pindar).

Aristides was intelligent and his command of Pindar's diction was adequate. If he

offers an interpretation different from what Pindar intended we should look for an

explanation: in this case, one of the possibilities that should be examined is that he may

have drawn on an anthology. If he was aware of the original context of such quotations

he would have been in a position to grasp the meaning that Pindar intended. The fact that

he gives to them a different interpretation is suggestive that he took them from an

anthology, (cf. fr. 108 [a]).

The difficulty that arises here is that Aristides may be familiar with the whole of a

Pindaric poem, but he may deliberately decide to cite only a small part. The implication of

that must be it is only rarely possible to demonstrate that Aristides cannot have known the

original context.

6. Mammy - TTapcippaatc

Even before the Atticist movement, the post—classical education in the Greek and

Roman world was primarily based on the study of Homer, Euripides, Pindar and other

classical authors. The imitation of the classical authors was of fundamental importance in

the literary and scholarly production of the Hellenistic and Roman times. 63 The modern

reader is liable to find it strange that such great educational value should have been

attached to mere imitation." This practice was mainly a concentration on a literary-

linguistic canon, the so—called `iyKplOetrrEs' or `iaoya i'. 65 The paraphrase was the

62. Cf. Flor. V, 59 "owaywyr) TeJ V KaAc3 c avapcomegirraw g Ogilpou" of Hermippus.
63. For the imitation in Greek and Roman literature see the detailed work of Bompaire 1958: 59-91;
Russell 1979: 1-16; Kroll 1924: 139ff.
64. For the position of pipricris in education cf. Reardon 1971 3-11; see Gelzer 1978: 34
("Klassizismus, Attizismus und Asianismus").
65. Cf. the "rrpa-r-rOpEvoi' for Plato's dialogues.
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preparatory stage of that imitation. 66 The students of grammar and rhetorical schools

were prescribed various n-apacppcicrEir, erva8ff7rjaE1r, 67 and cruvawels- from those

authors who were considered difficult in terms of vocabulary and stylistic structure.68

Pindar undoubtedly heads the list of the lyric poets. 69 The exercise of paraphrase was

classified by Cicero in the ocotidianae commentationes» (De orat. 1.154) of an aspiring

orator. The paraphrases of poetic texts in particular, were important for the student of

oratory in becoming accustomed to the style of a poet so as to be able later to insert freely

excerpts into his future rhetorical compositions.

The pipricris- had various forms: the simplest form was the appropriation of words

( gpEtopa : fr.76) and expressions (Trävy ph; otiv is a platonism), and the most complicated

one was the precise impression of the author-model's style. Sometimes that pipnots led to

a real contest, which was called «YiAcoots».70

In one of his dream-revelations that Aristides received in Cathedra, Asclepius

exhorted him to speak in the manner of Socrates, Demosthenes, and Thucydides or one

of the distinguished personages, i.e. to study and use the previous literature as models for

his own writings (cf. Hieros Logos 4 (5o).15). Aristides, like other writers of the Graeco-

Roman period, had more than one classic author as mode1. 71 However, that adherence to

the classic models did not entail lack of creativity and original thought.

Aristides seems to have imitated Pindar's vocabulary in the following passages:

66 • For the importance of paraphrase in education see Ibrachim 1972: 26, 97ff. For the paraphrases as
independent literary genre, cf. Stemplinger 1912: 212-5.
67 • One of the most striking samples of that paraphrasing technique is the famous school practice
(Mrra-noiriois) composed by Sopater rIcbc SET TOTTOW Trotn-rucen., npas- TTOÄITIKaV 1.1ETa7rOIETW, where a
Homeric passage is transformed in 72 various ways of writing. See GlOckner 1910: 504-14.
68 • The Hellenistic schools gave much importance to the exercise of paraphrase and interpretation of the
classical texts. The paraphrased text should be very close to the original. We posses a great deal of
papyrological evidences. Briefly I mention a papyrus fragment containing a paraphrase of 11. K.41-57
(MPER n.s. III [19391: 11, no.!: AD); and another papyrus containing a paraphrase in 34 iambic
trimeters of a scene from Eur. Phoen.: PSI XIII/1 (1949), no.1303 (III AD). The precision in rendering the
style of the original suggests a teacher's work.
A large number of papyrus fragments from the 2nd cent. AD shows that these exercises were very
common in the school curriculum. P. Akhmim, 2 = BIFAO, XXXI (1931), ed. P.Collart, p.43 (IIIAD),
and P. Bon. I, (1935) no.6 (III AD), preserve each a paraphrase of the beginnings of Iliad, whereas P. Oxy.
2544 preserves a CaraBects- of Eur. Phoen. It is therefore probable that the same practice happened to
Pindar for educational and rhetorical purposes.
69• The evidence of existing manuscripts and scholia suggests that the epinician odes were read. However,
the epinician papyri are of the Christian era, while of the other papyrus fragments, all earlier than the
third century, most are from the paeans. Poethke (1981: 93-6), provides a brief survey of the
papyrological tradition, dates and provenance not only of papyrus-texts of Pindar, but also of authors who
cite Pindar.
W. For the term and its meaning see Reiff 1956. Quintilianus considers even the paraphrasis as a kind
of CflAcoots (10.5.5): neque ego paraphrasin esse interpretationem tantum volo, sed circa eosdem sensus
certamen atque aemulationem.
71 • E.g. Dion. Halicar. in his Antiquitates Romanae imitates Thucydides, Herodotus, Demosthenes, and
Xenophon. Cf. the works of Ek 1942, Flierle 1890.
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O1.IX.26+Eur.Hipp.76 (Or.XXX.16)
00/1.99;V11.4 (0i AKO-EV 0.Ka-')

Or.XLV.25

fr.33c.5 (Or. XLIII.13)
fr.75.9 (Hieros Logos 4 (50).39)
fr.75.14 (Ors. XX, XLVI)

fr.76 (Ors. 1.9, 124)
01. 1.38 (ipavov:ipaviCco)
01. 1.75 (Or. XXXIV.25)

7. Lexica — rA cocrocipia

In the study and interpretation of Pindar Aristides may have resorted to the use of

(rhetoric) lexica, "ouvaycoyai AgEcov", and "thrarr6ma",72 which were in abundance

in the Graeco-Roman world. 73 These books all gave guidance to the would-be writer of

classical Attic prose; in general they listed words or constructions current in everyday

use, and then added the correct classical idiom containing occasionally quotations. The

lexicographic collections of authorised linguistic material were the most extreme

exposition of Atticism.

Dictionaries of Attic diction by Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias under Hadrian

(AD 117-38) have survived in fragments; 74 we have also complete works by Pollux 75 and

Phrynichus 76 dating from the reigns of Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-80) and Commodus

(AD 180-92). Moeris' "AgEts- 'ATTIKar'77 was the strictest of the Atticist lexicography

that was produced in the second century AD. Atticism was not unopposed; an anonymous

lexicon of the second half of this century "'A v-ria-r-rmicnts-", expands the number of

admissible authors.

The object of the lexicographic works was to present youths with a kind of store-

house, from which they could borrow all the words of which they had need, and could at

the same time learn their usage in the best writers. 78 The lemmata were often illustrated

with a great number of quotations from ancient authors (as in the extant 'Ovogaa-riKciv;

various glossaries and word—lists in papyri also included a varied number of poetry and

prose quotations, cf. P. Oxy. 2087 [II AD]; P. Oxy. 1801 [I AD]; P. Oxy. 1802 [1UIII AD]).

Pindar is quoted in the majority of the extant second century lexicographic sources:

72 • Title of a collection of synonyms, Suid. S.V. Tilitupos TTEpyaprivOs.
73. A great number of glossaries were compiled to meet the school needs. Calderini (1921), published
nine Roman school glossaries calling them 'commenti minori' to discern from the Cnrouvrjga-ra.
74. For both see the collection of fragments by Erbse 1949 [1950]; their source had been Diogenianus of
Heraclea ("AgEss- TrairroSaTrai Karat. aToixErov", Erbse 1949 [1950]: 36), who can be traced back
via Julius Vestinus to the Aristarchean Pamphilus of Alexandria (I AD: he recorded the lexicographic
tradition in a lexicon of "yAc.3 Gaul" in 95 books).
75. "'OvogcraTiKciv" (10 books). Each book forms a separate treatise by itself, containing important
words relating to certain subjects, with short explanations and frequently illustrated by quotations.
76. We have excerpts of his "loptcrruct) nporapaaKeurr (37 books), and "'Arrucia-r45" (2 books).
They were based on Eirenaeus and Aelius Dionysius.
77 . The title varies in different Mss. It consists of a list of Attic words and expressions which are
illustrated or explained by those of other dialects, especially the Kotvij Greek.
78 . It should be noticed that the ancient Lexica in not a reliable source for the transmitted text; cf.
Naoumides' remark (1961: 388): "the dictionaries were not copied with the same accuracy as the texts of
the classical authors".
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• Phryn. praep. soph. 22, 8 = Pyth. 11.76;
132, 18 =fr. 124a;

• Pollux 3, 17 = 01. VI.84;
• Harpocr. s.v. 'AParns-' (fr. 270), aerrOxeoves• ' (fr. 253),

'peracrvoc' (Pyth. X.67), 'TraAivaipEros-' (fr. 84).

Pindaric extracts are also quoted in Byzantine etymologica: Et. M. (38 times); Et.

Gen. (8 times); Et. Gud. (6 times); Et. Pan'. (1 time).

The use of a lexical source must be considered for Or. XLV.3, where Aristides

quotes a sequence of snatches: frs. 350, 351, 352, 353, Isth. 111.70 and 01. III.11ff.,

VI.43, 50 saying nothing about their authority and the original context; 79 id. 13: frs. 354,

355, 52h.13-4, Isth. V111.61, and perhaps Pyth. VI.11ff.: vEcpOtas cr-rpa-rOs in Aristides'

OTE vepaas <cyrpa-r61)..., if Keil's supplement is to be accepted. It seems probable for

Aristides to have taken these passages from glossaries as those on Homer, tragic poets,

and Menander and the reason might be the short length of them as well as that they are

less common words.

8. Paroemiographical collections —xpEica, yvagat

Many quotations from literature and especially from poetry enjoyed an

independent life as proverbs or gnomai. Gradually the gnome became a literary genre and

this lead to the compilation of gnomologia." In the Hellenistic era we meet with

collections of proverbs by Seleucus, Didymus 81 and Lucillus of Tarrha. These were

augmented in the course of time.

The second sophistic created a demand for proverbs and gnomai as an ornament

for style (especially in Atticists). 82 Bompaire argues83 that we can be sure that Aristides

(Ors. III, IV, XXXIV), 84 Lucianus, Aelianus and Plutarch, used such collections.

Aristides in particular, exploited them as part of his polemic against philosophers.

The study of yvc3gai was part of the educational system in antiquity. 85 Evidence

from the papyri suggests that the authors widely read were Hesiod, Pindar, Euripides,

Menander, Callimachus, Plato, Isocrates, and Thucydides. Many proverbs of literary

79. Cf. Htifler 1935: 25.
80. The ern-Ocptleria and Caroerjtui have similar meaning to gnome, whose feature was the brevity and
therefore easy to memorise. For the slight distinction between maxim, proverb and gnome, cf. RE s.v.
'gnome'. These were mixed occasionally with anthologies (Bompaire 1958: 394 n.1).
8l . irrp TO&C Trepi Trapotindiv cruvre-raxciras-" (13 books). Didymus augmented Aristophanes'
collection; see Pfeiffer 1968: 279, n.2.
82. For their value cf. S.E. adv. gramm. I 271=660B d Tro-re TrapatvE-rmcbs TI X6yotEv, Tais Trot-
riTiKais pcovais WOTTEpl appayi;Eaeat T6 :117'	 XEy01.1EVOV; cf. Ps. Aristid. (Spengel II,
499) yXtxti-rtic yivETai... 	 (ia-roptc73v) Kai Trapotplaw (Kai	 OG.)0.

83. 1958: 420 with n.2; 444.
84. Boulanger (1923: 438), assumes that Aristides employed such material for Ors. XXVIII, XXXIII,
VCXIV.
85. Cf. Barns 1950: 126ff.; cf. P. Berol. 12310; Ostr. Berol. 12319 (III BC poetic yvc:41a0; PSI 1093;
MPER n.s. III no.25, col.l.
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origin (e.g. TrpOs Kev-rpa ?taKTIEIV [cf. Pyth. 11.94-5]) became popular and were used in

colloquial Greek. Aphthonius lists XpEiat or ('anecdotes')86 among the progymnasmata,

and students were given a saying or a description of an action by a famous person and

expected to work it out by expanding and paraphrasing its meaning, and citing literary

examples.87

Three main versions of the Hellenistic collections circulated in that period:

a. Zenobius, (II AD, sophist): an abbreviated alphabetic form of the collections of

Didymus and Lucillus Tarrhaeus.

b. "Proverbs of Plutarch used by the Alexandrians",88 and

c. A collection of 775 proverbs in alphabetical order attributed to Diogenianus of

Heraclea, (HAD, grammarian): "17apoutiat Bripth8Eis- it< -rfir dloya1Iavo0 ouvaywyric".

We have to mention also Favorinus' "yvcopo/loyuce, used by Stobaeus.89

A number of poetic quotations are dispersed in paroemiographical collections, and a

considerable number was culled from lyric poets. Pindar's gnomic statements have an

ethical import which is a constant and essential feature of the gnomic anthologies.

Pindaric quotations figure in the following second-century collections:

• Diogenian. 3,94 =fr. 110, Apostol.V. 51: PwKin aurrEipcp TrOAEpos
7, 12 =fr. 203

• Zenob.	 2, 18= fr. 106
5. 20 = Nem. IV.59.
5, 59 =fr. 203
6,43 = Isth. 11.11

9. Quotations from Memory9°

Certain Pindaric songs could have achieved universal popularity among the later

authors (e.g. the Dithyramb for Athens), and so have been reproduced from memory.

Some of Aristides' quotations from Pindar were probably committed to memory at an

early time during his studies under the grarnmaticus.

It was part of the rhetorical education for students to memorise extracts from

poetry and prose in order to be able to substantiate their opinions with quotations and

reminiscences. 91 This was feasible with repeated reading of texts prescribed in the school

curriculum.92

86 • For the various kinds of xpeial (: Xoynoth nparrikel, w pm)), see Brinkmann 1910: 152ff.
87. We possess a great number of papyri on xpEicri, e.g. MPER ns, III (1939), p.52, no. XXXII (II. AD);

P. Reinach II (1940), no. 85 (III. AD); 0. Wilcken, 11 (1899), nos. 1226, 1310 (Roman age).
88. Drawn from Seleukos of Alexandria.
89. Cf. Freudenthal 1880: 424.
90. On the significance of memorisation, cf. Householder 1941: 64.
91. Cf. Pseudo—Longin. 17Epi Otpous- 13. 3 ... g0T1 8' oti KXoTrij TO Trptinia, 6XX r.bs 6urra kaAc7av
t fl O CZW f t TrAaaarrcav ij 8flutoupyrian-cov c:CTTOTI./ITCOOIS.
92 • Repeated reading penetrates into memoria (Quint. 10 10.1.19). For the antiquity of the practice of
memorisation in education cf. Lg. 8toe: here it appears that extracts were frequently made for committing
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It is not difficult to imagine that Aristides, like every ancient reader, faced with the

need to verify a quotation or check a reference, would rely sometimes on his memory of

the passage rather than go to the trouble of unwinding the papyrus roll; this format

presented a number of obvious disadvantages to the users.93

This would certainly be one of the reasons that account for differences between the two

versions.94

10. 'Double borrowing' of quotations

It is no doubt possible that a number of late authors found a portion of the most

well-worn quotations in the indirect tradition on which they drew. This process is better

known as 'Double borrowing' . 95 Through this process a quotation from an established

poet can become eventually a poetic 'cliché' (tag).

An illustrative instance concerns Hes. Op. 293, 295-7, which Aristides cites

among a series of quotations from Homer and Pindar in Or. 11.97. Aristides' source must

be the text of other authors, who also omitted 1.294 like Aristot. EN 1095b 10 (et 294 in

cod. rec.); Zeno (fr. 235); Clem. Paed. 3, 8; Stob.m/s, 3.4.25, Gnomol. Par. 1630 (An.

Boiss. i.115). All these might also have used a common source: it is understandable that

1.294 should have been passed over by someone who quoted the passage, since

—according to West (ad loc.)— "it limited the applicability of the [former] gnome".

It is also noteworthy that Aristides gives no more information about Stesichorus'

Palinode than could be gathered from Phdr. 243aff.

11. Manuals on Rhetoric

The industrious cultivation of sophistic show—speeches, together with training in

rhetoric, which was compulsory for a higher career, are unthinkable without an abundant

theoretical literature.

The most common form of the rhetorical—didactic treatise in the first and second

centuries AD, was the ars rhetorica, or Taxi/i7 1517-ropuu). As the reading of poetry in

rhetorical instruction was mainly intended to help the development of stylistic skills,

examples for this sort of manual as well as for treatises on rhetorical figures were taken

to memory (iximeavEtv); cf. also Protagoras' description of the whole of Athenian education (326e):
elvaryv6aakEiv 1TOITITC3V aya06..w Troulima-ra Kai ikpaetivEiv avaythCovaiv.
93. For a good account of the difficulties see Gallo 1986: 12ff.
94. Behr without adducing proofs (1968a: 11 with n.28), argues that errors in quoting were due to faulty
memory. However we should be careful in imputing such errors entirely to memory failure. It is hard to
imagine Cyril of Alexandria committing to memory in Adv. Jul. 2.37, a passage 96 words in length from
a work such as Porphyrius' De abstinentia.
95. Anderson (1976: 61), has addressed this question in relation to Lucian's quotations arguing that a
part of his knowledge of classical poetry derives from 'Double borrowing'. Several of his instances were
quarried from Gorgias and Phaedrus.
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freely from poetry, in particular that of Homer, Pindar, and Euripides (cf. the treatises of

Theon Prog., and D.H. Rh.).

Classical scholars owe a great debt to these abridgements and commentaries,

grammars and handbooks, for they have preserved, even if at second-hand or in

fragmentary form, a very considerable amount of literature and learning that would

otherwise have perished. 96 They also enable us to correct passages in extant authors

where the text has been corrupted in the direct manuscript tradition.

The next part of the thesis concerns the discussion and interpretation of Pindaric

quotations.

96 . These manuals also enable the late Roman and medieval readers to gain access to classical literature
and to give their writings a veneer of learning. (Reynolds-Wilson 1991: 33).
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PART B

PINDARIC QUOTATIONS

II. QUOTATIONS in PRAISE:

II. 1 of Gods
II. 2 of Individual(s)
II. 3 of Ancient cities
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Aristides and the Prose—Hymns

Ten of Aristides' extant orations belong to an oratorical genre of his own making:

the prose—hymns. These are prose hymnal praises addressed mainly to gods, but also,

though less frequently, to places and monuments. The prose—hymns display in general a

religious zest expressed with all the power of rhetorical diction and the vigour of sophistic

oratorical argumentation. The statement of purpose of the genre in the beginning of

Aristides' hymn Eic Icipariv (XLV) suggests that Aristides understands the genre as

being the orator's answer to poetry and poetical hymns. The rhetor defends his

Wunstprosa' against the traditional metrical poetic form propounding the merits of prose—

hymns as a rival form l that can do at least as well, and in general better, in adequately

extolling its (divine) subject.2

There Aristides lays down the foundations of the rhythmical characteristics of the

prose—hymn; against the narrow sense of the poetic pa-rpov he compares, and favours,

the orator's prior and more pervasive tle-rpov that holds together the rhythm and

symmetry of the whole hymnal discourse in prose. He opposes the traditional

identification of pg-rpov solely with the poetic verse and he attacks the received view that

poetic diction is more difficult and "arty" than oratorical speech. Although the orator is at

a disadvantage compared to the poet because he has to be more complete and convincing

in extolling his subject,3 the prose-hymn is, precisely because of its thoroughness and

apposite content, more adequate and apt a form to praise a god.

1. It is of course wrong to say that some of the exponents of prose in the sophistic period "wished to
displace poetry and to arrogate every field for prose". Cf. Bowie's discussion, 1989: 210ff. On the
competitive stance rhetoric would adopt towards poetry in the era of the Second Sophistic see Webb
1997: 345ff.
2. Beside their importance as the orator's statement on rhetoric, it should not be overseen that they offer
an equally important testimony of Aristides' piety, understood not only in terms of the external events of
his relation to god (Asclepius) but also as an internal itinerary of a deeply religious soul. The testimony
Hieroi Logoi offer in this respect is all the more important because Aristides prose-hymns represent a
unique example of piety in the second century of the Imperial Age. They are in this sense unique, because
they reveal the piety not of a philosopher, nor that of a priest, but that of an intellectual, whose
multilayered erudition calls him to address and accommodate confrontations among diverse and often rival
cultural traditions of disciplines, as the one between philosophy and rhetoric and, here, rhetorical hymns
and lyric poetry; see Moreschini 1994: 1234-5. For the significance of Hieroi Logoi as a testimony of
Aristides' religious feelings and in general for his presence as a second century intellectual, see
Moreschini 1994.
3. Commenting in particular on the lyric poets' hymns and paeans (§3), Aristides makes the point,
among others, that poets enjoy the privilege of using just a couple of strophes or periods to complete
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As the principal source of Aristides' citations of lyric poetry, particularly when it

comes to lyric hymns Pindar may be thought of as the poet the orator has mainly in mind

when he compares (lyric) poetic hymns (to the gods) with his proposed genre of prose

hymns. He quotes mainly from Pindar when in the genre's programmatic statement in the

hymn Eir IdpaTriv he makes a frontal attack to the poets' claimed monopoly of

composing hymns to gods (§3) and one feels licensed to understand the orator as

competing with his favourite poet when composing both lyric hymns in verse to the gods,

but also, and mainly, when he writes his prose—hymns to a number of gods. In so doing,

the orator seeks to show his genre as an artistic form capable of rising to the exalted status

poetry claims exclusively for herself as the proper discourse for hymnal praises to the

gods. Aristides could after all claim that he had tried his hand in both the poetic and the

prose form of hymnal praise.4

The development of the prose—hymn is generally accepted to have taken place

during Aristides' stay in Pergamum and his repeated incubations at the Asclepieium to

convalesce from his long disease. Aristides seems to have found in the prose—hymns a

suitable form of expression to release his pious feelings to gods. His praises verge on the

hyperbole, making extreme attributions of power and majesty to the gods extolled. 5 In so

doing he draws heavily from his favoured works of archaic and classical poetry (from

which he derives the mythical elements), and primarily among them Pindar, while his

extensive travels have availed him with the knowledge of the panthea and the religious

practices of other people in the East, which enables him to make syncretistic

identifications and assimilations to enforce the status of the gods he praises.

Poetic quotations loom up in all Aristides' prose—hymns. There are no less than

99 quotations in total; in particular: epic poetry (65), lyric poetry (23), tragedy (7), and

comedy (4). The following table aims to show in greater detail the distribution of

Aristides' poetic quotations in his prose—hymns:

their whole task at hand, as opposed to the daunting demand placed on the orators' shoulder for
exhaustiveness.
4. Aristides composed two hymns, one in prose and one in verse for Athena, Dionysus, Heracles, and
Asclepius.
5. Aristides' themes in his hymns to gods appear already in the instructions given by Quintilian (3.7.7-8),
and Alexander Numeniu (iii.4-6 Spengel); cf. Boulanger 1923: 310-11, and Russell 1990a: 208.
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The overwhelming majority of the poetic quotations comes from the peak of Aristides'

career. In particular, we can notice the following:

I. Pindar - Lyric poets: Pindaric quotations figure in all the prose—hymns, with

the only exemption the Or. XL (7-IpaKAI70. Surprisingly enough quotations from other

Lyric poets seem to be out of Aristides' agenda except for a quotation from Alcman (fr.56,

Or. XLI).

2. Homer: Although we have fewer Homeric quotations in the prose—hymns

dating to the Cathedra and the last period of Aristides' life (AD 165-89), there is an

increasing number in those prose—hymns dating to the two intermediary periods ( : AD

143-53 and 154-64), especially in the latter when Aristides resumes his career on a full

scale. This is also true for the quotations from other epic poets.

3. Tragedy: The three major tragedians are represented with at least one quotation

each: Euripides (4?), Aeschylus (1), Sophocles (1), unidentified (1).

4. Comedy: We have four quotations from Aristophanes in Ors. XLI, XLII, XLIV,

which usually come immediately after those from Tragic poets, especially Euripides.

Aristides' Lyric songs

An examination of the existing evidence suggests that sophists composed poetry

in various genres: epic (Scopelianus), lyric poetry, tragedy, and epigram (which

dominated the reconstructed corpus of sophistic poetry).

Surprisingly the surviving choral verses in honour of various divinities are by

Aristides. They were composed in the time of Cathedra after divine command. 6 Someone

could have expected that in worshipping long—established divinities traditional songs

were sung7 alongside the new compositions.

Aristides had a genuine interest in Pindar's hymnal compositions and saw him as

a model in composing songs (paeans), snatches of which he quotes in Hieros Logos 4

(50). Aristides' «X g tc» and «cppatatc» recall the Pindaric «Cryos». The «Wcaots» of

6 . Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (50); Heitsch 1964: 41-2 (frs.1-5). For a fuller discussion see Bowie 1989:
214ff.
7 . Cf. Bowie 1990: 83-4 with n.67.
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Pindar's style is aimed at the use of striking poetic expressions recalling Pindar's

onomatopoeia:

1. In Hieros Logos 4 (5o).31 on the occasion of the Ludi Apollinares

Circenses on July 13, Aristides composes:

`Ooppiyyan, avarra 17crOva KArgoto.8

The quoted verse, which is intended as his own, seems to be a free adaptation of

Pindar's:

01. 11.1-2	 'Av4ipOputyyEs ihAvot, ... KEXa8hcropEv;

Nem. V.24-5 TOpktyy' 'ATrOAA(...w -1-r-räyXcocfoov I...
ayEiTo TTaVTOICOV VOI1C.31r

2. In Hieros Logos 4 (5o).42, one of his fellow pilgrims in Pergamum

dreams of an Aristides' paean with the invocation:

"It) TTaiav "Hpcaoles- 'Acrarrrni' = Pind. Pae. 11.35 ii) ie 17aidv.

It is possible that Aristides had in mind Pindar's paean refrains in his verse

compositions. The paean refrain known from Pindar and a number of Hellenistic cult

hymns is ii Hatay, or ih TTatav, or ih ie I-lc:clay . The paean cry occurs in regular intervals

in Pindar's paeans: it comes at the beginning or end of a poem or a major metrical section

such as a triad.9 The following variant forms occur in Pindar's paeans:

a. Oh ih (Pae. 1.5),

b. it) ii TTatáv (Pae. 11.35),

c. ih ifi, 63 i Fla[täv] (Pae. IV.31),

d. iffiE (Pae. V.1), and

e. <1h> ifyrEj (Pae. VI.121).

These verses alongside his Pindaric quotations in prose—hymns are an important

indication that Pindar still enjoyed great prestige and was considered as an outstanding

8• Aristides is familiar with the triadic division of the poem (: strophe-antistrophe-epode) cf. id. 1. 28.
9 . In Pae. H and IV the refrain occurs at the end of each triad, at the beginning of each strophe of Pae. V,
and at the end of one of the three triads of VI; however we do not have refrain in the remnants of Pae.III,
Vllb, VIII, and IX.
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model of lyric poet from classical age. Aristides feels here an urge to imitate Pindar's

diction rather than to excel as a sophistic poet.
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11. 1 QUOTATIONS IN PRAISE OF GODS

II.	 The Pindaric Hymn to Zeus <GHBA101I Ell AIM>
(frs. *31, 32,*33, 33c, *33d, *35a)

In the Alexandrian edition of Pindar, the book of Hymns began with the hymn to

Zeus 1 The opening lines2 (fr.29) are preserved in Lucian's quotation in Dem. Enc. 19

(cf. schol. ad loc. apxcd Ta0-ra TOO TTiv8apou TOC/ uEXoTrotoir (luvwv).3

A description of a divine banquet was prominent in it. Fr.29 reveals that the hymn

was composed for a Theban festival of Zeus;4 in a humorous narrative, Lucian describes

an Olympian banquet at which the Muses sing a passage from Hesiod's Theogony, and

"the first hymn of Pindar". The passage in Lucian, Icarom. 27, also suggests that

Pindar's hymn dealt with the theme of creation.

Aristides holds an important place among the later writers of antiquity contributing

much to our knowledge of the whole work. His quotations are a valuable addition to our

remnants of the hymn. In four different orations he preserves six fragments from the lost

Pindaric hymn, which the Teubner editors of Pindar printed among others preserved from

the first hymn in the following order: frs. 32; *33; 33c; *33d; *31 and *35a.

Aristides' statements after his quotations of Pind. frs. *31 and *35a, along with

fr.*30 —preserved by Clem. Alex. Strom. 5, 14,137,1— show that Zeus was prominent in

the hymn. The form of the title of the poem partly preserved in fr. *31 may indicate the

treatment of Zeus' wedding by Pindar in this part of the hymn.

The wedding of Cadmos and Harmonia was honoured by the presence of the

Gods. From Aristides' quotation of fr. 32, Bruno Snell argued that "Apollo, along with

the Muses, regaled the wedding guests of Cadmos with a great mythological account which

1. For the whole hymn see Wilamowitz 1920: 468; id. 1922: 189ff. It dates from early in Pindar's
career if we believe a literary anecdote recorded by Plutarch in glor. Ath. 4 p.347F-348A, that these lines
were the answer to Corinna's criticism of the young Pindar for not using myths in his poetry which were
very fitting for poetic compositions. See Bowra 1964: 279-81; Race 1986: 3.
2. For the progress and the development of a hymn's proem, cf. Schadewaldt 1928: 18 [276]; Meyer
1933: 54ff.; Thummer 1968-69: 83ff.
3. That it was the beginning of the hymn is attested also by the scholia on Nem. X.la 6 Se 171v5apos
iv Tr) 434, tic àp	 loprivOv — Malay.
4. Snell 1953: 73.
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told of the origin of gods and men. "5 The various marriages of Zeus (frs.*30; *31) and the

theogonic references (frs.*30; 33c; *33d; **34) formed a central part in Apollo's account.

Aristid. 2, 420 (1,277 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. *31.

The quotation at issue comes from the second part of this oration and in particular

from the section §§362-437 where Aristides discusses the power of the true orator.6

Aristides in §411 reserves for oratory the major role in the society that makes it

appropriate for all occasions and indispensable even to the most peaceful society. What

Aristides says in this section about oratory can be related to the epideictic genre, although

in the greatest part of Or. II there is nothing else that can be taken even as an indirect

reference to this genre. 7 He explicitly believes that oratory is the discipline appropriate for

praising and adorning (rrav-ra yap TatiTa irripxcrat Kai Koopii Kai Traotv aim)

Trpirrovcra Opoic.)s cpaiviTat).

Aristides' context

At §417 the art of oratory is presented as something wonderful providing a great

advantage to whatever art joins it. If medicine (§412) strategy (413) and navigation (416)

would combine with the art of oratory, they could be more effective in their function.

II. (XLV D.) TTPOI TTAATLONA YTTEP PHTOPIKHE.

417	 OiJKOOV iSla TE [Trav-raxoii] eaupao-rn Kai (pis av rrpooyivn-rat 0o-rrnv 15

I TOGaliTTIV TrapixETat. cpm.11 8' gycoyE Kai KCIAX05 TE Kai prp-optrnv

ativEA106vTa T1 011T0p1Kij KplefiGEGOal, Kai oitSiva TOV TOLOCITOV h8icos

OyEaOat I paXXov 	 6kç aKoOomeat Xiyov-ros. i'OIKEV be Kai TOOT° "Opripos

pap-rupEiv
OO TOTE y' caS' 'OStranos ayacsoapie' ElSos 166v-ris,

Ws, icp-n,TfV TrUKVOTTITa TC;)V VOT1P6TCOV Kai Tcav 0111.16TC,31/ Kai Tfis cpc.ovrjs I

418 Tnv 11EyaXoTrpi-rrEtav, Stool-11.dg TrapitKgcov Tnv Orrropiiav cthTOU. papiTupd

Si Kai iv ors apTicos iXiyopEv

'AXXos piv yap T' EMOS exKl5VOTEp05 TTAE1 avflp.
aXXa eEes i.topcpnv gniat CITgq)E1*

on apyC:35	 O1TAC.735 EiTi6V TO OT g q)EI, àÄÄ ' iV6EIKV141EVOC tiT1 OO I 1.16vov

iXaTTWilaTa avairXripoi, OXXCI 1Tp0OeTt MEW 1701E1, ETTEtSfl yE I Kai

5. Ibid 74.
6. For an introduction to Or. II cf. p.167if.
7. Karadimas (1996: 142), is right in recognising in §411 a reference to this genre of oratory.
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419 oTgpavos v[Kris EaTi ot'impoitov. TOv di V aioxpOv KaAcbs SuvetpEvov AgyEtv

OTE TO.J KaXXioTou, A gyetv 8i at8uvaTou, TipOTEpOV TIOT101, T45V I atm KaAav Kai

Oft-Topa EiKaTcos Kai aKo?totAcos pqol pait)tov eavpaoefivat I Trapa Toiis

?tOyous.

420 	 TTiv8apos Si TOOal/TTIV itTrEpPoXiiv inornaaTo ebaTE iv Ates

yapcp I Kai Toils 0Eoiic airro65 pilaw ipopivov TO1J AtOs El TOU SiOlVTO

ai-rnaai I Trornaaaeai ivas airrip	 ol-rtvEs Talc pEyetAa Tai1-ra

gpya Kai Traaciv I 	 i1 TT1V iKEivov KaTaaKEviiv KaTaKoapfloovaiv 	 15

421 XOyots Kai povatKi). I Kai 	 01 ITOITITal pOvot, exxxa Kai Trav-rEs

ClvepcoTrot TrpocropoXoyotiot . I Ta ph) yap iiVta fl yuxaycoy[av 11 xpelav cbs

ITAETOTOV EiTTETV gXEI, 1.16vov Si TOOT011aAla -ra yE 61.114X0 TrAtIpoi Kai pura

Tc.7)v c'opEXEtc.bv TV I X6(ptv OavpaoTtjv gxEt, eSGTE Kai &ray Eis TroXit.tous

eXXVIAOIS g X000GIV I aVeOCOTTOI, TOlItS Trap& T(.7)v airroxEipcov irp gapEts 20

ettpiKvoup gvous 8 gxovTat I Kai aTTOTHIITTOIJOIV, eveut_tol'itlEvot [TO Taw

OnTOpcov TOXov, OTTEalp0611.1EVOIJ TijV TOO X6you epihatv [aiSoist.tEvot], Ern 	 1

aPX?IS iTT1 ocoTripia Kai I Kotvij xpEig TOO ygVOUS EiGfIXOEV.

(Aristid. 2,417-21 (1,276-78 L.-B.)

Aristides here contrasts oratory with beauty (KaUos) trying to subordinate the

latter to former:

(417) "I say that when beauty and oratory are present together, the verdict will go

to oratory, and that no one will view a handsome man with more pleasure than he

will hear his words. "8

Iliad 3.224 is quoted to support his argument: Odysseus is to be admired for the loftiness

of his diction and his style of oratory which Homer compares to a storm.9

Over the next two paragraphs (418-9) Aristides discusses two poetic quotations

through which he aims to demonstrate the importance and superiority of his art. Homer

and Pindar are at issue. In the quotation from Od. 8.169-70, Homer very elaborately

employs a sophisticated metaphor where the god compensates for the lack of beauty with

the crown of eloquence. In Aristides' view 'eloquence', according to Homer, acts as a

maintenance of equilibrium and compensation against physical beauty. This quotation

from Homer illustrates the supremacy that oratory holds over the human sphere. On the

8• Cf. schol. Aristid.3,429 Dind.
9 . As Behr observes (Aristides 1986: vol.1.458 n.298): literally "an omen from the sky"; 11. 3.222.
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other hand its unrivalled value for the world of the gods as well, is presented through the

poetry of Pindar.

Pindar Fr. *31 

HYMNI FR. *31 (7)

<OHBAIOli Eli AlA ?>

171v5apor ... ày Alas- yerpcp Kai Toi/s- tkoeis crerrotis Flaw ipoliffvou TOO Aids-, I

Er TOU Sioivro, Troiriaaaeai Turas- caiTcp eecnic, OrTIVEr Tdt' gEyer/lia

TaCir' ffpya I Kai Tr-dad-1i yE Tiw eKEIVOU Ka-racKeuiy (KaTa) Koallijaouas A6yois-
Kai idoucnKij.

I. Aristid. 2,420 (1,277 L.-B.);
II. Choric. Gaz. Or. 13,1 (p.175 Foerst. Richt.), 1. iTroincrE TTivSapo5 Kai 0Eoirs
6Kvo0vTas tipvijaai Ti:cs TOO AtOs Eic 6v0pc:yrrous cp1XoTa.das. iSOKEI y6p, &pal, Tef) TroiriTij
To0To evai pirciTov iymbiltov TOO AIOS, El wiSE15 Tcliv '0XupTricav airr6v iyKunaloai
To4t1joa, 2. Totyapotiv KaeijoTo i_tiv 6 airs TE;) TTIVS6pCp TO TraV expTi Koapijoas, Trapficrav
Si oi OEol OICOITTI TEOTITTOTES Tijv ayXatav Te3V OpCJIAVCOV, ipOIAVOU Si TOO Al6S, EFFTEO
aXXOU TOLI S g OlVTO, v i'cpaoav oi 0Eol Tois EKEivou 6T1p1OlfpyfIlla01 XEITTEIV, OTt iinSiva
irpoilyayev avariaivovTa Talc Einpripiatc «xi)! Tot') piTpov Te3V TEXotipivcav. qui lovem T6
new apTi KoopijaavTa deos haec interrogavisse dicit. ad Musarum ortum spectare videntur.

Aristides' paraphrase of the poet's words serves as a focusing device pointing out

the need of oratory on every occasion even in celebrating divine achievements. We can

assume that this connection is implied in the phrase Ka-raKoapficrovcnv Myots Kai

povatrij where XOyotc refers to the need of an appropriate speech. Pindar's NOyoic in

Aristides' context acquires a new interpretation: Pindar, as we shall see later on, 1 0

implied the importance of poetry for the world whereas Aristides probably thought of that

of oratory. Aristides expected some at least of his readers / audience to comprehend and

appreciate that subtle connection he attempted.

Aristides, who is one of our principal sources for Pindaric hymn—literature

generally in antiquity, 11 clearly marks this quotation as Pindaric. He mentions the poet's

name unequivocally and comments on what he calls Pindar's 'exaggeration' (rfiv8apos

Si -roaairr-nv tiTrEppoXiiv inottjaa-ro) before paraphrasing a part of the hymn that is

mainly concerned with the theme of extolling Zeus' creation.

The praise of Aristides deals with Zeus mainly as the creator, 12 and this quotation

may well have come from the famous hymn that dealt especially with the glorification of

M . Cf. pp.67-8.
11. He is our solitary testimony for frs.32, *31, *35a, *38 and 48.
12. Caldwell 1989: 169-71.
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creation and the inability of the gods to praise it worthily. The paraphrase of this episode

of Zeus' glorification, was possibly intended as part of his argument to support the

character of his art as techne. 13 Aristides chooses Homer and Pindar to back up his

argument concerning the true power and the supremacy that the art of oratory has not only

over humans (Homer), but also over gods. From this point of view his quote fits

properly into the context of the argument and in terms of its role in Aristides' rhetorical

agenda serves as a mythological exemplum.

The translation of Aristides testimony will be:

(420) "Pindar went so far that he says that in the marriage of Zeus, upon Zeus

asking the gods if they desired anything, they requested that he create for himself

gods who would honour in words and music these great deeds and all of his

preparations".

iv Atec yam.):

This phrase made many critics 14 assume that the main subject matter that Pindar treated

in this lost hymn, was the marriage of Zeus. This hymn was probably known in antiquity

by the name of Au5s- ycipos-, and from this point of view Aristides' testimony is

important in informing us about the ordinary way that ancient critics used to make

reference to this Pindaric composition.

A comparison of this testimony with fr. *30.5, suggests that Pindar here ignores

Hesiod's account (Th. 886-900) in making Themis Zeus' first wife for he makes Metis

the first and Themis the second; however, Pindar follows Hesiod in making Themis the

mother of the Hours (fr. 30.5).

ipouivou TOO AtOs:

The answer of the gods, having the form of a succinct reply, is preserved in the

paraphrase as a divine request (al-rill:7m). The third person singular verb Trion) suggests

that Aristides paraphrases from the Pindaric text. The idea of making Zeus ask the gods is

Hesiod's but its wording is Pindaric, and in Aristides' paraphrase has the form of the

indirect interrogative sentence (ipopivou TOO AtOs El TOU Sion/To). Pindar here, on the

13.See §§362-437, which concerns with the power of the true orator.
14. Cf. Farnell 1930: 290; id. 1961: 390.
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occasion of Zeus' wedding, points out the need for the creation of those gods who will be

assigned the task of the exaltation of Zeus' g pya and Ka-raaKEufi. We can assume here

that Pindar, in the request that the other gods put forward to Zeus himself, envisages in

some way the creation of Muses 15 . Pindar probably tried to say that the world is

incomplete without poetry; (although the Muses in Homer and Hesiod give knowledge, in

the context of Pindar's hymn the point at issue is celebration).16

Having led the successful rebellion against the Titans, Zeus is now the new

master of the universe. He has also accomplished the work of procreation and he has

ensured that his reign will be permanent. The only remaining task is that of the celebration

and praise of his deeds with musical composition and nice speeches. Pindar, giving in

that way factual information about the real value and importance of poetry, aims indirectly

at praise of his work. He could not have expressed more fittingly what poetry means to

the world.

Kai Ta0Ta Oli Trourral uOvot. &XX& Kal 7TaVTES avepconot TrpoaouoAoyoilat:

This is to be considered as a transitional formula which makes the paraphrase fit properly

into the context of Aristides' argument. In his narration the Gods replied with a petition to

Zeus that he should create new deities endowed with power of music and poetry to

celebrate "die unbegreiflich hohen Werke". In fr. *31 music and poetry are illustrated as

two elements that can not be separated from the world which looks incomplete without

them. What Aristides wants to imply here is this: just as music is important and necessary

for the world, on this analogy rhetoric is important to the world as well. He adds this

sentence because he wants to make the connection between [Pindar+poetry] and

[rhetoric+Aristides]. As Pindar's poetry is important to the world, thus Aristides' oratory

is by analogy equally important.

15.This allusion, together with Nem. VII.79 where the Muse herself welds together gold, ivory and coral
for Sogenes, are the only passages in Pindar where the Muse herself is described as fashioning a poem or
garland; elsewhere the Muses are in attendance (or are invited to attend) or assist the poet. The Muses
themselves are also said to actually do the singing at the weddings of Cadmus and Harmonia and of Peleus
and Thetis. Cf. Pyth. III.88ff.; Nem. V.22ff.
16.Muses were regarded in the tradition of Homer and Pindar as the ultimate source of knowledge, cf. 11.

2.484-86; Pae. VI. 54-57, and less explicitly, Th. 28, 31-2.
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The source for Pind. Fr. *31 

Sections from the hymn were selected for anthologies, and later authors like

Clemens, Favorinus and Hephaestion (cf.fr.**34 TO TTlikapathv KaXotiuevov), quoted

from this sort of collection.

On the other hand, people did still read complete texts of Pindar, or at least the hymn to

Zeus whose place of honour was granted by the Alexandrians to the beginning of the

book of Hymns.

Strabo quoted verbatim ten lines (fr.*33d) — for part of which we have papyrological

support (PSI 14, 1391 Jr.! co1.2),— and this suggests that he used an edition; there is

evidence that Pindar's text circulated in early Roman times. 17 This can also be assumed

for Theophrastus, who quotes six lines (fr.33c), and for Aristides. The orator quotes in

paraphrase what must have been a long section of the hymn.

In identifying Aristides' source we have to consider the following possibilities:

1. Aristides either read the whole hymn and produced an original paraphrase for

himself, or

2. he used a paraphrase of the hymn either found in a mythological handbook, or

it was produced by a schoolmaster to be used as a model for his students.

Without denying to Aristides the credit of possible original paraphrase, it seems

equally likely that the hymn was paraphrased for educational purposes in antiquity.18

The students under the ypappaTIKOs and especially in higher education had to memorise,

to transcribe, and to paraphrase selected passages from the «),KplO g v-rEs» of every

literary genre. Pindar undoubtedly heads the list from the lyric poets. The paraphrases of

poetic texts in particular, occupied an important position in the educational praxis, in

training the students:

a. to relieve a poetic text from the congestion of its embellishment, and

b. to familiarise themselves with the author to such an extent as to be able to

imitate his ideas and style.

17 • Irigoin 1952: 93-7. The contexts in Lucian and Plutarch show that both were familiar with the
content of the hymn. Lucian's tradition is independent from that of Plutarch: Lucian omits CcvSpc-ov (1.2),
and preserves three more lines than Plutarch (II. 6-7).
18 . For the importance of paraphrase see Introduction 3.6.
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Therefore, Aristides may have paraphrased this Pindaric hymn as part of his school

training, which preserved it in a shorter form, preferring to quote the prose version

instead of the original lines.

It is also possible that the hymn was excerpted and utilised by the ancient

mythographers and compilers of mythological compendia, Strwficras, TrEptoxa 1, since

the quoted myth was particularly popular in Greek literature from Homer and Hesiod

down to Latin poetry. 19 Aristides is likely to have made use of such material whenever

he needed a quick reference to similar myths.

The quotation of Jr. *31 in the paraphrase of rhetor Choricius of Gaza20 naturally

follows Aristides' tradition. I consider Choricius' testimony as a free adaptation of

Aristides' paraphrase. In the beginning of the sixth century when he writes only the

epinicians circulated.21 He preserves 30 quotations from the Epinicians and 5 from the

other books. Therefore he does not represent an independent line for the tradition of the

text, since he does not preserve more information about the hymn. In the first two

sentences the Gods are presented to be in a state of hesitation in praising Zeus for his

cptAo-ripia. They stay mute in front of Zeus' glowing achievements.22

19. See Hes. Th. 135, 901; Apollod. 1.3.1, 4.1; Horn. Od. 2.68; Ii. 15.87; 20.4; Pausan. 1.22.1; 5.14.8;
9.22.1; 25.4; 10.5.3; Diod. Sic. 5.67; Ovid.Met..1.321; 4.642; Apoll. Rhod. 4.800; Servius on Virgil's
Aeneid 4.246. See also Smith 1867 s.v. Themis, cf. Gantz 1993 s.v. Themis.
20. Choricius Gazaeus, Or. 13,1 E is- Ter TOO BacnAic.os- louaTiviavo0 BpoupciAia el< TOO trpoxEipott, (ed.
Foerster-Richtsteig, p.175) qui lovem TO TrEtv Erp-rt Kocrapav-ra deos haec interrogavisse dicit. ad
Musarum ortum spectare videntur. Forfr.95 Choricius follows Aristides' interpretation.
21 • He sides himself with those authors who quote with more frequency Nemeans (6) than Isthmians (1).
According to Irigoin (1952: 96,100), this tendency is observed after the time of the choice of the
Pindaric text.
22 • Choricius considers that the biggest ir;c4uov for Zeus is if none of the Olympians would dare to
praise him.
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II.i.i Aristid. 43(1), 2, 347, 2-3K = Pind. Fr.*35a.

Introduction to Or. XLIII (1) Eli AlA

In early February AD 149 in an unsuccessful attempt to sail from Clazomenae to

Phocaea (see Or. XLIII.12), Aristides nearly suffered shipwreck in a storm. In the moment

of peril he prayed to Asclepius and Zeus and back at Smyrna, in requital of a vow made

then, he delivered his speech "Eis- Aia".23

This speech, in the prose—hymn style, is according to Behr, "the most important

single document of Aristides' resolution of polytheism. Here Aristides explained the

seemingly overlapping and conflicting roles of the Hellenic Gods... by a theory of

delegation of power".24

Aristides' context

In this hymn Aristides paints a clear picture of Zeus as a supreme deity who

delegates his authority to the rest of the Hellenic pantheon.25

Aristides' religious conception of Zeus owes much to Plato, the Stoics, and the

Orphics. 26 In Aristides' theology, Zeus was the paramount god for whom he had great

respect. This is an ingrained religious conception which underlies the last section of the

hymn (§§29-31). The orator recapitulating the main attributes of the god as they have been

illustrated in the preceding paragraphs (7-13), quotes also a series of characterisations,

established epithets, and brief mythological references concerning the god Zeus.

According to his account, Zeus is depicted as the great world creator, supreme deity, in

whose hands resides all power, even the control of destiny oil-roc 61rearrcov apx&s Kai

Tr gpaTa Kai aTpa Kal Ka tpoils gxcov, 'boy TravTaxoil Tracirrcov KpaTCov. 27 Aristides

employs in the sphragis of his prose—hymn devotional vocabulary which consists of

traditional epithets and hymnal addresses of the God.

The attributes of the God are organised in two comprehensive categories:

23. Amann (1931: 4, 13, 34, 36), dated this speech in AD 143 in Alexandria, and regarded it as Aristides'
first; cf. Wilamowitz 1925: 339. He supposed that the storm took place on the way to Egypt.
Boulanger 1923: 122-3, 161 also places it in Alexandria. For a discussion on the different dates
suggested cf. Behr 1968a: 73 n.44.
24. Behr op. cit. 73.
25. For Aristides faith to Zeus and its union with other deities (e.g. Sarapis, Asclepios) see Ibid 72-3 n.44,
151-2.
26. /bid 151-2.
27. Cf. §§ 7-13, 27; cf. also Ors. 11.166; XXXVII.2; XLIV.11; XLV.22 (the same characteristics are
attributed to Sarapis as well); XXVI.105.
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a. Traditional expressions illustrating the god's role (cf. §29; 30.28ff.).

b. Characteristic epithets of the god on various occasions (cf. §30.23-7).

The supreme god is invoked as:

Expressions for the god Epithets of the god

7TaVTCOV TraThp
Si& To0Tov Opc:3t1Ev
ELIEpygTTIS

irpoo-rCurns
gT opos

Trpirravis
liyEurfov

-rapias
BoThp all'aVTG.)V

ITOITITTIS

Currearrcov apxas	 Kai	 Tripa-
Ta Kai 1.16Tpa Kai Kal-pobs
gxwv;

boy Travraxo0 Trawrcav
KpaTc731,

'Ayopcdos
TpoTraios
Ica-n=1p
'EXEve gptos
MEtAixtoc

rra-riip
Bac:Oat:Is
noxis:is

Ka-ratriieurris
'YgTIOS
Oirpävtos
Koptxpaioc
riyEuOva
13on06v

aPXTIYeTrIv
Tomov

Keil sees a Homeric pattern (0d. 2.47) for the 3 adjectives MEIlixtos, Tra-rn p and

Baaaais; however, a careful examination suggests that for some of Aristides' epithets the

pattern might be Pindaric, since more than a third of them is attested in his poetry in an

identical or similar form:

icaTtip
pivEtpts	 ZEO

Zrivbs
2 E AEtreEp too ZEbs	 iraTtip

ZEits...
paatAEbs

obpavIou
Albs ZEUS	 TiAEC

01. V. 17.; fr. 30.5 01. XII. 1
01. 11.27; VII.87;
XIII.26; Pyth. IV.
23;	 111.98; Nem.
VIII.35; IX.31, 53;
X.29, 55; Isth. VI.
42;fr. 93

Nem. V.35; Isth.
VIII.	 18;	 cf. 01.
VII. 34; Nem. VII.
82; X.16

Jr. 52u.9; Pyth. IV.
194

Pyt h.	 1.67.	 cf.
Nem. X. 29

Christian28 and Hellenistic29 views are also echoed in the nature and the choice of

the epithets for the god. An echo from Judaic 30 hymnologic texts is also probable. Long

chains of epithets for gods also occur in mphic hymns and Magic papyri.

28. Cf. the following parallels between the writings of Aristides and the tradition of the New Testament
and especially the Gospels, for which I have drawn on van der Horst (1980): 1. Arist. §29.18 (ZEin
nav-rcov Tra-rhp): Eph. IV 6 (ETs 0E65 Kai tra-njp TrbvTc)v); Arist. §29: Col. I 15-20. (See the remarks
of POhlmann 1973: 53 -74 esp.60). rtaxP g is commonly called rraTilp in 0' see Schiirer 1909: vol.III.
407; 2. Arist.§29.21 (popos) : 1 Ptr.II 25; 3. Arist. §30.28-32.5 ;ti,o_Tos -7T-VTCJV apxers Kai
rripaTa Kal tt€Tpa Kal Katpobs EXCOV, 100V TravTaxo0 7TelVT431/ KpaTWv,... acne TobTov etpxEcreal xpri Kai TEXEUTUV EiS

TOOTOV) : Apoc. XXI 6 and XXII 13 (eycb... i ap)Q) Kai T6 TiXoc), cf. Aristid. XLV. 22 (Sarapis). See van
Unnik, 1976 on Arist. cf. 52ff.; 4. Arist. §31.7 (raelov) : Mt. V 48; 5. Arist. §30.27
(0Opavtos): Mt. V 48; 6. Arist. §30.25 (Iuvrijp) : Lk. I 47; Acts XIII 23,1, cf. Arist. L.32
(Apollo) and XXXIX.3 (Asclepius); 7. Arist. §30.2 (airres âv tiOvos) : Lk. V 21; John V 4; Rom.
XVI 27. See Delling 1970: 391-400. 8. Arist. §30.27 ('Y g -rtos) : Acts XIV 17; 9. Arist. §30.23
(viKriv 815oin) : 1 Cor. XV 57; 10. Arist. §30.25 ('EXEtieeptos) : Gal. V 1; //. Arist. §31.6
(r3oneOv): Nebr. XIII 6; 12. Arist. §31.6 (Ccpxriya-rnv) : Hebr. XII 2.
29. Cf. Call. hymn 1 (to Zeus) sphragis; Cleanth. hymn to Zeus, 11.370-408; Aratus Phaen. 1-18
(Invocation to Zeus). Aristides' account could also make us to recall the first three lines of Homeric Hymn
(23) to Zeus: "I will sing of Zeus, chiefest among the gods and greatest all-seeing, the fulfiller who
whispers words of wisdom to Themis as she sits learning towards him" (tr. Evelyn -White, Loed ed.).

30 • The older books of 0' are more sparing of divine epithets, whereas, in the later ones an accumulation
of adjuncts is attempted by Greek-speaking Judaean authors in order to counterpoise the many names of
ethnic gods; cf. Kopidakis 1987: 53.
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The "?4is" and "Tpacits" of Aristides' aretology of Zeus (§§29-31), indicates

similarities with Christian hymnal addresses and devotional vocabulary of the God as

well as Jewish invocations of rtax(3 g . This can be seen further in the stylistic, lexical,

grammatical, and ethical parallels between Aristides and N. T. scholars collected by van

der Horst (1980). According to Lane Fox, the worship of the "most high" gods owed —

but by no means always — a debt to the religious language of the local Jewish community.

Perhaps it should be stressed here that similarities in wording or phrasing or ideas do not

imply some form of mutual dependency between Aristides and N. T.

In the section of sphragis (§§29-31), we can further point out the following stylistic

similarities common in hymnal language:

a. The Tais (—Earas), its components, derivatives, and generally terms indicating

universality are of the principally hymnal vocabulary attested in Greek cultic texts, 31 in

N. T.,32 and in the translation of LXX' (19 out of 88 in Macab.III qualifies ILaxp g).33 Aristides

uses Tras 12 times here, which is a characteristic of "hyperbolischer Stil" and can be

explained as a Christian and Jewish influence.

b. Aristides in paragraphs (29-31), accumulates a number of participles qualifying

the paramount god. This construction (Trukvopuroxia) —characteristic of dithyrambic

style—,34 is attested in prayers in LXX'.35

c. The use of airr6s, relative pronouns and pronominal adverbs in cult hymns

introduce descriptions the god's powers, and in the rhapsodic hymns are used to

introduce the central normative illustrating the god's greatness. In Pindar relative

pronouns often introduce mythical exempla.36

The image of omnipotence of Zeus, through this accumulation of epithets and

characterisations from the previous literature, suggests a concept which brings Aristides

close to monotheism. Such a belief was prevalent in Aristides' time, which was drifting

into 'monotheism' .37

31. Norden 1971: 241-50; Keyssner 1932: 28-46; cf. Deichgraber 1933: 351ff. See Philem. fr. 91K
for a parody of this stylistic phenomenon.
32. PiihImann 1973: 53-74.
33. Th. Min. V, 889. 7-9: "Neben und nach Klipios, das etwa 8000 mal im griechischen AT vorkommt,
ist Tras mit 6-7000 Stellen die haufigste Vokabel der griechischen Bibel von begrifflichen Bedeutung".
34. Gildersleeve 1888: 145.
35. Kopidakis 1987: 59.
36. Bundy 1986: 8 with n.27.
37. In this developed theology, pagan hymns honour a pagan god as "one" or combine its name with
several others, cf. Lane Fox 1986: 34-5, with ns.24 (: esp. Peterson 1926: 268-70), and 25. Nilsson
1950: vol.2, 540, argues that behind Aristides' exaltation of individual gods is the tendency of the time to
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At this point Aristides introduces two quotations. The first comes from Pindar,

the second from Homer's Iliad.38

XLIII. (1) EU IA.

29	 Zeiis Tr&vTcov TraTijp [Kai 7roTapc73v] I Kai 04avoi, Kai yfis Kai OEciiv

Kai avepc:37rcov <Kai CcOcov> Kai puTc73v, Kai 6tä T00Tov Opc73pEv Kai i'xopEv 20

6776c7a Kai gxollEv. oiiToc &TrayTcov I Eigpyi-rns Kai 71pooTaTris Kai gpopos,

oirros 770Tavt5 Kai rjyEpeov I Kal Tapias OVTWV TE Kai ytyvo[tgvcov

30 aTTaVTCLIV, OTO SOTTtlp aTraVITCJV, 0i5TOS 71OITITTIC. Ol5T05 iV pev irrXrpiats

Kal Sirats virnv ISiSoifs 'Ayopaios K grXn-rat, iv Se päxatc TpoTraios,iv

vOaotc j Kal TraGiv Katpoic 3onec.73v ICOT1V3, OtTITOS	 OUTOS 25

MEIPtixtos	 EtKoTcos, aTE Kai Tra-rfip—, OTO BacnXiiis, noxios,

Ka-rat[36-rric, ' Y g-rtos, Opávtoç, Kopupaios, Träve' 80a airrOs Eiv I pliriXa

Kai iati-r4) Trp41rov-ra OvOpa-ra . OJTO OTrdorroav apxas Kai I Tr gpa-ra Kal 1

pl-rpa Kai Katpoirs gxwv, 'boy Trav-raxo0 Tray-may KpaITC0v, airrOs	 pOvos

EiTIWV a xpil TTEpl airroO, eEos aTE TTAkV I TI XaXWV* roirro yap cdiv

31 TTIvEgipcp KciAAtov ijcxAX OTIOOV OTO,JOOV Eiprirat TTEpl Al65. al-ro

TOUTOV apXECTeal xpii Kai TEXEUTaV EiC I TOOTOV, Trav-rec AOyou Kai TrOans 5

Trp4ecos fiyEpOva Kai poneev I KaAo0vTas, e.:307rep EiKas Tem; &Tray-Roy

KpaToOvTa apxriyiTriv Kai TaElov ithvov airrOv OvTa TC.73V TraVTCA.W.

(Aristid. 43 (1) 2,346-47,2-4 K).

Aristides, looking for a striking and emphatic expression to culminate in that way

his praise to the supreme of the gods, resorts to the first hymn of Pindar. This hymn to

Zeus held a pre–eminent place among the whole hymnal poetical production of antiquity

concerning the praise of Zeus. Pindar's words themselves function as a sort of hymnal

decoration: Aristides wants to embellish his prose–hymn to the God with a masterpiece

from Pindar. Explaining his choice he observes: "For Pindar has expressed this better

than anything else said by anyone about Zeus".

syncretism and monotheism. Cf. also Moreschini 1994: 1237 (on second century `enoteismo'), and
Weinreich 1914: 605.
38 . The hymnic model iK Lióç apx61EcYea of 11. 9.97 is a source for the end of Aristides' prose-hymn.
With the same words begin Theoc.'s 17th Idyll and Arat. ph. 1, cf. Nem. 11.1-3. Aristides in his reference
to Homer reverses the order of the verbs in the original text. In Iliad 9 Agamemnon is credited with the
Zeus' privilege to decide what is ° g ins and what is not. See Hainsworth 1993: ad loc.: "Nestor's
compliments ev aoi pet; Aigco. clic) 6 aygoucu is the language in which the singers of hymns
apostrophized a god".
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Evidently the hymn was famous in later antiquity as we can judge from the

quotations that preserve parts of the ode; theological grounds (honour to Zeus) 39 secured

for this poem, in the Alexandrian editions, its rank as the first in the collection of Pindar's

hymns. Therefore, its long—continued reputation throughout antiquity made Pindar's

words appropriate for Aristides' peroration to his oration Etc ilia. Pindar's phrase: "only

God himself could speak worthily about himself", is considered by Aristides as the

highest praise in favour of Zeus in regard to the works of creation.40

The orator gives us a prose paraphrase of this lost part of the hymn:

al'frOs eav pOvos EiTTWV a xpii TrEpi airro0, 0E65 aTE TTMOV I T1 XaXWIt TOOT°

yap OifIV TTIV8apCp KOalov fl CIXA' (5-rtoiiv OTCp001) I elpriTat TrEpi &Os.

We can here take TOOT° as referring to the preceding quoted statement and not to the

sentence that follows. The words that precede, TrX gov 'CI ÄaXC.:31), have the true Pindaric

ring and are Pindar's own, as Wilamowitz has perceived: "having received from Destiny

some greater power".41

Frs. *31 &*35a in Aristides' texts

As we pointed out before, Aristides' testimony is our solitary source for a

considerable number of fragments from this Pindaric hymn, which undoubtedly suggests

that Aristides had a sufficient knowledge of the hymn's contents. From this collection,

the fragments *31&*35a cohere with each other dealing with the inability of the gods to

praise Zeus worthily and how only Zeus himself can do this appropriately. Consequently,

from this point of view, the quotation of fr.*35a might be considered as the natural

continuation offr. *31, which Aristides quoted two/three years before in the last section

of his speech "In Defence of the oratory".

39 . The first six books in Aristophanes edition belong to the religious sphere, cf. Pfeiffer 1968: 184.
Cf. Callimachus' hymns.
4°. Zeus is depicted in the archaic poetry as -rams. This tradition about Zeus is also followed by Pindar
in addressing him as: ZEO ram' 01. XIII.115; ZEOs 6 Tr6v-rcav KOpios Isth. V.53, etc. See on that
Amann 1931: 108, cf. Schroeder 1923: 141; Gerhardt 1959: 40-4; Fogelmark 1972: 49ff. See
also Lehnus 1979: 196-7 with ns. 31, 35.
41 • Wilamowitz 1922: 190 with n.l. Pindar uses often this expression: Pyth. VIII.88 KaNOv T1 Ve0V
Xax6v; cf. Pyth. X.20.
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The combination of the evidences from the Aristidian tradition suggests that the

Pindaric hymn circulated as a whole in 2nd cent. AD; this appears from the manner in

which the fragments *31 and *35a are cited. I believe that both fragments preserved in

Aristides' texts do not only belong to the same hymn, but in addition may have been

consecutive in the original text: the question posed in the paraphrase finds its solution in

fr. *35a: "only god himself could speak worthily about himself (concerning the works of

creation) "42

Finally, we can assume from Aristides' testimony (fr.*35a) that Apollo and the

Muses, while honouring Cadmos and Harmonia, in their mythological account celebrated

also the creation of order and harmony in the universe by the rule of Zeus. Such a great

achievement, being a fitting subject for the wedding of Cadmos, could be glorified only

by Zeus himself "as a god with a greater portion".

42 . It is therefore reasonably probable that frs. 31 &*35a follow the other theogonic instances described
in the mythological account that was sung by Apollo and the Muses.
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ILI	 Aristid. 3, 620 (1,498 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 32.

Plato engaging in a digression at Grg. (5o1d1-5o2d8), points out in passing that

his condemnation of rhetoric applies equally to certain other types of public performance,

and in particular to the dithyrambic compositions and tragedy. Socrates claims, and

Callicles agrees, that these performances along with the playing of aVX6s, Kteapa and

singing, aim solely at giving pleasure to the audience.

Aristides' context

These Platonic views constitute for Aristides another point of departure in

pointing out that Plato's slander was contradictory, inconsistent and superfluous (612-

21). In particular, according to Aristides, Plato is contradictory in his accusation against

comedy and tragedy since he used in his treatises comic elements and admitted that he

was "a poet of tragedy". 43 By the same test Aristides undermines Plato's charge about

Dithyramb (cf. Grg. 502a), since he clearly honours it and admits use of it. "For somewhere

he says in these words that 'he does not speak in a manner far different from the

dithyrambs" (cf. Phdr. 238d).

III. (xLvt D.) YTIEP	 TETTAPLON.

619 KaiTot El Kaea-rraC aiaxpav 6Stetipappos Kai ayEvv4 Kai aVEAD:116Ep0V, Ti Oil

TTOIETS sieupappous, EL Si un, utuf,t yE, Kai Ta0T ' EiS TOL/5 I TrE0iIS TEXEiv

Taxeds; ij Ti 001 [30aurat T6 t_th TrOppco Steupaupcov I pegyyEceat; oil yap Sh 5

TOJTO XgyEts, Lfl TrOppco Te3v KoXaKow Kai Tc-ov I StaKOvcov pegyyEaeat,

air pains Pf—v ToOTO yE 000' huEis KaTa GOO I TrIC3TE6001.1EV, 11 Kolt81:1 TTCXVT'

620 (Ivo) Kai K-TG3 yiyvotT''dtv. hyoiluat i.tiv I Toivuv Kai Stevpaq.iPcov Eivat

TaaTcova Troup-0 exptaTov . Tran yap oii; I Oil pip) oika Tebv rftvEICEpou

Steupappcov CiTt 	 KaTayve3vat Totoirrov I oTov TIXaTcov ETTT,IT160aT0 10

gycoy' gxca, CU uOvov co:,TO TOOTO TOiJS 8101.1pap,IPOLIS OKOTTC3V etV8pEt6TEpOV

SfITTOVOEV gxov -ras Kai OTEpEG3TEpOV f1 C s I EKETVOV TG3 SOKETV

c5XX ' On Kay Tois iiuvots StEtcl.w 7TEpl I TC.73V EV aTraVTI TCp xpOvc.)

aupPatvcivTcov Traenacrwv Tois avepeonots Kai I Tfis ucraPoXfis TOv

43 . Lg. 817b. More specifically, tragedy may be described as a branch of OnTopudi 8nunyopia 502d2,
since it employs a verbal medium to gratify the audience.
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KaSpov priolv exKo0oat TOO 'ATrOXAcovos povotKav I Ope Ct V 15

ETII8EIKVUPEV0U. O1TG3 Kal 11iv8apos Tr's Opefis povotKijs ipaaTri's I iGT1V. [TO

8' ipaoTTIs iOTIV, TijV OpeljV 1101K:1Kh y pETaxEigurat.] 011 yap I 811170U Tea) ph)

' ATCOXACOVI TairTTIV TrpOOTIOTIO1V, airrOs 8' iTg pav 8tWKEt I TaliTT1V apEis, Kai

621  Ta0T ' OE1 TOV 'ATTOMn co Kai Tas Moiroac KaXCav. EiTa I X6yEts 	 TraVTES

OUTO1 TOO Trpen 1OVV gijprrivTat. TTOTEpOV OOV OE I CpCZNAEV gAaTTOV TOO 20

S g ovTos MyEtv f TrMov; OTt [A y yap Kai TOO Trpas I fiSoviiv cppovTioliatv

OpoXoyEiTat.
(Aristid. 3,619-21 (1,498 L.-B.)

Over the next two paragraphs (619-20) Aristides continues to point out logical

inconsistencies by Plato who composed and wrote dithyrambs although he considered

this literary genre as shameful, ignoble, and servile. He questions the soundness and the

application of Plato's charge against Pindar's dithyrambic compositions. In an eloquent

rhetorical style Aristides makes the defence of Pindar's dithyrambs a matter of literary

criticism. He vigorously reviles Plato's views:

(620) "Nor indeed can I see that the dithyrambs of Pindar should be condemned on

charges of the sort which Plato made against them; and I observe that Pindar's

dithyrambs not only have this very quality which is too courageous and firm for

Pindar to seem to cringe before anyone..."

Aristides writes in a more mature stage of his career (AD 161-5). His knowledge of

Pindar's poetry has now become deeper; he had mastered his poetry in an earlier age and

since then he has quoted it to a considerable extent in his previous rhetorical

compositions. He is now well versed in Pindar's style and appears to be in the position to

pass criticism and to appreciate aesthetically Pindaric composition in general.

To the orator of the second sophistic movement the poetry of Pindar afforded an

easily accessible source upon which to draw for the embellishment or the support of his

oration. As in the defence of oratory, the words of Pindar are adduced as a proof in his

refutation of Plato's charge against the real value of oratory and its character as an art, in a

parallel way Pindar is essential here to Aristides' argument about the function and

character of all poetry and music.
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To buttress effectively his claim for the literary quality of Pindar's dithyrambs,

Aristides mentions the first book of Pindar from where he quotes the fr.32. Noteworthy

is the way that his quotation is introduced:

(620) "even in the Hymns when Pindar narrates the sufferings and change which

happens to men throughout time, he says: Kci &Koff-oat TOO 'ArrOilAcavoc

moticrudni Opeav in-I6Encvulithrou".

As I shall discuss over the next section, the introductory statement that precedes

his quotation, is not Aristides' own expression made from his reading of Pindar's hymnal

poetry, but the paraphrase of one more verse from the lost hymn.

Pindar Fr.32

Fr. 32 is also preserved from Plutarch, who quoted it twice in his moralia in

almost the same words. The recovered text is the following:

HYMNI FR. *32 (8)

<eHBAI011 Eli AlA ?>

(Ket 410C 11KOLICE TOO 'An-c5AAc)vo59
421.tovatths-v Opeav iTTIBEIKVIJI_IEVOL/

I. Aristid. 3,620 (1,498 L.-B.);
II. Plut. Pyth. orac. 6 p.397 A 6 Si flivSapos (fr.32)	 Trial `-roti 61E00 ray KdrSmov
(ON poucnthv OpOciv', o 	 fiSeiav oisSe Tpucpepew oOS' iTTIKEKÄQOpt gVTIV TOTS 110\ECTIV.
HI. id. anim. procr. 33,6 p.1030 A 6 Se TC,) TTIvScipcp Trotnaac TO eTriOSEtov `appevoc

EIVOICJIV alfilp 08E Kai cpRos aa-roic' eVappocTiav 3ijA6s eCYTI Tip/ 6pET1'IV 1ly0EVOS' cç
-rrov Kai airres 6 11iv6apo5 (fr.32) TOO 0E60 cpriatv inaKotiaat `btoucucetv Opeetv
erruScucvtntivou' TOV K6811011.

These words probably belong to the hymn to Zeus, on the good ground that the

metre fits; however we cannot speak with certainty of their place within the poem.

Logically they might stand just before the mythological account of the theogonic

instances, and the list of Zeus' consorts, that Apollo and the Muses narrated regaling the

wedding guests. Aristides' quotation of fr.32 merely says that Cadmos heard Apollo

"revealing the true music", and not that he listened to the singing of the Muses. In this

respect Aristides' testimony is in agreement with Plutarch's text who in both cases where

he quotes fr. 32 mentions the noun OEOS without naming the god.44 Snell, examining

44 . Castagna (1991: 178), asserts wrongly: "E solo da Plutarco che ci viene testimoniato come il
participio i1Tu5cucvtativou che regge pouctuthv OpOciv, vada concordato con un genitivo 'ArreilAca-
yes, retto da (*over."
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together Aristides' quotation along with other information concerning it, propounds the

presence of the Muses.45

Fr. 32 is a praise that Pindar bestowed on the nature of the god's music. What

puzzles the reader is the meaning of the word OpElav in its original sense as intended by

Pindar and how it has been understood by both Aristides and Plutarch.

Pindar might have dwelt with delight on the real value of the music that Apollo

displayed at the wedding feast. Pindar in his poetry has employed the word 6p06cv as an

adjective indicating quality (cf. Slater s. v. Opec55, 13. straight, true, regular: 01. VII.46 c5p0C(v

O8c5v; Pyth. IV.227 Opeacs 8' airAaKas; Pyth. XI.39 Opeav K g XEueov; fr. la.5 Opeeta 8pOpcp).46

According to Aristides' interpretation, Pindar finds in the god's music what is for

him the prototype of all high songs. According to the orator the poet does not abandon

this correct music in becoming its lover, always invoking Apollo and the Muses. 47 It is

interesting to see how Aristides interpreted the Pindaric word Opeäv.

Discussing certain literary genres (iambos, comedy, tragedy), Aristides rebukes

Plato's remarks that the performance of the dithyramb comes under the head of

KoXaKEia. The poetry of Pindar which is óp Or is contrasted to what Plato defined

before as aioxpOv, exyEvv gs and exvEXEiJOEpov (§619), which in Aristides' argument is

the opposite of povouthv Opeav.

Pindar speaks of music quite often in his poetry and his images for it convey light

and power. A similar treatment of the scene occurs in Nem. V.22-6, where the Muses

sing and Apollo plays his divine music:48

45. Snell (1953: 73-4) concludes that Pindar follows an invention of Apollo's function in 11. 1.603-4 —as
the leader of the Muses in dance and song and accompanying them with his lyre—, and also in Th. 36-55; this
must be the same also in the hymn to Zeus. In favour of Snell's argument, the presence of Muses is also
supported by Aristides' text where the Muses are mentioned along with Apollo.
46. The nearest approach to it in earlier literature is at Sappho 44.32 L-P. The poem describes the
rejoicing of the Trojans at the arrival of Hector with his bride Andromache: ...the older women are raising
the loud cheerful cry of thanksgiving; the men are singing the paean to Apollo: imipa-rov Iaxov Opelov I

cf. h. Hoin.Ven. 20 icixnaE... Opeta cpc.zvf); cf. 11. 11.10-11)um 0th	 601'...
47. Cf. schol. Aristid. 3, 721 Dind.
48 • Similarly, in the opening lines of Pythian I Pindar shapes a radiant vision of the task of music on
earth, in heaven, and in Tartaros. Beginning with a summons to the lyre, his theme is both human and
divine. In general see Schroeder 1922: Pyth. 4; Fraccaroli 1894: 340ff.; Schadewaldt 1928: 273.
Cf. also Pyth. 111.93-5; Nem. IV.66-8 for the presence of the gods in weddings.
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NEMEAN V (483?)
MOIGaV 6 KaXXtaros xop6s, iv Si laicals

6pOputyy"AirOXAcav in-rayXcaaaov
xpuoict) TrXeucrpcp StWiakw

ayEiTo 7TaVTOICJV vOucav . ai Si ITIDWTIOTOV uiv iiuvrl-	 25
aav AtOs apxOpivai aiiivav 04-riv

(Nem. V.23-5)

Plutarch discussing the fr. 32 in his Pyth. orac. 6 p.397A, correlates Pindar's

words to the simplicity and the plain style of the prophetic priestess. The whole ritual and

the oracle itself look unembellished, unperfumed, and mirthless in contrast to Sappho's

piAri which are full of charm and bewitching. Using this analogy, Plutarch understands

Pindar's 110UCHKal) ópeav as the sort of music which can be defined as "not sweet nor

voluptuous nor with suddenly changing melody ".49 By contrast, in Aristides' text the

question concerning the pleasure that derives from the poetry is discussed at the next

paragraph (621); it seems that Aristides treats this question independently in his quote from

Pindar. However, the 'variation on melody' that Plutarch suggested can partially be

traced in Aristides' oii... air* 8' i-ripav BIWKEt Tal'iTTIV eXTEIS (§620). Nevertheless,

Aristides' quotation has to be considered of independent authority. As we have already

pointed out he preserves the name of the god and explicitly mentions the literary genre of

his quotation. He also preserves in paraphrase one more line (fr. *33).

49 . Schrader (1990: 147), assumes that the term inuaKXaav gvriv is technical in joining moral and
musical explanation. Cadmos gets from the god a simple and exalted music to hear, which avoids with all
kinds of musical finesse an effeminate expression.
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II.i.i Aristid. 3. 620 (1,498 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr.*33.

Aristides also reports that Pindar recited in his hymns a tale of the sufferings and

of the changes which in the course of time had fallen to the lot of mortals. 50 I believe that

behind the orator's statement can be traced the paraphrase of another section of the hymn

to Zeus from where must come a verse which Plutarch has preserved verbatim in his

quaest. Plat. 8,4,3 p.1007B, and in Maehler's edition is printed under the number *33:

HYMN' FR. *33 (133)

<01-IBAI011 Eli AlA ?>

ava<KTa> Tem) TraVTCJV l'ITTEp-

1361XXov -ra XpOyoy paia5pcay

Plut. quaest. Plat. 8, 4, 3 p. 1007B TO 8' otiaiav (To0 xpOvou) Kai TO Eitivautv
auvopcbwrEs, fp, ö yt fliv8apos gOIKEV Olt cpat'Acas CITTOVOC.IV Ei7Tair (Iva — uaKapuw

Plutarch in the ZilTripa discussing the Platonic idea that the planetary system

constitutes the main principle in defining the " Xpcivor" , quotes a series of philosophical

definitions of what is 'Time'. He considers these definitions as the result of ei y yota like

that of Arist. (Ph. IV 219B 2a1) 'pe-rpo y Eiya t KiyijoEcoc Kai ápiepay Ka-ra <TO>

TTIDOTEpOV kal CroTEpoy ', or that of Speusippus "r6 v kl yrjoEi TrocrOy '.51 The Stoics also

committed the mistake of defining only the substance of 'Time', whereas they neglected

its power (&'yopic). According to Plutarch, Pindar has succeeded in defining adequately

the power of Time. In his quotation from Pindar XpOvos is illustrated as the ruler of all

the blessed gods, and stronger than they.

Pindar Fr.*33 

These words on the power of 'Time' over divinity belong somewhere in the

divine history sung by Apollo and the Muses. In this section Pindar may have regarded

X pO y o5 as something powerful and inevitable that holds sway over mortals and

immortals. It is a logical assumption that Pindar in this section may also have dwelled on

(841ioy) the volatility and the sufferings that happen to the human race in the process of

50 . Snell (1953: 314 n.3), argues that the text is uncertain; cf. Wilamowitz 1922: 190.
51 • Lang 1911: 79, fr.53.
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Time, after his invocation to Xpavos. (Fr.*33 should be located at the beginning of this

section of the poem, according to our knowledge of similar apostrophes in Pindar and other

early lyricists). If this is the case Aristides echoes this section, from which fr.*33 may

come from, in his refutation of Plato's charge. This seems to be probable for the

following reasons:

1. Aristides' statement (Tripi TC.)v iv Eurrav-rt -re) xpOvct) avi_1(3atv6v-rcov

naerpi-rcov -rois Ccv°pc:mots Kal TI15 pi-rat3oXfis), comes immediately after the

introductory formula 8-rt Kew TdiC iipvots 8141(.1)V and before his quotation offr. 32; and

2. there is an ideological similarity between Aristides' words andfr.*33, and this

may suggest that Aristides had in mind ideas that Pindar expressed in this section of the

hymn. What Aristides says in his paraphrase are favourite topics and recurring leit-

motives in Pindar's poetry, which we are able to identify thanks to Plutarch's quotation.

The source for Pind. Fr. *33

When we ask what source Aristides employed for fr. *33, we have to compare

Pindar's words, as quoted by Plutarch, with the passage in Aristides:

a. The fact that Aristides preserves the information about the literary genre -rots

iipvots 8141cav, suggests that he might have read fr. *33 as part of the hymn to Zeus. On

the other hand Plutarch mentions nothing about the hymn in general and his quotation of

fr.*33 has been attributed to the hymn to Zeus on metrical grounds. In this respect

Aristides' testimony is important in specifying the literary genre.

b. Aristides introduces in his paraphrase two changes which make him depart

from Plutarch's text:

i. In Plutarch's context the concept of "X pOvos" is presented as an

abstract,52 whereas in Aristides' paraphrase it signifies duration: iv Eurrav-rt -rCt) xpOvcp.

In this respect Aristides' paraphrase recalls fr.*33b v xpOvca 8' gyEv-r"A-rrOAAcov,

preserved by Clem. Alex. Strom. 1,21,107,2 (2,69 St.).

ii. Plutarch speaks of the power of 'Time' over the divinity (pathpcov),

whereas Aristides focuses on the results of its action over the human level.

52 • Pindar is fond of personification of abstracts like XpOtros, 'AX60Eta, 'AyyeXia. See Petersen
1939: 23-30; Dover 1974: 141-4; Gianotti 1975: 76-80 (for Xe(p15).
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Aristid. 43(1), 2,341-2. 1K = Pind. Fr. 33c.5.

Aristides, in the section §§7-13 of his hymn Eir Ala, refers to the creation of the

Universe by Zeus. In a passage which reflects views on the creation of the natural world,

the supreme deity is presented as having accomplished his work by setting and securing

the four natural elements which compose the Universe (: the earth, the sea, the air, and

finally the ether which held the Universe together). 53 Finally as the crowning of his

achievement "he adorned the heaven with stars, as the sea with islands".

XLIII. (1) Eli MA.

01./VETTAE g TE alJTa OUTCAn CDç Eivch p gca I ikerrEpa exXXfiXcov, VelOOIS

TE Kai TropOpoic Kai iaepois TO gTEpOV I TOO ETEpOU atEl iv piaci) ytyvavEvov,

ebaTrEp Thy yijv St' iKaTipou I TOO oxfipaTos cbkipc....x:FEv, OUTGO -rijv yftv ati 20

13 Kai Tijv 00taTTav, St' aXIMXcov appOTEpa atapakil TrotCav. aipa TE irrrip

appoTipcov gOTTIOE, I yfis Kai OaXCurTric ava-n-vofiv, Kai Tali) eivco0Ev, 8 Sij

aieg pa Ovoli_tgouctv, -rricyrnaas TETapTct.) ToOTcp T 7TäVTa kaTeXaflEv,

TE I ptAoTExvias To( kpiTtoTa ivTai)ea TOOT ' EianveyKaTo, Koolujoas I pet;

acrrpots -rev TràvTa oiipavOv, e3crrup Tais vrIcsots Tijv OaXaTTav, I Kai

St' airrc7av Troulaas Stacpavfl, Th y Si TOO TrupOs aTroppoftv KaTalTripyas axin

yfis, OLIK EV Oacta vihi km-is SujX0opEv xpOvcp TrEpi airrCav Ctir0TEXE6cFas

aTravTa Terra, &XX' .51:rrEpov f vofiaat iyxcalpEi.

(Aristid. 43 (1) 2,341-42,1 K).

Aristides' context

The thematic material of the paragraph is religious—cosmological, however the

language is virtually poetic. The words Tris TE TIXOTEXViaS	 KparrtaTa ivTailea TOOT'

EionvgykaTo, Kooprjoac pit; exaTpots TOv TravTa oiTavOv, 60TrEp Talc vficrots Thy

OaXaTTav, suggest that Aristides had in his mind a specific poetic model, which goes

back to Pindar's poetry who in the same hymn spoke in similar terms of the birthplace of

Apollo and Leto. The text preserved in Theophrastos contained an invocation of Delos,

the island in the Aegean where Leto gave birth to Apollo and Artemis.

53 . Cf. D.L. VII.137.
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Pindar Fr. 33c

It has been possible to assign the fr. 33c to the hymn on the grounds that its

metrical scheme agrees with the sections which have long been known to belong to the

poem (i.e. frs. 29, *30).54

HYMNI FR. 33c =87

<eHBAI011 Eli AlA ?>

xaip', ja 0EoSperra, ArrrapoTrAothpou
TTC(18EGOl AaTOOS illEpOiCITaTOV gpvos,

3-rrOv-rov Ol'iya-rEp, )(eaves EiipEi-
as exKivri-rov T gpas, Ew TE PpoToi

AaXov KIKMaKotatv, arKapEs E.' iv '01n61.arcia
TriXgpawrov Kvavgas xeovOs 60-rpov.

I. Theophr. phys. opin. fr.12 (Doxogr. p.487 Diels) ap. Ps.- Philon. Tr. drOapaiac kdopou
23 (6, 109 C.-W.) TTivbapos i-n1 its AfiAots cprioi . xclip' cl.) — aa-rpov;
II. Aristid. 43(1), 2,342,1 K.

Pindar here alludes to the fact that Delos was sometimes called Asteria. In line 5

he quotes the two names for the island. One used by mortals (A -daps) and a separate one

used by deity: TriMcpav-rov wavaac xeoves acrrpov. 55 The shining rock of Delos in

the dark blue is likened in Pindar's text to a star in the sky. This image is familiar to the

poet who on more than one occasions says that an island is a gleaming star (e.g. in Pae.

VI.126 calls the island of Aegina a star). 56 I find very fascinating the suggestion put

forward by Snell that: "When those in heaven look down upon the earth, our earth,

particularly the sea, becomes their sky, and Delos flashes up as their brightest star."57

Aristides' odiction» ()41s) and «expression» (cppetats) recall the Pindaric <thigh

style» (405). The «imitation» (Cacao's) of Pindar's style is aimed at:

I. use of Pindar's words, either identical (äcrrpov), or in similar form (new-mu), and

2. he reflects Pindar's striking image in establishing an analogy between 'stars' and

'islands'.

M. Turyn regards the remarkable length of the fourth verse (33 syllables) as an argument against taking 33c
and d to be from the same hymn as 29 & 30. He prints the fragment under the general category öSnAa,
whereas Bowra takes it as npoadZiov.
55. On this Kirkwood (1982: 305), argues that: "for the gods to call Delos 'star of the dark-hued earth'
is an intriguing paradox".
56. Fr. 52f. 16] A tes 'EXAaviou paEvvev acr-rpov.
57. Snell 1953: 81.

5
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Therefore, the presence of that vocabulary should not be considered as haphazard,

but Aristides may have had in mind the invocation of Delos in the Pindaric hymn to Zeus.

He also echoes Pindar's image on other occasions. In his Or. XLIV EIS" Ta Aiyaibv

TriAayor, in a passage very similar to the Or. XLIII, he says about the Aegean Sea:

EiK6TG3S. T v yOrp KT ' trutpov TTällTa Kai ivTaii06 I iGT1V iv Talc

iV 1.1 g0C9 xrbpats, TO Si Toirrov KaXXos iKeivaic oil I 1TpOGEOTIV* C:307TEp Si
oVpavOs Tois a0Tp015 KEKO01.1T1Tal, OiiTC.0 Kai I TO TOO Aiyaiov Traa- 5

15 yos Tais VT1(3015 KEK(5041T1Tal.
(Aristid. 44 (17) 2,350,23-4K).

It is perfectly reasonable to assume that when Aristides had read the hymn he

appreciated the subtle image that Pindar introduced through the mouth of the Gods of

Delos being compared to a "far shining star". This striking expression may have

conditioned to some extent Aristides' conception of vilooL in the sea resembling iio-rpa

in the sky. Snell arguing in favour of this possibility remarks "Dabei schwebt ihm wohl

der Anruf an Delos aus dem Zeus—hymnos vor. Ahnlich auch or. 44 §14... (p.350K)".58

We should also notice that we do not possess evidence in the whole of Greek literature in

which someone else attempted this kind of analogy of stars resembling islands, apart

from Pindar and Aristides who both are fond of using this particular image elsewhere in

their works.59

Aristides in both prose—hymns, (Ors. XLIII, XLIV), reflects the Pindaric image

which in the new context is subjected to a reinterpretation and acquires a broader sense

and a completely new dimension. The Pindaric description of Delos looks transmuted in

its component elements and it looses to some extent its original nuance.

We can point out the following changes in Aristides' treatment of that vivid

Pindaric metaphor:

58. Snell 1975: n.15.
59. In Christian authors we find only the image of the sky decorated with stars: cf. Athenagoras Apol.
legatio 13, 2; Josephus AJ 1, 31; Eus. commentarius in lsaiam 2, 28.
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a. Aristides applies Pindar's words to include all the islands (including the Aegean

islands) and at this point departs from the original text of Pindar who meant only the

island of Delos.

b. In Pindar's text the island of Delos is called "radiant star" by all the gods,

whereas in Aristides' Or. XLIII this expression is presented as a part of the praise for the

creation of the universe for which Zeus is responsible. "Zeus has decorated the sky with

stars as he has also decorated the sea with islands".

c. The island of Delos in Pindar's hymn is called TrNcpawrov acrrpov. Aristides

draws on this expression making a pun on it. In his hymn Eic .dia the god "adorns the

whole heaven with stars, as the sea is adorned with islands". On the other hand in his Or.

XLIV, he reverses the order of the compared items.

The spirited encomium of the splendours of Delos and its striking and novel

description, made the Pindaric hymn an appropriate source for Aristides upon which he

drew for the embellishment of his prose—hymn to Zeus.
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11.1.1 Aristid. 38(7) .. 2, 315-6, 26K = Pind. Fr. *33d.1-2.

In a speech delivered in August AD 147 for the sons of Asclepius at the temple of

Asclepius in Pergamum, Aristides made an allusion to the same Pindaric hymn. The

opening lines of the fragment printed under the number *33d are given in paraphrase and

introduced with the known formula cpaotv oi Tronyral:60

XXXVIII. (7) AIKAHMAAAI.

12	 'ATTOXXCA) TE yap cpaatv oi Trotrrrai	 AfiNov cpEpoligvriv I 26

7TpOTEp011 arriaat KaTCX TOO TTEXayous pEiaav-ra, iTrEtSii TTpC3T0V	 I 1

airrij iygvrro, Kai OOTO1 -rfis MEpo-rriSoc TOTE impav -rEs, TrpoKpivavTE5

aTraocb. v eivat Ka?aics-rtiv, Ocrat Trapanknotat [i gyeeos, iaaav-rO TE I Kai

anicprivav ti43a-rOv Traotv "EXXriot Kai Pappapotc, Trpci-rEpov I ocpaXEpav Kai 5

tiTron-rov oiloav, Kai -rtjv Eikatpoviav Kupiav -rt) vijact.) I Ka-rgo-rrioav.

(Aristid. 38 (7)2,315-6,26 K).

Pindar Fr. *33d

The myth reported that Delos, the island in the Aegean, after floating upon the sea

without peace for many years, finally came to a halt with the birth of the two deities

(Apollo, Artemis) by Leto.61 The whole Pindaric passage (10 lines), was preserved in the

10th book of Strabo. The metrical correspondence of fr.*33d to that of *33c and 29

suggests that this fragment is part of the same hymn to Zeus.

HYMNI FR *33d =88

<el-IBAI011 Eli AIA ?>

3 fjv yap To Trapotee popri-ra
KlipaTEGGIV TravroSaTrOv avgpcov

Orrraiatv . &A' a KotoyEviic OTrO-r' c:o81-
VEGGI OVIOICC ayX1T6KOIS iTiVa
vtv, St) TOTE TgoaapEc Opeai

Tro g pvcov a-rre.3potioav xeovicov,
col. 2	 6j	 ETTIKpc5VOIS OXgOOV

Tri-rpav LaSatiav-ro-ni8tXo1
8 KiOVES, i'VLea TEK01-

a' Eaai L p.ov' eTrOtpa-ro yavvav.
.] .

I. 1-10 Strab. 10, 5, 2 p.485 4 yap TO Tr. cp., AfiXou pnalv 6 TlivSczpoç, - ygvvav
II. 1-3 Favorin. tr. puyijs- col. 23,13 Kai yap it al) vaer cp0ap-rij Kai cpopriTij Ktivaaiv
Trav-roSaTrebv aviuGgv PbTraiat: Cf. Eustath. Od.1644,53.
III. 1-3 schol. Od. 10, 3 TrEpi TVAriAov ia-ropei TTiv8apos X gycov oiii-cos . 4 yap — pares.
IV. Aristid. 38 (7) 2,315-6,26 K.	 V. 7-11 PSI 14, 1931 (fr. 1 col. 2, 1-5).

60. For this mode of citing cf. the discussion in introduction p.40, and 01. I.26ff., p.158.
61. Snell thinks these lines may be the proem of Muses' song within the hymn.

5
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The lofty style of this section of the hymn makes Pindar's words a fitting

embellishment for his prose—hymn.

The quotation is introduced as a mythical exemplum with which Aristides attempts

to establish a link between the beneficial action of Apollo and that of 'AcranTrtabat: in

Pindar's hymn the island of Delos which had been a plaything of the waves and the

winds finds its miraculous setting thanks to Apollo when he was being born in it; on the

other hand in Aristides' oration the land of Meropes 62 equally benefited when the sons of

Asclepius set foot upon it. Thus, the fortunes of Delos and Cos are linked together.

The source for the Pindaric 'hymn to Zeus'

The quotations from Pindar's hymn in Aristides seem to be of independent

tradition probably coming from his own readings of the hymn which he may have

mastered at some time in his youth. A comparative examination of his quotations suggests

that the orator may have had a personal knowledge of what Pindar treated in this lost

hymn. This is my conclusion for the following reasons:

1. The leading position in the edition of Pindar brought out by the Alexandrian

grammarians was taken by the hymns. The place of honour was granted to the hymn to

Zeus. Therefore, the particular place that the hymn had in introducing the first book of

Pindar's works, made it famous among the poems about the gods since everyone knew it

like the proems in Iliad and Odyssey. So we can suppose that this hymn was one of the

first works of Pindar that Aristides studied in his readings of Greek poetry.

In the age of Aristides Pindar's poems Eir t9E0C/C were in circulation. The hymn to

Zeus must have been included in his text of Pindar that he used since he writes before the

time of the selection that happened to the works of Pindar.63

2. Aristides holds an important place among the Imperial age authors contributing

much to our knowledge of the whole hymn. His testimonies indicate that the orator used

the Pindaric hymn itself as a source for his quotations rather than any other text such as

62 • Meropes were called the inhabitants of the island of Cos after M g poy, father of the king Eumelus; cf.
Smith s.v. Merops (i).
63 . Cf. Irigoin 1952: 93-100. Cf. also the discussion earlier in p.69.
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for instance that of Plutarch (especially for fr. 32). The subject matter of frs. 32, *33,

33c, *33d, *31, and *35a, and the corresponding contexts of Aristides, suggest that all

these are derived not from a specific section of the hymn but that they come from various

places in the hymn, which Aristides quoted at various points in his speeches. His

quotations show that he had an adequate and independent knowledge of the hymn, which

can give us an insight into some of its major motifs. Fr. 32 probably stood before the

mythological account with which Apollo and the Muses regaled the wedding guests,

whereas frs. *31 and *35a might come after the various weddings of Zeus where Apollo

may have celebrated the creation of order and harmony by Zeus.

3. The grammatici used to consider the n-epiAnipis- (summary) and Trapavpacn

(paraphrase) of the classical texts of both poetry and prose, as absolutely necessary for

rhetorical exercises. The same practice is therefore probable for the first Pindaric hymn

for educational and rhetorical purposes. Pindar was one of the oircpte gv-rEs» of every

literary genre.

In the extant Byzantine scholia we possess traces of a paraphrase which Aristarchos

prepared, and this was probably part of his commentary. 64 Other Hellenistic scholars also

engage themselves with this task (e.g. Xp6cy arrroc alTOUSCOKEV TI...: schol. Isth.

IV.25a). This favours the assumption that these paraphrases circulated in the Imperial age

or that new ones were produced following this tradition.65

Given the number of Aristides' paraphrases from the hymn to Zeus, it is likely

that he used a whole paraphrase of Pindar's hymn.66

Aristides refers to the hymn six times and in frs. 32 and *35a we have some

original words quoted. If Aristides used a paraphrase, we can suppose that original

words of the poem were contained in it. Aristides probably found it easier to use these

paraphrases instead of the original text. So, the paraphrases he gives in Ors. II; III;

XXXVIII and at the peroration of Or. XLIII may be shorter parts of complete paraphrases

he may have made during his rhetorical studies.

64 • Cf. Irigoin 1952: 55-6, cf. schol. 01.VIII.5b; Nem. I.34b.
65 • Cf. Irigoin 1952: 104. Lehrs (1873: 25-32, 120-58), succeeded in assembling parts of two
paraphrases from 01. IX and Pyth. IV.

66• Cf. also the arguments earlier in the discussion of the source forfr.*31.
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Finally, it should be noticed that Aristides shows a specific preference for quoting

in the form of paraphrase rather than the actual words of Pindar, when myths and

mythological exempla are at issue.

Aristides follows the same practice in citing in paraphrase quotations that are taken from

the mythical sections of the E1riviKot.67

67 . Fr.*99 seems to be a similar case. The references to the accidental killing of Eurytion and Adrastos in
Or. 111.37 should be better understood as passing references rather than paraphrases.
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11.1.2 Aristid. 37(2), 2,305, 22-3K = Pind. Fr. 146.

Introduction to Or. XXXVII (2) AeHNA

Aristides venerated Athena as an important healing goddess,' especially at the

time of Cathedra, for whom he wrote two speeches. 2 The second one, a prose-hymn,

was delivered in January AD 153,3 at the instigation of a dream on his Bans-estate (on the

east bank of the Aesepus).4

In this speech appear Athena's providence, her relations with healing and Asclepius, and

her role as a joint participator with many other gods.5

The speeches XXXVII-XLI K, together with the fragmentary Water of Pergamum

(Liii), were among those known by the time of the rhetor Menander as MairrEtrroi,

"speeches commanded by a prophecy".6

Aristides' context

The rhetorical technique of this prose-hymn to Athena follows the traditional

structure in the development of the main section of the hymn, (birth, the god's power—

benefits, relation with other gods, epithets). The tone is stilted. We have short cola, simple

non-periodic structures, asyndeton and a distinctly grandiose use of vocabulary and

quotations from poetry and Plato (Timaeus).

The section §§2-7 is dedicated to the birth of the goddess, which is presented as

noteworthy (§2). She is the only legitimate child of Zeus.7

The miraculous birth of Athena is illustrated in the next paragraph: "she was born by Zeus

alone, from the fissure of his head. She arose directly in full armour, like the sun rising

with its rays" (§3).

1 . Behr 1968a: 153-4.
2• The first speech is no more extant, and its existence is recorded in Hieros Logos 4 (5o).39. This is also
mentioned at ib. 25 and had precipitated Or. XXVIII.
3. For the date see Jiihrens 1981: 5-8; Swain 1996: 265 with n.47.
4. Keil in a note on Or. XXVIII.18 (p.147, 1.10 of his editio), connected the lost boastful speech [Athena]
with the present oration (Or. XXXVII), for which we know from its subscription that was written HI
aEufipou firpcivoa . iTOV lJ1TetpX0VTOO Xlcal privOci A, ...
5. Behr (1968a: 153), notes that Or. XXXVII is cast in the form of an aretology.
6. 17Epi En-I5EirruaZw, 344.2. The title occurs in Mss of Or. XXXVII and was evidently a title of a
collection of speeches.
7. Amann 1931: 14-23; Weinreich 1914: 602; Behr 1968a: 154.
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MANTEYTOI.

XXXVII. (2) AGIFINA.

5

	

	 SoKei S g pot Kal TrpEaPu-

TeUTT) 0E6V TOvat, f Kopt T1VCOV Ellap101TCOV ETVal, Taw TrpeoTcov I 6v-rcav

iV TO.) TOTE Oit yap av COAcasó Zeiis gKao-ra Stan), El Ph I TrapESpOv TE Kal 10

aPoOtov -njv	 TrapEKaeioaTo. Kal yap I TO1 awn pev	 aiyiSa St'

aiawos Topa, palm SE Tois TOO Troll-pas enrXots Eis Ta y 'OprIptKOv (0 387 sq.)

TrOAEpov KoopEiTat . ()To Si I iv atikr3 eaupaToTrotc.73v apa Tois airrOis TE ZEin

6 Kal fi eEoc I11xp ;rat. oUTc.os 8' ioTiv aiS gotpos Tc7d -traTpl Kal TräVTCA.W KEKO1V63-1

VT1KE Kal Tex TrpEoPETa 116yr] KaTERriepev, e)GTE Kal Taw TTOIT1TCJV I OC/S Co; 15

1..16Xicrra T1S EITTO1 TUXETV TfiS 0E00, "Opripos pev .Tfis ailyiSos airrfis 1.Iyr100Eis

Kai TOO Tpeboat Saipovos iTrtxEtinjoavTos I AiyEl (0401)

opEp8aX4r1v, fly oi8 Ales Sapvriot KEpavvcis,

A gycov aopaXcbs, iT1Et8r1 yE Kai Tca Ail TC.73V OKTITTTC7JV Kai KepavIvr.bv 20

TrAEiovos äia T Trapex Tfis 'Aerivas, TTivSapos 8' ail plow I SEtav KaTa

xEipa TOO TraTpOs airrtiv Ka0Eop6vriv -re:cc iwroAexc I Tdis 0E61c

7 aTroS gxEoeat. ayygXou piv yap iCITt 1.14CAW, fib Tebv I ayygAcav aXXots

&Alta int-ra-rra TrpaYrq Trapa TOO TraTpós Trapalitapf3avovcra, exv-e 41-1yri-roil 25

Twos 060a TOTS OEOTS Kal Eloaywygoas,

(Aristid. 37(2) 2,305,22-23 K).

The aretology about the goddess is further explicated with quotations from poetry,

emphasising both the miraculous appearance of Athena and her relation to the other gods.

Aristides, in his customary way, quotes Pindar after Homer. 8 Thus, the first two quotes

come from the Iliad and are concerned with the external appearance of the divinity

illustrating her full grandeur, whereas the third one, which illustrates Athena's special

relation to Zeus and other gods comes from an unknown work of Pindar.

Homer

Aristides in his first quote from Iliad book 8.387ff., refers to Homer's description

of the battle (Eis TOv 'Opripmev Tragiov), 9 where Athena alone is arrayed with the

8. In this prose-hymn to Athena there is a considerable number of quotations from Homer cf. §§ 7; 16;
21; 23 and 25. For the relation of Aristides with Homer see Kindstrand 1973: 73ff. and 193ff.
9. Jiihrens 1981: ad loc. observes that the adjective 'Opripn<65 in Aristides is used for both people and
objects, but here is used for reference to the Homeric scene. Kindstrand (1973: 100), notes that
Aristides compared to Dio of Prusa and Maximus of Tyre uses more often the adjective '01.1ripmen,
which means something personal for him.

I &ray Kai TOL/TOU
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weapons of her father. Alluding to Od. 4.742 ZnvO5 at'Afi ("the court of Zeus"), he

claims that Zeus and the goddess use the same weapons as if on the "magicians" stage.

The second quote comes from the scene of Theomachy described in Ii. 21.385-

513, from where 1. 401 is quoted verbatim, describing Athena as "dread, which not even

Zeus' thunderbolt masters". Aristides alludes to the superiority of Athena's "wisdom" over

Zeus' "fierceness" and "violence", in remarking that "what pertains to Athena is more

valuable to Zeus than his lighting and thunderbolts". '°

Pindar Fr. 146

The quotation from Pindar is foreshadowed at paragraphs (4-5), where the divinity

concerned is being exalted as far as possible at the expense of other gods. Athena receives

special attention for her role as a close associate to Zeus. She is avIrrrEcpthwia with Zeus,

always being by his side. In the division of the world made by Zeus, Athena is his

assessor and adviser.

The same image of the goddess is reflected in his quotation from Pindar, which

exemplifies Aristides' conception of her place between Zeus and the other gods. Athena is

described as seated 84tav Ka-ra xEipa TOO Tra-rpOs 'at her father's right hand',

presumably indicating a position of the highest honour.

If the interpretation of Aristides is accepted (7), Tas iv-roXas Tois eEois exTroSexEceal has

to mean that Athena was delegated by Zeus with special authority in acting as intermediate

between Zeus and the other Gods. Pindar's words are explicated at the next paragraph (7),

where we are told that she is not only a messenger but she is delegated to interpret Zeus'

commands for the gods.

FR. 146 (112).

'Alkyd'
TrOp Trviovros aTE KEpavvoi)
eiyxta-ra SEtav KaTa xEipa TrccrpOs
/jam', Ters- evroAers- ToTs eEoTs- throsixrral.

I. schol. T. Hoot. CU 100 (de Minerva)

H. Nut. quaest. conviv. 1, 2, 4 p.617C
III. Aristid. 37(2) 2, 305, 22-23 K.

10 . See Jiihrens 1981: ad loc.
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The Teubner editors following Keil correctly attribute the phrase TCts iv-roXas

Tois OEois ex-rrob gxEaeat to Pindar, since the ensuing lines are Aristides' interpretation of

these words. Aristides' intention is to indicate Athena's place in the hierarchy among the

Olympians, which is for him the best compliment to the goddess."

The source for Pind. Fr. 146

The extant text of fr.146 was retrieved from quotations of Imperial Age authors

and commentators, who could go back to Hellenistic times. They cite various portions of

the text and provide a different word-order and readings:

Schol. T. Horn. GJ 100b 1 Plut. qu. cony. 1, 2, 4 p.617C Aristid. 37(2) 2, 305,22-23K.

Trap	 Ati Tra-rpi . g K EIEIC-3V, GSS

prim T1iv8apos,
`TrLip Trviovroc a- TE rapauvo0
60'Xio-ra 8iierv KaTat xiipa
Trarpcir g-EaC

Kal iv TC? KaTre-rcaAicp Se oCrrcas
Mptrrat h 'Aenvel. T

8tappfl 8riv	 8' 6 TTiv8apos A gyEt
(Jr. 146)

'Trtip TrViOWTOC a TE Kipauvo0
anoara r)pivri'.

TTiv8apos 8' ail priatv SElicli
KaTdr XEipa TOO 7TaTp65 al:/77711
KaBEColiimv TeTC ev-roAers- TOTC

0E01s throSixEcreca.

The quotation in Plutarch (quaest. conviv. 1, 2, 4 p.617C), seems to coincide in its

first part with that in Homer's scholiast, and in this respect these two quotes are more

closely related. On the other hand, Aristides' testimony stands independently sharing with

the scholiast the phrase Ktacv Ka-ra xdpa [Toe] Tra-rpOs, and with Plutarch only the

participle -Win), which Aristides paraphrases in Ka04op gviiv. 12 All three authors

ascribe the lines to Pindar and explicitly connect them with Athena, without however

specifying the literary genre of the quotation.

The scholiast seems to have known a fuller text, since his quotation contains both

portions that are quoted by Aristides and Plutarch. Plutarch quotes fr. 146 among a series

of quotations, mainly from Homer, illustrating instances where a god is being awarded a

prominent place next to Zeus (cf. Poseidon Ii. 20.15; Thetis 24.100). It seems certain that

Aristides does not cite Pindar from Plutarch's quaest. conviv., since both authors cite

11 • Pindar's words seem to have been modelled upon 11.24.100 i E.' &pa Trap AtI Tra-rp't Kae*TO,
E-1. E 6' 'Aefivn. Jiihrens 1981: ad loc., propounds that line 29 of Call. hymn Ap. was modelled upon
Pindar (86va-rat yap. i1TE1 Ati 84165 ciTat).
12. *Tat? Bgk 1866,1878 ktgva? Schr. 1900.
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different portions of the extant fr. 146. Aristides, in particular, quotes a comparatively

additional phrase from Tas ivToAas down to CrrroS6xEceat.

Therefore, Aristides' source for fr. 146 may have included more text, and he appears also

to be selective in omitting the first line of the extant fragment, which is partially

overlapped by his second quotation from Homer (II. 21.401).

The quotation in Plutarch suggests the possibility that he quoted Pindar either

from the Homeric scholia or the text of an anthology, and not from an original edition of

Pindar. In Plutarch's text, the interlacing of quotations from various poets on the same

topic, (i.e. the honorary post given to certain gods next to Zeus), may suggest that

Plutarch quarried his Pindaric and Homeric quotations from an anthological collection

listing examples of gods favoured with such a prestigious distinction. This seems also

possible since the connection of the Pindaric quotation with Plutarch's argument is not

firmly established but is cited as a part of a series of related quotations. Alternatively,

Plutarch may have quoted fr. 146 from a Homeric tircilivrIga.13

The above testimony of Plutarch and that of the scholia make plausible the

assumption that the original poem was already lost by the time of the second sophistic

movement and only fr.146 was excerpted in an anthology, in which the quoted lines were

explicitly connected with the goddess Athena with, however, no information about the

genre of the song being recorded. It is along this line of tradition that we must consider

the quotation cited by Aristides, who may have collected these lines along with others

compiling a list of striking poetic expressions for his prose-hymns to various gods.

13 . Plutarch like Aristides seems to have used ancient commentaries for certain quotations. Cf. the
discussion on pp.195-6 for a good example of Plutarch's use of an Carcip yrnia on Pindar.
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11.1.3 Aristid. 39(18), 2, 324, 1K = Pind. 0/. VII. 7.

Introduction to Or. XXXIX (18) Eli TO OPEAP TO EN AIKAHTTIOY

This little speech was composed during Aristides' stay in Pergamum in January,

AD 167, 1 and it was inspired by the dream recorded in Hieros Logos i (47). 4z Aristides

had often used this sacred Well during his therapy and in this speech praises the curative

powers of its waters.2

Aristides' context

Aristides having spoken about the quality of Asclepius' water, in the section §§12-

7 dwells on the benefits it offers to its pilgrims. The Well has assisted many people in

aiding and curing various illnesses, and in obtaining from the god what they desired. It is

meant to be used by both the sick and those in health, and it proves equally to be the most

pleasant and the most useful. It stands far beyond any comparison to "milk" and "wine".

The superiority and uniqueness of this water is illustrated with a quotation from Pindar's

01. VII.7 , which is introduced in a form of a paraphrase:

XXXIX. (18) EU TO OPEAP TO EN AIKAHTTIOY.

Kai TOTS TE	 v000ilatv otiTcos aXEttpappaKov Kai croaTeiptOv iOT1V I Kai Tois 25

itytaivovotv evStarrcopevots TravT65 &Um./ xpflatv iiSaTos I OOK auEurrrov

16 TTOIET. IT6VTa yap ijSri 1.1ETCX TOO- TO TO iiScop yiyvElTat TrEtpcou gvots, OTOV El

Tic 1.IETa 6V0001.11aV OTVOV TG.)V E0-1-111KOTCOV TLV Tr1VOI. pOvov Si To0To TO

ailTO v000fiot Kai irytaivovolv I Opoicos iiStoTov Kai XIJOITEA gOTaTOV iKaTipots

TE Kai ovvappoT g pots I ioTiv, Kai oxiiT' äv yaAa TrapaPaAots oT' ay oivov 30

Troefictais,	 I gOT(V 6'.)CY1TEp TTIVSapOS (0. VII 7) TO v g rrap iTTOiTIOEV 1

al:/TOXIJTOV, I 7T6TWOV OEig Ttvi Kpaaa KEKpau gvov apKoitvTcas. ebOTE Ei 81:10 I
ETEV KCIAIKES, 1 1.1eV iT g p01.1 TOO aaTos, Kai oivotr TOO KaVtiaTov, I1	 TOi:/TOU

17 TOO ikaTos, airooncFatc av TTOTEpOV Aapots. T1 Si I	 exAita iEpa aaTa 5

rv Tebv TroXXC)v avepdyncov xpriatv Tr g hnvyEv, OTOV TO TI ArjActa Kai ET Ti

Oti eiXAo81 62nXo TOIOCJ- TOV I gOTI, TO Se T oc4Etv Toirs xpcop gvotn, OU T4)

pri86va airroit yatiEtv, I iEpOv go-fly. Kai TO airrO Kaeapaiots TE apKEI Tois

TTEpl TO iEpOv I Kal Ovepc:yrrots Kai TTIVEIV Kai XotiEaeat Kai Trpocropio" olv

EiRppailveo0a1.

(Aristid. 39 (18)2,323-24,1 K).

1 . Boulanger (1923: 134, 161), dates it between AD 146-153.
2• Behr 1968a: 29, 105, 156. The speech was probably included in the pav-rarrof.
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Aristides here probably thought that Pindar described v gicrap as a satisfactory

blended divine mixture, whose main attributes were: "potable", and "ati-rcixtrrov"

(:originating in itself / self-pouring).3

Pindar 01. VII. 7 

Pindar has a predilection for comparing the poem to a sweet drink. In 01. VII.7 he

calls the poem that he offers to Diagoras v gicrap xtrrOv in the sense 'poured out'.4

OLYMPIA VII (464)

— Kai iya vgicrap XUTOY. MOICraV 86aw, aE0XoepOpois
6v8p6oiv Tig tiTTCOV, yXUKJV KapnOv ppEvOc,

3 iAcioKoual,
'0Xunnict tive61 TE WKWV-

	
I0

TEGGIV*

(01. VII.7-10).

The text itself does not present any problem in its transmission. The four opening

lines of the ode were appreciated and quoted extensively by ancient authors 5 and it seems

quite probable that these lines might have been included in an anthology, whereas 1.7 (:v4-

KTap )(1./TOV) is cited only by Aristides. The word airrOxtrrov is not to be considered as a

variant reading introduced by Aristides himself. The corresponding scholion on Pindar

makes clear that the word is a gloss:

BCDEQ 12a. '<al yà I.)4K-rap xtvr6 v: ati-rcixt.rrov Kai ciKpaTov. lbBCDEQ

BCDE
	 b. virrap TO Troitipa EITTE* MOICIall Se Saaiv,	 IJOUCIK611 Kai TOL>r 1.41VOUC.

(schol.0/. VII.12a. Dind.)

The ancient scholiast took the phrase to denote ra aerrOxurov Ka cKparov, but

this view has been rejected by some modern critics.6

3. The word in Aristides' context could also indicate that is ready to drink coming directly from its source.
4. Cf. Willcock 1995: ad loc. I consider necessary to quote here Verdenius' comment (1987: ad loc.
xv-rOv), who although he agrees with Dissen 1830 (: "fiisum, infusum, tamquam vinum in phialam"), does
not mention him: "Not 'liquid' (LSJ, Gild., [Boeckh `fluidune] et al.), for this meaning is post-classical,
nor limpide' (Puech, Galiano), but 'poured out',... it has been carefully prepared before it could be
'served'. Cf. 0. 6,91 Kpa-rijp aoiSeiv, I. 5, 25 KtpvexuEv, 6, 2-3 Kpa-riipa Motoaicov u€Xgcov
KipvauEv. These parallels show that the schol. airrOua-rov* Kai '6Kpa-rov is completely wrong". *[a
printing mistake for airrOxv-rov].
5. II. 1-4 Athen. 11,111 p.503F; 1.2 Syrian. in Hermog. 1,41,9 Rabe; 1.4 Iulian. epist. 4,428b p.8 B-C.

6. Verdenius, see above n.4. I think that Verdenius errs in arguing that the scholia are "completely
wrong". In the parallels (lsth. V.25; VI.2-3) he quotes to support such a view, the nomen agentis is the poet
who prepares a mixture of songs to praise the victor. On the other hand it is a common assumption that
the vg rrap is prepared only by a divinity and this sense is in line with the following Motativ 86aiv.
The scholiast may have thought that the v g rrap flowed out by itself ('self-flowing': LS7 s.v.
airrOxu-rov), making clear that no mixture was involved (caKpa-rov).
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Therefore, it seems almost certain that Aristides in his quotation of 01. VII.7

relied on scholia and under their influence he interpreted the word in the same sense.

Confirmation for the above hypothesis comes from §7, where Aristides dwelling on the

quality of Asclepius' water, recalls certain remarks that are recorded in the same

scholion.7

The particular source of that water made it very distinct and it is qualified as the

most delicate, most light and gentle, and as most sweet and potable, "originating in

itself". The superb quality is stated explicitly "if you drink it, you would not want wine

besides". 8 Aristides may here have in mind Pindar's xv-rOv, and he probably drew on

the corresponding scholion:

Schol. 0/. VII.12e. Dind. Aristid. 39(18), 2, 321, 15-6K

12e.v4K-rap xv-r6v: Kai eyth TO
Teill MOLICTC311 6601V,	 IITIC gari	 viKrap
xtrrav Kai airra eiKpa-rov oil yap erruSteral
TOOT() 01/yKperaELOC, 6,5c7rEp ()Tilos xcopic

§7
ITpe3TOV 1.(61., ye AEITTOTaTOV iyyllTäTCO
a4pos, g1TEITa a Toirrc.,3 gTTETal, KouperraTOv
TE Kal TrpaOTaTov, TpiTov yAuKirraTew TE
Kal TroTnidyraTov, [airrOxtrrov], 8 Trivoav

05aTOC* .... 8	 A 01:1K iiv oTvou -FpocysEnethic.

Aristides may have taken his comparison between 'water' and 'wine' (8 Trivcav

OLIK ay divot, TrpooSErieEiris), from the schol. Pind. 01. VII.12eyap érTI8áETaI TOOTO

cruyKpciaecos-, 6507TEp OTVOC xcpc riScrros-).

The whole wording of §7 anticipates his quotation from Pindar further at §16. The

epithets qualifying the god's water are given in groups each referring to the properties of

the water (§7): AenTOTarov, Kouperra-rov, TrpaciTorrov (:composition—texture), and

yXuKirra-rOv, TrOTIPWTaTOV, [ai1TC5XIITOV] (: taste).

The antiquity of appearance of the lectio airrOxtrrov in a Ms. close to Tro-ripcb-ra-rov

can be better explained as anticipatory error, under the influence of airrOxtrrov, TrO-rtuov

further on, in §16. 9

7. Cf. also Behr Aristides 1981: vol.11.413 n.15.
8. A similar idea is recorded in Hieros Logos 3 (49).31.
9. The gloss airrOxtrrov is preserved in Ms. A (C 222). Although in cases where Aristides quotes from
an ancient tincitivnga his tradition seems to agree with that of the scholia preserved in A, it is rather
difficult to conjecture that sairrOxirrov got into the text of later Pindar scholia precisely from Aristides.
The source for Aristides' airrOxv-rov may be a Hellenistic tirrdgvnga.
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The sixth century epic poet Nonnus expresses similar ideas in his Dionysiaca

employing airrOxv-ros as qualifying `vgrrap', probably drawing on Aristides' quotation:

a. iiScap (D. 42.97): tOvvaos irrroKAivas yOvu Trrnrij I KotXaivcav TraAaua5 epaTitv

utalaaTo Kotipriv, I vgrrapos airroxirroto TTIWV yAtrKEp6TEpov

b. verrap (D.7.77) ei:	 yAvKirv oivov iotKOTa vg icrapt 56ac.3.10

Aristides, in attributing to the god's water what he thought Pindar meant by

v g rrap karrOixv-rov, praises that water. However, the orator's real intention is to

propound through his quotation, the superiority of Asclepius' water over all others. The

scholia (01. VII.12b) assume that Pindar used v grrap as a symbol for his poetry and many

scholars are still prepared to accept this explanation. Aristides, who appears to be familiar

with the scholiasts' tradition does not follow their interpretation, but he twists the original

meaning of the words. Pindar can use "v g k-rap" by metonymy for wine" but in

00/11.7 it is used as a symbol for poetry. On the other hand Aristides uses the word as

an attribute for the temple's water indicating quality. The following sentence "OEig

kpaag t keKpapgvov apkoim-rcos" creates in the context of the speech a religious overtone

and is in tune with the religious colouring of Pindar's proem (cf. 1.7 Motaav Sciaiv).12

The vgrrap is a drink for the gods, and when the water of the well is so called, it acquires

a divine dimension. The ikcop gains its importance not so much as a therapeutic means

but as a medium causing gratification and a state of euphoria in the pilgrims' hearts. This

feeling is in line with the xapts of festivity that is echoed in the proem of 01. VII.

The following image of the two k1A1kE5 is not a mere picturesque addition, but

forms an organic part of the whole comparison. The god's water is still superior over any

other, even if it is blended with the fairest wine. The image might originate from Pindar's

cup (ptaXav 1.1), as it is presented in the opening line of 01. VII. Aristides might have had

10. Cf. D. 14.435 co'srr)Oxo<Tov yap> I Kayo, To TTEp KaAgovat Ates TrOpa, v g icrap '014..urrov,
and D. 25.443. The word airrOxtrros occurs twelve times in his Dionysiaca qualifying the `aTtia' (46,
311); '08w' (7, 147); `6aKptf (6, 9); and `yaAa' (24, 131). The word further occur in AP IV.136
qualifying cifpa; cf. also the doubtful sense a. eaNauos in Hes. fr. 96.102.
11. Cf. Isth. VI.37, Parth. 11.76. See on that Willcock 1995: ad loc. For wine as a medium of
inspiration see Crowther 1979: 1-11.
12. See Verdenius 1987, (7: v g icrap). A religious dimension to the preceding toast is seen by Brown
1984: 43.
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in his mind the story told by Pindar about the wedding feast, where the father-in-law

offers to the young bridegroom a cup of foaming wine. This image is employed by

Aristides creatively attempting a free adaptation into his context. His objective is to coin a

praise for the waters of the temple, which is perfectly achieved with this striking image of

the two Kan(Es.

Aristides found a relief for his despondent feelings when he was ordered by

Asclepius to bathe in this well and drink from its water. Now he feels the need to express

his gratitude by making a nice compliment for that water.

The source for Pind. Olympian VII in Or. XXXIX

The number of Aristides' quotations of and allusions to Olympian Seven shows

that he may have a comprehensive knowledge of the ode, and it also suggests the

possibility that this ode might have been studied from a fuller text of Pindar. (He quotes in

paraphrase and alludes to different parts from the second and third myth of the ode in his

Ors. XXIV and XXV).13

In the present speech (Or. xxXIX), Aristides appears also to have used other study

materials such as an ancient commentary in his quotation of 01. VII.7 (: he quotes the

gloss airrOxtrrov in §16). That use of the commentary is indicative of the possibility that

01. VII was analysed in Alexander's commentary and was probably studied by Aristides

at an earlier stage.

13 . For a table indicative of Aristides knowledge for 01. VII, see p.270.
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11.1.4 Aristid. 41(4), 2, 331, 17-9K = Pind. Fr. *99•

Introduction to Or. XLI (4) AIONYWI.

This short hymn was inspired by a dream from Asclepius: the god Asclepius

orders him to compose the hymn to Dionysus (Hieros Logos 4 [501.25), in an effort to

reembark Aristides on his oratorical career.

One does not have to attribute the arousal of interest in Dionysus to the "emotional

strain" Aristides 'suffered' during the time of Cathedra (AD 146-147), as Behr does.' In

simpler and less controversial terms it appears fitting for Aristides to compose a hymn to

a god whose domain of power relates to his specific circumstance and need. Aristides'

prose-hymn to .6E614.K:roc makes it after all evident that his sickness prompts him to

address and praise the god; Uerschels explicitly interprets the hymn as an invocation to

the healing power of the god, whom he addresses as Aticnos.2

Date and place of the oration are uncertain. Boulanger and Behr suggest that the

speech was delivered in the early part of Aristides' incubation at the temple of Asclepius

at Pergamum.3 It is in Pergamum actually that he could have found much of the material

for the syncretistic link he makes between the names Zeus and Asclepius and Dionysus

and Zeus (Or. XLII.4 auva-rrropEv -rdis OvOuaatv), which allowed him to identify

Dionysus with Zeus (§4).4 Yet, given the fact that the worship of Zeus-Bacchus implied

in the oration was very familiar to the Pergamenes, it would have been improbable —

according to Uerschels — for Aristides to have introduced the suggestion with the phrase

"I have heard from some other people" (§4, fiSfl Si TIVG)V fiKovaa Kai g-rEpov AOyov

irrrip Toirrcov... ) while addressing the Pergamene audience. Uerschels thought of

Smyrna, where Dionysus was important and the cult-name Briseus is attested. 5 This

reference was probably included as captatio benevolentiae.

Short the hymn to Dionysus may be, however it is quite representative of the tone

and style of the genre, combining both a very symmetrical and meticulously crafted

1 . Behr 1968a: 52.
2• Aristides refers to the god as Vrrns TraVTCOV (cf. Plut. quaest. conviv. 613C Träv-rcav pay

tOvuaos Ma* eCTI Kai Avaios). Although AtOvuclos was not in himself thought of in Greece as
a healing god, healing powers were attributed to wine and there is abundant evidence in the tradition which
acknowledges to the God a healing capacity via the `Xucti-rfniov' virtue of the wine; cf. Lg. 772c1.

3. Boulanger 1923: 161.
4. It is known through an inscription in Pergamum (CIG 3538), dating back to the times of Antoninus
Pius and Caracalla, that there was in Pergamum a worship of Zeus—Bacchus. Aristides often relates gods'
names to make syncretistic transitions which enable identifications that entrench the status of the god he
has embarked on praising. Cf. Uerschels 1962: 27, cf. "HpakAEs 'AakAnTrti (Or. XL.21), and airs
icipaTris (Or. XLV.21).

5. Dionysus Briseus was worshipped at the foot of mountain Brisa, in Smyrna, and was pictured there as
bearded, see more evidence in Uerschels 1962: 28-9, esp. 31-2.
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rhetorical structure with a content whose argument is enriched with mythical elements

deriving from Plato and Pindaric poetry, as well syncretistic elements from his personal

experiences in his wide travels.6

XLI. (4) AIONYI0I.

4

	

	 -ra0T' c!cpa Kai apply TE Kai enxus ó eths, 6)5 I to
pacnv, 5TI airrej) Kai 6 TraTijp iKaTipas Tijs pticrEcos pET4crxEv [Eis I airrOv].

fi8n Si Ttvcav ijKouca Kai gTEpOV A6yov trTi# T06TCOV 8'11 I airrOs 6 ZEifs Ein

5 piOvvoos. Kai Ti exv throts OTrip TOOTO; gOTI I Si TTj cptiGE1 Kai Thy popcpijv

TrpoaEotKeos. e,SaTrEp yap 818upos I 1raVTT1 airrOs TrpOs iatrrOv 0T17 Kai yap 15

iv tjtBiots Kai iv KOpats, I Kai aii cbs iv appic3tv CXygVE165 TE Kai Bptaiiis, Kai

6 TroXiptKOs TE I 8i' Kai iipnvaios 8tapEpOirrcos eicbv. 8t8Oaat 8' airrcl) Kai T61.)

llava xopurriw TEAE6TaT0V OEC.73V OVTa, 	 MVSapOS TE

(frg.99) Kai Oi Ka-r' Air/Tr-rot? iEpEic KaTepaeov,

(Aristid. 41(4) 2,331,17-19 K).

Aristides' context

The first theme is the god's miraculous y4vEa1s (§3). Insofar as much of the god's

unique status is entailed from the particular circumstances of his birth, this is a

particularly important section, marked out more prominently than in other hymns.7

Second comes the theme of the special honour given by Zeus (§§3-4). Dionysus is

deemed to be `unique' 8 (although in this precise sense, Athena could be said, and Aristides

does say that she is unique in his hymn to the goddess, Or. XXXVII.2). Aristides dwells on

the nature of the god, quoting scrupulously from myths attesting to the god's unique

nature, thus exalting divine status:

(4) TaiiT' a' pa Kai exppnv TE Kai 8fiAtis 6 eths, e3s cpcxotv. OT1 al/T43 Kai 6 TraTijp

iKaTgpas Ti Ocricos pE-riaxEv [Eis airrOv].

1. the god, therefore, they say, is both "male" and "female", because his father

partook of both natures to bring him to birth.

6• Cf. Boulanger 1923: 311 (n.2), for the characteristics of Aristides' prose—hymns.
7 . Aristides tells us (§3): "when Semele conceived, Zeus, wishing to be both to Dionysus -father and
mother- sent Semele from earth to Olympus in fire and himself taking up his child stitched him up into
his thigh and carried him ten months dwelling at first in Nysa beyond Ethiopia..."
8• Cf. Pl. Symp. ISoa oi eiol SiapEp6v-rws airrOv i-riurpaav.
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The Sikoppos nature of the god combines opposite qualities: Dionysus is

frequently represented both as an effeminate youth and also as an adult male. But also, in

his masculine nature, he had a double manifestation, as beardless and as (bearded)

Briseus.9 It must be noted that Aristides is here careful to attribute the claim to another

(vague) authority. The same applies to the boldest of the claims regarding the grandeur

and superior divine status of Dionysus, i.e. the claim (attributed to others) that:

2. "Zeus and Dionysus are the same".

Aristides here proceeds to a syncretistic identification that elevates above any other

praise the status and glory of the god praised ("what greater could be said" ?). The

syncretism is found in cult, but similar syncretistic identifications are also made about

other gods. He is careful throughout, of course, not to express the identification (or other

such identifications between deities) as a personal belief, but as a tradition of others. Such

identifications are also claimed for Asclepius and Zeus 10 and Sarapis and Zeus."

Multiple identifications facilitate a transition to the main identification aimed to extol the

god praised in the hymn. The cults of other peoples in the East (e.g. Egyptians) offered

plenty of material to allow such syncretistic identifications and it is from these that

Aristides draws when he cites these syncretistic elements, while poetry (mainly Pindar)

and Plato are the sources for his mythological elements. In the hymn to Dionysus

however, we encounter one instance where the former comes in support of the latter, and

the testimony of Egyptian priests is cited in order to strengthen Pindar's saying — or an

interpretation of what Pindar is saying.12

He proceeds then to the next theme, that of the association of Dionysus with other

gods and humans. Aristides dwells at some length on the topic, which makes the

framework of the hymn down to §12. There are nine subdivisions here (§§6-12): relations

with Pan, Hera, the Sileni, the Bacchae, Aphrodite, Ares, Athena and Hephaestus, the

Eleusinian goddesses, the Nymphs and finally Eros, who is wholly dependent on

9 . On this point Aristides has in mind the quite similar description of Dionysus offered by D.S. 4.5. The
god Briseus Dionysus had a beard (Uerschels 1962: 31), and was associated with dance and music.
lo. Or. XLII.4.
11. Or. XLV.21.
12. See exposition below.
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Dionysus. These are taxing on Aristides' ability to avoid monotony, repetitions and

predictability, and Aristides seems to be very conscious of this need.

Aristides' aim is to offer Dionysus the highest compliment, conforming to the

demands laid before him by the divine agent. He may have thought that his praise to

Dionysus' persona would be more efficient if he were to introduce into the god's

company another divinity whose status was well established in ancient religious belief.13

(6) 818Oaat 8' airrel.) Kal Tem; nava xoparrip; TEXEWTOTOV OEC1.1 OVTa, cbS

11IV8apOS TE iiiivEi. (frg.99) Kai Oi MT' AirlITTOV iEpEis KaTepaeov, ...

Dionysus is honoured by the Olympians with the god Pan (8186aat Se airre;) Kai

Tay nava). Pan was traditionally associated with the music and dance, and this

engagement is recorded in literature as the god's most favourite activities. (Cf. the god's

epithets aiTraos )(al xoparrilc [Luc. BisAcc. 11]; 14 pakopoc [A. Pers. 448]; cf. also

pp.:Cm-n-1 s and pc:43600-ns [Hsch. p 10, 1226L.], Eii"oKapepo5 [Agath. AP 6.32.2], oKtp-rnrns

[Orph. H. 11.4 Q.], cf. also fr.*97 TO a<Ov> airro0 p gitos yXgEts). He is also a fellow-

dancer with the Nymphs and Satyrs, as an old Attic aKOAtov greets him, OpxrlaTec,

Bpopiats eyrraa Niwpats (887P)."

This attribute of the god makes him Dionysus' votary; but what adds real glamour

and entrenches the reputation of the god is the fact that Pan is emphatically called

“
X0pEUTO TEXEWTaTOV OEC:)1) OvTa". The authorship of the quoted extract is explicitly

attested.

Pindar Fr. *99 

The words quoted by Aristides bear the true Pindaric ring and must be ipsa poetae

verba. The introductory phrase cbs TTiv8apO5 TE 141vEi indicates a verbatim quotation. All

editors of Pindar, who have followed Boeckh in attributing to Aristides only a

13 • Aristides has in mind Plato's suggestions about Dionysus. Plato expressed similar views about the
god in Lg. 665a EsEoirs [Apollo, Muses, Dionysus]... allyX0pEt/T65 TE Kai xopnyoin nuiv 5E6c0K gvat; and
654 a: iniiv... 13EoVs auyxopEuTas BE86a6a1. Cf. also Uerschels' reference (1962: 33) to Luc. DDeor. 22.3
[I Pan] ijyoOpai co:rre.o: [sc. Alovtiaco] TOCI X0pOCI. See Lenz 1964: 214-5; Hug 1912: 55.
14 . Cf. Ant. Lib. 22.3, 31.3-5. See also Roscher 1898: 70-1, id. 1897/1902: 1391-3; Herbig 1949:
24ff.
15 • Cf. the Epid. h. nava -rev vuppayiTav, Nat8cov u g Xnu . 6E184). xpvakav x0pC3v exyaXila; Ale.
Mess. 20.5-6 EG, AP 9.142.1.
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paraphrase, have attributed the whole construction of the phrase xopantv TEAEdrra-rov

&Cm to Pindar. 16 Fr.*99 is one of the very few fragments that survive from the poem in

honour of Pan placed by the Alexandrians among the KExcopiapava TcZiv TrapeEvElcav

(schol. Pind. Pyth. III.139a).17

Pind. FR. *99 (67) KECHORISMENA.

5156aai 5g. ati-rcp (scil. Alovitaco) Kai -ra y Fla Ira xoparri* TEAEc3TaTOV eE0.5V

611Ta, C.35 TTivSapcis- TE 01.111E1 Kai oi KaT ' Ary1J7TT011 iEpEis- Kargpaeov.

Aristid. 41(4) 2,331,18 K. (sequitur Jr. 283).

It seems quite probable for Pindar to have spoken of the god in these terms, on

the following grounds:

1. The citation of the god's name, 18 his province, 19 and his epithets are essential

hymnal elements, which give to the whole hymn a sense of majesty and

sumptuousness. 20 So, the elevation of Pan among the '0Xtip-rriot (fr. 96.4), as a son of

Apollo (fr.100), and also to xoparrijs TENEWTaT05 OECZW, is the most fitting praise for the

god, and is traditional in conception.21

2. The qualification attributed to the god stands in close relation with the other

aspects of his image emphasised by Pindar in the other surviving fragments, cf.fr.95.4-5,

and fr. *97, and also as cpa4 and Ona86s.22

The passage raises tantalising problems of interpretation and has been subjected to

a great amount of discussion. Whether Aristides' application of Pindar's words coincides

with what the poet actually intended them to mean is not altogether certain. What is

problematic about Aristides' quotation is not only the meaning of Pindar's praise of Pan —

this is closely related to the construction of the quoted words,— but also the curious fact that

16 • Versus Pindaricos X0pELITaV TEXEWTCITOV I OECOV recuperabat Schroeder. Exceptionally Snell
prints nava xopEtrrfiv TENEC:)TaTOV.

17.Uerschels (1962: 36), is wrong to assume that tipvEi indicates that the genre was a hymn.
18. Lehnus 1979: 111, 113.
19. Ibid. 113.
N. There is an hyperbole in Pindar's praise. For the hyperbolic style of the hymn cf. Keyssner 1932:
28ff.
21 • The same idea is expressed by S. Aj. 695-8 r.:3 na y Fra y_ OECni xopoTroi' chi4. Cf. Werner
1967: 429. Cf. also Horn. h. Pan. 22-3.
22 . Pindar's idea and beliefs about Pan are, according to Lehnus (1979: 122), consistent with the
development of the figure of the god in vase paintings and the etymology of the god's name, cf. Brown
1977.
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the local Egyptian priesthood are presented by the orator as consenting to the importance

of the Greek god.

At this point a problem concerning the construction of TEAEGiTaTor arises: does it

go with xoparrijv or with eEcZnr?

Two possible interpretations have been offered:

1. Pindar is not exalting Pan as the paramount divinity. 23 The supporters of this

opinion translate: "most perfect 24 dancer of the gods"— i.e. supreme among the gods in

dancing. According to this interpretation, the invocation of Pan as x0pEU • ilS TEXE6TaTOS

harmonises so well with the enthusiasm of the other surviving fragments of the hymn,

that the version just given seems better than taking it to mean that Pindar sang of Pan as

TEAEGYraTOS OECW. The god's dance from the beginning of the hymn is foreshadowed to

be a Xapi-rcov p gXripa (fr. 95.5) and the aesthetic output is described as TEpTrvOv. The

superlative TEXEC:YraTOV, suggests that the poet attached more importance to the aesthetic

aspect of the god's dance. This obviously mean that Charites lend the appropriate charm

to the dance of the gods. 25 The fact that Pan is praised as xopEirrijc TEXEWTaTOS, does

not cast a shadow over the supremacy of Dionysus. Lehnus arguing in favour of this

claims that the element of hyperbole in Pindar's praise to the god, turns out to be

"solitamente innocua", and this comparison is mainly intended on hymnal grounds.26

2. Every god can be considered as TOtEtos in exercising his power. 27 On this

assumption a number of scholars argue that it is probable for Pindar to have praised Pan

as TEAEthrcuror 19E65 v.28 This interpretation has to be examined in the light of the

Egyptian religious belief concerning the cult of Pan in Egypt.

The Greek god Pan is related to Hephaestus because both are connected with the arts but

iconographically are different. In a parallel way the Egyptian god Min is identified with

Pan by the Greeks because of his phallus.

23. In a similar fashion he treated Hestia as Trpda-rav Cieebv Nem. XI.6, Chronos fr.*33, cf. Poseidon
14/IGTE EIECav. It is doubtful whether Pindar saw Pan as TEAEth-rcuros- Elsc3v. For Lehnus (1979: 194-5),
the element of hyperbole is innate in hymn ("insita nell' occasione e dizione innica").
24. See Slater s.v. TOtE105, -riXEos b. Cf. the discussion in Uerschels 1962: 33 with n.119. It is
also used from Pindar as an epithet for Zeus (01. XII.115, Pyth. 1.67; A. A. 973 Eu. 28; Zeus in
Pindar's poetry is beyond comparison with any other god; for god's epithets as -rams kct-r' 4o)Qfiv,
Epiteleios, Telesphoros, see Lehnus 1979: 196 n.31), for Hera (Nem. X.18; Ar.Th. 973), for Dike
(A. A. 1432), and for Erinyes (A. Eu. 381).
25. Lehnus (1979: 124), asserts that "pOtripa "and "-r g pkins" belongs to erotic vocabulary.
26. Ibid. 191-2. Cf. e.g. Eur. Phaeth. 232 D. Ko',..-rrpt OEC.v KaUia-ra.
27. Ibid. 195, with ns.28, 29.
28. Already Canter (in his Index reprinted in Dindorf 1964: vol.111.870), accepts this meaning: "Deorum
perfectissimus", cf. Bernand 1972: 10. Russell (1990a: 212 n.55), claims that Pan is `complete'
because he is 'all', TO Tra y ; quite likely to be right: Pindar likes puns. Cf. Cornutus 27 (p.49.4 Lang):

-rCt.) -rravri 6 airrOs
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In saying 01 KaT' Alyv-rrrov lepds KaTiwaeov, Aristides combines Pindar's

views on the supremacy of Pan with those of the Egyptian priests, attempting a

syncretistic identification of Pan with beliefs that he found in Egypt. The Egyptian priests

are perhaps those of Hdt. 2.145, who believed Pan to be the oldest of gods. Aristides

interprets Pindar's words quoting Egyptian Priests as agreeing with his interpretation.

Aristides in AD 141 set out on a tour of Egypt. In Egypt, with Alexandria as the

base of his operations, he travelled extensively, proceeding as far south as the first

cataract. Therefore, we can assume with Uerschels, that he had the opportunity to

exchange ideas with the local priesthood. 29 There he was informed of the Egyptian

beliefs about the power and reputation of Pan. The god Pan is evidenced as a powerful

divinity in the Egyptian inscription GIG 4714: na y eths u gyta-ros; while Diodorus

Siculus speaks of the exceptional cult of Pan in Egypt (1.18): Ttiv nava StacpEpenrrcos

1.17TO TC,-31) Aly117TTICOV T11_161.1EVOV.

Similar beliefs were held also for Egyptian gods. The god Chemmis is recorded in

Roman inscriptions as u g yta-ros and Opios,30 whereas the Egyptian god MM is qualified

with the sacred title 'dancer' .31

Uerschels (ad loc.), speculates that the Egyptian priests did not refer to the Greek

Pan but to an Egyptian goat-like god M6v8ric as TEXECbTaTOS OECOV.32 This Egyptian Pan

bore significant external similarities with the Greek Pan, being, like him, a goat-like god.

Therefore we can assume that Aristides may have heard from the local priesthood an

invocation to the corresponding "Pan", which he correlated to what Pindar said for the

"Greek Pan".33

Uerschels very ingeniously propounds the possibility that Pan T6XE1os was an

Egyptian belief that has been adopted by Pindar. 34 However, we can not accept such

29 . Uerschels 1962: 34, 36-7. Cf. Or. XXXVI.122 Myca Si Cc -ribv lEpacov fiKouov; Ibid. 1, 109.
30 • Lehnus 1979: 198 in n.41. Cf. Pan's epithet pgyas in Plut. De def orac. 17 p.419C.
31 • D.S. 1.18.2 records similar views for the god Min. Gauthier 1931a: 87, id. 1931b: 92-5, 113-4.
Lehnus (1979: 192-3), suggests that the cult of the Egyptian gods: Mendes of Dedet-Mendes and Anpet-
Thmuis, of Ipu-Chemmis-Panopoli, are related with the dance. (Uerschels 1962: 33ff. For Egyptian
dancer-gods see Mayassis 1957: 445, 449).
32. Cf. Hdt. 2.46 <5 Ilexv Airrrrricrri MNSris.
33. Cf. Lehnus 1979: 194, "Aristide poteva accomunare poeta greco e sacerdoti locali".
34. Uerschels 1962: 35.
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speculation since there is no probability that Pindar ever visited Egypt. We should be also

careful in attributing fr.201 to the hymn to Pan —as Uerschels did—, since the extant

content is referring to an Egyptian rite totally foreign to Greek religious practice. Lehnus,

also rejects Uerschels' view on metrical grounds.35

Aristides very ingeniously bases his praise of Dionysus on a very subtle analogy

involving the allocation of praise towards both divinities.

The invocation of Pan as X0pEUTO TEXEC'aTaTOV OECZW leads to a crescendo of the

praise that Aristides bestows to Dionysus, without causing any disparity in the balance

between both divinities. The supremacy of the god of wine is further emphasised by his

having in his train a god, namely Pan, who occupied an important place in the Greek

pantheon. This for Aristides does not seem to upset the equilibrium concerning the status

of Dionysus in comparison to that of Pan. On this analogy the orator takes the

opportunity to praise Pan as well, for whom at that time Aristides had some interest. 36 He

quotes Pindar' words as a double compliment to Pan who is praised as an excellent

dancer under the superiority of Dionysus. Aristides refers to the Egyptian priesthood, in

order to give greater authority to Pindar's statement.

The source for Pind. Fr. *99 (hymn to Pan)

Aristides in all of his ten prose—hymns that he composed for divinities — (with the

exception of Or. XL)—, employed Pindar's poetry. The poet's words formed an important

part of the praise towards the honoured divinity. A quotation illustrating a feature of the

god or an aspect of its myth was considered by Aristides as the most appropriate and

fitting praise he could offer. It is noteworthy that the majority of the culled extracts are

derived from the odes that Pindar dedicated to the gods. This specific preference of

Aristides shows: a. the respect in which Pindar was held by Imperial Age's intelligentsia,

and b. the appropriateness of quotes from Pindaric hymns Eic eEocic to Aristides' hymns.

35. Lehnus 1979: 199.
36. The incarnate spirit of animalism. However, Aristides' prudish character constrained him from any
open expression of his feelings. Cf. Behr 1968a: 154-5. The god Asclepius orders him in a dream (Hieros
Logos 4 (5o).39), to compose not only for him but also indicated others as Pan, Hecate and Achelous.
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From the indirect tradition of the text (frs. 95, *100, *96, *97, *98, and *99) it is

clear that the content of the hymn was known — apart from Aristoteles and Aristides— also

to:

1. the scholiast of Pyth. 111.139a (Jr. 95),

2. the biographer of vit. Ambr. p.2,5 (fr. 95),

3. the scholiast of Theocr. (frs. *97, *98, *100).

The above testimonies suggest the possibility that the whole hymn circulated in

the first two centuries AD, especially among the commentators who used to find extra

pleasure in illustrating parts of the poet's life especially when it concerned the relation

with the god.

It is almost certain that Aristides had read the quoted lines as part of Pindar's

hymn to Pan from which he quotes only fr.*99, and he is our solitary source. We may

assume a renovation of Aristides' interest in Pindar's poetry following Asclepius'

admonitions to reembark on his oratorical career, and also to study poetry in order to use

it in his orations (Hieros Logos 4 (5o).24).

Aristides may have compiled a list of certain striking quotations praising various

gods from Pindar. The quote xoparitv TEAE6Ta-rov BEc."43 v could well have been

classified under the entry `TTavcis-'.

We should not rule out the possibility that the hymn to Pan - like the hymn to

Zeus - was paraphrased either by Aristides himself or by a grammatistes for educational

purposes. Some of the original verses may have been included in the paraphrase, and it

was likely for Aristides to quote Pindar's words from the text of a paraphrase rather than

from the original merely for reasons of convenience.37

37 . We posses a number of paraphrases that include verbatim quotations: 1. A wooden table that contains
an accurate paraphrase of 11.4.349-63, includes a number of the original words and expressions, e.g.
a-r1i0Ea0i; El TI Kathy vit'v Eipri-ral; cf. ed. by Hombert-Preaux 1951: 161-8 (II-/II AD). 2. Pack'
2752: Collection of satirical sketches or "characters". P. Bad. 6.179; P. Heid. Siegmann 190 (250-210
BC). Diehl ALG (1942): 66-8, saw verses and ascribed the text to Sotades; Lloyd-Jones (1957: 426-
7), suggests a rhetorical handbook such as was used by Pollux. 3. P. Berlin 21116 (Hermupolis), is a
prose text which describes Achilles" shield. The writer cites verbatim II. 18.483 and 485 leaving out I.
484 (cf. Ioannidou 1995). For other examples from school practice (esp. Homer), see Ibrachim 1972:
99 n.2.
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11.1.4 Aristid. 41(4). 2, 331, 19-21K = Pind. Fr. 283?.

The way that Dionysus is treated in this prose—hymn, shows that Aristides sticks

to an encomium-scheme that he usually follows in praising gods. This involves three

main themes:38

1. The use of common opinions of men, who have many different concepts of

and names for the god in their worship (i.e. §§4-5: male-female, identification of Zeus-

Dionysus).

2. The universal worship of the god is the best praise (i.e. §6: Pan — Egyptian

priests).

3. The enumeration of god's power, achievements, and his province. Over which

rixvar he presides (i.e. §§6-8: 'dancer', 'complete of the gods', 'healing power').

Aristides' context

Aristides through a series of associations of the god with other divinities and

humans, aims to illustrate the immense amount of power that Dionysus possesses on

every aspect. The next association that Aristides attempts, concerns the goddess Hera

and her son Hephaestus (6).

XLI. (4) AIONYI0E.

iiijv Kai I

"Hpav Agyovatv Cos 1.10V05 OECJV TC9 viET StiiXXaEv Kopiaas Taw I 20

7 "HcpatoTov eiKovTa Etc TOv oirpavOv, Kai Tairrec yE orkVa0EIS OVC.p. Kal I

cbs pev aivirth iOTIV iV T4) XOycia briAov, 81)Aov Se Kai OT TEAEL/Ti'il I TO

alvtyka, cbs expa TroVuj Tic Kai apaX05 1=1 81:1Val.115 TOO 6E00 I Kai Simarr'

Kai 6vovs TrrEpoirv, otixiTrTrovs pOvov • ebOTTEp Kai I AEOVTC1/ yäXa CwayEtv 25

av4eriKav Tic ai1T4 AaKcomas Trotrmjs . I Kai oaev 'cipa arrcoc 13EPaioas

BESTjOETal, O1 VOOC+), 0IK Opyfj, Pit I TI:rxi) oikEpt:a, 0pi) dew 	 goTat ACJoat

T(I) AlOVVOC9. au« Kal 01.4.11TOTT1C 6 Tg COS TrOA g 11105, Kai 6 yg pcov avriPijoEt,

Kal 	  TriETco Ktvoihrros I TOO 0E00.
(Aristid. 41 (4)2,331-2,19-21 K).

Aristides, claiming anonymous authority for his sources, 39 refers to a myth

known from Paus. 1. 20, 3. (cf. id. 3.17,3; 18,9; Lib.VII, p.38 Foerster), where Dionysus

38. Aristides themes appear already in the instructions given by Quintilian and Alexander Numeniu, cf.
Russell I990a: 208.
39.This practice goes back to Plato's Men. 8t a; Grg. 493a "I have heard..."; cf. Alc.42PMG thç Myos.
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is further praised for his services towards Hera. He alone of the gods reconciled Hera to

her son Hephaestus, bringing him unwillingly up to the heaven and at that having placed

him on the back of an ass.

Pindar Fr. 283?

From the tradition of the lexicographers (Photius, Suda) we are informed that

Pindar had indeed treated the Hera-Hephaestus episode. The information is transmitted in

the form of paraphrase (fr.283) and seems to have a very tenuous relation to Aristides'

testimony.

FR. 283 (141).

("Hpa) Trapa Th ySerpcp	 'Hpaia-rou 6ECIPECIETa1 -r6:3	 cni-roCi Kara-

arauaceiVTI Op011Cp.

I. Boethus ad Plat. rep. 2, 378 D ap. Phot. lex. 74, 1;
II. Sud. 2, 585, 1 Adl.;
III. Aristid. 41(4) 2,331, 20-1 K. (post fr. *99).

The story goes back much further but the relevant testimonies date from later

stages. Hera threw Hephaestus out of Olympus because of his physical deficiency.

Hephaestus revenged himself on Hera by ensnaring her in an ingeniously constructed

throne where she had to remain until Dionysus, having made him drunk, brought him

back to Olympus. 40 From the paraphrase of the Pindaric fragment it is clear that Pindar

follows this version of the myth, which became a favourite subject for Attic vase-painters

in 6th cent. Bc.4I

Aristides forms the unique literary testimony of the specific episode of

Hephaestus' return on an ass.42 However, he omits the detail that Dionysus made

Hephaestus drunk in order to bring him home. The absence of other sources made

Uerschels assume that Aristides probably refers to Pindar's poem, where the ensnaring of

Hera and the return of Hephaestus formed its content.43

40. Preller-Roberts 1887-1926: 1.177.
41. The vases are collected and commented on by Brommer 1937: 198ff.
42 • On the Attic red-black figured vases is depicted the process of Hephaestus return to Olympus on an
ass. This testimony of the process is not mentioned by Paus. and Lib.; cf. Uerschels 1962: 38 with
n.135.
43 . Uerschels 1962: 38 with n.136.
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The reference to the episode of Hephaestus' return has an allegoric value.'" The

orator calls attention to the enigmatic character of the tale. It gives the impression of a

"riddle": cbs pev diviyat i0TIV ev -rc.;) XOycp 80ov, however, its point is considered

explicitly clear: the power of the god is invincible.

Aristides avoiding monotony and predictability in his praise aims to praise every

aspect of gods' activity. Dionysus is a god of an essentially different type from the

Olympian deities, a giver of joy (§6), a successful reconciler of divine disputes, and a

soother of cares (§7 the latter described by his epithet Lyaios). Aristides further illustrated

the extreme ability of the god in achieving even the most unfeasible things which fall

beyond every expectation. "He can give wings even to asses". The comic implication is

that he is more powerful than Poseidon, father of the winged horse Pegasus.

The point is also illustrated with a quotation from Alcman whose authority is attested in

Aristides' usual style: "Aakcovikóc arrouTrfis" (cf. Or. XXVIII.51 ACmcovos). Aristides

refers to Alcman (fr. 56 P.) as evidence for the episode of Dionysus' ability AEOv-rcov

riAcc expAyEtv.45 The lion's milk symbolises something impossible which for a god's

power is feasible.

The source for Pind. Fr. 283

The style of paragraphs (6-7) is characterised by a parabolic tone. Aristides

scrupulously collected a number of myths and sententiae to illustrate the invincible power

of the god and this is for the orator the best praise for the honoured divinity.

Aristides probably cited Pindar (fr.283), Alcman (fr.56), and the mythic allusion to

Poseidon's horses from either his private notes that contained a catalogue of stock-

phrases of praise, or it was the result of personal reading not previously synthesized in

this way.

44. On the allegoric interpretation of the myths referred by Aristides cf. Amann 1931: 16.
45. For a discussion of the quotation from Alcman fr.56 P. cf. Uerschels 1962: 40-1.
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11.1.5 Aristid. 42(6), 2, 338, 1-2K = Pind. Fr. 95.1

Introduction to Or. XLII (6) AAAIA Eli AIKAH17ION

Aristides delivered this oration in the Asclepieion of Pergamum, 2 perhaps on

January 6, AD 177,3 and it has been conjecturally connected with the celebration of the

Night Festiva1,4 when Aristides, at the God's prompting, 5 was passing on his way from

Smyrna to his Laneion estate after the visit of the emperor Marcus Aurelius to Smyma.6

The speech is composed in a formal hymnal style containing a summary of

Asclepius' benefactions to Aristides, both in health (§§6-11), and oratory (§§12-5).7

XLII. (6) AAAIA EII AIKAHTTION.

12	 'Euol yap, c5 8 goTroTa 'AoKATirrt g , TroAXa Kai Tray-rola, OSOTrEp iiTTET- 
I 21

-Troy , Trap& coif Kai -rijs ofic TiAavepcznias yEy gvn-rat, u gytcrrov Si I Kal

TrAEicrros xetrarros &Clo y Kai crxESOv	 EiTTETV OiKEIOTaTOV Oi I XOyot. TO yap

To0 lltv8apou pur g PaAEs • b(Eivott piv yap O flay I TOY natal/a

c'opxfpuaTo, cbc ÄOyos, yc.1.) 86, Ei eg illS EiTTETV, cav 	  itTrolKpiTiis Eivat.

TrpOi.i' TpElpiS TE yap al/TOS iTT ' airroiis Kai Tils 450K1lIOECOS KaTgOTTIS hyElieJV.

13 Kai OLIK aTreXpT1 TaOTa, 6ÄÄ' a Kai Tot'rrots I EiK65 fjv exKoAoueijoat, Kai 5

TOitTC,JV iTTEIIEÄTIOTIS, OTTCOS oTat 001 I TO gpyov iV Scgrj. Kai oitK i'OTIV Olt

TTOA1S, OOK iSIWTT1S, OI TaW I CIS 'cipxovrac TEXOOVTCOV, Oç °Li Kai KaTeX 1.11KpOV

f11.1TV OptATIoas oöK I floTraoaTo Eis Ooov OTOS TE 1')V TOV gTratvov iKTEIVCA.W,

Tan) illCb V, I drum, XOycov Ta0-ra pyaou gvcov, (AA& GOO TOO Kvpiou.

2 lacunam ind. Rsk., quem secutus jav <GO iSiSaas XOycov, figtotipriv Toirrcav> irrrolgarrijs
suppleverim;	 cr>c7.3v irrroKprrils Eivai (5°1(6> Canter C-re3v cr)crav <X6ywv> irrroKpi-rlis
Schwarz 1. c.

(Aristid. 42 (6) 2,337-8,1-3 K).

1. VU. Ambr. p.2, 5 Dr., clearly connects the well-known anecdote cited here by Aristides with fr.95,
which Pindar composed in acknowledgement of the favour that the god granted to him. From schol. Pyth.
I11.139a we learn that fr.95 was iv Tois Kixcapiapivois raw flapeiv<ii>czy. The present quotation should
be read together with Or. 111.191, where a slightly different version of the same anecdote is cited, cf. p.
117; for a discussion of Aristides' biographical source see p.122ff.
2. Cf. Or. XLII.1, 4.
3. Boulanger (1923: 162), places the oration after the visit of Marcus Aurelius at Smyrna.
4. For the festival of the Night Vigil at Pergamum, cf. Behr 1968a: 32 in n.47.
5. For the influence, which dreams had on Aristides' literary career, cf. Behr 1968a: 45-6.
6. The emperor Marcus and his family stopped at Smyrna after the suppression and death of the rebel
Avidius Cassius (autumn 176). Aristides declaimed before the emperor. The subject of the speech is lost.
7. Behr (Aristides 1981: vol.11.416, n.1), argues very plausibly that Orr. XLII-XLVI may have belonged
to a "tomus" , on the ground that all these orations involve "tempests" whether metaphorical (cf. §§1,7) or
actual, and are quite separate from that of Orr. XXXVII-XLI and LIII. The later unit might be titled
MalITEUTOL, and was already known to Menander in the 3rd century AD, who refers to an oration to
Asclepius included in this collection (17Epi 'Ent8Eucrucc3 v, vol. III, p.344 Sp.). Cf. the title MawrEtrroi to
Or. XXXVII; and Behr Aristides 1981: vol.11.409, n.1 to Or. XXXVII.
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Aristides' context

The generosity (cpaavepc,o-rria) 8 of Asclepius granted Aristides many and various

gifts. The god revived Aristides' despondent spirits by encouraging him to resume his

abandoned career. Asclepius passed from teacher to critic 9 and patron lo (cf. §11), in

revealing means of study, lyric poetry, subjects for speeches, and actual ideas.11

However, only one of the gifts is the most precious, deserving the most gratitude

and this is the art of oratory. 12 This god's gift is magnificent and deserves a brilliant

compliment.

Aristides who was susceptible to the idea of divine favour, illustrates his relation

to the deity with a reference to Pindar's poetry. The relation of Pindar to Aristides is that

both are composing words (poetry/oratory). Very ingeniously he alludes to an anecdote

that he employed almost a dozen years before in his "defence of the Four" (§191).

The Pan—Pindar episode

This anecdote is recorded in vit. Ambr. (C 222 inf., 2.5 Dr.), where we are told

that Pan was seen singing Tratava TT w8apou between the mounts KiOatpc;Jv and

'EMK6v. 13 This event was especially favoured by the ancient biographic tradition, and

the belief that Pan could manifest himself through music and song was a popular one.14

Leflcowitz has shown that the ancient biographers could have deduced the

anecdote either from allusions to the circumstances of performance in the song itself, or

from a direct invitation to the god to join in their song. 15

8. Thilanthropia' is a term that has aroused considerable interest among scholars of the last half-century,
having been studied not only as a concept in Greek literature but also in relation to the Latin humanitas.
Cf. the discussion in Martin 1961: 164ff.
9. Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (5o).5o; Or. XLII.15.
10.Cf. Ors. XXVIII.156; XXXIII.2; XXX.4.
11.Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (5o).26.

12 • In §5 we are told that the god distributed to mankind both universal benefactions and individual gifts.
Oratory is classified in the second group.
13 • Eust., prooem. 27, follows the tradition of vit. Ambr. Cf. Irigoin 1952: 241-2; Gallo 1977: 50-1.
14 . Cf. the god's epithets xopEv-rfis adesp. 937.3 PMG, Orph. Etix4 9Q.; "laKxE paoxoparra Ar.
Ra. 404; xopayOs adesp. 140 TGF; xopEios Plut. de cohib. ira 13 p.462B, Quaest. cony., 5 p.680B;
xOpEos IG XII 5.1 134.9. See also the discussion of fr. *99, p.107.
15 • A similar case is presented in Sappho's tradition. She addresses Aphrodite frequently in his poems and
a third-century tin.cip yripa (P.Colon. 5860 fr.1.11-6), lays special emphasis to her relationship with
Aphrodite. See Lefkowitz 1981: 61.
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According to the vit. Thom. (5.10 Dr.), it is the god Pan who dances in honour of

Pindar. Just as Pan honoured Pindar for poetry, so Asclepius honoured Aristides for

oratory. In his case the god composed the speeches and he recited them, functioning as

ti-rroKpt-rfis. It is noteworthy that in both speeches in which Aristides refers to the

anecdote, he connects it with the art of oratory.16

Aristides creates a double compliment, one in honour of Asclepius and another for his art

of oratory. His relation with the divine agent is re-assessed and re-established on a new

base, whereas his art becomes sacred since it derives from the god's activity. The orator

plays the part of the actor of the divine art."

Aristides in a slight variation of the version that he followed in Or. III, employs

the expression "Toy Tra lava 6.)px1aa-ro". 18 It is noteworthy that he specifies here the

literary genre of the song, whereas in Or. III he uses the vague form "acrarroav". The

Tratav mentioned could be either a victory paean or a song with a happy content as it can

be gathered by the state of god's euphoria (cf. schol. Aristid. 3,564 Dind.).19

In this speech Aristides makes his reference to Pindar more personalised. The

favour that Pan gave Pindar in his music is paralleled with the gift that Asclepius gave to

the orator. The reference to this personal incident of Pindar would have provided a fitting

opportunity for Aristides to acknowledge that his oratory had found favour with the god.

16 . The connection is clearer in Or. XLII, whereas in Or. III the presence of Pan makes the connection
possible.
17 • Aristides shows a specific tendency to depict his profession and his role in religious terminology. The
orator is called "mystes", and the oratory is a "sacred religion".

18. Cf. the discussion on p. 119ff.
19.Haldane (1968: 20 with n. 32), argues that the word "paean" was extended to all songs of joy.
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II. 2 QUOTATIONS IN PRAISE OF INDIVIDUAL(S)

11.2.1 Aristid. 3, 191 (1,356 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 95.

According to Plato's view it was the Athenian &mei which set their country on the

wrong course, and thus made its ruin inevitable, and the whole blame should be laid on

the men in charge at that time.

On the question about the Four Men, raised at Gorgias (515b6-517a6), Socrates

claims that they were neither true statesmen nor successful KOXaKE5.20 Yet Socrates

goes on to describe the Four Men as -re3v yE VOV SlaKOVIKWTEp01, in the sense that they

were better at providing "ships, walls, and dockyards" (517c2). However, in Plato's

reasoning the aim of the true statesman is eEpa-rreia (517e6) not StaKovia.21

The memory of Miltiades and Pericles had indeed been blackened by Plato; but

Herodotus had vindicated Miltiades, and in the fifth century he was revered and deeply

respected by all Athenian democrats as the man who had saved Athens from the Persians.

Aristides' context

In the section §§150-208 Aristides refutes the calumnies against the Athenian

statesman that Plato expressed in his Gorgias (518c2-519b2). Aristides opposes Plato's

devaluation of Miltiades by presenting him as a man of great calibre.

While the rest of Europe conceded water and earth to the Persians, Miltiades

summoned the most courageous of the Greeks, proclaiming to the Athenians that they

must embark in danger on behalf of Greek freedom.

Aristides compared the Athenian leadership to demigods (8 a ipovEs §188) in being

"saviours of the Greeks", "protectors from evil", and in every way "good men".22 They

preserved in their death not only Attica, and even all the rest of Greece, in defence of

which they stood in the line of battle. They also formed a real example of sacrifice for

posterity in restraining the aggressors (§189).

20 . Cf. Grg. 502d 10-503d4. Plato supports the idea that political oratory is a form of KoXaKEia. (Cf.
Hypothesis, p.436, 12ff,vol. III Dind. Trrap-rnapiov KoXaKEias yiyvcrat h On-ropial).
21 • According to Dodds (1990: 360), the fault in Plato's view, lay not in their incompetence but in their
misconception of the statesman's task which is primarily educational - he defined it in the Laws 65ob6 as
Tac pirOEIS TE Kai g Eis -rekiv 9TtJX6-31/ ... 0EpaTTEUEIV.

22 . This is a free quotation of Hes. Op. 122-3. The quoted text differs from that in Hesiod. However, we
should not lay the corruption in the quoted text to Aristides' charge. Behr (Aristides 1986: vol.1.465,
n.203), has found this version in Plato and elsewhere differing widely from that in the Mss of Hesiod. I
do not think that Aristides took the quote from Plato since he shows knowledge of the original context:
ijv eKETV05 Et 5 TO TEXEUTO TOO XOUGOO yavous iTrOiTIOEV EiTTWV.
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III. (XLVI D.) YTTEP TWN TETTAPLJNI.

190 	 COOta ifiv OTE Kai ToIs I

TEXEL1TfICJ001V al'iTi3V 01:1 XapeiCE gITEOEV TO Kg 080S, àÄÄ ' aTratatiaav

81avoias Kai a&Tol Ths iatrrav Kai oi 6Wtoi TraVTES Tric iKEIVCOV,Ooov TI I 5

1 9 1 TOTS yec."....)-atv Kai Kparnaaatv TrepteygVETO; oTilat 8' gycoye Kai T6v I 'HpaKXga

Kai Tat) nava Kai Toils irI Tip, xnv airavTipavTas Kai otriaTpaTn-

yfiaavTas MA-rt.:14 atpTupas 4i6xpecos Tfis av8peias Tris iKE1V0IJ I Tripes

iiTravTas avepionotis gym Kai p g peiv oirK 	 TOTO MATte(813 I

qmXoTipiav eis Errraoav TV TTOXITEIGIV .11) TTII/SetpCp pacitv Etc orijv poucrucnv I 10

192  TO TOV airrOv TOUTOV ethv OpXfpaGeai T1 TaV 4CiatTC,JV CXOTC,J. Kai

I TexvtKOv ye gym repI X6yotis TTava Tin) tRaTcovos I pcovil.

aVtaxo0 Kai X6yov airren, eivai A gyei, fiTOt Aciyou ye ex8EATOv. paiveTat

TO1VIJV 06TO5 OilTOJS aliTG) xaipcav TiJ: M1XTI68n, 0lIK äV, ei ye ed.va

paiiXov TTE01 T0I5 XOyovs OvTa.	 15

(Aristid. 3,190-92 (1,356 L.-B.)

In §§191-2 Aristides presents Miltiades not only as a brave general and successful

statesman, but also as adroit rhetor, refuting in that way Plato's argumentation. The

orator lays special weight on three aspects of the personality of the Athenian leader:

a. his CcvSpEia,
b. his TroArrEia, and
c. his [Orrrop1cc5s] Mycn.

The god Heracles, those who appeared in the battle, and the fellow-generals of

Miltiades constitute the best satisfactory witness for his courage (av8peia) for all men.

The divine authority primarily, the military leadership, and the body of the warriors forms

the most tangible proof of Miltiades' avSpEia.

More versatile is the defence of Miltiades' administration (TroXITE1a).23 Aristides

attempts a subtle comparison between Miltiades and Pindar in respect of their TgX1/01,

aiming to stress that the administration of the Athenian leader is of equal quality to the

music of the Theban poet, as it is proved from its tradition.

23 • Cf. LSJ s.v. TroXruia: II. government, administration (Ar. Eq. 219); III. civil policy, constitution
of the state (Antiph. 3.12.1), form of government (Pl. R. 562a).
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The cohesive link for both figures is the god Pan whose epiphany to Pindar and Miltiades

bestows honour on them and furthermore forms a kind of verification of their

corresponding quality:

(191) "it bears no less honour for Miltiades in regard to his whole administration

than does the tradition for Pindar in respect to his music, that this same god danced

one of his songs."

The scholia ad loc. note Aristides' oratorical skill (vis oratoris):

(172,9) 6Etticbc Se 6 'ApicrrEOris- Tijv PO40E:ay Tc.Ziv OEc2iv pap-nip:fat, TrowiTat

MATI68ou aprrijr. (BD).

The god Pan secured for the Greeks the victory of Marathon at 490 BC. According

to Herodotus (6.105-6), the flpEpoSpOpris Philippides (or Pheidippides) 24 was sent to request

help from Sparta before the battle of Marathon. On his way back he is said to have had

the vision of the god Pan, who promised help against the Persians.25

Aristides draws a parallel between the action of the god in regard to Miltiades'

administration and an anecdote concerning his epiphany with respect to Pindar' music.

The anecdote in the biographical tradition and Aristides. 

This anecdote is recorded in vit. Ambr. (2.5 Dr.), where we are told that Pan was

seen singing Tratava TTivSäpou between the mounts Kteatpthv and 'EXua'ov.

The biographer invented this story illustrating both the outstanding favour

("theophilia") 26 that Pindar was granted by the god Pan in dancing one of his

compositions, 27 and also the fact that Pindar reached the pinnacle of his success — his

poetry appeals even to the gods. These two points are implied explicitly in Aristides'

treatment of Miltiades.

24. For both names cf. How-Wells 1912: 107.
25. Hdt. 6.105-6 TrEpi T6 Tlapegviov 6p05 To &Trip TEyhic 0 nay MO171'1717E1' pWaav-ra 5i T6 otivoua
TOO (DIAITIITiSECZ T61/ TIOVO 'A6TIVai0101 KEXEOGOI OTTariaal Si' 0 TI iCAAJTOO oit5Eplav iTrtilEXEinv
TTOIEOVTal, it5VTOS EOVOOU 'Aerivajoiai Kal TioXitaxfi rvoavou apt ii8T1 XPri ainov , TO 6' hi Kai
iaonbov. As a consequence of which the Athenians gave him after the battle a cave-shrine on the Acropolis.

The text of Hdt. is followed by the scholiast on Aristid. (3, 563-4 Dind.). For Pan's connection with other
scenes of battle against the Persians see A. Pers. 449, Plut. vit.Aristid. 11 (Plataea).

26. See vit. Ambr. p.2,1-2 Dr. ijv Si oir awov nipuç rroirrrels, CIXXCc Kal ecv0pc..yrros 0EoptA1is.

27. It is possible that Pindar's song was sang in the time of the composition of the Hellenistic vitae from
which the later biographers drew.
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Aristides must have in mind an anecdote similar to that recorded in the later

biographic tradition. In this perspective we have to consider the following two

possibilities:

1. If in the pios used by Aristides Pan was singing a Pindaric composition, his

expression "Opxnuacreai TI TC731? aa16To3v al:ITC:3" can be better explained by the fact

that the 'music' and 'dance' are two elements closely connected in ancient music. The

odes and hymns were also composed for public dancing performance. In this prospective

Aristides, who probably knew the story from a Pindaric vita (represented by the later vit.

Ambr.), replaced in Or. III 'E.c.ov' with `Opxfpacrear and likewise in Or. XLII we are

told that Pan is dancing a Pindaric paean.

2. If Aristides' source had that Pan "danced" a Pindaric song, Aristides would

seem to follow a tradition similar to that represented by the later vit. Thom.

On balance the verbal agreement of vit. Thom. with Aristides' quotation gives more

weight to the later possibility. One should also notice the additional agreement of vit.

Thom. with schol. Aristid. (3, 564 Dind.), on the connection of Pan with Pelops.28

Aristides tries to refute Plato's criticism by pointing out that Miltiades was

honoured by a god. The biographical account of Pindar's relation to Pan, constitutes a

distinct pattern for Aristides to picture Miltiades' reputation as not unequal to that Pindar

granted to by the god. It is important here to note the sophisticated style of Aristides in

attempting a subtle comparison between Miltiades and Pindar in respect of their TiXVal,

through his references and allusions to Pindar and Plato. This comparison is further

emphasised through the litotes: Kai (pgpEIV

Aristides attaches to the anecdote historical and religious significance. The

epiphany of the god in both cases is considered by Aristides to be a real event, which

reflects credit on both Pindar and Miltiades. Moreover, this connection functions as

compliment to the personality of the Athenian leader, since the god is his fervent

supporter and also finds extra pleasure — as we shall see — in his rhetorical ski11.29

28. Cf. the discussion of Aristides' source.
29. Cf. schol. Aristid.3, 565 Dind. &pá ye aTparnyilaavTes, prioiv. oi Sim 0E01 Tc.1) MATta&r,i,
TE ' Hpaafis Kai 6 nay, gBetav atiTev Kai Tois A6yois °opal) Kai Tj &Napa av6pelow 6
yap A6yos, cpriaiv, iaTiv 6 TTOcv, 7) Se avSpEia 6 'Hpaails. BD.
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TExviK6v yE ETVal 7TEpl A6youc nava:

Plato attacking the Four, explicitly expresses the view that they were neither true

orators nor real Kam(Es (Grg. 517a 1-6). 313 Aristides shows a thorough knowledge of

Plato, which is apparent in his frequent citations, and allusion, as well as in stylistic

borrowings.

The third point of Aristides' argument concerns the value of Miltiades as orator:

The god Pan forms another point of reference. The soundness of this allegation is proved

by the fact that Pan, who is technically proficient in oratory and even the brother of

oratory,31 is clearly delighted with Miltiades being an adroit orator.

The literary patterns that Aristides had in mind in the formulation of this paragraph

(192), were Plato's prayer to Pan at the end of Phdr. 263d and a passage in Cra. 4o8d.

Pan the son of Hermes is here explicitly mentioned among the iv-rOirtot 6Eoi as

representing the natural eloquence.32

In the Phdr. (263d 5-6), Socrates acknowledges Pan as the inspirer of his speech:

the Nymphs, daughters of Achelous and Pan, son of Hermes have turned out to be

TEXVIKWTEpOl TrpOs XOyous, more skilled in the use of words, than Lysias the son of

Cephalus. He is, in terms of the Phaedo, the AOyos who leads the speakers. And this fits

in with what we find in the Cratylus Glom 2): Pan is either X6yos or X6you ex8E7n05, if he

is the son of Hermes.33

The Biographical source of Aristides for Ors. 111.191 and XLII.12

Ancient references to the Pan—Pindar episode abound, with Antipater's epigram as

the earliest quotation. Therefore, Aristides' testimony makes an interesting point, since

the author is prepared to accept not uncritically the validity of the biographical evidence.

30 • O-ri ()Oliva fikeic iopEv av8pa ayaGOv yEyov&ra T TTOXITIKEI EV TT:18E Tfj ITOAEI )GTE,

Ei 0TOtOljTOES .60C(V, 01:ITE Tij laArletvf:i firi-ropurf,i ixpCairro — oti yap (5V 4E1TECIOV — ()CITE

TT) 'coAcouKij. According to Dodds (1990: 360), the true political leadership described at 504d, has as its
objective the moral reform of society: if society eventually rejects the leader, this is interpreted by
Socrates, that the objective has not been achieved.
31. Myou a(BEATOv = X6yos here means "oratory".
32. de Vries 1969: ad loc. (Phdr. 263d5-6).
33. According to Rosenmeyer (1962: 37), the whole argument is characteristically opaque: Hermes
invented speech, or is concerned with speech; Pan is the son of Hermes; hence Pan is speech or the
brother of speech. Cf. also the analysis of Baxter 1992: 145-6; and Burger 1980: 150 n.67.
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It is quite probable that Aristides quarried the alluded anecdote from an unknown

vita.

In recent years it has become commonplace to accept that neither the apparently

autobiographical statements of Pindar in his Epinicians nor the snippets of information

about his life surviving from the Hellenistic biographies bear much relation to literal truth.

Haldane argues that these accounts are based on an incident alluded to in Pindar's song.34

Although the anecdote is a biographers' invention, Aristides in both testimonies (Ors. III;

XLII) seems to treat this as a real event for purely rhetorical purposes, giving it — as we

have argued — a religious colouring. The anecdote illustrates the relation with the divine

agent. This interpretation is also reflected in other ancient sources.

The anecdote has aroused considerable interest among scholars in late antiquity.

The following table aims to show that the ancient testimonies give various versions of the

same story, and it is therefore interesting to see with which version Aristides sides

himself. It is noteworthy that in the following testimonies the imagined circumstances of

performance are more carefully preserved than the poet's words:

Schol.	 Pyth.	 111.139	 a mipcSpos yap O nay Tij ' P gq, Ws airrOs 6 MvSapos iv Tois
Kcxcopiailivois TV Ilapecv<ci>cov (fr. 95) pricilv . 'CA Haw 'ApicaSias
pcSicov, gcos TOO MaToes periXas CaraSi. ocpvCov XapiTcav piAri-
pa Tcp-rrvOv.

2 vii.	 Ambr. p.2,5 Dr. 6 yo0v TTexv 6 8E6s &Oil 1ET4ii Toil Kteatpc.-avos Kai TOO 'EXiK6vos
4'Scov Traiava TTivScipou . StO Kai iccrila irroinacv cis TOY ecOv iv W
xi5piv Opoitoyci Tfis Tip(is airre.;) (eadem Eust. prooem. 27= III 298, 12 Dr.).

3 vii.	 Thom. p.5,10 Dr. X6yos Kal TOY llava Eispi'pal TrOTE Cgovra Trcol ToOTTOtoTros.
(?, nava Opxfloacreai TroTE TOv airroti Tratava Kai xaipciv ciSovTa
TOOTOV 6E1 iV TOIC Opioi text. vulg. usque ad ed. Boeckhianam: TOY airroi)
rranava Tripl To° TTOtorros E. Abel, Scholia	 recentia in Pindari Epinicia	 I
[Budapestini-Berolini 1891] 34 ex cod. rec.).

4 vii.	 metr.	 19-20 Kal piXos, Ws iviirovatv, iv 64Eatv huK gpcas nay I lliv8apov aiii,
iftEt8E. Kai °OK EllgyTIOEV aEiBCOV. (= Eust. prooem. 30 = HI 301,27 Dr.).

5 Plut. Non posse suav. vivi 22
p.1103A

Kal TTivSapos OKOOCOV One TOO TTavOs OmOai T1 li gXos 61, aVTOs
irroinoE prrpiws gxatpiv;

6 Plut, Num. 4.8 p.62C TTiv5apou Si	 Kai	 Tebv	 pEAc:nr	 ipaanjv	 yEviaeat TOY llava
pu0oAoyotiaiv.

34 . Haldane 1968: 20-1. He argues for the validity of this biographical evidence. On the other hand
Lefkowitz (1981: VII-X), is right in arguing that the anecdotes must not be taken at face—value. She
contends (ibid: VIII), that ancient biographers took most of their information about poets from the poets'
own works.
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7 Aristid. 3,191	 (1,356	 L.-B.) f) ritv8apct.) cpaaiv Eis TO not.sanajv TO TOv airrav To0Tov I3E6v
Opxnaaaeai TI Tan) 4I0PaTCOV aLITC-0.

8 Aristid. 42 (6) 2,338,1-3 K. To yap TOO lliv6apou p g -rill3aXEc . iKEivou miv yap 6 Ha y T6v
Trateiva c'opxficraTo, CbC X6yos.

9 schol.Aristid.	 3, 564 Dind. a. AgyETat OTt 1.00-1 TrotofivTos TOO 17tv6apou TroTi iv etipats
TEppegis 6 'Ray cbpxfiaaTo cniTet.).
b. ZWtot 81, OTt 4apa OKEyallEVOS MVSapOS gpg2tA gv iTnE•EiKviraiiat.
Kai gibgv 6vap TOY Tlava A gyovTa atiTC9 TO	 apa, Kai Acciiezv gOiis
avienkg TE.13 6E41 BD Oxon.
c. oi 61 OTTOI1VTillaTIOTal Agyovatv Erri iv Tf3 KpEoupyig TOO ri gXo-
nos eopxijoaTo 6 nay. gxopEv Se TOOT° EV Tij TTpWITJ viKri. BD

10 Philostr.	 Major Inz.	 2.12.2,
p.358,14 Kayser

pacri Si aOT6v (sc.Tlava), OTE 111v3apos is TO Trol giv acpiKETo,
4..4	 1 1,APIE/11013VTa TOO OKIpTal, OEIV Ta TOO TlivSapots.

11 Lib. Or. 64.13	 (IV p.429.4 Foerster) Toacci/Tri Si apa Kowcovia X6y g 1v TE OpX15OECJS WCIT ' inoig i mil) 6
llivBapos. c'apxgiTo 51 6 Tien, TO	 apa, Kai TOY a6T6v giiponigv av
AOyczy TE 711300TaTTIV Kai TExviTriv Opxfiagcas.

12 Chor. Or. 29.48 (p.327,9
Foerster-Richtsteig)

oirSi Tay TTava	 neXclaBiat	 Tip-Trouatv	 aog Aygis,	 ing iSfi	 aopoii
TTOITITOO ITpós Vtpav 480VTOC etKOLICHIS nitcppaivETo, 430TE Kai
ixpriTo Tfi cniptyr Kai c'opx giTo TO iliXos.

13 Eust.prooem.27 (.111 298, 12 Dr.) iivvov Si a g ioas TairrOv i0T1 Tep 6aas natava, TOY cbs SESijAcaTat
TTiv6apncOv, El Kai 15ÄXWS ETEpOlOV TI TrapeI T6v Cn.i.vov 6 Tratav.
Cf. initium hymni Epidaurii in Panem Inscr. Gr. IV 1 2 ,130 (P. Maas, Epidaurische
Hymnen, Halle 1933, p.[4] 130) Tfava -rev vviupayg-rav, NatScav OATill s tielSo.),
xptrok.av xopf.av ayaXpa.

14 Antip.	 Thess. API.	 305,5 papTus 6 McovaMos Kg pOg ts egOs Cnivou a g iaas TOY ago Kai vopicav
Arician gvos BovaKcov.

These sources can be seen from two different viewpoints:

I. Some authors specify the literary genre of the song: - gaiet y , whereas some

others simply mentions capa or p gXoc, and in Philostratus we find Ta TOO lity8apou. It

is interesting that both vitae (Ambr. and Thom.), agree that the song was a paean,

whereas Aristides follows both tendencies (i.e. in Or. III speaks of an apa, whereas in

Or. XLII shares Traiav with both vitae).

2. This category is represented by the two main vitae of Pindar:

a. In vit. Ambr. Pan 'sang' Pindar's -gaiety.

b. In vit. Thom. Pan 'danced' Pindar's -gaiety.

The element of Opxriats is particularly emphasised in both places where Aristides refers to

the same anecdote. In this respect, Aristides' tradition seems to agree more with vit.

Thomana. This assumption is further supported by the fact that Aristides in both his

quotations focuses on the divine honour in which Pindar was held by Pan who danced a

song of his (in Or. XLII. he specifies the literary gender Tra lava Wpxficsa-ro). This

specific point is explicitly illustrated in the Bloc compiled by Thomas Magister. Aristides'
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Wpxfiaa-ro agrees further with Libanius and Choricius. Libanius' testimony is of some

interest in echoing Aristides' argument of the §§191-2, (cf. testimonies).

In the light of Aristides' quotation Drachmann ought to have accepted the other

version which he printed in his apparatus: TTava Opxtjaacreai TroTE -rim airro0 Tratava

Kai xaipEtv (Ix' Bov-ra TOC/TOV &El EV Tois 4E01. This version has Mss support. It is

transmitted in family V, which is represented by the Mss: EHKQQ,03.

Vita Thomana was based on ancestors, which were split from other Mss at a very

early date. It is probable that a tin-cilivriga was available to Aristides, which may have

contained a biography of Pindar very similar to vit. Thom.

The scholia on Aristid. ad loc. seem to be of special interest in summarising the

main points of the transmitted story (cf. testimonia):

a. Pan was gratified by Pindar's music.
b. Pan did not sing but danced a paean / song. (cf. Chor. Or. 29.48 to the

accompaniment of a syrinx).
c. Epiphany of the god: Pan dictates the song in a dream.
d. Pan was found singing the story of Pelops in 01. I. (cf. vit. Thom. p.5,10 Dr.).

It is interesting here to see how the divergence in the biographical tradition

ensued. The author of the Ambrosian Bloc cites Chamaeleon and Istros as his authorities.

Since Chamaeleon was a biographer of the early third century BC, we can assume that

these tales were current within a century or more of Pindar's death reflecting the deeply

religious nature of his poetry. So by the time of the Hellenistic scholars, a full

biographical corpus was already compiled, since Pindar's poetry was already the subject

of Hellenistic scholarship. These anecdotal accounts were further organised and

systematised by Didymos, Theon, Chamaeleon and Istros.35

A comparative examination of their surviving testimonies recorded in vit. Ambr. with

P.Oxy. 2438 ('Life of Pindar') suggest that these biographers record different aspects of

Pindar's life picking whatever they like from an original longer Hellenistic vita. In the

next stage of the transmission, the scribes of these Mss made a selection recording

different bits of information cutting out less important material, and this may account for

35 . Dicaearchus perhaps wrote on Pindar in his book TrEpi pouancejv dythvcov (cf. Irigoin 1952: 20).
The biographer of vii. Ambr. records a list of similar anecdotes and miraculous events about Pindar's life.
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the divergence in some details that figure in the later four vitae (i.e. Ambr., Thom., mfr.,

the entry in Sudas; cf. Eust. prooem.27 [=-III 298, 9ff. Dr.]).

This selective tendency is followed by Aristides and other Imperial age authors and finally

is reflected in the surviving vitae, which in turn draw on Hellenistic predecessors. 36 We

can see that these vitae contain sets of information that do not always agree in a

considerable number of details. There are certain picturesque insertions which occur only

in some accounts. Thus, in vit. Ambr. we have pieces of information that are absent from

vit. Thom., and vice-versa. In vit. Ambr. we have the geographical details (Helicon and

Cithaeron), that are absent in vit. Thom. which connects the anecdote with the story of

Pelops in 01. 1.37

36. Vii. Ambr. knows the pattern of Aristophanes edition: y gypaTE 5è 13113Ala iTrrakaiSEka iii.ivous,
Tratavas... (Dr. I, p.3,6).

37. I did not find any trace of this version in the extant scholia on Pindar.
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11.2.2 Aristid. 31(11), 2, 215, 6-7K = Pind. Fr. *136a.

Introduction to Or. XXXI (11) Eli ETELJNEA ET7IKH4E101

Aristides delivered Or. XXXI to mourn the death of his pupil Eteoneus in the

earthquake of AD 161, which devastated Cyzicus and partially destroyed the temple of

Hadrian.' This little oration in formal style comes from the peak of Aristides' career,

when he enjoyed good health.

Aristides considers the poetry of Simonides and Pindar as the most appropriate in

rendering the rhetoric of lamentation. We can detect a trace of purely aesthetic judgement

in Aristides' praise of their dirges (2).

Simonides' ep /Ivo/ were highly appreciated in antiquity, especially his

skilfulness in the treatment of "pathos", in which he was considered unrivalled.2

Simonides, apropos of the death of the prince of Thessaly Antiochos, composed a dirge

(528 PMG) which was considered as the most classical pattern of this genre. It seems that

in its composition he was inspired by the love of Antiochos' mother Dyseris to whom

Aristides likens Eteoneus' mother in her grief for her son (§2).

XXXI. (11) Eli ETECJNEA ETTIKHAEIOI.

2

	

	 Troioc Tairra YipcoviEins

Oprivijoei, Tic r1iv8apos Troiov p g itos fl XOyov To1o0Tov EE1./pC.43' V; TiS X0POS 10

àtov pe gyurat TOIOUT011 76001/S; -Troia Se Ailaltipts OETTCXXT1 TOGOOTO

TTEVOOS ETTEVOIWEV ETT ' 'AVTIOXCI3 TEXEUTIIIGaVTI, OCSOV	 T1:1 TOUTOU

Trgveos TrpOKErrat;

(Aristid. 31 (11)2,212,6-7 K).

Aristides' context

Aristides dwelling on Eteoneus' birth, character, moral excellence, and education,

in paragraphs 11-3, and before the section of the consolation, speaks about the Lament for

the young Eteoneus.

1. Behr 1968a: 92-4.
2. Quintilianus, Institutiones Oratoriae 10, 1, 64; Catullus writes in consolation of one of his friends:
"paulum quid lubet allocutionis maestius lacrimis Simonideis" 38, 7-8.
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1 2	 a') vut.tcpiott <GO y' iXEEtv6-rEpos &Fri I	 26

Kaopgvov Kai a-rEpavot5 peiXXov irpencav [f) epnvEiv], dial; EV pg I Thy

aczpiav kivnaas, 65, Trpiv tip gvatov 4oefivai aot Katp6v Eivat, I -roiis Of:divot/5

4SEtv Ka-raaPEv. 6 oxfipa KliAAta-rov,	 ce gypa I Kotvav -roic "Panatv

aOavOpEvov.	 Sij Trpoot111aatipEvo5,-roloo0-rov Et'ippavas, 8aov Aunilaat	 5

petavcas. ingpxurai pot TO TOO I 17tvSetpou (frg. 136) Trp000Eivat, `cia-rpa TE

13 Kai TroTapol Kai K6IpaTa TrOvTou' -njv acopiav -njv aijv avaKaAET. C23 TOO

SEUTEpOU 1r-r6I11aTos, oTos 	 dict) 1-6 vE6 KElOar c. TrIC Emeipais, °Toy ati TO

I SEL/TEOOV T11.11V 	 c TOO TpaytKoil Saipovos, 65 TrpoSEias I ap-ricos

potAarrfipta Kai XOyous Kal fiXov Kai xapav TrOppca TOI.ITCOV I EV PpaXET 10

KOTEKAEIOEV TO Spapa. (.73 auppopal Kolval Xoyicav Kai I xeovicov 6E63v.

(Aristid. 31 (11)2,214-15,6-7, 3-5 K).

The death of the young Eteoneus, caused by the earthquake that destroyed the

temple of Hadrian at Cyzicus AD 161, is mourned by Aristides as a double disaster. He

laments that he has to offer a dirge for his untimely death instead of singing his wedding

song, something that increases the tragedy of what happened to young Eteoneus.

In the section (§§I-3) concerned with the "lament", Aristides employing cult terminology3

calls the unhappy mother (01): "KaXXiTEKvos" (with a "handsome son"), and her son

Eteoneus (§12): "6 axiipa KaUta-rov" and "6 cpe g ypa Kotv6v -rois "EAXnatv

ai.rav611Evov" (most handsome figure! A voice being perfected for all the Greeks in

common!),4 having given much delight, whose unexpected death increased the

subsequent pain. This calamitous event recalls for Aristides a Pindaric verse in which he

sees an analogy.

3. Behr (Aristides 1981: vol.II. 393 n.8), thinks of a cult term applied to Apollo. Aristides uses
`kaXid-rEkvos' twice as an epithet for Asclepius ("he of the handsome child"): .nv apa
'AaKX111Tt65, atm Si 'AirOXXcov, 8 TE Bfl naplOS Kai 6 KaXX(TeKvos KaXoOtiivos iv

Hieros Logos 2 (24).18); cf. Or. LII.4. It also qualifies Leto in Or. VOCVII.18 Ta yap Tfis
kaUrrg kvou yg pa Xat43avg i. Cf. LSJ s.v. (with beautiful children): Arist. 672W (initium)
KaXXI-riKvou pri-rpOs Otiya-r g p, IG 12(7).477 (Amorgos), Inscr. Prien. 225 (Aug.): Comp., Luc.
DDeor. 16.1, 18.1.
4. Both expressions seem to be Pindaric in their conception: cf. fr. 188 cpeiria ttiv TrayKoivov
gyvcoKas TToitutivaa-rou KoXotpcoviou av8pos; and Pyth. 1V.123 yOvov 186v KaUta.rov
avSpfov.
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Pindar. Fr. *136a

The fragment itself gives virtually no information about the exact occasion and the

particulars of its presentation. In addition, the other extant fragments from epij trot

provide no indication of context either in themselves or in the passages of Plutarch (consol.

ad Apoll. 35 p.120 C-D) and Plato (Men. 8rb-c) in which they are quoted.

THRENI FR. *136a (101).

151:3Tpa TE Kai Trurapoi Kai Ka .ra TrOv-rov
TO erCOplall TO an y eXtlaKCIAET

Aristid. 31(11), 2,215,6-7 K. idem paulo ante p.212, 9K. Troioc Ta0-ra ItpcoviBric Opil-
V1)C1E1, T(5 Mikap05 TTOTOU PEXOS fl AOyou Totoirrov 4etipc'ov;

lah.ta-r . 6yKaAd OE TrOv-rov proposuit Schroeder plura ex Aristide recuperans

From Aristides' interpretation it seems probable that Pindar had treated similarly

the theme of the untimely death. 5 Nature is personified and participates in the grief. This

topic appealed to poets already in the sixth and fifth centuries 6 and was particularly

favoured by the Hellenistic poets and the `epitaphion' epigram.7

Pindar, however, creates a variation by presenting the whole universe, the sky, and the

sea as participating in the threnos.8

The source for Pind. Fr. *136a

A funeral oration offers an obvious occasion for consolatory thoughts. Aristides

employed standardised vocabulary and expressions that he also used in describing similar

scenes concerning disaster of cities or individuals. This is also indicative of the likelihood

that in this speech the quotations from poetry, which in their majority concern

lamentation, were used in similar declamations.9

5. Cf. Cannata Fera 1990: 211.
6. Biese (1882: 20ff.), speaks for the "sympathized" nature of the sixth and fifth century. Cf. Cannata
Fera 1990: ad loc. n.7.
7. Moschus starts his epitaph for Bion (Epitaph. Adon. 31) with an invocation of nature, cf. Theoc. 1,115.
The topic appealed also to tragic poets: Aesch. Per. 61ff. 005 Tr gpt -rraaa x0d.w 'Acliiirts Opgyacra
Trawl GTEVETal i1aXEpC731, cf. Sept. 900; Eur. Tr. 826.
8. For the threnos generally and the related matters, see Alexiou 1974: esp. ch .6.
9. Similar vocabulary is employed in the "Monody for Smyrna" (Or. XVIII.5), describing the state of
Smyrna after its earthquake: WaTrEp Si tiyaXua axpi(3c:35 Tri-rroiKau gvov Trav-rri -rrEptiOirri 'Ha y gXEI,
OUTC,3 001 Tij TrpOTEpov piv cbpato-ram,i TrOXEcov, vuv't 8' ticapfav a 	  TrEpiiiv Cip' 8-rov -rts exEl
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Simonides and Pindar were appreciated in the rhetoric schools, and students were

probably encouraged to cite verses from their poetry, which were considered suitable to

the solemnity that pertains to the style.

We can assume that collections of wailing / consolatory quotations were widely

circulated in that time. It is probable that by the first / second century AD, Pindar's

Opfpoi may have been excerpted and listed in anthologies. This assumption finds some

support in the texts of Plutarch and Clemens, who both quote from Pindar's

without being interested in the original context of the poems. This suggests the possibility

that both drew on these anthological collections.

Plutarch's quotations are of some interest. His introductory notes in consol. ad

Apo11. 35 p.120C 3-4, indicate that he probably cited them from an anthology recording

their rubrics: i. Mycrat 8' t'.rn-O ph) TOÜ 1.1EALK00 TTIv8apou Tal/T1 TrEpl TC.3V ELJOEPCDV EV

"At8ov;	 wxfic Agycov (C 15). Immediately after Plutarch quotes fr. 129.1-10, in

which Pindar described a feast in Hades, focusing on the state of the pious.

On a similar occasion Aristides preserves a reminiscence from this Pindaric Opilvos-

(fr.129), in his inTniptor speech, composed for his teacher Alexander.

Aristides seems to follow the same tradition; in all likelihood he quoted fr.*136a

from an anthology. On the other hand he shows a knowledge of Simonides' Opipros- in

drawing a comparison between Dyseris and Eteoneus' mother.

We should not take the introductory: in g pxyrai pot TO TOO TT tv86 pou

Trpocedvat, as an indication that Aristides quotes from memory. lo It is more plausible to

think that the rhetorical intention of Aristides is to make a logical connection between

Eteoneus' àopia and the case of an untimely death that Pindar had treated in his

Opilvoc.

ElEczpoin. vi)v Bh T6 KOtAta-rov EThos napkr-rat SoKeiv. Toti-ro I.ièv gaicpvris iKpavils 	
iyytyvopivri. Toti-ro 8i alTaVTIKpl./ ytyvombcp, TOCI- TO 8' EK TrpoaaTEicav, EK Tropepc7av. EK TrOtayous, EK
yriS, EK eaXaTTTIS. Cf. Or. XIX.3.
10 • For a similar way see Luc. VH 1.29 ipv-ncreriv 'Apto-ropavovs.
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11.2.3 Aristid. 3202), 2,225, 18-9K = Pind. Fr. 129.7.

Introduction to Or. XXXII (12) E171 AAEIANAPCJI E17ITA0101

On the occasion of his teacher's death (150 AD), Aristides sent from Smyrna the

present oration in the form of the letter to the people of Cotiaeum. Aristides attended the

school of Alexander before he studied under professional orators. All we know about the

personality of his teacher comes from this oration. Alexander lectured on and explicated

the famous writers of the past. His glory was in proportion to his worth and later he was

appointed tutor in Greek literature to Marcus Aurelius (cf. §§13,I5,28-30).

Aristides' context

Aristides having illustrated at the preceding paragraphs the unique qualities that

only Alexander possessed, he presents at paragraph (34) his teacher as being surrounded

with dances of poets in Hades:

34	 Ei Si akfleeic oi TTiv56pou XOyoi I 16

Kai TIACcrcovos K1 Trav-ths TOO Tripi 'AXiavSpov ipyao-rnpiov Kai I Sta-rptPai

Ttvis Etat Tc7av iv "AtSou, 171 TTOU VtJV TTOITITCDV TE X0p0i./C EiK6C laraaeat TITO

iKEivov apxouivcov Cyrró `01_111pou...
(Aristid. 32 (12)2,225,18-9 K).

Aristides may allude to fr.129.7, for which we have papyrological support from P.Oxy.

2447 (11 32 fr.38.1-2):

TOI Si popplyyEacri, TEpTTOVTaLl, Trap& Se avow

itiaveijs Earas -rie l aXiv OX(3os.

This is a eulogy for his teacher, whom Aristides genuinely admired and to whom

he owed a thorough knowledge of Plato and the lyric poets, especially of Pindar.

Aristides' intention is to praise Alexander's scholarly work. He alludes to Pindar's

epipoc — a suitable reference for the nature of his g-m-reivior speech. He intentionally

introduces Homer as the dance leader, thus creating a compliment for his teacher's

interpretative work on both Homer and Pindar. Alexander wrote a treatise on Homer

called Ter 4-r7yirriKci, (cf. XXXII.26).11

11 • Cf. p.45.
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The source for Pind. Fr. 129

Regarding the source that Aristides used, it is equally probable that he knew frs.

129.7 and *136a from an anthology, like Plutarch.
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11.2.4 Aristid. 30(10), 2, 207, 3-4K = Pind. 0/. IX. 26.

Introduction to Or. XXX (10) ATTEAAAI rENEeAlAK01.

This speech marks the end of the period of Cathedra (AD 145-147), during which

Aristides was an incubant at the temple of Asclepius in Pergamum. The speech is a

celebration in a highly artificial style of a pupil' of Aristides (§27) on the occasion of his

(?) fourteenth birthday. 2 In January of AD 147, Aristides was commissioned by the

powerful Pergamene family of Quadrati to compose the "Birthday speech to Apellas", the

offspring of the Quadrati. Apellas served, in honour of his fourteenth birthday, as an

Asiarch at the games of the Provincial Assembly (C. FebrUary), 3 and was to serve as

Crycovoe g -rris, an office open to boys under sixteen, at the festival of Asclepius in

August.4

Bruno Keil, on alleged historical grounds and stylistic peculiarities, argued

against the authenticity of this speech. 5 Since then, his arguments have not been accepted

by the majority of the scholars, who arguing in defence of its genuineness, point to the

subscription of the speech.6

Aristides' context

Or. XXX is an encomium. Aristides devotes the longest section of the speech to

praising the ancestry of Apellas (§§6-15). He is descended from "Kodratos", a member of

an illustrious Pergamene and Galatian family of the Julii Quadrati. Aristides glories in the

family's benefactions to Pergamum. 7 The focus is now turned on Apellas' immediate

ancestry, his father Fronto, and his grandfather Apellas. 8 We know from Aristides that

the family did very well under Roman rule.

In the section §§16-22, Aristides refers to Apellas' qualities. Firstly, he dwells on

those referring to the body and soul which are illustrated with images from the domain of

agriculture.

1. For Aristides as Apellas teacher, cf. 17po6EcJpia, also XXX.4, 27K.
2. Fourteen was a guess of the scholiast included in the apoeEcopia of the speech (cf. Boulanger 1923:
333 n.3). However, the assumption of the toga virilis in §25 suggests the age of sixteen.
3. Cf. §§2-3, 21; see Behr 1968a: 57, id. 1994: §7.
4. Cf. Or. XXX.27; for the games see Behr 1968a: 30 n.41, 32 n.47.
5. Keil (1898: 204-5 n.7), erroneously assumed that the Quadratus of §§7-10 was the consul C. Antius
Aulus Julius Quadratus. Keil was followed by Hiittl 1936: Vol.11.36.
6. Subscr. yevE6AlaKos . OnEPAilen TrpO Inas TOO vayvoacsefivai iV Tfit KaOiSpa Tfi iv
Trepyapc.) coi-roCt 6v-ros iTC3V KO— Air; ail-EX/Cif( yEvE0AtaKOs T; cf. Boulanger1923: 335.
7. Cf. particularly the famous C. Antius Aulus Julius Quadratus EliEpyiTris of Pergamum, see
Halfmann 1979: no.17.
8. For the question of the exact relation of Fronto to Apellas senior cf. Swain 1996: 259.
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ANONYM!

XXX. (10) ATTEAAAI IENEEMIAKOM.

16

	

	 176-)s 8' oiixi TOO I

ocaTflpos aiIToO TO Trfaigvov, Kalti6X ' EV CIIKTIpaTOIS XapiTcov I ratiTrots,

Tiris paKapias TrporIXOE yao-rpOs, arrpEpOpevov; I i'EOTI 8' oil ithvov at'JTO 5

Talc Piats TOO yEVOUS, a 81) TrpodpriviTat, aiAa Kai Tois iTraveo0atv airrca

Ka-ra TauTrivi -rtiv fiXiKiav I avv43aXaiv Kai 1.16A avapyfas, KaK Te.")v els yuxiiv

17 Kat< Tc.731) Etc c3cbtia I pEpOv-rcov OliTCJOI SIEXOI.IEVOV. TO 1.1eV yE TfIS 4/VV.'S

TrpOIOV peavat I -rip) em t.thv Tfis fiXtKias OTTE080V EiS TO yfipac, o, 1.1f1V KEK1.111Kliia

TrpOOEOIKEV i TrpaOTric, oiav avatpyaaavTo TroitAols al KaTa TOV I 3i0V 10

averyKat, avvril3a 6E avaKEKpav gvri 7TpE7TOVTI ppovrIvaTt. 6EcalpEiTcp 8' (kith

Tfis poxfi c expeaxpov, a Tic exTroxixEinTai TOO I val3Eiv gpycp TO

AEy61.1EVOir OOTE yap ETTaVEOTaGIV aTEVETS OOTE I OTTVG,3 5T1 TIVI Kaeripn[tgvots

ioiKacnv inth TOTTEIVOTTITOS, exAX ' f 	OEIIVOTTIS fivapos iyaipat TO i3Xem.ta.	 15lati1

18 vipts Toivvv, rj Tratolv I EK eE6.-)v 8C)pov TrpOTEOET0a Kaeci-rrep g K TWOS

61.10A0yiaS, oi Ti I -rrov KaTa Toiis coypdupous, àÄÄ' ai86) TroAAtiv

ETrappla0a1IIEVT1, 7TeiCH TOTS I4EpEOIV EVTE7TIKEV.

(Aristid. 30 (10) 2,207,3-4 K).

In §16 the orator develops the unique image of ApeIlas as a tree:

(16) "How is he not the tree trunk of the Saviour himself indeed reared in 'the pure

gardens of the Graces' from the time when he came forth from the blessed womb".

The young boy is portrayed with a budding trunk (rrp g iniov), which grows in an

"untouched/ immaculate" garden of the Charites.

This is a mixed quotation and its component parts consist of words from 01.

IX.26 and Eur. Hipp. 76-8. Both extracts are merged into one phrase whose authorship

is not stated. It is a verbal picture conveying visual action. Aristides is consciously

recalling the words of Pindar and Euripides, which are combined into a new verse equally

poetic carrying the beauty and the power of its original components:9

I. Pindar 01. IX.26

Pindar's songs do not grow in the ordinary gardens and fields of men, but in the

meadows of Muses and Charites from where the poet derives his poetic inspiration.

9 . The practice of joining extracts from two poets in a single quote was common in late antiquity, cf.
Bompaire 1958: 396-7.
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Pindar often speaks of himself as gardener and ploughman, harvesting delights from the

garden of the Charites:

OLYMPIA IX (466)
ayyEXiav Trauyc...)

El Gin.) "Mt 1.101p1810,3 TraXapct
6iaipE-r0v XapiTcov Vg 1101.1al KEITTOV
KEIVal yap cb-rraaav TX TpTrv'

(01. IX.25-7).

This is the key-note of Pindar's poetic claims. 10 Here he is tilling the garden of

the Charites. 11 These divinities are also responsible for the charm (xapts) splendour and

beauty that issues from poetry. 12 Pindar here (1.27) expresses the traditional view that

poetry causes enjoyment.13

2. Eur. Hipp. 76-8 

Euripides in 11.73-7, a passage which gives to the play its ancient title ITEpavri-

cpcipos, presents Hippolytus offering to the statue of Artemis a garland fashioned from a

"virgin meadow" with the following lines:

1TTTTOAYTOE
ITT. 001 TOVSE TTAEKTOV OT g paVOV 4 CIKTIpeXTOL/

	
73

AetiAcZwoc, cS ga-rronm, Koallipas pgpco,
gve' OCITE 7011.1 .0 extoi (p gpPEto PoTex	 75

TM.) piSripoc, aAX akrjpa-rov
1..t g Xtaaa AE1ve.".3v' flpLVStgpxurat,

Se Tro-rapiatat KTITTE6E1SpOpots,
(Eur. Hipp. 73-8).

The XEtpc.bv is qualified by akfipa-ros, 14 which indicates land sacred to a god

(Artemis), inaccessible to humans. 15 The repetition of akfipa-ros in 1.76 reinforces the

point and this has to be seen in the climax achieved with the 	 OUT' of the Mss.16

10 • The scholiasts see the expression as a compliment for various cities: cf. schol. Pyth. VI.Id
'AKpayas; V.31 kkrrov 'Appo8i-ros Trjv Kupfivriv WvOuacnv. However, they see an allegory for poetry
schol. 01. 39a TO TrOITITIKTIV AiyEt, 8t' ns gOTI xapicraaeco. b. ciAAcos . KeITTOV: TOV TTOITITIKOV.

11. The ploughing metaphor is fully developed in later odes (cf. Farnell 1961: Pyth.VI.2), as in Nem.
X.26 Mo6aatai "1" ' num(' apOaat; VI.33 rliEpiSuw experratc; cf. Pyth. VI.1-3.
12. Cf. Lanata 1963: 81-2; Duchemin 1955: 237ff.
13 • The delights which poetry conveys are a commonplace; cf. Horn. II. 9.186, 189, Od. 1.347, 8.45,
17.385, Hes. Th. 37, 51, 96-103. For Pindar cf. especially 01. 1.30-1, XIV.5-6. See further Maehler
1963: 15, 28-9 and Verdenius 1983: 48.
14. The adjective is Homeric e.g. II. 24.303 0Scap... Codipa-rov; cf. h. Her. AElpc.7.was ciKripaaiovs. See
the very similar development in Ibyc. 5P Kijrros c!calpa-ros, where it is employed as erotic symbol. For
the meaning of the word see Niithiger 1971: 165-6.
15.See Barrett 1992: 171. Cf. S. Tr. 200 where Ci-ropov	 XEmCov' indicates a sacred place dedicated
to Zeus (see Easterling 1989: ad loc.).
16. Cf. Denninston 1954: 193.

25
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The intended meaning is the sense of purity and chastity that Hippolytus maintains, and

this becomes clearer in 1.78 where the personified Ai56s is herself said to be the gardener

of the sacred "Ktirros", and to water it with river dews.

The exquisite picture of the ix Kijpa-ros AEtt.tiov symbolises the innate purity and

owcppocrtivii that someone must have to gather flowers for a garland, whereas the KaKoi

(1. 81) must be kept away.17

Aristides achieves an exquisite encomium for his honoured pupil. The fusion of

both images into a single quotation creates a new powerful aesthetic picture, which

functions as a praise referring both to the body and the soul. According to Aristides, such

an encomium is justified by Apellas' personal characteristics, which are blooming in him

at this time of his life, both from those pertaining to his kinixii and from those pertaining

to the oc7.41a. Apellas appears to combine harmoniously the attributes suggested by the

words of Pindar and Euripides:

a. soul

With the atajpa-ros Aristides wants to indicate that the young Apellas is a paragon

of virtue in the calibre of Hippolytus. The sense of moral purity of Hippolytus is linked

with the gentleness and dignity that characterises Apellas' soul 18 and this is clearly

depicted in his eyes (cf. §17).

b. body

Apellas' handsomeness is linked with the beauty that Charites bestow to Pindar's

poetry. The xsipts that the divine agents give to the song is linked with charismatic

appearance of the young boy, whose xapis has been assigned to him as a gift by the god

(cf. §18).

Aristides joins both quotations without saying anything about their original

context so that one could expect his audience to identify their authorship and discern the

intended associations.

17 • Cf. the interpretation of Barrett 1992: 172.
18 . Some of the old grammarians, according to the Scholia, explained TrXErrev cr-r g cpavov in a
figurative or allegorical sense for a hymn, and aialpa-rov Aeti_tclwa for a pure mind. Cf. Schol. Eur.
Hipp. Vita-argumentum 73: tie/110'0'CW PEVT01 dtAAriyoper min* TO t1ux4v. Kettlapdyrarov
yap TI CC.301.1 4 pAtaaa. ... gapivrjv 5è crerriiv eirrev 4-ro1 O-ri n paillaaa ijarrai -rcp lap, &à
-rdr aver) 4 On al Kaeapai wuxai del ill erVe110E1 EICIL
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The source for Pind. 01. IX. 26 and Eur. Hipp. 73-8

Aristides quotes two more extracts from 01. IX, in his "defence of oratory", a

speech contemporary with Or. XXX (dated to the same period, Cathedra AD 145-147). The

explicit acknowledgement of the natural sequence of 11. 27-9 just before 11. 100-2 shows

that he had a direct acquaintance with the text of 01. IX. 19 If we count also the preceding

1.26, then it seems possible that Aristides had studied 01. IX. from an original edition of

Pindar.

However, the poetic image of 01. IX.26, and the proverbial character of 11. 27-9,

suggest the possibility that they were taken from an anthology, or Aristides himself made

these excerpts in his study of the ode.

About eighty lines of Hippolytus are cited in ancient anthologies, which in their

majority are yvc;Staa t. Lines 75-81 are quoted by the anthologist Orion (5th cent AD),

whereas 11. 75-6 are quoted from Plutarch's non posse suaviter vivi 1094A. The extract

from Hippolytus was popular both with the public and the schoolmaster and presumably

was excerpted from a complete edition.20 Passages from Hippolytus are included in two

papyrus anthologies of the 2nd cent BC (P. Ber. 9772 and P. Ber. 9773). Both contain

quotations from various authors on the vices and virtues of women.

All these make a strong case that by the time of the second sophistic movement Hipp. 73-

8 was widely known from various anthologies apart from the direct transmission of

Euripides' text. Aristides seems to follow the same tradition; 21 thus quoting Euripides'

lines not from a fuller text but from an anthology which evidently must have contained a

much shorter portion of text, he misinterprets the meaning of Codipa-ros, taking it to mean

19.Cf. the discussion of the possible source for 01. IX.100-2 on p.181.
20. Cf. Barrett 1992: 82.
21. In the present oration one more phrase is cited from Eur. Heracl. 178, where in §7 Aristides calls
Apellas — in a language similar to that of §I6 —, "the offshoot of this land" whose flower is ever
blooming. The reference is to the story of Heracles' struggle against the Titans who are qualified as
Toicsi yfic 13Acca-r1ipaatv. The phrase was used metaphorically for 'offspring', 'offshoot' both from
Euripides himself (Ion 267), and other authors (Trag. Adesp., fr. 129.1 63 xpuoi (3A6c-rnua xeov6s; also in
later prose Jul. Or. 7. 22.41 [232d]; schol. Eur. Vita argumentum schPh; Basil. Constitut. ascet. [Sp.] vol.31.
1357), for which is logical to assume that it was also included as a tragic yvc.:apri in an anthology.
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gentle (rrpiiov). The different interpretation given by Aristides can easily be understood

as the result of his reading the passage out of context.
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II. 3 QUOTATIONS IN PRAISE OF ANCIENT CITIES

11.3.1 The Dithyramb <AGFINIA101I r>. Fr.76.

Few fragments of Greek poetry have been quoted and paraphrased in ancient

literature as frequently as Pindar's dithyramb for <AOHNA 10IE 1 —>. From its earliest

mention, in Aristophanes' Knights (424 Bc), down to the quotation '"EXAC(Sos gpEtopa"

in Eustathius in the XII cent. of our era, there are no less than 31 references to it, and the

manner in which many of these are made suggests that the beginning of the dithyramb

may have become proverbial soon after Pindar wrote it and remained so throughout

antiquity.

Aristides' testimony emerges as interesting in illustrating the literary exploitation

of this standardised piece of praise in various contexts as well as its flexibility in use in

rhetorical practice. Aristides evokes no less than five times the expression [. EXAáSos]

g paopa in Ors. I, VIII, xx, as a compliment for Athens and Smyrna; in two of them (Or. 1.9

and 124), he gives a spelling variant changing into gpupa. There is also a pointed echo of

g pEtapa in Or. xxiii, where the word is further employed in a metaphorical sense

qualifying contemporary sophists.

11.3.1 Aristid. 1, 401 (1, 136 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 76.

Introduction to Or. I (XIII D.) TTANAeHNAIKOI

Aristides in the course of his second trip to Greece and Rome delivered his

17avathwancOr at the Panathenaea in August AD 155. The speech provides a potted

history of classical Athens, which subsequent generations came to regard as Aristides'

masterpiece for the purity of its Attic diction.1

Aristides' context

The purpose of an epilogue in a panegyric speech on behalf of various cities, is to

give a final good impression to the audience, which Aristides achieves with a number of

poetic turns.2 The last lines contain literary elements which show Aristides' virtuosity in

handling poetry and prose for impressing his audience. The paragraph 401 epitomises the

most striking and flattering expressions of praise ever bestowed on Athens, causing a

general admiration. Aristides characteristically tells us that the speech has been fashioned

1. It earned popularity in ancient schools and was used as schoolbook in Byzantine times: see OCD s.v.
Aristides (5). Cf. Behr 1968a: 87-8.
2. For the historical sources of Or. I, cf. Beecke 1908: 125-7 and Haury: 1888.
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like the robe <Tr4TrAos> of Athens, as an adornment for the festival of the Panathenaea

(§404).

I. (XIII D.) TTANA9FINA IKOM.

399  cpavEpa Si Kai fi Trap' airrfOv Tcbv I

eicbv Eirvota Kai yijpos Kai Sta TOO KOIV00 arvTEcos Kai 4TlyTITOO TOO I

TraTpepou Ti3" TrOAEt OtiEIV TE OTrip TC)v 'EAXrjvcov Tilt) Trporpoolav KEXEIJOV- I

TGOV Kai priTpOTroXtv Tclw KapTrCav arrv TrovopaCOvTcov, ETI Si oTEIcpavri- 15

popiiv	 (1)5 Sta Piot/ mcboav. aETOv TE iV vErpaats al:/TTIV I6 Oths

400 KaAii -apes TaVta TroXiopaTa. 1..rOv1 ,i 8', cbc i'OlKE, TORiTTI 7T6XECOV I 81:/0

TaVaVTia 01/113E13TIKEV. TTAETOT(5 TE yap Kal KaAXtoTa avepeaTrots I elpriTat ITE131

Tal:ITTIS, Kai OOK gOTIV Ttç AOTTOVCOV TETI:IXTIKEV. Trpa ph/ I yap TC..nr OrUcav

401 -reeatipacrTat,	 tov 8' cdiTijc	 fIKOIJOEV. TrpOTEpov Ipiv oirv fryCwriv 	 20

eXKOI:ICOV TO Tf15 oopias "ITOLITOVETOV Kai Thv Tfis 'EAÄaSos I ioTiav Kai TO

g pEtoila Kai 6oa TotaOTa Eic Thy TrOXtv .68ETo, v0v 86 pot COKET TravTa

Ta0Ta EIoGa Tr17TTEIV. &XX ' El Ttva xprj TrOXtv OECav OTrapxov I -1) crtryyivil

111300EI10ETV f TfiC CIA:KTECOS TfiS OV0pCOTITIOS EiKOva Kai 13pov, 	 ay pot 8oKii

8 ma icos KXflOqvaI.
(Aristid. 1,399-401 (1,136-7 L-B.)

This part of the speech is an eulogy on Athens' beauty and intellectual leadership.

Aristides has painted a picture of Athens as a whole cultural organisation extolling its

contribution to every area of Greek life.

The point is illustrated with the most sophisticated and memorable expressions

that appealed to Athenians themselves.

Although Aristides was gratified to hear that Athens was praised as:

• oopias Trptrraviiov (Pl. Prt. 337d),3

• 'EXAa8os ioTiav (: an oracular response to the Lacedaemonians; cf. schol. ad loc.),4

• Ipetalia (Pind.fr.76.2),5

he feels that all these appreciative words are inadequate for Athens.

Aristides probably expected his audience to recognise the authorship of each of

his quotations, which is intentionally concealed.

3. Cf. Ath. 187d Tijv 'Aenvaicov TrOXiv, TO TfIC 'EXA68or povadov, fiv 6 piv TTiv8apos
'EXXaSos ipEtapa gpri, eouKtki8ris 8' iV 'rep EiS Etiptni8nv eTnypappa-ri 'EAXa8os `EAXa8a, 6
8i lit:if:hos EGTIaV Kai Irprraveiov TCav 'EXAtIvcov.
4. Cf. also §§14, 30, 61 and schol. Aristid. 3,30 Dind. 8i TO TrpEafluTa-rnv Elva' TO TrOAtv.
5. Cf. Isoc. XV.166.
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From Pindar's dithyramb to Athens, Aristides' chooses to quote only one word

gpaapa, which expresses the spirit of the Athenian society. The word itself appealed to

emotions rather than to reason, since it had a special connotation for every Athenian,

depicting Athens' role in the Persian Wars.

Pindar Fr.766

AeHNAI011 (r cl. fr.74 et 75, 8?)

Tal Arrrapal Kai 100TETaVO1 Kal exoiStpot,
'EAAaSos gpa-

apa, aEtval 'Aeaval, Satawtov TrroXiEepov.

No poet before Pindar described Athens with such brilliance. 7 The indirect

tradition identifies it as a dithyramb . 8 It is a compliment to the Athenians' leadership in

the defeat of Persian invasion. These lines are presumed by most recent editors and

scholars to be from the same dithyramb as fr. 77, on the basis of intrinsic evidence.9

The word g pE tapa in its literal sense suggests "the bulwark, support" of

Greece. lo The Athenians were so gratified to be called gpEtapa 'EAAaSos, that they

recompensed Pindar with double the amount of the fine imposed by his native Thebans.11

6. Fr. 76 was recovered by the combined evidence of Aristid. Or. 1.401, the scholia ad loc. as well as the
evidence from Ar. Eq. 1329; schol. Ach. 637, 674, schol. Nu. 299; Plut. glor. Ath. 7p. 350A; and Call.
Jr. 7.29Pf.
7. Meyer (1933: 57-8), thinks that the preserved lines should be considered as opening.
8. Cf. schol. Ar. Ach. 637 iocsT4avous . Trap& T iK TC731) lItyStipov 6tevp643(...nr
9. Plutarch (glor. Athen. 7p. 349C-350A) quotes first fr.78, then fr.77 and between them preserves some
words from fr.76. This led scholars to believe that all these fragments probably belong to one poem. On
the other hand, one could argue that frs.76&77 are not closely related to fr.78 in the text of Plutarch. I
think that the connection of frs.76&77 is further supported by scholia on Or. III (3,600Dind.), where
portion of both frs. are quoted together: fr.77 "KpriTaa Tijs iAeveepias" and fr.76 "6 Se TTivbapos
eine TXs 'A(Mvas g pEtiatta -rijc 'EXA6c5os". This might be an indication that the scholiast had read
them as parts of the same poem.
10. van der Weiden (1991: 212), translates "the prop, stay". Pindar in 01. 11.6 addresses Theron as
gpetopa of Acragas; cf. Herodotus similar tribute to Athens 7.139 aca-ttpas -ri-js 'EXA68or.

11. See Vita Ambr. (1,1,16 Drach.); Vita Thomana (1.5.17 Drach.); cf. also Aeschin. Ep. 4,2; Eust.
Prooem. 3, 300, 9Drach. The lives of Pindar contain a number of anecdotes that have little or no
historic value. However, this story gained considerable currency in antiquity and it may have had some
historical basis (as it has been suggested by Wilamowitz 1922: 273; Race 1986: 3 and recently by van der
Weiden 1991: 209). The anecdote attempts to explain why a Theban poet, whose native city fought on
the Persian side during the war, would praise Athens for its victory. There are of course other versions, all
to the same general effect: according to Isoc. 15 Antid. 166, Pindar was honoured by the Athenians with
his appointment as Trpcgevos and with a gift of ten thousand drachmas (probably a rhetorical
exaggeration); according to Paus. 1, 8, 4 a statue of him was set up in the Agora (see Aeschin. Ep. 4,2).
The detail of the fine at Thebes is added in the later accounts in the lives.
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From the fame of this passage 'EAAabos gpEtapa became a cliché and it is

probable that Aristides knew it as an apophthegm extensively used in oratory and public

speeches.12

He obviously employs the word in its original sense, and in combination with other

similar exultant characterisations in favour of Athens:

(401) "Formerly I heard with admiration, 'town hall of Knowledge' and the 'hearth

of Greece', and 'its bulwark', and all such things which were sung in praise of the

city...".

There are two reasons for classifying Aristides' language as poetic:

I. The expression aapias- npirravEiov is a metaphor for poetry, which Aristides

took from Plato (Pit 337d). Plato used a poetic source; probably he cited it from the lost

part of Pindar's dithyramb.

2. When Aristides says that all these praises were sung (t'SE-ro) in honour of

Athens, this suggests poetry.

Aristides, in an imaginary speech "TTpar 'AOrivaiour Eipilini", quotes Pindar's

'EXACcSoc gpeicipa, employing the same verb (18opEv).

VIII. (XXXII D.) YTTEP THI TTPOI AeFINAIOYI EIPHNHI.

2 1	 priSape3s, I

eiv8pEs AakthatOviot, 	 ToJç pappäpous lAti.161.1E0a,	 ijv gpasupa

Tfic 'EXXaSoc TrOXIv rilaiopEv, -rairrnv avaTp gyckvEv, pi' LiTTOOTTaacapEv I

priS' ikkOycopEv Tfis 'EXACISoc TOW expeaXpoiv -rOv gTEp0V, aXV aVa- 20

livriaegvTis eKiivris Tfis ijapas,... iv katp43 VUV T1V xaptv airrois aurrOSoTE,

(Aristid. 8,21 (1,622-3 L.-B.)

A Lacedaemonian addressing the assembly, invites his fellow-citizens and the

allies to show gratitude and not overthrow Athens, which was sung of as g pEtcy pa Tfis

'P0%6805.13

12 • Aeschin. Ep. 4,2Blass: iv yoilv Talc iKarialats Maav6yrrou ithOTOTE a)(OVEIS My0VTOS,

CT) Tal Arnapal Kai aoiStpoi 'EXXaSos gpitam' 'AOCIvat'.
13 • It is a rhetorical exercise and the historical background is known from X. HG II.2.19ff, referring to
when Athens was reduced to surrender by Lysander.
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Pindar's dithyramb was used in Athens' schools between 450 and 420 BC, as a

kind of "yituvaapa" which the pupils had to learn by heart. 14 Pindar's words were

generally considered by Athenians as a kind of "national anthem" for their city.

14• Irigoin (1952: 16), argues for its popularity.
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11.3.1 Aristid. 20(21), 2, 20, 14-5K = Pind. Fr. 76.

Introduction to Or. XX (21) TTAAINCJMIA E171 IMYPNHI

Among Aristides' extant works there are five speeches –standing in chronological

order as originally published 15 – concerning the city of Smyrna 16 . The 17cultvcp6ia eTri

Ipipvia is intimately connected –as well as Ors. XVIII and XIX– to the earthquake and its

aftermath, containing references both to the generous response of the emperors to

Smyrna's plight and to the process of rebuilding and reconstruction. Aristides sent this

speech from Laneion to the Provincial Assembly in Smyrna to celebrate the rebuilding of

the city."

Aristides' context

Considering the circumstances prevailing in Smyrna after the earthquake,

Aristides claims that it is improper for his fellow–citizens to feel ashamed of their city. He

illustrates his views by comparing the corresponding situation in Athens during its

misfortunes. Athens' image emerges as a city suffering from civil and political

convulsions. It has been deprived of its whole empire, walls and ships, and its population

had reached the point where they were forced into exile.18

XX. (21) TTAAINWAIA ETTI IMYPNHI.

1 3	 ilaivciis

o'repliedat pit) Tibv vEc7.w, o-rEprieEicrt Si -r63v Tetxc73v Kai I it's apx-iis 10

OXris Kai TrpoiX8o0atv Eiç TOOTO 6SOTE TOV Siniov cpuriba I avayKacrefivat Tfis

Tra-rpiSos yivicteat — TX yap iv piaci) -roaairra I otconfloopai—, COa' arrco

yE Trpaaat, TrAfiv (Dapaa)tou TE Kai 'APIYouS Kai erlikAiv, OOSeVEC OOTE

u4ova OOTE EXaTTOVa a-n-EuvriuOvEvlaav xaptv 	 EK TOO TraVTOS aiCovos

Eimpro1C3v,	 13-rt TOO 	 I EpEi01.10( fl TTOX1C ig•ETO (Pind. frg. 76 B4). 	 15

Oi:ITOt Si OOS ETTCOV TO6S I TE pitiyov-ras 84a11ivot Kai Tois ia1T0001V

aVTIOXOVTES Ta6TTIV Si' I Xaptv Tj Trav-ra	 eppEpoitan TCOAEI KaTgOEVTO,

Trap' -1) -rtjv ayaeijv I iSpOaeat	 al payrdat Xiyouat.

(Aristid. 20 (21)2,20,14-5 K).

15. Cf. Burton 1992: 444.
16.Ors. XVII-XXI.
17.The Assembly met here this year, cf. Behr 1968a: 112-3.
18 • Aristides alludes to the exile of "Bfipos" after the establishment of the 'Thirty': cf. Behr Aristides
1986: vol.!. 461 n.12.
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Aristides, almost 23 years after his TTavaarivaircas-, quotes the word gpEtapa in

his TTaAivam5ia éri 'Wpm objecting to the (ungrateful) attitude of the Greeks, who

should provide Athenians with assistance on the ground that Athens was standing as a

"bulwark of the race "in the Greek world.

Pindar's gpEtopa is used as part of his argument; he assumes it to be the ultimate

praise ever bestowed on Athens.

As regards the real value of his quotation, Aristides did not keep the original

reading 'EXAliSos i'pEtopa, but he replaced [Trls `EXACL8o5] with TOil yEVOUS gpEtapa;

a more comprehensive term. He wants to emphasise the role of Athens acting on behalf of

all the Greek cities and offering its generosity. The word "y gvos" has a broader sense

and its meaning is not restricted to certain geographical boundaries but it means the Greek

race in general, which enhances more the glamour of Athens. The rhetorical exploitation

of Pindar's words in a declamation in praise of Smyrna gives to the quotation a wider

sense: presumably the change to y gvotis also admits Smyrna into the same category as

Athens.
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11.3.1 Aristid. 1, 9 (1, 11 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr 76.

I. (XIII D.) TTANAOHNAIKOI.

9 TrpOKEITal (sc. Attica) yap aVT ' C5XX01/ plAarrripiou Tfjç 'EXXaSoc -rfw I

ytyvoilgyrw T41V gxotiaa 7TpWTT1V TrpO5 ijAiov avipxowra, Trpopilicris eis TO' 5

Traayos, Kal ithAa ivapyiis crupi3aXEiv, 8-rt -rijs EXAa8o5 EGT1V gpvila IirrrO

TC.W KpEITTOVCAW TrETTOITIllaVOV, Kai wWri Tairrri KaTa pticnv i p-rW Iij yEipeat

To0 ygvovs.
(Aristid. 1,9 (1,11 L-B.)

Aristides' context

Aristides, having spoken in the preceding paragraphs of the Athenians'

philanthropy (cpiXavepoyrriav), praises the qualities of the geographical position of their

country. He extols Attica as the means of "protection" for Greece, which has been

favoured by the gods as being the fpupa l9 of the country, in the sense of "safeguard or

defence" (cf. LSJ s.v. i'pupa).20

The same praise also attributed to Athens, occurs further down in §124. It was

only Athens which displayed its qualities as an gpuila and TrpOPoAos (shield) on behalf of

the whole Greece from the very beginning of Xerxes' invasion.

1 24	 i TrOXis 8' g-rEpa CuPTEITESEIKVIJEV, 01:16 ' I

paMov eauliaoat Tijc OTrEpocpaviac f1 TV TrOXtv TOO linSiv I Tc7av

iKEIVOU eavvaaat. ij eoplipou TO001:/TOU SIC( )'ris airapris Ka-rapipaygwros Kai

-raw 1)7TE1p031) 61.1(poTg pcov K io1Vol1evo3v Trl Tris 'EAX66os I avTgaxEv ebanEp lo

gptipa Kai TrpOf3oAoc, aTr' apxiis ckpap gvn Kai airrn I T t'Y 	 A—

(Aristid. 1,124 (1,52 L-B.)

Given that the phrase used here twice, 'EAXa8os... gpvila, sounds strikingly

similar to the famous phrase 'EAXa8o5 g pappa which Aristides quotes no less than three

times, one may wonder whether this is a reminiscence of it, possibly a subconscious one.

19 . Behs notes in his apparatus: gpuva: v et ex parte p i. ras. Ba, fuitne gpEtova ?.
2°. For a similar metaphorical use cf. gpuva xWpas of the Areopagus, A. Eu. 701; cf. also Eur. Med.
597, 1322; gpvva x0oves Cippa [36Aorro Call. Hec. 1.2.8.
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Athens' supremacy and sovereignty are denoted and emphasised by Aristides in gpviia.

This picture of the leading city is explicitly stressed in the dithyramb and particularly in

the meaning conveyed by Pindar's gpEtapa.

One could argue that Aristides had in mind Pindar's dithyramb and inadvertently

changed the original gpEtapa into g pupa, which — (unattested in Pindar's poetry) — is a

reminiscence of the famous Pindaric phrase.21

It is perhaps worth asking why Aristides shows a special preference for quoting

Pindar instead of Simonides, who was the chief laudator of the glories of Athens and

Sparta in the struggle with Persia; perhaps the answer is that neither Simonides nor any

other poet ever so gratified the ears and the souls of the Athenians or any other people as

Pindar did with these inspired words of praise.

The indirect tradition of Fr.76

The expression ' EAAaSoc g pEtoila is quoted 24 times by various poets, prose

writers, orators, scholiasts, and anthologists. A critical examination of the existing

testimonies shows that not all the authors have preserved the word gpacipa in their

quotations:

I.	 Authors quoting the
Variants

word EpEtaua in Fr.76
Sources

1 'Eu«sos ipacrua Schol. Ar. Nub. 229b; Ath. 5,187d (1p. 418, 7

Kaibel); Eust. 284.4
2 `EAX61805 gpEioie Aeschin. Ep. 4,2 Blass
3 -rils 'EXA6Soc gpEtapa Luc. Dem. Enc. 10
4 gpEicipa-rilc . EXA6Soc Plut. Glor. Ath. 7p.350a; Isocr.	 15.166;

Lib. Decl. 17,26 (VI p. 206, 2 Foerster);

Eust. Prooem. 28 (3,300,9 Drach.);

Vita Pind. Ambr. (1,1,15 Drach.)

5 'EXAC(805 fi rrat5 gpEtapa Lib. Decl. 1,79 (V p.57,I5 Foerster)

6 gpEtaii"Ae1iva5 BaluOviov TrroXieepov Schol.	 Aristid.	 3,341	 Dind.(=fuller version)

7 giactapa Tea-JV 'Aernrcbv Luc. Tim. 50 ; S. OC 58.
8 'E[XX6Sos g]pEtava 'Aeilvat Schol. Call. fr.7. 20-2 Pt. p.19;

Plut. Apophth. Lac. p.232E;
9 -ths 'Aefivas 'EXX6Sos yEypaproav

g pEtapa
Tzetzes ad Hes. Op. 412 (Poetae Graeci Minores

11 1823 p.269 Ganford)

10 'EAXiiSo5 piv eiTrEiv gptiapa t.iiKpOv Him. Or. 62,2 (p.224,11 Colonna)
11 Tfis 'EAA6Bos iaTiav Kal TO g pEicua Aristid.	 1,401	 (1,136 L.-B.)

21 • Cf. D.H. remark that the imitator must not say what Demosthenes said but say his own ideas in
Demosthenes' fashion; see Rh. X.19,373 Kai pipEiTai -rev &woof/ gym) cm:ix 0 TO <Ariti000Evous
itaycav, OAA' 6) 8m..t000EviKCos, Kai TOv MtaTcova Opoic.4)5 Kai Tay "Opripov, Kai Traaa
pipriats WSE gxer Tgxvris f-j)tios iKatTTG.W Eat/in-Ian-coy OpolOTTra.
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12 gpmaua -n15 'EXACcSo5 TrOXiv ilSopEv Aristid. 8,21	 (1,622-3, L.-B.)
13 TOO y4votis gpEtapa Aristid. 20 (21) 2,20,15-4 K
14? alaTrEp ipEtapa Aristid. 23 (42) 2,33,9 K (?)
15 Tri s 'EXAaSos gpwa Aristid.	 1,9 (1,11	 L.-B.)
16 Warrsp gpupa Kai TrpOl3oXos Aristid.	 1,124 (1,52 L.-B.)

II.	 Authors quoting Fr.76 without the word IpEscrua

1 - Ar.Eq.1329
2- Schol. Ar. Ach. 637
3. Dionysius Phaselites in Schol. Pyth. 2 BSCr.(2,31,14 Drachmann)

4- Philostr. Im. 2,12,4 (p. 358,25 Kayser; p. 85,19 Senim. Vindobon. Sodales)
• Iul. Or. 1,6 (p. 19,22 Bidez)

6- Damascius, Vita Isidori apud Phot. Bibl. 341b,37 Bekker (Iotariplavos)
7- Suda, s.v.Totrariptaven
8- Vita Pind. Thomana (1,5,17 Drachmann)

In the above table (I), it appears that 15 authors have preserved the word apEtapa

in different variations as a feature of Athens, whereas other eight do not include it

preferring to quote only the epithets: Arrrapai, ioa-repavot,

Pindar's gpEtoi.ta appealed to Aristides' who in all of his quotations shows a

specific preference for it, and creates three new variations. In two of them he combines

the g patopa with the words y g lios and ao-ria correspondingly, and in the third one he

gives a spelling variant changing into gpvi.ta.22

The possible source for those authors who quote only g paci.ta without giving

more text or any other information about the original context must be an anthology, e.g.

Plutarch's apophth. Lac. 232E TTivSäpou Sa ypetyawros I 'EAAaSos gpaicrila 'Aefivat.

The scholion on Aristid. 3,341Dind. and schol. Nub. 229b, preserve a fuller version.

The former is of special importance in preserving the phrase Sati.tOviov TrroXiEepov,

otherwise not attested.

"TO Be gpEtaga TroAAoi pay Kai ciao! Kai 171v8apor SZ pnatv„ EpEtai.t"A0r)vac

Scauciviov 7TT0dikep0v".23

22. Aristides also used gpitcrua in a different context in Or. XXIII.5 censuring the frivolous attitude of
some contemporary sophists: finta-rapnv thv oitv Kai TOCITO 6)csTrip EpElapa Uois Olt Kai
Ka-ra pvyrjv -re -rain Trapciv-ras iTrawiiv ael Kai iv ois Aiycoatv... Pindar also used gpitapa
to qualify individuals: e.g. 01. 11.6 (: Theron). By that time the original metaphor ipEtapa had changed
its meaning to "prop", "refuge".
23. With TroXXoi and C'tXXot the scholiast means those who quote the fr.76.
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In the majority of the testimonies Pindar's authorship of these lines is directly

attested. 21 of them ascribe the fragment to Pindar by mentioning his name next to the

word gpEtoka; whilst only five do not state its authorship, among them is Aristides.

This was a Pindaric phrase of which Aristides was especially fond. At a time

when Smyrna was in need of renewed recognition, after its devastation, Aristides offers

the consolation of a glorious comparison between it and Athens (§§12-3), by comparing

the two cities as similarly glorious which however did in their long history suffer many

calamities.
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11.3.2 Aristid. 17(15). 2, 1, 20-1K = Pind. 01. I. 38-9.

Introduction to Or. XVII IMYPNAIKOI [170AITIK011.

In this lovely little oration — conjecturally dated to March of AD 157 1 — Aristides

gives one of the best descriptions of ancient Smyrna which we possess from the whole

literature of the late antiquity. The method that Aristides follows in presenting matters

from the history of the city, its population, geography and sights, is ingenious.

The present oration was delivered in honour of the arrival of the governor of Asia

at the assizes in Smyrna. The recipient was identified by Behr as P. Cluvius Maximus

Paullinus.2

Aristides' context

Aristides' praise of important cities is always supported by references to the poets

who praised and connected them to various myths. In an ornate style the orator presents

the three successive stages (Trpia[3trrerrn, Bitrripa and Tpi-rc t.)), that Smyrna had

undergone in reaching the modern state.3 The first and the last stage are very elaborately

illustrated with allusions and quotations from the poets. In a Pindaric manner Aristides

attempts a connection of ancient Smyrna with local myths. According to his reasoning the

most ancient city (Trpic y pu-rarr-ri) was founded on the [mountain] Sipylos, 4 which is

illustrated with references to the poetry of Homer and Pindar. In both cases Aristides

preserves the poet's words in paraphrase. In Iliad, book 24.615, the Sipylos is described

as:
iv Irrracp, Mt Taal eiexcov im.tival it:ivixs I vupepc5(.....w.

The meaning of the verse remains unchanged in Aristides' paraphrase. In order to

illustrate the importance of the Sipylos as a place beloved by the gods from its beginning,

Aristides resorts to Olympian I.

1• Cf. Behr 1968a: 91, id, Aristides 1981: vol.II. 357 n.1. For an opposite view see Boulanger 1923:
162, who being under the impression that Ors. XVII and XXI were delivered to Marcus and Commodus
dated the present oration in AD 176; Pack (1947: 19), follows Boulanger's view.
2. Cf. Behr 1968a: 91-2. He rightly refutes the argument that the recipient was the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius on the grounds that Or. XXI.7 concerns this man's son.
3. The whole process of development is compared to statues and carefully written compositions that have
undergone a second and a third hand.
4. In Aristides' context Sipylos appears to be the mountain on which the first city of Smyrna was built.
It was the continuation of mount Tmolos towards Smyrna. However, it was also regarded as the city of
Tantalus cf. schol. 01. 62a oi ph) TrOXEco5 6voua, oi Si 6povc TrEpl Thil AySlay.
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Pindar 0/. I. 38-9

After a series of maxims, the introduction of Pelops' story is emphasised by a

striking correction of the traditional story.5 Pindar states the place and the circumstance of

the mythical incident:

OLYMPIA I (476)

9 ES Epavov paav TE Ii-rruAov,	 38
at.totPaia 0E0101 SEiTrva Trapixcov,

(0t. 1.38-9).

Aristides, as usual, paraphrases this passage after his reference to Homer.

XVII. (15) IMYPNAIKOM [TIOAITIKOM].

2	 'ECTT1 yap °it I

vEcoaTi Tjt.tiv TrOAts EitTux-ns, &XX EK irpoyOvcov, Kai Kae goTriKEv at:ITI) ITrpOs

atirtjv iV eXT1-01KM/ axiitiaTt Kai pirrpoTrOXEcas . TpiTri yap E0T11/ I aTTO Tric

apxaias . eboTrEp yap Ta ayaitpaTa Kai oi St' Cmpti3Eias I X6yot Sarrgpa Kai

TpiTrj xElpi KaOiaTavTat, arrcas apa Kai Th y I TrOAtv TpITT3 xEtpi xpilv 15

icTioeEicav exKpiPcbcrat TO KetXXo5, Kai I ygyovEv Si TraitatoTetTri <Kai>

KMVOT&TT1 I aJT atiTtiv avavEcalaavivii, KaOaTrep Tex, Opvtv Taal TOI.)

3 iEpOv. i uev MrJV TrpE03UT&T11 I 1TO)115 EV TC...). ItTracp KTiCETat, O81) Tas TE

OECav Eimits gym I Xiyovatv Kai TOLIS KOLIpTITCJV XOPOLIS TTEP1 T1V TOCI AtOs

payrgpa. I OLITCZ	 lapxfic eEocptXtis 6oTE Xgyovotv oi Trotrrrai Toin 	 20

Ekoils apa Tois flow= epaviCEtv Etc airriiv ezvag Eixoxoupgvous.

iKEivnv uiv oi1iv ai vtiwpat SgxovTat. Kai viiv eGTIV UpaXOS O1T0'0000a TII1V 1

4 Aiuvriv, cbç qmotv. SEuT gpa Be urra TaiiTa C:JKETTO LITTO I T) 	 Trap&

Tijv x-rOujv Tflç fitOvos, iv PECICOTfls apxafas Kai I Tils	 VOV apxaia TrpOs

TalITT1V Ka0EaTriKuia • TaiiTa 8' TTIV esSOTTEp 11EXETM TrIOSE T1-15 OiKTICIEWS iv 5

exXXots patiXoTgpots TrX6ouaotv. I TP.TCP 3, cç oi Troup-al KaXoilatv, PfipaTt

KtvrieEkra i TrOXIs Etc I 'iv TOSE KaTEOTT1 TO oxnua.

(Aristid. 17 (15)2,1-2,20-1 K).

In Aristides' paraphrase Sipylos is called	 apxfis 6Eocptidis. This can be

understood as a connection of Pindar's cpiXav (1. 38) and Ekoiot (/. 39). Pindar often

5 . For earlier versions of the myth cf. Howie 1983: 278ff.
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refers to a victor or to a city as a friend (cf., Pyth. 1.92, 01. 1x.21).6 In Homer Taos is an

equivalent of a direct reflexive pronoun, cf., Ii. 7.130 cpiAas ava xiipas àEipat, Od.

5.461-62 aiya 8' ap"lvd.) áaTo xipal cparptv. 7 The adjective piAos is not used here

(0/. 1.38) as a reflexive possessive pronoun (as at 01. 1.4) as claimed by Landfester,8

comparing iäv "Tan, in 0/. X.38 and Tratos ...cpiAas in Nem. VI11.13, but the context

as Gerber argues, "leads us to expect something more than a colourless 'his'". The

surface meaning according to him is 'dear (to Tantalus)' .9

Aristides interpreting the Pindaric paav, gives the meaning 'dear (to the gods)'.

The ancient Sipylos was dear to the divine guests of Tantalus. This interpretation is

further emphasised by the preceding quotation from //. 24.615 about the privilege that the

Sipylos was granted by the Gods. Pindar's words in Aristides' paraphrase acquire a

slightly different meaning because he wants to formulate an additional compliment to

Smyrna. He has in his mind the words of Pindar which he adapts freely in his praise for

the city.

The Pindaric is gpavov is replaced with the infinitive ipaviitv to which Aristides

supplies Elwin and iipcocnv as subjects. According to Aristides' interpretation, the poets

maintain that "the gods and the heroes assemble in it when they feast together".

Vondeling states that the essential meaning of the Pindaric word gpavos is "service which

is service in return or expects a service in return". lo Therefore, in this respect, the intended

meaning of the word is interpreted correctly by Aristides. The intended sense of

reciprocity that involves the meal to which Tantalus has invited the gods in return (cf. ll.

6• Kambylis (1964: 159), remarks that Pindar in addressing someone as piXos "gibt damit sein
freundschaftliches Verhaltnis zu diesem kund".
7 . Benveniste's contention (1974: vol.!. 338-53 = Engl. ed.: 275-88), that the epic use of cpRos always
has an emotional overtone and is never simply an equivalent of a possessive pronoun is refuted by
Landfester (1966: 13-34). Pindar uses cpiXos in this sense with parts of the body or like at 01. 1.4

piXov A-rop, and Pyth. 111.61 cpacr li/l/XCI. At Pae. VI.12 ti-ropt pact), Radt (1958: ad loc.), argues
that the meaning is "friendly". Cf. also the article by Hooker 1987: 44-65.
8. Landfester 1966: 48. His discussion of Pindaric use elsewhere (cf. Pyth. IV.1), is not always
satisfactory; from his exx. in p.46 n.10 only Pyth. XII.18 is certain.
9. See Gerber 1982: 75 cpiXav. He also argues that a second meaning 'dear (to the gods)' is also
intended. This view is further supported by Verdenius 1988: ad loc. For places in Homer that are 'dear
(to the gods)' cf. 11. 4.51 and Od. 8.284. Cf. Slater s.v. Taos la: "welcome, dear, well-loved".
10 • Vondeling 1961: 262.
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62-4), is preserved in Aristides' paraphrase as i pay iEtv Eis aii-rijv avatit

Elkoxoupgvous.11

Aristides' paraphrase shows a similarity with the corresponding scholion 0/. 1.40a:12

c3s oi eEoi grri gaTiav githAarav Tali Texv-raAov Eis- gpavov 8 grin TO

ECIWX1av Trapaarauciaav-rec (ABCDEQ).

(ea-riaolv Drach., who deletes kis] and [8 gOTI -rip) Eigoxiav]).13

The gruesome overtones in Pindar's 1. 39 disappear in Aristides' choice of the words.

This is another example of Aristides' intention to adapt Pindar to his purpose. The

Pindaric words in the context of the Smyrnean oration (1) are intended as the most

appropriate praise to the ancient city, especially in illustrating its relation to the Gods.

11.Gerber (1982: 74-5), observes that the use of the word up to Eur. Sup. 363, indicates a reciprocity in
the meal; the word in its later use presupposes that the participants bring their own contribution. The
word in Aristides' context seems to reflect the Pindaric meaning as we can judge from the avap1
Etkaxovpgvous which is the paraphrase of Pindar's 1. 39 apoi(3caa 0Edict SET-rrva Trapgxcav.
12. On this scholion cf. also p.157.
13 • The text presents problems: Eis g pavov looks like an alternative to gni ga-riav (g o-ria oiv
Drachmann). Perhaps this scholion had been conflated from two phrases in separate commentaries, before
somebody added TrapaaKEvaaav-rEs in order to provide a verb for gpavov.
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11.3.2 Aristid. 21(22), 2, 26, 4-7K = Pind. 0/. I. 26-7, 49.

Introduction to Or. XXI IMYPNAIKOZ (17P0I0NNHTIKOIL

This oration comes from the last part of the orator's active career and it was

composed in Laneion, his estate in Mysia. 14 Behr claims that the recipient of this speech

was possibly the son of P. Cluvius Maximus Paullinus, the recipient of oration XVII.15

In March, AD 179, when the rebuilding of Smyrna was essentially completed, the

son and former legate of P. Cluvius Maximus Paullinus, entered Smyrna as governor in

his own right for the assizes.16

This oration shows some affinity to Or. XVII Igupvcritccis- [7roAmK60. Aristides

now twenty-two years later, echoes the themes he developed in Or. XVII, when the

father - like the son now - entered the city as governor.17

Aristides' context

Or. XXI gives in paraphrase the story of Pelops as a mythical parallel to Smyrna.

Aristides attempts a connection of the city's fortune with the story of Pelops (cf. Ors.

XXI.3; 10 with XVIII.2), which is a very suitable subject since he was considered as its

first founder. The rhetorical aim is the gratification of the population of Smyrna.

Everyone knew the treatment of the myth by Pindar and by adding such a familiar parallel

Aristides equates Smyrna's fortune to that of Pelops. The reasoning is that, as Pelops

obtained beauty through his suffering, so Smyrna became better than ever as if Poseidon

had shaken his trident intentionally.

In this oration Aristides reproduces the material and the themes that he developed

in Or. XVII when he portrayed the image of Smyrna before the earthquake.18

14 • From Laneion Aristides composes all his orations concerning the city of Smyrna - except Or. XVII
composed in the city itself. The image of the city after the earthquake of AD 178 is predominant in all of
them.
15. Behr 1968a: 92 n. la. Note also that Menander Rhetor classifies speeches to visiting governors as
one of three categories of 'speeches of arrival' Aciyot èrnf3aripioi (Spengel, 377ff.).
16.Cf. the detailed discussion of various views suggested in Burton 1992: 444-7.
17. We note in particular the handling of the topics in §§3-4, which have been treated in Or. XVII, but
not precisely in the from in which it is implied.
18. Behr (Aristides 1981: vol.II. 362 n.1), suggests that Aristides in Or. XXI copies in a loose way, as if
he were writing from memory without consulting the original. This seems probable if we take into
consideration the fact the Aristides was prescribed by the god to memorise speeches he composed as part
of his cure.
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The reiteration concerns mainly the mythic founders of the city, the new image of the city

that is now better than ever before. There is also a literal repetition of the praise (cf. Ors.

XVII.3 with XVIII.2, cf. also XXI.3 with XVIII.2).

The structure of Aristides' praise to Smyrna consists mainly of three stages:

1.The fortune of Smyrna is paralleled to Pelops (§10).

2. The city is an example of beauty having surpassed even itself (§//).19

3.The fortune of the city is likened to that of metropolis (112).20

XXI. (22) IMYPNAIKOI [TTPOIOWNHTIKOZ].

9	 Kal	 TTIV yE

EirfavEtav TOO &pop — yap nave' hpiv gaTCA) TrEpi TC.A.) olKo8op11IpaTcov 15

— Tic 01'./K av hyaaen Kai iectiipaaEv; OiiTE yap gETrAayh I TrpOS

auppopav, Trapapveiav TE 0i/K 41ITT1OEV	 aVglIEIVEV I KaAXico T115 Trap&

TC731/13aatA gcov apa g pyCp Kal AOycp ytyvottivhs, I _GTE 6 TOO Tr gv0ous airrc.T3

10 KatpOs iopTh Tic iyEyOvEi. Kai 111 1 v I TairI Toirrois hpEis ph/ aKot)

ytyveoaKopEv, air 8' Opei-av I KeXV ii-g pots airres gotKE yap Of TrOppCs)

Trumaygvat TOO I pv0oAoyhpaTos i TrOXis TOO TrEpi -rev apxhygThv airrij

AExeewros. I Otoe' 8Ti paolv oi TroinTal TOY TTiXoTra KaTa pan

TprieivTa ivrileivTa iv AiPTIT1 OUVTEetiVal TTCXX1V 4 apXf15 iK TOO 5

MP -OTOS, EXXEiliTOVTOs Si TOO 6pou oxiiv gAupawrivov ain't TOO

TraAaio0, Kai Taal I TO gpyov Ainvirpos yEvioeat . eac 8i Kai Tf3 TraEt

pm' iKETvov -r6v I Xgr3n-ra, 85 ar171 TraVTa i114q)XEEv, Ti SEIrrg pa aitaTacris Etc

OatilpaaThv Tux" iXhAtiOE KaUovs TrEptovaiav, c'..SaTrEp TOO 11OOEI6C3VOS I

iETTITTI6E5 Ti Tptahro Ktvflaawros	 ISot KaXAioya f Trp6 I ToO. °kw	 10

Ti Kai TrEpi (3urraNiav A gyurai cpiXavepc.AyrrEitaaaeat -t-hv I 8iaacpaya Trothaas

11 TC)V TE1.17TC.73V gVEKa TG) TTTIVE14). Kai yap TO1 I irpOTEpovt.av oit8' Eis inivotav

irrrEpr3oAfis ixedv nv, axx . gsoKEI TrapaSEtypa KaXXotis h TRAK ETVaI, vvvi

griXgyxenpEv apa (Dim I Op8c7)s 6oe4ov-rEs. TOTE pev yap Tas aXAas TrOAEts, 15

vim 8' airrti oxE86v cc EiTTETV auv VEVIKTIKEV Kai pot SoKET TrpooOpolov Tri

priTpoTrOXEt Traedv. pvrioanaopat 8' EiKOVOS oi1.11/66380l/S, aXA ' I avayaias

12 TTIOTE00al. eKEiVT1 TE yap ip-rtpriadoa JTFO TOO ri g poov I Kai TreIVTa TpOTTOV

SlaTeapeiba iniScoKiv aTrayTaxii, Tij TE TrOAE1 I KipSos TO at'vracapa • in-re 20

Totatirris )(ape's iyiipiTai näyTri aitilyoTepa Kai tikpriAoTipa Kai

19.Cf. Ors. XVII.8; XX.14.
20. Cf. Ors. XVII.5; XXI.4.
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aTEyavca-rg pa, KaitoOpev Si 'ASpacrrEtav. I KaACav S g ÔVTCA.Vanav-rcov -rc7

Opcoavcov TOtiTCJV KOCTIICAW gTEpOV I 1.ieiov TrpoodArREv- ohooTal yexp airrijs

oi rraaas Ten -rredtEts	 I gauTois gxov-res, 005 06TE cptAavepoarrig oirrE

g pycov ex-rro8Eieatv I Ol/SEIS TrCil VEVIKTIKEV • 6VTI'Ep oTlicxt Kal pOucou flu 25

KpEiTTOv T1 Tild TOTE Iptipyris 4Evrociv.
(Aristid. 21 (22)2,25-6,4-5 K).

Pindar 01. I

In 01. I the myth of Tantalus and Pelops begins, at 25-7, with a sentence which

emphasises two points, Poseidon's love for Pelops and the falseness of the usual story of

Pelops and the cauldron. The isolation of these three lines is very striking; several gnomic

lines follow before the story is taken up again, at 1. 36, with the g pavos of Tantalus and

the Gods.

OLYMPIA I (476)

-roc g EAE laczer.,

	

eirE1 vw Kaeapoir A g r3ri-	 26

eA gcpav-rt patSuiov	 KEKaSpgvov.
(01.1.26-7).

One of the main concerns that occupy Pindar's diction is his concern for Opeas

XOyos. The "true" story according to Pindar (which may have been his invention) is that

Pelops had an "ivory" shoulder from his birth, 21 or re-birth. 22 It was the god Poseidon

who saved Pelops due to his love by taking him to Olympus (as Ganymede was at another

time by Zeus) when Tantalus called the gods to an g pavos at Sipylos. Pelops'

disappearance caused jealous gossip and gave rise to the false story that he had been

served at dinner to the gods, by Tantalus. In this false tale, as Pindar presents it, Pelops

was boiled in a pot (iv X613170, divided up, and eaten by the gods (cf. 49-52).

niaxaipcx -rapov Ka-ra par',
TpaTrgatai T' apcpi Seirra-ra KpEC311
ageEv SIESlioavro Kal cpayov.

	 50

(GT 1.50-2).

21. Kirkwood 1982: 43. Lorimer (1936: 32), is puzzled by the reference to Pelops' ivory shoulder,
"since his father did not dismember nor the gods consume it". For a comprehensive discussion of the
various explanations suggested, see Gerber 1982: 58 (27 iMcpav-ri). See also Degani-Burzacchini
1977: 336-7. Cf. also Degani Civilta dei greci 2, 261.
22. Instone 1996: 99.
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The essence of the Pindaric version of the myth is the correction of the story: it is

not true that Tantalus served his son to the gods at dinner. Such a representation of divine

conduct is unthinkable for Pindar. This idea is echoed in Aristides' account; although he

mentions briefly the component elements of the myth (kaTCx p gAri -rpriegy-ra...), he does

not dwell on this brutality, because his emphasis is on Smyrna's praise.

The source for Pind. 01. I

The element of the myth which is stressed in Aristides' paraphrase, and on this

point he departs from Pindar's version, is the "ivory" shoulder that Pelops received for

the one he lost when his pieces were taken out of the cauldron and put together. 23 This

deed in Aristides' testimony is considered emphatically as the work of the goddess

Demeter24 (cf. T6 gpyov Aka'Tpoc )'Evgaea O. On this point Aristides must have in mind

various mythological versions of the story. This argument probably has its source in

work of the great era of studies in mythology, which flourished under the Alexandrian

Didymus and lasted through the first and second centuries AD. In this statement on

Demeter Aristides follows the tradition of the commentators. This point of the myth may

have attracted the attention of his teacher Alexander of Cotiaeum in his commentary on

Pindar (cf. Or. VOCII.24). Aristides who probably studied the myth of 01. I in his youth,

reflects the tradition found in the corresponding scholion. This seems probable since

Aristides' phraseology shows a similarity with the scholia preserved in the medieval

manuscripts of Pindar:

schol. 01. I. 40e Aristid. 21(22), 2,26,4-7K

Cap' di Kai itytiis iygVETO, OTE TiS A111111-

Tpos -rev cbtAoTrAaTriv airro0 cayotiaris
KoaT ' 	 ayvoiav iAvpdrvTivoc	 c5pos- iTgeri
airr '43 OTC airrfis. 	 DHQ

i X A ENT owr o s Si TOC/ cZipou axeiv blecpcivrivov
av-rst TOO Traitatoii, Kai cpaat TO	 Ipyov
Aium-rpos	 yEvicrOat.

23 • This is perhaps just an euphemism. According to the scholia on 01. I. 40a, Demeter ate the shoulder
being distracted by the loss of her daughter Persephone. Kirkwood (1982: 51), argues that "Pindar's
specific mention of the shoulder suggests that he knew this version, he does not clarify or expand". It is
noteworthy that the gods in Aristides' paraphrase are not eating Pelops' pieces; only Demeter does whose
deed turns out to be a blessing. According to Pindar's version it was the ivory shoulder which made the
god Poseidon fall in love with the young Pelops. For erotic behaviour towards boys at banquets see
Howie 1983: 292 and ns.114-6.
24. Le. the fact that he needed a new shoulder.
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In both accounts the "ivory" shoulder is explicitly presented as the deed of Demeter.

However, there are certain variations in Pindar's scholia on Olympian one, which

represent various stages of the transmission:

i. 40a. pcivry Se TO Arjurp-pav exyvoicr geraAaPeiv Aiyoucn . -noes- 5i. TO

ii. 40c. AiyErat T71C Mtarrpos. dr7royetfaapávric Tc."..3v To!) 17Monos. CA:41EICOV KpEC311

Meperv-rivoir Tay Eppfii dipov rrpocappacral Tci.) 17acirri.

The wording in the scholia is not necessarily the same as in the commentary that Aristides

used. Subsequent scholiasts made selections from the Alexandrian enropv4para

preserving less sophisticated material, mainly mythological and historical. Their selection

accounts for the differences found in the Byzantine Mss.

From the scholia on 01. I.40a we are told that the gods invited Tantalus to this feast (see

p.152). This is also what Aristides says about gpavos, and this is another indication that

he may have used ancient commentaries on Pindar.

The comparative tabulation of Pindar's text and Aristides' testimony shows a

correspondence in vocabulary and in the component elements of the myth:

Oympian 1.26-7, 49 Aristid. 21(22), 2,26,4-7K

EMI viv Ka0apo0 XiPriTos i'EXE KXc.oecb,
gylipavrt paiStgov ciigov kikaSuivov.

paxaip a Tauov kaT a 1.1iXn ,

oTa0' 6T1 cpaalv ol Trourral TOv TTiXoTra
KaTa 1.10t71 TfIlleel/Ta itynOivTa iv AgPriTt
auvriefivai TräXtv	 apxijs iK TOO M13TITOS,

EXXEIITOVTOS Si Toil thilou axeiv eileypearrwoo
6vT1 TOO	 Traitatoir, Kai Taal	 T6 Epyov
Arjurrrpos yEviaecti.

After the paraphrase, Aristides offers an explanation, at §10, in which he attempts

to draw a parallel between the plight of Smyrna and the fortune of Pelops.25 Paraphrasing

25 . Bruno Keil, in his apparatus to Arist. Or. XX.19, suspected a reference to the boiling of Pelops
(Pind. 01. 1.26). Aristides, however, only refers to "rejuvenation" and to the legendary bird Phoenix; for
the story of Jason's rejuvenation, he may have had in mind passages like the hypothesis to Euripides'
Medea which quotes the story from Pherecydes (F 113a) & Simonides (548 P.), and similar stories from
Aeschylus (Tparpoi 246a [50] Radt (DipiKti8r1s Si [FGrHist 3 F113] Kai ItucoviSris [PMG 548]
cpacriv cs i MfiSEia I avaptjaaaa T6v laaova viov Trotfiaitiv. Tripi Si TOO TraTpOs at'rroir

ivAlaovos 6 Toirc I NOaTovs Trott'pas crialv otiTcos [fr. 6 Kinkel, Allen, Becher.... AiaxXoc Si I
(-mac Atovtiaoul Tpopois IUT0pEL EST] kal Tas Atovtiaou Tpopotis uFra TV I aV8OC.V
aUTCov avitvilaaaa ivio-rroiricrEv), and the Nostoi (fr.7 Bernabe airriKa 8' Alaova Ofiki ciltov
kOpov 1j[3c:)ov-ra I yilpas a-rr(*kraaa i6uirtct npaTriSiaaiv, I cpexppaKa TrOXX' gyoua' ivi
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parts of the mythic sections of the 01. I and correlating them to contemporary life of

Smyrna, his intention is to praise the new city of Smyrna with a fitting myth, which

functions as a sort of mythical decoration. In an ingenious comparison the orator likens

the earthquake and its aftermath to a cauldron which 'burned all of it'.26 As Pelops

obtained a new "ivory" shoulder from Demeter, in a parallel way the new Smyrna has

achieved a wonderful excess of beauty after its second composition thanks to Poseidon's

deed, which although it was disastrous at the beginning, turned out to be beneficiary for

Smyrna. This is a striking remoulding of the story of Pelops as it is adapted in his praise

of Smyrna.

8"rt cpacrly 01 Trorn-ra (:

Aristides preserves in his Ors. XVII and XXI, four quotations from the poetry of

Pindar and another five from Homer, which aim to illustrate the image of Smyrna. His

quotations from the Homeric text are stated by the poet's name or are clearly implied,

although this principle does not apply when he cites in paraphrase from Pindar. The

poet's name is not mentioned in any of these references to his poetry, of which half come

from the first Olympian ode. In Ors. XVII and XXI, the extracts from Pindar's poetry are

introduced in an unusual manner as views that are shared by various poets in general:

xx1.10 6100' 811 paoiv oi TrornTal; cf. XVII.3 WOTE AEyOUCTIV oi Trorri-ral; cf. id. 4 c'oc oi

Tromp-al KaXoilow. The plural Trom-rai indicates an ambiguity. Aristides avoids on

purpose identifying his exact source. 27 The rhetorical effect is that the words of Pindar

acquire a universal value by being presented as words of many poets. The praise of the

ancient city of Smyrna is the main concern and intention of the orator. He wants to

present Smyrna as a unique city which was honoured by the favour of the gods.28

xpvaEiotat X643riatv). Cf. also Aristophanes' Eq. 1321 (Toy Afjpov acpa)ilaccs tii.tiv '<QV:iv i
aioxpoi," THITOITIKa); schol. ad /oc. 1321a: 6crTrep ii MfiSEta Xayurat Tas Tpopoin -roii
Atovirciou apEwnoacra avavEacrat [TraNiv add. M] Troi]aat. Cf. Hygin. Fab. 182, 2.
26 • This is an expression probably taken - as Keil notes in his apparatus - from Hdt. VI11.32, although the
notion of the words has been changed.
27 • This habit of claiming vague authority, and at the same time disowning personal belief, goes bask at
least to Plato: Men. 81 A, Grg. 493 A, ijKouaa -rOv aopc7av.
28 • The idea in its conception is a reminiscence of the image of the city of Athens that Aristides treated in
the peroration of his Panathenaicos.
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The choice of paraphrase in Aristides' three quotations from Olympian One (11.

25-7, 37-9, 49), is closely connected —as we have elsewhere pointed out— with his tendency

to adapt Pindar's words freely into his context, especially when mythological connections

are at issue.29

29 . Cf. the discussion of Pind. fr. *31.
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11.3.3 Aristid. 17(15). 2., 2, 6-7K = Pind. Pyth. III. 43.

In his praise of Smyrna, although much of it is stereotyped', we can see in

another perspective Aristides' ability in employing poetic expressions from Pindar. He

tries to connect them with the mythic past and the three—stage development (-ripEopuTarrn,

Sarrgpa and TpiTcp), that Smyrna had undergone.

The first and the third stage are explicitly illustrated with quotations from Pindar

which in the customary way — when praise of famous cities of the ancient world is

involved — are presented in the form of paraphrase. The whole process of development

of Smyrna is ingeniously compared to the making of statues and the carefully written

compositions that have undergone a second and a third hand.2

Aristides' context

The first stage of Smyrna — as we have already seen — is illustrated with references

to Iliad 24.615, and 01. 1.37-8, where Aristides attempts to make a connection between

Smyrna and the relevant local myth of Pelops. The city was beloved by the Gods

themselves and it was founded on Mount Sipylos.3

A fictitious foundation is reported by Aristides as the second stage, in which the

city was settled irrre Tft) ItTrar.13.4

XVII. (15) IMYPNAIKOI [TTOAITIKOI].

4

	

	 Sarrgpa 6 'JET& Ta0Ta c't.)KETTo Una. I

T6') Irrracp Trap& -rnv xriAljv Tfis ijtOvos, v p gacta rfj pxaiac Kal I Tii's virv,

Tj vOv apxaia TrpO5 TcniTry KaElEoTrpaiia • Terra E.' fiv GSGTI-Ep I pEAgTat TfloSE 5

Tfic oidimoos iv eiXAots pauXoT g pots TrXexapactv. I TpiTcp 8a, cbc oi TrorriTal

KaXo0olv, PinpaTi Kurriedoa 1TÔAIç Eic I 'ay TOBE KaT£OTT1 TO oxfwa.

(Aristid. 17 (15)2,2,6-7K).

1. Cf. the reference to the mythic founders of the city in all the Smyrnaean orations, as well as the
comparison of the city to the bird phoenix (cf. Or. XVII.2, to Or. XX.19). For the three alleged
foundations of Tantalus or Pelops, Theseus, and Alexander the Great, cf. here §§3-5 and Or. XXI.3-4, 10.
2. Cf. Or. XVII.2 e.:)a-rrip yap Ta ayaApa-ra Kai oi 	 aKpiPEias
3. The present quotation should be read closely with 01. 1.38-9, which refers to Smyrna's first stage.
4. In Or. XX.20 Aristides reports only one ancient Smyrna which was founded by Theseus and Alexander
the Great.
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The orator very elaborately illustrates the transition from the second to the third

and last successive stage (-Tim?), that Smyrna underwent in reaching the modern state:

"by its third step, as the poets call it, the city achieved this single form".

Pindar Pyth. 111.43 

The literary model of this statement is Pindar's Pyth. 111.43, which Aristides

preserves in paraphrase:

PYTHIA III (474?)
TOT ' EfEITTEV ' ATrOXXCA.W' '01./KET1

TX•icropat yvxi:i )(Nos 61.16v OXioaat
oirrpo-raTcp eavCrrct.) ua-rpOs papiig ULM Iraq.'
C.Z.)S cpliTo . PapaTt 8' iv 7TpeJTC9 KIXWV TI -a18 ' EK vmpoir
ap-rraui . Katopgva 8' aO-rc:;) Sticpatvi Trupa.

43 Trpc:yrsol TrarraTcp Aristarchus, TpITC? Hartung.
(Pyth.111.40-4).

In Pythian III, Pindar tells the story of Coronis, who, beloved by Apollo, has the

temerity to fall in love with a human being (" loxvs: son of Elatos) and falls victim of the

god's jealousy and theodicia. 5 His divine vengeance punished Coronis by death by the

arrows of Artemis. When Apollo snatches the unborn child Asclepius from his mother's

pyre, he gets there papa-rt 8' iv Trp6J-ro„), 'at the first step' (1. 43).

If Aristides had the Pindaric words in his mind, he purposely adapts them into a

different context. In his paraphrase of 1. 43, he introduces the following changes:

1. He employs Pindar's words in a metaphorical sense: As Apollo made a step

from Python to save the unborn child from its mother's grievous fate, the city of Smyrna

by a "third" step achieves this harmonious form. The connection between Smyrna and

Apollo does not look so strong.

2. The city of Smyrna in Aristides' paraphrase makes the "third" step, whereas

in Pindar Apollo makes the "first".6

His rhetorical purpose is to create a new compliment for Smyrna out of Pyth.

111.43. He adapts the words of Pindar, which in the context of his speech function as an

5. The story comes from the 'HoTat of Hesiod where Apollo hears of Coronis' love for Ischys from a
raven (Jr. 123 R = 60 M-W). Pindar does not mentions this incident. For the myth of Coronis see
Wilamowitz 1896: 57ff.; Fehr 1936: 92-7; Stefos 1975: 58-75; see also Arrighetti 1987: 125-34;
Burton 1962: 78-90, and recently Gentili 1995: 75 n.4.
6. Cf. schol. Pyth. 111.75.

40
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appropriate praise for his beloved city. This oration comes from the most active and best

period of Aristides' career, from the time of the Panathenaicus, to which it shows some

affinity; 7 Aristides by now has obtained a more comprehensive knowledge of Pindar's

poetry and is conversant with the poet's style. He makes now more often subtle

references to Pindar. Although Pindar is referred to by name in compositions dating

throughout his career, Aristides' predilection to give quotations without any

acknowledgement to Pindar or claiming vague authority (e.g. OTL paolv oi Trom-ral),8

becomes more frequent in the last two periods of his life (i.e. AD 154-164, when he

resumes his profession in full scale, and in AD 165-189). 9 We can also assume that

Aristides expected his audience / recipient of the speech to identify the suggested

connections with Pindar.

The source for Pind. Pyth. 111.43

Although there is a possibility that Aristides used several mythological handbooks

in which various myths were collected, it seems less likely for this particular line to have

been included in a mythological compendium, since it was a side issue to the myth of

Coronis. It seems more plausible to have attracted the notice of an irrrop yri pa-no-His or

a lexicographer rather than of a mythologist and therefore one can assume that it was not

classified in a compilation of myths. Although we can not exclude entirely the possibility

that Aristides has quarried it out of certain gnomologia or syllogae of proverbs,

nevertheless the character of Pindar's words is not proverbial and consequently seems not

to deserve a place in this sort of manuals. m However, it seems more likely that Aristides

had studied Pyth. III in an earlier time from which he now paraphrases 1.43, and in a

metaphorical sense adapts the words of Pindar in his praise to the modern Smyrna.11

This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that Pyth. 111.43 aroused much

debate even in the Hellenistic time. We are informed from the scholia on Pyth. III that

7. E.g. cf. XVII.13.
8. For this mode of citing cf. the discussion in introduction p.40ff., and 01. 1.26f1, p.158.
9. See the comparative table in p.358.
lo. I have not found an ancient proverb of similar wording in the transmitted corpus.
11 • There is a possibility that Aristides knew the myth of Coronis from Plato, who in Rep. 408 c,
blames Pindar and oi -rpaycp8oTrotoi for presenting Asclepius as 'avaricious'.
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Aristarchus preferred the reading TplTaTC+1 to that of the Mss Trpexrct), after //. 13.20:

Poseidon steps from the summit of Samothrace 12 in: -rpls ph) Op4a-r' la y (1locTEISCAiv),

TO Si TiTpa-rov IKETO Tki_tcop. 13 The scholia on Iliad say that Pindar tried to

improve Homer but exaggerates to the point of becoming precise: schol. N 20

(irrup3aX4cea1 ià TOOTO eEknoas nivSapos Etc Caren/0= lnKE ya../801/5).14

This Pindaric line was glossed in the ancient commentaries that Aristides may

have used, as undoubtedly these attracted his attention:

75. PapaTI S' EV TTpeoTco: iOrv phi yperpriTcrt ev 7Tpc3TCp, thr 111.711 20

yeypan-Tat, eb-rat évi 134par1 6 'An-6AAcov 6776 Tri5 auedi vos gArplatecbs-

eECICIaAiaV" eav Se, c35 iv -nal, pergaTi 5' ev Tprrecrw, larch Trapacpper4Cov

Tpiç tiev epgaT' ic5v (N 20). 1071 Se oEblv6rEpov Kai rrpirrov TcP BECT5 TO etua

Tcp 71pC3TCp Pr'lliaTt 13Liaaa0al TOv TraiSa, 1071 Se Kai n-pac 771v 60vTiaTpapov

atippcovov. 6 pivroi 'ApiaTapxor ypercpEt Tfarral-cp. BDEFGQ
	 5

(schol. Pyth. 111.75 Drach.)

The scholia on Pindar have two different versions:

a. The reading iv Trpc.b-rcia is better because it fits the meter.15

b. Aristarchus on the other hand preferred ev Toth-rep after Homer.16

Aristides' interpretation shows that he was familiar with the tradition of the

scholiasts. The reading TpirciTcp attracted his attention and he connected it to the three

steps of Smyrna. Aristides probably knew this reading from the commentary of

Aristarchus and adopted it.17

The scholia of Aristarchus preserved in our medieval Mss (xiiex-XIVin), disclose

his incisive critical spirit. He concerned himself with the interpretation of Pindar's text

12.For Poseidon's awesome strides see Janko 1992: ad loc.
13. Aristarchus referred to Homer as he also did to the other poets in order to confirm his explanations,
(cf. the testimonies in schol. Nem. VII.127c, VIII.48, III.16b, VI.21b), see Irigoin 1952: 55.
14.Gildersleeve 1908: ad loc. TrpW -rct.i is "an exageration of rprreurcp".
15. For its correctness cf. Young 1968: 40 n.l.
16. 111 TIC! implies that TO ITä TCp was not Aristarchus' conjecture, but an attested variant in Mss. 'Ev
TICil' like `oi'rrcos', are formulaic expressions found in papyri serving to notify the reader of the existence
of alternative reading. On these verbal formulae cf. McNamee 1977: 90-6.
17 • Fragments of Aristarchus' commentary may have been included in Alexander' C7r6pv77ga. Indeed it is
possible that Alexander's commentary may have been concerned also with matters of textual criticism if
we believe Aristides' remark (Or. XXX1I.21), that "his teacher added after his name "AX4av3pos' the
name of his native city in the books which he corrected" (inel Ka V TOTS (31(3X1015 Cc SicapOoe-ro
TOCITO iyKOTOXOtEITITal 0141(30X07).
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and was interested in detailed literary, mythological, historic, and geographical issues.18

However, the dozens of his variants did not enter the mainstream Mss tradition which

remained faithful to the text adopted by Aristophanes of Byzantium. The same happened

with his variants in his Cnrapvnpa on Homer.19

Therefore, Aristarchus' TplTaTC13 is clearly a literary variant which probably was

preserved in an independent commentary and it had entered a number of Byzantine Mss

(6as gv Tot), in a time later than that of Aristides.

Thus, it is reasonable to conjecture that Aristides may well have quoted -Taal-)

from an ancient 07rOgviima in which Aristarchus' reading and exegesis were preserved,

and not from a papyrus of Pindar's Pythians, since it was very rare for readings from the

Cnroinnjua-ra to enter the main tradition of the text.

Finally, the fact that Aristides draws on the tradition of the commentators in his

quotation of Pyth. 111.83, it is equally possible that he had used an ancient Lincip yripa on

Pyth. 111.43, as well.

From that similarity between Aristides' paraphrase and the scholia, it becomes

clear that Aristides was conversant with the commentators' disagreements, since he sides

himself with the tradition of Aristarchus in paraphrasing "by its third step ... the city

achieved this single, harmonious form".

What emerges from Aristides' use of Pindaric quotations in his Smyrnean

orations is the following:

1. Aristides consistently avoids stating his authority, and the words of Pindar are

introduced as a common view shared among the poets.

2. All the quotations are compliments for Smyrna and are given in paraphrase.

3. Aristides understands adequately the original meaning of the words as they

have been intended by Pindar. The words in the context of Aristides' speeches preserve

18 • Irigoin 1952: 54-5.
19 . lbid 52 with n.2.
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much of the original style and nuance. Whereas in Or. XVII.3 paraphrasing 01. 1.38, he

offers a slightly different interpretation on the meaning of Pindar's 0Eoya1ic.



III. QUOTATIONS in support of

Aristides' ARGUMENTATIO

III. I Quotations in Polemic treatises against Plato
III. 2 Quotations against contemporary 'Sophists'
III. 3 Quotations: comparison in terms of 'concord' and 'beauty'
III. 4 Other quotations in support of Aristides' `argumentatio'
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III. 1 QUOTATIONS IN POLEMIC TREATISES
AGAINST PLATO

III.i.i Or.H. TTpas- TTAdTcova 'Yrep 'PriTopuals- (A6yoi A. B)1

Introduction - background

This oration was composed in Pergamum during the period of Cathedra (AD 145-

147),2 at the height of Aristides' incapacitating illness when he was an incubant at the

temple of Asclepius. 3 The tone, style, and use of citations recalls Or. XXVIII, a

contemporary composition.

The present speech of Aristides turns especially against Plato's Gorgias and

claims to prove the primacy of rhetoric as well as its character as a techne, aiming at

bringing to light the contradictions in Plato's own position, expressed in the Gorgias

itself, seventh Epistle, Laws, Politicus, Menexenus, Phaedrus, and Euthydemus.

During Aristides' time, a century marked by the rise of the Second Sophistic,

Rhetoric was enjoying a celebrated status as a main part of the education of the young and

was indeed preferred by the most aspiring among them, who were keen through its

teaching to achieve prominent status in society. Schools of rhetoric were flourishing in

many cities, while the youth were attracted to the great names in the profession whose

presence in a city would elevate its standing as an educational centre.

Rhetoric was in fact challenging philosophy by claiming to be something more than a

"vocational" discipline, teaching only persuasion, in the sense derogated by the

philosophers. Instead it was claiming for itself the status of a wider discipline imparting

knowledge and skills both on a theoretical level, as a study in the principles and virtues of

eloquence, but also in other fields of practical significance and visible career rewards, as

in law courts, city politics and embassies. Thus, it offered good reasons for the aspiring

youth to pursue its study and practice. It is precisely because philosophy saw rhetoric

making claims over a shared field of activities that the rivalry was so bitter.

Plato's Gorgias had fired the first shots against rhetoric, addressing the sort of

questions which provoked the pertinent arguments against rhetoric throughout antiquity,

and indeed shaped ever since the whole framework of the discussion.

Rhetoric was ever since in the defensive answering these questions, as posed by Plato:

"what is the nature of rhetoric", "is it an art at all" and "what is its value in society".

Overall, Plato's attack had a lasting consequence by putting rhetoric in a bad light,

1. Behr (1973: 280 n.a), assumes that the division into two books was as old as Sopater of Apamea. It is
possible that Porphyry knew nothing of this unnatural division (cf. Behr 1968: 198).
2. Aristides' whimsical name, denoting the "period of inactivity" for the period of his incubation at
Asclepieion; On the Cathedra cf. Introduction p.15, n.13.
3. Swain 1996: 257; Behr 1968a: 54-6.
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discrediting it as a trivial and shallow pursuit of the art of persuasion, as opposed to

philosophy that was an honest search for the truth. Rhetoric was shown to occupy the

other pole of two distinct ways of thinking about language and the world, devotion to

truth and depth of knowledge being ever since identified with philosophy while self—

interest and empty verbalism was identified with rhetoric.

It is a picture rhetors would not put up with, and Aristides' work, —mainly the

three treatises against Plato's accusations against rhetoric (most notably the more

theoretical of them, 17pac 17Adr-rc1.va ti-rrep (.ri-ropudis)—, shows that at least in part he has

Platonists of his time in mind although it is at any rate his strategy not to add other names

that have not added anything important to the arguments elaborated by Plato. His careful

treatment of the great philosopher shows that he is trying to avoid criticisms of insolence

against such a great figure of the past. Most probably he had the Middle Platonists of

Pergamum in mind (questionably identified with the "phantom" school of Gaius - or

"Caius" by Behr).4 Although they (mainly Albinus) were more interested in Platonic

cosmogony and the Timaeus, they would include in their scholarly expositions of their

great master's teachings at least brief references to his treatment of Rhetoric (as in

Apuleius' AiSaaKaAna55).5

On the other hand, the assumption that Aristides' answer was prompted by the

Cynics (strongly favoured by Behr) does not seem adequately documented. 6 It is of

course the Sceptics who launched the heftiest attack, through Sextus' writings, and it is

interesting to witness how Sextus undertakes the task to demystify rhetoric attacking it

not as a dogmatic discipline but as an opponent to philosophy. He appears to represent

the whole of philosophy, and not only the sceptical tradition, in attacking Rhetoric. The

dispute was after all not simply a theoretical debate, but mainly the result of an

antagonism over the educational supremacy of the times, a territorial, as it were, dispute.

In taking up the debate and singling out Plato as his enemy, Aristides thus is not simply

addressing a problem belonging to the distant past; he enters a debate that has flared up

again following the appeal of rhetoric as an educational choice for the youth emerging

during the time of the second Sophistic.

Judging from the fact (related to us in Suda) that the Neoplatonist Porphyry

undertook to reply to Aristides, 7 it is evident that his arguments were regarded as a

serious matter by the philosophers. 8 It was the last great intellectual battle in Antiquity

4. Behr 1968a: 54ff.
5. Dillon 1996: 333.
6. Cf. Appendix p.352, with n.15.
7. In seven books; only a few fragments survive in quotations in Olympiodorus. His opens fragmenta
were collected by Behr 1968.
8• Michel (1993: 26-8), argues that 'Rhetorique' was not devoid of philosophical interests, and indeed
Aristides, an admirer of Plato, attacks Plato's vehement condemnation of Rhetoric only to seek some sort
of conciliation between rhetoric and platonic philosophy, a conciliation rendered in principle possible in
the syncretistic spirit of the epoch. Moreschini, however, detects a certain eagerness on the part of
Michel to see Platonic elements in Aristides, because he strives to show the Second sophistic as a
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and it was conducted from the part of Aristides in a grand manner recalling the greatest

moments of Attic diction; although he has often been thought of as lacking in interest in

what he has to say, being inferior to Isocrates and, among his contemporaries, Plutarch,

Dio and Lucian, his style represents the "ideal of imperial Atticism", and he is, tellingly,

"the only imperial writer accepted by the later rhetoricians on a par with the Attic

orators".9

Aristides in his Or. 11.21-31, considers Plato's over—contentious remarks about

oratory when he used the literary contrivance of a meeting of Gorgias and Socrates at

Athens. The Gorgias was among those Platonic dialogues which were most generally

read and admired in later antiquity. lo It was of special interest to students of rhetoric.

Aristides employing legal terminology 11 begins the refutation of Plato's charge by

quoting Plato's statements at §22.

Answering Polus' question what cookery and rhetoric have in common Socrates

declares them as both being forms of flattery. He goes on to point to the differentia of

rhetoric, defining it as "the counterfeit of one branch (pOpsov) of politics" (463d2). In

doing this, Socrates uses the device of making rhetoric a subdivision of something less

worthy, here, the spurious counterpart of yvricia TroXrrucei, a canny contrivance which

was already exploited in the Euthydemus, where the art of the professional speech—writer

was to be Tris TC)v ETTC.p8CaV TEXVT1S 1.101310V (289e5).

Here, the whole of which rhetoric forms part is a cyroxauTuon (skilful at aiming or good

at guessing) false, i.e. non—scientific, Tgxvri.

At 463e5-466a3 Socrates proceeds to explain the analogy he has in mind, which is

built along two major axis, that of the genuine arts and that of the false counterparts,

EiScoAov. The latter are distinguished by their different aim, inferior to the genuine arts

(Tgxvri), as well as by their different epistemological status: art proceeds to provide

explanations, knowing the causes, while the false counterpart or spurious form,

El8coitov, consists in g pTrapia without A6yoc. But they also differ as to their aim:

movement than attempted a great unification of the philosophical schools, and in this effort drawing
Aristides closer to Apuleius. It was, for Michel, a de facto truth for educated people, the revered image of
-Irma iSeupgvoi of the epoch after all, to "seek conciliation" (Moreschini 1994: 1246).
9 . Kennedy 1972: 585. Also, idem 1994: 241.
1 °. The Gorgias was one of the TrpaTTOmEvoi, the dialogues which were regularly lectured on in the
later Neoplatonic Schools. According to Dodds (1990: 63f.), various authors as Cicero, Epictetus,
Athenaeus and Christian writers were attracted by its lofty moral teaching (cf. Dodds Index I). Earlier
interest in the Gorgias is attested by the title of a lost work by Eubulus, (Head of the Academy, III AD),
"ITEpi TOO 01A1113ou Kai TOO ropyfou Kai Tc.;:w 'ApiaToTeAEi Trptic Tip/ MaTCOVOC 7TOAITElall
durrEiprigivani" (Porph. vit. Plot. 20.41). The author of the Consolatio ad Apollonium has transcribed
the myth. Aristides (11.20), tells us that some admired it more than any other work of Plato, and many, as
Quintilian says (10 2.15.14), were content to read a few excerpts from it. Iamblichus pillages Gorgias to
provide material for his Protrepticus.
11 . Behr (1968a: 55 in n.53), argues that Aristides has chosen terms from 5th and 4th cent. Athens:
Trapp-Iola ('freedom of speech') and rpas xdpiv (to speak 'to please the mob').
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whereas the spurious arts seek merely pleasure, genuine arts aim for the best (136X-rta-r0v)

or the true (001060 and these are both rationally determinable, (Aóyco), as opposed to

-68ovij which (in Aristotle, Democritus) is said to be indeterminable and having cicAito

auct„.12

Plato here shows his early interest in systematic classification later prominent in

the Sophista, by sketching an (unnecessarily) complete table of all terms in his analogy,

including the "anonymous" (avd.wypov) term, i.e. that of the body-tendance arts. In all

there are two genuine arts which minister to the ocbt.ta and two which minister to the

yirVi. Each of these is shadowed by a spurious counterpart or pure imitation (EISOtov),

which is a form of KoXaKEia (KoAcuaia aiming for fiSovil, the pleasurable). As said above,

the four spurious arts are distinguishable in two ways from the genuine — by their aim,

which is merely pleasure, and by their empirical character, which means that they cannot

give any rational account of their procedure. The analogy Socrates sketches concludes

that rhetoric is the intellectual counterpart of cookery (465d7), for as cookery stands

towards the genuine art of medicine in the body-tendance arts, so does rhetoric stand

towards StKatoativn in the mind-tending TroArrtKal -1-6xvat.13

12.Aristot. Metaph. 1070027; EN I153a23.
13. Dodds (1990: 227) succinctly remarks that in drawing his analogy Plato overlooks the obvious
difference that the arts of mind-tendance (TroArriKii) are concerned with society as a whole, while their
counterparts of body-tendance are concerned with the individual and, Dodds points out, would rather
correspond with the education (povaiKil and psychiatry). Perhaps Plato ignores this difference in his
analogy between rhetorician and pastry-cook (O nponotOs) because it stands out in his mind that the basic
task of the statesman is educational.
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Mad Aristid. 2, 109 (1,178 L.-B.) = Pind. 0/. 11.86-8.

Aristides' context

Aristides from §84 onwards of this speech cites a series of quotations from the

most distinguished of the poets. The main idea of these is that every form of human

techne originates from the Gods:

1. Homer

Aristides in a series of 16 quotations from Homer, tries to demonstrate that the

glorious achievements of Demodocus and Alcinous do not derive from their art but from

divine inspiration. 14 In a certain way he believes that Homer links and joins together

knowledge and prompting by the god, and again assigns his nature and education to the

divine portion (061. 3.26-8). Aristides employing these quotes from Homer paints a

picture of Telemachus who acts as orator through the divine help without having

ip-rrEipia. In these quotes, Homer is presented as emphasizing the dignity of oratory and

the greatness and the extent of its power, and clearly attributes these things to the God.

Aristides assumes that these Homeric extracts might represent Homer's answer to Plato

himself and not to the Phaeacian Euryalus (e.ba-rrEp HAäTOVI CurroKplinivEvoc, 011K

E1:iptle(AC.9).

2. Hesiod

Aristides proceeds with the discussion of a quotation from Hesiod who, he

believes, holds the same opinion as Homer differing only in expression:15

97	 Kayos giv TravaptoTos Os airrio: TraVTa VOTICYKr	 Op. 293
	

15
ioeXes 8' cdi KaKETvos as E EiTT61/11 TTiefiTal*	 295
Os 8i yE 111j-r' airrOc vogu	 exXXou C(KOLICOV	 296
iv Eh.n.ic;) (36(AArrrat, 6 8' ail`rr' axpfpos avfip. 	 297

Aristides (§100) argues that according to Plato's reasoning the conception of an

idea is superior to learning one, on the ground that art is inferior to nature (: TgXVfl

cptiaews SEirrEpov). The idea of the pre-eminence of nature is stressed explicitly by

Aristides (§101) who paraphrasing Hesiod's words assumes that the poet of Helicon has

14 • Cf. the quotation of Od. 8.489 cr4 yE Moga'i8i84E at §88.
15 . Aristides' source must be the text of other authors; cf. p. 54 'double borrowing'.
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defined as first and best that man who has 'thought out all things for himself', whereas

him who has listened and learned only 'second'. According to Aristides the learner cannot

be made best since it is prohibited by nature which is everywhere superior (cf. §104).

106  Tras yap 6 paveavcav c.bpoN0yriKev Sirrroueiv gym xEipcav I airrCa ye -re;) 5Eipeat 18

paeiTv.	ye Ii Ink:KIEV airrOv 5iiaeat TrpOTEpov, I Trcbs av paeol, fi TTC7)S WAG) 1

107  y' äv EiTTOVT1 TrE100EITI; 0i/KOCIV aTOTTOV TOV ye I ai/TOV c.bpoXoyrIKOTa dvat xeipcz,

Toirrov apiivca KaXiiv, Kai Tairra Ea' I aPTO ToOT' iTratvotipivov, OTt 6.3p0AOynKiv

xiipcav Eivat. fj KaTC:t piv Tas I ScopEas oPSapoit KpEiTTG3V 0 Aa3cl3v TOO BOVTOS

al:1TC) Tc73 XaPETV, axx« TO soovai -roc/ KpEIT-rovos EIvat SoKii, iv Si Talc 5

paefipaatv KpEiTTG3V 0 I Trpoaixcav TOv voCiv TOO VOilOaVTOS ai/T00 Kai

108  Trapaax0v-r0s; Kai	 icp' I oTs 6 Xa r-Reav &pta-ros Trebs oi 7TpC3TOS 6 Tatre gXG3V 4

apxils, Kai Sta TOv I xpOvov y Tro y Kai Trap& Tip; aiTiav;

(Aristid. 2,106-8 (1,177-8 L.-B.)

Someone who is in process of learning is inferior to one who first conceived the idea and

undoubtedly deserves the highest rank.

3. Pindar

Aristides identifies the role of orator with that of the cog* as it has been

illustrated by Pindar; Aristides wanted to take issue with Plato on this basis.

Four citations explicitly ascribed to Pindar, 16 are brought in by Aristides for

discussion: 01. 11.86-8 at §109; 01. 1X.100-2 and 01. IX.27-9 at WO, and fr. *38 at §112.

Aristides introduces them as evidence (paprvpiav) in his harangue of Plato's scurrility

against oratory.

These quotations are used as integral to Aristides' argument and consequently

they occur as in some degree appropriate or relevant to the context of discussion. 17 He

feels the need to justify his choice of Pindar on the ground that even Plato himself used

16.Aristides prefers to refer to an author by a periphrasis, often involving his Tra-rpis; cf. p.40 n.27.
17.Therefore, Pindar's words here have a more serious bearing on the subject under discussion, than the
extended use and application of verses from Homer at previous paragraphs.
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him "in the most important matters", 18 as they say. I9 Aristides here associates the poet's

views on the divine descent of his copia with the superiority of the f54-rwp.

The first quatrain (0/.11.86-8) is introduced by Aristides in an ostentatious way:2°

"This man, 0 gods, in revealing the evidence of his nature and Muse, truly shouts

out in a Stentorian voice2I to mankind, like a herald calling for attention".

II. (XLV D.) TTPOI T1AATCA.11•1A YTTEP PHTOPIKHI.

109	 'ET( TOIVI/V eVOS 7T0ITITOO TO-3V et ITO BOICA)Tia5 Kai 'EXIKC3vos

Trapalaxnaoi.tat papTupiav, 6 Kai TPterrcov atiTOS 'fa TritEioTou, cpaolv, &Cm I 10

xpriTat. oTos Eie, 6 eEoi, Kai t.tea' exTroKaAtitpas Kai Tris ailT00 cptioEcas I Kai

Motions ios 62trieebs 13o ITEwrOpetov Eis Toils &Apr:on-m.1s WOTTEp OKA)711111)

Kg ptias

IopOs 6 TroitX6r EiSeos

paeOvTEs SE Ä613pot
15

TrayyXczooioc KOpaKEs 6s tiKpavTa yapLIETOV

AtOs TrpOs 6pvtxa OETOV.

KopaKcov cpricriv Eivat Toavas Ten Taw paeOvTcov Kai Trap' ii2t2tcav aneperroavl

TrpOs CturOv ytyvoilgvas TOv pima VIKC731/Ta Kai iK 0E00 OnTopa Kai crocOv.

(Aristid. 2,109 (1,178 L.-B.)

In this gnomic statement Pindar expresses the traditional belief 22 in inborn ability

which is typically aristocratic. 23 He argues that the man born with 6puret can achieve

greatness whereas the person who has had to learn will never achieve the superiority of

the natural poet.24

18. Cf. schol. Aristid. 3,393 Dind. Pindar is the source (usually acknowledged by Plato) of about a
eleven quotations, only two of which are from extant odes of victory—Phdr. 227b, (: Isth. 1.2) and Euthd.
3o4b (: 01. 1.1).
19. Aristides' scholiast (3,393 Dind.) thinks of a proverb. For the expression see Th. 11.15.5 Ta -I-ado-rots
cgta ixpeZw-ro.
2°. Cf. also the discussion on p. 283ff., where 01.11.86-8 is cited at Aristid. Or. XXVI11.55.
21. By evoking the scene of a herald addressing loudly the community as a medium of mass
communication, Aristides puts special importance on his quotation, thus arresting the reader's notice. Cf.
Or. 11.351 I-revropos cpcoviiv icriwaipE0a; Arist. Pol. 1326b5	 iTnrrOpeios.
22. This striking and rather arrogant declaration not only expresses Pindar's own outlook but is a
traditional saying according to a scholion 01. 11.154b 6 X6yos yvcopiths.
23. Lanata 1963: 84. For Pindar's high appreciation of natural abilities cf. Haedicke 1936: 50-6;
Becker 1937: 65-7; Heinimann 1945: 99-101.
24. However, Pindar does not despise the benefit of experience and practice, cf. 01. V11.53 Sa gv-rt, in
OLV111.60 he praises the trainer.
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Aristides has also taken much trouble to avoid monotony in quoting these similar

extracts from Pindar, by varying the pace, tone and style of his discussion of Pindaric

conception of °open. He skilfully eliminates the dryness of the quotation by adducing it

as papTupla into the body of his argument. The reader's interest is rekindled by

splendid displays of his knowledge of Pindar's poetry which were highly appreciated by

his audience.

If we begin from the understanding that in Pindar the adjective cog* frequently

refers to the poet,25 and aopia to poetry 26 (e.g. Isth. VII.18), and recall the religious

assumption that supreme deeds require the help of the god, is not difficult to see that

Aristides' purpose is to equate the Prj-rcop to the °open, as requiring the favour and

help of the god to achieve excellence. Aristides, paraphrasing the poet's words

themselves, unequivocally contrasts those who have learned and receive knowledge from

others =KOpaKes, to the naturally superior man who is an orator and a wise man = acE-rOs.27

The propounded identification of cropcic with f5tjTcop by Aristides is ingenious,

because, if we must — according to the Pindaric text — have rivalry, this in the context of

Aristides can well be defined between the real art of oratory and that of his opponents,

who here are implied in paeOv-rEs and Trap' eil nAcov EiArRO-rcov, and are attacked by

Aristides at §111, in the discussion of his third quote from Pindar.28

In this felicitous quotation Aristides lays special emphasis on poet's words. The

expression eiSaTrEp atcoTriiv Kg rat'fac indicates a professedly verbatim citation, in which

Aristides may have been careless in copying, preserving a slightly different version:

25 • The most fundamental meaning of csopia is "the ability of the skilled craftsman". (Maehler 1963:
67). Although Pindar may have been the first to call himself oocpOs (cf. Svoboda 1952: 108. Maehler
[1963: 94], argues for the conventionality of the usage), the use of the word oocpia in reference to poetry is
of long standing (cf. h. Merc. 483, 511; Solon fr.1.52D). For Most (1985: 145), `crocpOs' describes always
an "intelligent man".
26 • The concept of oopia in Pindar clearly refers to the content of poetry, its truth and hence its moral /
religious outlook. (Cf. Komornicka 1972: 252 `connaissance intuitive).
27. For a parallel use of this idea cf. the proemium of part two of Or. 11.321, where he claims that the
gods do not give everything to everyone: oil yap iiiiEv -rfic clic aprrfis Kai crocpias inicr-rkioves,
Trav-ra Es oti Titian) oi 6E01 8i5Oaatv.
28. See Pyth. 1.94, where the panegyric side of oratory is recognised. Close to this point is Verrall's
suggestion, (quoted by Gildersleeve 1908: 153), that the reference is to the two Sicilian rhetoricians, Korax
and Tisias (the latter of whom was called KaKoil KcipaKos KaKOv 4.)61)); an interpretation not accepted by
anyone nowadays.
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0/. 11.86-88 in Aristides' text Pindar's 0/. 11.86-88

EopOs 6 TroVta EiSas pvCc .

tictOOvrEs Si XdPpoi
TrayyXwacrig KOpaKEs i..'as empawra yapiturov

oop6s 6 TroAX6( eiSeas TO-
uo(06v-res Se XaPpot

TrayyXcaaaicx KOpaKEs eos etKpav-ra yapvg-rcav
Ales Trpes 6pvixa OETOV. A165 Trp6s Opvixa Odov.

15 Aciiipoll Traiipot U	 16 TrayyAcaaala QR (-
at) E (-at) U: TravyAwactiat T (-a) V I Aa2 (-a) V 2 (-a) :
TravyAoactia a t ; secundum Keil, TrayyXwoulat in A Or.
XXVIII 55	 yaptirrov TQUAcaV 2 R 2 : yap iirrov V I
A'R'E	 17 Opvixa TQVU plerigue libri Pindari:
6pvtea AREa.

86 Aa0pot	 A E aC ll 87 TrayyAcaaa(at A,	 Canter
TraryAcoolat CPc0 rrayacactiat Cae : rrayyAcao(o)i ct(a)
BLEGHN, Trayy2tcoacticx vulgo editores. Sed rrayyAwaaiat
legebant Aristid. 2,109 (1,178 L.-B.) et 28(49, 2,159,14K.), ll
yap:Is-ray: Bgk II 88 dpvtect A l C bN Theophyl., Opvtxa
rell., Simpl.

yarm'n-rov: (Aristid.) yapin-rov : yapu g -rcov (Pind.). In 0 represented by the

primary manuscripts TQUA caV2R2 , is preserved the reading yap6E-rov (: 3rd person

dual indicative). Clearly Pindar's yapvi-rcov was read by A as yap6E-rov, and this is

what Aristides wrote, since this reading is provided by the majority of his manuscript

tradition. Yet none of the variants is right (cf. yap LIETOV V 1 A , R 1 E 1 ), and the correct

reading is probably yapvi-rcav, restored by Bergk. 29 The passage has been subject to an

immense amount of discussion; the form yapiJETOV and the exact interpretation of this

line have been contested since antiquity, cf. schol. 01. II.158b Ta [6e] yaptiETov Kara:3 c.

oin5i yap iTri Sinkoti poi/AEI-at 6 Aifts-, ot.'/& Ca* Stio KOpaKCJII, aAA' &nip rroAAcZ5v.30

In the c. 5th BC the old Attic alphabet did not make the distinction between the

vowels: H and E, 0 and W, 0 and OY. 31 When later the Alexandrians edited the text

of Olympian II, they sometimes failed to change the 0 (old alphabet) to W in the new

alphabet in those Pindaric copies written in the old Attic alphabet. 32 The Alexandrian

editors preferred the dual form yapin-rov which certainly suggests a definite pair. This

29. However many scholars following the scholia, have favoured the dual cf. Jebb 1905: 15-22 and
Gildersleeve 1908, followed by Gentili 1958: 24-8; Corriere 1962: 42-4; cf. also Kirkwood 1982
and Willcock 1995.
30. However a number of scholiasts interpreted it as dual, cf. schol. 01. I1.158d. Also they gave the
generally prevalent view that Pindar is alluding to Simonides and Bacchylides. This interpretation has
been questioned many times. See the full discussion by Kirkwood 1981: 240-3, who has dismissed too
easily the possibility that Pindar may have used the dual for plural on the basis of an assumed Homeric
precedent. For the opposite argument that thematic 3rd plural imperative ending in -TWV is not attested,
and also that the dual may arise from the Greek tradition concerning pairs of birds see also Kirkwood
1982: ad loc.
31. Cf. Irigoin 1952: 22 with n.6; Reynolds-Wilson 1991: 8.
32. A similar case is Nem. 1.24 iaXOs which Aristarchus corrected to iaXolis.
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scornful note of superiority was assumed by the commentators to refer to Simonides and

Bacchylides.

Thus, it is tempting to see in Aristides' use of the dual form yaptirrov an indication that

he was conversant with this scholarly work of the Alexandrians, probably present in the

tiTropw)lia-ra on Pindar, like those that were used in rhetorical schools in Aristides' time.

However, while this conclusion remains a possibility, it is also possible that Aristides

was just readily adopting the vulgate version, and there is no additional evidence to

support the former explanation against the latter, less controversial, conjecture.

TrayyXcacrafcc: It is also to be noticed that the scholia offer nothing beyond the reading

preserved by 0. The scholiast on Aristid. explains it as TroMiXoyia (A) which means

loquacity, much to say (cf. Pl. Lg. 641e; Aristot. Pol. 1295a2).

Opvtxa: Aristides here shares the true reading which has suffered a good deal in

transmission in C family of Pindar: A'CbN.

Aristides' quotation represents an important line of the tradition of 01. 11.86-8,

since it is the oldest one and preserves more text (3 verses in Maehler's edition) than the

other citators.

Aristides cited a truncated form of the same quotation in the Or. XXVIII, preserving also

the reading yapiirrov.33

Aristides' exegesis, which follows his quotation of 01. 11.86-8 in both Ors. II and

XXVIII, is quite similar to the medieval scholia on 01. II.157a+b, preserved in the Ms. A

(Ambros. C 222 inf., ca. 1280), although the wording is different. In both orations

Aristides' phraseology shows an affinity with the corresponding scholia preserved in A;

therefore, his testimony makes an interesting point in showing the antiquity of the scholia

in A:

33 . It has not been possible to establish the precise chronological order of both orations. Boulanger has
made no attempt to date Or. II, whereas Behr simply dates both speeches to the same period on internal
evidence (1968a: 53-5 with ns.48, 52). Fr. 108a is also quoted twice in varying form and wording.
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sehoL 01. II. 157a I	 Aristid. 2, 109 (1,178 L.-B.)

KOpaKE s: ()Toy , Ws K6paKEs Trpac dircrav
et'VTIP00.511TEC, OtiTUIS Oi LIOOOVTEC TrpOs -rev

KOpaKCJV	 (Flail)	 dual	 TWVef5 Ta5 T C."3 V

paeOwrcov Kai Trap' a' XXrAw EiXricpOTcov
cpiroct crocp6v.	 A trpas- CuTáV ryvogivar TOV p1CIE1 VIKLZWTO

Kai iK 8Eoil1 pfrropa Kai aoqx5v.

schol. 01. II. 157a, b Aristid. 28(49), 2,159,21-2K

a. ... gaurav ileyan, arra y, KcipaKas- Se Totic
dflITITeXVOUC.	 A

b. Totic etiorpuEic CiETOIC TrapapdAAel, TOLIc

eupuds- KOpatv.	 A

KaXET KOpaKac lay -min ofaX01.1C TTOITIT6C,

&crew 5' gavrav Trpès iKEiVOUS;

OC/K01./V TOCIOOTC?	 KpEITTCO Ti3V aXACJV

ITOITITC31/ EatrrOv, Ocrov KOp6KCJV CLETOC:

Both Aristides' exegesis and the medieval notes may have as a common source a

grammarian's ern-Ow/riga on the Olympians: such a commentary would probably have

been circulated widely, for the 'Erni/tract of Pindar served as school texts during antiquity

and the Middle Ages.

In both orations, 01. 11.86-8 is cited within a series of quotes from Pindar's

poetry. This is one of the techniques that Aristides followed in grouping quotation from

Homer and Pindar.34

34 . Cf. Introduction p.41.
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111.1.1 Aristid. 2, 110 (1,179 L.-B.) = Pind. 0/. IX.100-2.

In a similar way Pindar at 01. IX. 100-2 after a long list of victories due to the

natural endowment (Tx/C.() of the athlete Epharmostos, contrasts them with the fruitless

endeavours of those who have tried to gain glory:

"all that is from nature is the best; but many through the taught virtues of mankind

have been eager to win reputation".

This statement along with the one in Olympian II is among the boldest of Pindar on the

importance of inborn excellence, and as Gildersleeve says, "It is part and parcel of his

aristocratic 'blood' theory. "35

II. (XLV D.) TWO/ TTAATCONA YTTEP PHTOPIKHI.

1 1 0 i-ripczet 8' al; 13paxirrEpov ugv, yvcoplucos 8' otrx h-rrov 8tapap-rtipETat 	 20

TO 8i Tve:t Kpal- R3TOV eriTaV.

-rroAXo1 8i 8t8aKTais

avep6mcav c!xpETaic KXgos

Copououv aipEToecu,

opO8p' aKoXotAcos aupOTEpa EiTrWV. in-EU' yap TO pit) KpaTtoTov evl Tois 5

0M)(015, Ta 8i cpauXOTEpa iv TOTS TTOVn015, CXVTITE8EIKE TC.,0 xpaTioTcp I TO

[7roAXci..)] xdpov 81a Toci -re.7.v TroAXCAw OvOuaToc, cbs iKeivo uev TravTalTraolv

Ttvoav Oitiycav Ov, TOOT() 8i Eis Toils TroXitoiis exptKvotipivov.

(Aristid. 2,110 (1,178-9 L-B.)

Aristides' context

It is important here to follow the stages along which Aristides' argument is being

developed through his poetic quotations:

i. Homer: Knowledge and techne derive from divine inspiration.

2. Hesiod: The learner is inferior to whom who first conceived the idea.

3.Pindar: a. 01. 11.86-8: Iocp65 is superior and in Aristides' reasoning is equated
and identified to Pirroap.

b. 01. IX.100-2: Pindar is presented as agreeing with Hesiod on the
inferiority of the learner.

35 . Svoboda 1952: 116.
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Aristides at §110 quotes another quatrain from the ninth Olympian ode which he

considers to be consistent with 01. 11.86-8 (acpap' exKoA060cos exup6Tipa EiTrWv). Both

after in his quotation of 01. II and here as well, Aristides offers his own explanation of

what Pindar meant, adapting the poet's words to the context of his argument:

He assumes that Pindar has contrasted the inferior (TO [TrOAA6] Vip0V) to the

best (KpaTtaTov) by using the word "Ta y TroAACav", for according to the orator's

interpretation, the "best" belongs to the few (TO uiv KOTIOTOV iv Tois OXiyolc), the

"worse" to the many (iv Tdis TroAAOic).

Aristides with the word KpaTtaTov meant what is pu, which was the possession

of a very few and calls its opposite TO cpaiiNov. He sees Pindar's announcement to be

built on the two following antithetical pairs, which are fundamental to the poet's

conception of qm4:

i. KpäTtoTov vs xEipov, paiiXov
ii. aiyot	 vs TroAiwi.

The nearest approach to this antithesis between the (worthier) aiyot and the

pauXOTEpot TroUoi in earlier literature is at Pindar 01. 11.85: pcoväivTa OUVETOTCTIV, is

Si TO Tray ippavgc.av xaTiet. Aristides no doubt knew this passage and may have had it

in mind when he commented on 01. IX.100-2. The association of the poet with the

intellectual elite, the avvEToi, as opposed to the "crowd" (TO Trav), 36 must have

appealed to the orator. I can see him being very selective in quarrying all these excerpts

from his copy of the Olympian odes, moving from one point to another within 01. II, and

IX .37

36 • Gildersleeve (ad loc.) interpreted is a TO TraV as "for the general", "for the crowd" and he sees the
equation TO Trail = oi -rroXXo1 occurring only here. Readers since the Hellenistic time naturally
understand is Si TO new as 'for the masses' thinking that Pindar shows disdain for the unlettered masses,
cf. schol. 01. II.152c 6 Si 'ApioTapxos OCIT4Y StäSrOtä (pow 6 llivbapos TOTS OVVETOIS TebV

avepcbTroav iivai, Eis Si TO Kolvev ayOuEva epurivkas xiygEtv TOO aapriviCovros airrà, cbc

oli Tram Ka-raWcos cppgwv. Some modern critics (cf. Most 1986: 306-8), think that this use of
TO min) is unparalleled. Willcock (ad loc.) propounds the translation "in general"; on the contrary
Kirkwood translates 'for men in general' (ad loc.).
37 . I think Aristides quoted from his copy of Pindar rather than from an anthology: firstly he quoted 01.
11.86-8, then he moves to 01. IX quoting 11. 100-2 before the quotation of 11. 27-9.
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Aristides at §110 cites 01. IX.100-2 with little variation:

0/. IX.100-2	 in Aristides Pindar's 0/. IX.100-2

TO Si pviii KpaTIGTOV array .
TroAXol 8a 8t5arrais
etvepcb-acov apETai5 agoc
capovaav alpeicreat,

T6 Si plk:t. KpaTIOTOV eun-av . no?Owl R StSarrais
avepioncav apurais agos
Wpovoav &pis:Fear

4	 Wpoucrav V	 dtp4o0at Pindari cod. A;
super aipacreat add. Ac43E1v R2

102	 apgaeat A, aipEicreat Aristid., avEX4creat a, eXgcreat
recc.

alpdaeat "to take for oneself' and ZIpicreat (from expvtipat) "to gain / win",38

are sufficiently close in meaning for Aristides to replace one by the other, so we can

explain his variant as a substitution of the poetic form with one from the prose which

looked similar.39

His reading has also an additional value which enables the critic of the text to

check on corruption introduced by medieval copyists into the text of Pindar: Xgc:FOcu

(Pind. recc.) is a scribal error involving progressive corruption (see apparatus criticus).

38 • Cf. a gos icreitev iiporro Ii. 5.3; KOSor ap gacti II. 9.303; Nem. IX.46.
39 . 'Apvuttai is mainly employed in the epic (II. 12.407; Od. 22.253), in the tragic tradition, and in
Pindar; it is unattested in later prose writers.
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Aristid. 2, 110 (1,179 L.-B.) = Pind. 0/. IX.27-9.

(XLV D.) TTPDX TTAATCONA YTTEP PHTOPIKFII.

Kai Ihi -n. p6 TOtiTCAW «'Ayaeol piraEt Kai copal KaTat 8aivova eiv8pEc

iygvovro,» Opotov Kai TOOTO T41) iTgpC.0 OfillaTt Kai Tait-rev Aiyuw. oi i.tèv 10

yap 8t8arrais EITTEV apETais, 7Tp0O g eT1KEV avepeArTcov, oir., 8i TT)v I pl'iatv

1TpEOPEI:JEI, KaTeX Saip.ova, Toirrous Eivat Toiis Ter) Own ayaeoirs Kai I aocpoirs.

111 EIKO-rcas- Li yap iv airrois Tois XOyots TO11,5 TeX iicp' ETpOU j Eipripiva Kai

TrpoKaTEtArippiva KA g7TTOVTaS Kai 8tEtew-ras cbs ati-rc.7w I oil8Els OTCi 15

paivcrat ebiaTE PEXTIOUS 7),E-fat:Jai -raw OTKOOEV EirfrOpCOV Kal I yovipcov Eis

Toin X6yous, aXA' oToç KpaTurros Trap' Ong ITAETOTOV gOTIV I EOpETV TeX

SgOVTa, 	 OU yEXoiov Kal Traons CxXoyias pEa-rew -rOv 4 I apx-ris Trap'

aXAcov aKotio-avra Kai paElewTa 8 Ti xi AiyEtv Oeivai 7TOT ' g lAT113000EV TOO

pi'JaElKpEITTOVOS.
(Aristid. 2,110-1 (1,179 L.-B.)

Kai hi Trp6 TOUTCOV:

That Aristides had a most detailed knowledge of Pindar's Olympians is shown

when he asserts that i-ripcaet 8' air Ppaxt'rrEpov iiév, yvoapipcos 8' oitX •nTTOV

6tapap-r4E-rat or, more explicitly when quoting 01. IX.27-9 immediately after 01.

IX. 100-2, he acknowledges explicitly the normal sequence of the quoted lines in the

context of the ninth Olympian ode: (Kal hi Trp6 TOiJTCOV rand furthermore, before

this ']).40 This shows direct acquaintance with the text of 01. IX which Aristides had

probably studied further in his oratory studies. His evidence is indispensable to us in

determining the type of the source Aristides used in his quotes from Pindar. The text of

Pindar itself is the immediate source of his quotations, since he points out explicitly their

succession in Olympian IX. However, he committed the kind of error that one almost

40 . It is worth noticing that Aristides before at §91 after a series of 16 quotes from Odyssey introduces
his last one (Od. 8.499) with: (nal [secl. Homer] yo0v TTi Trilatv (:for he says at the end). This consists
an indirect acknowledgement of the position of the quoted extracts within the corpus of the eighth
rhapsody. Thus, it seems possible that Aristides quotes directly from the Homeric text, and for the
additional reason that he cites ten quotes from books 8 and 3 in successive order. Aristides clearly quotes
Homeric verses not out of their context. So, citing Od. 22.347-9 states briefly its context: iv Tij Tay
pvnoTiipc.ov ocparl. Whereas the expression "ETi Toivuv, ávaknyopat yelp, -rev TriXivaxov... serves
as a transition from his eight quotes of the book 8 of Odyssey to the following ones from book 3.
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always makes in adapting a series of quotes into his speech, although he had metre to

steady him to a certain extent.

Aristides inserts cptiaet after elyaeol 84; unless this is due to an interpolator who

added cptia41 as a gloss to explain KaTa Saipova (anticipating Aristides' own phrase, oi'i

Si TO cptiaw TTEO(3EL/E1, KaTeX Saipova). Aristides may have been thinking of that very

famous line 01.11.86 aocpOs 6 TroXXec EiSeos cpu.

At any rate, the quote as a whole, verging on the proverbial, functions as a transitional

formula between the quote of 01. IX.100-2 and fr.*38.

Pindar 01. IX.27 

Pindar in a break-off formula interrupts his praise to his cpiAav Traw Opus

interjecting the gnomic statement:

OLYMPIA IX (466)
ayaeol	 27

Se Kai cowl Ka era Elaittov' 614E5
)--
B'	 eygvov-e•

(01. IX.27-9).

These words in Pindar's context are evidently meant to apply to men in genera1.41

The scholiasts on Pindar took the phrase to mean exyaeoi, cpnaw, aVE9ES KaTa Cw8pEiav

Kai I aocpol Ka-ra 01'NEGIV iK 0E00 poipas iy6VOVTO (schol. 01. DC.42), and this has been

accepted by most modern scholars, and no doubt rightly, for KaTa Saipova naturally

means "in accordance with divine will". This expresses Pindar's belief, that all our

virtues come from the gods.

Aristides relates his third quote to the second considering that both carry the same

meaning:

(110) "He means [11. 27-9] just the same as in the other quotation [11. 100-2]. For

when he spoke of "taught virtues", he added "of mankind", but when he praises

nature, he adds that they who are truly brave and wise are so through god".

41. 'Ayaeoi in the sense of valorous and bold, cf. scholion ad loc.: Pindar tested his allegation on the
behaviour of Heracles.
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The orator employing Pindar's poetry wants to illustrate what he considers

'naturally superior man', namely he who is dryaElOs cptiaEt and has wisdom through the

god's inspiration.

Aristides' interpretation generally agrees with Pindar's conception that valour and

wisdom come from a divine source. Moreover, Aristides finds applicable this Pindaric

principle to the field of the oratory. He considers as mere absurdity the fact that those men

who have plagiarised and learnt from others should be ranked before the 00E1

KpEITTOVCOV. Aristides made this quotation a matter of literary criticism by making a hit at

certain rhetorical rivals, KX gn-rov-ras Kai St41Ov-ras c'os airrCav, contrasting them to the

EirrrOpwv Kai yovipcov Etc -rain A6yovs. 42 I think that Aristides' classification of what

Pindar considered as "best" and "inferior" is a reminiscence of what Aristides did before

in quoting Hesiod's views.

(111) "Reasonably. For if in oratory no one is so mad as to believe that those who

plagiarize and narrate as their own what has been said and anticipated by another

are superior to those naturally articulate and eloquent, but that that man is best

who is most able to conceive of necessary ideas, is it not silly and absurd to rank

before the naturally superior him who at the start has heard and learned from

others what must be said?".

The form in which Aristides quotes Pindar, is a literary contrivance through

which the orator highlights the essential gnomic point of the quote, i.e. the superiority of

natural ability to acquired learning, while putting forward the assumption that the true and

superior Otroop is self—taught as Pindar claims to be himself.43

42. From this point of view Aristides follows the Alexandrian scholarship in associating Pindar's passage
with matters of poetical rivalry; cf. also §109 where the orator made an indirect attack to his opponents.
43. Cf. schol. 01. IX.152d Els iavrOv SE aivi-r-rurar exEl yap iavrev MyEt atiTo815arrov.
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Mad Aristid. 2, 112 (1,179 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr.*38.

II. (XLV D.) nna TTAATCAMIA YTTEP PHTOPIKHE

1 1 2 OLJK	 S'1oTaTat Tfis OXris papTvpias I oike TOSE «'Ev gpypaaiè VIK4 20

aegvoc . » <TO pay oe gvos> I Trpes Tfis Tgxvris rfjç avepcarrivris, -rTjv

Si	 TrpOs Tris Oeias poipas E't Xaflots.

113	 KaiTot El TrotriTal pev oti TEXVT:i TrOlOOVTEC, ç qmotv 6 MtäTwv, dOtA'

EK 0E0C/ TvyxavovTEs TratSEtiovot Toifs girtytyvoavous, OI 16vov To*Its I Ka0'

g auToilts, TratSEtiovTEs Si papTitpovTat xai StopiovTat TOO 11118EVOS I alav

dual Tip.) T gxvriv TrpOs TO Tlis ptioEcos KpaTos Kai Tel aUTT6 TCOV elEC.73V*

(Aristid. 2,112-3 (1,179-80 L.-B.)

The "Ev gpypact vtk4 ()if cre gvos" is a proverbial phrase having

clearly the form of direct citation44 which is not difficult to distinguish from the context.

These words are Pindar's and may well have come from a hymn, but this is not certain,

nor can we say to whom it was addressed due to the scantiness of the preserved lines or

whether Pindar indeed had employed these fragmentary lines in a context similar to

Aristides'. Aristides is our unique source for fr.*38, which he quotes for a second time

almost 15 years later in Or. III in the same reading and word order stating explicitly its

authorship.

Aristides introduces fr.*38 as not irrelevant to the body of the testimony and

connects it with the discussion about the omnipotence of the God. He gives immediately

after his citation his own paraphrase of Pindar's words, stating that ae gvoc is the product

of human -rgxvri, whereas -rifxri emanates by analogy from divine dispensation.

Concluding, we can say that in three out of the above four quotations, the notion

of the preponderance and omnipotence of the Gods over all humans is stressed explicitly.

Or. II (where these four quotes are preserved) and Or. XXVIII (where only the first

quotation 01. II. 86-8 is cited again), are marked by his deep commitment to oratory.

Both orations come from the time of Cathedra, a period in which Aristides believed that

44 . Cf. the introductory phrase: on go.) 8"ia-ra-rai Tfiç EATIS pap-rvpias oai TOSE. The TOSE is often
found introducing comments and excerpts in the form of quotation.
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his career was due to Asclepius' favour. The connection of human aopia with god's

power as illustrated by Pindar forms the base on which Aristides propounds the divine

descent of the OriToptKij -r4xvq.
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Aristid. 3, 466 (1,451 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr.*38.

Aristides' context

Aristides illustrates the weakness of human nature by examples of Homeric

heroes in athletic games. He points out that in these games a famous hero (Achilles) and

an athlete (Polydamas) were finally defeated by weaker opponents, however, it did not

eventually deprive them of their reputation. The application of this principle to the realm

of art is claimed by Aristides at §466, who quotes Pindar:

'Ev lpyuacri45 6 vuciT(mxa, oti &MI/or (fr.*38).

The truthfulness of Pindar's words is further emphasised with references to tragic

poets (466). Philocles defeated Sophocles' Oedipus before an Athenian audience but

without depriving him of his fame.

III. (XLVI D.) YTTEP TOM TETTAPWN.

465  %.,N,sloi ...=T1 Kai vgv i Tclw '0Avi_micov I 6Ecopia, TTXETOTOV &El TO Trapa800v

pgpovaa, dov exuaxEi Kai TO TOO I TIoAvSäpavTO5 noT g Taal atipPfivat. kayos

yap Ta tlev appaTa laTri Tp gIxowra, '0Avirrriaat 8' trri fiOri	 Twos

exv-raycovta-rog. aXA'	 Ti yE I TOTS OXotc oipat TToki86pas iKEIVOU xEipcov, 20

466  oae Ti-js Traaris 3óflç Trapa I TOOTO OTipOlf ày StKaicos. Kai OOK ETII ILEV Tcbv

CdParrebv OUTCOS 0111.13aiVEI, I TX 8E Tns povondis oTflKuiav XEL -njV VIK111/ TOTS

KpEITTOGIV, CEXAsa I KCXVTailea TO TOO TTiv8c5Epov KpaTET. TraVII rap pur'

OATIOEias TOOT' EKETVOSI UlIVTIGEW iV g pypaai Si viKeii TI:rxa,oj aegvos.

IopoKitijs OtXoKA govs I fiTTaTO iV ' AATIVOIOIS TOV 01817TOUV, c ZEO Kai 6Eoi,

Trpas Ov ot:r8' Aiaxaos I EixE 74at Ti. ap ' oil); Si& To0To xEipcov Iopothjs 5

DIXoKX gotrs; aioxim I pev oi)v atiTC? TOOOOTOV aKoilaat, OTI PEXTicov

467  (DtXoKA govs. ii2aa pvpia äv I Tic gxot A gyEtv, &XX' "Opripos TrC.as èayyXXE1

TOv ayCJva T6v iT11 nalTpOKXCp yEvgaeat:
(Aristid. 3,465-467(1,450-451 L.-B.)

Aristides quoted the same fragment in exactly the same version in Or. II. By

comparison, his quotation in Or. II is mainly characterised by his endeavour to

incorporate it more effectively into his argument, offering his own explanation of what

45 . grays:taw Christ: Tippaatv Bornemann 1892: 268-91.
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Pindar meant. On the other hand in Or. III he confines himself to observing that Pindar's

words are applicable to his case at issue, without saying much about its original context.

The verb iiiivriaEv, with which Aristides introduces the quotation, does not

necessarily mean that he quotes it from one of Pindar's Hymns. It should be also noticed

that the scholia use the terms `iipvos', `iii.niEr without a specific reference to literary

genre.46

The proverbial character of fr.*38 may suggest that it was included in a gnomic

anthology containing selections on `Tyche', such as Stobaeus I 6-7. Such an anthology is

preserved in a second century BC papyrus, edited by Barns (1950). The quotations have a

common subject —71/xri and its relation to human life. The extant three columns contain

iambic yvc3mat, Menander's sententiae, Euripides, and prose quotations. It seems

possible that Pindar's line was included in such a collection.

The text of Pindar in the Ors. 1, 111 and XXVIII of Aristides

Aristides in Or. 11.110-2 quotes four separate extracts, amounting to about

thirteen lines of Pindaric text, so we can form an idea of what his text was like. For the

first three Epinician quotations we have Mss support and therefore we may check his

accuracy, whereas for the fourth one Aristides constitutes our unique testimony.

Attempting a critical appreciation of these four quotations, we can say that

Aristides quotes rather freely especially in:

1. Introducing the word [TimEt] in 01. IX.28;

2. He preserves two variae lectiones at yapin-rov and aipEicseat.

Aristides' quotations appear more or less neutral as between the two medieval

traditions of Pindar for Olympians II and IX. His first two quotations show no

consistent tendency to side with one Pindaric medieval family against the other. His

tradition does not agree in errors against ACNE:

a. 01. 11.86-8:	 A l CbN = 6pvtea : Opvtxa Aristid.;

AEaC = XaOpot : X6Ppot Aristid.

b. 01. IX.100-2: a = ávEXth30a I : aipdaeat Aristid.

46 . Cf. schol. Od. 1.54.2 TTiaapos...iv apx7)... iitIvou &TOL! (01. VI.); cf. schol. 01. II.4a.
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However, even if one does not take into consideration the insertion of the word

cp6aEt and even if allowance is made for the variant aipdoeat, nonetheless his tradition

is of ancient authority since he preserves the true readings against some Mss at 01. 11.88

6pvtxa and at id. 86 AaPpot. (At 01. 11.86, XaOpot is only in 2 Mss [in one of them

corrected], in 88 Opvtea in 8 Mss [in A corrected], but 6pvtxa in the vast majority).

Aristides' interpretation of Pindaric quotations

The three Pindaric quotations are interrelated through the basic conception that

wisdom out of nature emanates from the divine sphere.

Aristides' interest was primarily in the systematic collection of all the relevant

extracts he could find from Pindar's poetry which he presented as evidence to support his

argument (c1§109 Trapacy)(ficrouat papTupiav). This means that the quoted extracts should

be in a logical sequence and cohesion. A closer examination suggests that the coherence

between the first pair of quotes is clearer and the transition is natural and carefully

motivated, since the presence of cput:c functions as a cohesive link.

The ensuing couple of quotes (01. IX.27-9 & fr. *38) are introduced as part of the

whole pap-rvpia, and Aristides finds them coherent with the others. As we have argued

they are an integral part of Aristides' argumentation, and function as corroborative

evidence which contributes to the better adaptation of the first couple of quotes into his

speech. Aristides' intention is to show that all his four quotes from Pindar share the

general principle that all human crocpia and KA gos emanate from the gods.
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111.1.2 Aristid. 2, 148 (1.189 L.-B.) = Pind. Pyth. VIII.95.

Sextus Empiricus devotes the greatest part of his Rhet. to proving that OTITOplal is

not an art. Aristides who was faced with the same question in his Or. II (only §§135-177

deal with this issue), concludes that his profession is an art and, indeed, the apogee of the

arts.

Sextus concludes the first section of his Rhet. (§§2-8) by giving a summary of previous

definitions of rhetoric formulated by ancient philosophers,' attempting to prove that none

of them holds true; on the other hand Aristides' starting point is Plato's disparaging

remarks against rhetoric.

Plato in Gorgias 465a, regards rhetoric as an irrational activity because it has no

deep knowledge of the matters with which it deals but proceeds only by guessing and

uses conjecture (aToXaoavT1, Grg. 464c). It is not an art but a form of KoAcoaia, an

empirical activity (iimetpia). He asserts that flattery can not explain the real nature of the

things it aims at, or the relation between cause and result.

According to Plato's reasoning 011TOplai is not an artistic practice2 but a shadow of one

part3 of politics: gOTIV yap r OTITOptlall 	 TTOXITtlelS 1.10p1OU EI5GA0V (Grg. 463d1-2).

Therefore, oratory is a spurious art and its relation to political art is illustrated in

derogatory terms as being "the counteifeit of one branch of politics". Plato bases his

argumentation on the relation between image and reality which implies a contrast between

the genuine and the spurious.4

Aristides' context

Aristides does not call into question Plato's statement that rhetoric employs

conjecture but he accepts it and attempts to prove that making guesses or using conjecture

means using reason (§139); therefore Plato's assertion is self—contradictory. Aristides uses

o-roxgeoeat in its meaning "to take aim", 5 which in §§139-40 he connects with success.

The ultimate conclusion is that rhetoric mainly preserves reason in 'taking aim'. Further

Aristides considers some other arts as examples and tries to prove that these arts also use

1. Le. Plato, Aristotle, Xenocrates, Stoics; see Karadimas 1996: 51, 136-7.
2. Eivat T1 EITITTISEL/pa TEXVIKOV pat, oti (Grg. 463a6-7), cf. Aristid. §22.20.
3. For the meaning of pOptov cf. Arist. Metaph. 11323b Els Et TO EThos BtatpE6Eiri av...AgyETat
.Lóp Ia TOVTOV.

4. Socrates in Gorgias (46413-465e) employing the method of BtaipEats, makes a distinction between
true and false Tgxvat. There are two genuine arts which minister to the body and two which minister to
the mind, but each of these four has its spurious imitation (EiSca7tov), which is a form of KoitaKEia.
5. Aristides also uses a oroxaCEcreat in its second meaning: "make guesses", "use conjecture". Both
meanings are attested in the relevant passage of Gorgias (465a; 464c); cf. Karadimas 1996: 146 n.284.
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conjecture: archery (§§141-2), navigation (§§I43-8), gymnastics and medicine (§§149-56),

painting (§§157-62), divination (§§163-7 1 ), and strategy (§§171-3). Throughout his long

treatise Aristides often compares PriTopudi with other fields of human activity that were

commonly assumed to be arts — attempting a number of subtle comparisons between them

and his profession — in order to draw conclusions supporting rhetoric as Tgxvri.6

The art of navigation is discussed in §§143-8, which functions in the same way as

archery: it aims at saving people from the sea, as archery aims at hitting the target.

Navigation like archery uses conjecture especially when it aims at an invisible place. In

this case it is necessary to conjecture through the exercise of reason (Eithcrat Tr.7„) Ao-

rapip), to inquire about their position and get supplementary help, until their final

destination comes into view and then they aim at what is seen (§§144-6).

II. (XLV D.) TTPOI TTAATCONA YTTEP PHTOPIKHI.

147 oox di yE ampti3Eis, ipeis. Tic 8' avepc'oncov exKpts fi Staptdis; Ot:1KOOV otiR I

TExviTris ot'kEic Tfp AOycp TO6TCp. El 8i T000' oi:rrcos gXEI, Ti SEIVOV, El 1-1118 I 5

148 iS1iTc4p TExviTris StapKiis pri8Eis; Kai iifiv El I.ièv TO KupEpvav Tgxvrt, Kav I

iTT1 TOO KEKA1111.1b01./ KIIPEpV1lT01/ 1.11) 06.411Tal, Ti KC.,..)XE1 Kai Orli-ppm-1'1v I Tixvriv

Eivat, Kav -rrapex Tois pfiTopatv Eivat paaKovat Jfi acgriTat; El 8 I 81) Kai Trepl

TO6TCOV StaX gyr,t Taw KuPepyriTC.w	 Tts TRIVO6VETal Trap' I iT4pou T1 Kai 10

111TET, oO yap -rural yE TOO TTOOEISC)VOS, Oi/Se TC3V NTIpTliSCOV, I 0118e TC31/

AtooKotipcov, Opcos 8' airrois aTro818cos Eivat KupEpvfiTats, cbs I avepcoTros

avepcbTrots, Kai T gxvry gxEtv Thy Kvi3Epv11Tudiv, Toirrots I aTT001V i0T1 TO

OTOXI4E00al, di ye Kai Trpiv «TraipEtv eiOiç KaenvTat I aToxar51.1Evot Trepi

TC.731/ 7TVEL/1.16T0311* 011 yap Trap& TOO ye Avis fiKovoav I ftr't Tris lEirts fi TOO 15

rapyäpou, aXX' dit_tat expxfic Etc Taos aToxc4ovTat I Cwipcov X11.1411(01) El

(01Gov-rat TravTGav cç 7105 EiTTETV. eb0TE 001 TO TOO I 1.10p1011 ETSCOX0V (mac

Ovap Els i'ÄEyxov KaTa TTiv8apov yiyvETat.

149	 TTpOs AtOs, fi Se Ti":1 SIK0100inT1:1 avTioTpopos iaTptial cot Kai SEitTE001)

ayaeOv Tc7) 06.4.taTt, El Si poaEt, Kai fi yukvaaTtKft, TIOTEFIOV 01/ OTOXgOVITal 20

Trjs ptiaEcas Tc.7.)v acowiTcov;
(Aristid. 2,147-149(1,189 L.-B.)

6• Rhetoric is generally compared to: piloting: §§ 143-8, 250-1, 362-71, 416; gymnastics: §§ 36, 149-50,
374-5; medicine: §§ 35, 62-5, 152-6, 247-9, 375, 411-2; divination: §§ 50-7, 163-71; strategy: §§ 171-3,
413-5; legislation: §§ 37, 215-21, 233, 253-6; judicial art: §§ 35, 222-6, 233.
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Aristides having in mind, at §§146-7, Plato's arguments in R. 342a-b that a true art

has no imperfection to be corrected, emphatically answers that no one is always accurate

and, if Plato's argument is accepted, he assumes that no one is an artist (rExvi-rris).

Further on Aristides illustrates his objection with the example of the helmsmen (§148),

who are not "accurate" since they continuously need to "take aim" at specific details and

also to inquire of and seek information about their position in the sea; on this argument,

he questions why "is it terrible if no orator is a satisfactory artist". If to be a helmsman is

an art, on equal grounds Aristides asserts for oratory the right to be called art.

Aristides finds it irrational that all those who are getting involved in taking aim

(o-roxgEo0a0 and conjecturing about winds and harbours, are still considered to be

helmsmen and to posses the art of navigation, even if they require supplementary help.

All these, according to the orator, disprove one of the parts of Plato's charge, that oratory

is [sc. TroXt-rteis] popiou El8c.oXov. The subjection of this statement to an examination

suggests that it provides an instance of what Pindar meant by his aktas Ovap in Pyth.

VIII.95. Pindar's aKtaç 6vap, regarded to be the quintessence of the unreal: a 'shadow

of a dream', a 'phantom dream', functions as a part in Aristides' argumentation against

Plato's charge.7

Even if Plato's name is not mentioned the reader can easily identify it from the

quote from Grg. 463a-d.

Pindar Pyth.VIII.93-6 

Pindar just before his prayer to Aegina, interrupts his account of the victories

achieved by the young Aristomenes, dwelling on one of his favourite topics, the

mutability of human fortune, which is presented in a pessimistic nuance.8

The glory and happiness that are granted to humans by the gods are transient. The

impermanence of human life is illustrated by Pindar with the adjective inktEpos.

Frankel, distinguishing three meanings for iptjpEpos: a. "subject to changes", b. "lasting

7. For the logic of Aristides argument see also schol. Aristid. 3,399 Dind.; cf. below pp.194-5 with
n.23.
8. This has been already noticed by the ancient scholia, which have questioned the appropriateness of
11.95-7 in the context of Pindar's praise towards the Aeginitean young man.
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for one day", and c. "daily, renewed with every new day", argues that Pindar's usage of

the term in 1.95 pertains to the first case.9

PYTHIA VIII (446)
o0-rca Si Kai Tri-nnt

eITTOTOIrCp yveopct 0ECJElOpgV0V.

ineti_lEpOr Ti 8g Tic; Ti 8' o6 Tic; OK* Ovap
vepw-rros. &AK O-rav aiyAa 81608o-roc gag,

3 AapTrpOv p gyyos gTTEGTIV CIVSIDCZW Kai patxos aic3v.

(Pyth.VI11.93-6).

This passage is one of Pindar's most profound expressions of the generally

pessimistic lyric view of life. The mortal nature is emphasised with a statement which is

proverbial OKla5 &Yap cavepuyrroc. 10 Its function is transitional, referring both to

before and to the next.

Human life is depicted by Pindar as a "dream of a shadow", 11 which in the poetic

language implies the superlative of the unreal. The allegoric meaning of that statement is

mainly concerned with the mortal transience. Therefore we can assume with nithner and

Giannini, that oKias Ovap denotes an "appearance without substance", 12 which makes

the people look completely insignificant; but this is foil for &XX' O-rav alyXa... — the

moment of radiance from the gods which illuminates human action.

Life had often been called a "shadow" and a "dream" before Pindar, but the

combination of both is purely Pindar's, who according to the scholiast is El)* -rtj ippioEt

xp6pEvos. Various scholars see a pattern for Pindar's words in Od. 11.207-8:

Tpis pev gpoppTIOnv, gAg Etv -rg 1.1E 01/1.16S giv6yEt,
-Tic 8g pot iK xEtpCov oKifj EIKEA0V fl Kai OvEipcp	 207
gTiTaT''

Pindar, unlike Homer, does not refer to the people of the underworld but to living

people. 13

9. Schol. Pyth. VM.135a Stec TT1V PETaTTTCOGIV TC:3V npariaTcav.
10.The passage has been subjected to an immense amount of discussion. Cf. the works of Bieler 1970:
191-3; Jiithner 1936: 142-3; Stanford 1942: 363-4; Turolla 1955: 183-9; Segal 1976: 71-6 cf. also
Giannini 1982: 69-76; and Toohey 1987: 73-87.
11. We share with Bieler 1970: 190, that okias is a subjective genitive (cf. schol. Pyth.VIII.135b
OvEipa-ra amas iopEv oi etvepc..yrrot). Toohey (1987: 78, 84), translates (was Ovap as "a dream 'felt
by' a shadow", a dream that a dead man has; is a "kind of death in life". He also argues that this
expression is part of the encomiastic argument (ib. 71, 84, 87).
12. Jfithner (1936: 143), translates as "Unvorstellbaren" and "Absurden". Giannini (1982: 74ff.),
paraphrases as "apparenza senza sostanza". This interpretation is followed by Gentili 1988: 284 n.89.
13. Cf. Bieler 1970: 192 n.3.

95
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Bieler suggests that Pindar's words might be better understood if we assume that

am& indicates something living, which can dream. 14 The scholion 135a interprets it as

c.'or av Tic EITTO1 TOO CX00EVOOS To eXCIOEVEOTEpOV. 0/ yap oTov avepdyrrou 6vap

aitXa OK1a5 avep6Trou, and is in line with the scholion on S. Aj. 125a, 2 a wet TO-

OVI./TrapKTOU TO erVI.ITTapKTOTEp0V, cf. Sud. S.V. El8CJX0V

Aristides by detaching the phrase out of its original context, gives a misleading

interpretation which is not what Pindar meant. Pindar says that human existence is

fragile, in danger, but the important thing is when we are successful even for one time,

then we are visibly favoured by the gods (alyita St6o8o-ros). 15 Aristides does not take

the following lines into consideration.

The source for Pind. Pyth. VIII.95

Aristides' connection of Pindar's oKtas Ovap with Pl. Grg. 463d.2 (E180tov) is

not unparalleled. There are certain textual allusions to Pyth. V111.95, which —while akin

in expression— are mainly concerned with variations of the Pindaric saying, placing

special emphasis on the unreality of human existence as a whole. This is depicted as

El&s..)ÀOV OKlaS.

This idea was shared by a number of poets before and after Pindar:

1 A. A. 839-40 OptNias KaTOITTp0V, EISCAA0V OKIEIS,

50KOCIVTaS ETVal KeipTa ITELIVEVETS ipoi.

2 S. Aj. 125-6 Opcb yap ijkac oti8iv Ov-ras a' AA° rXtiv
EIE•coit'	 OporrrEp	 c.7.41Ev ij KOOTTIV 010611.
(Cf. Stob. 3.22.20; Sucla s.v. eiScaÀov).

3 S. Ph. 946-7 KOLIK 01-5' ivaipcov vExpOv, il KOTTV00 OKlaV,

El8CAOV 61XXCOS. 	 (cf. Such s.v. KaKoTrurio-raTov. Kanvo0 mad).

4 S. fr. 659, 6 nita0Eicsa 8' iv Auticbvt TroTapicav 1IOTC.73V

14 OKIEIS ii8c0Xov tat'iyaaeiTa' OTTO+

Kowa-is aTi licas E1crriT174.tivris qx5Priv.
Cf. also S. OC 109-10 oirripar' elv8pOs OiSi-rrou TOE.' eaPttov

i18c.aXov .	 (eadem Ael. NA 11.18.21).

14. Bieler 1970: 192. Toohey 1987: 78ff., advancing a similar interpretation, suggests that Pindar
employed skia in Pyth.VIII as a personified abstract (like Hesychia 1.1, or Tyche in 01. XIII), attributing to
it a concrete existence.
15. Cf. Gentili 1995: 586. Pindar does not mourns on the human Moira -as the scholion 136c points
out-, but he emphasises its dependence on gods will. Cf. Iakov 1994: ad loc. with Segal 1976: 74.
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1./T1VCOIAgvat 8' gITUTTTOV EXEVICOV

kat/ TE 1.1EXavOtptdOta oltyKAebaat 7TTEpa

KpOKOV 8', 85 TIX16.3- BES EIS OpaGpaTa

THITÄCOV OKlaS El8WAOV iC..11.16pyVVTO,

From the above testimonies that of Sophocles is of special interest. In Philoctetes

947 the "shadow of smoke" indicates the 'worthless' (cf. Ar. V. 191 TrEpl 6vou oKtas

[OxEcseat] and P1. Phdr. 26oc), 16 and it agrees with that of Homer (Od. 11.207) 17 and

Pindar; 18 he seems to have taken into account both traditions. Sophocles in Aj. 125-6

stresses that "all of us in our lives are nothing different from a ghost or a light shadow".

It is noteworthy that Sophocles in all of his quotes combines together "mac" with

"El8coXov", and in this respect his tradition forms an already established model, on

which Aristides draws in presenting Plato's charge as mails Ovap. 19 As we have seen

Plato in Grg. 463d spoke for oratory in a derogatory fashion calling it Tro2trridis popiov

EiSc.oXov. This was enough for Aristides to recollect the Pindaric passage. The attempted

connection was facilitated apart from the tradition of Sophocles, also from Plato himself,

who in the image of the cave in R. VII 532c, spoke in similar terms: OKIa5 Te3V 01/TCOV,

aXV OlJK E1843Ä031? OKlaS, (cf. Plut. quaest. Platon. 1001E).

Aristides' connection of Plato's EiScoitov with the Pindar quote (mar 6vap)

seems to have been conditioned by the tradition of the tragedy where the literary

connection between EI8Ot0v and OKI& was clearly established.20

The quote from Pindar was later known as a proverb, 21 and in the XVth cent. AD

it was listed among the collection of Mantiss. Prov. II 84 /Kier civEipaw: i-ni -rebv

C(BilAcov, (cf. Macar. [AD 14], VII. 71 TKOs- ET5o3.2tov: iri TOO 008pa eto0Evoirc). The

16 • Cf. Webster 1970: ad loc. Aeschylus by the term El8wA0v crKtas in Ag. 839, means the mere
shape or the outline without substance or depth, and is in line with Pindar. Cf. Lawson 1932: ad loc.
17. Bieler 1970: 193 n.3, sees Od. 11.207 as a pattern for S. Aj. 125-6. He observes that Sophocles
unlike Homer directs the words for living people and not for the underworld.
18. Cf. schol. S. Aj. 125a TrpOs TO 11w8aptKOv. Suda s.v. el8cAov. Cf. Irigoin 1952: 12 with n.2.

19 • Aristides was familiar with Sophocles' poetry. He quotes sixteen fragments from his poetry: Aj. (3);
OT (3); OC (2); Ph. (3); Sat. (1); and Frs. (4).
20• This connection is further reflected in Luc. Fug. 10, 9; Iamb. Comm. Math. 6, 196; 8, 16; schol. A.
Th. 976d, and in Hesychius s.v. €I8Otov and Kiniuypa.

21 • Cf. Eust. Commentarii ad Homeri lliadem, 2, p.734, 19. 5 8oKET iK TTiv8apncoti firrroC, rrap44oecti
To0 "OK las Ovap etvepoarros"; cf. also schol. S. Aj. 125a Tripes TO TinkapncOv; cf. Suda s.v.
CivthrapK-rov, which reproduces the scholion 125a on S. Aj. verbatim. Cf. Suda s.v. mew Oveipcov:
KaTex lliv8apov.
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question whether Pindar's words were included in a paroemiographical collection in a

time close to Aristides — from where he might have quarried it —, admits of no certain

answer and a decision here is impossible. The influence of tragedy (Sophocles) seems

more persuasive.

Pindar and other archaic and classical period poets used this expression to

describe the human condition. Later antiquity, since it was in no position to understand

Pindar's intention, twisted the original meaning. The point of departure, as we have seen,

was marked with the tragedians and Plato himself, who attempted further connections of

Pindar's [okiä] with [EI8w/toy].

In Aristides' treatment, the meaning of Pindar's words is amplified becoming a matter of

rhetorical criticism as he employs it as part of his polemic against Plato's charge. 22 The

amplification of Pindar's meaning is achieved with the equation of Plato's popiou

eiScaXov to Pindar's GKIa5 Ovap. The produced effect is that Plato's accusation looks to

be unreal, groundless, and being deprived of any intrinsic substance, 23 a 'phantom

dream'.

The words in their later use are quoted by Plut. consol. Apollon. 6 p. 104B, for

whom there is a strong possibility that he quoted Pyth. VIII.95 from an ancient

commentary on Pindar, since his interpretation is in agreement with the scholion 135a.

Plut. consol. Apollon. 6 p.104B (post fr.207) Schol. Pyth.VIII.135a

b Si TTivSapos iv etAXols (Pyth. VIII.95sq.)
'ri SC TIC; Ti 5 ' O 'l'i Tic; OKlaS 6vap
avepw-rros'

impav-riKe3c crcpciSpa Kai cpaoTgxvws irirEpPoAll

TCov ipriu gpcov avepWirwv TI al/ Tic EFITOI 6T1
gOT1 TIS, 11 TreXXIV OTI OUK g0T1; Taxiws miv yap
gCJTIV EITTEIV, OTI iOT1 Ti S OUTOS, Tax4cos Si on
ol'iSiic, Sta Thy pETerITTCJOIV TeZ/V rrpayuaTcov.
sib Too-ro Si Kai impipit, Ott °mac 6vap
clvepw-rrot, Ey TT) ii..tcpaoit xpentivoc, Ws äv Tic

XPriaapivos Tem TCav avepth-rrcov piov isfixcacrE.
Ti yap akuas aa8Ev g aTEpov: TO Si TatiTris
6vap °OS' by iKcppaoat Tic Topebs Suvrieiiii
[oacpWs].

EITTO1 TOO ra06EV0C.i5 TO aa0EviaTepov. cm) yap
oTov	 avepWirou	 6vap	 iaTiv,	 aiala	 aKtas
avepW-rrou.	 BDEGQ

22• Pindar's words function as a part of the encomiastic argument of the poem, aiming to praise the
victor. Cf. Toohey 1987: 73ff.
23 . Cf. schol. Aristid. 3,399 Dind. KaXoilv-rt yap TO 611TopIKT1V TTOA1TIKflS popiou EiScoXov
avuTrOaTaTav 001 TOOT() EiS TOV aTfjç AEyxov yivETar otiSiv yap iCril T6 Tr1C mac 6vap.
XgyEt Si To0To 6 TTivSapos Trepi TO av8pcb-rrou.
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Plutarch cites the Pindaric lines among a series of quotations from Homer (//. 12.327) and

Euripides (Ph. 558; fr. 420.2),24 illustrating the volatility that characterises the human life

and happiness. This idea is also echoed in the same Pindar scholion (135a).

24 . Plutarch (ibid 104A) cites also a scholion from a Hellenistic Cardpvripa on Euripides: O6Ev Oper.735

6 o:DaAripths Arll.1flTpto5... gqm.
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111.1.3 PINDAR, NOMOL AND ORATORY

Fr.169a.1-8, 16-7; Fr.81; Pyth.11.94-5, 96.

Few fragments of Greek poetry have been cited in ancient literature as frequently

as the beginning of Pindar's poem concerned with the labours of Heracles (fr.169a). The

opening lines became proverbial soon after Pindar composed it and remained so

throughout antiquity. The quotation has been the subject of much controversy. It raises

two questions:

1. What is the meaning of the lines as intended by Pindar and as interpreted by

Callicles and Aristides? More specifically, what is the precise meaning of vOl.tos here and

how does it relate to the meaning intended by (Plato's) Callicles who cites this passage in

order to assist his immoralist tenets?

2. The manuscript tradition of Plato provides a variant reading which has puzzled

generations of scholars. Did Plato misquote and misinterpret the crucial phrase &Ka tebv

pta terra-coy? And if so, did he do so intentionally (in order to suit his purposes to

represent his opponent in a certain light) or was the misquotation simply due to a lapse in

memory or was it the result of a corruption in the Mss tradition?

Both questions are closely related with Aristides' perception of Pindar's vOilos since the

orator is obviously citing Pindar from Gorgias.

What I aim to demonstrate is that Aristides depended both on Plato's citation and

on his copy of Pindar.

An analysis of Aristides' context must be preceded by a look at the context of

Callicles' conversation with Socrates in Gorgias, as well as elsewhere in ancient sources

in which the Pindaric fragment is cited. I will also focus on the concept of v6pos which,

in my view, has its meaning altered by the defender of Realpolitik, Callicles (or, more

precisely, by Plato) in the context of his argument against Socrates, since Aristides took

extra pains to point out this inconsistency of Plato.
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The transmission of Fr. 169a.1-8

For the beginning of the poem as a whole we still depend on the literary tradition

and particularly that of Aristides. This text is a composite of four sources:

1. The first five lines as far as 'Hpaa gos, -rrEl are quoted in Grg. 4801-c, and the

next three are given in paraphrase, which includes the word anpla-ra s and the

explanation: XiyEt 8' A-T1 0-TE TtplapEVOS OUTE 80VTOS Toi) rT101B6V01/ f1X600TO TaS POOS.

2. Pindar's text is quoted in Aristides' Trap Pti-roptials- probably from the Grg.

3. The rest of the clause which starts with i-rmi is provided by the scholia on

Aristides:

52, 10. iTrei ampttiTac]: Ta Aolver TFIC XplICECOS" ITV OOTCOS- eTTEI Fripu6vou 20

p6as- KuKAco-rreicov áiri TrpoeOpcov Etiptra0awc auvaspeirai. 1 Kai anpui-ras-

aacEv. 6 Se vo05 -mu:xi-roc en-e187) Tas TOO 1 -77pu6vou POO'S" OOTE airtjaas- oOTe

Trpuiptevos- Nam, sic Tall OTKOV TOO ECIpUOVealr"

1 avatpd-rat Oxon.	 (schol. Aristid. 3, 408 Dind.)

This fragment is also partially preserved by the scholiast on Nem. IX.35a.

4. The publication of P.Oxy. 2450 by Lobel, from the first or early second

century AD, has added more or less well preserved pieces of another thirty lines. The

initial line seems to coincide with the last line of Plato's quotation and with his reference

to Heracles' stealing of Geryon's cattle.'

I.	 Authors quoting fr.169a lines 1-8
Sources	 Text

1 11.1-8 Plat. Gorg. 484 B.

C. Leg. 714 E-715 A.

50Ki18i pot Kai Triv8apos aTrEp Eye.) itiyul iv8EiKvocteat iv T47 4011aTI,
iV 4..) itgyEl OT1 VOIIOS — aaVaTCOW OVTOS 81 Sib cpriaiv, 6yEt —
attp16-ras ... fiXema-to Tas poUs,

2 11.1-8 Aristid. 2,226 (1, 208 L.-B.) oO -r6v ITtv8apou vapov Ttpcbaa, da Tavav-rta airra Aiyo3v Tij pticrit
-rijs	 OrrroptKils,	 oti8i	 TOOT ' 	E'TTO801.1001	 <<N01105	 6	 1r6v-rcav
paoiXEirs	 evaTc-ov	 TE	 Kai	 caeavaTcov	 elyEl	 811(a1C4V	 TO
platOTaTov1:ITTEpTaTo? xtipi. TiKpaipopat ipyotatv `HpaKXios,
iTril a-rrptarrac...» oti yap (kis am, pipvijaaat.

3 11.1-8 Schol.	 Aristid.3,408	 Dind. C2111	 ?* A	 A' AT	 A--9--. T- -017T- -,C Xp.,OEUIS 1)1) OUTCOS'	 ITEL. Vtaaev

4 11.1-4 Schol.Pind.Nem.IX, 35a 35a. iv ecUots 6 TTiv8apos (fr.169) . vOuoc 6 Trtiv-rcov PaatXtOs
EIVOTCJV TE Kai 600V6TC4V ayE1 3IKC11COV T6 piaterraTov
irrrivrerrg xitpi.

II.	 Authors quoting fr.169a lines 1-2

5 11.1-2 Plut. ad princ. inerud. 3 p.780 C.
St.) et 2,19,2 (122,21	 St.)6 11.1-2 Clem.	 Alex. str.	 1,181,4 (111,9

1 . Lobel 1961: 141ff. the begining of the papyrus starts from 1. 6: col. 2 6 e-rret iriptiOva i (36as.
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III. Initium carminis respiciunt

7 Hdt. 3, 38, 4.
8 Pl. Prt. 337d; Lg. 69ob-c; 889e- 89oa.
9 Aristot. rhet. 3, 3 p. 14o6a 22.
10 Chrysipp. fr. 314 (III 77,34 Arnim).

Plut. vit. Demetr. 42,8.
12 D. Chr. 75,2.
13 Orig. in Cels. 5,34 (qui affert verba Herodoti a Celso laudata).
14 Stob. 4, 5, 77 (Iamblicho).
15 Lib.decl. 1, 87 (V 62,11 Foerster).
16 Olymp. in Plat. Gorg. 484B (p.129, 12 Norvin).

17 6-39 rI33 [1st or early 2nd century AD], (6-39)fr. co1.2, 1-34 (+fr.2 ?).

Ever since Lobel published the Oxyrhynchus papyrus, various scholars have

offered differing interpretations of the fragmentary Pindaric poem as well as varied textual

readings. 2 The poem's metrical scheme has also been a point of dispute. Placing the

controversial technical aspects of the fragment aside, one can nevertheless gain some

insight into Pindar's treatment of the labours of Heracles, especially with regard to the

hero's unprovoked attacks on Geryon and Diomedes.

No doubt Aristides and the scholiast on Nemean IX offer the correct reading, but

whether, and in which precise sense —Callicles misquotes Pindar is the pertinent

question.

Before one can comment upon Aristides' use of the Pindaric quotation, one must

determine what Pindar meant by the gnomic statement that vc5pos is 'King of all', both

human and divine.

The meaning of vOgos in Pind. Fr. 169a.1

Pindar resorts to the concept of vOi.tos in order to justify or "make just" what is

"most violent" in both the human and divine spheres. He absolves Heracles from any

wrongdoing by appealing to vOpos.

2• A full bibliography of pre-1956 treatments can be found throughout Gigante 1956: 79-92; Some of
the most helpful detailed discussions of fr.169a are: Page 1962; Lloyd-Jones 1972; Ostwald 1965,
(repr. 1970); Pavese 1964, 1968, 1975/76; Theiler 1965; Gigante 1966, 1968; Castagna 1971;
Treu 1963; Bornmann 1978; Mette 1962, (repr. 1988); Pini 1974; Alderisio 1960; Gennaro
1951; Plezia 1971.
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FR. 169a (151)

A' Ncipos 6 TraVTCA.W PaGIXELIS
0VaTC3V TE Kai aeavaTcav

3 elyEt SiKa taw T6 3al6TaTOV
C/TTEpTaTg xetpi.TEKuaipouat

gpyotatv 'HpaKAgos-
col. 2	 6 iTrEl rnpv6va 1 [36as

KvKAcbTrEtiov ETT1 TrpOevpo L vJ Ejiiptiajegos
CrvaTE1 TE] Kjal exTrptaTas i'AaaEv,

Scholars' opinions have widely differed on interpreting Pindar's vOpos. One line

of interpretation, widely favoured in the scholarly tradition, is rather akin to Herodotus'

understanding of Pindar's passage, well known already among his contemporaries.

Herodotus, contemporary of Pindar, appeals to the poet's gnome regarding vOpos as the

'king of all' in his recounting of the contrast between the burial rites of the Greeks and the

Indic Kallatiae (Histories 3.38). Herodotus is illustrating his observation that every race

prefers its own 'customs' over those of others. While Greeks burn the corpses of their

fathers, the Kallatiae eat them. Both the Greeks and the Kallatiae expressed outrage at one

another's practices. Herodotus then concludes:

OUTC) 1.161) vuv TcZTa vEvOuta-rat, Kai Opecbs pot SOKgEl MV8ap05 Trotijaat

vOuov Trav-rcov (3aatXga pfiaas Eivat. (3.38).

It is by no means certain that Pindar meant by vOpos what the historian intends by

it, but scholars like Martin Ostwald believe that Herodotus' interpretation of Pindar is

correct. According to Ostwald vOpos in its original context and in the Herodotean

passage, refers to "a traditional attitude which implies deep seated convictions and

beliefs". 3 This 'relativist' view was strongly contested by Marcello Gigante who sees in

Pindar's vOilos a more absolute and primordial reign, of divine stature, that holds the

world under its rule ("la legge che viene da Zeus, la legge divina universale che regge la

storia del mondo"). 4 More particularly, Gigante sees Orphic and Pythagorean overtones

in Pindar's conception of vOpos. 5 Herodotus is simply quoting Pindar out of context,

3. Ostwald 1965: 124.
4. Gigante 1956: 111. He gives an ample discussion of the matter (92):"Nomos e ii principio assoluto
della divinita". His argument is based essentially upon Sol. 24.15f D 3, and Heracl. fr. B114 (28ff., 50ff.).
5. Gigante (1956: 75), is just one of many scholars who have postulated Orphic influences; cf. Dodds'
argument (1990: 270): "H.Orph. 64 is much too late to be trustworthy evidence".

5
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tailored to suit his own generalisations regarding the attitudes of men to their particular

customs and rites.

Subsequent discussion has moved along the lines sketched above, forming two

opposed groups of interpreters:

1. The first group understands vs:5 [los in the sense of 'custom' or 'usage'.

Already before the publication of the papyrus, this interpretation was favoured by

Wilamowitz, Ehrenberg and Pohlenz. 6 It maintained, broadly, that while the action in

itself was unjust, we are "used" to consider Heracles as good and Diomedes as bad. After

the publication of the papyrus, Theiler and Bowra defended Wilamowitz' view while, as

noted already, Ostwald threw his weight behind it by arguing that vOpos denotes "the

attitude traditionally or conventionally taken to a norm", 7 thus seeing the power of vOpos

as "absolute, unchallengeable, and legitimate" 8 : it is unchallengeable, inasmuch as

people's deepest rooted traditions are.

2. The other view understands vOi.toc to signify the law of the universe, or more

particularly the law of Zeus. Schroeder 9 argues that vOlios here comes close to the

meaning of poipa or acväyKri, meaning in effect "a male goddess of fate". Quite similar

was the view defended by Stier. 10 He thought vc5pos meant an "inviolable" order, which

dominates the belief and will of gods and men.

In more recent times this kind of view was upheld by Lesky (1950). Along with Gigante

(1956), quoted above, Dodds (1959) adopts a similar view, and so does Treu in 1963 as

well as Guthrie in 1969. Gigante's view is also favoured by Lloyd-Jones, who goes one

step further, by personifying this all powerful will as the will of Zeus: "law was identical

with the will of Zeus".11

Hugh Lloyd-Jones' interpretation is commendable in that he judges the question

of the precise significance of Zeus' vcipos as "vOpos king of all" by reference to Pindar's

6. Wilamowitz 1920a: vol.11.95ff.; Ehrenberg 1921: 119ff.; Pohlenz 1948: 139.
7. Ostwald 1965: 134.
8. Mid. 125-6.
9. Schroeder 1917: 202.
lo . Stier 1928: 227ff. A summary presentation of these views, contrasted to the other line of argument,
is presented in Lloyd-Jones 1972.
11 • Lloyd-Jones 1972: 56; 1971: 51; cf. Dodds 1990: 270.
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own attitudes implicit in the wider context of his work as well as the surrounding moral

and political climate reflected in his work.

First, Pindar adheres to and shares with his public a religious belief which

honours Heracles as a great benefactor of human kind. In fighting monstrous threats, as

represented by Geryon and Diomedes he is not only executing Eurystheus' orders, he is

also carrying out the will of Zeus, the universal law, which is contested by those

monsters. In the First Nemean Ode, the blind seer Tiresias foretells how many monsters,

ignorant of justice and in this sense "outside the law", Heracles will slay: like the

Cyclopes and Laistrygones in Homer, these monsters lie outside the "O g pta-rEs" and he

who vanquishes them is glorified as enforcing Zeus' will. While clashing with the Greek

belief that the initiator of aggression is unjust, Heracles is acting justly by delivering his

unprovoked attack because he is carrying out Zeus' will. In a sense, these monsters are

themselves unjust, prior to Heracles' attack, because they defy the universal moral order

of Zeus' will, and Heracles is glorified in enforcing and extending "vOpos—the—king" to

all premises on earth. To act in accordance with Zeus' will is to act justly, in all cases,

and this is a primordial "fundamental of law and morality" truth Pindar accepts and is not

willing to contest.

Hugh Lloyd-Jones argues that this primordial vOpos, controlling everything in the

universe, including gods and humans, is what Themis and Dike would have been taken

traditionally, before the fifth century, to represent in this context. 12 However, with the

development of polis and democracy in Athens, and with them of civil notions of law and

law—abiding, we see at the same time the praises to Zeus' Law being sung. 13 In the

historical context of the development of polis it is the sanctity of Law as ruler of human

(and divine) affairs that is sanctioned by reference to the Will (thus Law) of Zeus.

Along with Aeschylus, as subtly portrayed in the Oresteia trilogy (Athena's sanctioning

of the rule of courts in Eumenides), Pindar would seem to extol the divine sanctioning of

12 • He does not agree with finding Orphic elements in the identification of Divine Law with Zeus' will,
(1972: 56).
13 • Already in Hesiod, Eunomia and Dike and Eirene are counted among the Horai (Th. 902), daughters of
Zeus and Themis, and as such she is prominent in Pindar's Olympian XIII.6-8, where Pindar praises the
laudandus' city (Corinth).
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the civil institutions of law and order, dike as apportioned by courts and civil assemblies.

Also along with Sophocles, and Heraclitus, he would have proclaimed that "all human

laws are nurtured by one divine law". Thus, he would have played deaf ear to some of

his contemporaries contrasting "natural law" to "human conventional law". 14 Because

Law, for Pindar, was identical with the will of Zeus, as something powerful and

inevitable, which holds sway over everything.15

Pindar's conception of the universal and unviolable rule of "v6pos" as identical to

Zeus' will is actually entrenched, and more insight is gained in the notion of vOpos as the

universal moral order, when we attempt to resolve the paradox, pointed out, among

others by Guthrie, that since Pindar's words explicitly state that vOpos is king of all, both

mortals and immortals, Zeus himself, therefore, is implied to be subject to the power of

vOilos. 16 But how can one see Zeus being subject to vOpoc, when this vOpos is

sanctioned as being identical to his will?17

Zeus is indeed, in a sense, subject to vOilos "king of gods and mortals", the law

of the universe understood as identical to Zeus' will. But not in the sense Guthrie

understands the argument to imply, that is, that Zeus is subject to this law of the universe,

but in the sense that he is also "his own law". Zeus' will orders the universe in a set

unviolable order, and his "settled policy" fixes the world's ticking in an orderly fashion

because he himself would decline to unsettle his own design by following sudden whims,

as e.g. he would have done if he were to follow his understandable urgency to save his

son Sarpedon from death (in the Iliad). He obeys his own rules and he is his own Law in

the sense that his rule of the world order, his vOpos, is coherent, meaningful and

universal and not whimsical, disorderly and self—contradicting. To act according to

Zeus's will is to act justly: Heracles is acting justly, even when he is perceived to act as

14 . Suggested by Lloyd-Jones 1972: 56.
15 • The personification of abstract concepts such as "war", "time", or "love" is not uncommon in Greek
literary thought. Pindar's wording implies that Zeus himself, (one of the immortals) is ruled by vOt.tos.
16. Although Guthrie (1969: 133) is right to point this out, his suggestion that v6pos be translated as
recognised custom (usage, tradition) does not clarify Pindar's meaning of the term. Surely Pindar would
not think that the violent acts of Heracles are somehow customary; cf. Dodds 1990: 270.
17. Guthrie 1969: (III), 133.
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an aggressor against Geryon and Diomedes because he is acting to enforce Zeus' will and

thus reassert the universal order.

A reference is due, finally, to Demos' 18 very succinct presentation of the two rival

schools in interpreting Pindar's conception of vOilos. I have benefited from her insightful

interpretation, but I would think that her own position, taking cue from Crotty, 19 to detect

an ambiguity in Pindar's notion of vOpos, which appears to her to refer to both "divine

law" and "social usage" is inconclusive and somewhat over accommodating. The fact that

a notion has been proved (historically) to be inherently ambiguous does not by itself

imply that a particular use by an author is itself ambiguous or that he himself "finds it to

be ambiguous".20

Gorgias 484131—c

In the controversy vOpos and piials the passage became a familiar quotation and

its meaning was distorted for controversial purposes. Socrates' interlocutor in his Oftats

presenting a forceful challenge not only to Socrates' views but also to conventional

notions of justice, builds his argument on the antithesis between pticrts and vOtios, which

appears frequently in the Greek literature of the fifth and fourth centuries.21

Callicles thinks that weaker segments of society impose the "laws" (vOi.tot) as a

means of restraining the strongest and protecting themselves. They are content to be on an

equal footing with the stronger considering TrXeov gXEIV equal to cZSIKEiv (483c7-9).

Ala Taii-ra Sh vOpcp ph) TOOTO Ci81K0V Kai aioxpOv X gyrrat, I TO -ragov

gxEtv Tcbv TroAltc.7.w, Kal exStKEiv airrO I 	 1 Sg yE oTi.xcxt qn,cris airrh

anopaivEt airrO, OT1 I 81KalOV EGTIV, TOV 61.1EIVCO TOO xEipovos TrA gov gxEtv Kai

I TOY StivaTaTEpov TOO exStivaTco-r g pou.... OTt otiTco TO SiKatov KeKrarrat, Tay

KpEITTCA) TOO firrovos eipxEtv I Kai TrA gov gxEIV.
Grg. 483c7-d6 (Dodds)

18 . Demos (1991: 63-4), suggests that Pindar used v pos in its basic sense as "allotment" or
"apportionment", "the existing state of affairs".
19 • Crotty 1982: 104.
20 • I also have problems in comprehending the "fusion" of meanings on the "more general" use she
attributes to Pindar. Her attempt to reconcile the opposites is further weakened when she goes to great
lengths to find a tertium quid between them, a common denominator of the two rival views, which she
projects to "underlie" — (implicitly? - unconsciously?) — Pindar's notion of vOpos defining it as an
"overarching principle that is greater than gods and men".
21 • See Guthrie 1969: 55-134 (esp. 101-7, 131-4 for Callicles views and his quotation of Pindar).
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CaHides claims that his argument is sanctioned by Oats. He argues that "nature herself

makes clear" that "it is right for the superior to have more than the inferior and for the

stronger to have absolute sovereignty over the weaker" (483d5). The principle that is

endorsed by CaHides can be summed up as "might is right".22

CaBides' eloquent description of the revolt of the Obermensch, is carefully

organised with powerful words and imagery, which characterise the violent reactions of

the "strong man" against his weaker oppressors.23

TrAar-my-us Toirs pEATioTous Kai I ippG3PEVECYTaTOUS fulo-jv atir6v, iK VgCA311

Aa436vowns, eLio-n-Ep I A govTac, KaTETI-4(80VTES TE Kai yOTITEllOVTES KaTa-

SovAoOpE0a I A gyovrEs Ws TO wtoov XP1gxEtv Kai TOUTO EGTIV TO KaAOv I Kai TO

51Katov. .äv Si yE Oipat ptiatv iKavijv yevriTat I gvav avflp, Trav-ra Taij-ra

aTrooetoktevos Kai Stapp .gas Kai I Stacpuye.w, 	 TX1TfiLATEpa

ypexppaTa Kai payyalvEpaTa Kai inc.9865 Kai vOpovs T01115 Trap& pliotv

Ea •av-rocs, I iTravaoTas avEepävg SEoTrOTris Tjpe-rEpos 6 So0Aos, Kai ivTatAa I

4eAapkvEv TO Tfis COGEG35 (Ka tot).
Grg. 483e4-484a7 (Dodds)

When a really strong personality arises, he will break out of the social bondage,

trample upon all learning tricks, spells, and unnatural conventions (ypcippaTa Kai

payyavEtipaTa) and reveal the true TO Tils Tim-RA.)5 81Katov by making himself master.24

To support his point of view, CaHides quotes from a well—known poem of

Pindar. He claims that Pindar expresses views similar to his own and that he recognises

this law:

22. Callicles suggests a rule of conduct based on the analogy of "natural" behaviour. His views are
reinforced (but also made cunningly by Plato to appear even bolder and more repulsive), with a bold
reference to Darius and Xerxes as justified, on the same basis, for their attack against Greece (483d6). But
Plato's reference to vOpos as justifying, taken in this "natural" sense, Darius and Xerxes does bring in
mind the contrast to Demaratus' reference to the (conventional) v pos which rules that the
Lacedaemonians should "freely" stay, by obeying the law and not a ruler as the Persian obey Xerxes, and
fight a hopeless battle against the aggressor.
23. The Nietzschean overtones of Callicles speech are most evident in his immoralistic description of the
enslavement of the strong by the weak. Cf. Shorey 1933: 154; Dodds 1990: 269.
24. The former slave becomes society's 6EG-IT6-n1s and thereby the justice of nature shines forth
(40tapkinv).
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SoKii 8 g pot Kai TTiviSapos äTILP ycl) 	 iv8E1Kvva0a I iv T4) (Ical..taTt iV
Agya I OTt

V6/10C 6 TraTTCJV PaCTIAEtir
eVaTC11 TE Kai dreaver-rcov•

oirrroc Se 8 .6, cpriaiv,
yEi SiKaicZw Ta Ptcaci-ra-rov *

1:17TEpTEiTg )(wt. TEKtraipopat
gpyolowl-lpaKAioc, eTrEi—ern-pierrac-

XgyEt OUTGO 7TCOC—TO yap •4:-.4.1a 01:1K iiriaTapat—A gyet S' 8T1 I0TE TrptapEvoc
(DOTE BOVTOS TOO Fripv6vou fiAaaaTo Tas poils,I cbs TOOTOU 6VTOS TOO Swaim.,
pirait, Kai [3o0 Kai TliAXa KTrjklaTa Eiva I TravTa TOO pEÄTIOVO S TE Kai
KOEITTOVOS TeX TC7)V I xetp6vcov TE Kai 1iTT6vcov.

* piaicav TO StKatOTaTov Mss.
Grg. 484 bi-c (Dodds)

Callicles cites Pindar in order to support his standpoint which seems far from

what Pindar implies; the Theban poet tries to absolve Heracles' violent attitude by

appealing to vOpos in order to justify it, whereas the former clearly claims that the

sovereignty of the strongest is sanctioned by vOtios.

Plato presents Callicles as quoting Pindar rather flippantly and selectively, only to

the extent that it suits his purposes. Callicles was shown to be uninterested in a more

critical reading or discussion of the poem, and Plato uses this dismissive attitude of

Callicles towards a great poet's most revered hymns to portray Callicles' insolence. At the

same time Plato makes Callicles, in his own words, confess an ignorance (and [implied]

misunderstanding of the poem), thereby ironically hinting towards a more damning

reading of Callicles' confession: TO yap scrpa OOK iir1aTa1a1.25

Obviously Callicles understands Pindar's v6pos as a more generic notion referring to the

ultimate, "genuine" rule which governs the actions of mortals and immortals, indeed the

primordial – natural state of things which directs "aye" everything in its domain, namely,

the universe.26

25. This parenthetic sentence according to Treu (1963: 198ff.) would be "em Hinweis fiir Pindarkenner,
dass der Sophist den Dichter hier auf seine eigene Weise auslegt, indem er ausliisst, was seiner These
unbequem werden musste". The verb is frequently used in the sense of knowing by rote, as in Phd. 6i b,
oCiç TrpoxEipous Eixov Kai tato-re:curl y utieous Toin Aicab-rrou. It is also used to denote personal
acquaintance: as by Ar. Eq. 1278. The general picture which we have in Plato's dialogues and in
Xenophon, is that both did not rate reading highly as a means of mental training in comparison with oral
instruction and conversation. Cf. Kenyon 1932: 24.
26. His argument is the prototype of the "original state of affairs" argument recurrent throughout the
history of political philosophy, and more recently seen in Rawls and Nozick.
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Already by his time, the fifth and fourth centuries, vOpos had become a more

"fluid" notion,27 including the human tiOpot along with the vOpot which are contrasted to

Oats in the vOpos—Oats debate. These latter connotations are absent in Pindar who,

after all, thinks of human wipot as sanctioned by Zeus' will, deriving, and in being

accordance with the pre—social, primordial divine law.

Callicles acknowledges this ambiguity in the term vOpos, by often using the

modal dative (pticEs to clarify the contrast of the genuine, natural law and the original,

unadulterated nature of justice as 00E1 SiKatOV and TO Tfis cptiaEcos SiKatov against the

para physin dikaion of human, unnatural conventions. Callicles' (intended?) pun in

extending the use of the word cpats which he has been using to refer to that which is in

nature (TO Tis cptiaEcos) and the (true) nature cptiats of something is (TotiTou OvTos Tot)

&Kalov cptiaE0 to also refer to the natural strength (Oats) of the Obermensch is perceived

to strengthen his hand in claiming that the demand of the stronger to have more belongs to

cpitats, belongs to his Oats and is just by right of cpt:rats and the true Oats of justice:

TotiTou OvTos TOO StKaiou cpitc3Et.28

Callicles (or Plato's Callicles) is often taken by scholars to be misquoting Pindar

by understanding his vOilos as "Kara vcimov E T6Y TTIC cpCiaews-" (483e3), as the law of

nature, and moreover, to portray Pindar as aiming to justify Heracles' violent behaviour

by appealing to this (natural) vOpos. I believe that scholars 29 are right to see Callicles as

misusing Pindar (and see Plato as presenting Callicles to be misusing Pindar) attributing

to him a notion of vOt.los that calls for a revision of Callicles' contemporaries' conception

of vOl.tos and SiKatov. 30 Callicles' Pindar defends a conception of SiKatov as TrAiov

1XEIV, and not as his contemporary Trap& (pilaw notion of vOpos implies, i.e. as Ta Toov

ixenr, (4801: cbs TO 'boy xpfi gxEtv Kai TOOTO iGTIV TO Ka2tOv Kai TO SiKatov).

27 . Demos 1991: 65.
28 • TOOTOU OVTOS TOO StKaiou cp6aE1: I tend to find here another implied shift in meaning, between
what justice is by nature, and what justice is by its nature, i.e. the nature of justice. Callicles needs to
make this inference from the natural state of things to their true nature, in order to derive thereby an
imperative of how things should be, and on these grounds he advises how we could be truer to things,
respecting (their) nature, and refraining from taking things nap& pticnv.
29 . Demos 1991: 65ff.
3°. Callicles does not reinterpret Pindar's vcittos exactly as natural law but as implying or dictating what
(Callicles') natural law dictates, i.e. the right of the stronger.
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Callicles manipulates Pindar to offer a notion of vc5pos more akin to his vOpos `6

KaTä cpticfiv' as defined in the context of the subsequent vOpos—cpôcts controversy. He

(mis)interprets Pindar's vOpos as implying the Calliclean identification of "81Kalov" with

the right of the stronger in all cases. He overlooks Pindar's uneasiness with Heracles'

aggression, for which the poet seeks, in this case, an excuse, by seeing it in the light of

the wider context of Heracles' enforcing Zeus' will as the universal order. Callicles

however does not think that Heracles' act needs justification, for he thinks that vOpos

itself is the right of the stronger "in all cases". Callicles not only misinterprets Pindar

regarding the true sense of the (Pindaric) term vOims, —which the young sophist

understands as tantamount to the pircrEi SiKaiov, the natural justice justifying the might of

the stronger —, but also intentionally manipulates the meaning of Pindar's poem to suit his

particular philosophical stance which he espouses in the Gorgias.

Demos thinks that Plato's ironical presentation of Callicles as a person ready to

misquote a revered poet to suit his own deviant purposes makes it more plausible to also

think that the Ptaicav TO SmatOTaTov found in the manuscripts is not necessarily the

result of a scribal error (perhaps involving spoonerism, as Dodds ingeniously has

suggested). Thus, Plato might be making Callicles cunningly misquote Pindar to make

him claim that vOpos directs all to violently claim what is most right of all, that is, the

right of the stronger (cpimei 81Katov). However, as I will attempt to show below, Dodds'

view is the least controversial of the many views expounded on the matter.

The primary Mss of Plato (BTWF) have the variant reading 13taicov TO &Kat&

TaTov, a corruption that is generally thought of as due to copyists rather than to Plato

himself. The latter possibility, though less probable, has been held by Wilamowitz 31 who

emended Plato's text to Pia tebv and he was followed by some scholars.32

The argument which is most often used against the variant 13tatcbv (13taicav in primary

Mss of Gorgias), is that the verb 13ta tOca is unattested and its meaning is unclear.

31. Dodds (1990: 27) has sufficiently refuted Wilamowitz view; The reading variant is not further
accepted by Ostwald 1965: 132 n.8; Pavese 1968: 57 n.22 with Crotty 1982: 155 n.l.
32. The reading found in the Mss is accepted as the original Platonic text by: des Places 1949: 171f1;
Irigoin 1952: 16-7 with n.2; Taylor 1960: 117 n.2; Friedlfinder 1964: vol.II. 260-1.
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Wilamowitz justifying the variant, believes that the reading Ptatfov stems from Plato's

accidental misquotation of Pindar caused by a lapse of memory, "em n Gedachtnisfehler"

and thinks that its meaning would correspond to that off3t4OpEvos.33

I agree with Dodds, that the corruption in the good manuscripts is no more than a

spoonerism. 34 For when Plato paraphrases Pindar in Laws (714e-715a) iftyEtv

StkatoOvTa TO PlatOTaTov, he certainly had in mind what has come to be the modern

text; and that this text is Pindar's is also confirmed by the scholion on Nem. IX.35a,

where the opening lines are quoted down to xEtpi.

33. Wilamowitz 1920a: vol.11.97.
34. Dodds 1990: 272.
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111.1.3 Aristid. 2, 226-8 (1,208-9 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 169a.1-8.

Aristides, preparing the ground for the refutation of Callicles' interpretation of his

quote from Pindar, examines the specific relation of oratory with the laws vOuot (§213),

legislation (§215-21), and administration of justice (§222ff), aiming to show the necessity

and superiority of oratory in comparison to them. Aristides' aim is to claim for oratory

not only the moral ground but also the epistemic priority of a discipline (an "art", contra

Platonem) which goes beyond 8 tKaa-rudi and vopoOurtrei in their task to set and

administer justice and observation of the laws, by assuming the theoretical (thus

"philosophical") work of defending the power of the laws and the nature of justice.

Aristides embarks on the task of showing that Pindar does after all agree with

oratory's moral stance on law and justice (§230). Aristides' main preoccupation is to

expose Callicles' clumsy and partial reading of Pindar and conclusively to refute

Callicles' claims. 35 Aristides proceeds to offer his explanation as to how Pindar

understands the imposition of superior violence and his rejection of it.

Over the next paragraphs (224-6 & 232-3) the orator focuses on the relation of his

art with the administration of justice.

II. (XLV D.) T1P0/ TMATWNA YrIEP PHTOPIKHI.

223

	

	 Tivos 01711) SET Tij Smacyruci-ri irpOs Ta0Ta; 1rO6Ev I

Etrpfion TO SiKatov ijTrap ix Tfis priTopmfis; i 1.Av yap iAgyxEt TX ytyvcipEva, I ti

224 8' iTrl Toic iX gyxots 4)1-1p4E-ra1. paivurat T01VUV KáVTa00a fi ISTITOpIKI) I
POLIA01.1 g 1/11 pev Tairra Tfj StKaaTticij, Tocsoirrov 6 viKeboa Oaov aupo -rgpas I 20

crvvgxEt pOvri pEpaicoc. PouXollgvn yap Tj SIKaOTIKI), KaeCuTTEp EU 116X9 it I

votioeurild) poneijoat, TairrOv gira0Ev airrfj 711 VOPOOETIKi). iKEIVTJ TE yap I 1

priToptidic 7TpOTEpOV i6 gT1OEV, eSGTE Tairt-rj ifxav TrexpoSov q 'Tel) TOiJS I vOuous,

ij TE SIKaOTIKil 0)(filla iT11K0/pOU AaP000a TOTS vOi..tots airrii j TrperrEpov

TrpocrE8Efien Tfis Trap& Tfis pfl-ropudis PoneEiac. gbEt yap ailTT1' I) I Buvrieflvat 5

225 porieljaat• Toirro 8i OiJK ijv &vs., 6n -rop1cric. Tocroirrco 87) I oEuvOTEpov Kai

TunWTepov [1)] PriroptKil StKaoTtKfis Oacp utKpoil &co I MyEtv Bo:aortic Swim/.

piv yap iMyxa Tex8taipaTa 0 Pirrczp Kal I Trapa816cool TG) 81Ka0T6, 6 8'

35 . On Aristides' method and the Platonic contradictions cf. Schmid-Staehlin-Christ 1924: 704ff.
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exKotkrac Kai paeclav TrapaSiScoatv ai Tois I t'IrrnpiTatc, Kal pimps goe'

226 StKacrnjc StaKOvou Kai phTopoc. aUtc Si I iTretSav TiXoc 1 Sirq Xá, Tij 1.1eV 10

81Ka0TtKij TrX g OV 01:18 ' 6T1OOV TrEpiEOTtV, I CaV WOTTEp i V01.106ETIK1) °Elba Toifs

vOpous aTrhXXaKTat, arrcas 6 I StKaaThc peTa Thv Kpiatv. elaKapivn Si ft

OnToptKh Toils hTot St' I clyvotav 'h St' ayvcapool'Jvhv ayavaKToOvTac Toic

SeStKaapivots Kai TrpOc I °opt',Potic i OTa0EIS Ta TrpaypaTa iayovTac

KaTgXE1 Kai V011eETET, I Trelemma aTipyetv Toic vOpotc Kai Tfj 4/46,3 TC.731) 15

SIKaCITC1), OJ TOV I ThySapov vOpov Ttpcbaa, (7) TavavTia airra Xiycav Tft

TOaet Tfic OrrroptKt, I oiiSi Ta0T' imf1Soucra «NOpoc 6 TraVTCOV paatAEiis

OvaTebv TB Kai &Dave:n-0.w I ayit StKatebv TO PtatOTaTov CrrrEpTaTa

xetpi. TeKpaipopat gpyotatv ` HpalKXioc, eTTE1 aTTplaTaS...» ot'i yap (kis

227 OXoti pepvflaOat, ixpfiv Si 'tacos I OilSE TO6TCOV, ti oily iTri phToptdiv y. aXX'

etxpt piv ToTov Kai h I (511TOp1Kij Xiyet, vOpos 6 TravTcov PaatXein evaTc73v TB

Kai aeavaTcov . Ta Si Efl5 OimeTI TailTa— TTOOEV; OliS g TTOTE hpipa Kai Vi.1

TailTa 01.11.1Cp1IOOLIOIV I — «Axex TraV TOUVaVTIOV ayet Ta SiKata TrpeoPetkov

Kai Toin iv OPpet I Opaaeic VOV0ETC3V. EL yap atc'oaet TO PtatOTaTov vOpov 5

eivat Tay StKatoOvTa I Kai Thy OTTEpTáTT1V xeipa KpaTeiv `HpaKitious, 4.) I1ETO

228 Tfis xEipós Tcbv I StKaiczv ipiXnaev, aiiTh Toic auTflç XOyots aTroXiiTat. Tic

yap TOTroc I XotTrOv xpeia PriToptKfts f XOycov, EL TO SiKatov h xelp Optel Kai

priSiv I TrXiov aTat Tc-t.) Suvapivct.) StSaat Trepl TOO TrpaypaToc; noir Si TO

TrEiOEIV, I El TO ptgEoeat KpaThaet; Kai Ta0Ta airrfic, fjç gpyov TTEWElV, 801:10-115 
I 

10

229 PicicEaeat; SoKEY Si pot Kai MvSapoc, El TI SET TITO TOO (iapaToc I EiTTETV,

EiOrly0i4.1EVOS OVSE 01111POLlAE603V aTrovS11 Ta0Ta Xiyetv Toic I avepionots,

aXX' cbOTTEpEl axeTXtgoav. TeKpaipopat gpyotatv 'HpaKXioc I airroic ToirTotc,

OTt Kai iTipcoet pepvnpivoc TrEpl ailTCJV EV 8101./pä1.43Cp I TIVI,	 8' iyeo 15

Trap' &ply» Thalv «aivica piv rnpuOvn, TO Si ph Ali I piXTepov otyc.-ppt

TrcipTrav.» oi yap EIKOc, Thaiv, apTraCopivcov Te6V OVTCA.W I Kaehaeat Trap'

230 iaTig Kai KaKOv eivat. KaiTot TO yE TrpOs vOpov Kai I Ta0Ta avepc.bTrcov

Kai OecZ)v PaatXia paxeaeat OOK fiv iTratveiv TrpOs I TTIvSapov,

aupPouXetietv TrpOc KivTpa AaKTietv. ai:a6c yo0v TO I TOlOOTOV KgKAT1KEV 20

231 «'0Xtaaripav Orpov» Kal KeXeiiet TvX6TTeaeat. aXXa I Ti, Thai, To6Tcov ipol

viiv; BITE yap SoKoOvTa TTIvSapcp Tal7/T ' ljv BITE I ph, aXX Ol/ Tij ye PhToptKft

Seiet TO Toto0Tov SoKo0v. oi SET yap apTrgetv I gKaGTOV KaTa S6vaptv Kai

TOO. TO vcipov KaXeiv, aXX ' gKaOTOV TC31./ StKaicov I -ruyxavetv, Kai TOv Ta0Ta

StatpoOvTa vOpov Ttpav, Kai KaXeiv yE pOvov TO I TOIOOTOV VOI.10V Kai 5

232 ToiivavTiov Trapavopiav. TOOT' gaTt TO SOypa Tfic I OnToptKfic Kai TO6TCp

CrimEOTI Tea, vOpqa Kai TTEpl TOlITOV TTEIBEI TripoOaa I OTrcoc phSeic irrrep(3haeTat,

Toils irrrepPalvovTac acacppoviovaa. piytaTov I Si 	 o piv yap
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VC4.10C Kal Sixat, 1)Taillea Kal Orp-opudi Kal XOyot, I Oil' 8' inTEpTg pa xElp

apatpEiTat TO 81Katov, oti8ev ISoic av iKET rkyropudj I 8101K0/1-1EVOV.	 10

(Aristid 2, 223-32(1,207-10 L-B.)

Aristides' context

Aristides tries to illustrate the importance and the superiority of the art of oratory

over that of the administration of justice on the following grounds:36

1. The art of the administration of justice and legislation itself are subject to the

same deficiency: both need aid from oratory in achieving their aims. Legislation in

particular is in need of oratory, so that by this it gains access to the laws (217), whereas

now the art of the administration of justice being the succourer of the laws, needs power

from oratory to help (224). Aristides illustrates the importance and value of oratory over

the art of the administration of justice by drawing an analogy between a juror and a public

executioner. The roles of orator and juror are clearly circumscribed: The orator examines

crimes and passes the matter over to the juror, who having listened and learned, in turn

passes the matter over to the public servant (StaKovos).

2. When a trial is concluded, nothing more is left to the art of administration of

justice. The function of legislator and that of juror terminates as soon as the former has

established laws and the later has returned a verdict. However, oratory's function does

not stop here. It takes on those who either through ignorance or cruelty are angry at the

verdict (Si' ayvotav f1 St' exyvcopoot,vriv ayavalcroilv-ras Tois SES(Kappgvots).

Oratory's duty is to restrain and admonish them persuading them a-r g pyetv Tois vOilot5

Kai Ti) 44pcp T6V StKaOTCW (to be acquiesce with the laws and the vote of the jurors).

This is followed by Aristides' emphatic assertion that the art of oratory does not

honour the Pindaric law which is in opposition to the nature of oratory. The orator's art

neither honours nor 'sings this refrain':

226 4,( Ncipoc 6 TTaVTCOV PacnAsic eva-z-c3v TE Kai 60averi-wv I ayEt 61Kardiv Ta
1	

17

PlaiciTaTov inrEpTO-ra xEipt. TEKlialpopai lpyosow 'HpalKA gor, en-Ei ern-pier-
Tar...)) Oil yap pijs OXov 1141v-ripe« I, Expfiv Se iacos I otibe TOLlTCOV, ph ()UV i-ret
prrropudiv yE.

(Aristid. 2, 226 (1,208-9 L-8.)

36 . Cf. the interpretation of the scholia ad loc.
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These words, though highly rhetorical, have a serious undertone. Although Plato's name

is suppressed, Aristides evidently has in mind the quote which in Gorgias comes in the

context of Callicles' reference to the vOpos—ptiats antithesis,37 whereas in Aristides' text

Pindar's gnome is cited in the context of his defence of Orrropudi as an art which "teaches

and advises — VOLIOETET what is just and good.

The continuity of Aristides' narratio is interrupted in §226 where four lines from

Pindar are quoted verbatim, whereas the rest are quoted abridged in paraphrase.

Although Aristides obviously follows the Platonic text,38 this technique serves as a

formula of even transition which allows him to bring Pindar's statement to a rapid

conclusion and also contributes to its better adaptation into his argument. This device is

obviously a necessary part of Aristides' technique in preserving more Pindaric text

(verbatim and paraphrase simultaneously) without engaging himself in a long digression.

oil yi!cp tpts 8Aov uEuvficreat:

Aristides' reference to Plato's wording "You say you do not remember all of it" is

being used as springboard to "You should not have remembered any of such an

unacceptable pronouncement". Aristides also succeeds in making his reference to Plato

more personalised even without mentioning his name. The reader can realise that behind

that statement is hidden a specific attack on Plato's (Callicles') interpretation, which is

considered as an inadmissible argument against his art.

Aristides employs the Pindaric quote in order not only, or not so much, to identify

with the initial statement of it, with the wording of which oratory agrees, "vapor 6

Trav-raw Pam/lair OvaTc.3 v -IT Kai &Cava-raw" while cutting off the rest of it Ta 8i 4fis

OiJK6T1 -rcdrrà, but to use it as a platform to stress oratory's contrast with the Calliclean

sophistic position of natural law. He will achieve this by showing Pindar's notion of

`vOpos' and justice (as interpreted by Callicles) to be the antipode of oratory's views on

law and justice. This polarity helps the orator to assert oratory's position on the matter. At

37 . The opposition between the "justice of nature" and society's conception of justice is emphasised by
Callicles throughout his argument.
38 • Callicles quotes 2-4 lines verbatim and paraphrases the next couplet.
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a later stage, he will also show this reading of Pindar by Callicles to be inept and ill-

intended. Pindar after all is closer to oratory than to Callicles.

In a sequence of successive rhetorical questions, Aristides considers as

contradictory the coexistence of violence and oratory (TIDO SE TO TrEieEtv, El TO PlogEGOal

KpaTTIGEI; §228). Oratory cannot grant the use of force. What could be the place and

utility of oratory if justice were defined by force?

For Aristides Plato's (Callicles') interpretation of Pindar is a product of

misunderstanding. The orator proceeds (§229) to give his personal opinion TrEpl

4apaTos as to why Pindar refers to the deeds of Heracles: Pindar neither proposed nor

advised them seriously to mankind, but, as it were indignantly:

0IK Eicmy061.1Evos oirSe cui1l3ouXEt1cov aTrouST) Ta0Ta A gyEtv Tois exv0pc'..yrro1c,

aXA' C:OCYTTEpEl 0XETX1aCCOV.39

In what follows, Aristides earnestly embarks on the task of showing Callicles'

inept reading of Pindar and goes at great length to show Pindar unlike Callicles to be

aware of a moral question raised by Hercules' aggression (cf. fr. 169a.16-7). Pindar is

shown to sense the moral ambivalence surrounding Heracles' acts and is keen to find a

path which both preserves his own notions of law—abidingness' while not questioning

the /161.tos' universal rule.

StKateav Te pia terra Tov:

All the best manuscripts of the Gorgias ( 480), the Bodleianus, the Venetus, and

the two Vindobonenses W and F read pLaicov TO &Ka terraTov in 1.3; only a marginal

note in the Parisinus 2110 (V) a Byzantine manuscript, has the reading SuoatC.w TO

platO-ra-rov accepted by Maehler, Snell, Bowra, and most modern editors.40

39. Aristides' explanation is according to Pindar's beliefs on justice and law. He considers Pindar's
justification as a product of the poet's indignation against the monstrous nature of Geryon and Diomedes
which places them beyond the pale, even though their reaction to Heracles is laudable. Geryon was
regarded as one of Heracles' most formidable opponents (Th. 981) and a serious challenge to the prowess
and endurance of the hero.
40. This is the reading found in Or. 11.226 and the corresponding scholion, and in the scholion on Nem.
IX.35a. Turyn's alteration aye BiKatov is assumed unnecessary. His argument that denominative verbs
in —Ow are rare in Pindar and Bacchylides, is true; cf. Pavese 1968: 57 with n.23; Dodds 1990: 270
(ayEI); Irigoin 1952: 17 n.2 adopts Wilamowitz's puctiaw in the place of Piaiwv (1920a: v01.11.95-100),
but he considers Croiset's yEtv IKCIOt Tb Ptaterra-rov unsupported from the indirect tradition.
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In spite of the majority opinion which argues against the possibility of Plato's

purposely having Callicles misquote Pindar, I think that both sides of the issue should be

studied, especially in light of the quotation's context within Aristides' oration. From the

analysis of the context it is clear that the orator offers the genuine Pindaric reading which,

as we have argued, he obtains from a manuscript of the dialogue which contained the

right lectio. This possibility is further supported by Aristides' paraphrase of Pindar's

Swale3v TO [3tatOTaTov when he puts forward the hypothesis that:

(227) El yap githowt TO picr1c:S=7-ov vOuov Etvcri TO y 6iKaioCivTa I Kai Tzjv

tin-EpTerTnv xEipa KpaTEiv 7-1paKAious, c3 gETer Tf5 xEipas Tc.v I &Katt...NI

igiAncsEv, min) [Sc. r) Orropucril Toic icruTilc A6yois throAeiTai.: "If oratory will

assert that there is a law which justifies the utmost violence and that the most mighty

hand of Heracles ought to prevail, who with his hand cared for justice..."

Therefore Aristides quotes and paraphrases the right reading. 41 One would expect

Aristides to have noticed any discrepancy in Plato's quotation and to amend Pindar's text,

as Libanius did when confronted with the variant reading in his copy of Gorgias and

juxtaposing it with the right one he found in Aristides, accused in his AroAoyfa

IcoKperTouc Polycrates for having Anytus purposely misquote Pindar.42

Aristides in his paraphrase (§227) of Pindar's 11.3-5 intentionally introduces two

changes:

41. Dodds (1990: 272), dates the corruption after Aristides and before Libanius. However, we should not
deem Aristides tradition as terminus post quem for the appearance of the corruption in Mss, but we
should antedate it at least to the time close to Aristides on palaeographical grounds: The false reading
Pia icav TO Boca terra Tov was common in both families of the medieval Mss BTWF. From these the
F tradition is demonstrably of different origin, holding a unique position among the manuscripts of Plato,
because according to Dodds it is related to the tradition represented by the papyrus fragments of the
Gorgias. Unfortunately none of the surviving papyri preserves the section 484b, where the false reading
occurs. However, in other surviving passages, the text transmitted by the papyri (11 2 ,11 3, and apparently
also 174), being detached from the mediaeval archetype of Gorgias, agrees in manifest errors with F
against BTW (e.g. TT 3 at 486d6 c5-riii; and again 11 2 and apparently also 11 4 at 522d8; cf. Dodds 1990: 42).
Thus, the F tradition goes back at least as far as the 2nd cent. AD, to which all these papyri of the
Antonine and post-Antonine periods belong, but to infer from this that the wrong reading must already
have existed in the 2nd century could be an argumentum ex silentio. Aristides whose tradition agrees
with F —file seems to have agreed with F also at 463c4 and 519c1J—, was probably aware of this textual
problem: he may have found both readings in contemporary Mss. Burnet (1902: 98ff., id. 1903: 12ff.),
who first established the importance of the F tradition, concluded that "F was independently derived
from... an ancient tradition of the text distinct from that preserved in our older medieval Mss". (: quoted by
Dodds 1990: 41).
42. See Pack 1947: 17-20 for Aristides' influence on Libanius. For a detailed discussion of the scholarly
literature on this topic, see Markowski 1910: 20-66. Cf. Foerster's introduction to vol. V of his 1909
edition of Libanius' works (1-4) and Dodds' comments in 1990: 28-9, 271-2.
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1. He makes the present participle btimicTav adjectival -rOv SIKatoilv-ra.

2. The dative phrase irrrEpTdc-rg xspl also presents problems since Aristides in

his paraphrase assumes that the "highest hand" belongs to Heracles and not to NOpos, as

it is clearly implied in Pindar's text.43 Aristides' divergence on this point made Demos in

her treatment" of Jr. 169a consider the paraphrase as misleading and to explain this

Demos has to assume that: "unless [Aristides] infers that the 'hand' of vapor is Herakles' by

implication, since the hero's violent deeds are sanctioned by vapor" . 45 Demos, failing to

detect the rhetorical tactic of Aristides, accused him of confusing the reference to Heracles

in the poem cited by Plato with another from Pindar (:fr.81).

I do not think Aristides confused the reference to Heracles in the fr.169a with

another taken from a dithyramb of Pindar. The reference to Heracles in fr.81 seems quite

natural to me considering Aristides' rhetorical tactic: Callicles pleadedfr.169a as evidence

for his views on the right of the strong man, and consequently Pindar's view forms the

base of his argumentation. Aristides' intention is to rebut this argument showing that it is

based on fallacy. In spite of the fragmentary state of the two Pindar poems, one can

conclude with some certainty that Pindar treats the theme of the labours of Heracles in an

ambivalent way, 46 and consequently Plato should not have Callicles quote fr.169a as

proof of his views. With this purpose in mind, Aristides focusing on Heracles' persona

quotes —as we shall see—fr.81 as a counterbalance to the hero's sanctioned actions in

fr.169a.

Aristides immediately after discussing the passage cited by Callicles, quotes a

sequence of four extracts from Pindar's poetry. Aristides in his first two quotations aims

to demonstrate that not even Pindar himself endorsed Heracles' violence as Callicles

wrongly inferred.

43. Pindar did not expressed the idea of the absoluteness of god, as some modem critics take it. See
Gigante 1956: 96; cf. Pavese's right interpretation (1968: 60): "NOtios-, as a paredros of Zeus, sits at
the side or his throne and administers his justice with a powerful hand". The scholion on Aristides has by
way of interpretation TO biKatov v icrxvpo-ra-rri xEpl avtiEt. I wonder whether the scholiast read aVEI

for clyEt in Pindar's text?
44. Demos 1991: 59.
45. I doubt whether Aristides regarded Heracles' violent deeds as sanctioned by vOpos, since according to
the nature of oratory they were illegal. Cf. §227 with §232.

46. Although Pindar thinks that is right for Heracles' opponents to try to resist his violent actions,
praising explicitly Geryon (Jr. 81), he also simultaneously considers the violence of Heracles as something
which can be justified.
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111.1.3 Aristid. 2,229 (1.209 L.-B.) = Pind. fr. 81.

While explaining why Pindar justified Heracles' deeds, Aristides quotes some

lines from a Pindaric dithyramb:

22 9  TEKpaipopat itpyotatv 'FipaKAior I at:adis Toirrotc, Oil Kai i-ripczet
Tripi cdrrc7av iv SteupapPcp I	 6' gyeo Trap' 641111)) cprialv «aivac,' phi 15
rilpvcivq, Ta 6è  M I plATEpov aiy450 TrópTrav.›)

(Aristid. 2,229 (1,209L-B.)

15 Trap' xiiiv edd. a(?): -rrap' Cquiv TQR rec.* : Trapeq.nv EU: Trap' awl) A: Trap awl) V; Trap& pn,
Hermann yripuóvi AEa; raptrOva Schroeder Ai Hermann 16 myCoin TQV: cnyCodi AEURrec.a

Pindar Fr. 81 

Pindar says in the lines cited by Aristides that he praises (a iv g co) Geryon in

comparison to Heracles but he immediately cuts short his treatment of the subject — not

unusual for Pindar—, interjecting the phrase "May I be altogether silent regarding that

which is not pleasing (9)1A-rEpov) to Zeus". Pindar thinks that his praise of Geryon might

be considered offensive by Zeus.47

Though Pindar says that religious convictions prevent him from expressing his feelings

towards Geryon, this is a rhetorical excuse (praeteritio) as much as one based on deep

religious feeling. This statement is often interpreted as an illustration of Pindar's devout

(EikiEr3fi s) piety, and up to a point this is true, but it must also be recognised as a rhetorical

device which can be used either to deny the truth of a myth Pindar finds offensive, as in

01. 1.35, 52ff. about Pelops, or more often either to break off or refuse to relate a myth

which, although offensive, is not in fact denied.48

The rhetorical nature of this Pindaric device can be particularly useful for

Aristides' argumentatio, since mentioning and then abandoning what has just been said

about Geryon serves to arouse the reader's interest and to highlight by contrast a different

portrait of Geryon which Aristides propounds.

Aristides' quotation is our sole authority for this dithyrambic excerpt, and from

this point of view is instructive to the extent that here Pindar implies that Geryon is

47. Crotty (1982: 105), argues: "It is his duty to praise the praiseworthy, blame the blameworthy, and
failure to do this is very wrong".
48. Cf. 01. IX.35-41, XIII.91, Nem. V.13 -9, 81.
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praiseworthy because he tries to resist Heracles' taking of the cattle by force. 49 According

to Aristides, Plato misunderstood Pindar because the poet's treatment of Heracles is

ambivalent. Although Pindar considers the hero's violence justified, he also

simultaneously thinks that Geryon is a praiseworthy opponent.

Consequently, according to the orator the deeds of Heracles cannot be adduced as

an apt paradigm of justified violence, as Plato did.

We do not posses enough evidence to be in a position to appreciate the nature and

reliability of Aristides' quotation. The scholion on Aristides explains that Pindar praises

Geryon for defending his property when Heracles unjustly takes it away by force (3,409

Dind. A Oxon.). We have no further evidence, however, to infer that the scholiast had

any more at hand beside Aristides' excerpt. However, he could have had in mind the

analogy of Heracles' attack against Diomedes (the king who fed his horses with human

flesh) which receives a more detailed account by Pindar, and Pindar's explanation that

Diomedes defended himself against Heracles "cm:, K6] C) (5) nX' apETC(". 50 We should also

bear in mind that Aristides' scholiast does supply us with the completion of the statement

after `iTrEr (3,408 Dind. AB Oxon.):

grrEi rnpucivou Pacts- KuKAanrEicov gni Trpot9Opcov Etipuaeiws- auvatpd-rat Kai
c'xTrptirras- lAaaEtr.

thus supporting the view that he had a (more) complete copy of Pindar at hands.

49 . Lobel (1961: 149 n.1), raises a textual issue concerning fr. 81 in Aristides' text: "It seems to me
highly probable that the clause 67-1...7rdprrav, is a learned parallel which has intruded into the text of
Aristides". The rip refers to the preceding sentence and it makes sense to argue that the content of the
sentence that follows yap —although Pindar included it in the Diomedes episode—, is also true for Geryon
who resisted Heracles' taking his cattle by force. To steal the cattle of Geryon was more outrageous than
to steal the horses of Diomedes which were unpleasant animals. The cows of Geryones were harmless.
Aristides appears rather careless in the way he paraphrases or interprets the passage and this may account
for Lobel's suggestion. On the other hand the passage exists in all codices (ATEVR recQU) and it is
rather difficult to see how it could have been interpolated (O-ri is often used by Aristides introducing
verbatim quotations, cf. fr.76).
Contextual considerations also suggest that it forms part of Aristides' text: his rhetoric here is to show
that Pindar treated Heracles in an ambivalent way. Therefore, it makes good sense to treat fr. 81 as an
instance where Pindar deprecated Heracles action aiming to counterbalance the hero's action in Jr. 169a.
Indeed Aristides, refuting Plato's interpretation of Pindar, holds that what the poet said about Heracles was
not an endorsement / justification of Heracles' action but he had spoken indignantly (axurXigcav).
Aristides explicitly substantiates his judgement on the very deeds of Heracles (-rckpaipopai). Therefore,
it is absolutely necessary for him to quote another instance from Pindar to counterbalance Heracles' image
in the opening of fr. 169a, and in this sense fr. 81 may well stand in Aristides' text. For Heracles in the
tradition of Pindar and Bacchylides see Galinsky 1972: 23-40.
50 • Cf. the marginal scholion on the papyrus Fr. r. col.ii. 10.
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It is natural for Aristides to keep the Pindaric expression TEKpaipopat gpyoiatv

'Hpaiagos in introducing fr.81 after Pindar's fashion, as often gpya implies "mighty

deeds" those of god or a hero (cf. Nem. V1.8).

Aristides does not show that he desired great accuracy - as in fr.169a - introducing the

following alterations:

1. Aristides' Mss read Trap' &pit) "among ourselves". The editors 51 have

preferred the (Epic) piv to the (Doric) viv. The schol. Aristid. 3,409 Dind. (re Se, ea

rripuOvri, iTraivc7.) Trap' airrOv -rOv 1-Ipaa ga . ... makes it clear that the Pindaric text

should be Trap& ply instead of Trap' &ph). Both forms are not infrequent in codd. Pind.

(cf. Pae. 11.73; VIA i5); whereas the pronoun piv is unattested in Attic prose.

2. Aristides preserved the attic form rnpvc5vn instead of rripvciva (:editors) and

Aii instead of Al (:editors).

The Doric elements are eliminated in Aristides' quotation and this could be

explained as mainly aiming to spare the reader who is unfamiliar with dialectal

peculiarities from unnecessary distractions like unfamiliar language.

51 . Hermann first printed Trapa m y by collation of scholion Trap airrev -rev `Hpaaga . ; cf. also
LSJ s.v. giv.
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111.1.3 Aristid. 2, 229 (1,209 L.-B.) = Pind._fr. 169.16-7.

Immediately after his quotation (fr.81), Aristides attempts to explain why Pindar

preferred to praise Geryon's behaviour rather than that of Heracles. For this purpose, he

quotes:

229  oir yap EiK6s, prloIv, apTraoavcov TC.)V 6VTCJV I Kaefiaeat nap' eaTia Kai 16
KaKim gym.

(Aristid 2,229 (1,209L-B.)

The publication of P.Oxy. 2450 by Lobel proves that Aristides indeed had read

the whole poem of Pindar from which he has preserved only 11.16-7 in paraphrase.52

Behr prints the above lines as part of Aristides' oration without mentioning

Pindar's authorship of the lines in the apparatus. A careful collation of Aristides'

testimony with P.Oxy. 2450.16-7 shows that the words are Pindar's. 53 Aristides'

quotation succeeds in rendering the tone, the language and the style of the corresponding

lines in the papyrus.

The natural interpretation of these lines in the light of Aristides' context is: Geryon

is resisting Heracles because it is better to die defending one's property against a robber

than to be a coward. 54 He finds it unreasonable for Geryon to sit by his hearth cowardly

when his possessions are being stolen; (cf. scholion ad loc.). This view is confirmed by

the verses 16&17 of P.Oxy. 2450:

A' col. 2

3 n-•— )16(p aFTTaOpeVCA.W TEOVapEV

17 X —	 hlaTCJV fl KaKOV gppEvat.
(fr.169a.16-7).

There can be no doubt that the Diomedes episode is the theme of the col. 2 in

papyrus from 1.9 and onwards. But Aristides quoting //.16&17, refers them only to

Geryon.

52 • P.Oxy. 2450 is dated within the first or early in the second cent. AD (Lobel 1961: 142), and so is
contemporary with Aristides' speech.
53. Karadimas errs in assuming these lines to be Aristides' himself (1996: 82, n.85).
54. This interpretation is also supported by the marginal scholion on P.Oxy. 2450 fr.1 Col.ii (b):
iTri uI3pEt,àÄÄ' apErils gVEKa. TO yap [Tex eavToil plj Trpo]iEceat eniSpEiou (iaTiv) [1 saXA'
oitx i43p1cr-r[oCt. 'Hp:]ails S(à) 1i5[1]KE1 [a(TEAO]MEvos. This was restored and supplemented by
Lobel from Aristides and its corresponding scholion.
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A partial reconstruction of //. 15-7 indicates that the Thracian King is praised by

Pindar for having put up a struggle in defence of his property. 55 Consequently, one can

infer that Geryon is also praised tacitly by Pindar at 11.4-8 for defending his possessions

as he did also in fr.81. The logical combination of both accounts led Aristides to associate

Geryon with Diomedes and to quotefr.169a.16-7 immediately after fr.81 as an exegesis of

why Pindar considered Geryon's attitude praiseworthy, giving in that way the impression

that Pindar was justifying Geryon's actions too.

Aristides appears to be very eclectic in his use of the Diomedes episode.

Suppressing mention of Diomedes' name, he switches over to paraphrase, making in this

respect Pindar's verses conform to his context. 56 Avoiding irrelevant mythological

details, Aristides makes Pindar's words look cogent, so that no one could dispute the

inalienable right of the defender to protect his possessions, the transgression of which

constitutes an offence against the Law. Pindar is presented as agreeing with the nature

and the aim of the art of oratory as Aristides has described them before (§210fir.).

From the poem's extant contents, it can be argued that Pindar seems to have

focused upon the violence of these "labours of Heracles". 57 Aristides, having a good

knowledge of the poem, evidently noticed Pindar's intention and assumed that the Pia,

which was the modus operandi of Heracles, was sharply against the main principles of

oratory. From this point of view, Aristides presents Pindar as agreeing with his own

sense of law—abidingness. 58 In these two instances quoted by Aristides, Heracles

undoubtedly delivered an unprovoked attack and acted unjustly.

55. Lloyd-Jones (1972: 49) unlike Pavese (1968: 67ff.), thinks that Diomedes resisted Heracles'
violence rather than vice versa. He rejects Pavese's interpretation, based on the fragmentary lines provided
by the papyrus, that Heracles is bringing Diomedes' violent deeds to justice. Diomedes' motivation for
resisting Heracles (1.15 out of apurq) seems to support Lloyd-Jones argument which implies that Pindar
does not blame Diomedes for protecting his property. Pavese's view also contradicts what is said in the
marginal scholion.
56. Plato also understandably passed his name over in silence and the scholia on Arist. do not make any
mention of Diomedes' name.
57. Note the phrase (31as Wm, (P.Oxy. 2450, 1.19) as a possible reference to Heracles' labours.
58. The Law spoken of is that which the Greeks understood by xEipc7)v vOpos (Aeschin. c.Tim.5), the
Germans by 'Faust-recta', and the English by 'Club-law', or the 'law of the stronger'. This sense alone
agrees with the context in Plato, who at Lg. 69oc contrasts, with a reference to this passage, Tfiv Tot)

vOpot/ ithv-rcov expxnv with piatov.
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The quote in its extant form will not be far from the sense and even the language

of the text as preserved at P.Oxy. 2450. A collation of Aristides' paraphrase with the

corresponding lines in the papyrus, shows that Aristides introduced only the following

minor alterations:

1. If we read KTrdarrcov at 1. 17 (suggested by Pavese, rather than xpri10-rcov:

Lobel), Aristides changed it to the participle 6v-rwv (a more comprehensive term),

preceded by its article Tebv.

2. Kathy g ppEvat (Pindar) : KaKOv Eivat (Aristides).

3. yap is preserved in the paraphrase. (Lobel suppl. Kpacoov ylap from Aristid.

text. Lobel's supplement is superior to others).

4. TEevailEv (1.16): is omitted in the paraphrase.

5. The use of cpriaiv indicates the introduction of quotation. Aristides used the

same verb before in citing fr. 81.
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111.1.3 Aristid. 2, 230 11,209 L.-B.) = Pind. Pyth. 11.94-5, 96.

Aristides' context

In the second couple of Aristides' quotations (230), Pindar is again presented as

agreeing with Aristides' sense of law-abidingness. The poet did not recommend breaking

the law. Calling the law avepc.:yrrcov a im Kai °ECM) paalAga, Aristides paraphrases for a

third time fr. 169a.1-2. This shows that these opening lines had become proverbial in

antiquity as a standard description of vcipos, 59 which is quoted also by Arist. rhet. 3, 3

p. 1406a 22, as an example of the cold style he traced in the rhetor Alcidamas.

Aristides, quoting Pyth. 11.94-5, 96 in a metaphorical sense, presents Pindar as

not advising transgression of the law —as Plato assumed—, rather, he considers such a

practice unreasonable:

230 KaiTot TO yE TrpOs vOttov Kal I Tairra etvepcbTrcav Ewa Kai OEcbv PaatXia
nOcxEcreat 01:1K 1)11 iTtalVETV 711065 TTIV6#01J, O1I outiPoLtAEitEtv TrpóS Kgwrpa
XaKT4E1v. airrOs yoiiv Ta I TOlOCITOV VAXTIKEV «'0XtoenpOv oTt.tov» Kai KEXE6-El
tpu?“5-rrEoe a I.

(Aristid. 2,230 (1,209L-B.)

Aristides asserts that it was not Pindar's part to praise fighting against the law,

nor to counsel "Kicking against the pricks". Such a thing Pindar himself called "a

slippery path" and bade us pay heed against doing.

Pindar Pyth. 11.94-6

The central myth that Pindar treated in Pythil is that of Ixion, through which he

introduces the theme of deceit and its consequences. The myth is closed by a long maxim

on the omnipotence of god (1.49ff.). Pindar, reverting to previous thoughts on the

unpredictability of god, who elevates one man and then another, observes that:

PYTHIA II (475?)
oaa TatThra vOov

iaivEt peovEpibv . oT6Ottas Ei g TtvEs iAKOttEvot
3TrEptooas ivh-raav g2t-

Kos Obuvapev Tr10o0E Kap8ig,
Trpiv öoa ppovT181 ttnTiovTat TuxEiv.

6pEpEtv 8' Xarppc7as iTratrx gvtov Acti3OvTa tryc5v
apflyEt . TTOT1 KA/TOOV S g TO1

17

90

59 . Cf. the Homeric formula for Zeus: (5 Trav-rcov 13aotAd1s Elva-re:3v TE Kai Oava-rcov, cf. Th.
923, Heracl.fr.B53 TrOXEpos Tratrruw 116, Tra-Hip GT1, Tra y-Roy Si p a at X Etis
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AaKT4EpEv TEXgeEi
oxtoonpos Orpos . 686v-

-ra 8' Eiri pE TOTS aya0015 Opadv.
(Pyth. 11.89-96).

Pindar stresses that the cpeovEpoi destroy themselves by fighting against the

natural order of the things and the limitations imposed on them by the gods. They strive

to upset the equilibrium60 and this causes their downfal1. 61 In this gnomic section — as

Carey suggests— "Pindar advocates willing acquiescence in the laws of the universe". He

obviously advises that everybody has to bear the "yoke" lightly and not to "Kick at the

goad".62

Pindar, rapidly changing metaphors, develops a new image, which in antiquity

became a paroimia: TTOTI Kivrpov Sa To! AarrICipEv. 63 Such a resistance is an absurdity

and is further considered as vain and perilous 64 by Pindar who compares it to dylto-Oripár

(DI-pos..65

The sentence TrpOs Kfirrpa XaKTICEIV was proverbial as early as the time of Aeschylus66,

and familiar to us from Acts [9,5] 26,14. However, we do not know if it was a proverb

before Pindar.

Aristides quotes Pyth. 11.94-5 and 96 to provide a learned parallel in his

argument. These two quotes serve as corroborative evidence for his claim that even

60 • See Carey 1981: 61; cf. Thummer 1972: 306.
61. This is illustrated by the image of a-rex0pa (//.89-91). For the meaning of the image cf. Most
1987: 571-84. Burton (1962: 132) suggests that the scene envisaged is as at 11.12.421ff., where "two
men disputing over a piece of land with a measuring line stretched between them".
62. Carey 1981 ad loc. For the image of Cuycis see Braswell 1988: 1. 234. Cf. also schol. Pyth.
IV.171a; 173c. For the yoke of necessity cf. Nem. VIII.6; h.Cer. 216-7 (with Richardson ad loc.);
Bacch.11.46 kap-repai CE14aa' avayKat (with Maehler 1982 ad loc.; Nem. VIII.3). Cf. A. Ag. 218.
63. Cf. Paroemiographi Graeci vol.I: Diogen.VII.84 -apes thrrpa XarriCEts= SfiXri ii Traponda. Doubtless
of immemorial antiquity in Greece: Zenob.V.70.a. Trapotpla hs p g iwri-rat Eitpt-raris... Aiaxaos. cf. also
Greg. Cypr. 111.46. (AD XIII); Apost. XVI.86; VI.57 (AD XV); Arsen.413 ibid.; Macar. VII.44 (AD XV);
Greg. Naz. Christ Pat. 2266; Aeschyl. Ag. 1624; Prom V. 323; Eurip.Bacch. 794; fr.604 N2 . For the
meaning of the proverb has been offered two interpretations: a. The scholiast (Pyth. II.173a), thinks of the
use of the goad for the oxes during the ploughing. b. Carey (1981: ad loc.) believes that the image is
taken from the use of sword or spear.
64. Cf. Gentili 1995: ad loc.
65. The symbol of Ohms (v. Frisk and Chantraine, s.v. oillrl) was used in various ways in Greek thought.
See Becker 1937: 68-85. Cf. Harriott 1969: 53; Snell 1975: ch.13. For the Pindaric use as a
symbol for poetry cf. 01. VI.22-4, Pyth. XI.38-9, Nem. VI.53-4, as well as Bacch.19.1-2 (with Maehler
1982: ad 5.31).
66. A. Ag. 1624 Trpes Kawrpa in) NäKTlE, pii Traiaas payfits; Pr. 323. For the use of the proverb
in tragedy see Buchwald 1939: II.

95
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Pindar did not advise infringement of the law. He finds an analogy between the action of

peovEpol and the violent behaviour of Heracles, and on the base of this similarity he

quotes in a metaphorical sense Pindar's words in the context of his discussion about the

obedience to the law.67

The order of both quotations in Aristides is that of the original text, from which

only the first (11.94-5), was known to the paroemiographic tradition, 68 whereas the

second is cited only by Aristides.

Aristotle in his rhetorica (2,21 p.1395b,15), considers very appropriate the use of a

yvc.ouircew at the end of orator's argumentatio, since the orator with his gnome hits upon

the opinion that the readers themselves have about this particular instance (i.e. the sense of

absurdity here). They feel in some way a sort of satisfaction seeing that the orator agrees

with them. Aristides echoes Aristotle's instructions, when he resorts to Pindar's gnome

as it was commonly cited. 69 Omitting all the subordinate details from Pindar's context,

Aristides quotes only these two striking expressions to impress his reader. The second

gnome is presented as an explanation of the first one and both together in the rhetorical

terminology represent an ivOtigriga.70

Aristides in this polemical treatise cites Pindar not for stylistic embellishment but

to show that Plato's views are based on a fallacy. His argument consists of two parts:

67 • Pindar by the time of his latest datable poem becomes conscious that his ideal is something broader
and juster, less violent, than any form of repressiveness. In his invocation to Hesychia argues: "precious
is the gain that one bears away from the house of a willing giver".
68 • Aristides' contemporary Zenobius V.50 (AD 130), preserves the infinitive form AcocrIE iv and the
main preposition -apes instead of the Pindaric Tro-r1 (: against), and in this respect agrees with Aristides'
paraphrase.
69. Is it probable that Aristides actually had in mind Aristotle's rhetoric theory in applying what had been
an Aristotelian instruction? Aristides quotes four times from rhetoric in Ors. XXVIII.85-6; VIII.21;
XI.64. We know that elements (at least) of Aristotle's rhetorica are known at that time, and it is evident
that Cicero has some knowledge of Aristotle's rhet. when he writes the Orator, in 55 BC (probably from
the edition of Tyrannion and Andronicus). The discussion on 'invention' (Orat. 2.114-306) has a definite
Aristotelian sound in it, and Aristotelian influences are more than evident in the tripartite division of the
duties, the officia of the orator — to prove, to delight and to move — which are then associated with the
three kinds of style: 'plain', 'middle' and 'grand'. Quintilian knew of Aristotle's rhet. (10 12.17.14).
Indeed, of two editions of rhet. available at the time, one with the two books and one with the three he
seems to have in mind the latter. However, even if Aristotle's rhet. was known between 300 BC and AC
100, new developments on the subject had made it obsolete, and when Alexander Aphrodisiensis
published the corpus, assigning the rhetoric among the books of the Organon, as a logical tool, it
received scant attention. (See Kennedy 1991: 306-7).
70. Arist. (Rh. 1394 (343) explains that when a gnomic is followed by an explanation it forms an
gvAipill.ia. Some gnomic statements need more illustration with a striking word (cf. Cducieripcis duos ).
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1. Aristides, considering that Plato (Callicles) misunderstood Pindar's treatment

of Heracles in fr.169a.1-8, quotes two fragments from his poetry (Jr. 81 &fr.169a.16-7) in

order to substantiate his claim that even Pindar himself did not endorse Heracles'

unprovoked attack and consequently the defence of one's property is legitimate.

2. In the second part of his argumentation, the orator portrays Pindar's attitude

towards the law as being in accordance with the main dogma of the art of oratory.71

Pindar advocated obedience to the law and considered the opposite in a metaphorical

sense, as futile [Pyth.II. 94-5] and mere absurdity [ib. 96]).

The Pindaric vOuoc in the tradition of Plato and Aristides

Throughout his speech Callicles focuses upon "justice" (To Slim tov) as defined by

nature. Aristides, defending rhetoric against Plato's criticism, supports the "civic law".

Callicles clearly propounds that vOlios is always the right of the physically stronger, a

position which seems far from what Pindar implies; the latter tries to make allowance for

Heracles' violent behaviour by appealing to vOpos understood in a way that seems to

justify it, despite reservations arising from customary condemnation of the initiator of acts

of aggression, whereas the former clearly supports the "law of nature" as justifying eo

ipso any act of aggression.

Aristides' choice of words is noteworthy because it suggests that he is carefully

selecting terms which make his argument cohesive; in his view the art of oratory endorses

the equality of all men and therefore only the first couplet of the Pindaric quote is

acceptable. For him there is no place for OriTopuoi or AOyot, if justice is defined as force

and the man of "superior strength" (cf. Heracles) disregards the civic law and social

conventions (§228).

We can notice especially how the accumulating present infinitives in §231 build up

to the accusative Ira p a vopia v. In such writing we may feel the force of Aristides'

determined reaction to Plato's views. Aristides concludes with the forceful argument that

at any rate, whether Pindar meant what Plato's Callicles takes him to mean, or (which is

71 . Or. 11.232 TOOT' gCJTI TO SOr.ta rç kiTopnajs Kal TOLITCp 01./VEGT1 TC.73 VO1.10,3 Kai TITO

Toirrov inieEt TripoOoa Onc)s tin8Els lITTEpPTIOETal, TOJ OnEpPaivovTas acoppoviotroa.
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more probable for Aristides) he was just indignantly speaking (cba-rrEpEl oxETXtgc.ov)

and not seriously advising, rhetoric's stance is clear as to what is called vópos and what

is called lawlessness. The last argument serves as a bridge leading to a concluding

statement of purpose for Aristides' art delineating rhetoric's ethos, as an intrinsically

moral endeavour. But the Platonists of his time and certainly those in Pergamum,72

would have here the opportunity to see that their master had been unfair to rhetoric, which

not only was not a vain enterprise of flattery, but was actually siding with (Platonic)

philosophy in being an ancilla justitiae, supporter of justice and lawfulness.

Aristides' rhetoric (and indeed the rhetoric rivalling philosophy with its

educational claims in the times of the second sophistic) sides closer to Platonic

conceptions of philosophy as a moral educator.73 Aristides' dismissive reference to

Callicles' (mis)use of Pindar serves as a reminder of the distance, indeed the opposition

between the spurious, base form of rhetoric as understood by Plato to be used by the

sophists of his time, and (the genuine form of) rhetoric during the age of the second

sophistic which comes closer to philosophy. 74 Indeed appeal to the distinction between

genuine form and base/corrupt form (of rhetoric), and the "ideal form" implied hereby as

a paradigm for the genuine kind has a distinct Platonic undertone.75

72. Platonists in Aristides' times would have found in him an opponent of their master's virulent attack
against rhetoric and the sophists. Behr's conviction (1986: vol.!. 419) that Aristides also has in mind
particularly the (middle) Platonists of Pergamum, identified by him as the School of Caius must be
measured against the sweeping attack against the dubious evidence for the existence of such a "phantom"
school that is supposed to have created a tradition in Pergamum (cf. Dillon 1996: 266-340, esp. 337-40).
That Aristides did have in mind his contemporary Platonists is evidenced in his Or. III (see esp. 2, 7, 10,
624, 634 and 645-53), which reminds of the line of defence Aristides also kept in To Capito against the
Platonists ("those who will be vexed for the sake of Plato"). Karadimas (1996: 31, n.143), contends that,
in composing his last and longest Platonic discourse, Aristides was trying to protect himself from a
possible backlash from the Platonists. Bear in mind that Apuleius, does recount his master's position on
rhetoric in De Platone (dated AD 170). There he draws from Gorgias and Phaedrus in which Plato
distinguishes between the noble kind of Rhetoric which contemplates the Good, and the "science of
flattery, divorced of Reason". Michel (1993: 24-6) finds in Aristides' distinction between the genuine
form of things which are kept in relation to their formal ideal as the genuine art of eloquence and the more
base forms, a platonic trait, suggestive of his attempts at unifying philosophy and rhetoric on a rather
platonic platform.
73. For example it is preoccupied with answering `-ri glaT1' questions concerning the nature of justice and
educating people to accept justice and obey the law.
74. Aristides styles himself as an orator, a rhetor and not the sophist. Indeed, he had no respect at all for
the sophists.
75. Michel (1993: 26) claims Platonic ideas guide Aristides' attempt to conciliate sophistic and
philosophy. He finds that in the Isocratique doctrine Aelius Aristides has sensed the possibilities to
conciliate between the Sophistic tradition and the teachings of the Academy, a possibility whose kernel
ideas are found already in certain aspects of Cicero's argumentation.
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The source of Aristides for fr.169a.1-8; 16-7; fr.81; Pyth. 11.94-5; 96

Aristides appears to be meticulous in citing with great accuracy fr.169a.1-8 in the

form in which it is quoted in Gorgias .76 A purposeful misinterpretation of Pindar's

words on the part of Plato attributed to Callicles, could afford Aristides no intelligible

ground for an accusation against Plato's theory on the real value of oratory. Therefore it

is probable that Aristides had verified the authenticity of Plato's quotation before he got

involved in criticising Plato for inconsistencies and misconception of the meaning of the

lines as intended by Pindar.

Aristides' use of Pindaric quotations emerges as important for four reasons:

1. The fact that Aristides quotes the lines 16-7 of fr.169a in paraphrase, is a

proof that he used a text of Pindar similar to that discovered in Oxyrhynchos —dated in the

1st or early 2nd cent. AD. Therefore it seems almost certain that he verified Plato's quote,

since his knowledge of fr.169a is not exclusively derived from Gorgias, but is

independent.77 When Aristides was composing §§226-31, next to his copy of Gorgias he

could have had a copy of Pindar's poems.

2. He is our solitary authority for Pindar's fr. 81.

3. Aristides provides the valuable information that fr. 81 comes from a

"dithyramb" (iv Steupappcp Tivi), in which Pindar went on to praise Geryon's defensive

attitude in comparison to that of Heracles. The dithyramb to which Aristides refers was

entitled the "Cerberus" .78

4. The citation of 11.94-5 and 97 in their original order in Pyth. II, presenting the

latter as an explanation of the former (cf. K€KXri KEv), suggests the possibility that Aristides

cited directly from Pindar's text.

76 • For such an important context an independent quotation would doubtless have been preferred.
However, Aristides preferred to cite Pindar from Gorgias as a means to eliminate all possibility of being
accused of falsifying Collides quote on grounds of his own expediency.
77. It is confirmed that the papyrus contained the beginning of the poem (Lloyd-Jones 1972: 48).
78. Cf. Wilamowitz 1922: 344.
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111.1.11 Or.III. 17pC55 TTAIITCOVa 1 Y7Tip TOJV TETT40)11

Plato having established what the function of a true statesman is, reverts to he

question, raised at Grg. 5o3c, of whether "the Four Men" (i.e. Themistocles, Kimon,

Miltiades, Pericles) —as Aristides calls them— had improved their fellow citizens (515b6-

51 7a6). Socrates claims that they did not, and that this is shown by the ingratitude with

which the Athenians eventually treated each of them (Grg. 516a). Plato's attack on "the

four men" must have shocked his contemporaries far more profoundly than his views on

tragedy.

This passage was much criticised in antiquity and Aristides felt the need to justify

the deeds of Themistocles, Kimon, Miltiades, and Pericles against Plato's attack in his

Or. HI "Defence of the Four". The oration was written some time between AD 161-165 in

Smyrna.'

111.1.4 Aristid. 1 37 (1,304 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 48.

Aristides starts the refutation of Plato's arguments by considering firstly Pericles'

personality, since Plato undertook to examine him first (p11). Aristides is mentioned in a

scholium on Demosthenes In Aristocratem (Dind., vol. IX, 1851, p.708,3-5) as also having

written a declamation called "Pericles ".2 Aristides tries to illustrate Pericles' image as it

emerges from his course of action, making historical references to the way he treated the

Athenian demos.3

Aristides' context

Aristides opposes Plato's devaluation of Pericles, presenting him instead as a man

of great calibre and a prudent and temperate politician (§§32-3). At this point Aristides has

launched a full—scale attack against Plato's slander. He reproaches Plato's inconsistency,

complaining that on the one hand he tries to defame Pericles by holding him responsible

for the inevitable Athenian disaster, while on the other hand not rebuking his "i-raipos"

1. For works of Plato used as historical sources in Or. III cf. Haas 1884: esp. 2-3. For the historical
sources of Or. III in general, see ib. 95.
2. "A rule has been given to us to solve all objections arising from worth when we speak against an
illustrious person. Aristides also did this in the Pericles"; see fr. 120 in Behr Aristides 1986: vol.!. 423
(Appendix I).
3. Aristides' wording here is a reminiscence of Thucydides. His possible sources are: a. Th. H.13; 65 and
b. Plut. Per. 20; cf. §§20; 24.
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Alcibiades who having taken over the city, proceeded to instil it with such madness. (JO'

()Caws	 1r1VEV §34).

According to the orator's views it is intolerable when Plato blames Pericles who in his

association with Anaxagoras turned out better than Alcibiades, whereas Alcibiades having

Socrates as a iTaipor gained nothing [I was useless] (§34).

III. (XLVI D.) YTTEP TUN TETTAPWN.

o piv yap 1IGIJX4OVTCXS TE Kai TO vatrriKOv 0EpaTreOovTas, TOOTO I 8' i)v 20

Ta Träpxowra pcX0vTac, Kai apx • iv	 iTTIKTCANAgVOUS gem TrEptgailaeat, 0 Si

nI:av Ta TrOXX15 TrpäTTEIV 7TEtCraVTWV EIS T)V. iV OTC 6tX?ta TE I TTOAAa Kai 0 Eic 1

2tKEXiav inlap -rnen TrXo0s, 4 jav TrXEious Taw crupacxcav IToin TroXeiliovs

36 iKTIV3aVTO Kai TEXEUTC3VTES CUTTi1XXaaV WS ICTIEV. 0111' KOLIV I 0 TTEptKXfis .nv

Tronjoas oi8Eiv Kai OTrovApv ETvat TfV -FrOXtv, otiSi St' I 8v TC73V apXaCWV

aapKc73v, cbs ci prfts, aTEp1Ofloav, &XX' 0 Tas inteuvias I iTrat4cov at'n-ois Kai 5

Tois Tc.7)v 'EyEaTakov xpiipaat SEXEgcav Kai njv I IiKEXiKiiv Tpeu1r4av

TrpoCEv6iv, «TE Kai airrOs ebv Totoirros Kai gri8apoir J anjvat TCTOV iXTriSWV

iC731/ TOV 8fipov, exxv 0E1 paKpOTEp' atiTois Jai/ I ipoi:IX0vT6 TE Kai i8eovTo

inToTteEls Kai TavavTia T4) TTepiKAET TroXITExic5IpEvos, piTa Tip) iKEivou

37 TEXEv-rfiv. oöKoilv Trpiv Tiva Tc73v avTiTreacov XE*11.,, I gva TO.-)v p(Xcav 10

OripEi.iGas LiyEis, Kai THTrovOas TairrOv TO) TTiv8apoti I ariAET, Os Tijs TE

Ofipas 811papTEv Kai Tay Et'ipuTic.ova pikraTov OvTa iatrrc.79

irpooSigcpeapEv. TO 8' airra Káv Tois OOTEpOV Okiai 'A8pCtaTcp T43 rop8iou

Taal auppilvat.
(Arista 3, 37 (1,303-4 L-B.)

In §3 5 , Aristides draws a comparison between Pericles and Alcibiades,

distinguishing the former's personality as the man who persuaded the Athenian demos

that they would win if they remained inactive and cared for their naval force preserving

their existing power. Alcibiades is illustrated as a greedy character encouraging an

adventurous expansionist policy which ended in the Sicilian disaster.

In §36 Aristides refuting Plato's charge (Grg. 518d-519a) against Pericles points out

more inconsistencies. The way Aristides refers to Plato suggests that he had a very

intimate knowledge of Plato's work. He paraphrases Socrates' words directing his

accusation against Alcibiades. It was not Pericles who caused the city to "oiSeiv" (swell)
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and "OrrouAov Erval" (fester)4 nor was it through him that they were deprived of their

"dtpxakov craplaZw" (old flesh)5 , but Alcibiades was the one who enlarged the Athenians'

desires enticing them with the "money of Segesta" and recommending the "Sicilian

table"6 without setting a limit to people's expectations.

Aristides' culminates his criticism in §37 where he attempts to demolish Plato's

slanderous accusations against Pericles, by presenting them as ineffectual, since Plato's

accusation would in fact equally apply to his friend Alcibiades.

Aristides illustrates this point by quoting two similar mythological incidents. The

first comes from a lost Pindaric hymn about the accidental murder of Eurytion, from

which Aristides quotes only one line, and the second is a brief reference to a similar case

told by Herodotus about Adrastos' murder of Kroisos' son.

Aristides employing hunting vocabulary presents Plato as failing to capture his

opponent (i.e. Pericles)7 and hitting his friend instead. On that point Plato's failure is

paralleled with Peleus' unintentional murder of Eurytion. Just as Peleus caused

unwillingly the death of his friend Eurytion, on the same ground Plato's defamation of

Pericles hits his iTaipos Alcibiades.

Aristides embellishes his refutation with a short indirect reference to Pindar's

hymn, which is exploited as a mythological exemplum in order to deflect Plato's

disparaging attack against Pericles. Aristides appears to have found a suitable parallel

incident in Pindar's hymn, which in Aristides' context has as its purpose to make the

reader see Plato's attitude towards Pericles in terms of Peleus' accidental killing of

Eurytion.

4. Plato had used before (48ob 2) this medical metaphor for the individual soul, now he applies it to the
state. Cf. Dodds 1990: ad loc.
5. Cf. Grg. 518c TrpoacrrroAotiaiv airraw Kal -ths ápxaia5 cr6pica5 . Cf. Dodds' view ad loc.: "original",
as -rapxceia means "the original sum", i.e. capital as distinct from interest.
6• It was a proverb, cf. Paroemiographi Graeci vol.!!: Apost. XV.48 Imam)) -rpa1r4a: Trl TC:3V ayav
TpvcpnAcbv, cf. Diogen. VIII.7; Greg. Cypr. 111.68.
7 . Cf. schol. ad /oc. SrirEp Ei6eEl TTOIETV eTT1 Te3V VEGA) 6 TIA6Tczy. ijOiKelis Si ETTTE TC3V TiAcov, cç IA
Stn/nOgyros aiiTo Onpacrai -rev 17Epiaia.
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Aristides' quotation of Pindar forms a unique indirect source which in connection

with the testimony preserved by his scholia enables us to get an idea of the hymn's

content, even though Aristides paraphrases only a few words.

Pind.fr.48 in Schol. Aristid. 3,463-4 Dind.

125.11. iv Chivots- TTiv8apoc gibanyrat Ort Tall Elpirricova, Tay TOO 7pOU TOO 25

'Arcropor TraiSa, gva avra Teiv 'Apyovaurc3v, auvegpEtiovTa er. KW!!

eTTreKTEIVE T7TIAE65. q)Aotr & WE', é7TE151) auyyEviis- TOOTOU 1111. rTriAths- yap

TrpO eariSos- Ouyaripa -AKTopos- TOO TToAuinjAoul EixE yuvaika. 6 Be *AKTO3p

Trart)p 'Ipou, Os- TraiSa 10XE -ray Elipt.rricova. ABD Oxon.

1. lioXupaav BD. -rijv TroXitunXov Oxon.
(schol. Aristid. 3,463 Dind.)

The third person singular verb traiivriTai (= mentions) presupposes that the

scholiast had a personal knowledge of what Pindar had said in his hymn, and illustrating

Aristides' words, he quotes very briefly and in general outlines the subject-matter of what

Pindar had treated in his unidentifiable hymn. So he probably knew Pindar's version of

the shooting of the Calydonian boar, when Peleus inadvertently killed Eurytion.

The mythological explanations that the scholiast offers in his attempt to illustrate

Aristides' phrase (Tr6Troveas TairrOv T4) TInkapou TIOET, ... TrpooSt4cpeEtpev), make his

testimonies valuable for two main reasons:

1. The scholia preserve more information about the general context of the

Pindaric hymn than Aristides does, since Aristides adapts only a small part into his

context.

2. The evidence of the scholia forms an independent source from which we are in

a position to speculate to what extent Aristides' quotation was close to the original context

as well as if it fits into his argumentation in supporting Pericles' personality.

Peleus was a key figure in early Greek myth 8 . For Pindar Peleus' achievements

with their connections with Aegina held a particular importance. All episodes from

Peleus' life agree with Aristides' paraphrase as far we can tell in general outlines:

8• See Peleus' detailed study in March 1987: 20-22.
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a. Son of Irus and Demonassa and a grandson of Actor, Eurytion is mentioned

among the Argonauts (Hygin. Fab. 14; A.R. 1.71).9

b. When Peleus was expelled from his dominions, 10 he fled to Eurytion to whom

he was related by his marriage to his first wife (fr.48). Here Peleus' wife is called Polymela, 1 I

daughter of Actor.I2

c. Peleus, while hunting, 13 unintentionally killed Eurytion."

Aristides, making a reference to Pindar's hymn, adapts it to his argument in order

to defend Pericles' honour since he has been defamed by Plato. He probably felt that

there was too much derogatory literature against the Athenian leader which prompted him

to support Pericles. 15 He chooses Pindar to back up his ideas deeming him relevant to the

point. The choice of Pindar is understandable because Athens and its glorious leadership

held a dominant place elsewhere in his poetry and a reference to his poetry may appeal to

Aristides' audience. The same romantic glorification of the Athenian past occurs in

Panathenaicos.

Aristides, paraphrasing Pindar, introduces a deliberate alteration: he transmits the

variant reading cpikra-rov Ov-ra instead of avyyEvhs TOL/TOU, which is transmitted by his

scholiast. The ancient scholia on (§38) explain his variation as piAov 6a. /WEI, in-Et6ii

cruyyEvt7s- Toth-ou dv and then they explain the nature of the two characters' relationship.

The key-point of the scholiast's testimony is the phrase cpiXov 8 MyEt. It is ambiguous

who is the subject of the verb X gyEt. If in the scholia the phrase cpiXov Si XeyEt refers to

Aristides, then maybe Pindar used the word ovyyEvfis. On the other hand, if the phrase

cpiXov Si X6yEt refers to Pindar, then Pindar may have used either cpRov or cpikra-rov and

9 . According to others he was son of Actor, and he is also called Eurytus. (Apollod.I.8.2; Tzetz. ad.
Lycoph. 175).
10 • Peleus had to leave Aigina (Nem. V.7ff).
11. In schol. Aristid. 3,463 Dind., one would expect the name of the girl which is in fact transmitted in
two Mss BD TToAwfiXav, whereas in a third one Oxon. the feminine article TO 17oXtipriXov is also
transmitted.
12.For the different variations of the name of Peleus wife as well as her relation to Eurytion cf. Pherek.
3F61 and Apollod. 111.13.1: Antigone, daughter of Eurytion. Staphylos, schol. II. 16.175: Eurydice,
daughter of Actor. Eustath. on Holm IL 2.684 p.321.
13 • avveripctiov-ra (fr.48); Apollod. 111.13.2 specifies at the Calydonian Boar hunt, where we see Peleus
named as a participant on almost all of the inscribed black-figure vases which depict the hunt.
14.He killed his father-in-law (Apollod. III.13.1&c).
15.Dodds (1990: 325), claims that: "the memory of Pericles and Themistocles had indeed been blackened
by oligarchic pamphleteers like Stesimbrotus of Thasos"; (cf. FGrH ii Bfr.107).
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the scholia then explain why Aristides called him piATaTov because he was ovyyEvhs

Toirrou. This seems more likely after u6onTat TTiv8apos..
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111.1.5 Aristid. 3, 478 (1,456 L.-B.) = Pind. Fr. 260.

After the "Common Defence" of the Four Men (§§352-457), which is a potpourri of

unfavourable judgements on Plato's logic and inconsistencies, and of slanderous stories

about his life, and before the presentation of Demosthenes' praise of the Four (§§499-510),

Aristides in §§458-98 dwells on the power of Fate and circumstance, as well as the

limitations of human skill.

Aristides' context

Within a series of twelve quotations, the majority of them from Iliad book 23,

Aristides argues that in the athletic games in honour of Patroclus Homer indicates that

Fate twists human affairs wherever it wishes and that the prizes of victory do not always

belong to the best (§469). Nothing human is firm or goes smoothly or is self-sufficient;

but the strong man will be inferior to the weakling, whenever the occasion calls for this

(473), however, it does not eventually deprive him of his whole reputation.

For someone to prevail over everything and to excel in physical strength has no

meaning for him if the gods do not approve, 1 and he will always be subject to fortune.

The point is illustrated with a quotation from Plato's Laws 7o9b cbs eths pev Kai -rifxri

TraVT ' ciyolian) (074).

At this point Aristides reverts to poetry, which he considers useful in many

respects; the poets are presented as agreeing with his reasoning especially in reminding us

of our nature. This is justified with two quotations, one from Pindar, who called the

human race "ipri a povs" 2 and the other from Homer, who called them "xapal

ipxopgvovc".3

1. Aristides holds that Plato's remark in Laws 8o3c proves true -re eiv8pc.,,yrrov dvai Om) Traiyviov.
2. The possible source must be either Pyth. VIII.95, or Jr. 182. Both passages are quoted by Aristides
qualifying humans. (Cf. the discussion on p.189ff., and on p.248ff.). Consequently it seems likely that
Aristides had in mind Pindar's word. The ipflpEpos has a special meaning for the lyric poets with
reference to human affairs. The epithet firstly occurred in epos; already in Odyssey (21.85), thoughts are
expressed on the theme of human inability and the `ipijoEpov'. See the detailed study of Frankel 1968:
23ff. Frankel's view has been questioned by Dickie 1976: 7ff., who points out that the adjective
ipfulEpos does not yet exist for Homer, and that when used by Pindar and other archaic and classical
period poets to describe the human condition, it most likely means 'lasting for a day', short—lived.
3. Homer pointing out that "there is no similarity between the races of gods and men" (11. 5.440-2), gives
a dismissive description of men as xapal ipxon g vuw, that "walk on the ground", (cf. xa paiyEver.A)),
see Kirk 1990: ad loc.
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Aristides stresses the didactic value of the poets in destroying our false pride in every

way. The orator appeals to the sagacity of the people who are invited to guard against

criticism of inferiors' fortunes and against OpaoEis if they are successful.

Aristides' text (H476-82) has a technical character and it mainly consists of a

compilation of various aspects of Palamedes' myth. Special emphasis is laid on the main

issue of Palamedes' trial ('8iKaa-r1ch rrayi8Evots'), the hero's attributes and inventions,

and the inconsiderate fashion in which he was finally treated by the Achaeans. The

narration is suddenly interrupted at §477, where Aristides adopts a more compact style.

He omits purposely the cause of trial aAXec Toa TC-A.) V &KC-Jay TrCas EixEv apxijs; moving

to what he considers as more important.

III. (XLVI D.) YTTEP TWN TETTAMJN.

476	 vii-v 8' oi rrourral rroAXa I

xpilotpot Kav-raii0a TrpOoKeivrat Kai 1rapaKoAoueo pc3tv	 iv, lIT[01_11PVTI-I

OKOVTES &El Tfç pl:f0EC.05, ETT1PEpOUS TE KaAotiv-rEs Kai xal..tal ipxop gvous, I Kai 5

rrav-ra Tparrov TtV aXaovEiav KaOalpoOvrEs, &mos 1..1ri8' El Tic El"5 I TrpaTTEW

6OKOIT1, T0UTC 13 Op0011VOITO,1.1T18 ' ETEpCia TrraioavTi TFOU rrpopapot I -rip., Tirxriv

477 Pa8icos. Kai Ti 8E1 TaVka AiyEtv cbs gxi; 'AXACt -ra TCav 81Kc".3v I nein ETxEv

&PX115; gXecaliEv yap ETT' aim') TO Kuptcb-ra-rov 1j8n. o TTaXalaiSTis crocpcbTa-

Tos eav TC)v 'Axatc.73v EaXCA) T1I1V 81101V Tfis rrpoSooias. Kai I 011K Epas cbs 10

iKEivou yE ' AOTIVa101 KaTapnpioav-ro. &XX& Traoa IJèv  I 'Dal:Zs avvEXTIVreEt,

VETO 8i f1 Kpiois v 1.1E0G,), Kai Cx8tKEiv [81 I iSoCEv, <6-r1 8i oiixi 8tKalc.as

478 Ef80Ell> aljTa5 011 Xiyets iv EcoKpecrovs J airoAoyia. KalTot Tic OLIK QV TTIOEIEV

011TCA)01 7T0ÀXT1V gym -rip, aXoyiav, I Ov-ra pev airrOv KuptcLyrEpov TOO

'08vook.os Eis oopias AOyov,	 TTivI8apos, E10' ii-r-rtiOilvai TOO 15

IxEipovos, Kai 	 Eis xE1pc7av Kpiotv	 Eis.....NXXO Ti TOLOCITOV EXOOVTOS

Trpaypa-ros, aXA' E1ç airrO TOOT° I EV 43 KpEITTCOV	 alTIOIS 8' ai Toiis

'Axatoin oti-rcA) rroXAa Kai pEyaXa I int' ait-ro g TrErrov06-ra5 E1, 81' x Kai

piXEiv Kai OaupgEtv an-óv TrpoofIKEv, I E10 oij-rcos ayvcova Kal elvOpotov

aTroSoilvat TV X001V, Os yE Kai orroulSaicov Kai -rdiv Eis kpvxayoayiav 20

flyEpWv cthTois iyEyOvet oxESOv erfraVTCOV:

(Aristid. 3,476-478(1,456 L-B.)

Aristides' arguments consist of two rhetorical questions with which he points out

what he considers as unreasonable in Palamedes' myth. The first question concerns what
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is absurdity (aXoyia) in hero's fortune and action, whereas the second one refers to the

unjustified and unreasonable behaviour ( ToTria ) of the Achaeans towards his

benefactions.

Aristides' intention is to draw a parallel between Palamedes and the Athenian

leaders. This is clearly stated at §482, where he asserts that Palamedes, Miltiades and

Pericles share in common defence what he has already propounded that "fortune and

circumstance guide men's activity".

Aristides does not follow any of the known versions, where Odysseus or

Diomedes were responsible for Palamedes' death, but he speaks generally of all the

Greeks4 (KaTavrypicsav-ro), avoiding specifying Odysseus' 86Xos (cf. Hyg. Fab. 105; schol.

Eur. Or. 432.8) and also the kind of penalty that the Achaeans imposed on Palamedes.5

Odysseus' SOXos was finally successful, resulting in Palamedes' conviction. The

expression de' fi-r-rriefivat T 0 0 xdpovos refers to both the whole process of Palamedes'

entrapment, as well as his conviction. Aristides makes mention of the judicial proceedings

that were followed Tralaa piv i 'EXX2xs at/1)01/4 .00a, iyiviTo Si 'plats iv p gacp, and

Palamedes was found guilty.6

At §478 Aristides protests pointing out a logical inconsistency:

(478) "who would not say that the situation was very unreasonable, that a man

who was superior to Odysseus in respect to wisdom, as Pindar said, was defeated

by his inferior, and at that although the circumstance did not concern a physical

contest, 7 ... but a matter in which he was better?".

The authorship of the quotation is clearly stressed. The first half of the quoted line

is preserved in a papyrus fragment P. Harr. 21, containing mutilated words offr. 260.

4. The tradition of the testimonies falls within two main categories: a. those who stress the role of
Agamemnon in the administration of justice (Apollod. Epit., Hyg.), and b. those who lay special
emphasis on the evidence (schol. Eur.). Aristides sides himself with the latter tradition.
5. Cf. schol. Eur. Or. 432.9 Xteo13oXiapOs.
6• On this point Aristides has in mind Plato's opposition about the blameworthy of Palamedes <O-ri bi

StKaicas i'Soiv> cf. Pl. Ap. 41b rrIi'uotyE Kai aCt-r4) eawaa-n) äv an 81a-rpififi airrat,
OTTOTE ilnliX01111 TT aXallfISEI Kai /Mawr' Tç TEXallCaVOS Kai a Tic aMos -raw naXateav Eilex Kpiatv
&haw TiOviiKEv, av-rmapaPaXXov-rt T pauToil non npas	 - cç yea oTuat.
7 . It is also probable that he knew Alcid. Od. 3-8 Kai pilv iv TraXaia-rpg oO8' iv avp-rroaicta,
ivea cpiXET ipiSas TrXcia-ras Kai XotSopias yiyvEa0at, from where he may have taken this
expression.
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Pindar Fr. 260

The editio princeps of the papyrus was made by J.E. Powell in his 1936 edition of The

Rendel Harris Papyri of Woodbrooke College, no.21.8

FR. 260 (178).

• • •

-nv iitiyxo[
KpuTiou Si XO[you
exvia-rov Ea

Xiv xaXiTra[
5 '08vaiiis Si TIT

Trata Socry[
Kuptc.:..yripb[
aepicav av[

Tov[
10	 Sto[

tlEa[
aSii[
piPov[

• • •

I. TT": P. Ham 21.
II. Aristid. 3,478 (1,456 L.-B.)'

Liic clocia5 A6yov

With Pindar we enter into a new conception of "ethos". He detests deeds of

violence and praises Palamedes' inventions, whose clocpia he opposes to the traditional

epic view of ptl-ris. In this nexus of ideas he admires Palamedes who served human

civilisation, favouring him over Odysseus in terms of his Gocpia.9

As far as we can tell from Proclus' paraphrase of the Cypria, there is no suggestion that

Palamedes was qualified as oocpcS5 before Pindar. 10 The fragmentary form of Cypria

(the only preserved recruitment-episode of Odysseus), 11 does not allow us to speculate

further.12

8• For a critique of Powell's edition see Snell 1937: 577-86.
9 . We can assume that Pindar considered Odysseus' TOOvos as the main cause of Palamedes'
assassination. In Aristides' account the responsibility of Palamedes' death lies on all Achaeans, cf. Eur.
fr.588N iKaVET . iKeIVETE TaV TietV0090V, 6 Lavaoi.
10 • Pindar attacks Odysseus in Nem.VIII.
11 • A summary of the contents of the Cypria was preserved by Proclus, and an epitome of his
Chrestomathia was included in Photius' Bibliotheca.
12 . The Pindaric expression was followed by X. Cyn. 11,1 rfaAaakic Si gun uiv rriptfiv rratrrcav
TC731., icp' imam) tiTrEpiaxE aocpig. Cf. also Polyaen Srategem. 1.12 T1aXaufi8nv iviKnaiv ('O8vaaii, ․ )
iV StKacrrrIpir+) TC..)" v 'Axate3v ... Kai 6 acxpth-raTos iKeivos Ow rrpo8oaias 86Xcp Kai a-rpa-myfuta-rt.
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The place offr. 260 in Aristides' context suggests that Pindar was aware of Palamedes'

Kpicris and also of his death.13

Various inventions are attributed to Palamedes from which Aristides chooses to

present three (§479):14

1. The hero had been their guide in nearly all serious and recreational activities.15
2. The art of tactics (his greatest single invention, deserving the highest honour).
3. The invention of numbering.

In a playful style Aristides quotes in the form of paraphrase two fragments: 16 one

from Aeschylus [Palamedes] fr. 181a Radt, that "they differed not at all from cattle before

their association with him"; 17 for the other Aristides has in mind a passage from

Respublica (522d2), where Plato jesting observes that Palamedes enabled Greeks to count

their ships, kings, hands, and feet."

Aristides, at §480 just before the propounded equation of Pericles to Palamedes,

points out in a second rhetorical question both the ungratefulness of the Achaeans in not

recalling his great kindness in order to save him, and the astonishing fact that in spite of

his unique wisdom in the defence of the others and invention of all contrivances, he did

not defend himself.

Aristides on this point follows the tradition where Palamedes did not support

himself in his `51kri TrpoSocias'. This can lead us to assume that the agon-scene was not

13. It is unknown whether this version was Pindar's invention, or adopted from another part of the
tradition of the myth. Aelion (1983: 57-8), thinks that he borrows it from Aeschylus.
14. For a detailed study of the myth of Palamedes and its testimonies see Zographou-Lyra 1986. For
Palamedes' inventions see 224-43. Many contrivances were attributed to Palamedes so that his name became
identical with cleverness and inventiveness. In this sense Plato calls Zeno (Phdr. 261c1) 'EAEaTtKOv rfaXaufibri,
(cf. D.L. 9.25). Eupolis Jr. 385 PCG, calls a contrivance as rraXaurlSiKav yE TOCITO -roVitipruia; schol. Ar.
Ra. 1451.
15.The recreational character of Palamedes invention is also stressed by Soph. -rEp-rrv6v apyias &Kos.
This passage , according to Szarmach (1975: 257-8), is followed by Gorgias in his `Yr* rfaAapij-
Sous- ArroAoyia.
16. Radt (TrGF 11I181a), argues that it was not Aristides who paraphrases but Plato R. 522d (this had
already been suggested by Haas in 1884: 87ff.).
17. A. Fr. TrGF III 181a al' A A 5 E-TTEITa rniaris 'EXAciSos Kai tiiipoixwv Piov BIWKria' Oirra rrpiv
Tricpupuivov &wail) 0 Opotov . Trpayra uiv -rev Treivaopov Cipieuev riOpriK' i'Coxov aocpiaarrwv.
18. P1. R. 522 d2 nayy0tolov yo0v, gcpriv, a-rpa-n1y6v 'Ayapiuvova iv Talc TpaycpSiais licaapnbris
iK6GTOTE aTTOTaiVEI. OOK ivvivariKas ern gmalv expieuev itipeov TaS TE TáEI Ter) CrTpaTOTTg8Cp
Ka-raa-njaai iv '1Xicia Kal 4apiepijaai vaOs TE Kal -r6iMka rrav-ra, Ws -ape TO äVapleilljTCJV OVTG.W Kai
Tot) 'Ayaug uvovos, c	 OIKEV, oV8' &Joys itcS8as Eixiv ii8O-ros, EITTEp aplellETV pu firrioTa-ro;
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included in an early version of the myth and especially in that of Cypria and Pindar,

otherwise it would be mentioned by the later testimonies.19

Aristides' quotation acquires special importance since it serves as a basis for

wider reflections. It is integral to his argument in supporting Pericles' personage against

Plato's slanders. In Or. II Aristides quotes 01. 11.86-8 suggesting unequivocally the

equation of csocpOs to iiii-rcop; in this respect, Aristides coins a new compliment for

Pericles who is praised as [aoqx55] /MTG.) p. Palamedes was superior to Odysseus in

respect to wisdom. This also applies to Pericles whose "clan shares in Palamedes' fate to

the extent of the contest not going as they wished and of being worsted by their slanders"

(081).

Aristides, equating Pericles to Palamedes, appends a different connotation to the

meaning of aopia from that which was originally intended by Pindar in fr. 260. The

surface meaning seems to imply a more technical skilfulness and contrivance. Aristides

propounds an additional meaning, that of oratorical persuasion. It is that which the

Athenian statesmen used in avoiding Palamedes' disastrous fall, taking a more gentle one,

and in this respect he was wiser than Palamedes (§481).

The source for Pind. Fr. 260

The papyrus scrap containing fr. 260 is extensively mutilated on its right side so

we are unable to get an insight of what Pindar said. Aristides' quotation as well as the

context of his speech in which he preserves the main aspects of the myth, are precious in

deciding on the nature offr. 260. The accuracy of Aristides' quotation is proved from the

first half of 1.7, where clearly we read kuptcb-rEpo[ , which coincides with Aristides'

Kup tcb-rEpos, and the following quoted words 1 E15 copias XOyov might be what

Pindar had indeed written.20

19 . In Philostr. Her. 33, 30 Palamedes speaks to jurors. The agon of Palamedes was probably treated in
tragedy in the homonymous tragedies of Aeschylus and Sophocles, but scholars do not agree on which of
the preserved fragments belong to Palamedes' defence, see Jouan 1966: 349-50 with ns.1,2; Webster
1967: 175.
20 • The text was supplemented by Snell (1937: 582), who also supplies 1. 6 na 181 8Irry[136Xou.
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This is the only preserved text where Pindar made mention of Palamedes

comparing him to Odysseus in terms of his oopia. Palamedes' name is not recorded in

the extant papyrus fragment but it might well have been written at 1.5, where only the

initial IT is preserved, supplied by Snell TrfaXap1i8Et. Powell seems to have

misinterpreted the content of the papyrus in suggesting the hypothesis of a tragedy,

concerning either Odysseus and Achilles on Scyrus, or Odysseus, Neoptolemus and

Philoctetes, probably from 1.3 avia-rov.21

The accumulation of 22 quotations in §§465-82 (14 from Horn., 4 from Pl., 1 from

Aesch., and 3 from Pind.), suggests that Aristides employed in the construction of these

paragraphs a wide range of sources. Aristides' technique in quoting them bears a strong

resemblance with that in Or. 11.92-113 where he defended his role as Ofi-rcop.

Aristides may have quotedfr.260 either from:

1. an original edition of Pindar, or from

2. a mythological compendium.

The possibility that Aristides employed a mythological handbook, is suggested by

the fact that he epitomises the main points of Palamedes' myth.

On balance the use of an edition of Pindar is more likely on the following grounds:

a. The beginning of Aristides' quotation is identical with 1.7 of P. Harr. 21:

Kupid.vrEpo[... and this gives more weight to considering an original edition as the

possible source.

b. In Aristides' account Odysseus is compared explicitly to Palamedes. If

Snell's supplement on 1.5 COSucniis Si Tr[c(Aapii8E0 is accepted, then the same

comparison between both heroes seems to be recorded in P. Ham 21, and this is also

implied in the comparative Kvpi6-rEpo[. Therefore, it seems logical to conjecture the

text of Pindar as Aristides' source.

21 . Powell 1936: 15.
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c. From the immense number of the extant literary sources, that were in wide

circulation even in classical times, Aristides explicitly acknowledges use of the following

ones in his presentation of the myth:

i. Pindar fr.260.
ii. Plato Apology 41b.
iii. Aeschylus fr.181a Radt [Palamedes] .22
iv. Plato Republic 522d.

The fact that Aristides kept close to the original in his other three quotations (ii, iii,

iv), as can be seen from the direct tradition of the text, in these cases suggests that he did

the same with his quote from Pindar.

It is unlikely that Aristides found all this information contained in a mythological

handbook, (especially his references to Plato). The mythological handbooks in Aristides'

time were similar in character to those written by Apollodorus and Hyginus. Then it

seems likely that they have contained the basic facts of Odysseus—Palamedes story but

hardly the circumstantial details which Aristides paraphrased from Aeschylus and Plato.

Therefore it seems likely that Aristides in this case used an original edition.

The real value of Aristides' quotation consists in establishing the authorship of the

papyrus text as Pindar's.

22. Apollodorus preserves the 'Yrratkoss- of Aeschylus' Palamedes, and Aristides may have quarried from
here his information about the tragic treatment of the myth.
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III. 2 QUOTATIONS AGAINST CONTEMPORARY
'SOPHISTS'

111.2.1 Aristid. 34(50), 2,238, 10K = Pind. Fr. 226.

Introduction to Or. XXXIV (50) KATA TWN EIOPXOYMENWN

In January AD 170, the Provincial Assembly met in Smyrna.' Asclepius sent

Aristides — (in a dream described in Hieros Logos 5 [511.38-40) —, to address the convocation in

person. When his turn came, 2 in a speech delivered according to its subscription during

the games of the Provincial Assembly, Or. XXXIV "Against those who lampoon (The

Mysteries of Oratory)", 3 Aristides and his audience in the council chamber there took

immense pleasure as he tells us at Hieros Logos 5 (51).38-41 in a vicious attack on orators

who flattered the masses.

The debasement of oratory by his competitors was a theme most dear to him. The

defence is imbued with a moral fervour similar in tone to Or. XXXIII, and passages from

the time of his Cathedra (AD 145-147). This speech again expresses Aristides' conviction

that oratory was pure and sacred like a mystery religion and that the orator was a mystes,

an initiate into it.4

Philostratus classifies Aristides as a sophist, whereas throughout his life Aristides

styled himself as an orator. Here, Aristides shows disregard for the title of "oopia-rils"5

1 . The 'Provincial Assembly' of Asia (Kolvev Tilc 'Acrias) met annually in a four year cycle. For three of
those four years the Kotvav met in the Metropolises Smyrna, Pergamum, and Ephesus, and on the fourth
year in one of the remaining six cities; cf. Magie 1950: 1295 n.55. For the 'Provincial Assembly', see
also Behr 1968a: 63 n.14 (Laodicea AD 147), 104 n.28 (Pergamum AD 167), 112-3 (Smyrna AD 178); and for
the cycle of the Assembly meetings cf. id., 1994: §7, The Electoral Procedure in TO kolvev TiIs
'Aaicts.
2• Aristides' address was delayed because of his opponent Heraclides the Lycian, cf. Hieros Logos 5 (51).
38, whom Aristides calls in a moment of fury "an obtuse custodian".
3. Behr (1968a: 107 n.41), dated the speech on the basis of its subscription, whereas, Boulanger (1923:
162), unaware of this dates it in 153 AD.
4. The image of "initiation" into a mystery religion is a Middle Platonic commonplace, and Aristides
borrowed it from the Platonizing philosophers of the period (Philo, Albinus, Heraclitus the author of The
Allegories of Homer, ch.3), cf. Dillon 1996: 300. This conception arose during the frantic time of the
Cathedra, and persisted throughout his career.
5. For the word as a term of insult in Aristides' orations, cf. all the instances collected by Behr 1968a:
106 n.39. In Or. XXXII.8, Aristides says that the title was "the most fearsome" that his teacher
Alexandros did not feel important enough to take it. Philostratus VS 8.7,3 distinguished between
"aocpicrTfis" and 151)Tc.op", cf. Dio Or. LX.10; Epiphan. Panar. 1.185. In the context of the second
century AD sophistic movement there is no clear distinction between the two terms. Rhetors were defined
by their rhetorical skill and various roles ascribed to them like counsellors, politicians, and panegyrists,
whereas by contrast the sophists were principally involved in teaching and they were criticised for taking
money for that service, see Bowie 1982: 39. The sophists felt confident enough about their art to give
public performances, as was the case also in the classical times. It is with these sophists of the fifth
century BC that the sophists of the Roman era related their trade, although such a comparison, according
to Bowie (1974: 169), is hardly warranted, "the claim of classical precedent on however slender a basis is
itself symptomatic of the times". Anderson (1990: 92), argues that the term aocptaTfis was bedevilled
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in its contemporary usage for himself; he uses it in a derogatory sense making it a term of

abuse for contemporary rhetoricians, who indulged in disputatious and showy rhetoric

for their own glory.6

Aristides' context

In the proemium (§1), Aristides rebukes them as charming people, who have

broken all bounds of decorum, order, and rectitude in order to please their audience and

enhance their own reputation.7

He argues that it is a feeble excuse when corrupt orators lay the blame for the poor

quality of their speeches upon the masses. If the motive of their excuse is the captatio

misericordiae (avyyvc.bpri), they should not be praised. Aristides very wittily alludes to 1.

1415 from Sophocles' Electra, in order to illustrate in a metaphorical sense the ambiguous

effect of the practice that the sophists adopted: he asserts that "they strike a double blow"

SiTrXel xpoiJoticnv (§2), 8 so that if they escape detection they can win praise, but in case

the audience apprehends them, they easily can take refuge in the excuse that they erred for

the sake of others.

Aristides asserts that these arguments advanced by the sophists for their defence

finally turn against them by bringing the following three charges:9

1. The sophists have adopted a wanton behaviour in their oratory,

with controversy throughout most of its history and it could be used ironically of dubious claimants.
Swain (1996: 98 with n.93), is right in arguing that both terms overlap with each other, depending on
the particular stress one wanted to achieve (cf. the instance of Antoninus Pius who treated both orators
and sophists as teachers when he advises the Kotv.:51) of Asia of the number of CrriAeial that will be
allowed these groups in cities). The legal evidence comes from Modestinus: Antoninus Pius, in the letter
quoted from Commodus' edict (Dig. XXVII.1.6.8), says that Hadrian on his accession to the throne
confirmed by edict Tas irrrapxoiraas "-was Kai aTEXElas "to all these". Pius identified their recipients
later as philosophers, rhetors, grammatici and doctors (cf. grammaticis et oratoribus et medicis et
philosophis); see Bowersock 1969: 33 with the corrections of Griffin 1971:279.
6• Aristides' views were influenced by the philosophic rhetoric of Isocrates. Cf. Or. III.677f1 with Isoc.
Against the Sophists. Festugiere 1969: 148-9 errs in suggesting that the word "aopio-riis" is used
positively by Aristides.
7 . This theme is exploited at length at §§48-62, where Aristides expresses the view that gratification of
the audience shamefully debases the oratory itself.
8• The 1. 1415 in S. El. runs: Traiaoly . El a0ivEtc, Si-rrAfiv. The words are addressed ironically by Electra
to Clytaemnestra, and mean 'strike back if you can'. See Kells 1989: ad loc.; Linforth argues (1963:
109), that StTrXilv means a matching, a retaliating blow.
9 . Aristides rebukes the abominable style and the wild gesticulations (§12) that the sophists employed in
their speeches, which were replete with trivial themes, such as praise of bathing (cf. xxxiv.47), and, worse
they incite their audiences to factious conduct. Aristides shows his abhorrence for their behaviour by
comparing their conduct with that of prostitutes or with disgusting diseases (cf. XXXIV.47). Lucian also
speaks in these terms in Bis Acc. 31. On all these cf. Behr 1968a: 107, with ns. 43 and 44.
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2. they expect through this attitude to be judged as better speakers, and

3. they do not think that they are caught in the act when they seek to lead their

audience astray, expecting the audience to believe their fabrications.

Over the next paragraphs (5-6), Aristides exhibits what he considers to be the truth

of the matter. He starts with the common assumption that oikEls iKeol) tiEeiriot TO

pex-no-rov, and illustrates his views with three quotations, two from Pindar first and one

from Plato, who according to the orator share the same views.

XXXIV. (50) KATA TWN EIOPXOYMENWN.

T0000T0v 8' g potyE OTroXoyias CXTT g XEIV 6OK000IV, OTC:IV I 22

TaiiTa A gycoatv, e...SOTE SO' aye' ivOs 7TOIETV TX iyKke11.100 ialfrois, I iv i.tiv Ei

Totairr' aoEXyaivovotv TrEpi Toin XOyous, iTEpOV Si El I Tot',Toy xaptv, cbs

4 Ta6Trj pEATiovs KpierluEceat il g7tAov-rEs. Kai pfiv I 13-rav yE das iipas El'AgC0C

7110TEI:KTOVT05 OTC TTX6TT0VTal Kai TacArilOis OJXI ouvrloov-ras TrapiyEtv 5

fl-rc.7aotv, 6EXX-riv ai TpiTriv Tairrriv I expaeiav it.tcpaviovatv, El ph vot.govot

5 pcopaceat. TO 8', olitat, I TOlOOTOV OTIV. OaEIC eKcs0V 11E011101 TO PgATIGTOW

6(XX' oti 	  I TTA6Tcov Kai TTiv8apos TroXAaxij piv Kai eakr,i oopol, Kal Sh Kai I

KaTex TOvSE TOv X6yov 	 ijKlaTa, Ô 1.1EV OilTC001 X gyoav (frg. 	 I `0ris 10

ilabV KaKOV ECipET0' Kai TràAtv Opi.ineEis iK TO-3v TrEpi Ti I 'Eptcpans AOycov

''W TrOTrot, prioiv (frg. 182), or anaTaTat I cppov-ris iTrapEpic.ov

Ei8vTa'• 6 8' avo3 Kai KaTC.0 811701./ Stloge-rat Kai SEiKvvot T allapTfillaTa

6 cbs Coax:Iota Kai OT1 OaEIS I	 pais1A05. 11118 ' fipdc t'iTTO TOitTCOV TrEted.vE6a,

äp' gX0VITeS TI P gATIOV Trap ' iavroic, de' iK6vTEs TOOT' exp girrec TO xdpov 15

exUaTTot/Tai. oiiKotiv xpvcRiv y'	 ifxovrEs fiXX6yrrov-r0 I.1OXvP8ov I OVT'

al/TOO, Oa ' EL TrelVTES 1:1V000371'01 KpOTTIOEIV g pEXAov . oai I 1.1EX1vriv

TrupGay ,	 aVT' oTvoti TpAiya Kai Ta6Triv GaTrpecv, I oipat Si ol'.18i kpiaeov

Carri EOOTt6Oç, ()CIS' air ppori s 6E1v, t.ttipcov I 46v.

(Aristid. 34 (50) 2,238,10&11-I2 K).

Aristides in a corrupt text lo cleverly calls both authors oocpoi, 11 increasing in that

way the authority of the following quotations, which are adduced as supportive evidence.

10. As we can judge from a supplement proposed by Keil to supplement Arethas' manuscript A =
Laurentianus L X 3 (cf. Lenz-Behr, praef. VII) = r Ddf., which was written in AD 917 (cf. Lenz-Behr, praef.
ed., XXVI-XXVIII), lacunam indicavi sec. A'; e.g. &XV °it (Si TO xeipov npoairrat iKc.:31) . Kai

1.160TV0ES Ot'i)( Oi TU)(OVTES, 610%20 TRaTC..W KTi; Cf. v.14 sqq. It should be noted, however,
that there is no authority for this supplement in A.
11. It is a reminiscence of Plato's technique, who in Prot. (345e) makes Socrates attribute the belief to
which Aristides refers, to wise men. It is probable that Aristides was influenced here by Plato.
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The authorship of Pindar's quotation is testified explicitly, followed by a paraphrase from

Plato (e.g. Protag. 345e).12

Aristides' wording (6 U... SEIKvuot) clearly suggests that the ensuing words are

Plato's: "the faults are involuntary and that no one is willingly bad". The gnomic phrase

«oaEls ilabv apap-ravEt» became one of the key-points in the philosophical thought of

the fourth century. It is a famous philosophic Socratic tenet, and the sort of material that a

late antique author might find in ithopyr'imara and philosophical handbooks.13

Pindar Fr. 226

Pindar's gnome is a slight variation on the oVSE15 iKeov KaK6s-motif, which

Aristides applies to his competitors. Aristides' text is our unique authority for fr.226, and

consequently we depend on his interpretation.

FR. 226 (248).

oisTic	 KaK E4ET0

Aristid. 34 (50) 2,238,10 K. (sequitur fr. 182 et Pyth. 111.83).

Pindar's gnome illustrates the communis opinio that "no one willingly commits

evil "P14

The references to Pindar and Plato act as foil for what Aristides wants to emphasise,

namely that these people are indeed rhetors of poor quality and their contention that they

12• The quotation is a paraphrase of the doctrine expressed in Prot. 345e that no one does wrong willingly
— a corollary of the view that "vice is only ignorance", a characteristic of the ethical view of Socrates and
Plato: otiSava avepc:Yrrcav eKOVTa 4a pa pTavEtv oae aiaxpa TE Kai KaKat iKOVTa
(:)-yexCEo0ai, aXA ei'.; loamy Cm TrCarus oi Tat aioxpat Kai TX KaKa 71 .0100VTEC aKovTEs

Troia:row. The words are the interpretation that follows after the quotation of Simonides' poem to
Scopas. Socrates extends the meaning of the poem to make it support the view that the wise men believe
that: anyone who does anything wrong or bad does so involuntary. (Cf. Grg. 488a3; R. 589c6). This idea is
echoed in Aristides' quotation of Socrates' belief. Socrates' adaptation of the poet's thought involves a
blatant perversion of the plain sense of the poem, since he ascribes one of his philosophical tenets to
Simonides. For a discussion of the meaning that Simonides intended and the interpretation of Socrates cf.
Demos 1991: 32ff. Frede (1986: 746), interprets Socrates' intent as mischievous insofar that he is
mocking encomiastic poets.
13 . Cf. Olymp. in Grg. 27.7 on 488a3: COTt oitx iKeov 4apapTavca) iSoir Cacoitoia A gyEi TX
OttapTiwaTa, iTts1S1) Owtiotov TO ye06os; and Stob. 3, 9, 62 oit yap iKci3v apapTavEt.
Schol. Ant. 1340 iKr.bv KaKTaVOV.

14 • Plato's statement adds the presupposition that "faults are involuntary". By Pindar's time the phrase
must have acquired already a proverbial value. For the meaning of g ia:JV and tIKCOV in early Greek
thought, cf. Rickert 1989. For Pindar's use see 45, 57-8, 157.
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possess better skills but willingly give these up in exchange for those that are worse, is a

feeble excuse. Aristides draws a parallel between the practice of sophists and what is

defined as eicc;n) in fr. 226, trying to show that their argument runs counter to the

common belief, and their allegations cannot stand, since their objective is the gratification

of the audience and personal fame.

At §6 he warns the audience not to accept their excuse, but to be aware of its implications.

He justifies the point on the common assumption that none would agree to exchange an

item of superior quality with one of inferior.15

15 • The compared elements are all from the material world in order to make the intended comparison
comprehensible.
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111.2.1 Aristid. 34(50), 2, 238, 11-2K = Pind. Fr. 182.

Aristides attempts a second bridge to Pindar's poetry when he connects the

behaviour of the corrupted sophists with a view that Pindar expressed in a lost poem

where according to Aristides' testimony he treated the myth of Eriphyle Kai TraXtv

Opuri8Els iK TCJV TITO TfiC 'Eptcpirkris XOycov:

FR. 182 (175).

"CO TrOnot, or a-nal-a-rat ppov-ric iTrapEpicov

oirx i8via

Aristid. 34 (50) 2,238,11-12 K. Kai TrciAn, Opprphis (scil. Pindarus) iK TV TrEpi -nls 'Epicparic
X6ycov	 -rr 6 -rr 0 1, cpriaiv, 01 —eiBv. i a . (sequitur Pyth. 111.83).

1 i-rrapEpicov ATRs: icpauEpicav Dine	 2 Ei8uia codd.: i5uia Boeckh

The quoted fragment is a gnome, proverbial in effect, which generalises Pindar's

views on the futility of human efforts that are destined to fail. In a pessimistic tone Pindar

cries "Alas, how the ignorant cares of short-lived men are deceived".16

We can assume from the meaning of the words that Pindar probably intended this

gnome to illustrate the behaviour of Eriphyle in whose acts Aristides discerned a parallel

to the corrupted practice of contemporary sophists.

The legend of Eriphyle is linked with the Theban cycle and the expedition of the

Seven and the Epigoni. 17 Therefore, it seems logical for the myth to have attracted

Pindar's interest —due to the special connection with his city— more than once. According

to the Greek myth, after Adrastus had been reconciled with his cousin Amphiaraus, the

reconciliation was sealed by the marriage of Eriphyle to Amphiaraus. Eriphyle allowing

herself to be influenced by Polynices' present of Harmonia's necklace, persuaded

Amphiaraus to join the expedition. Amphiaraus made his son avenge his death. When the

second expedition was being prepared, Eriphyle accepted a bribe from Polynices' son

16 • For the meaning of "'EplimEpos" cf. p.235, n.2. The word here is in line with Sem. 1.3W(=1D).
Cf. also Braswell's argument (1988: 130d), for the normal use of the aspirated form of the word by
Pindar. "But that eTrcritEp- at Py. 8.95 and fr.182.1 is a conscious recollection of the use of the word in
its unaspirated form at Sem. 1.3W". For the psilotic form see West 1974: 88-9.
17 . Hom. Od. 11.326, 15.247-8; Apollod. 1.9.3, 3.6.2, 7.2; Hyg. Fab. 73; Plut. Parallela Minora 307A.
6A; Paus. 1.34.2, 3.15.6, 5.17.4; schol. Nem. IX.35b-d, Pyth. III.167a. We know from Suda that
Nicomachus wrote a tragedy EptcptiAti.
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(Thersandros), as she had done before to force her son Alcmeon to accept the command. On

his way back Alcmeon killed Eriphyle.

Pindar might have intended these lines to illustrate the futility of Eriphyle's action,

which finally turned against herself. On this analogy Aristides employs Pindar's words to

show that the feeble excuse of the sophists instead of bringing them glory and good

reputation, proved to be fallacious.

The source for Pind. Fr. 182

We cannot decide upon the type of the poem to which this fragment belongs.

There is no evidence that Pindar composed an epinician ode in which he treated for a

second time the myth of Eriphyle, other than Nem. IX.6-30. The lines survived thanks to

Aristides' proneness to illustrate his point with references to myths told by Pindar; the

majority of them are quoted in paraphrase and exceptionally herefr. 182 has the form of a

verbatim quotation. The words have the true Pindaric ring (cf. Pyth. VIII.95-6), and their

authorship is stated explicitly by Aristides himself, but he does not say from which book

they come. Aristides says only that Pindar wrote these lines Kai -IraAtv Opprie Els i K T Ca V

Trepi TrIs 'EpipLiAric Aciyani.

The way that Aristides' statement is phrased suggests that he knew a particular

variation of the myth of Amphiaraus and Eriphyle (: sister of Adrastos, daughter of Talaos,

whose sons gave her as wife to Amphiaraus whose death she caused), as had been treated by

Pindar. 18 In identifying the authority he might have employed, we have to consider the

following possibilities:

1. Aristides in an earlier study of Pindar, might have culled a considerable

number of myths that Pindar treated in his poetry, as we can judge from the number of

references and mythical connections he made to them in his speeches (e.g. Coronis, Heracles,

Eurytion, Apollo—Rhodes, Nereus, Pan etc.). Therefore, it seems probable that extracts from

myths containing Pindar's words, were classified and epitomised by Aristides under the

name of the mythic person concerned. Many of them were paraphrased by him during his

18 . The genitive plural ['Epipans] Mycov indicates that Aristides might know the passage in Nem.
IX.16 enkpoSetuav-r"EpiptiXav, which is the only extant testimony for the treatment of Amphiareus-
Eriphyle myth by Pindar.
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study under a grammaticus. It is interesting here to note Aristides' tendency to quote from

the text of paraphrase rather than from a Pindaric papyrus roll.

2. We possess a great number of papyrus fragments dating to the first and second

centuries AD, containing compilations of myths. 19 These texts were intended for school

use in the second stage of education and in the schools of rhetoric." The excerpted

myths were listed under various categories or under the name of the main mythic figure

(TrEpi 'Hpaag ous, TrEpl Grpagca5 etc.). It is probable —as I have suggested in the Introduction 6.4—

that Aristides has made use of such material. If this is the case, the statement TrEpl Tris

'Epiparic Myczy must preserve the name of the lemma under which Aristides read these

lines and copied them into his speech. The interpolation of the third singular verb cpriaiv

breaking the quotation into two parts, indicates accuracy in citing.21

Composing now this oration, he might have refreshed his memory with Pindar's

words by consulting either his notes or a mythological handbook.

3. We should not rule out the possibility that there was a poem where the myth of

Eriphyle was a kind of digression in narrative followed by fr. 182, whereas fr. 226

preceded the mythic section. According to that possibility both fragments might come

from the same poem. The introductory phrase Kal TraXtv OpprieEls does not necessarily

indicate that this comes from a different poem of Pindar.

19.The extant number of mythological texts shows the importance they had for educational purposes. In
these texts are recorded the pedigree of the mythical figure as well as quotations and references to poetic
treatments of the myth. For various papyrological testimonies see the discussion of 'Mythological
compendia' in Introduction 6.4, as possible sources employed by Aristides.
20. For the importance of paraphrase for educational practice see Ibrachim 1972: 26, 97ff.
21. Aristides accuracy in citing fr. 182, is also supported from the fact that the following quotation from
Pyth. 111.83 keeps close to the original text.
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111.2.1 Aristid. 34(50), 2, 239,7K = Pind. Pyth. III. 83.

Aristides' context

In derogatory language Aristides speaks of the corrupted orators as people who

avoid saying the truth, and apply euphemisms to their badness and misfortunes (§7). He

dwells on an analogy between the corrupted orators and low—quality actors (irrroKprrai),

who advance arguments similar to those propounded by sophists. Being unable to

conclude the play, they were thrown out of the stage and this was done in the course of

gratifying the spectators.

XXXIV. (50) KATA TEAM EIOPXOYMENLJN.

7	 OXACt Tairr' eaTiv avepcbircov irrroKoptoi_t gvcov Ttiv airrav I 20

patiXOTriTa Kal Sticrruxiav, 01 TO piv SiKatov, Ofpat, Kal CxXriOes I OVK i0a2tovat

Etv, 6TI rip) Opeiw oirr' ic yaaw OTE 86VOVTal I TropeinaOat, Taal Be Tois

exKpoaTais xaptOt.tevot TaCiTa TrOlEiV, eboTrep aV Ei TO7)1/ LI1TOKpITC3V Oi

irTTITTTOVTES Kai ph Suvaptevot TO I Spapa Trepaivetv KaTa cptiatv Tois 0EaTais 25

piciKoiEv xaptOpEvot I TaiThra TTOIETV, Kai avpiTTEGOai ye Kal xX(.4e0eat 1:nr'

airrav Tay I Oecrrav Caret Tairrric Tric xeliarros. pain Tic eiV* ` OiJKOOV Kai

8

	

	 1ELS I liTTO TC3V aKpOOTaV; aXXa I.II TTCA) Ta0Ta. CEAAC( Ti KCJX6E1 Kai I TOin

TITCOX0iIS T01115 Ta156Kta ainTexopevous oiKot pev airroic gTepa I eivat Oman) 5

-navy yevvaia iwirrta, TrpOs è Toin	 axril.taTgeaeat; OOKOUV ö y' airrOs

TrOMTTIC, o itKpO) TTOOOOEV epvficTeriv I (p. 288,8 sqq.), e'cvn TCX KaVX Tp£TTEW

9 gG..) TOin exyaeot'is; cA)" OT' El èV I co' s Trepi KaXXiOvcov TCJV AOycov

BtaA gyowrat, Ti Bei Tois TroXAois I eyKaXeiv, El T06TCOV ipaatv; El 8'

OpoAoyoaiv Nap-111am, Toiilvawriov tj TmoariKat 7TpaTTOUGIV. TrOVI yeXp 10

pifflUov eiKOs Tjv atiToirs I °TicA)S T1 PATIOV epoOm aKikpaaeat Tay

OKovoop gvcov Kal OLIVE0011.1 gVGJVEivEKa i Ta irrrápxovTa ayaea apaviov-rac

xeipco SetImitivat, Kai Tara ie-rriTnEies Trogopgvotrs.

(Aristid. 34 (50) 2,238-9,7 K).

Immediately a crescendo begins within an accumulation of successive rhetorical

questions, which advance the narrative and create a climax (§8). Aristides ingeniously

reintroduces Pindar's poetry on a new analogy drawn between sophists and beggars,

who being clad in rags, claim that they assume this appearance only before strangers,

whereas they have at home other valuables clothes. Aristides sees a specific similarity and
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correspondence in the attitude of beggars (TrTwxoi) and that of the sophists, who

analogously claim that they can produce quality oratory, but they choose to abandon it for

gratifying their audience. Aristides in a deprecating tone questions the rectitude of the

beggars' reasoning, and assumes that Pindar in his poetry suggested what Aristides

considers to be the advisable practice.

The quotation comes from the third Pythian ode, from where he quotes 1.83 in a

different word order and changing the syntax into greporrpoacoTria (two—subject structure).

The quotation is introduced in the form of direct question, and like the preceding quotes

from Pindar, is proverbial in effect:

Pythian 111.83 Aristid. 34(50), 2,239,7 K

CxXA' Ciyaeoi, Ta KaXa -rpa4Javi-E5 g c.o. Ta KaVX Tp g1TEIV i' (.0 TOin aya001:/C;

Before looking at Aristides' subsequent words which treat in a detailed fashion

the lines quoted from Pindar, it is better to focus on the quotation itself for a while.

Pindar Pyth. 111.83 

Pindar in a gnomic text, 22 begins Hieron's encomium, by appealing to his

sagacity. Hieron is assumed or at least invited by the poet, 23 to discern the preponderance

of bad over the good in human life:

PYTHIA III (474?)
Ei Si XOycov citiv g psv Kopupdv, '16pcov,

Opeav iTricr-ra, ilaveavcov oicea Trpo-rgpcov
b.) Trap' icX6v -rrnpa-ra ativ8vo Bal.:Dv-rat [3po-roic

6 06va-rot. Tac peV cb" V
Oli Stivawrcn vfiTnot KOalict.) pgpEtv,

aAA' 6yaeoi, TX KaNa Tp gyavrEs efc,„).
(Pyth. 111.80-3).

Such a knowledge is attributed by Pindar to an old gnome and specifically to Ii.

24.527-30. 24 The scholiast ad loc. and the majority of modern critics, 25 imply that Pyth.

22. The gnomic character of the ode has already been suggested by Barkhuisen 1970: 137ff., who
argues on the connection of the four gnomes in the section 8-80, e.g. II. 11-2, 20-3, 54, and 59-60.
23. Young 1968: 50 with n.4.
24. II. 24.527-30 Sotol yap TE TriOot KaTaKEiaTat iv Alec oit'SEt Scbpcov eta 516E7.)at. KaKCZW, gTEpos 8i
Eacav . ... WatoTE ugv TE KaKep ö yE KOpurcu, ecXXo-re El' ic:113Aft). The realistic character of this attitude
without any pessimistic implications is rightly argued by Young 1968: 51.
25. Macleod 1989: ad loc., Young 1968: 51. For an interpretation of the Homeric lines see Greene
1944: 27. Plato (Rep. 370) and Plutarch (Mor. 24A) rightly understood that there were only two jars.

8o
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111.80-2 indeed refers to this passage; but in fact Pindar does not mention jars at all and

his basic idea, that the mortals receive from the god twice as much bad as good and so get

a preponderance of evil, is just what Homer said.

Pindar elaborating the old gnome, remarks in a metaphorical fashion 26 that "the

evils foolish people (In jmot) cannot bear decorously, but the drycreoi can bear them, by

turning the fair parts outside". The scholia on Pyth. 111.149 assume that the metaphor

refers to the practice of turning the best parts of a garment to the outside so that they alone

are visible.

The whole argument is based on the polar antithesis between vigrtot and

ayczeoi. Pindar addresses these lines to Hieron having in mind his recent illness, and

according to his reasoning Hieron is admonished to follow the practice of ayaeoi. He has

reached the summit of human expectations (11. 84-8),27 and consequently has many of Ta

KaAti to "turn to the outside", much good to utilise to the fullest (cf. 1.62). 28 No man

however, great and blessed by his allotment of happiness, goes without misfortune.

Hieron is advised tacitly to bear the bad, making the best of whatever good he possesses.

Aristides agrees with the lyric poet and quotes his gnome to remind his audience

of what Pindar assumed to be the best practice in case of "shortage" and "insufficiency".

The words in Pindar are employed as we have already discussed, in a

metaphorical sense, which is also preserved in Aristides' text. The gnome in Aristides has

the effect of a crescendo because of its generalising and affirmative aspects. So the

gnome, summarising the preceding narrative details, provides closure to this section of

Aristides' argumentatio, and also intensifies his criticism against his opponents. The

sophists are invited indirectly to follow the example of CtyczOoi. Aristides' intention here

The preponderance of evil over the good in human life is the point of the passage (Greene 232ff.). The
humans either get a mixture or receive only from one jar.
26. Gentili (1995: ad loc.), argues for the metaphorical value of this proverbial locution. The same idea
is developed in fr. 42, on that see Burton 1962: 87.
27. He even surpassed Peleus and Cadmus, who serve as examples of human bliss; they also function as
support for Pindar's reasoning (IL 81-6).
28. Young 1968: 52 with n.1, argues that this idea occurs frequently elsewhere in the poem, cf. 11.35,
55, 61-2.
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is to point out that the argument of Truzxoi, which according to him is also advanced by

the corrupt orators is wrong, since it stands in opposition to Pindar's reasoning.

This interpretation is clearer from Aristides' statement in the next paragraph (9),

where in Pindaric fashion he argues that it would be more reasonable for these orators to

"turn outside" their good qualities instead of concealing them and display inferior ones on

the feeble excuse of the audience's gratification. Aristides changes the meaning of

Pindar's words. His argument is to discredit the argument provided by the rhetors, who

should follow Pindar's advice. Aristides might know the line from Pyth. III and applies it

to the sophists in a context different from that which Pindar intended by the phrase.

Pindar did not endeavour to attack corrupt orators. Furthermore, Aristides speaking in a

similar terminology (: clothing, dressing), bases the above correspondence on the common

belief that everyone who joins a procession is dressed in the best possible style.

The source for Pind. Pyth. 111.83

Affinities in vocabulary between the gnome and the corresponding scholia on

Pyth. 111.83, indicate the possibility that Aristides drew on the tradition of the

commentators in the construction of the paragraphs (8 and 9), where he quotes Pindar's

words.

149. X X' ayaeoi: TTV gcrapopav Ei'Arppev, ()Toy 'all Tic VO4CEIEV, elTi TO3V

OTay yap ix7 KriAilas-, 01% 8LniciliEvOs- Tic Einccia-gcos- xp,7a0al, Ta ph,

K7IAI5COM1 gv8ov garpapE, T6 6 Kailav gCJ • ToenravTiov Se gay cppcov Tas

KriAiSas- EC) g . Kai Ten) Plo y	Tc3v chn9pthrraw	 KOIV13 bay TrcillTWV 20

iXEIV TrilgaTa, Tatita	 Totic ph' Cappovas- gv pavEpcp TrapixEni, Totic Si

athppovac prra Kciagou cpépElv 61TOKpU7TTOilaVOUr Kai Tef KaMX TOO [3101.1 gC41

Tpin-ovrac. 150"B	 BDEGQ
(schol. Pyth. 111.149 Dind.)

From the similarity between Aristides' text and the scholia, it becomes clear that

Aristides was familiar with the tradition of the commentators and adopted their

explanation extensively in his interpretation of Pindar's passage to such an extent that we

can assume that his whole argument reflects the tradition found in the corresponding

Pindaric scholia on 1.83.
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It is noteworthy that Aristides had quoted another verse (1.43) from the same

Pythian ode, thirteen years before in his Or. XVII illustrating the last stage that Smyrna

underwent in reaching its modern state. 29 As I argued in the discussion of the quotation

(Pyth. 111.43), it was possible that Aristides made use of the ancient commentaries in

adopting their correction to Pindar's text ad loc.

Aristides quoted two extracts from Pythian III in his speeches, and for both

quotations he seems to have used a commentary whose origins went back to the

Hellenistic period. 30 The fact that he used an ancient commentary for both quotes, is

indicative that Pythian III was included in the contemporary school curriculum and

presumably was studied and commented under the grammaticus Alexander.

29. Cf. the discussion of Pyth. 111.43 on p.176ff.
30. In Or. XXVII accepts explicitly a variant propounded by Aristarchus.
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111.2.1 Aristid. 34(50), 2,243, 18K = Pind. 0/. I. 30ff., 44.

The three quotations from Olympian One preserved in Ors. XVII.3 and XXI.10,

are sufficient to show that Aristides knew the Pelops story as it is presented in 01.1.25-7

and 48-51. Famed in antiquity and declared by Lucian to be "just about the most beautiful

of all his poems" (Ga11.7), it is very likely to have been known to Aristides. Confirmation

comes from Or. XXXIV.25 Ka-ra -raw 4-opxoupevcov, where Aristides makes use of

more mythological material that Pindar treated in 01. I, in the section after the story of

Tantalus.

Aristides' context

In the present speech (XXXIV), Aristides in his vicious attack on sophists who

flattered the masses, tries to define the intention of the true orator as being "to persuade

men and frankly to get them under his control". 31 In §§19-37 he argues that the best style

will prove most effective. In particular, it is vitally important for the art of oratory to

combine beauty and charm to be more persuasive to the audience (§§25-6).32 The point is

illustrated with further subtle references to Pindar:

XXXIV. (50) KATA TUN EIOPXOYMENCON.

25

	

	 17E1 TO1 Kai TCX TCJV GC431.16TWV 
I 

13

Kaxx-ri TOiiTCOV gXE1 TOV TpOTTOV, eIV TE ravunv EiTrflç iav TE I TTEXOTTa

iew OVT1VOOV, Ewa Tij ATEt TFIC T1:1)(115 Kal ToOs Opeo" vITas ipOtKETat . Kal

navy y' EiK6Toac. SET yap, dipat, KaAAEt pet, I xaptv Eivat, xaptTos 8i gpcoTa 15

flpTfio0at. OTca yap ay Tic xain, I TOOT' avayKri TrOeETV. 816 Te3V 1.1iV

aiaxpeo" v pit paotv g po.yra Eivat, I Taw Se KaXCw Kav ElEois EIVal TTOITITal

26 Aiyovow. O(TCA) Toivvv Kal I T6 Tc.7.)v XOycov KaANOS I.1ETa TfiS Cynaaris

cptkno3s Kai TOOT' gxEt, I KT1AETV TOOS aKoi.lowras. ebOT' 01:0( OTrip TOO TTEieElV 20

TeX xEipco SET I AiyEtv, Oa& TrEtpaT gov c)s KCEAAIGTa XiyE1V, Iv' cbs iriteia-rovs

aycopEv. e3a-rrEp yap TCJV inG,38(73V al KpaTioTat paittaTa ayEtv

[TrEptiKaGIVI. OOTCOS 01 KpaTIOTOI TCav AOycov paXtoTa TITIOEIV TrelcptiKaolv.

(Aristid. 34 (50) 2,243,17-8 K).

31. For the real orator's way of handling the masses cf. Or. 11.178-202.
32. In §§23-4, Aristides considering the great pleasure provided by the qualities that the victors displayed
in crown contests and by the horses in finishing their run, he concludes that there is an identity between
the best and the most pleasant. This principle also applies to physical beauty.
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Aristides at §25 of his speech discusses the application of the principle that "beauty

must have its charm, and from this charm must love depend" to the art of oratory.

Aristides' specific mention of Pelops and Ganymedes suggests that he knew

Pindar's version.33

Pindar 0/. I

The "true" story (which may have been Pindar's invention) 34 is that Pelops had

the love of Poseidon, and was taken by Poseidon (as Ganymedes was at another time by

the eagle of Zeus 35 or Zeus himself) when Tantalus called the gods to an gpavos.36

OLYMPIA I (476)

TO-r"AyAao-rpiatvav a p-rretaa I,	 4°

— 8apgv-ra pp gvas ipg pcp, xpvaga toi T ' al/ iTr-rrots
l'ITTaTOV EL/pl./Tit-10U ITOTI Sclipa Atós prraPaaat.

3 gvea Sarrgpcp xpOvct.)
niteE Kai ravvidiBris
invi TGAT' iTri xpgoc•	 45

(0/. 1.40-5).

Although there is ample evidence for an erotic relationship between Zeus and

Ganymedes, 37 the reference to Pelops and Ganymedes together seems to be Pindar's

invention for achieving the following:

a. to draw an analogy between both figures.

b. to indirectly praise Pelops through the comparison with Ganymedes, 38 and

c. to add the Ganymedes myth as a familiar parallel from Homer 39 in order to

reinforce the credibility of his version.

These two figures are associated in Aristides' text with the natural beauty and

charm, which inspires love. Beauty alone is insufficient without enchantment. Aristides

refers explicitly to the element of xapic by which the two figures are drawn together in

33. For a metaphorical use of the myth of Pelops and Ganymedes in later oratory see Lib. Ep. 441. 7.7,
D.H. Rh. 6, 5, 17. Cf. also Clem. Romanus Homily 5.15.2 (Sp.); Pseudo-Lucian. Charid. 7.5.
34. On Poseidon's role in the ode, see Kiihnken 1974: 199-206. Kiihnken thinks that Pindar invented
his role in 01. I. Mention of the well-known story of Zeus' abduction of Ganymedes provides credibility
and a parallel for Pindar's probably invented story of Poseidon's abduction of Pelops.
35. Cf. schol. 01. I.70g.
36. Pelops' disappearance caused jealous gossip and gave rise to an ungenerous hypothesis (IL 46-51).
37. Cf. the instances quoted by Gerber 1982: on 43, 45.
38 • Gerber (1982: 79), rightly observes "Pelops obviously wins more honour from having preceded than
from having followed Ganymedes".
39 . 11. 5.265-6, 20.231-2; h.Ven. 200-8; 11.Parv. fr.6 Allen.
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Pindar's text; the charming appearance of Pelops and Ganymedes in 01. I arouses the

divine love. The suggested paederastic relationship in Pindar's text is perhaps hinted at by

Aristides' wording ocaarrcov Keakri. 40 The sentence Toin Opebv-ras icpaKe-rat is used

in a distinct homosexual context. Pederastic relationships were a normal and accepted part

of Greek life, so for Aristides to refer to a story in which gods fell in love with mortals

would not have shocked anyone. Pelops' ivory shoulder represents the object of

Poseidon's Epos.

In the ensuing lines, Aristides agrees with the Platonic view that "there is no love

of the shameful" (Smp. 2o ia);41 Further testimony comes from the poetry, which

functions as a sort of proof to his argument.42

Aristides' sentence Tcbv Si KaXibv Ka y 0E0i5 Eivat TroiriTal X6youcriv seems to

reflect ideas and vocabulary that Pindar treated in illustrating the erotic relationships of

Pelops with Poseidon (11. 25-6), and Ganymedes with Zeus (11. 40-5).43

The idea that "the gods also love the beautiful" is presented as a view shared by various

poets in general. Aristides avoids on purpose identifying his exact source. The same

technique is also followed in Ors. XVII and XXI, when other sections of the Pelops —

Tantalus myth are given in paraphrase claiming vague authority. 44 The introductory

phrase Troirrral X gyovatv suggests the existence of a direct poetic quotation phrased in

Aristides' usual manner when sections of Pindaric myths are given in paraphrase and

without attribution to Pindar.45

In the section (11. 28-9), Pindar explains how it is that people have come to believe

in the traditional version of the Pelops myth to which he objects.

40. In Pindar the relationships between Poseidon and Pelops and Zeus with Ganymedes are obvious from
epaaaa-ro (25), Scip gv-ra... i[i g pco (41), ciXta ScZ3pa Kirrrpias (75), and euphemistically in
xp g os (45); see Dover 1974: 214 on the use of euphemism to describe homosexual relationship.
'Ap-rraaat is regularly used of abduction for sexual purposes, cf. h. Dem. 3, Pyth. IX.6.
41. c.mp. 201a.3-6: 61pai yap OE OOTO301 TTCO5 Eine -EV, 81-1 TOTS eE6is KOTEOKELI(50011

Trpaylia-ra	 gpco-ra Kaitebir aiaxpc73v yap OlJK Elfl gpcos. 01X OOTCOO1 TTCOS gXEyEs;
42. Cf. the deductive oii-rca, immediately after.
43. Lucian in Deor. Dial. 4, in his hilarious characterisation of Ganymedes gives a similar account of
Zeus and his KaXas Ganymedes. Cf. Smp. 197b8 ó eEos arros gcpu, gK TOO ipaV Tan, KaXebv.
44. Cf. the discussion on p.158.
45. See introduction p.41.
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61) eatipaTa TroXX6, Kai ITOL/ T1 Kai PpOTCJV
paTIC L/Trep T61/ eXXaefl AOyov
6E8a18aApgvot yEti8Eat TrotKiXots

ia-rra-raw-rt pijelot.
(01. 1.28-9).

This section of the poem is a gnomic passage about the power of cleverly told

stories to deceive people and misinterpret the truth. Pindar's sentence has a rhetorical

function which enables Pindar to introduce his new version of the Pelops myth.

There is cpaTts (tales: 'the common gossip of the people') beyond the true story.

Because the previous tale about Pelops was told in a deceitful language, men believed it.

B'	 Xaptc 8', aTrEp Currav-ra TEUXEI Ta pEiAixa Ova-rdic,
bricpgpotaa Tway Kai aTTIOTOV eilTIGaTO TTIGTOV

3 ifi_tilEvat TO TroAA6Kts.
apepat 8' iTriAorrrot
pap-rvpEs aocp6TaTot.

(01. 1.30-4).

Pindar wants to reject the story that deceives people (kpaiSeatv), but his own story

which is hard to believe (6-rnaTov) becomes TrtaTOv through x(5 pis, the elegance of his

poetry, which will make his version acceptable for the world. His version will win belief

because of the power of Charis.46 However the future will tell which version will prevail.

Xacpts refers to his own story!"

Pindaric data are cleverly exploited. In 6 (‘0-TCA) TOIVUV Kai TO Tc.7av XOycov

miXXos) Aristides makes an analogy between Pindar's (alTriaTov) version of the myth and

the art of oratory. The connective link is the contribution of xcipts which in both contexts

is presented as essential. It is a sort of prerequisite / precondition for success.

46 • Xäpis is one of Pindar's favourite words. For Pindar the word is often connected with his view of
poetry. In this context it denotes the charm and beauty of poetry, in contrast with crcxpia, which indicates
the technical skill of the poet.
47 . Lines 30-1 are often interpreted as false tales which win belief because of the seductive charm of
poetry. It is wrong to argue that xá pis refers to false and discreditable tale of Pelops' dismemberment.
Pindar needs here to explain how his new version will become credible. The scholia get it more or less
right. On Charis as "the charm which issues from poetry", see Verdenius 1987: 104-5. For arguments
in support of the opposite view see Gerber 1982: on >Cams (30); Duchemin 1955: 54-94 and recently
Instone 1996: 101-2.

28b

31
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Instone instancing Od. 18. 282-3 rightly observes that "both good oratory and good

poetry were traditionally regarded as having a seductive power to charm"; 48 Penelope

beguiled the suitors with sweet words.

48 . Ibid. 102.
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111.3 QUOTATIONS: COMPARISON IN TERMS OF
'CONCORD' AND 'BEAUTY'

111.3.1 Aristid. 25(43), 1 80, 12-4K = Pind. 01. VII. 49-68.

Introduction to Or. XXV (43) PadIAKOZ

In early AD 142 during Aristides' stay in Egypt (cf. Or. XXIV.3), a great earthquake

took place and ravaged Lycia, Caria, Cos, and Rhodes (cf. Paus. 8.43.4). Evidence for the

date of the earthquake to AD 142 comes from the Opramoas inscription IGRR III 739.1

The inscription consists of various documents where the earthquake is mentioned eight

times in chapters: 40, 42, 46, 47, 53, 55, 59, and 63. These documents — concerning the

earthquake — can be dated to September — November of AD 143, or to a later date. 2 What is

more important, none are earlier, and in the documents drawn up in AD 142 or before

there is no mention of such a disaster.

Aristides in AD 141 set out on a tour to Egypt. In the course of his trip, he

stopped and declaimed at Cos, Cnidus, Rhodes, and Alexandria with varying success.

He was still in Egypt when this disastrous earthquake destroyed the city of Rhodes. On

this occasion Aristides composed a speech of consolation, which he delivered to the

ambassadors who were sent from Rhodes to Alexandria for help and to the Alexandrians

themselves. 3 We have to note here that this oration is no longer preserved and is not to be

confused with the present oration XXV Anonymi `PoSiaKcis-.4

The present Or. XXV RoStaK65-, appears to have a similarity to Or. XXIV

(PoS(oic Trepi Opovoias-). From PoStaKcir §53 it is assumed that it was contemporary to

the earthquake of Rhodes and was actually delivered in the ruined city.

1. Cf. the discussion of the relevant evidences and data in Behr 1968a: 15 n.44, id. Aristides 1981:
vol.II. 371 n.1.
2. The earliest datable document of the inscription in which the disaster is mentioned, is ch. 40, Pius'
rescript in answer to a decree (ch. 53), sent to him by the Lycian federation (dated by Behr to Gorpiaeus 7 =
November 7, AD 143).
3. Evidence that Aristides had indeed delivered this speech come from Or. XXIV.2-3 cf. TrpOs Si itpas
i'maomov 4 iriut.pat T6 pipxiov Kai TooTov TOv Tp61rov auyyEviaeat 1TOWTTIV. OV miv OifIV

Tp6-nov 81E1-any iTri Tr) -ttEpi Tev aElau6v auwpopCt Kai OTroi6v TIVQ pauTev Trap4axov TOTS

TrOEVOPEliOaOlV 14.1C:3V EiS Kirin-Toy KaT ' EKEIVOLIS TOOS xpOvous, Trap' CIOTCT3V KIDAIOT ' cxv TT1i60100E We

can assume here with Behr (1968a: 16 n.48), that the use of avyyEvgcreco Trpr.:yrrp, (XXIV.1) does
not imply that Aristides did not make a speech at this time as Keil (1898: 72), has proposed. Behr
suggests that Aristides conversed with the Rhodians by letter due to his illness.
4. Behr (1968a: 16 n.48), has also argued that Or. XXIV has no relation with the speech given at
Alexandria. Or. XXIV deals with faction that occurred in Rhodes and it was a later composition.
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The corpus of Aristides, like those of other famous writers, acquired apocryphal

additions in later times. 5 Three scholars, Keil 6 followed by Boulanger 7 , and Behr8,

considered The Rhodian Oration as spurious on the basis of the following criteria:

i. the flaccid tone of the oration;
ii. the loose style;
iii. the preciosity in the use of words and constructions, and
iv. the tasteless and revoltingly gruesome detail (cf. §27), could not be consistent with

the stylistic manner of Aristides.

I treat this speech as genuine, first because the evidence against it is most

inconclusive and the various attempts to argue against Aristides' authorship on mainly

stylistic grounds are not entirely convincing (and in trying to point out inconsistencies in

Aristides' account have reached conflicting results), 9 and second: whoever is the author,

the way that poetic quotations and in particular Pindar, is paraphrased and interpreted is

the same as in the other speeches about Smyrna and Rhodes.

Aristides' context

After the proem, where the former greatness of the city is depicted (§§I-8),

Aristides referring to the endurance that the Rhodians must show (§§11-6), describes over

the next paragraphs (17-33), the immensity of the catastrophe caused by the earthquake.

XXV. (43) POAIAKOI.

28 TR/pal 8' Coleus iKaiovTo Opoicas virrra Kai ilapav, Talc Trp6a0Ev I iipoprivials 20

avTioTpopor avT1 6 xpvaeicov Kai apyypEicav pETaitAcav I Stiopvxos

ToO8apos Trjs TrOAEGas TrapEixe Kai Etc pfivas iKKaeaipEtv I Toi,s KEtavovs. Kai

TrpOTEpov pev,	 ZEO, Tas cpovtKas SiKas gc...) I TrvX65v i61K6CETE, cç ot'ke 1

KaTakmpiaaaeat OavaTov ivTOs TEixovs I El:10E1365s EXOV 1:11.fiv, , vvvi 8i e-rri picas

ipac TOGOirTC.A3V OAEOpov 6I Sa[pcov 	 äia T' EIGO3 Traioas Kai aim

airril, [Kai Toirrous I iv allTfj Kean) fiVayKgEGOE Oi X0M01], Kai -rijv eipa-rov

29 Talc avE•polOvots 1TóAtV Tapiiv Tc.7.nt eXTTOXA111.1.61031) ithOTC.9 KaTiOTTIOEV. Kai 5

T6 I	 TrpOoeiv ÀiyOkiva Tairra [i.ateoÄoyilpaTal ijv,Oil TOSE TrlV I vfloov

(miaow iriTO rf eaA&TTI".1 Kai KEKpuvriv ` HÄict) 6c.73pov aviilaav eEoi, Ta 8i

vv Els ToCivavTiov 7TEpl g OT1IKE StrwEiaeat, 8TIij8E I fi TTOXIS KaTa )1115 g8v Kai

5. There are other examples e.g. the disputed Ors. Regarding the Emperor and Leptines.
6. Keil 1898: 72, 91.
7. Boulanger 1923: 374 n.l.
8. Behr Aristides 1981: vol.II. 371 n.l.
9. Ibid. 371, Behr notes that 'this author looks with favour on "sophists", at §18, and differs from
Aristides in the more conventional account of the numbers involved in the seizure of Phyle'.
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exTriVieev	 CXV8p6TTCOV, OVTOS &Trip yfic I 'HX1ov, Kai iTrEiZEV " HX1OS iV TO8cp 10

30 Ta ae gaTa 0EapaTa EatiTC9. I Kai "Opripos (B 670) pit? -Otoirrov gcpri KaTaxgat

-rev Ala Ti] vflocp I Kai Toic TrEpl TArt-rredapov Trpor5vots tipcbv, K al

11iv8apos (O. VII 90) I TrapaXaPeav oai xptia6v vaparlv aveip.)

iTric-rtjaav-ra. VOV S ciia KaTiXEE 863pa oiov v gpos go-rriotv

&nip Tric TrOXEc45, I cbcavaELa pet; iKEIVGJV TCJV TrperrEpov, av4ta Si 15

31 itliCov Kai TOO T115 ITrOXEc.oc crxrIpaTos. Kai vih, KapTra0ov tAv Kai KaGov

Kai cliAAas I vilootis oiKovpgvas gaTIV iSETV, 0J8iV ixotiaas CS T1 EITTC•301 Kai Trap'

cZv Opov ga gyEtv ipiV nix!)	 tAtKpOv ijv, Kai a)t)ta TroXiopaTa

irrrOtvappa [Aurrrpa] Kai apcptopriTficrtpa . 'POSos 8E, ci) Zig Kai I Trav-r' EpopCov 20

"HXIE TrÄiw 'POSov, VOV oua.tou, aAX C:3CITTEp 01 I -roils piteous Àgyovres

StrlyEioeat 8E1 T015 iTrlytyV01.1iV0IS TOin Trap' I fipcbv Trapa?tapPavovTas,

TroTe	 kal 'POSos avTm g pas Kapias I TrOAts 6Spct Kai pEy geEt TrEptcpavhs, Kai

-rev Tenrov BEIKVOEll, WC TV ' 11:1X1:1001.1 Kai KapEipou VOV.

(Aristid. 25(43) 2,79-80,12-14 K).

The gruesome details of the mangled bodies (cf. §27), give to the passage a grisly

quality. Unaccustomed pyres burned unceasingly even in the sacred months, a time when

fires were not lit. On this point Aristides is drawing on the tradition of Pindar who in the

mythic section of the Olympian VII. refers at 1. 48, to the establishment of fireless rites

that the people of Rhodes offered to the goddess Athena on the hill of the citadel:10

OLYMPIA VII (464)

Kai Tol yap ateoioas e"NovTEs
oTrepp' exygPav pAoyOs 0r. TE0av 8' antipots iEpdis

eacros v aKpoTTOXEt.
(01. VII.48-9).

The annihilation to which the city of Rhodes was condemned by the Baimcov has

overthrown the ordinary process of the things. Formerly the murder trials were held

outside the gates since for religious reasons to pass a death sentence was forbidden within

the walls (§28)."

Over the next two paragraphs (29-30), the orator resorts to mythology from where

he introduces two myths concerning the city of Rhodes:

10. We also have information from Philostratus the Elder, who quotes Pind. 01. VII.48-50 in his
Imagines 2,27,3, p.381, 27 Kayser (p.118,16 Semin. Vindobon. Sod.).
11.Cf. D. Chr. XXXI, 122.

48
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111.3.1	 mythic creation of Rhodes): OLVII.54-5 57 67-8.

The first myth concerns the mythical creation of the island: "And the following

myth was once told, that this island which lay hidden beneath the sea was raised by the

gods as a gift to Helios" The immediate literary pattern of this statement goes back to

Pindar's poetry who in 0/.VII treats this theme at the second mythic section of the ode (ll.

55-68). 12 The orator introduces the myth in a Pindaric fashion giving only a paraphrase

of the corresponding Pindaric text:

Oympian VII.54-55, 57, 67-68 Aristid. 25(43), 2,80,5-8K

cav-rl 8 avepc:yrrcov TraAatai

Kal TX uiv TrpOcreEv AEyOuEva Ta0-ra ruvec)-
OfiatEc t OUTTCA),

(pavEpCtv iv irEX•iyEt 'POE.ov i'm.av Trov-ricp,
60q..typoic E.' eV pellea7111 vdto-ov KEKpLipeca.

caEvv6v ic aie g pa Inv TrEpcp0Eiciav
kupaXi-,1
io-rriao) yipas focm-

°Oat.

Xoyfiliarra] A y , OTI TTIVBE T1)1/ vijaov oirraav
Cnra Tr.1 OaAdrrrra Kai KEKpUggeVTIV 'HXict)
8e.".3pov	 aveaav	 0E0(

Whoever is the author, the way that Pindar is paraphrased, recalls that of the

orations about Smyrna and Rhodes (cf. XXIV.50). Pindar here is quoted next to Homer

according to Aristides' usual way.

In the splendid Olympian Seven, Pindar lists Diagoras' impressive achievements

in various games and connects his personal ancestry with the mythical history of Rhodes

in a way that makes this poem a celebration of the whole island.

Three myths about Rhodes fill the exact centre of the ode:

1. (ll. 20-33): The first myth concerns Tlepolemos who killed his great-uncle, but

become founder of Rhodes.

2. (ll. 34-53): The second is an aetiological one about Heliadae, who forgot to use

fire in their offering to Athena, but nevertheless receive great benefits through the golden

rain of Zeus and the skills that Athena granted to them.

12 • The scholia on Pindar say that this story was not recorded before Pindar. Willcock 1995: ad loc.
argues that it is likely enough that it was a local tradition.
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3. (11. 54-71): The third myth is about Helios who was absent from the allotment

of the earth to the gods but became tutelary deity of Rhodes. From these myths only the

second and the third are preserved in 'PoStcaccic, §29-30.

As many commentators have pointed out, there are progressions in the myths.13

Each tells of an act that seemed harmful at the time, but led to good in the end. They stand

in reverse chronological order. Each is a story of origins, and as Kirkwood observes,

they are told in ascending order of prestige for Rhodes. In the text of `PoStaK6s, we can

see that the way that the two of them are presented contributes to the creation of an

anticlimax aiming to illustrate the contrast between former and the present state of the city.

The orator quotes firstly the third myth from 01. VII, because he wants to make a

parallelism of the fortune of the city when it was under the favour of the gods and the

present state in which the city is depicted as "sinking beneath the earth and has gone from

mankind while the Sun was above the earth...". The purpose of this quotation is to

illustrate the extent of the catastrophe caused by the earthquake.

The author shows great skill in contrasting Pindar's splendid image of Rhodes to the

depressingly vivid description of the recent disaster.

111.3.1 Second Myth: a. H. 2.670; b. 0/. VII.49-50:_szeus' golden rain).

Aristides shows a certain familiarity with the relevant mythological narration

concerning the city of Rhodes. So after the myth of creation, he mentions another mythic

instance told by Homer in his famous 'catalogue of ships'. The orator paraphrases

accurately Ii. 2.670 Kai acpiv 0EaTraiov TrX00-r0v Ka-rixam Kpovicov. Homer in 11.

653-70, referring to the colonisation of Rhodes, presents the island as being favoured by

Zeus. Rhodes is said to have been colonised at the time of the Dorian migration by Argive

Dorians from Epidauros, who were Herakleidai of the family of Tlepolemos, king of

Argos and founder of three cities of Rhodes." This tradition is followed in Po8taK6c,

§30, where "Zeus 'poured wealth' upon the island and upon 77epolemus".

13. Cf. the most recent treatments of Willcock 1995: 111ff.; Kirkwood 1982: 95.
14. The Dorian invasion was known to the Greeks as "the return of the children of Heracles". See
Willcock 1976: 31. There is a reference to a threefold tribal division which is a typical Dorian feature,
at Rhodes in IL 2.655 and 668.
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The authorship of this quotation and of the following one, is clearly stated

"Opripos piv... Ng] and IlivScipos TrapaXa1363v. The orator attempts to connect Pindar's

version of the myth to that of Homer. Both quotes stand in chronological order and

Pindar is introduced as building on the tradition of Homer (Trapcaapezv), giving his own

version. This is the second story told by Pindar in 01. VII.49-53, which is quoted in §30:

OLYMPIA VII (464)
KEi-

vots 6 ph) aveav 6yayeav vapaav
6TroVA) 	xptia6v• atiTä S g avail; CoTracrE Tgxvav	 50

—Traaav e1Tix0oviczy rAatx-
cbms aptoTarrOvots xEpal KpaTeiv.

(01. VII.49-51).

According to Pindar the Heliadai for their zealous piety in being the first to honour

Athena, are rewarded by Zeus with a tawny cloud which produces a shower of gold.15

Athena for her part gave them extraordinary technical ski11.16

The first part of this myth is explicitly quoted in the phrase &rat xpuo6v vapAriv

avOvimaTnaavTa, which preserves the main words in a little variation:

1. The Pindaric phrase is changed into indirect speech, governed by Tra pa-

Nal3cbv, so that 63E is replaced by iiaat.

2. The aveav 6yayeav vEcpiXav, becomes vuparlv av8ilv iTucTeicavTa.

The author is interested in making a contrast between the wealth and the former

riches that prevailed on the island and the present state of Rhodes. The riches and the

divine favours that were bestowed on the city, were favourite themes in the mythological

narrations, which now stand in sharp contrast to the present misfortune. The second part

of the myth lies behind the paraphrase that follows the quotation. The phrase oia KaTEXEE

Spa 6Saipcov could well be a free paraphrase of Pindar's c'.31racre T g xvav. In a

sarcastic style the orator comments: "But now what sort of gifts did the actigwv pour

upon you, what sort of cloud did he stand over the city!". The orator claims in a

15. Cf. Verdenius 1987: ad loc.; Duchemin 1955: 197. Cf. also schol. 01. VII.89c Etil KaTix Tip)
lucpacriv 6 171v5ap6s, (Raw, vEcpiXnv WvOuacrE aveav, oTov -njv irwov xpuaoit" . Ka661rEp &ray USG*
<g)03) 6 afip, Copc.:381-s eariv.
16. According to Diodorus 5.55.2, the Rhodians were the first to make statues of the gods. Cf. also
schol. 01. VII.91a aim) Bi	 KaTa Talc:my xElpoupyucjv Tgxvriv T6 apkrrov atiToic
b. CiOTEpOV Si oi 'Patoi noMei TC.V TrpOs TOv I3tov CIVrIKOVTWV ipyaXEicav
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pessimistic tone that all the good fortune and the gifts have disappeared and in this respect

all the praise about Rhodes is vain.

The source for Olympian VII in Ors. XXIV and LW

The difficulty in deciding which was the source employed for these quotations

from 01.VII, is increased by the very fact that the Or. XXV 'Po&cocas is classified as

spurious. It is quite probable that certain references to and quotations of 0/.VII could

have been also in the lost consolatory oration that Aristides delivered to Alexandrians and

to Rhodian ambassadors sometime in AD 142 in Egypt. Someone therefore, could expect

that Aristides considered as appropriate for such an occasion to make a specific mention

of the special favours and of the gifts with which the island of Rhodes was honoured by

the gods as a sort of encouragement in this extreme hour of disaster.

Olympian VII was popular in antiquity and was well known for commemorating

the glories of the island. Given the popularity of 01. VII it is indeed very likely that

Aristides knew a complete text.

It is therefore reasonable to believe that he appreciated this Pindaric masterpiece which he

employed later in this consolatory speech.17

Confirmation for the above hypothesis comes from Or. XXIV 'PoBlois- n-Epi ago-

vol'ac where Aristides, at §50, explicitly refers to 01. VII, preserving in paraphrase a part

of the third myth in which — as we have already seen — Pindar dealt with the theme of the

divine creation of the island. (Cf. also my discussion in Ors. XXIV, pp.269-70, and XXXIX,

p.101).

17 . According to the ancient tradition the Rhodians caused it to be engraved in letters of gold as a
dedication in the temple of Athena at Lindos (cf. Graux 1881: 117). Aristides before his visit to Egypt
stayed for some time at Rhodes. Here, he enjoyed inspecting the wonders of the city and he preserved
vivid impressions of them. (Cf. Ors. XXV.2ff. and XXIV.53).
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111.3.1 Aristid. 24(44), 1 69. 4-6K = Pind. 0/. VII. 58, 62, 65, 68.

Aristides' context

The context in which Aristides quotes Pindar is quite different from that of Or.

XXV. He advises the people of Rhodes to stay united and lead an harmonious life

abstaining from faction, which is foreign to the city and hateful to the gods. At this point

he introduces in paraphrase the third myth of 01. VII.

XXIV. (44) POAIOIX TIEPI OMONOIAI.

50	 OIK a1oxima0e Tel) "HAtov, I

as Tois V ciAXots 0ea-r1ic iGT1 TCJV ytyvoligvcav, 151.1cav Si Kai f expxrlyg-rris;

(nix gKaa-ros x'ipc73v T1lV TrapoOaav fill g pav inrnourat I Tairrriv Trpdyrriv Eh/at

Tij V1iCSC/3 TFIC yEViCrEWS, OT ' £K Tfic OaXaTTris I avfjEi Scapov Tc..7) OE c; oiix 5

OTTcoc ILf Tc7.3V iEpocacov epavAOTEpos I pavETTat XvilatvOpEvos

Kkeipop To0 0E00 cppov-rid; o1 -re:cc xdpas J &pas &VG) OLJV aiSoi Kai 6gEt

5 1 cuyyvc4triv a'rriloEt -re3v p gxpt TOOBE I fillapTripevoav TOJç 'hal'.is; a2nX' 6SOTrep

iV GKOTOI4a1V1:1 cp0E1pEcieE I TO iEpCxv TOO 'HX1oti TTOX1V vq.lOpevoi.

(Aristid. 24 (44)2,69,4-6 K).

The rhetorical aim of Aristides is to create a sense of shame by referring to the

favour that the god Helios bestowed on the island. Aristides illustrates his point with a

reference to the literature and in particular to Pindar's 01. VII. The role of his quotation is

to point out the inconsistency between the former favours granted by Helios and the

present ungrateful and factious attitude of the Rhodians. Given the popularity of

Olympian seven it is indeed very likely that everyone knew it and therefore the attempted

connection by Aristides would have been well understood.

The form that Aristides chooses to quote Pindar is again that of paraphrase, which

now seems more detailed in comparison to that preserved in Or. XXV, because Aristides

now writing seven years later, 18 attempts a few new and more explicit connections

between Rhodes and some aspects of the myth told by Pindar. These connections are not

intended in Or. XXV. We can discern the following ones:

18 • For the date of Or. XIV in September 149 AD, see Behr 1968a: 74 n.48a.
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Oympian VII.58, 62 Aristid. 24(44), 2,69,4-6K

(1.62): Ei-rri TIli airres Opav gv8ov eaXaaaac

Err' EK TfiC eaMiTTTIC aln5E1 8c3pov Tet) 8EC.73:atiougvav TrE868Ev

(1.68): yipas- gouEctOat.

(1. 58): i'VEIElEV Afixos	 'AEXtov .

(1. 65): xEipas drirrEival

OlIX OTROS ilh TC3V lepocfaczy patiNOTEpos
pavEl-rat AtwatvOpEvos Tep KAfipcp To0

0E00 ppoirrtd; oti Tas xEipac clpac &yr..)
aim ai56i Kai 84E1 avyyvWpriv atTfIGE1 TC7311

ligxpt TOOSE imapTrit.t gvc..w Toils 6Eotis:

It seems likely that Aristides made reference to the story told in 01. VII in his lost

speech, which is echoed again in Or. XXV.29-30 as relevant to his argument. 19 Thus, it

seems likely that Aristides used a text of Pindar for the potential mythical references to the

island of Rhodes, which through the art of variatio were repeated in a shorter or fuller

version at Ors. XXIV and XXV.20

I do not think that Aristides employed at this point an anthology or a mythological

compendium, since he connects the two mythical narrations about Rhodes and his literary

pattern for that is Pindar's 01. VII.

The source for Pind. Olympian VII (Ors. XXIV, XXV and XXXIX)

Aristides exhibits a considerable familiarity with the mythic section of the ode. He

quotes artfully and accurately in paraphrase and alludes to different parts from the second

and third myth of the ode in his Ors. XXIV (ToSlots- TrEpi cimovo(ac) and XXV

('PoStaKcis).21

Olympian Seven is one of the Pindaric odes of which Aristides appears to have a

more comprehensive knowledge. The number of his quotations of and allusions to the

ode suggests the possibility that he may have studied this ode from a fuller text of Pindar.

In Or. XXXIX, Aristides seems to have employed an ancient titrOuvriga, where in §16

he quotes the gloss co'rrOxtrrov.

19 . The similarity of Or. XXV to oration XXIV has also been propounded by Behr Aristides 1981:
vol.II. 371 n.l.
213 . This seems that is the case for Or. XXV, since the paraphrase in Or. XXIV appears to be more
independent and possibly this might come from the text of Pindar itself rather than an indirect source.
21 • I.e. Zeus golden rain ( : 11. 49-51), and the mythic creation of Rhodes (:11. 54-5, 57, 67-8).
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The following table is indicative of Aristides' knowledge for 01. VII:

II.	 Pind. Olympian VII. Aristid. Or. XXIV; XXV ; XXXIx	 Ors..

7 verrap XUTOV, Moiaav 86atv, TTiv8apos TO virrap iTTOITIOEV al:ITOX1.1- XXXIX. 16

TOY, 7T6T11-10V eila Twi Kpà0E1 KEKpape-

VOV apK01VT43S.

49-51 Kiivois 6 piv	 ave.:xv ayayc.bv VE- Kai TTiv8apos TrapaAar3clav %lam xpv-
obi, vicpiXriv	 aveilv intaTimav-ra. viiv

XXV. 30

paaV fai1s1 TroViv tiaE xpvoc5v
airra 8i avow enraae	 Tixvav
Trefraav	 intxeovicov	 iXauKfa-rris
itpicrroTrOvois xipal KpaTiTv.

BE oTa Ka-rixee adipa 6 8aipcpv, oTov
vipos ga-rriaiv irrrip Tils TrOXicas,

54-5 pav-ri 8' avepancov TraXaiai Oil-
OIEC,

Kal TI uiv TrpOoeiv Xiy6uEva Tairra xxv. 29

56-7 cpavipav iv ITEACiyii 'PO8ov iuuiv
Trov-ric.p, Capupois 8' g li Ph/8E01V

vera011 KEKptipecn.

juuel o,Nortod.ta-ral	 iiv, Oil TrIv8i Thy
vfi crov oirtaav	 676 Tr) OaAdurri3 Kai
KEKpuppivriv 'HXicia Beapov	 c5vEicrav
6Eol

67-8 Taivv6v i5 aieipa vtv TrippOilaav
41 KErpaXiii iOTTICYCJ yipas goaE-
°Oat.

58 gVEIEIEV ACiXOS	 'AEA(011'
6T' EK TfIC OaXCETTT1C exVijEl 665pov TC...) XXIV. 50

62 ETTig	 Till '	al:ITOS	 Opav	 i'v8ov 0E4.3; oitx Oncas ph Tcbv iEpoaacav
pauXOTEpos	 cavil-rat AupaivOuivosOaAacroac airouivav Tri860iv
TC;)	 KATIpcp	 TOO	 0Eoti cppov-rtiT;	 cm;

65 XErpag ell/TETI/al Taq xeipac &pas civca aim ai8o1 Kai
SiEt	 auyyvc'ouriv	 aiTT50E1	 TC.731/	 11gXpl

68 yipac laaecreat. TOOSE fipaprripivcav Toits OEotis;

From the above table we can see that Aristides employed 01. VII in his Ors.

XXIV and XXV, in making mythical references to the city of Rhodes. In these two

speeches he contrasted the former grandeur and divine favour for the city with the present

circumstances (i.e. Or. XXV: the disaster after the earthquake; Or. XXIV: the prevailing political

factions). The orator employed for a third time the opening lines of this ode in his Or.

XXXIX in giving a compliment to the sacred waters of Asclepius' well.

We should not here rule out the possibility that the three myths of 01. VII were

culled and paraphrased in a handbook of selected passages, which was probably intended

for school practice. The paraphrase of selected texts from the classic authors was of

fundamental importance in the Hellenistic and Roman times. We posses a great deal of

papyri in which poetic passages were given in paraphrase. The surviving examples
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suggest that these were compiled either by the teacher as an `example' 22 to be followed or

by the students themselves.

22 . Such an example is PSI XIIUI (1949), no.1303 (III AD), containing a paraphrase of a scene from Eur.
Phoen. In the introduction of the papyrus there is a detailed analysis of the play and its characters. The
paraphrase is given in iambic verses and its accuracy indicates that it was composed by a teacher.
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111.3.2 Aristid. 23(42), 2, 41, 23K = Pind. Pyth. IX. 95?.

Introduction to Or. XXIII (42) TTEPI OMONOIAE TAIl TTOAEZIN

The harmony between the cities of Asia was always a favourite theme for

Aristides, and finds its fuller expression in the present oration. This idea was expressed

four months before in Or. XXVII.

On January 3, AD 167, Aristides prompted by a dream from Asclepius,' travelled

from his estates in Mysia to Pergamum where the provincial assembly (KomOv of Asia),

would convene for the celebration of the nuncupatio votorum. 2 Aristides addressed the

assembly with this oration, in which he tried to curb the rivalry of the leading cities of

Asia over precedence, titles, and other empty symbols of rank.3 We know from Dio

Chrysostom (XXXIV 48, 51); Cassius Dio (LII 37. 10); Philostratus (VS 539-40), that the

emperor himself intervened to stop the dispute.4

Aristides proclaimed in his speech the unity of the Province; he praised the three

chief cities, and illustrated with examples from history the advantages of concord and the

disadvantages of faction.5

Aristides' context

In the section §§31-40, Aristides enumerates the disadvantages pertaining to

dissension among the three metropolises of Asia, Smyrna, Pergamum, and Ephesus. He

draws a parallel between these cities and generals who believe that they must maintain

good order and discipline, whose infraction could lead to a disruptive faction.

Aristides resorts to poetry of Homer firstly, and of Pindar later, in order to

illustrate what he considers as imperative for the cities which have the chief voice in the

council to overcome their rivalries. He emphatically argues that the bestowal of praise —

which is the subject of the poetry — from one city to the other is vital and practical. The

two poets are connected by the orator with an aphoristic statement which structurally

1 . Hieros Logos i (47).59.
2• For the circle of the meetings of the assembly, see Lucian Pseudol. 8, Plut. Cic. 2.1, IGRR IV 353 B-
6, C-4, D-6, cf. Behr 1968a: 63 n.14, id. 1994: §9. On these assemblies, cf. Deininger 1965.
3. See generally Merkelbach 1978. Cf. also Behr 1968a: 104-5; Magie 1950: 1496, 1500-1.
4. Cf. Or. XXIII 73; S1G 3 849 = Abbott-Johnson 1926: no.100. The rivalry according to Behr
(Aristides 1981: vo1.11. 365 n.1), was symptomatic of the peace and security which Asia enjoyed at that
time, cf. §§3, 53-4, 63.
5. Behr dates the speech in AD 167, on the grounds that the reported Parthian war is now over cf. §§3, 53-7,

and that Marcus and Verus are emperors; however, Boulanger (1923: 162), suggests a date between AD
161-165.
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functions as a transition from one to the other: "gracious praise, they say, is easy to

bear".

XXIII. (42) TTEPI OMONOIAI TAII TTOAEIIN.

36

	

	 gEOTt 8i KaK Tc.73v '01..trjpoti pa8Eiv.1

iTrEtSh yap KolvOTaTos 6 Trotrmjs, oti xEipov KaKEivc.p TrpOs yE Ta I TOMOTa 15

Trpooxpficreat. iKEivoc yap Totis TE fjpcoas EuravTas WsI g7TOS EiTTETV inanni

Kai Toirs iVaVTICOTaTOLIS àXXiAoiç, nyOthiEVOS 1.1Eico TOTS KpaTrjoacrtv

airre3v OUTC.05 av yiyvEoeat Thy 8.6av. Kai Tas TrOAEts KaTaXgycov a/acts

etAA0V KEKOOVIIKE TOOTTOV, -Fracas 8' Eis I 3001/ 016V TE 1)V, 8 T1 Kai ptKpOv gxot 20

Ttpfloai Ttva atiTclw oikapij I Trpoig pEvos. iXappa yap, Taal, xapts i Tris

Eigprilliac. WOTE tAriSe I Toin ixepoils 8Eiv CUTTOOTEpEIV TOO TO101/T01/

xpricTáv ya T1 Trp4avITas OECav Ttvos Eivat TrapaivEatv `I-IpaKXET

37 niv8apos, OTpat, I X6yEt. °Cm.) (pima OETOv T1 TO )(01-410 "TljS Elmillia5, Kai

01K I iTTElEaV Tc73V iEpCJV 1.1 g XXC0pEV KaTapxEcreat, TOT' gxEt pOvov KatpOv, I 25

etVax Kay Tois TrXEicrTots TC731/ 6V0000TTEICJV Trpayph-rcov • Toirs 8' Eis I Oaov

gEOTI XOCJI161/0V5 at!fT(1 KEX00101.1 gVGJS av To-is OEOTS TTOIETV I atipPoÄov tj TE

TOO K1 	 aUTfl cpcovij Kai fi Teo" v iep gcov, iTrE186V I Tayaea Toiis 0Eoin

38 aiTc.7.41Ev, ytyvollgvn. 600' OTE Tr) Tc.7)v aya0c73v I aiTflan 7T0001IKEI TOOTO T6 30

ETBOS Tcav XOycov, EiKOs Ern TrOV Kal I KaeaTraC aOTO Ttpc.73vTas pgkrtov

TrpaTTEIV at) dieaeat Kai Tfi s PEXITiovos 1.10100C OC.1.4EIV Trpaypa El 8' ail ToCie'

otiToas xEt, TTC0SOJI TEUKTe0V Kai KaTa Toirro fl aTexats;

(Aristid. 23 (42) 2,41-42,21-24 K).

Aristides sees precedents in Homer for his ideas about the theme of the allocation

of praise to both individuals and cities. He presents him as the most common possession

of the Asian cities making a pun on the word KolvOv of Asia. 6 Aristides thinks in more

general terms of the way that Homer presents heroes and cities. Generally Homer is not

biased against Trojan heroes, for example Hector and Sarpedon, who are presented as

great heroes; (cf. his praise to Priam). He was equally impartial in his praise to every city

without omitting even a small honour to them.

The subsequent statement iAacppa yap. Taal, xapis i Tfis Etipripias, functions —

as we have already seen — as a bridge to Pindar's poetry.

6• The choice of the poet and the intended connection with the Kotvciv of Asia, is clear since Smyrna and
other Asian cities claimed the prerogative of being his birthplace.
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This assertion has a defensive tone and is proverbial in effect, functioning as an

unquestioned statement (cpaai). 7 Pindar expressed similar ideas and often connects xapts

with his views on poetry. 8 In Aristides' context the term denotes the charm and beauty

that the praise (Eigpripia) must have, so that it can be pleasant to hear. 9 The phrase

suggests an indirect demand for "measure". Aristides' statement may recall a similar view

Pindar phrased in Pyth. IX.76-9 stating that great achievements give material for many

songs, but what a discriminating audience responds best to is a poet's skilful treatment of

a selection from the abundance. 10 In all circumstances Kati:* achieves the best results.

However, unlike Pindar, Aristides makes a clear distinction between human and divine

need for praise.

The point that Aristides makes on the bestowal of the praise in Homer, is now

illustrated in more depth with a direct reference to Pindar's Pyth. IX.95-6. The

conjunction )GTE introduces the poet's words in paraphrase, which ends with Aristides'

statement TTiv8apos, oipat, MyEL:

(36) "Therefore Pindar, I think, remarks that a certain god advised Heracles that he

should not even deprive his enemies of this [praise] when they have done something

good".

The phrase oiliat, À gyet, is an Aristideian touch admitting in some way that the

quote may not be exact carrying also the implication that the focus of the citator's attention

falls on the substance of Pindar's gnome rather than its precise wording. In any case it

does not indicate lack of punctiliousness in citing.

This is one of the characteristic turns of phrase that Aristides used in introducing

quotations: E.g. Or. XXVIII. 51 (Alai S g GE Kal Ia-rrpoOs aKnKo gval, lb. 65 dipat, Ai),Et

7. Cf. Reisk non Homerus, sed proverbium, h Trapotpia. I did not succeed to trace the phrase in the
transmitted paroemiographical corpus or elsewhere in literature.
8. Cf. Isth. 111.8, 01. VII.!!. Also Gianotti 1975: 68-83; For the xapts in Pindar see Verdenius
1987: 103-6; Richardson 1985: 383.
9. Aristides (Or. XXXIV.26), expressed similar ideas about the qualities that a rhetorical speech must have
so that it can be more persuasive and pleasing to the audience.
10 • Cf. Carey 1981: ad loc.; Kirkwood 1982: ad loc.
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TO iTriypappa (Simon)." This propensity is shared among an extensive number of

authors in Imperial Age.12

Pindar Pyth. IX. 95

In the section (11. 76-103) of Pyth. IX, Pindar after the myth of Cyrene, seizes upon

the myth of Iolaus defending Heraclids. He quotes a gnome of the Old Man of the Sea

(1.95):

PYTHIA IX
OUVEKEV, El Taos ao-rcbv, El TI s exvTa-

Els, To y' iv tive.,3" TTETTOVall gV0V Eir/

3 IA XOyov 13XaTTTC,JV &Moto yipovTos KpLITTTETC.A.Y

KEIVOS	 Kai Tel; ixOpOv
TravT1 Oul.i4 CTLIV TE SiKcx KaX:( r5gOVT' gVVETTEV.

(Pyth. IX.93-6).

Pindar, whose poetry characteristically bestows praise (cavos) or blame (yOyos),

says that if a man has accomplished a worthwhile deed, such us victory, which is shared

by the community (k) Ctivc.1)) 13 , all men, friends and enemies alike, should praise him.14

The story to which Pindar alludes is not otherwise known. Pindar ascribes this advice to

a figure of the sea. The combined references we have (Ii. 18.141, Od. 4.384, and Th.

233-6), point to the sea—god Nereus. 15 The sense of justice and moral earnestness of the

Pindaric account recall Hesiod's description in Th. 234-6.16

This sense of benevolent justice is echoed in Aristides' paraphrase, where the

gnome is attributed to a certain god.

11.Cf. also Or. 111.37 ohtai... 	 43ivat (Hdt. 1.35); Or. 11.135 (Horn).
12. Cf. Plut. de vit. pudore p. 536C oipat TO TOO 17tv8expou, Id. de Pyth. or. p.404D (Heraclit.); Luc.
Philops. 24.31 (Pl.); Str. 12.3.20.
13.Cf. Isth. V1.69. Xenoph. fr.2, doubted the contribution of athletics in advancing social prosperity. Cf.
also Angeli Bernardini 1980.
14. The necessity of the bestowal of praise is a commonplace, see Bundy 1986: 55ff. Cf. a similar
development in Bacch. 5.187ff. Kirkwood 1982: 230 (u. 93-6), argues that this is a variation of the
commoner theme that great achievements inevitably arouse TOOvos.
15.Carey (1981: ad loc.), argues for the preference of the archaic poets to quote famous men.
16.Instone (1996: ad loc.) suggests (cf. Farnell 1961: ad loc.), that Pindar may have employed a manual
in which moral maxims were listed under the title "Sayings of the Old Man of the Sea". Farnell's
assumption that Pindar's saying here derives from the lines in Th. 234-6 airrap KaAgotrai ygpov-ra,
oilvEKa vrwEpreic TE Kai i-j-trios, oisSa 04.110TLOV ATIOETal, COtAa 81Kaia Kai 1)7Tla SfivEa oThiv,
is weak since Hesiod with the expression KaX govat yg pov-ra refers to the god's cultic appellation in
Gytheion, cf. Paus. 3. 21, 9. More plausible seems Bloch's suggestion (in Roscher, Lexicon, iii. p.244,
s.v. Nereus), "a quotation from some epic source".

95
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According to Carey, Pindar in //. 93-4 stresses apart from the need to honour

Telesicrates, the need for the Thebans to recognise Pindar's own loyalty in praising his

city. 17 This serves Aristides for wider reflections. The quoted gnome from Pindar has a

didactic value functioning for Aristides as a point of departure: the indisputable view that

a noble achievement reflects credit on the society and deserves a just amount of praise,

becomes a key—idea, which is common to both Aristides and Pindar.

As Telesicrates brings glory to his homeland and Pindar admonishes his fellow

citizens to praise his achievements in accordance with the saying of Nereus, Aristides

employs the gnome of the sea—god, and relates it to the rivalry of Asian cities, postulating

that if the cities which have the chief voice in the council stop vying for pre-eminence and

bestow praise on one another for their achievements to the common interest, this will

terminate the discord.18

Aristides argues for the divine nature of praise (TOGEt OETOV), which is presented

as pleasing to the gods. 19 On those grounds he considers the praise as the vital means of

overcoming the bickering (§38). He sees the slander as the opposite of praise.20

The source for Pind. Pyth. IX. 95

What is problematic in Aristides' paraphrase is the presence of Heracles as

recipient of gods' advice. Surprisingly, Heracles is not mentioned in Pindar. The existing

17 • Carey 1981: ad loc.
18.Ephesus had received the right to call itself "the first and greatest metropolis of Asia" Smyrna, which
did not then enjoy so exalted a distinction, in a decree concerning Ephesus omitted this title and the
Ephesians wrote to Pius to complain. In his reply, Pius pointed out that Smyrna's conduct may have
been inadvertent and in any case the situation would improve if in future Ephesus in their own
communication gave Smyrna its proper title. The reference is to Pius' diplomatic letter to the Ephesians,
see SICr3 849 (better in IK XV [Ephesos V], 1489-90). Aristides further down in §73, reminds his audience
of Pius' interest in good relations between the Asian cities expressed in this letter: "he promised that he
would judge those to be finest and best who voluntarily initiated the concord". On the letter's style cf.
Williams 1976: 75. Cf. also the imperial letter found at Laodicea urging an end to "vain
contentiousness" over "primacy" and bidding them be "more dignified" (MAMA vi.6; Swain 1996: 224
n.143).
19. Cf. Pyth. X.34-6 where the word EiRpri ilia describes the emotional state of Apollo in a feast in
Hyperboreans. The god is pleased with the banquet and the hymns. Cf. 11. 1.601ff. where the music and
song are necessary for a happy life.
20. Aristides spoke of special privileges granted to the province by the Government (W, 79), and he
admonished the factious cities not to mar the triumph over Parthia and the charms of the pax Romana by
their frivolous and vain squabbles. Cf. Or. XIV.30-1 for the same idea.
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scholia on Pindar attribute the saying to the sea-god Nereus without giving any

illustration of the connection of Heracles to the god:

164. OLIVEKEV, El piAos acri-c73 v: Sta ETTE TIS atiTC.:3 TCJ vilaiqx5pcp

piAos- rel y 7roA1rc3v ETTE illaVTIOC Kai gx0P6S- a071, Ta EV TCP KOWCP TrOVTleill 10

cirya0av avutivEirco, aerrav 1.17) KaTaPAcirrrco y -ray Aciyov TOO Nripicoc.

gKeilroc yap, ó Nripeirs-, lepri &Tv -ra y KaA635 Trparrovra Kai pETer 51Ka1001;VTIS

TrcivTa Tpatrov Kai Raper -rCl y exOpelv avuttveibOat. BDEGQ

(schol.Pyth. IX.164 Drach.)

The existence of Heracles in Aristides' text has been treated variously:

1. The connection of Heracles to Nereus was Aristides' own invention. Since it

was difficult for ancient authors to verify a verse in a papyrus roll, it was easier for them

to quote it as they remembered. Probably Aristides made that connection in order to give

more weight to Nereus' saying reported by Pindar. Furthermore, Behr argues that: "the

slip is probably Aristides', referring to Or. 11.95, where Aristides quoting Od. 4.160

among other extracts from Homer, misidentifies the speaker.21

2. Georg Kaibel in Keil's edition suggested that the existence of Heracles might

have occurred in a fuller scholium to Pindar, which is now lost.

Aristides is almost certain to have read a considerable amount of scholia on Pindar. If the

mythic connection (Hercules—Nereus) has its authorship in the tradition of the scholiasts,

I can see two possibilities:

a. It is probable that his teacher Alexander, who lectured and wrote

commentaries on, among others, Pindar, noticed the point. He may have made the

connection between the two figures, or he drew on earlier scholia.

b. The Pindaric line was explained in Hellenistic commentaries, which might

be liable for the mythic connection. The scholium was preserved at least until the time of

Aristides. Post-Aristidean commentators disregarded it for unknown reasons, and since

then it remained only in Aristides' Mss.

21 . Behr Aristides 1981: vol.II. 367 n.33. Indeed, it was Telemachus and not Pisistratus. One can object
to Behr's view that this quotation did not stand alone in the speech, but it was part of a group of sixteen
quotes from Iliad and Odyssey. In such an accumulation the confusion of the speaker can go unnoticed,
since all are employed to prove that the glorious achievements of Demodocus and Alcinous derive from
divine inspiration. In addition, when Aristides complains in Or. XXXVI.112, about a geographical error
committed by Pindar (fr.201.1), he is correct. Cf. the discussion on the fr.201.
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3. Heracles and Nereus are linked in the literary tradition, which names Nereus as

the god with whom Heracles must wrestle for the needed assistance. 22 In this

connection, we must consider the possibility that Aristides found this connection in

Apollodorus (Bib. 2.115), who follows Pherecydes in linking Nereus to the Hesperides

Labor (here the Nymphai of the Eridanos send Heracles to Nereus to learn the location of

the Garden: Pherec. 3F16aJ), and the cup of Helios.23

If this is the case, then Aristides may have quarried this connection from various

mythological compendia and aitiological Buirjowir; like those the Alexandrian scholars

had compiled and continued through the first and second centuries AD.

The apophthegmatic character of Nereus' saying suggests also the probability that

it was quoted in a gnomologium containing ethical Oficnic presumably listed under the

title: "sayings of wise men".

All these are pure speculations. Unfortunately, one can not be sure of Pindar's

train of thoughts because Aristides may be quoting these lines which, out of context, can

fit into his own interpretation as offered in §37, where he distinguishes between human

and divine need for praise. However, it seems more probable to assume that Aristides

quoted Nereus' gnome from a commentary on Pindar (Hellenistic, Alexander's), than that

he went back to the poet's text itself.

22 • As a sea god Nereus is (like Proteus in the Odyssey) endowed with special wisdom and prophecy,
(Frankel 1973:449).
23 • In Panyasis (Ath. 11.38.8) Heracles obtains the cup from Nereus in order to sail to Erytheia (fr.9
Bernabe).
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III. 4 OTHER QUOTATIONS IN SUPPORT OF ARISTIDES'
`ARGUMENTATIO'

111.4.1 Or. xxviii. `17Epl TOO 17apapelyucrroc' (49)

Introduction to Or. XXVIII 'CONCERNING A REMARK IN PASSING'

When Aristides was still an incubant at the temple of Asclepius at Pergamum (AD

145-147), he delivered a speech to Athena. 1 Objections of an unnamed critic were

provoked when Aristides in the course of this speech made some remarks in passing on

its excellence. These literary feuds were not uncommon, and Aristides answered them

with the present oration, which maintains a literary tone and is stylistically close to Or.

11.2 The present oration is exceptionally full of quotations and reminiscences of poetry.

Aristides' context

A catalogue of instances of self—encomium in Greek literature is included in the

first section, (§§ 18-97) after the introduction, having as its aim to show that pride is a

traditional Greek characteristic. Aristides' rhetorical intention is to argue that his Trapec-

cp0Eypa was of less importance in comparison to the quoted examples. 3 Extracts are

culled from almost all the major genres of classical literature, starting from Homer down

to Demosthenes, including nothing after him. Many of the quotations or allusions (usually

in the form of simile or comparison), have a playful rhetorical effect, whereas some others

are proverbial in effect. These are fairly generally distributed throughout the speech,

giving also an artificial character.

Among the examples from Homeric poetry the passage about the "blind old man

of Chios" at the end of the h. Horn. Ap., is of special interest, since Aristides assumes it

to be Homer's self—description.4

From Lyric poetry Aristides quotes: Sappho (1 quotation, §51); Alcman (3 quotations,

§§51-4); Pindar (4 quotations, §§55-8); and Simonides (10 quotations, §§59-67).

1. This oration is now lost and must not to be confused with the later Or. XXXVII, cf. Hieros Logos 4
(50).25.
2. Behr (1968a: 53), dates it to the period of Cathedra, on internal evidence.
3. Rutherford 1995: 195.
4. See the study of de Martino 1982: 26ff., on the implications of Aristides' treatment of the h. Horn.
Ap.
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What I aim to demonstrate in this chapter is that Aristides sees that his action has

nothing in common with other Lyric poets, who spoke with arrogance about their

inspiration.

An analysis of Aristides' quotations from Pindar must be preceded by a look at the

context of his quotations from Sappho and Alcman, and how these lyric quotations lead

up to the Pindaric ones.

1. Sappho (fr.55 L—P)

The section from the Lyric poetry commences with an allusion to Sappho. The

quotation is preserved in a fuller form (four lines) in Stobaeus (3.4 [Trepi acppoathnic la,

and is labelled it `-rrpOs aTrai8Etrrov yvvaika' (fr.55 L—P). In the extant lines Sappho

speaks contemptuously about an uncultivated woman, priding herself of her reputation

even after death. The idea of immortality through poetry occurs first in Hesiod but

Sappho, according to Aristides, speaks in a boasting way. 5 Aristides (§51) probably has

this poem in mind when he records Sappho's boast that the Muses made her truly blessed

and enviable. He probably thought that Sappho referred primarily to herself and took her

words as a kind of self—praise.

XXVIII. (49) TTEPI TOY TTAPMD0E1MATOI.

51	 OTpa 1 84 GE Kal 2a1upoiis exkrp<o gvat Trpc5s -rtvas Tiov EaatitiOvcov

Sokovocbv gym yvva1Kc7av pEyaXavxovvrts Kai XEyoiJorts, I co' s airnjv al 15

MoOaat -re;) Own OApiav TE Kai riAco-rfiv iTroiriaav Kai I cbs oa.' 6-rraavotiorts

go-rat Mori.
(Aristid. 28 (49) 2,158, 13ff.K).

2. Adman (frs. 30; 148; 106 P)

Three passages from the poetry of the Laconian poet are cited at §54. Alcman's

implicit comparison of himself to a Muse or a Siren (fr.30 PMG), is seen as more arrogant

than Aristides' statements. He treats the poet's persona in an ambivalent way varying

from arrogance (cf. fr.148PMG: priding himself), to mockery (cf. not to concern

5 . The idea of getting kleos by composing poetry exists in 1byc. 3.48 Davies PMGF S151.
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themselves TrEpl -raw IK1aTrO8cov), and finally to approval (cf.fr.106 PMG: speaking like

deus ex machina).

XXVIII. (49) TTEPI TOY TTAPA00EIMATOM.

54 iTg pczei Toivtiv KaUckYrr4OpEvos Trap' iliaots EisSoKtpd, Toaairra Kai I Totairra

g Ovr KaTaX4yEt e:30T ' hi vi-11? TOin CtOMOUS ypappaTIGTC15 I 	 01/ yfis 5

TaCIT ' Eivat, Xvc3tTEXETv 8' airrois Kai paKperv, cbc g OIKEV, CXTTEXOETV 686v

paXÄov fl TTEpl TC.-3V IK1a7TO8COV avfivtrra TrpayittaTEI:maeal (frg. 148 P).

eaX2taxii Si oi.'rroa aq)68pa gveEos yiyvEl-rat 630TE palm en) 8-1-1 oos' OLJTCJOI

KaTa TO Pfitta veEoc iaT1V, I C(XX ' aliTO Sil ToisiTo e.30TrEp eEes Tc.73u •aTrO

prixavfis ÄgyE•

EiTraTg pot TasE, cp0Aa Ppo-rfiata (fr.106PMG).	 10

TrpOs OEc.7av oi8' cd.rrOs tiTv -ris Eivat (pilaus;
(Aristid. 28 (49) 2,159, 6ff.K).

The second quotation from Alcman (§54), is of some interest since Aristides refers

to the interests of grammatistes in annotating lyric texts. He observes that Alcman was

fond of references to obscure foreign tribes (:f1 TrEpi Tait) IKtaTrO8cov avfivtrra

Trpaypa-rEtiEcreat, fr. 148P), real and fabulous, perplexing the wretched elementary school

teachers, who were seeking for their location (: -roirs OceMous ypappa-ria-ths

yfis Ta0T' eival). It seems quite probable that Aristides used an ancient commentary for

his quotes from Alcman. If we bear in mind that his teacher Alexander wrote

commentaries on Lyric poets, it is likely that Alcman was included in it. 6 Aristides seizes

the opportunity to launch an attack on contemporary annotators, whereas before at §26

speaking disdainfully of their method in interpreting Homer's text, he calls some of them

pa0Aot.7

3. Pindar

Over the next four paragraphs (55-8) Aristides preserves in a playful style four

extracts from Pindar's poetry, interpreted as the poet's eulogy of his own literary power.

For the first and fourth quotation we have Mss and papyrological support, whereas for

6• This idea is suggested by Behr 1968a: 11 n.27.
7 . Or. XXVIII.26 oit8i yap WOTTEp O Cpa0X01 TC:W ypappaTIOTC:W AvuoivovTat TC3 ITTEI 01./X OUTCJC
gXEI, 01 TO "ITOXVW' a -ROM:ft:WOW alT0 TOO TrpoTipou, ayouotv 8' i-rrl TO 4i1s, KaTa Tip; TOO

Errous apxfiv.
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frs. 194 and 237 Aristides is our sole authority. In the first two quotations Aristides

claims that Pindar praised himself as an eagle (91. II.86-8) and lion (fr.237), both dominant

in their respective species.

The quotations from Sappho and Alcman prepare the ground for the escalation

that is achieved with his quotes from Pindar, given his stance of Eipcav ia . Aristides

justified his Trapnig90Enta by heaping ironical remarks on the ignorance of his detractor.

This is obvious in the way in which Sappho and Alcman quotations are brought in for

discussion: "I think that even you have read [docipcoevad Sappho".

In the canon of the nine lyric poets that was made up by the Alexandrians Sappho

was one of the masters of personal lyric, whereas Alcman together with Pindar and

Simonides represented choral lyric. Aristides' quotations cover both types of lyric

poetry.8

Pindar and Alcman are close together. Both write poetry on commission, and it is

commonly believed that their songs were performed by a chorus which means that they

wrote poetry for public performance. On the other hand Sappho's monodic lyric concerns

private affairs.

Pindar is presented as entertaining similar views on the poet's relation to the

divine agent. Sappho won eternal fame due to her association with the Muses and Alcman

evoked them as his source of inspiration. The idea of co—operation and assistance

received from the Muse remains intact in all lyric poets. Pindar further, emphasised the

personal character of this relationship 9 and maintains the belief that the help of the Muses

is not only a fact but even a pre—condition for the creation of poetry.

8. Plato in Lg. 764d-e distinguishes between monody and choral song. It should be noticed that the
ancient conception of lyric poetry embraced both types, see Lesky 1966:108.
9. Maehler 1963: 95-6.
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111.4.1 Aristid. 28(49), 2, 159, 13-5K = Pind. 0/. II. 86-8.10

In the following paragraphs (55-8) Aristides dwells on Pindar's self—assertion and

pride in his own skill as poet. In a series of five quotations, Pindar's statements are

presented as being in agreement with those of the preceding and ensuing poets. The

reader is challenged to recognise the authorship (yveoptcrov 1.12) and the meaning of the

following quotations. It is /.23 where we are told the poet's name.

XXVIII. (49) MP! TOY TIAPMDeEIMATOI.

55	 Dap6i yvc3ploov Kai Ta0Ta, Ei apa OTOS TE

paeOvrEs AexPpoi

TrayyXuacroig KOpaKEs thç iKpav-ra yapirE-rov

AtOs Trpas Opvixa OETov (Pind. 0.1186-88).86-88).

OLJK EvTa0ea ó TTOIT1T1IC, OCrTIC TTOTE Oir/TOS EOT1V, KOXET Kcipaxas

exAAouc TrotriTas, aFrOv 8' iat.rrav TrpOs eKeivovs; oisKotn, TOIOOL/TC9 KOEITTCA)

aXXcov Trom-reav ialm5v, 000V KOpa(KOJV OCETOS;

(Aristid. 28 (49) 2,159, 13-5K).

In the first two quotations Pindar's excellence is illustrated with similes from the

realm of the birds and beasts.

The comparison with the eagle that Pindar made for himself is the subject of the

first quote, which is also repeated in a fuller form in Or. 11.109, and that forms for

Aristides an instance of Pindar's self—praise.

The scholia assume that Pindar is making a hit at certain poetic rivals. Aristides is

prepared to accept such an explanation thinking that Pindar asserts his superiority towards

his opponents by referring to himself as an eagle and to them as crows.

Recent scholarship, since Bundy, treated these sublime lines with no implication

of poetic rivalry. 11 The essential gnomic point, which Pindar wanted to make with these

10 • I have also discussed this quotation in Or. 11.109, where it is cited in a fuller form, cf. pp.171-7.
11 • Most nowadays would say Pindar is not referring to specific rivals, but that he is referring to rivals in
general. Granted "the divine bird of Zeus" alludes to Pindar, then those birds chattering against the divine
bird are implicitly Pindar's inferior rivals.
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lines, is concerned with the contrast of the superiority of the natural ability to the acquired

learning.12

Therefore, it is clear that Aristides twists the natural meaning of the words focusing on

Pindar's proud self—consciousness. However, bearing in mind that Aristides interprets

correctly Pindar's lines in Or. 11.109 and explicitly establishes a link with a similar

gnomic passage from 01. IX. 100-2, it is an indication that he read Pindar's words from a

different point of view to suit the rhetoric of his argument.

The textual agreement of Aristides' exegesis with the tradition of the scholia

suggests that he drew in his interpretation on ancient commentaries dating back to the

Hellenistic time. The language of Aristides' explanation resembles that of the schol. 01.

II. 157 a and b from the A tradition:

schol. 01. H. 157a, b Aristid. 28(49), 2,159,21-2K

a.... icrirreni Aiyaw (frETav, KOpaicac Se
TOI../5 dfliTITaxvous-.	 A

b. Toils- ELiptids- cirroic 7rapar3671Aa,
T01.15 41_1E4- KOpaeni.	 A

KaNd KOpaKac i_tiv TOLIC axxotic TTOIT1TaC,

drETall 6' eau-reni Trpós imivous;

OUKOIN TOCY06TCp KpEiTTGO T6-31) axxcov
Trotimbv eatrrOv, Ocyov KopiKcav an-óc;

What emerges from the above compared texts is that Aristides' exegesis is

ultimately based on the tradition of the irrroi.ivnpa-rtcyrai. The ancient commentators

tended to read sentences one by one, out of context, and thought that what he said

referred primarily to himself. Aristides' interpretation aims to contrast the parallel from

Pindar with his TrapapeEria.

12 . Willcock 1995: 162.
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111.4.1 Aristid. 28(49), 2, 159, 21-2K = Pind. Fr. 237.

The second quotation is introduced with a description of the occasion: "Again he

wrote as follows against one of his audience when he had seen him nodding in sleep and

unaware of whose recitation he attended":

XXVIII. (49) TTEP I TOY TTAPMIX9EIMATOI.

56	 TTaXIV TO1171/11 TrpOs

-ma Teal) aKpoa-rebv, iTTE18111 vvoTgov-ra	 I Kal RA0-K	 iiTcp 20

Cit'IVECYTIV, OliTC001 TrETTOITIKEV

OTTICFOEV Si Kiipat Opaaitav

CcAcarrthccov avees Ahoy (frg. 237).

(pi' yap Sfi Trot, Kai lliv6apov crepets irre io -rairra ava-rretae gv-ra Iii43aAdv

Etc Trjv Troiriatv Thu icarro0.
(Aristid. 28 (49) 2,159, 21-2K).

Pindar Fr. 237

Ontoeiv Si Kiii_tat OpaGElaV CXXCA.TTTEKCJV al,)00S 13 Ahoy (fr.237).

This is a clearly distinguishable quotation in direct speech, whose authorship is

clearly stated.

As the language is here that of an animal fable we may not find it difficult to

imagine that Aristides thought that Pindar praised himself as a lion, which offers the

symbol of power that Pindar claims for his own art (self—assertion). On the other hand

the fox provides for the poet a fixed representation of cunning and treachery and in this

respect functions as a foil to lion—poet. The adjective OpacEtav is used in a pejorative

sense, suggesting that the implied individual is contrasted to the poet's supremacy.14

Pindar was fond of animal—images which serve as metaphors for distinctive

qualities of the men. 15 Thus, in a humorous style fr. 237 uses the metaphor of the lion

13 . Fogelmark (1972: 31), propounds that ave.:5s should not be considered as colour—word in lyric
poets. However, Pindar does use avE14:55 as indicative of colour, relating it to polviKeos and red colour.
Pindar and Bacchylides use avelOs to describe the colour of animals' fur (Pyth. IV.149, 205; B. 5.37).

14 • For accounts of the characters attributed to lion and fox see Thompson 1936, and Keller 1909-
1913.
15 • Steiner (1986: 99), argues that "the many tenors the animal carries points to its particular suitability
for metaphoric representation". This is in line with Bundy's idea (1986: 29), that animal figures are
symbolic representations of the qualities praised.
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and the fox as means of distinguishing and portraying two different models of

behaviour. 16

The lion—symbol is interpreted by Aristides as exemplifying self—praise, and is in

tune with the sublime lines in Olympian Two." It is noteworthy that Aristides'

TrapapeEria and Pindar's remark share the fact that both were said outside the course of

the speech / recitation and in this respect both are forms of TrEptat.rroXoyia.

Pindar's image of the lion as symbol for the poet is further echoed in Or. 11.425,

where Aristides identifies the rareness of a real orator with that of lions and all the nobler

animals among the others.

The hierarchy between the couples (lion — fox) and (eagle— crows), is emphasised

by Pindar on the assumption that the basic animal nature remains unchangeable; 18 in this

respect the distance between the poet and the inferior individual cannot be bridged, just as

the crows chattering ineffectively against the divine bird of the Zeus are unable to change

their nature.

The source for Pind. Fr. 237

The fragmentary state of Pindar's lines as well as the anecdotal character of the

quotation precludes a decision about the original composition. But what is quite clear in

Aristides' context is that he explicitly acknowledges the words as Pindar's. If we believe

Aristides' last words ippaAeiv Els -njv Troirptv -njv iav-roisi (1. 24), then it is possible that

Pindar indeed had included these lines in a lost poem. Behind the words of the quotation

is recognisable a Greek meter. 19 In addition, the introductory formula oirroxft TrETroirpav

indicates verbatim quotation; the same formula is also employed later in §60 in introducing

Sim. fr. 175a1=89W RIXA' airrOs Eis icarrav 7TETTOITIKEV1.

16 • On the base of Aristides' interpretation, the animal images in fr.237 define according to Bundy
(1986: 30), two opposing attitudes towards the laudandus, of which the lion is a symbol of quality for the
poet. Bundy (1986: 30) without seeing any definite allusion, conjectures that the foxes here are mere
technicians, with whom the straightforward lion confidently vies in praise of a given laudandus.
17. Surprisingly, in Isth. IV.45-8 the pancratiast Melissos is praised for combining the qualities of both
animals. The devious way of the fox is acceptable only under the circumstance of defending oneself. See
Willcock 1995: ad loc. In 01. XI.19-20 both animals exemplifying the inborn quality.
18. Steiner 1986: 101-2.
19. If the quotation was in prose we should expect the c:30-rrEp / 6) 5 introducing the second member of
the comparison.
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Aristides' reference to the circumstance under which Pindar mentioned this gnome

gives to his quotation a purely anecdotal character. Aristides may have known this

anecdote from an ancient vita in which various stories may have been collected as those

recorded in P.Oxy. 2438 (life of Pindar), and in later Byzantine biographies: vit. Ambr., vit.

Thom., and vit. metrica. Stories about Pindar's life had deeply impressed the imagination

of antiquity and many of the transmitted anecdotes originated in his poetry. Recent

scholarship has shown that a great proportion of the material in the lives of all the poets is

basically fictional. In Pindar's case his references to symbolic representation of his poetry

inspired anecdotal explanations. The ancient biographer probably taking the lines out of

context created the anecdote about the circumstances of performance to explain Pindar's

line.2°

It should be stressed on this point that the evidence about Aristides' source is very

thin and it does not enable us to draw any definite conclusion about where and how

Aristides found the quotation at issue.

20 • A similar case concerns Aristodemus' exegesis of the epiphany of the Mother of the gods that Pindar
experienced (schol. Pyth. III.137b). Lefkowitz (1981: 61), has shown that Aristodemus account may in
part be based on Pindar's original hymn.
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111.4.1 Aristid. 28(49), 2.159.25-7&3-5K=Pind. Fr.194 j-3.4-5.

Pindar Fr. 194

Pindar's poetry is intended to be splendid and seeks to impress. One of the means

employed by Pindar in attaining this end concerns the use of ornamental epithets,

adjectives and substantives denoting brilliance, which contribute to this effect of

grandeur. Pindar formulates his praise to Thebes "building" on an already established

tradition. (The polis of Thebes, myth has it, was founded when the sound of Amphion's

lyre literally built the city walls).21

FR. 194 (206).

<OHBA 1011 >

KEKpOTTITal xpuoga KpriTris iEpaiaiv aoiSais•
eia TeixicopEv	 TrotKRov
KOapov aikaiEwra AOycov

* *

Kai TroXiJKXEi-rav TTEp Eoiaav 611COS

5 GA.„...Rav hi piiXAov iTraCSKTICIEt OECJV

Kai KaT ' aVepC;37TCOV ay1/165

I. Plut. mon. democr. olig. 1 p.826A KEKpc5-nira1 — CcotSais;
II. idem quom. quis sent. prof viii. 17 p.86A KEKperrtyrat — Kprirris;
III. Luc. Demosth. enc.11 xpvag a Kprrni5;
IV. Clem. Alex. paedag. 1, 1, 1, 1, (89,25 St.) KEKparrirral Kpmris &kr**.

The development of the song is paralleled with the rising of a wall, and the

metaphor emanates from the `building'. 22 The comparison between poems and parts of

the edifice is not infrequent in Pindar, and the most usual parts are the bases (Kpri-rri8a)

and the portals (irpcievpa).

In fr. 194 Pindar has started the beginning of his poem by laying down a "golden

foundation" for the "sacred songs" which are going to increase the existing glory of

Thebes, such a task apart from poetic skill requires divine support. The citizens of Thebes

are invited to participate in the praise to their city. So, we can assume with Nagy that as

21. Hes. fr.182 MW; Paus. 6.20.18.
22. The image of the metaphor was of Pindar's most favourite; cf. Pyth. IV.138 (36XXE-ro KprpriSa
aocpclw iTricau; VII.3/4 Kpirrrib CtoiSav paXioeat; Luc. Hipp. 4 Kpmrita 1343mo-rem1v PaUtitievoc.
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the subject of TE1A431.1EV is implied a chorus of Thebans, which in a metaphorical sense

is represented as if they were rebuilding the walls of Thebes.23

The architectural metaphor, reinforced by TE1x14.3pEv KOapov, denotes a

beautiful 'arrangement' or adorned 'composition' of the song creating a kind of internal

artistry.24

Aristides' context

The fragment is quoted in two parts by Aristides. The quotation of the lines 1-3 is

followed by a puzzling invocation to Heracles:

XXVIII. (49) TTEPI TOY TTAPMDOEIMAT0/.

57

	

	 CZKOLIE Ern Kai iTgpOJW

KEKpOTTITal XpIJO ga Kprinis iEpaiatv exotSais.

Eia TEI>goopEv ij8r) Trotaov

KOopov aikelEvTa AOycov (frg. 194,1-3).

'Hpaaeic, -ratrri iiv oi	 TravTaTraatv avail-La Tois Ofipaatv, CxXX' I Opcos Kai

Toirrots aEilvinnTat cbs oitSiv CITIpoT g pots TOO virrapos, Kai pilaw OTt

arros p gVT01 ó Tc73v XOycav KOapos

Kai TTOXIJKXEITaV TTEp ioCiaav

	

	 OTIPav hi t_taXAov "ITaCYKTICYEl

OEC.A.W

Kai KaT ' exv0pW7TCOV aritas (ibid. v.4.5),

ebOTTEp (Dix apKoiiv Ei KaTa aVepcbTTOUS w5vov, «AA« Kai Toin 0E0in I g-T1

pEtOvc.as Tit.tiloovTas St' iKEivov TñV Teav Ori13aic1)v TrOAti, Eis I TO XorrrOv.

01
25 iepfiatv UT 26 ETa Bergk: E ta Apr. m., accentus non fuit: oTa SQU, o`ia T TE1x4.41Ev AS:
-rEtAopEv QUT TrotKiXun, corr. Bergk 3 eoliaav: toTaav Boeckh ad irraatajaEt cf. Nem. IX.10

(Aristid. 28(49) 2,159-60,25-7, 3-5 K).

Aristides, expressing a sort of displeasure for Pindar's style, finds some

blemishes in the quotation (oai Trav-ranaotv avai-ria Tots Ofinaoiv), and rebukes Pindar

for priding himself upon his diction "as if PO were no less valuable than nectar".

Aristides' reaction becomes stronger after his quotation of 11.4-5 in criticising Pindar's

words as examples of excessive self—praise. He finds Pindar's attitude arrogant in

23. Nagy 1990: 145.
24. For the various meanings ascribed to KOonos see Nagy 1990: 145 n.45, 430.
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presenting himself as the main reason for a future praise from the gods thanks to his

poetry.

The intention of the Theban poet is to praise his native city with a striking image.

His material is not new since he employed it in praising other cities and victorious

athletes. Thus, already old material is reworked in producing a new splendid praise. In

doing so, he refers to the divine succour which in conjunction with his poetic ability can

secure even greater glory and fame for Thebes.

It is interesting here to see how Aristides utilises poetry to his own advantage,

which in turn rests on the question whether the interpretation that Aristides offers is really

what a poet like Pindar meant. Aristides quotes Pindar's words as another instance

exemplifying the poet's self—praise. He tries to read Pindar's words believing that the

poet is talking about himself.

Aristides does not seem to take into consideration the original circumstances under

which the poem was composed. He lived many centuries later and was unable to imagine

how Pindar composed his songs. The crucial difference is between oral performance and

written poetry. Aristides read poetry from the book whereas Pindar wrote these words to

be sung by the chorus to a Theban audience. In the ideology of the choral lyric poetry the

chorus represents the polis. 25 They sound so confident because they have a wonderful

song for Thebes of which Pindar says that there is a beautiful base.

It is naive to say that Pindar praised himself in this impressive opening. His poetical

intention is to coin a flattering compliment for his fellow-citizens and not to make an

advertisement of his poetic skill. We can hardly credit Pindar with such an intention who

elsewhere in his poetry was fond of striking and impressive openings; this predilection is

stated epigrammaticaly in the Trpooipiov of 0/.VI.3-4: àpxovou 8' gpyov TrpOcroaTrov

xi eapEv TriAavygs.

25 . Burnett (1985: 50 and 175 n.6), surveys a number of passages where the epinician poet equates the
chorus with polis.
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Concluding, we can say that Aristides thinks that Pindar spoke in arrogant terms

about his poetic skills. He explicitly attempts to counterbalance his milder remark in

passing with what he thought to be excessive self—praise in Pindar's pronouncement. The

link that Aristides attempts to establish through this quotation functions on the level of

poetic / rhetorical creation, whereas in the other three Pindaric quotes his focus moves on

the level of the poet's personality and his relation to the divine expressed in terms of self—

encomium. In final analysis the attempted comparison sets his oratory on a par with

Pindar's poetry.

The source for Pind. Fr. 194

The opening phrase of fr. 194 was particularly favoured in late antiquity.26

Plutarch quotes it twice, Lucian and Clemens quote it in a shorter form, without anyone

mentioning the poet's name as if it was familiar. The last two seem to misinterpret 1.1,

which in the text of Clemens is quoted in a metaphorical sense signifying the Kprrrric of

the truth. Given the popularity of this line among the Imperial age authors it is possible

that it was included in an anthology.27

Aristides splits his quotation into two segments; however it is clear from the

immediate context that both were in consecutive order in the original poem. Aristides'

oii-ros piwrot 6 -rcav AOycov KOopos — that comes after the introductory formula of the

second part (//. 4-5) Kai pilaw 5-rt —, is a paraphrase of the last line of the former part of the

quotation, and it governs the following iTraaKficrEt. Thus, II. 4-5 is the natural

continuation of IL 1-3, otherwise the splendid image of opening lines loses its strength if

it is kept for long in mind: the beautiful song that Pindar just composed is going to

increase the future glory of Thebes.

The fact that Aristides joins together both parts of fr. 194 may suggest the possibility that

he knew a more complete text than Lucian and Clemens did.

26. Wilamowitz (1922: 189), supposes that it was a hymn.
27. The transmission of Pind. fr.I 10 illustrates a similar case. The fist line became a proverb by the H
cent. AD, "yAlmin CurrEipcta TrOXEpos" (Diogenian. 111.94; Apostol. V.51); then it is cited in a
commentary on Th. 11.1-45 (P.Oxy. 6, 853 [II AN), and finally finds its place in Stob. Flor. 4,9,3, among
other quotations illustrating the perilous results of TrOXEpoc.
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Aristides' sentence cbs oaiiv aTtuoT4pots TOO v g icrapos deserves some

consideration. We can think of two possibilities:

Pindar often uses the 'nectar' and the 'wine' as metaphors for his poetry and therefore it

is possible that Aristides had in mind 01. VII.7, which he also quoted in Or. XXXIX.16,

where Pindar calls the poem he offers to Diagoras v4K-rap or, less likely, Aristides may

draw on an unknown Hellenistic commentary.
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111.4.1 Aristid. 28(49), 2, 160, 9-13K = Pind. Pae. VI. 1-6.

Aristides' context

This is the fourth Pindaric quotation in a list of four in total, the earlier items of

which are there primarily to prepare for the final one, which Aristides presents as a point

of particular interest. The introductory hi Xaii-rrpc5-ripov indicates that Aristides

constructed his quotes from Pindar in a form resembling a priamel which now reaches a

crescendo.28 The opening six lines of the Pae.VI are quoted verbatim, for which the

principal source is P.Oxy. 841.29

XXVIII. (49) TTEP I TOY HAPAtDeEIMATOZ.

58 i-ripwet (frg. 52 f) Si hi AapTrpOTEpov-

TTpOs '0Xvirriov AIOS

xpvaaa KAtrrOpawn
	 10

Xiacropai XapiTEcs<ai> TE Kai airv 'AppoSiTcx

iv aeg cl) 11E E4at xpOvcp

aoiStgov litEpi<S>cov Trpocp6rrav.

605
	

El./XOPEVOC IIET0V./ 01:1 KaTgaxEv iavT6v, 6XACt KávTa00a

T	 EIK	 :IX1-15, 65 I El:loo sicFEiwoXoynaaTo. alT01 Tic e XV Tr1V TI./Xe01/ OV i K TTIS	 15

59 apxcipEuos Tfis	 T000OT01/ p airrc:o: ppoviel	 Els I airrOv]; Mvpious

Toivvv iTipous ixwv EiTTETV oirSe TroXAo0 Twos I &Cloys avepth-rrovc

iTrapeevTas	 airrais ppovijaat, iETTITTI8ES TrapaXEiTrca, 8E8=635 ph

TT-Epic:FT-now TOv AOyov its Toirvav-riov, cc I apa Kai Taacav	 T6 Ta 20

Tota0Ta KoapEiv

11 Xiaaolial Canter: cl(t)aoitat 0	 XaptTE001 TE G. Hermann (jam antea 'cum Gratiis et Veuere'
in versione Canter): xaprria TE AQTS 2 ; xelpia TE, ut videtur S / , xdrpt-rcia TE U acppo8iTct:
accppo8i-ra ASQT, acppoBirri U	 12 xpOvcia ASQT: xuip4 U; xopc.;) Bergk;	 13 litEpiSuiv
Canter: Triepicav AQUTS 2, TnEpiov S1

(Aristid. 28 (49) 2,160,9-13 K).

28 . Aristides follows this technique elsewhere in the present speech in presenting a group of quotations
from the same author, where the firsts of them seem rather moderate compared to the much greater self-
confidence displayed with the one that comes last. A good instance is in §74, the introductory formula of
his quote from Th. II. 62,3 (from Pericles speech): Kai Tatrri piv Kai iiErpicb-rEpa . aXA' Opa Tas
01rEp13oXas.
29 • Grenfell-Hunt 1908: no.841. Parts of the paean have been restored by PSI 147.
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Aristides has himself been interested in Pindar's pronouncements about the nature

of his own art at the opening part of Pae. VI,30 which he considers as a kind of excessive

self—praise.

The Paean was composed for the people of Delphi for performance at a religious

occasion (Theoxenia), 31 and it begins with a prayer to be received at Delphi as coming

from the "aoiStpos 11tepi<8>cav Trpocparras".32

In Pindar's invocation to the personified Pytho, 33 1.6 attracted Aristides' interest.

The main question is why Aristides saw a boastful attitude in Pindar's words. Here we

can consider the following possible reasons:

I. TrpocpitiTrIs34

The Trpocpfirris designates a figure in society whose hereditary role was to

formalise in verse the inspiration received by a ithv-ris.35

Pindar's idea is not unparalleled; the nearest parallel is at B. 8.3 Movcrav Trpoperras,36

and the earliest literary record appears in Th. 31-2, where the Muses inspired Hesiod to

iva KXEloipt TeX T' EcaOpEva Trp6 T' i6vra.37

The diction of early poetry represents a stage where the prophecy of the inspired

Owns and its poetical formalization by TrpocpfiTris, are as yet one. In Pindar we are

witnessing a relic of this undifferentiated stage, where the word Trpoptrris designates the

poet as the one who declares, interprets, and formalises the voice of the Muse. 38 He is

30 • Hoekstra's argument (1961: 1-14.), that the subject of 1.6 is the chorus, is refuted by Fogelmark
1972: 119 with n.16.
31 . Cf. Radt 1958: 102; Bona 1988: 99-101. On the question of the date and the connection of the
poem with Nem. VII see: Kirkwood 1982: 257; Fogelmark 1972: 116ff.; Bona 1988: 103.
32 • Bona translates: "me interprete famoso delle Pieridi"; however the correct translation may
be"interpreter of the Pierians in song", which is followed by Harriot 1969: 59 with n.1, 88; Dodds
1951: 82 with n.122.
33. This is not an eponymous Pythian goddess, see Bona 1988: ad loc.
34. Fascher 1927: 4-7 (meaning), 11-3 (Pindar); Fontenrose 1978: 218ff.
35. The role of both figures is explicitly differentiated in Plato's Ti. 72a 50Ev Si) Kai TO Teal) Trpocpm
TC3v ybos Talc ive gotc pav-rEiats KpiTas iTriKaEhaTavat vOuor. The same idea is reflected in
R. 392d.

36. On this theme see Maehler 1982: vol.11.150.
37. The fact that Hesiod's verse was burlesqued by Lucian 67.1, provides witness that he made no clear
distinction between the uavTocniva and poetry.
38. Some scholars have been inclined to identify the role of Tronyrils with that of prophetic characters in
Pindar's myths e.g. Illig (1932: 24) on Teiresias (Nem. I) and Cheiron (Pyth. IX), Segal (1974: 38) on
Teiresias, Hubbard (1985: 42) and Gianotti (1975a: 55) on Cheiron (Nem. III).
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the "spokesman" of God whose function is to show others what he knows from his god.

A particularly striking example is fr. 150 paVTE1'/E0, MoTaa, Trpocpa-rEt,ocz 8' i yth.39

Aristides, who distinguishes clearly between both figures (cf. Ors. 11.52; XLV.7),

may have assumed that Pindar boasted with Trpopfi-nris claiming for himself both the

attribute of prophet and that of seer. 40 In fact Aristides should not have treated Pindar's

words as boast, since he repeats a current notion of the archaic age, which shows what

importance is attached to the poet's task as a means by which divine revelations are made

to humans.

2. ao(Sipos

Aristides having in mind the Pindaric use of exoiStpos as a favourite epithet for

Athens, may have misinterpreted the meaning of the word taking it to mean "much sung

of' or "renowned in song" (cf. fr. 76). However, an active meaning is implied: 41 "rich in

songs ".42

3. XapiTEGoly TE Kai 01JV 'AppoSiTg

Aristides seems to take Pindar's prayer to Pytho as suggesting that he saw himself

as CloiSti.tov litEpi5cov Trpopa-rav in the company of the Charites and Aphrodite.43

Aristides probably thought that Pindar attempted to elevate himself to a divine level,

which provoked his censure and sarcastic question: "what would he have been like if he

had achieved his prayers...?". The Charites and Aphrodite are invoked as the goddesses

of beauty and delight, these elements are claimed by Pindar for his art.

39 . Teiresias is generally known as a pawns (Od. 11.99), but in Nem. 1.60 is the Trpoq15Tris of Zeus.
Cf. Nagy 1990: 162-3.
413 • Similarly at Or. XXVI11.92 Aristides assumes that [Cratinus?] boasted at the beginning of his play
like a "prophet": Kai Tic airrebv iv apxt) TOO 5pa1.IaTos tiEyaAauxotipEvos cbs TrpoepTITrIs Trpo-
ayopekt... Cf. Or. XLV.4 where he calls the poets ironically "prophets" of the gods.
41. Verdenius 1987: on 01. XIV.3; Bona 1988: ad loc.
42. Cf. a similar interpretation propounded by Bowra 1964: 3, who sees Aristides' misunderstanding in
the meaning of aoibtpos.
43. See the discussion in Radt 1958: 103-4 and the parallels quoted there. Radt, following Wilamowitz,
argues that XapiTEs TE Kal airy 'AppoSiTat goes with pE Kat. Radt quotes parallels in which the
chorus arrives together with XapiTEs and 'AcppoSiTrb who give grace. The meaning of aim is 'helped
by', 'assisted by', 'supported by'. This interpretation is followed by Bona 1988: 119. I agree that it is
more natural to think that Pindar relied on the help of Graces and Aphrodite.
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Nonetheless, Aristides treated Pindar's words in isolation from the social context

of the original poem, as he also did with fr. 194.

The most nearly complete of the papyrus fragments, Paean VI, was composed for

the festival of Theoxenia at Delphi, a ceremony intended to avert the famine in Greece,

which this year lacked a chorus and an appropriate song.

Aristides does not seem to take into consideration that Pindar furnished the paean as a gift

for the festival, and coached a chorus of Theban young men for the performance. The

invocation to Pytho in the opening part of the prayer is meant to be sung by the chorus

who is going to perform the paean.44 We should also imagine that Pindar himself

supervised the performance as the leader of the chorus.

It is evident that Pindar wishes to bring out the important role of the chorus, for he

explicitly says in 11. 9-10, that there was a shortage of men for the impending festival and

that he came to dance and redeem the worshippers from the existing embarrassment:

AEMPOII Eli TTYn96.) (fr.52f)

A' col. 23
aa-rt yap imi xaXkoTracp

tvexpov aieav KacrraXias
6 Opcpavev av6pc.73v xopoiatos Wov

hats apaxaviav a[A]ácJv	 I0

Teoion, ipais. TE Tip[a]is.

(Pae. VI.7-11).

Aristides, reading Pindar's words many centuries later from a book, thought that

the speaker was only Pindar. It would have been more reasonable for Aristides to blame

Pindar for boasting at 1.11 where he vindicates his own honour as a poet. This is an

indication that Aristides interpreted 11.1-6 independently without taking into consideration

Pindar's poetic aim and the social character of his art.

Aristides appeals to the conventions of Greek poetry, which require that epic

heroes assert their superiority in the face of their adversaries, and which allow a lyric poet

44 . While in the 'Enivmot the first person refers to the poet himself, though sometimes including his
chorus, in several of the paeans the case is different. So, in Pae. lithe 'I' is the chorus of the Abderitan
singers; similarly in Pae. IV the chorus of Ceans speak in the first person. These poems are less personal
than the 'Enimot; on that see Lefkowitz 1963: 185-95.
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to pose as a divinely inspired genius. His ostensible aim is to justify the incidental self—

praise dropped while delivering a prose—hymn.45

Pindar's description in Pae. VI of a divinely inspired and sanctioned poet is

presented as bolder than his own remarks in passing, so that he can argue a fortiori that

his Trapácp0Eypa was comparatively trivial.

Aristides wants to make the following points:

I. Pindar praised himself in his poetry just as he did in the Trapacp6Eypa.

2. To show that Pindar's words form examples of excessive self—praise.

3. Pindar's arrogance in Pae.VI. 1-6 was premeditated, whereas the Trapacpeeypa

was extempore and it was said outside his speech.

4. Aristides wants to demonstrate that self—assertion is not allowable especially in

the course of a prayer.

With Pindar, Aristides' review of poet's self—praise reaches a climax; the rhetor

himself expresses concern that he is criticising examples of excessive praise so much that

he might end up proving that self—praise is bad (§59).

The source for Pind. Pae. VI.1-6

The remark that Pindar "right at the beginning of his prayer is so proud of

himself", indicates that Aristides was in a position to place Pindar's boast within that

section of the poem dedicated to his prayer, and for which we can assume that he knew

its beginning and end. He notes explicitly the exact beginning of Pindar's prayer and the

whole wording suggests a poem's initium, for which we have papyrological support.

The fact that Aristides acknowledges the position in the original text for some of

his quotations in this speech, gives weight to the possibility that he knew them from the

complete editions of the authors. This can be better seen in the following instances:

1. In (§95), he places his references to Isocrates' Panegyricus (IV.14), at the

exordium and the peroratio of the oration: TOOT() pay ápxOpa yoc TOO Trpoolpiov

45 . Aristides' remarks form part of a rich rhetorical tradition known as Treptau-roAoyia, as the
rhetoricians called it, which dates from the first to third centuries AD. On the cases where
TrEptau-roXoyia is acceptable, see Rutherford 1995: 199-201.
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Kal Trpen y' iTI TUDOOTIOEIS 8T1... TOOTO 8' iv Tois TiAitrraion (ibid

188).

2. In his quote from Thucydides 11.60-4, he noted that Pericles boasted of his

rhetorical ability right at the beginning of his speech: Kal TOOTa EV apXf.1 TOO XOyov.

3. In (§92), Aristides places Cratinus' boast at the beginning of his drama: iv

px-r3 TOO bpatlaTOS piyaAauxotipivos... Trpoayopiiiit -rota& (fr. 306K).46

4. Aristides earlier in §20, cites three lines from the opening part of Theogony

22,11,18), placing them explicitly in the hymn to Muses: iKiivos yap agapivos Tris

Oioyovias Kai Tas Moticyas irtivc.731, EI:reirs Agyit.

Since Aristides does the same in his quote from Pindar, we must consider the

possibility that Aristides knew the Paean from his rhetorical studies, and that he may have

indexed the opening lines among others from a wide range of authors as examples of

`TrEptatrroXoyia'. These personal index—notes may also have included a note about the

place of the extracts in the original text.

The classification of his quotations in the whole speech gives us some idea of the

range of his readings and interests. The arrangement of his quotations in the order of their

literary genres suggests that Aristides follows the structure of the reading—list: poetry,

history, oratory, philosophy. This is the same as the order recorded in Quintilian, 10

10.1, and Dio of Prusa, Or. XVIII (Trepi Acircov drcmjcrew0:47

Aristides' quotation suffered a good deal in the manuscript tradition which

preserves slight textual variants, amended successfully by Hermann, Canter and Keil

before the publication of P.Oxy. 841. Community in error and progressive corruption

suggests a common archetype:

XapiTicyc31 TE: xapiTicy TE AQTS2; xapicy TE S I , xexprracy TE U
thipi8cov:	 Trtipicov AQUTS2 ; Trtipiov S'.

However, Aristides' ac)18tpov is confirmed by the papyrus.

46. A scholion in Parisinus Gr. 3005 thinks of Eupolis' Maricas as the source.
47. See Introduction 5.1.
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111.4.2 Aristid. 27(16), 2, 125, 9K = Pind. Fr. 108(a). 

Introduction to Or. XXVII TTANHrYPIKOI EN KYZIKCJI REP/ TOY NAOY

In September AD 166, after two severe illnesses, smallpox in AD 165 and another

debilitating disease in AD 166, Aristides was prompted by Asclepius in a dream to visit

Cyzicus and to participate in the Cyzicene Olympiad and in the dedication of the

reconstructed temple of Hadrian.' The temple was begun under Hadrian and completed in

the reign of Antoninus Pius, as a new site for the provincial worship of Rome and the

emperors of the Kotvciv of Asia.2 The earthquake of AD 161 severely damaged the

temple. 3 The repairs were completed by AD 166 (cf. §§22, 40-1), and a festival for the

temple was held at the time of the Cyzicene Olympiad; 4 on this occasion Aristides

delivered his TTavriyupitaic ev 16.41Kcp Trepi TOO vaot.7.5

Most of Aristides' speech is devoted not to the temple but to praising the harmony

of Marcus and Lucius and to exhorting the cities of Asia to follow their example (§§23-

39).6

Aristides' context

In the proem (§§1-4) Aristides refers to the occasion of the present speech: (the

Cyzicene Olympiad and the reconstruction of the temple). 7 Everyone would have

sufficient reason for speaking for Cyzicus; however, the reason invoked by Aristides

emanates from his deep commitment to Asclepius' divine will. He states explicitly: 6 yap

'Amami-K*3s KEXELIEI Xyetv.

In the time of Cathedra (AD 145-147), after Aristides' arrival at Pergamum,

Asclepius appealed to the orator's vanity and launched him on a new study of rhetoric.8

Now 21 years later, Aristides received a prophecy in a dream telling him to present this

speech to Cyzicus (Hieros Logos 5 [511.11-6), even though his health had not improved.9

1• In Anth.Pal. IX 656 the temple was regarded as one of the seven wonders of the world. It is unclear for
whom the temple was originally intended, cf. Behr 1968a: 101 n.20.
2• Cf. Chronicon Paschale, p.475 Dind.; Malalas XI, p.279 Bonn.; schol. Luc. kar. 24 Rabe p.107.
3. Cf. Dio Cassius LXIX 15.4, Aristid. Or.XXXI.13. For the earthquake cf. Behr 1968a: 92 n.lb, and
Magie 1950: vol.!!. 1472-3.
4. Schulz - Winter 1990: 41.
5. Boulanger (1923: 162), dates the speech in AD 161; for 167— Swain 1996: 285 n.118.
6• The oration was delivered twice, cf. Hieros Logos 5 (51).16. Aristides extols the harmony between the
two Emperors Marcus and Verus (§§ 23-39), who are compared to Asclepius and Sarapis.
7 . Behr 1968a: 101 n.20.
8. Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (50).14-3o.
9. Hieros Logos 5 (51).16.
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His devotion to his healing god was sufficiently great to take him out of himself and

render him oblivious to his physical discomfort.10

XXVII. (16) TTANHIYPIKOI EN KYZIKWI TTEPI TOY NAOY.

1	 "Anaat uiv,	 iy6 vouica, Trpocpaaits iKaval TOO AiyEtv Ws I iv TC,..)

TrapOvTt . TE yap TrOXts àla aTrovErns, El	 Tic &XXI"' Tan, I TAATIV180311, TO

TE gpyov Eq ip Th y lepoptiviav 7TOIETTat p gylOTOV To-Jv Elç okov iM)OvTcov

avepW-rrots, TE Katp01 TC.7.)V Tr61I-OTE I apta -rot Kai TEXECbTaT01* iuoi Si Kai 5

2 uaittaTa ivapyns i Trpexpaats Kai -rfis avvneeias TOO piou TOO nuETipov. 6

yap 'AaKAritrtOs KelAitiEt AiyEtv . ebaT' OUT aaeivEtav aWuaTos °Tay TE

timaXoyiaalaat TrpOs yE ain-Ov Taw acornpa 01. TE "TfiS t:1700 gOECA)5 T6 ilgyE005

KaTaSETOal 1.11) OI k(510V 1) TUXElv, adnX' 6SaTrip gpri 	 I (frg. 108a),

eio0 8EiavTos apxnv oU8iv 8n TO KcoA0ov, eiXAcos I TE Kai oi v0v to

TTIDebTOV airro0 Trape...N.1E6a, OA' iv TTOXXOTS TE Kai I t_tEyeaots Kai Trp6a0Ev

gyvwuEv	 airrcbv, OtiX eTepC&W, OITOIGOV Tt Tfjç 3C;XOTWVT15 al./TC73

7TEpiEOTIV KaV TO°15 KaeaTta eXTrOpOIS I ETVal SoKoOatv, [Kai] ph On Tois

3 xaXiTrois v, anoyvCavat 8' OirK I avayKaiws gxouatv. iyea yo0v -apes 15

TOGOOTOV fiKCA) TOO TTIOTEliEIV iTepCp ItEA1OEtV. 6So:3TE 0IK alba OvTtva TpOTTOV

at1TOOXES1463, Trkfil? I Oaov 01:1K Cora aTOuaTos TrayTeXcbs, aXXa ypacpwv

OC/TE yap Trpaaeiv ifyvcov 0 Ti XP1 AeyEIV, Trpiv E1 X4yEIV n8n, 6 TE

.TrpoolTaas 1.1E1cov aTraaris g poryi TrapaaKarris.

(Aristid. 27 (16) 2,125,9-11 K).

In the proem of this oration (§2), Aristides is not prepared to argue with his

Saviour the objective difficulties in accomplishing the god's will. This stance is strikingly

illustrated with a quotation from a Pindar's Hyporchema fr. 108 (a) COX WaTrEp gpn

TTiv8apos, 6E00 8EiavTos apxnv °ail) 81) T6 KwAilov (: "when god has shown the

beginning", there is no obstacle).

Pindar Fr. 108(a) 

The earliest quotation of fr.108 (a) occurs in the Epistulae Socratis, 1.7

(p.610H.=11,6 Kohl), where it is identified as from a hyporchema. Fragments 108 (a+b),

along with half a dozen short passages, are what remains of Pindar's two books of

10 . Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (5o).22, 38; Or. XX.3.
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Hyporchemata. 11 Modern editors of the fragment have accepted Blass' proposal to group

this fragment with fr.108 (b), quoted by Clem. Alex. strom. 5, 14, 101 (2, 393 St.). The

metrical correspondence (iambic and aeolic) and the great similarity in the subject matter

strongly confirm this hypothesis.12

HYPORCHEMATA FR. 108 (75+106=142 Schr.)

Om° S4avros etpxav
kac:rrov V Trpayoc,

3KAEueor apETexv iXdv,
TEXEIrrai TE KaVdovEs.

I. epist. Socr. 1,7 (p.610H.=11,6 Kohl.) aTrEteEiv Si mil-4) OKvEZ.) Kai -rev TTivbapov
fiyotipEvos Etc TOCITO ETvat aocp6v, Os prior choo— KaXXiovEs axESOv yap o0-rca TTOU alfTei)

)(E1 ;
Aristid. 27(16), 2,125,9-11 K.

III. Aristid. 33(51), 2,228,3 K.

The subject is the relationship of man to god. Pindar's statement seems to strike a

note of caution: something as important as the achievement of a pE-rh, implies divine

favour.

In Pindar the emphasis seems to be the contrast between the beginning apx6 and

the end TEXEL/Ta. If the God shows the beginning, the outcome will be better. Pindar said

it with reference to the song. We could accept that as an address/praise to the God, in this

hyporchema Pindar may have started with a prayer and then proceeded with fr. 108 (a):

when the god shows the beginning the end is better.

Aristides in a more personal text, quotes only the first line offr. 108 (a), to justify

his attitude in accomplishing god's order. He takes a part and gives a much more general

sense. The emphasis goes on the omnipotence of the god and only in this respect does he

agree with Pindar. However, his immediately following statement oiav ShT6 KcoMiov

gives to the quotation a more personal nuance as Aristides examines its application to his

personal experience. The obstacles that he refers to are what he has already stated as

11.The very few surviving fragments of `Y7ropvjga-ra by Pindar and Bacchylides give little indication
of form or content. The references in ancient literature fail to define the characteristic features of this mode
of composition, which was especially composed for dancing performances as we can judge from the
etymology of the word. Kirkwood (1982: 336), suggests that the hyporcheme originated as a form of
hymn to Apollo.
12. West (1980), gives his version of the metrical scheme, postulating as its basic unit an iambic
metron in ten forms, and uses this scheme to explain the meter of fr.108.

(a)
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"physical weakness", "fear of the greatness of the subject", and "difficulty of success".

In Aristides' quotation, the Pindaric words lose their original moral connotation (the

achievement of apurfi), as of course we can judge from a more complete text (: 4 lines) of

fr. 108 (a) cited by epist. Socr.

Asclepius was now in every way Aristides' instructor. Whole speeches were due

to his agency. The following paragraph (3), is another good example of god's assistance:

among other things he strengthened Aristides' confidence in the art of improvisation, a

part of his profession in which he was professedly weak.13

Epistulae Socratis, 1.7 (p.610H.=11,6 Kohl)

The text of Epistulae Socratis is important in establishing the meaning intended by

Pindar in fr.108 (a). In a letter — the first in a group of seven —, occurs the earliest

quotation of these lines. Socrates is imagined to be the writer of the letter, which is a

reply to an invitation repeatedly sent by king Archelaos of Macedon for Socrates to visit

his palace 0414

The author of the letter considers the Daimonion as a way of divine oracle through

which Socrates describes what he has done and what he left.15

Epist. Socr. 1,7 KOhl. (Orelli 1)

(7) nPaS Bh
Kai g pe gT4EV ó eeos. • E-inEiK6s [Ay 06v aTTExeavEcreai pot I atipPaivet gcre airro0. 25

'AXX' iKETvos ápiGTGOOGI OOK ie;1, e.;)ITTEIGT4OV pekAA0V. EiKOS yap To yE Oytis gpoil
KGETTTOV GOTOV I EiS gvat . E1TE1 Kai -rrpOs ae pOIJXEI/0 1-lbCp G7TETTTE i.tfi i gvat Kai Tó
SE1:ITE(30V Tr g pyav-rOs GOV CUTlir:TEL/GEV. ' ATTEIOETV Si GOT(T) OKVC/1 I Kai -rev
MvSapov flyotipEvos Etc TOOTO Eivat oop6v, 85 That] „OEo0 Si E.Eiav .ros expxav 5

gKaOTOV iV Trpayos Etieda 8111 I KgXeueos apeTav iXETV, TEXEVTai TE KaXXioves." (=
Frgt. 108 a)

IxE8Ov yap oi:rrca TTOV GlITC1) a)(El TO itTrOpxnpa. (8) TToXXa Bi I Kal

TroXitois -rCav aXXcav ElpriTat 7TOITITC731/ TTEpi OECA3V Kai Oil TX I.LV KaTa Thy 10

TOUTCJV POIATIGIV TTplaTTOIIEVG E1T1 TO XC30V EKPGIIVEI, TG è Trap& 8E6v
grXuarrEXil inrapxEt Tois Trpaaatv.

epist. Socr. 1,7-8 (11,6 Kohl.)

Socrates expresses fear to oppose the god's advice, which he respects and

commits himself not to infringe. He buttresses his argument on Pindar, whose words are

13 . Cf. §46. Behr 1968a: 46 with n.21.
14 • KOhler 1928: 92-3; Schering 1917: 40ff.
15 . Kiihler 1928: 92.
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assumed to be wise. A deed can only be considered to be successful when it conforms

with the god's will, and this is a safe practice. This point is clearly illustrated at §8, where

views of other poets are epitomised: someone can gain profit when he acts according to

divine poanats, whereas the opposite action is deprecated as ineffective 6Xuarratl.

The quotation from Pindar is followed by the sentence "IxESOv yap OUT()) Troy

aim:0 Exa TO irrrOpxripa". This is an affectation that need not suggest non-verification of

the passage. This turn of phrase in introducing a quotation is a Socratizing — Platonizing

admission that the quote may not be exact, carrying also the implication that the focus of

the citator's attention is on the substance of Pindar's words, since the precise wording

does not matter.16

Epist. Socr. 1,7 Kohl. Aristid. 27(16), 2, 125, 9K

„eEoci Si BEfgawros ápxav gKaGTOV EV eXXX 	 ebOTTEO g cpri TlivSapos, eEou	 SE(ga-
VTOS apvtiv oitSiv St) TO kr.Xitov.TrpayOS Eada Sh K gXEveos expETav iXEIV,

TEXEL/Tal TE kaVtiovEs."

A comparison of Aristides' testimony with that of epist. Socr., indicates that they

use the Pindaric quotation differently because they have different localized purposes:

1. In the text of epist. Socr. the will of the god is expressed as a piece of advice

and as a prohibition, (cf. exTrEi-rrE ... Crrrrir5pEvaEv), whereas in Aristides, it has the form

of divine order (kEXE6Et).

2. In epist. Socrates expresses fear of transgressing the prohibition set by the

god. On the other hand in Or. XXVII, the emphasis of Aristides' interpretation is on the

abundant powers the god possesses in eliminating every obstacle in matters which seem

to be absolutely hopeless. This possibility is a result of a long experience, and in this

respect the quoted Pindaric words obtain a more personal tone.

Pind.fr.108(a), like 01. 11.86-8, is quoted twice at the prooemia of the Ors.XXVII,

and XXXIII. In Or. XXXIII. 17 A..p-5 T01:15 CrITICJiliVOUC On pi) pvirrthrd —(dated almost a

month after: late Sept. AD 166)— Aristides preserves a fuller version of Pindar's words.

16 • Aristides employed similar turn of phrase in introducing quotes from Pindar: like oTpat Xiyet. Cf.
Or. XXIII.36.
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111.4.2 Aristid. 33(51), 2, 228, 3K = Pind. Fr. 108a.

Introduction to Or. XXXII' (51) TTPOI TOY1 AITIWMENOY1 OTI MH MEAET14.11H17

After an interlude, where Aristides resumed his career on a full scale, in the

summer of AD 165, he succumbed to smallpox when was staying on his estate in the

suburbs of Smyrna. 18 In the January of 166, he was afflicted with a second virulent

infection. 19 Despite the doctors' prognosis, he recovered with the help of Athena,

Asclepius, Heracles, and other divinities.20 At this time in late September AD 166,

recuperating in retirement on his Laneion estate (Mysia), Aristides issued this apologetic

oration in a form of a letter to a friend, perhaps the prophet Corus (§I4), to justify his

lengthy absence from Smyrna.21

In a moral tone similar to that of the passages from the time of the Cathedra,

Aristides blames the lowness of popular taste, which preferred the descriptive

declamations of contemporary sophists to his higher form of oratory. His art became

something sacred, his rivals profaners and debasers of a pure art.

XXXIII. (51) 17POI TOYI AITRAJMENOYM OTI MH MEAETWIH.

Oitl< awpoTg pcov eipa Tc73v Katpc.73v Stiipap-rov, EITTEp xaptEv pev I ijKovTa

gK Tf1C aTroSrmias 8 g ao0at Kai TTpOCTEITTETV, 0:1XXCOS TE I Kai acp' cXv OUVE1.1-

allE0a iiravfiKovra • Eiri 8' av -CI Kai TrpoTreilyat I at.ta Teia [JAE . oil 8i TOOTOV

ijKE1V TOV Katpew aTig 8CZKaS* i84alpe0a O.IV, iTrEt8i) Kai 6 Katpes o0Tc1

auvflyEv. 0E00 8e, prIcriv I TTiv8apos (frg. 108 a), 8Eiav-ros pxiv el:10Eia

2 St1 KgXEveos iX€iv I TO 7TpOKEIIIEVOV. Kai 81-Tra aoi ply TrXEiv [4111.)] 4 oirpias 5

TE I Kai ilfi xprioTois Kai 8Etrr gpcov apEtvOvcav ayy gAXEcreat,	 tV 8' at:: Tex I

fTEpa 0ipiaS TE aycoviediat Kai 15061C9 Ke31TIY TrapEvEyKeiv I Coravras

”EAArivas, eicrov ITACIITTOV 4EGTIV, ' ACKATITrIOS TE TTOGTaTTIC I ilpiTEpos Kai

ZEOs ó TraVTa VEtV Kirptoc Trap gxot sta Tgxous. Kai I Ta0Ta 'Ay 81) Ta0Ta. 10

LATVIA SC C1T1 gTEpov 71100011110V KaTex ITriloixopov (frg. 241 PMG).

(Aristid. 33 (51)2,227-28,3-5 K).

17 • His well—known inability to speak impromptu is attested in a Philostratus' anecdote (VS 2.9.583),
where Aristides protested to speak without advance notice before Marcus during his visit to Smyrna AD
176: oti yap iapiv Tan) imotiv-rczy,A& Tea. 1) Kpi(3ot1v-roav. Cf. Pack 1947: 17; Boulanger
1923: 436.
18.The illness broke out in Cassius' army and then began to ravage the Roman empire. Cf. Behr 1968a:
96, n.8 and 166, n.13. See also Luc. Alex. 36; Galen 7. 279K; 10.363K.
19. Behr 1968a: 97 n.12.
20. The after-effects of the plague troubled the rest of his life. In Hieros Logos 4 (5o).9, Aristides
manifestly attributes his recovery to Asclepius and Athena through a dream recorded in Hieros Logos 2
(48).4o-I. Aristides turns surprisingly to Heracles — probably under the influence of this illness —, to
whom he delivers at this time a prose-hymn (Or. XL), where the god is honoured as a healer (§22).
21. On the circumstances, see Behr 1968a: 102-3, id. 1994: §4.
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Aristides' context

While Aristides was recuperating on his estate at Laneion his Smyrnean friend

Corus arrived after a long journey. Aristides missed his arrival for which he was

preparing the speech, and on the new occasion of his departure he had to rewrite it. A

new preface is added and the whole speech is hastily revised for the occasion.22

At paragraph (1), Aristides wants to commemorate the impending departure with a

song (paAos). Aristides appears here to want to compare the poet's role with that of the

orator's. He may feel that his oratory can equally well express sentiments and describe

joyful occasions that were traditionally considered as the subject of the poetry.23

A month before, illustrating a personal experience, he quoted fr. 108 (a); the same

fragment is quoted for a second time in the present oration, at the same place (proem §1), in

order to illustrate another personal occasion.

Pindar' authority is explicitly verified in both quotations of fr.108 (a), whereas

there is no mention of the literary genre.

Pindar Fr. 108 (a) Aristid. 33(51), 2, 228, 3K

0Eofi Si BEfgav-ros apxecv 0Eo0	 Bi,	 pricylv MvBapos, BEigaVTOS
6 pxhv EC/OEia an KAELleoc i/lEiii T6 ITpOKEI-gkaa-rov iv Trpayo5, etilkia •54

3 Kellelle0C aprrav adv,
TEXELITal TE kaXXiovEs.

1.1EVOV.

Aristides quoting here a fuller version than in Or. XXVII, changes and adapts

deliberately Pindar's words into the context of the new occasion. He introduces the

following alterations:

1. The expression kaa-rov iv Trpetyos is omitted to fit the occasion of the

impending departure. 24 In fact it proves superfluous in Aristides' quotation, since the

22 • Behr suggested a hasty revision for two reasons: a. the second preface (§§1-2), and b. the change in
the number to the second person singular at §14.
23. A similar idea is formulated in the peroration of his prose-hymn to Heracles: 6 Trap' fipc.:3v X6yos
ay,' 61AXov p g)tous rjaggvos.
24. The construction gkaa-rov iv rrpayos is also found elsewhere in Pyth. 11.86, V.38, fr.75.1. The
use of iv c. acc. is local to Pindar's native Boeotian dialect. This use is in common to Pindar and
Northwest Greek dialects (including Boeotian), cf. Buck 1954: §135,4, and in particular with Corinna,
cf. PMG 654. iii. 20 iv En64c.3s 136v-ras.
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emphasis of the Pindaric reference is on the opening line which sounds proverbial in

effect.

2. Pindar talked about áprráv.25 Aristides omitted it as being out of his scope

and replaced it by he expression TO TrpoKEip.Evov. The ethical dimension of god's activity

in Pindar disappears in Aristides' quotation.

3. The variant ck pxAv probably represents a still later attempt, which Aristides

also followed, to simplify and harmonise Doric forms with which his audience was

unfamiliar. However, this variant occurs in both quotations of fr. 108 (a), and is easily

explained by Aristides' technique concerning the dialectal simplification.

Over the next paragraph (2), Aristides offers his interpretation in which Pindar's

words are connected with his personal circumstance. His text is imbued with religious

overtones, since the quoted lines are intended as a prayer. Pindar's words are a kind of

presupposition for a successful issue: ensuring divine 'succour' is essential for the

success of the undertaken task. On this assumption the divine agents, Asclepius and

Zeus are addressed together26 , and requested to grant his friend a successful trip (better

than the first `6Etrripan, eigeivcivcov'), 27 and to himself an equal success in refuting the

charge that 'he does not declaim' (cf. §4). Employing legal vocabulary, Aristides calls his

contest av-rc.A.voaia and ypacpfi, and prays to surpass all the Greeks "with a foaming oar"

(: a quotation from Eur. IT 407).28

The Pindaric view on the omnipotence of the god serves Aristides as a basis for wider

reflections. The quoted lines perform a double function in: formulating a praise that

Aristides wants to use in his propempticon for the departure of his friend, and

simultaneously to pray through them for the success of the impending trip and his rebuttal

of the charge stated immediately after in paragraph (4).

25 • "achievement", "excellence", in later connotation means "perfection".
26. For Aristides conjunction of these deities cf. Behr 1968a: 158.
27. A proverb included in 2nd century AD sophist Zenobius' Epitome (III, 15), "second attempts are
better": Trapomia iTri Ta y Ovouivuw iK SEUTgpOIJ, &ra y airrois Tex TrpOTEpov iEpat in) Kavei)
Kai irI EgEirrEpa Tpa-rrebatv; cf. Diog. IV, 15; Apost. V, 88. This is a favourite proverb of Aristides
who quotes it four times: (the proper form) in Ors. XX.23; XXVI.101, and (he makes a pun inverting its
meaning) in Ors. XVIII.7; XXIV.59. Cf. also Pl. Lg. 723e1; Lib. Ep. 785, 937, 1521.
28. Hfioeiots EiXaTivas StKpOTotai KcbTras gTrXwaav (: of the dash and sound of the oars), cf. ib.
1387 Kr.;)Trais pOeta, He!. 1452. Cf. A. Pers. 396, Hyp.fr.157; also used metaphorically of an orator,
Poll. 6. 147.
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The after—effects of his illness along with his neurotic predisposition had as an

unfortunate result the resumption of his religious fixation, which now becomes more

persistent. In this context we can understand that the religious poetry of Pindar was for

Aristides appropriate material for illustrating his intimate relation with his divine patrons.

Furthermore, this quotation from Pindar illustrates his peculiar fusion of religion and

rhetoric.

The source for Pind. Fr. 108 (a) in Ors. XXVII, VOCIII

Aristides in both his quotations cites Pindar's words rather carelessly especially in

transposing words and transcribing connectives. There is no indication in the context of

both speeches that Aristides' argument demanded any sort of accuracy in citing Pindar, as

was the case with his quotation of 01. 11.86-8 which was, as I have already discussed,

relevant to Aristides' argument and accuracy in citing was more imperative. On the other

hand, the quoted fragments function as an illustration of his personal relation with the

god.

By Aristides' time the Hyporchemes of Pindar must have been favoured and

broadly circulated, as we can judge from the references in ancient literature to this species

of song of which Pindar was assumed to be chief master:

1. Athen. (p.15 D), states Pindar's distinction in composition of Hyporchemes:

inropxquaTuths Tp6Troc, ç fiver-pa) TrllEvoSfu_tot, Kal fltvápu.

2. These songs were known to Plutarch, Quaest. Graec. 9.15, p.748 B 6

ilaXicr-ra Kccrc.opec.oldvat EIOccs iv Tois irrropxfipaat (Plut. seems from the context to

imply Pindar).

3. Clem. Alex. was familiar with the hyporcheme fr. 108 (b), and his testimony

comes from a source other than Aristides', since he quotes other lines from this poem:29

Clem. Alex. strom. 5, 14, 101 (2, 393 St.)

TTaXtv TO EitrvaTOv iv Traci TrpooarrrTouat Kai oi Trap' "EXAriat Norcb- 61
TOTOI TE) Eke.), 6 uev 'Errixappos (llveayOpitos Si i)v) Aiycov.

otibiv KEEl T6 eilov- To0To ytyvcbaKiiv OE BET,

29 • Clement's list of quotations was repeated verbatim late by Eusebius PE 13,13,25 p.674b (II p.271
Gifford), and only Pindar's words by Theodoret. Theol., Graeca rum affectionum curatio, 6, 25, 7.
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airrOs ice a1.c7av iTrOn-rns, 6Suva-reT Si otiSiv 0E6s,

1 01 6 pEXoTrotOs Si.

0E63 6 Eivvai-Ov EK pEXaivas

vurras aglav-rov 6paat Texos,

KEAcuvup g t Si OKOTEl KaAt'Apai KaeapOv

apgpas °Acts

(6 la6vos Apipas eVEGTWO11S tn:ncra TrOIT)Oat 6LIV641EVOS [Troujaat], priolu, 0E65 oi.i.rOs
iOT1V), gl? TE TOTS (INXIV011iVOIS iTnypapop gvots wApaTOS,

iK AtOS apV.1E00a EITT6V,

-rev oOSiTro-C, avSpes, iCAIMIEV

appyrrov.

Extracts from Pindar's hyporcheme were popular both with the public and the

schoolmaster and presumably were widely known from various anthologies illustrating

the god's omnipotence. Clemens appends in his text a series of quotations illustrating

miraculous aspects and qualities of the god's power.

The quotation itself is inconclusive about Aristides' source.

If Aristides had known the following Pindaric lines he would have noticed that his

quotation is incompatible with his own argument.30

Aristides like Clement used anthologies. If Aristides had indeed read the whole

poem, from which only fr. 108 (a) is preserved, he would have been in position to grasp

the meaning that Pindar intended (the key in Pindar is the antithesis apxii — -r4Xos). The

fact that he gives to them a different interpretation is suggestive that he took them from an

anthology, like Clement did. The disappearance of Pindar' ethical nuance of god's

activity in Aristides' interpretation (cf. above), can easily be understood as the result of

his reading the passage out of context.

3°. On the methodological implications cf. Introduction p.49.
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IV. QUOTATIONS for ORNAMENTAL and

DECORATIVE purposes
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Aristid. 26(14), 2, 91, 11K = Pind. Fr. 329.

Introduction to Or. XXVI (14) Eli 136.1MHN

The first trip that Aristides made to Rome in AD 144 had been a dismal failure. In

AD 155 at the age of thirty—eight, he visited Rome for a second time and delivered in the

presence of the Imperial court his speech Eic 'Pthgnv, in which he glorified the whole

Empire and the Pax Romana. In a euphoric tone, this oration gives a very impressive

portrayal of the legal and social order and of the prosperity of Greco-Roman civilisation.

To the educated people of the Imperial age, the city of Rome as being at the head of the

empire which united civilised humanity, was at the core of their political and cultural

consciousness.'

Since the chronology of Aristides' life is confused, scholars disagree whether to

date the speech in 144 (first trip to Rome) or 156, or some other date close to one of these.2

Behr's date in late AD 155, has some weight on historical grounds.3

This speech has attracted many scholars, who approach it mainly as a source of

contemporary political information. 4 It can fairly be called the best cultural monument of

the reign of Antoninus Pius,5 when such a peak of tranquillity and perhaps of general

happiness was reached. There have also been some serious attempts to evaluate the

Roman Oration as a monument of epideictic literature. 6 Though full of rhetorical

exaggeration, it does bring out many salient characteristics of the Roman empire.

Aristides' context

The purpose of a proem is to predispose the audience and to capture its interest for

the subject of a speech. The need to impress the highly literate imperial court from the

very beginning of his declamation is for Aristides a primary issue. The opening lines

contain literary elements which show his virtuosity in handling poetry and prose for

impressing the audience. Paragraphs 1-3 are moulded from two poetic quotations.7

1. See Dihle 1994: 232-3.
2. Boulanger (1923: 125, 461ff.), dates it in AD 144; whereas, Oliver (1953: 887), places it in AD 143.
3. The only datable event is found at §70. For Behr's date see 1968a: 88-9 n.92.
4. See Oliver 1953: 886-92; Dihle 1994: 232. Klein (1983: 122 n.149), is right in suggesting: "die
Reden der zweiten Sophistik bereits Hymnencharakter angenommen haben".
5. Cf. the laudatory allusion §33 to the emperor.
6. Sieveking (1919: 62-5) correcting Mesk's views (1909), that it was modelled on the style of
Isocrates, thinks of Demosthenes, whereas, Oliver (1953: 874), argues for the relationship with Plato.
Cf. also Dihle 1994: 233.
7. Unlike any previous commentator, Oliver (1953: 874ff), argues for close dependence of Aristides Or.
XXVI on Plato's Timaeus, and the whole oration is to be regarded as a sort of cosmological hymn on a
political theme modelled on Timaeus. The parallels are not strong enough to support Oliver's claim and it
is doubtful — for Phillips (1954: 128) —, whether Aristides had a sincerely religious view of the Empire
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Aristides probably expected his specially cultivated audience to recognise that the

first of the quotations was surely Pindar's whose name was intentionally concealed.8

Thus, the audience is prepared from the prelude for a certain number of poetic turns. (Cf.

in §3 the reference to Eros and to poetry in the famous line of Euripides).

He appears to express concern for his safety on the voyage, when he refers to a

custom which was common among travellers to make vows before their journey.

XXVI. (14) Eli NAMHN.

1	 wEeoc ToicA gotrat Kai Oborrropopaiv EOxac Troteibeat Ka0' 'WV av 10

gKaa-roc irtvo Trotrrriic gel) otiv ffl Tic din aKW npac Ell'taloeat `Ka-rex

xptroOKEpco XtPavca-roir, ntlEis 6, a' Ccv8pes, Trap& Tip) (58Ov -njv iv-ra00a

Kai Tam ITAOCI' V	 Otx I C4.1011a0V	 iKpEAfi

2 617TO TfiS TgXVTIS, El acAp eEirwEv, TrpoolEpEiv	 pg0C9 TilV IT6A1V.	 KaTCX

ia0pETpTIT01/ pev O1V eaIoOat Ti) TrOXEt XOyou 01:IK Cvfjv, a7tX ' cbc àAOcç 1

Eiixfis cxii TrpooEISETTo CTpaç lacoc t.av [oiiv] Kai l_tElovos buvriefivat TOIOOTOV

&pat I XOyov, Ocrrts Traptac.bourat To0c.-.98E OyKcp TrOXEcos • npooEpEiv yE iIvI

irrrEoxO1E0a, OTrcos av Stivc.:31.1E0a, 7 .rEt8fi yE Kai 6XXot -re( ioopg ii-pwra opicrtv 5

3 at'croic iaopiTprITa Tra p:pi-Jaw ai al Toic Ekois. &XX', I	 eiv8pEs, oi -rfts

pEriXris i'VOlK01 TTOXEWS, El T1 lI gTEGTIV lipiv I Trpovoias 1f 1C yEtkracreat Tip;

ouvapao0E	 ToXi.rni.taTi, I Iva Tr.^.5v iyK031.1143V 711365TOV apX61.1EVOI

Kai TOOTO gX031.1EV X gyEtv, Crrt I Ecie pev Toto6Tots avSpaatv ivnixeiv nv, tip'

cat' Tic, 'Ka y eii.tovaos I .6 TO Trpiv' Ka-r' Et:forrariv (frg. 663 N. 2), ippEATIs TE Kai 10

sEie-.)s I Eaiic yiyvcrat Kai 81:rvaTat X gyEtv Kai TITO TebV 11EI6VC•311 f KaT ' I

airrOv.
(Aristid. 26 (14)2,91-2,11 K).

The Roman Oration begins with an ELIXT), which is a vow to the god. Aristides

hoped that the promise of a speech in praise of Rome would enlist the god's help in

getting him safely to his destination. 9 Eleven years earlier, in his first attempt to visit

Rome, he was troubled by ill health. The rigours of the trip exacerbated his condition,

and he reached Rome after lengthy delays desperately ill and totally unable to fulfil his

as an entity. Oliver points to Tim. 27c-d as a similar passage to Aristides' opening, arguing for certain
allusions and echoes (see infra p.312, with ns.12 and 13).
8. The habit of claiming vague authorship is often observed in authors of Imperial Age. Aristides often
conceals poet's name aiming to give to his quotation a more universal value and power; cf. Ors.
XXVII.15 Trotrrrns EZV Elnot Tic, XLI.4	 Tam.
9. Ors. XLIII and XLV were delivered in payment of a vow for being saved from a perilous sea-journey.
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plans. All these are still clear in his mind, and he is particularly concerned to succeed in

his aim, to declaim in the capital of the world.

The uniqueness of his vow is illustrated with a quotation from an unnamed

poet, 10 which serves as a foil to his own vow. His aim is to make a contrast between the

stupid luxury of "golden-horned frankincense" and a manageable public address for

which Aristides emphatically claims that his vow is OVK capovoov iKpEA1-1 i.e. "not

uncultured", 11 nor "out of tune".12

For those that are familiar with Pindaric fragments it is easily understood that the stilted

expression `Ka-ra xpvcrOKEpco X113avca-roie is Pindar's.

In §2, Aristides calls for a second E x T1; 13 the titanic measure of Rome

necessitates a second and perhaps greater vow. For him it is impossible to deliver such a

speech which will equal the city's majesty and measure. This is a conventional topic of

pleading magnitude of the theme. 14 His real subject is not the city of Rome but the

empire. To offer a worthy praise to the administrative and army policy of the famous Pax

Romana under which civic life flourished in the whole empire, was indeed an unattainable

target. 15 Aristides knows well that oratory cannot reach every goal.

10. Klein 1983: 68 n.l. Klein points to Pl. Alc.2 149c as a parallel use of the custom.
11. Aristides uses clpoucros often in similar effect: in Or. XXXII.3 he characterises the study of the
oratory as OVK eti.touaos 6ta-rpt[31) TrEpi X6yous, in his correspondence with his teacher Alexander.
12 • This is a direct influence from Plato's Critias. In the proem of the dialogue, Timaeus remarks that
his words are ippeAtl. For similarities and influence from Plato see Oliver 1953: 885-6. However one
should notice here the similarity of vocabulary with Plutarch's wording in Lucull. 1, 5 (4v y6p OVK

rv xpEiav 1.16vriv emtEXtic a1Tou Kai TrpOxElpos 6 X6yos, KaeaTTEO 6 Tr.73v 60n Xoav
exyopav Otivvos 13oXaios Tr gAayoc eas 8 tea-rpOPet [TGF p.914N2], yEvOinvos Be Tils ayopiis
errOs	 eillOVOlg TE011111:0S", OA& Kai 1131V imukrt TOVTTIV Kai itEy01.1 gVTIV OtEVegplOV

Tep KaXC) TrpoaurrotET-ro Trat6Eiav g-ri Kai pEtpaKiov cbv . ), as well as in schol. Eur. (Vita-
argument., schPh. 791 eKi.tEXii Kai 64.tovaov).
13 . The verbal reiteration of Etixfi and Eirxopat is paralleled by Oliver (1953: 885), to Plato's word-play
in Tim., on apvl and apxopa 1. Cf. the double prayer in D. de coron. init.: 1.1 TTpcb-rov av,
exv8pEs 'Aerivaiot, TOTS 0E015 EV' XOpal TraOl Kai Traciats; and 8.3 (360topat 1r6Xtv Toiis
TrapaKaXgaat, Kai ... E0xopat.

14• It was customary since the classical times for some orators to make excuses in their introductions for
the speeches which they are about to deliver, alleging that it is difficult to find words to mach the
greatness of their theme (cf. Aristid. Or. XXX.11), or that their preparation has been on the spur of the
moment. This is done by: [Lys.] Epit. 1, Hyp. Epit. 2, and Isoc. Panath. 36-8. Isocrates (IV.13), spurns
these conventional disclaimers addressing a discriminating audience in a new demanding style. An
imitation of this view is attempted by the anonymous panegyrist of Or. XXXV Eic pacnAia, who in
§2, refers to these customary claims. These disclaimers are not seriously meant; on that see Norden
1974: vol.II. 595, n.1.
15 . Cf. the interpretation in Oliver 1953: 908.
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In §3, Aristides makes a compliment to his special audience: the quality of the men

that comprise such an audience, is the best guarantee for a successful speech. Aristides'

praise is couched in highly flattering terms through a quotation from Euripides. The point

is if ever one was formerly 'uncultured' he can immediately become an adroit speaker

(ippafis and 84t6s), when he has to address such a qualitative audience. He may receive

the power to speak even on themes which are greater than his talents.

This is a famous quotation from Euripides fr. 663N2 (10EvOcn'a), "it seems that

Eros teaches a poet even if there is no music in him before"; in what context this was

said, is not known.

Eur. IBEvEl3okr (fr. 663N2)

Trotri-ntiv 8' eipa
"Epc.as 616c5aKEI, Kav etuovcsos .6 TO Trpiv.

I. Ar. V. 1074 0,78icas iyez 8t8ao.). Ka y 6poticros i TO -rrpiv; schol. Ar. V. 1074a
crrixos Eirrami8ott iK IOEVEPOiCtS.

II. Plut. quaest. conviv. 1, 5, 1 p.622C TTPOBAHMA E: TTGas EIpnTat T6 (Eur. fr. 663)
`TrotriTilv 8' apa "Epc.os SISaCIKEI, KaV (!woucsoc 6 T6 TrpiV, iCrITETTO.
III. Plut. de Pyth. or. 23 p.405F 6 8 EOprraris einclav (fr. 663) eos 'Epcas TrotriThv 818•70KEI,
1051.1 eq101100C .6 TO irpiv% iVEVOTICIEV. OT1 7TOITITIKhV Kai uovaiKriv "Epcos 8tivamiv
IV. Plut. amat. 17 p.762B Kai-rrEp eav i f:Kai-was 6 Eliot-trans (fr. 663), TO ainKperraTov
durrEeatipaaEv Eincbv `-rrorriTijv &pa "Epcos 818aoKEt, Kan/ 6povcros 6 TO Trpiv.'
V. Pl. Smp.196e.2 nas yoUv	 yiyvETai, Ka y apovcros 6 TO -n-piv, o Erv 'EpCJS awn-rat.

VI. Mc. Epigr. (fr. 566) in Argum. Theoc. Id. 11.
VII. Aristid. 26 (14) 2,92,9-10 K.
VIII.Aristid. 41(4) 2,333,7 K.
IX. Longin. de subl. 39. 2.

The line was first cited in Pl. Smp. 196e, in the speech of Agathon. Plutarch

shows a specific preference quoting it three times. Aristides seems to be familiar with the

Euripidean line: the same quotation is cited also Or. XLI.11 [sc. tOvuaos] -Rota xopEv-

Tip', 'Kay xiouaoç i) TO Trpiv'.16

A good impression on the highly literate imperial court is for Aristides a matter of

fundamental importance and his quotations from Euripides and Pindar are intended to

fulfil this rhetorical purpose.

16. In Or. XXIV.55, Aristides uses et potioc.os metaphorically for the attitude of the Rhodians.
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Pindar Fr. 329 

From the extant testimonies it becomes clear that Pindar in a poem, in which a

ritual custom was described, referred ironically to a rich Thessalian man who is mocked

for a stupid vow he made to Apollo.

It was an ancient practice to gild the horns of the sacrificial animal. Homer (Od.

3.432-8), describes the gilding process representing a metal—worker, who lays 'gold-leaf'

on animals' horns with a hammer.17

Frankincense was of course a separate element in the sacrifice, where it was customary to

smear the animal with frankincense and myrrh, 18 or barley. Pindar drawing on Homer's

tradition for that custom, transferred the epithet "golden-horned" to frankincense.

FR. 329

Kccra xpvcFOKEpco XI.PaVCOTOO

I. Aristid. 26 (14) 2,91,11 K.
II. schol. cod. Paris. 2995 (B. Keil, Herm. 48, 1913,319) 6 TTivSapos Biaatipcav
ITA0OGIOV WS ayav TpupcbvTa TOOT() EITTEV, iVTEOOEV BEIKVOS aisTair, 6T1 Kai LU Talc -n1365
Omits sixais (3XaKiig ixpfrro (= CAF 3, 546 nr.784 Kock).
III. Porphyr. de abstin. 2, 15 T6 Si iiiSairavov Kal Eli7TOOIOTOV lipOc ativexfi eitaePetav CIA/TENET
Kal nabs TO 67TaVTEJV. Kal 'man/pa ye Tj TUTOR Errl xaipotratv -ramp 016E01 f -rep noÄuSanavcp. oti
yap äv 1TOTE TOO eETTOX00 iKEiVOU <TOO> TOOS xpucTOKEpc.)5 poOs Kal 'rats iKaTOpPas

nueicp irpoaayov-ros po:IXAov &Rani 1 nueia -rev 'Eppiov ga Kexapiaeat Ehiaav-ra TCyv yalaTfav eK
T01:I Tniptaiott -rots Tptal 5arri/X(31s.

329 ad fr. 277/78 trahit Schr.

This formerly unacknowledged quote was first credited to Pindar in modern times

by Bruno Keil in Hermes in 1913. 19 The quotation was erroneously included in Kock's

edition20 (CAF III Anon. 784K EacTeal Ka-ra xpvaOKEpco At(3avca-ro0), and wrongly

attributed to comedy as Aristophanes fr. 913K.

A scholium in Parisinus graecus 2995 (14th to 15th century), 21 explicitly

attributes the fragment to Pindar. This testimony gives Keil strong grounds for believing

17. Od. 3.436-8 yipon, 8' iTITITIACiTO N gOTWO xptia6v 18cax '• 6 6' €7TE1Ta poes Kipacnv TTEpiXEUEV

aadicias, 'iv' ayaitua ()Ea KExapotTo iSoCiaa. See Hainsworth 1993: 184; cf. Od. 3.384; H. 10.294;
Aeschin. In Ctesiph., 164. 9 xpvcrOKEpcov aTroKaXclw. Cf. IG 1(3), 78, a, 40 (c422a?) (3ov xpv06KEpov.

18. Cf. Suid. s.v. ...Kai 'EuTrESoaris 6 'AKpayavTivos, 'OMpirta vialaas, iK Ai[3avw-roir
Kai atitipvris ICOI TCV 7TO7UTEXWV apWilaTCOV poov avaTtXaaas 8iivEtitE Tol's Eis T1U .navelyuptv
aTravTijaaai. The gum of the tree Xipavos used to burn it sacrifices: Hdt. I. 183, 2. 40. 86; Ar. Nu. 426,
V. 96; ID (Delos) 2, [372] doc. 442, A, 190(179a).
19. Even in 1953: 908 Oliver in his commentary disregarded Pindar's authorship of the fragment.
20. Probably misled by Aristides' aKc4as.
21. Contains Or. XXVI together with 24 other speeches. On the scholium to Or. XXVI.1, cf. Keil 1913:
319ff.
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Pindar to be the author of the quote. In Or. XXVII.15 of the same Ms., this scholium

erroneously credits a verse TGF adesp. 162 N = A.fr.272 Sidgwick) to Dionysius Periegetes.22

However, the mode of the quotation in Aristides and his predilection in introducing

extracts from Pindar at the beginning of his Ors. XVII.3; XXVII.2; XXXIII.1; XXXIV.5;

XXXVII.6; XLI.6; XLV.3, renders Pindar's authorship certain.

Further confirmation comes from Porphyrius, a century later than Aristides. His

information that the rich man was a Thessalian (de abstin. 2, 15), suggests that Pindar's

line was widely known in late antiquity, probably as anecdote, and that Porphyrius'

source was different from Aristides' tradition.

The source for Pind. Fr.329

It is clear that Aristides did some research in collecting material for the various

comparisons of the Roman empire with others (e.g. the Persian Empire in particular), and he

seems to have consulted a number of historical sources, direct from the authors' text.23

The quotation from Pindar as we have argued was extensively circulated as an

anecdote in the 2nd and 3rd century AD, (cf. the scholium in Parisinus graecus 2995 and

Porphyrius de abstin. 2, 15).24

The fact that Aristides does not show any knowledge of the original context,

suggests the probability that he cited Pindar's words, either from a list of quotes that he

culled for personal use, or from a compilation of vows, in which various offers to the

gods were recorded along with [extraordinary] ritual customs.

The practice of gilding an animal's horns as part of a dedication was in use in

Hellenistic and Imperial times, as we can infer from the extant literary references to that

custom:

22. Similarly a scholium in Parisinus graecus 3005 credits a line to Eupolis which Aristides thought was
by Cratinus fr. 306K. Behr (Aristides 1981: vol.11.385 n.135), argues for the value of the scholia in
these inferior Mss.
23. Oliver (1953: 893-5), has showed that the reading of Polybius, Ctesias and Diodorus was surely part
of his research into the subject of Rome. For the adverse criticism of Athens he drew on Anaximenes of
Lampsacus, whereas Theopompus is actually mentioned in §51. From paragraphs 30 and 75 is clear that
he used also Posidonius. He also seems to have consulted the source of Trogus on the Diadochs
(Timagenes). It is also noteworthy that Aristides ignores all Rome's early history.
24. Porphyrius may have taken his quotation on a Thessalian rich man from Thphr. de pietat., fr. 7.48,
from where it is repeated verbatim: oti yap äv Tro-rE To0 GE-r-raXoti iKeivou <-roO> -rain
xptiaOKEp(.os PoOs Kai Tas iKaTOpPas -rep liveir..) Trpoaayovros.
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a. Plut. reg. et imp. apophth. 2 p.184E [sc. Antiochus] &XX& Kai Tatipovs

xpvcrOKEpcos rrapaoKivaoewEvos Kai Ovutatteurcov Kai expcouetTcov trAfieos 6xxpt

Tc7av rroXe3v irrOurrevoE . ; (repeated in Posidon. Phil.fr.132.3).

b. J. AJ 13, 242 'AvTioxos tayaXo-rrpETril, Talipous xpuooKipcoTas

Kai PEOTex Trawroicav apczoCcroav irrrapaTa xpiroiä TE Kai apytipia; cf. Const.

Porph. de virtut. 1, 79.

c. Ath. 5, 33 Taiipot 6tijA0ov 8toxiXtot OpotoxpcpaTot xpucTOKipcp;

d. The lemma `Käcnov 6pos' in Suda requires some notice:

rrpOs -rep EiscppaTri. Kai Kecotos airs . i'vea Tpatavós &vie-ma KpaTflpas expyypoOs
Kai Kipas [3o6s 7TallayEOES KEXplIOCallaVOV, CzKOOOIVIa Tf1S KaTCE IETC.731) VIKTIS. Kai
irrtypartipaTa iv Tois avaefipaotv 'AEptavei) Trirrotruliva• Zrpit Tá3' Aiviabris
Kaoicp Tparaves exyaNtta, Koipavos exv0p&rrcav Kotpexvcp 6c8avarrc1v avOETo.

The lexicographer quotes from the epigram written by Hadrian (AP 6.332). From the

evidence of the epigram and of the heading recorded in P  év Tois-

avaer)paaw),25 Page argues that Trajan dedicated to Zeus on Mount Kasios the 'former'

spoils of his victory over the Dacians (Getae in the epigram), and Hadrian (a legatus in his

army [vit. Hadr. 4.1]), composed seven years later the epigram for Trajan on the eve of his

Parthian campaign.
AAPIANOY (AP 6.332)

ZTIVI T68 ' A111E68115 Kaoicat TpatavOs ayaitua,
Koipavos avepcLurcav Kotpavcot ad3OVaTCOV,

CIVOETO, Sot& 8iTra TroAu6ai8aXa Kai [3oes oirpoti
excnorrOv xpvcrebt trappavOcovTt Kipas, 	 2115

5	 garra TrpoTipris arrO Xrd8os, ripos aTitpfis
Tripoiv inripetipous CI.)1i/TTO Soup\ riTas.

&AA& GI oi Kai T1Iv8E, KiXatvipis, iyriet24ov
Kpfivat itiKXEICos Silptv 'AxattlEvity,

Oppa TOl Eicsopexav-rt 816v8txa OvuOv iaivrp	 2120

to	 Bola, TI	 FETaGJV OKOXIa, Tex 8' 'ApoaKi8Ec...w.

Trajan's offerings described by Hadrian are two goblets (Una) and the gilded bull's

horns:

i. both 5 g Tra Tro7v8ai8aXa, (twofold goblets worked with great art)
xpuocbt TrapcpavOcav-rt Kipas.26

25 . Suda agrees here and this is for Page (1981: 561), an independent confirmation, since Suda regularly
shows no knowledge of the headings in P. The source of Suda here is thought to be Arrian (Parthicorum
fragmenta, fr. 36).
26 • Cf. Suid. s.v. Kivas:	 xpuoOKEpcav Kiu68a; cf. ibid. `ATTa' and 'Otipos', AP 6.231;
5.16.
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IV.2 Aristid. 20(21), 2, 22,10K. = Pind. Fr. 75,14.

Introduction to Or. XX (21) TTAAINGJMIA ETTI IMYPNHI

Among Aristides' extant works there are five speeches —standing in chronological

order as originally published' — concerning the city of Smyrna2 . The TTaAtvcoSta

Itnipvta is intimately connected —as well as Ors. XVIII and XIX— to the earthquake and its

aftermath, containing references both to the generous response of the emperors to

Smyrna's plight and to the process of rebuilding and reconstruction. Aristides sent this

speech from Laneion to the Provincial Assembly in Smyrna to celebrate the rebuilding of

the city.3

Aristides' context

In this speech Aristides attempts to illustrate the image of Smyrna which had

stood as an example of beauty (§14) through the most important periods of its history.

The city was saved thanks to the emperors' goodwill, who becoming ambassadors to the

Roman Senate on its behalf, erased every sorrow and misfortune. All the Greek world

and the races of Asia displayed a common zeal and enthusiasm in the restoration of

Smyrna (§16-8).

Aristides here paraphrases a verse from Sophocles, which became a proverb (fr.

667N2 avSpOsKc)s 70000v-roc iicrroSclav piXot), to stress that so great was the

interest shown that:

(12) "in respect to this city alone that ancient saying has been proved false: when

men fare badly they are forgotten by their friends ".4

The fortune of the city now has been changed completely and all the grief has

gone away (§19): Aeuxeigovei Se ij trrapos, TravriyupiEt 5' h 'EXAcis. The rejuvenation of

the city is compared to Jason's rejuvenation from Medea's hands, 5 and to the phoenix

which resurrected itself.6

1. Cf. Burton 1992: 444.
2. Ors. xvia-xxi.
3. The Assembly met here this year, cf. Behr 1968a: 112-3. Cf. p.153 for an introduction to Or. XI.
4. Cf. schol. ad loc. IocpoOtious Ov iv 0i8iTro8i TOO-CO Eis Trapotuiav iTimperrnaE. Cf. Or. 1.60.
5. Cf. the hypothesis to Eur. Med. and A. Atovticrov Tpocpoi. Aristides employs the same story in Or.
XXI.10.
6. In Or. XVII.2 Smyrna having being rebuilt three times is compared to the phoenix.
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The themes of the "restoration" and the "present state" of the city are treated in

(§§20-3):

XX. (21) TTAAINCJIAIA ETII /MYPNHI.

20

	

	 TräVTa 8' eba-rup 686) KExc.opnKgvat paivETat. Onagc45

piv yap 4 apxfis oiKioavTos, 'AX4avSpos iiaTipov Eis To0To TO I axrma

I
'Tr porlyayev . -rpiTri 8a xelp Tc.:51) Träv-ra vtKeov-rca31) aviaTqat TiV c":1Tr1V Kai 5

avv-rienat . piTaeilvat piv yap OL/K fiicoaav, i'pcoTt Tfis I inrapxdrons, oi 8'

iTrl Tat) ixvc."31) iyeipotiotv. -TTOOEI 	 apa Kai -el I Tf1S TrOXEws cp6ois OiKICYTen

21 SITTOVS, 360 Ten a(p)(TlyeTtSaS vipovoa. I Kai Ea) AtpgvEs TE Kot.govrat -ras Tfis

TIX-revrtic TrOXEcos exyKaAas I Kai TraAtv [aid KaTaKooparat, Kai TG) MeAriTt

oaiv ipTroSeav TO I	 Toiis TrpocroiKovs ixetv, fipos 8i 76Xat Kai 64)ot.ts 	 to

irrre a-rEcpcivcav I exvoiyvvv-rat, xopoi 6 Ntippcav Kai Mottac.7)v

22 TE Kai TrEpi I airriiv x0pE60v0t, épupoi 8i Oil Xl./1111001/01 1TVg0VTES.

paKaptot I pet) Tay TrpEalitrrapcav oi TrpOs Tairrnv aq461.1Evot Tfiv fit.tg pav, iv I

T1=1V Iptipvav Oyov-rat -rOv iatrrils ixovcrav KOapov . TraiSEs Si I oaiv

7-IptcooOpiv0t, aAX' eApOPEVOI rv TraTpiSa (play oi yowls I CpKOVV' oi 8'

fiXtKict TX tV 0111.17TpaaVTES TE Kai crupTrovfloavTis, I Ta Si ovveticrovTEs Kai

CRIVEOpT&TOVTES iatrrois TE Kai Tois ciaacptKvoup gvots, Co5 Tc.731) Trapbwrcov

exyaeav hi KaAAiovs al Tat) pEXA6v1-rcav iXTri8E5.
(Aristid. 20 (21)2,22,10 K).

Aristides wants to celebrate the generous response of Marcus and Commodus,

placing them next to the names of Smyrna's original founders Theseus and Alexander.

In this passage Aristides illustrates the circumstances prevailing in Smyrna. The

process of rebuilding and reconstruction is apparently well under way, if not complete.7

In (n) Smyrna is depicted in the time of spring and summer. The renewed

splendour and the rebuilt Smyrna, which can now be deemed superior to its former state,

is praised by means of favourable description or epithets (KaTaKOQIIETTal, irrrO

oTecpavc)v avoiyvvvTat), by use of poetic vocabulary (xopol Nuticpc.-3v Kai MovoCav)

and, by reference to the current historical circumstances (Maul °ail; ip-rro8Wv...

gxetv).

7 . See §§21-3 (reconstruction).

15
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(21) " In spring and summer the city's gates are opened, decked with crowns of

flowers. The choruses of Nymphs and Muses dance in the city and about it. The

breeze of the west winds will cause no pain".

Aristides presents Smyrna in a state of festivity and the whole description bears a

strong resemblance to the occasion (City Dionysia) 8 Pindar describes in his dithyramb to

Athens of which the preserved fr. 75 is the beginning. Pindar's festive vocabulary

(io8a-rcav...o-rEpävcov 6), his references to related deities (Upav 14) and ritual

procedures he describes (xopol 19, Oppal pEA gcov 18), recur in Aristides' text.

Keil in his apparatus and the Teubner editors of Pindar in their index fontium trace

behind Aristides' sentence a reference to Pindar's fr. 75.

Pindar Fr. 75.14

AeHNA 1011 (B' ci. v. 8)
cpotvikothvcov 61r6r' oixegyros 'W pay OcAapoti
Eiiok.tov inayototv gap TUT& VEKTapEa.	 15
TOTE 1367nAETal, TOT' in' a43pOTav xeCol ipaTai
1031) TOPat, Póa TE KOpalat 1..tEi1vIrrat,
aXEI T' Ol.gal pEXgcav aim aiiXots,
OiXVET TE 241gAav gA1KapT11./Ka xopoi.

(fr. 75.13-9).

The dithyramb is preserved by later Greek writers and commentators in sufficient

length to provide a substantive poem. 9 The opening lines are preserved by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus as an example of the austere style 10 (Comp. 22), without giving a title.11

Lines 1-9 are an invitation to the Olympian gods to grace Athens, which is favourably

described. After focusing on Dionysus, Pindar in 11.13-9 describes the springtime, 12 and

a resurrection of the earth in the spring is suggested in 11.14-7.

According to Pindar's account, the Seasons are living in their chamber (Wpav

ea)%61.1ov 14) and when it opens, the sweet-smelling spring (Ei;o8pov... gap 16-7) comes and

all nature is transformed. This image of "spring-coming" is echoed in Aristides' text. He

8. Lines 6, 14 and 15 suggest a Dionysiac festival, van der Weiden (1991: 28) and Kirkwood (1982:
327) suppose the Great Dionysia; but cf. Hooker's opposed view (1957: 35-6): Anthesteria.
9. P.Oxy. 2438.9-10 refers to an Athenian dithyramb which brought Pindar a victory in 497/496 BC.
However, it is uncertain if Jr. 75 forms part of that dithyramb. See van der Weiden (1991: 187), a
discussion of other attempts to assign a date.
M . For its characteristics cf. Comp. 22,148ff. For an extensive résumé of Comp. 22, see Pohl 1968;
Grube 1965: 220.
11.Quotations to Bacchylides' dithyrambs is done by titles; one might expect the same for Pindar.
12. Cf. frs. 70c.19; 70d[c].2-3? For this description of the spring time as an argument for the City
Dionysia as the festival of performance, see Puech 1923: 151; and Groningen 1955: 192.
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depicts the reconstructed Smyrna in the time of spring and summer when all the nature is

renewed, to show an equivalent revival of the city.

In Pindar's text, the state of nature prompted by the advent of spring decorates

itself with flowers, as does the city of Smyrna after its rebuilding. The language

employed by Aristides about the opening of Smyrna's gates (21), bears resemblance to

Pindar's 11.14-5; in both accounts the resurgence of the nature and rejuvenation of the city

(Athens-Smyrna) is emphasised.

Aristides speaks of the city's gates which open in spring and summer —(extending

Pindar's gap to summer as well, to show duration)- 13 decked with OTECp6VCOV. We should

take this as a reference to Pindar's io8e-rcov arEpcivcov of which the gods are invited to

take their share (Xlixe-rat crrecpcivc)v). In the dithyramb Athens is also decked with

flowers (Iwl) cp6[3at) and the Athenians decorate their city and themselves 14 with violets

and roses.15

In both texts the word gap is preserved. The spring in Pindar is characterised

oSpov meaning "sweet—smelling", a standard epithet of spring.16

Nevertheless, Aristides employs Pindar's imagery for the spring-coming with

more freedom, introducing two deliberate alterations:

1. Aristides quoting Jr. 75.14 does not preserve Pindar's expression TOIVIKO-

E6VCJV Onerr' oixe gv-roc 'WpEtv OaX6uou but he speaks of the city's gates being opened

(Tram... avoiyvvv-rat). He embellishes his praise of Smyrna with Pindar's description

of Athens in spring, but adapts it to his context. What he preserves is the main idea of

Pindar, which now is expanded to suit his praise.

Aristides' intention is to purge Pindar's style of 'great' and 'spacious words'

(:poty tKoecivcov 14; oixHwros 14; EoSuov 15), which according to Dionysius of

13. Cf. Ale. Jr. 296b, 3-4 Voigt, who talks about the gates of spring cbs yap ó<E>1 ly]ov-r' gapos
Trit[Xat I ai431p °alas c5a861.1Evot [.] ais irrrauE [; .
14. Cf. Ath. 11.464f.
15.The altars of gods in Dionysiac festivals; see van der Weiden 1991: ad loc. and Cook 1900: 5-6.
16.van der Weiden 1991: ad loc., understands EiioSpov as predicative: "it seems that the smell is the
result of just these nectareous plants". For the spring in Greece see Irwin 1984: 152 and n.24.
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Halicarnassus is characteristic of the "austere style" (aiia-rripa appovia). 17 Dionysius

argues that the difficulty of pronunciation of spacious and compound words makes them

stand apart (Comp. 22. 148). Pindar's words in the form Aristides quoted them, are

syntactically fairly regular: the words are mostly together, there are more connectives than

in fr. 75, no irregularities in axnpa-rtapOs, and no use of "difficult" letter combinations

(oixEthrroc).

2. In both texts choruses are attested. In the dithyramb choruses are presented

approaching the diadem-wearing Semele (oixvEi... xopoi). 18 Aristides introduces into his

text Muses and Nymphs who join in common dances celebrating the rebuilt Smyrna,

which we might count as a reference to fr. 75.19.

The image of Ntipat and Motioat must be of poetic origin. This assumption

finds some support in Or. LIII.4, where Aristides remembered that the poets somehow

are always bringing together the Nymphs and the Muses, and that Apollo is also called

the chorus leader of the Muses, an obvious allusion to Pindar's fr. 94c '0 Motaaiyi-ras

KaAET x i opEikrat rAhredawv[?.

(4) avEptivrjaKOpriv	 Ta.)11 TrOtrilTaW, OTL Nirpcpas Kai Motioas aiEi TTCOS

avväyovat, Kai TOv `Epptly I Ws xopriyOv ai TrpocrayopEiJovat T(.731/ Nupcpcbv,
Kal Tr6EXtv yE 'ATrOXIXcova xopriyav Moucrebv.

(Aristid. 53(55) 2,469,9ff. K).

Thus, it is probable that Aristides in his conception of Smyrna's image in the

spring drew on Pindar's dithyramb. The festal atmosphere of the Pindaric composition is

clearly reflected and the conditions prevailing in Smyrna are similar to those in Athens.

Furthermore, an attempted comparison between Athens and Smyrna in the time of spring

may have assisted the rhetoric of Aristides' praise of the latter. His description of the

festivity is supported by a subtle reference to the image of Athens included in Pindar's

dithyramb.

17 • D. H. discusses the word arrangement offr.75.1-8 in Comp. 22,155-62. He wants great and spacious
words ( 22. 148): TroAt43a-rov, TravbaiSaAos, ioS g-rcav, iaptSpOTrcov. KtaaoSail, ipti3Occv,
epotmothvwv, iAncâprt.ma; cf. Aristot. rhet. 1406bi xpriatmcaTerrn i brrafi )4t5 Tois StOupapPo-
Trotois. With "style" D. H. denotes word and sound patterns; see Grube 1965: 220.
18 . Grenfell and Hunt (1908: 88), suggest Selene.
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It seems uncertain whether Pindar had also introduced choruses of Nymphs or

Muses into the lost part of his dithyramb, dancing in Athens. 19 If so, that might offer a

model for Aristides for his praise, or we can suppose that Aristides was the first to

combine Pindar's image with other poetic references to the mythological presence of the

Muses and Nymphs, creating in that way a suitable festive atmosphere appropriate for his

praise.

The source for Pind. Fr. 75

The dithyramb that Pindar composed for 'Aenvaros appealed to Aristides. We

may assume that Aristides had read Pindar's dithyramb in:

1. either in the works of Dionysius Halicarnassensis (Comp. 22) or from his

personal notes which could contain a collection of extracts from various authors and poets

praising important cities within the Greek world.

2. It is also possible that Aristides paraphrased the dithyramb in his school time

(and later in Ors. XX and XLVI he reproduced parts of it in paraphrase).

Aristides does not quote Pindar verbatim but he only echoes fr.75.14-9,

embellishing his speech with very witty and indirect references to the dithyramb which

describes the bursting out of spring in Athens. Although Aristides paraphrases freely

Pindar's words, nevertheless his quotation succeeds in retaining an echo of the original.

We cannot charge Aristides for lack of accuracy in citing, since his objective was to

exploit Pindar's words as the background of his praise to Smyrna.

It is noteworthy that Aristides makes references neither to Pindar's authorship nor

to the context of the dithyramb. His method of quotation fits better with the immediate

context and the thematic development of the whole speech. Aristides presumably expected

his audience to correlate Smyrna's festal appearance with the image of Athens in spring.

In §§12-3, Aristides had compared Athens to Smyrna in a negative context as a city which

experienced also hard circumstances (cpuy68a TOv Sijucw yevv griOat). Now his intention

19 . The connection of Nymphs with the Bacchic joy and especially with Dionysos is also known from
S.OT 1108/9 Nlvwptiv 'EMKGyrriScov, cils TrAda-ra cruu-rraiEi (sc.AtOvvao5). Cf. also Anacr. 2.2D
(PMG 357).
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is to make his fellow-citizens feel proud of their city, since it would be inappropriate for

them to feel ashamed of the conditions prevailing in Smyrna after the earthquake, but the

invincible efforts of the emperors have created a state of prosperity and affluence

comparable to that of Athens.
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IV.2 Aristid. 46(3), 2,370,8-10K. = Pind. Fr. 75,14.

Introduction to Or. XLVI. (2) aemiKoz Eli TTOZEIAGJNA

Aristides on his return from Rome spent some time in Corinth, where on the

occasion of the festival of the Isthmus he delivered in summer AD 156 his logebliKaC Eir

17ocrE16c3va, an elaborate panegyric for Corinth.20

Aristides, having treated in the preceding paragraphs themes relevant to

Poseidon's mythology and the generosity he displayed for mankind (§§7-15), and places

consecrated to him (§§16-9), dedicates a considerable part of his speech (§§20-31) to praise

of Corinth.

Aristides' context

Among all the places favoured by Poseidon, Isthmus is the dearest and most

honoured by him with a unique geographical position (§21), charm and glorious historical

past (§§20-4). The land of Corinth even from earliest times was praised as "rich" by the

poets. 21 It is a kind of common market for all Greeks, a national festival (§23) and a kind

of metropolis (§21).

Corinth's contemporary charms are extolled in (§25):

XLVI. (2) imemiKoi Ell TIOIEIMANA.

25

	

	 'AAA& Stra TOO KaXXotts I

airrfic Kai -rc3v luipc..)v Kai T(.73v ipGYTC,JV TOGOV gfrriTal To TrAfie05, I cbS 25

Träv-ras pev Cwaoaaeat Tei) TjSET, cpX gyEaeai TE anawrar i-rr'	 Opoicos,	 1

gXE1V Si iv icorri-j TIXOTri-ras, iu g poys, OaptaTirv, TrapIpaatv, C5 KAgyat -rev

VOCJ- V Kai -reov pi ya	 icw-rolc ppovoirviTcov, Kai El SET 11 eiANO 7TpOS TOtiTOLS,

Trav-ra Oaa A gyrrat -Etc 0E00 I cpäppaKa, cbc gym aapcbs -rfic 'AppoSi-rris

7TOXIV, ijV ipoi Kai I i7Tovol16Etv g7TEICAV 80TIS TrOT 011TOS 6 KeaTOs iOT1V, C.7;) 5

7TaVITas i eEes avasETTat Trpec ati-reiv, Kai KaeCcrup TIVa Oppov Kai I

TriptS gpatov 01/117thOTIS TfiC 'EXXsiSos TOOT' Eivat, Kai -r g uEvos I NvwpCoy,

vat8cov earaoCav iv-raueoi vaovac.7)v, Kai OciXapov `Wpc-3v, I 4) Träv-ra -rev

xpOvou iyKexeriv-rat Kai Oeiv -rrpo4)xov-rat avolyvitaat I Tas Traas 10

EITE AlOC 011 yE PoOtEt KaXEiv EITE 1TO0EISC6V05* El Si I Kai gpis 7T0Ti TTEpl

20. The Isthmian games were founded in honour of Leucothea and Palaemon, whose mystery cult attracted
Aristides, and he dedicated his last part of the speech to them. Cf. Behr 1968a: 90 with n.96.
21. Cf. II. 2.570; 01. XIII.4 apiccv KOptvElov; Thucyd. 113.6.
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thXXotrs iV gTTEGE Talc TrOXicriv, 60TrEp -rais I eiais Aiyi-rai "ROTE yEvicreat iv

exAkijXatc, I.xETx 'AppoSi-rns al; I 1)v.

(Aristid. 46 (3)2,369-70,8-10 K)

Corinth is presented as the 'city of Aphrodite' having all the charms epic tradition

attributes to the goddess (thAXous, TAO-arras ipipous Oaptc-niv, Träppacriv). Aristides,

drawing on the episode of Zeus' deception in Iliad (14.153-351), paraphrases two verses

(216-7). So great is the abundance of beauty, desire, love and allurements which the city

itself possesses as to steal the mind and to chain all men with pleasure as Aphrodite does.

Hence he names Corinth Kio-rOs: a charmed girdle.22

In the second half of (§25), Corinth is credited with three characterisations from the

mythological tradition:

1. The city is named 411°5 (pendant) and Triptbipatov cuirrraaris -rijs 'EXX6Sos

(necklace of all Greece). A reference to Horn. hymn to Aphrodite (V, VI) is traceable, from

where Aristides borrows the noun Oppos.23

2. Tg pEVOs Ntipcpc.7.)V, vatScov exTracraw iVTalkdi vaovar.,73v: Corinth is described

as "precinct of the Nymphs", those youthful and beautiful nature-goddesses whom the

Greeks believed to reside in particular natural phenomena. 24 The Greeks did not

systematise their beliefs in these creatures, though certain broad classes were

recognised,25 from which Aristides chooses the Naiads (water—nymphs) who have

Corinth as their dwelling and precinct. Since they were known for their amorous

disposition and were credited with many love—affairs with gods and men, it was fitting

for Aristides to incorporate them into his praise, stressing the charming appearance of

Corinth. This might be an allusion to the fact that the city in antiquity was famous for its

prostitution.

22. This "zone" is not a belt but a band or strap. On it are depicted the powers of love and desire which it
controls.
23. The Oppos was a chain which passed arround the neck and hung down on the breast: cf. h.Ven. V.88;
VI.10. The connection between this quotation with the one from Iliad is the presence of Aphrodite. Cf.
Eust.1150,22. 1788.46.
24. They are incidental rather than central to the myths. See Grant-Hazel s.v. Nymphs.
25. Dryads, Hamadryads, Meliae, Oreads, Naiads, Nereids, Oceanids and others named after geographical
features.
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3. Corinth is also characterised as:

(25) 66Xat.tov 'WpCoy, c TTáVTa -rOv xpOvov gytheriv-rat Kai Oeev Trpogpxov-rat

avotyvilloat Täç TraaS EITE Al65 air ye pootEt Kaxav CITE TTOCTEISC3VOS'

"The chamber of the Seasons26 where they forever sit and from which they come

forth when they have opened the gates—whether you wish to call them the gates of

Zeus or Poseidon".

According to Pindar's account (1.14), Horai are presented as living in the chamber

and when –as we pointed out before– it opens the sweet-smelling spring comes forth and

all nature, prompted by the advent of spring, is transformed.

Aristides exploits in his Isthmian oration the Pindaric source, being at the same

time eclectic. It was not part of Aristides' rhetorical agenda to preserve the details about

the personality and appearance of the Horai, but to be selective choosing only (.;* a v

eaxapov.27

Aristides in quoting Pind. fr. 75.14, introduces certain alterations:

1. He omits the adjective potvtKoeavcav (hapax). 28 Pindar was the first to apply

potinKog avos to the Horai. The epithet and other compounds with polvtKo-- are used in

connection with the spring. 29 We have noticed that Aristides' intention is to smooth out

and simplify Pindar's wording.

2. The Horai in the Isthmian oration are employed in a different context. They did

not bring the spring when they came forth from their chamber as in Pindar, but they

controlled the gates of Isthmus which are attributed either to Zeus or to Poseidon.

On this point Aristides modifies Pindar's version, trying to combine two mythical

narratives which are related with the gates of Corinthian Isthmus:

26. They were three in number Eunomia, Dike, and Eirene. In Th. 90Iff. they are daughters of Zeus and
Themis; cf. Pind.fr.30.6; Pae.I.6; Pyth. IX.60; Apollod. 1,3,1. They are customarily represented as three
graceful girls, often holding a flower or plant. See LIMC voi.V 1.s.v. HORAE, 503-38.
27. He uses the Attic form ` Wpfav (Wpav: Pind.) and unlike Pindar, Aristides prefix eaXewou to
'WpCav.
28. cpotmogavor: purple-robed was restored by Koch 1851: 734.
29. Cf. Isth. IIIJIV.36b; Pyth. IV.64; fr.I29.3.
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a. Al& 171.Mat

In Homer (II. 5.749-52) the Horai are entrusted with the entrance to Olympus."

They are the keepers of heaven's cloud—gates (cf. 8.393). The concept of the entrance to

Olympus being guarded by gates formed out of clouds is a striking and original invention

of the Homeric tradition. 31 TTaat open airrOpa-rai, 'of their own accord', but are under

the general control of the Horai. Pindar's fr. 75.14 does not seem to agree with the

Homeric description.

b. 17ocrEtScavos TV/Am

Aristides here follows Pindar, who connects the Isthmus' Tram with the god

Poseidon. Pindar in 01. XIII illustrates Poseidon's affinity with the Isthmus and the city

of Corinth:32

OLYMPIA XIII (464)

Tau) OX(3iav KOptveov, 'Iciepiou
TrpOeupov IToTEISavos, exyActOKovpov. 	 5

(01. XIII.4-5).

The Isthmus is Poseidon's residence where he has his -r4iEvos. (Cf. Nem. VI.39-

41: ITOVTOL/ TE ygpip'...1-100Ei8dviov (ay TgpEvos).33

Aristides quotes fr.75.14 combining two mythical versions: (Pindar: Poseidon and

Homer: Zeus), without saying which is the more authoritative. (Cm AtOs sot', yE 13oaa

KaXeiv EITE 11OCTEISCA.W0C).

The connection between 01. XIII.4-5 and //. 5.749-52 gives Aristides a chance to make

the Corinthian citizens feel proud of their city

The combination of the Horai with the city of Corinth was not Aristides'

invention, but we can identify behind it one more Pindaric pattern. Pindar was the first to

associate the Seasons with Corinth (01. XIII.3-17). The Horai occupy a central position in

the prelude of the ode and are presented as a political power which represents civil order

30 • See. Etym. Magn.s.v. "Wpa: Kai ? Wpat at TruXcopol T0171 otipavo0 lhai . Napa T6 c'..)pEiv
Kai cpuXecTTEtv.
31 . See Kirk 1990: ad loc.
32 • Cf. 01. IX.86 Kopiveou Trams (i.e. Isthmus); a standard expression for KOptveos. Cf. Hdt.V.52.
iv Kopiveou Trams. Cf. Pindar's variant in 01. XIII.5 TrpOeupov TfoTEt8avos.

33 . Cf. Arist. Byz. Ethnilca, s.v. lakt65: iv .6 - 1a0litos 6 TToaitSCov; cf. Isth. IV.37-8: 6 KivriTilp
Kai yicpupav TrovTiaa -ape Kopiveov TEIXg COV; cf. also Isth. 1.32; Nem. V.37-39.
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and justice34 in Corinth (Ex'n.4.11a, Eiprjva, Aixa). The Horai have benefited the city with

ayXata 9 and the Corinthians are presented by Pindar as the recipients of their favours

(//.16-7).

Therefore, we can assume that when Aristides quotes OCxXapov `03pGav in his

Isthmian oration, he draws on Pindar's combination of Horai with Corinth.

Pind. Fr. 75.14 in Aristides' Ors. XLVI and XX

Aristides embellishes his speeches for Smyrna and Corinth with a small extract

from Pindar fr. 75. In both speeches we have a Panegyric oration in honour of two

important cities of the ancient Greek world.

Aristides exploits Pindar's dithyramb of Athens to decorate his praise, stressing

the state of affluence and beauty common to Smyrna and Corinth.

According to the literary conventions of his praise, Aristides in the "Smyrna 's

palinode" (Or. XX) —using a more flowery language— preserves more details about the

context of fr. 75 than he did 22 years earlier in his "Isthmian oration" (Or. XLVD, where

only the reference to the chambers of seasons is preserved, followed by mythological

explanation.

34 . Hesiod was the first to connect the Horai with political virtues (Th. 902-3). See Bowra 1961: 413-4;
also Jalles 1913.
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V. UNCLASSIFIED QUOTATION
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V.' Aristid. 36(48). 2,298, 27-8K = Pind. Fr. 201.

Introduction to Or. XXXVI (48) AWYTTT101.

Aristides in AD 141 set out on a tour of Egypt; with Alexandria as the base of his

operations, he travelled extensively proceeding as far south as the first cataract.'

The answer to the question why the Nile rises at a time when other known rivers

sink to their lowest level, attracted Aristides' attention during his stay in Egypt. Back in

Smyrna, sometime between AD 147-149, he composed this treatise on the rising of the

Nile.2 Lengthy refutations of seven of the more current scientific explanations suggested

on Nile's inundation, comprise the main corpus of the treatise. 3 Aristides in his peroratio

sees in God's providence the source of Nile, which is divine and unique.

Aristides' context

Aristides in the concluding part of his work (§§100-3), and having summarised the

theories he discussed before, surprisingly reverts to Homer's allusions to the Nile. 4 At

paragraphs (111-3) attempting an evaluation of poets' testimony, he observes:

XXXVI. (48) AlrYTITIOI.

112	 aXA' oi Trotri-ral 00ovs phi drum avvedvat Kai I

Tro-rauCav Kai TrOAEcov OvOua-ra aTraptkunaat Kal Totairra TrotKiAlAeiv Trav-res

paAXov Taaai TE Kai 8t6)Kovat, pap-rtipEs 8' oilx iKavol I TTEpi -rebv oil-rcas

Otgyxoti 8Eou gvcov. airriKa TTiv8apcia TrETTOITITal, OCYTTEp paXia-r' aXri0E(as 25

avTixEceat 80KEi Tam) Tr011iT63. V TrEpi Tas I ia-ropias, Kai ot'i TTOppGJOEV,a(AX'

aliTC3V TO":3V TOTTCOV Kai oii- -ros I 6 EAeyxos . Trial yap `Aiyvirriav Me11811Ta

113 TrapCx KprIpv6v OaXexo-loas' (frg. 201, 1 B 4). KaiTot O1TE Kp111.1VOS eaTtV

01:18E15 iKET OOTE I OäXaTTa ITpOOTIXET, 6XX ' eV TTESIG? 7TOAAC-4:3 Kai KEXUlleVC13,

OTTEp 6 I Mev8flotos Errras vop65 oiKETTat Kai in TrOXts airreav, ijv Ovopgovlotv

OpoOtv, 63CFTE vri8' 690aXpc7,3 KaTaXaPETv Eivat vnT' Cm ' etKpC13V I eTTI ea-repa

pire iK pe0011	 iTepC0E. 6 8' apa KteatpCovos I Kai 'EXIKe.bvos -rrA gcos ebv

Kai Oudot./ äKpOu TrpOs TX Trap' a1rrc7,3 I Kai avvijOri KaKEiva TEKuatpOuevos 5

Oita iAnieepcos EITTEV 00T ' I i8e.ov OUT ' aKoliaas crapes, Troulaas 8i TTp6s

84:5av airrcb, KaTa I Till) apxalav TE Kai iK Tra-r43cov Tois TrotriTais invipxou-

1. Behr 1968a: 16-7.
2. Cf. Behr 1968a: 19-21.
3. Aristotle or Theophrastus collected all the theories up to the end of the 4th cent. BC in three books.
We possess its mutilated Latin version Liber Aristotelis de inundacione Nil (fr.248 Rose).
4. Aristotle quotes him in support of his argument that rain was the cause of the Nile's inundation. Cf.
scholium to Od. 4. 477.
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oav TrEpl I TaiiTa ioucriav. Kal Ti Eqj eavpaoTOv, El TrEpi cav vrib' airrol oi I

iTrixcbptot Kal Ta gTa OVTES Aiyir1TTIOIryv6oKotio1, TrEpl TOt 'iTCOV I Oi TOGOOT ' 10

ang)(OVTES TTOITITal	 ioxypav gxouot AgyEtv;
(Aristid. 36 (48) 2,298,27-28 K).

Aristides considers the Egyptians themselves as trustworthy witnesses and

informants of cult rituals, geographical details, and various natural phenomena. 5 With

reference to the poets he thinks that they describe landscape in a way which is unrealistic

and corrects them in their treatment of geographical details. He attributes such their

inaccuracies to the "poetic licence ",6 which poets claim as their privilege.

In a series of derogatory statements (§112), Aristides reflects the communis opinio

that poets lack any accuracy and consequently are not satisfactory witnesses about matters

needing such careful examination.

The orator criticises the poets' predilection for and technique of:

1. composing "pti0ous" (the activity of the story-teller is considered in a pejorative sense),7

2. of enumerating the names of the rivers and cities, and

3. of using such embellishments: "TrotkiXXEtv". (The term denotes variety and suspicion

about the truthfulness of the subject).

Aristides here employs equivalent terms (vireos and TroiaXetv) that Pindar used

elaborating poetry's ability to lie:

a. MOOot: The context shows that p0Oot has a derogatory connotation, and this

aspect of poetry is frequently mentioned. An allusion to Pindar's view on this topic is

possible since the word occurs three times in plural form referring to the work of other

poets and it has a negative connotation: 8 01. 1.29: SESaiSaXpevot yEaEot TrotKiXots

5. They preserve valuable records of everything on monuments in their temples, see above §110.
6. Aristides expresses similar views also about Homer at §107, cf. Or. III. 577, 582, 586, 663. On this
theme see the proem in his Sarapis speech (§§1-13), where he calls the poets "unintelligent". Cf. Isoc. IX
9-11; P1. Lg. 669d; Antiphan. ("17oiriatc") fr. 189 PCG; Cleanthes I 486 SVF. An opposite view was
taken by Pliny the Younger Epist. VII 9.14.
7. Cf. LSJ, s.v. Mos II 2, and Hofmann 1976: 41-3, who points out that in Mos the subjective
aspect, i.e. the activity of the story-teller, is more prominent than in XOyos (in 01. 1.29). Cf. also Rosier
1980: 283-319 and especially 297-8 n.37.
8• A suggestion made by Kiihnken 1971: 49, n.62.
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aTI. CITC73VTl p0Elot,9 Nem. VII.23 and VIII.33. This is in line with what Aristides says

about the 1.00ot composed by other poets whose testimony he rejects as untrustworthy.10

In Nem. VII.23 Pindar stresses poetry's power to propagate falsehood. 11 Pindar is not

criticising Homer's skill as a poet, but rather his Tro-ravä paxava which has given more

fame to Odysseus than he deserves (20ff.).

b. Aristides' TroudAos also occurs in 01. I in the same line with pileot (29). This

supports further the possibility that Aristides had in mind Pindar's line in which both

words are equally used in the same derogatory sense. 12 'Variety' is of special importance

for Pindar who uses frequently the terms TrotKiXos and SaiSaXAEtv for his poetry. 13 A

pleasing style could arouse suspicion about the truthfulness of the poet.14

Aristides bearing in mind Aristotle's statement about historians—poets (Po. 9.2 TV

pay <icrroptKOv> TeX )'EVOPEVa XgyEtv, 'thy Se <TromTO> oTcx äv y gvorro), seems to excuse

Pindar by granting him a place of distinction (§112): "Pindar, who seems to keep to the

truth in his icrropial most of all the poets", 15 but equally Aristides realises that Pindar is

only a poet, and still suffers from the inaccuracies to which any poet is prone. So, he

criticises Pindar's inaccuracies but he is more tolerant towards Pindar than towards other

poets.

9 . On the virtual synonymy of SaiSCOtos and TromiXos see Privitera 1974: 33. For the contrast
between TromiXos and COtriefis compare Eur. Ph. 469-70.
10 • For some examples compare Lucian Philops. 4 oi uev	 eK TOO 1.10ov -rep-n.vev ina-
yG3)(6TOTOI, 811 iyKaTaptyvitvres Tr) yompfj, 01711TEp uciAio-ra S gov-rat -rrpOs Toiis Co(powreis,
Cicero ND I. 16.42 ea quae poetarum vocibus fusa ipsa suavitate nocuerunt, cf. Plaut. Pseud. 403.
11 • Cf. Carey 1981: ad loc.
12. In Homer, TroudAos generally denotes the skill with which different materials or different colours are
combined. The epithet TromiXoufFris is used metaphorically and from the fifth century on metaphorical
usage is common, both in a complimentary (cf. Pind. Jr. 194.2-3: quoted also by Aristides) and in a
derogatory sense. When the latter applies, as here, it could be better translated as "embroidered" or
"varied". For the Homeric use of the term (rroiKiXopfrris), cf. Wace 1948: 51-5, for more bibliography
see Gerber 1982: 64 (rrotKiXois).
13 • Richardson 1985: 385, 390; Maehler 1963: 90ff. For Pindar's predilection for variety, kept within
due limits by the restrictive force of KaipOs, see Gianotti 1975: 114; Lanata 1963: 90, and
Verdenius 1983: 17-8. Cf. Race 1983b: 95-122.
14 • Dio Cassius 1.1.2 expresses similar views on the truthfulness of the historical writers. On this topic
see Avenarius 1956: 26-9.
15 . Pindar declares his interest for true XOyos: cf. 01. 11.92: aaacropai evOpicov XOyov Ota0ET
vOco; 01. IV. 21: °it yetiSei -rgycz XOyov . ; Fr. 11: oir kve0Sos For `drAcieva' as a principle
of Pindar's art cf. Hubbard 1985: 104, who argues that Pindar's proclamations of truth "are better taken
as assertions of sincerity than of historical ... Pindar's is a poetic truth, not an historical truth". Pindar
invokes (fr.205) 'AMOeux (daughter of Zeus) pointing to him what he should avoid when he deviates from
truth. On that see Sperduti 1950: 209-40.
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Quoting only one line from a fuller text (of three lines), cited by Strabo (17, 1,19

p.802) and repeated by Aelianus (nat. animal. 7,19), Aristides raises certain objections

reporting that Pindar's geography was quite incorrect in his statement about the Egyptian

Nome Mendes:

FR. 201 (215).

Airrrr-riav M gv81-1-ra, Trap Kprittvav eaAacroas
gaxa-rov Nam' Kgpas, airpa-rca
i501 Tpayot yuvatCt pioyov-rat

I. Strab. 17,1,19 p.802. 'Ev Si TI) incoricp	 Orrip TOO /iI3EvvvTiKo0 Kai Co a-rviTtKog a-raga-roc
Eats ia-ri Kai vijaos Kal iredus	 Eiglivvv-riK4)	 gall Si Kal 'Eppoi) 'flats Kal AlfKOlf 1TOXIS Kai

Sris, atrov Tay TTava TitiCaot Kai -rc7av C't3C.)1) 	 c çS	 IlivSapOs qiotv, oi Tpayol
vTauOa yuvaiCt uiyvvv-rai . MivSri-ra — piayowrai (om. codd. EF) Tarialov Bi MiArros Kai Atbs

irais Kai al impi auriw Aipvat Kai AEovrenroAts.

II. Aristid. 36(48) 2, 298, 27-8 K.
III. cf. Aelian. nat. animal. 7, 19 Kai (Spa& yvvaii paint) airroils (hircos), Kai gOIKEV airró
eaupaCilv TTivSapos; ad hymnum in lovem Ammonem (fr.36) referebat Hartung, sed cf. L. Lehnus, L'
inno a Pan di Pindaro, 199sqq.
IV. Georgius Choeroboscus., schol. in Theodos. Alex. canon. nornin., Airm-riav
V. Priscianus., instit. 6, 60 MivSqc MivSn-ros nomen es: urbis Aegyptiacae, cuius mentionem Pindarus facit.

Egypt was probably far from Pindar's experience and perhaps also his interest.16

The fact that he mentions Egypt three times (Nem. X.5; Frs. 82, 201), does not indicate that

Pindar travelled there. 17 Pindar associated the cult of god Min with Nome Mendes

(Aristides knew its Egyptian name GpoOts). We can suppose with Bowra, 18 that he heard

various accounts from travellers, that at Mendes the Egyptians honoured the god Pan and

goats. 19

16. Bowra 1964: 371-2.
17. In a metaphor in Isth. 11.42 the river Nile marks the limit of eastern navigation that the hospitality of
Xenocrates could reach. In this text Nile typifies the bounds impassable to human enterprise and therefore,
it seems impossible for Pindar to have had a personal idea of the geography of the area. However, Pindar
visited Cyrene in 462/1 BC, cf. Chamoux 1953: 175.
18. I doubt the correctness of Bowra's suggestion to incorporate fr.201 and other references about Egypt,
into the 'hymn to Ammon' (fr.36), from where we posses only the opening line from schol. Pyth.
IX.90c. Uerschels is also wrong in attributing fr.201 to 'hymn to Pan', cf. the discussion of fr.99 on
p.108.
19.Uerschels1962: 34-5. I do not think that Pindar misinterpreted – as Bowra (1964: 372), suggested –
the rite in which goats were used to make women fertile. I think that the custom had some historic
existence. The Greeks believed that unnatural intercourse with animals regularly took place in Mendes if
we accept Herodotus' claim (2.46.14), KaXicrai Si 8 TE Tpayos Kai 8 nay airrrrria-ri MivSns.
'Eyivi-ro Si ill TC-1.) V01.14) TOVTCp TOOTO T6 Tipas . yvvaiKi Tpayos ipiayuro
ava<pav8Ov- TOOTO is ini54tv avepWircav aniKETo. How-Wells (1912: ad loc.), arguing for the
veracity of this custom, compare the Jewish prohibitions against such abominations (Lev. 20.16). Cf.
also Plut. Brut. animal. rat. 5 p.989A c5 Miv8ficrios iv Aiyinr-rco Tpayos Aycrai TroUais Kai
KaXaTs avviipyviipivos yvvativ OlJK Eivai ulyvvaBat Trpavvos; the rite is denounced by the
Christian authors: Clem. Al. Protr. 2.32.4.5; Theodoret. Theol. Graec. affect. 3.851. Aelian in nat.
animal. 7, 18ff., discussing odd modes of animal behaviour, claims that women have intercourse with
Tpayoi and KtivEs referring both to Pindar and to a legal case in Rome, where a woman was convicted
for committing adultery with a KI:ICJV. Although Aelian claimed never to have left Italy, he perhaps drew
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According to Aristides, Pindar had a limited knowledge of the topography of the

Nome. According to his explanation, Pindar imagined Mendes' geography to be like that

of his Boeotia but according to Aristides he was justified by poetic licence in speaking in

this way. Nevertheless, Aristides amends Pindar's statement that the whole Nome

Mendes and its city Thmouis is located in a great spreading plain away from the sea.

Decisive to the whole question is the meaning of Kpri pv65 and its subsequent

interpretation offered by Aristides. Kpripv6s in Pindar means:

a. a steep river bank (01.11.22),

b. a bank of a lake (Pyth. 11.34), and

c. a cliff (Pae. XII.8).20

van der Weiden propounds the plausible explanation that Kprg.tvOs qualifies the Nile's

banks on the ground that the Nile was important for life in Egypt.21

The i'axa-rov Kipas is the eastern branch of the Nile which lies near the junction

with lake Tanais. 22 We might assume that Pindar, due to his limited knowledge,

confused this water tract of land with the sea. Aristides who was an eye-witness observes

the mistake and corrects appropriately.

The source for Pind. Fr. 201

However, we should consider Aristides' attitude towards Pindar and to poetry in

general in the context of his refutations. The sophists of 'the Second Sophistic' show in

the versatility of their interests that they have something of the general curiosity of their

predecessors. Aristides' account of his sojourn in Egypt is not a mere mimesis of

Herodotus that prompts him to discuss the Nile floods, but it is an intelligent correction.

In the opening lines of his Airin-Tioc, Aristides mentions the research activities

he undertook in Egypt. He tells us that he had collected all the possible information

on similar manuals or he heard various accounts in illustrating his writings with material outside Italy
(mainly from Egypt, Thracian Bosporos, Arabs etc.).
20 • Cf. the meaning of CxyxiKprulvov in fr.82, translated by van der Weiden (1991: 223), as
"clinging to its river banks".
21. Ibid. 223; she argues that the steepness usually implied in KprilivOs agrees with the configuration of
the river which often has steep banks (South and Eastern side). But we must say that it is not true for the
district of Mendes.
22. Slater s.v. Mgvbris.
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concerning that natural phenomenon and he had discussed various interpretations with

Greek residents (§I09), native Egyptians (§I22), and Roman and Ethiopian officials.23

He studied the religion and customs of the country, as well as its topography and

geographical configuration, comparing them with guide books, 24 literary references, and

several treatises he read on the Nile's inundation and the nature of Egypt in genera1.25

A detailed of the geographical morphology of the area around the Nile was

essential to his lengthy refutations. Strabo in the section on Egypt (XVII. p. 802),

discussed the morphology on the Nile's 86X-ra, the rivers' crrOpa-ra, the nearby cities

and their divine agents. Therefore, it seems quite probable that Aristides consulted the

work of Strabo,26 where he may have found fr. 201. It is probable that the doxographers

and geographers in an early stage, quoted fr. 201 in their works; its literary value was not

broadly appreciated. 27 Reading Strabo, Aristides probably came across Pindar's words

in which he noticed the discrepancy between Pindar's account and the real topography of

the area.

Pindar had an idea that the Nile—flood was caused by a colossal statue six hundred

feet high, moving its feet, 28 and it was also responsible for the river's Cupperpia. 29 The

fact that Aristides ignores this theory indicates that he did not use that poem of Pindar

here in constructing his refutation, although one might have expected Aristides to do so:

the nature of his discourse is concerned with the discussion of various theories advanced

by authors of the past and a possible reference to Pindar's 'lost' poem would have been

welcome in this context. Pindar's testimony seems to be out of Aristides' main rhetorical

23 . Behr 1968a: 17 with ns. 52, 53. Aristides (V) reports that he travelled up to the land of Ethiopia and
he met the Ethiopian Deputy Prefect of the region, see Behr 1968a: 18.
24 • 

Of. §1 X.11	 X
LAIVA ' WV par iu Talc lit'43X015 TX pg-rpa inrilpxEv iKETOEv TroptaapEvos, Ja y Bi iToipou

XaliEiv 4 EKIIETIMICYCIS al1TOS pETa TC-31/ Trap' ithcrrots iEpdcav Kai Trpoprrabv. Cf also §§ 20, 65, 115,
the last three concern the cubit levels of the inundation.
25 • In composing his refutations, Aristides seems to have used among his sources: Herodotus (§3), and
Ephorus (§§77, 85, from where he took Euthymenes' account and perhaps several others). Some traces of the
book can be found in Aristides' treatise, particularly near the end (§§104-13).
26. Strabo quotes 26 fragments from Pindar; in 20 of them Pindar's name is mentioned.
27. All the quotations of the fragment are concerned with ethnographic and geographic interest.
28 • A scholium on Aratus (fr.282) includes the words: oi Si -ra y Trap& Iliv5apcp
iKaTowrop<O>rnov <Saii.tova>, ap' oi Tfic KIVTIOEWS TOL) TTO8C3V TOV NEMOV 1TÄT11.111UpETV.

Porphyrius also wrote a treatise "7rEpi Tc3v KaTer 17w8dpou TOO NeAou TrnycZw".

29 • Philostr. imag. 1, 5; cf. Philostr. Apollon. Tyan. 6, 26 de Nil fontibus: TroXAa yap Kai TrEpi
SatpOvcav 48ovotv, ota Kai TTiv8apc+) Ka-ra oopiav ihnnyrat TrEpi TOO Saipovos, Ov Talc
Trriyais TM:ITC:CIS ipiaTriatv inrep 1.11.41E .rpias TOO NeiXott.
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agenda here in his Airnri-lax6c; his complain about the poet's inaccuracy is rather

occasional and his citation offr. 201 in all likelihood is derived from a secondary source

like that of Strabo.

However Pindar's text differs in the traditions of Strabo and Aristides:

a. Strabo's quotation — which is our main source forfr.201 —, starts with Mev8rrra

down to pioyov-rat.

b. Aristides' quotation includes also Airsrr-riav qualifying M g v8T1ra, and he

preserves the right lectio OaAappas (accepted by modern editors); on that Strabo gives the

variant OaAacraris and both share the lectio Trap& (sic 0, Strab. XVII 802), corrected in

Trap by Boeckh.

We may think of two possibilities to account for these textual variations:

i. Aristides may have had a text of Strabo which included the reading

Airm-riav. The absence of Airrrr-riav from Strabo's text may be due to omission:

some poetic quotations in later prose writers get shortened in their manuscript tradition,

when texts are copied and recopied and the scribes some times tend to shorten or even cut

out the poetic quotations as less important. 30 This may have happened since the Pindaric

lines are omitted in the codd. E (Vat. gr. 482, 14th cen.) and F (Vat. gr. 1329, 1320/1330

AD), and are moreover excluded in the editions of Kramer (1852), Muller—Diibner (1853)

and Meineke (1877 repr. 1969).

ii. Aristides may have added Airarriav on his own accord because he knew

that Mendes was in Egypt and it just happened to fit with the metre. As far the metre is

concerned, we cannot check it due to the limited extent of the quotation (metrum:

dactyloepitr.).

30 • This is of frequent occurrence in the tradition of 1:nroaviluaTa where various quotations are left out
in the subsequent copies of an Cnrcip yrma, comparing them with the corresponding Byzantine scholia;
cf. the case in P.Oxy. 2536 (Theon's enrauvriga on Pyth. XII): the 1.29 of the papyrus contains a quotation
from Eur. Oedipus (T6v 6' tipvonotev E.Ova[x', v imptiEt P11€]Xac I Tro-rapin ao-i8Ov' EirrrvOcav at'ACav
aocpfiv.fr.556N 2 [=fr.100N2]), that is omitted in later Pindaric scholia. The same practice happens in
inropvt)ita-ra on prose (Demosthenes), cf. Maehler 1993: 95-127.
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We should not rule out the possibility that Aristides quarried fr. 201 from some

other author's account of Egyptian cities or rare and strange customs.31

31 . Aelianus alludes fr.201 in a discussion of women's relations with animals (-t-payot, toivEs), observing
that this custom excited Pindar's imagination `OcculigEiv'.
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CONCLUSIONS

The importance of Aristides' testimony regarding the transmission of the Pindaric

text has not received due attention in Pindaric scholarly literature. Our dissertation aims to

fill this gap. It is certain that his exemplar antedates the archetype of the Byzantine Mss

tradition of Pindar and is thus a valuable testimony for Pindar's text.

The intentions, the principles and the techniques of Aristides' Pindaric quotations

are examined within the wider context of the cultural milieu of the Second Sophistic and

the archaistic predilections prominent in the period, as well as in relation to the orator's

own personal preferences and idiosyncrasies and his particular outlook as an outstanding

second century literary figure.

Focus is given to his 'ideological' interaction with the Pindaric TrapaeigaTa

(quotations) in his work and their contribution to his overall argument. An insight is

gained regarding the presence of classical authors in the cultural life of the Imperial Age

and the close relationship between rhetoric and poetry in particular.

1. Aristides and the Pindaric text

Our research has found strong evidence that Aristides is often working from an

original copy of Pindar and that he is also drawing on ancient Cnrouvr)para and various

other sources.

Overall, his quotations antedate the selection which was made in the late second

century. This is particularly evident from the fact that he cites from the so–called ipyov

Eis eEotis, that is, works other than the Epinicians which were the part of Pindar's work

which survived the selection.

He thus preserves a considerable number of fragments that would have been

otherwise lost to us, as he is the only source we have for these passages not preserved in

the direct Mss tradition, and he offers a valuable insight into the state of Pindar's text in

the second century. Even in places where Pindar's words are given in paraphrase, his

paraphrases sometimes enable us to guess what reading he must have found in the text of

Pindar.

Pindar is the source (usually acknowledged by Aristides, in a few instances

named by the scholiast) of about 71 quotations. We possess 25 quotations from extant

odes of victory—with none from Nemean odes, whereas 40 quotations were excerpted

from the so-called lpyov Etc eEOCIC; 1 The other six are classified as dubia.

In the Epinicians where we have Mss support, his testimony has ancient authority

where it preserves the true reading against some Mss errors.

1• However, Aristides does not quote from the books of TTpoac5Sta, TTapeivEla, and 'EyKo5pl1a.
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Moreover, as his quotations are off the main-stream tradition, he is also a valuable

testimony for our understanding of the textual transmission of Pindar. He is an

authoritative witness of the antiquity of variant readings which appear in the Mss

tradition.

Most significantly, our research has shown that Aristides employed ancient

commentaries, and in a few cases he preferred to quote Pindar from an ancient

tinammila, rather than from an edition. In doing so, he is following a tendency evident

also in other Imperial authors, e.g. Plutarch.

Moreover we show that the wording of Aristides' exegeses which follow his

quotations from Epinicia overlaps with or is similar to that of the scholia vetera. In

addition the content of Pindar's scholia on Olympians cited by Aristides in Ors. II, XVII

and XXVIII — probably from an ancient tinabwriga — is close to that of the Medieval

scholia transmitted in the Byzantine Ms. A (Ambros. C 222 inf.). Thus, Aristides'

testimony offers evidence for the antiquity of the corresponding scholia preserved in the

A tradition.

Aristides may have also quoted Pindar from a number of secondary sources:

(paroemiographical collections, mythological compendia, anthologies, lexica, paraphrases,

personal set of notes, or through the text of other authors ['double borrowing']). While it

is true that this is often impossible to prove and must therefore remain a mere possibility,

I nevertheless believe to have made a case for a number of passages where this

assumption deserves consideration.

Aristides employs specific techniques in citing Pindar which formalise his

treatment of the Pindaric quotations; e.g. when quoting mythological episodes treated by

Pindar he always cites from paraphrases which function as mythological exempla. For

example: in the Smymaean orations Aristides has in mind mythological material which

Pindar treated in his Epinicia and Dithyrambs and which Aristides also found in ancient

commentaries on Pindar. Paraphrasing or alluding to various parts of the mythic sections

that Pindar employed in his odes, and correlating them to contemporary Smyrna or to

stages that the city had undergone to reach its present state, Aristides' intention is to

praise the new city with a fitting myth, which functions as a sort of mythical decoration.

2. Aristides' Quotations from Classical Authors

In the flourishing period of the Antonines, Aristides epitomises the

preoccupations of the second sophistic at their finest; he scorned extempore speeches

devoting himself instead to the fine artistry of declamatory orations. He stands out as a

model of Attic prose deriving style and inspiration from his deep knowledge of the

classical tradition of the fifth and fourth centuries BC. An exemplary -aura tSwavos of

his times he displays the depth of his erudition and the wide range of his literary interests
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through innumerable quotations from authors of all periods and all genres of Greek

literature. Adherent of the Isocratean spirit of edifying rhetoric he propagates the

educational pretences of his art through argument and example; his is a work of fine

culture, showing great familiarity with both poetry and prose which make their presence

abundantly felt in his frequent citations, innumerable allusions and stylistic borrowings.

Quotations from Greek poetry abound. Aristides excerpted the classical texts in

search for notable expressions, seeking to buttress his arguments with selective extracts

from early Greek poetry in order not only to lend authority to his arguments by relating

them to the revered literary figures of classical Greece but also in order to demonstrate the

primacy of rhetoric and the validity of its claims, contra philosophiam, to be a genuine art

carrying valuable educational import.

He quotes in all contexts and for all intents and purposes: in his panegyrics for

cities, in open letters or miscellaneous speeches for special occasions, birthday encomia,

am-rdrqnot /Wm and in his various prose—hymns, the religious thematic and the over-

pious overtones in most of which draw on the Pindaric archetype of hymnal praises. The

entire corpus betrays the same zeal to persistently display the profundity of Aristides'

erudition and the richness of Greek culture and literary tradition.

3. Quotations from Poetry and Pindar in particular

Quotations from Pindar surpass in number all those from the lyric, tragic or comic

poets and Aristides is in line with his times when he shows that Pindar is his most

popular poet after Homer. Pindar' popularity in the Second Sophistic makes it obvious

why Aristides considered him so important. The more original lyric production ceased,

the more Pindar was appreciated as its unparalleled summit and model. The disappearance

of the great lyric and poetic styles heightened the appreciation of Pindar's diction, which

acquired a great importance especially within the philosophical and polemical literature

among pagans and Christians2 over the next centuries.

The value assigned to Pindar's hymnal poetry by teachers and practitioners of

epideictic oratory as a depository of epideictic TOtrot for the composition of epideictic

orations exemplifies the substantial affinity between poetry and epideictic oratory and

bears testimony to the place the teaching of poetry and poets (Pindar figuring high among

them) occupied in the curriculum of the rhetorical schools of the time. 3 The close

interaction between poetry and (epideictic) oratory was illustrated in the Trpoyupvdraga-ra

2. Clemens Alex., Eusebius, Gregorius Corinthius, Gregorius Nazianzinus, Origenes, Photius.
3. Cf. Webb 1997: 359. Webb explains how competitions of epideictic orations were introduced in
festivals in the first century AD and gradually began to displace poetical encomia. It is roughly in this
time that poetic eulogy of cities disappeared and the orators started to expand in genres like hymn and the
epithalamium which hitherto were the exclusive domain of poets. Cf. Russell 1979b: 104-7. Bowie
(1989: 210), agrees that prose rhetoric is consciously competitive towards poetry but finds it wrong to
think that rhetors wanted to displace poetry altogether.
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where training in rhetorical skills involved the demonstration of examples taken from

poetry. Maximus of Tyre went to the extreme of claiming that the teaching of rhetoric,

which was the principal form of the teaching of composition, sufficed to give its pupils

the skills for poetical composition; what is certain is that the complex relation between

poetry and rhetoric involves an understanding of the teaching of both in the cultural

background of rhetors and poets.

The most comprehensive educational program in rhetoric included the study of

lyric poetry, where attention was drawn to the necessity of becoming familiar with the

style of the lyric model. If we look at the statistics of papyrus finds classed by literary

genres, we find that dramatic poetry follows Homer and epic, with oratory and lyric in

third and fourth positions respectively. 4 We also know from the rhetoricians' handbooks

that the reading of lyric poetry was one of the exercises for older students when they

reached the stage of the Trporn.wercrgaTa, i.e. "Era.51.nov' (praise), 11/6yos-' (invective).

4. Reasons for quoting Pindar

Aristides gleaned Pindar along with other classical works in general for

ornamental and for argumentative reasons. He adorned his speeches to impress the reader

by lifting his style and reinforcing his argument, creating rhetorical emphasis. By

working frequent and knowledgeable allusions to his odes into the texture of his

rhetorical compositions he lays his claim to the true Trcu8Eia for which acquaintance with

Pindar is a necessary condition.

The selection of his quotations from Pindar in particular is modified to suit his

Atticistic `Kunstprosa' (: change in word order, dialectic simplifications, interpolations

etc.). He incorporated his quotations carefully into the context of his speech meticulously

avoiding obscurity and archaism.

More specifically, Aristides' quotations from Pindar appear to serve the following

purposes:

a. Aristides was interested himself in Pindar's pronouncements about the nature

of his own art. Pindaric gnomic statements quoted in Aristides are primarily functional in

the sense that they fulfil a rhetorical purpose within the particular contexts of the speech.

b. Authority: the quotation supports a statement of Aristides as a sort of tangible

proof increasing the cogency of the argument.

c. Illustration — comparison: the quotation gives an mythological example or an

évOinifiga, inviting a comparison of the situation in Aristides with that in its original

context.

4. However, we should be cautious in deciding about the popularity of an author based entirely on papyri
finds.
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d. Ornamentation: Aristides interlaced his orations with masterpieces from

Pindar's poetry for decorative purposes.

e. Incidental: the quotation forms part of an anecdote told for its own sake.

f. The seriousness of Pindar and his deep religious commitment appealed to

Aristides.

5. Structure of the quotations

Pindaric quotations are invoked by Aristides either to:

a. assist in praising i. a god, ii. an individual(s) or iii. cities, or to

b. support his argument: i. defending oratory against Plato, ii. against the

sophists, iii. in favour of 'concord' among the Greek cities in Asia Minor, iv. in specific

cases, e.g. self-encomium,

c. ornamental reasons,

d. critical arguments against other poets' specific errata

6. Ideological reasons for quoting Pindar

Aristides exploits Pindar's poetry not only on a textual-morphological level

(quotation, paraphrase, reminiscence, allusion) but also on an ideological one.

He was interested in Pindar's pronouncements about the nature of his own art.

Pindar's statements are primarily functional in the sense that they fulfil a specific purpose

within the particular contexts in which they occur. 5 At the same time their impressiveness

is partly due to their gnomic character: they appear to be the distillation of the poet's own

theory on poetry and his views of the world, divinity, and the vicissitudes of human

fortune and thus to have a significance reaching far beyond their immediate context.

Aristides appears to have been interested in those ideas and saw them as standing

in close vicinity to his own. The way in which Aristides saw his role as "aocp65"—

orator— and defined his relations with contemporary sophists and defended his "pure" art,

recalls Pindar's wording. The orator's intense spiritual life, which may be described in

terms of either piety or credulity (or a mixture of the two), underlies most of his works

and is in line with Pindar's religious ideas. Thus, thematic material and terminology are

furnished from Pindar's poetry.

7. Pindar and Aristides' prose—hymns

Theological reasons also represent an important motive for Aristides to be so

eagerly citing Pindar. Pindar's religiosity was congenial with Aristides' pronounced

5 . Cf. Richardson 1985: 384: "They cannot be understood apart from the poems of which they are an
integral part"; cf. the discussion in Harriott 1969: 58ff.
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piety; his hymnal praises provide topoi and also direct influence for Aristides' prose—

hymns.

In 9 out of his 10 prose—hymns,6 Aristides shows a specific predilection for

Pindar's non—epinician poetry. 7 Aristides found the nature and the character of Pindaric

poems to the gods congenial to his own prose—hymns. The poet's words formed an

important part of the praise towards the honoured divinity.

Epideictic prose in the era of the second sophistic lays claims to being an

appropriate form of praise which compares favourably with hymnal poetry in the task of

praising persons (dignitaries) or places (cities); when it comes to the religious subject of

praising divinities, Aristides defends his art in the form of prose—hymns against the

traditional poetic form of hymnal praise (in the prologue of his prose—hymn Eir

IdpaTriv); he moans that the rhetor's task in composing a prose—hymn is more

demanding than that of the poets. The poet Aristides has in mind when making these

comparisons is most probably Pindar who in the prose—hymns is by and large the only

source of the orator's citations from lyric poetry (notwithstanding a single exception of

one citation from Alcman). Pindar after all is the model poet for Aristides' own lyric

verses snatches of which are cited in Hieroi Logoi. These verses along with the Pindaric

quotations in prose—hymns are an important indication that Pindar still enjoyed great

prestige and was highly acclaimed as the outstanding lyric poet from the classical age.

8. Pindar in Polemical Orations

Pindaric quotations also occur in the context of Aristides' arguments in polemical

orations either in defence of his art against philosophy's (Plato's) onslaught or in defence

of the personality of the four Athenian political leaders defamed by Plato. Moreover, in

the same way as Aristides adduces the words of Pindar in support of the refutation of

Plato's charge against the value and nature of rhetoric, he is also drawing on the lyric

poet's verses to entrench his argument about the function and character of all poetry and

music (e.g. defending Pindar's Dithyrambs as accomplished artistic forms). Pindar is also

called upon to support arguments against the poor quality of Aristides' contemporary

sophists, known as it were for their vanity and the fierce rivalries that often flared among

them.

In each case it is shown that Aristides detaches the passage quoted from the wider

Pindaric context and its original intended meaning in order to better serve the particular

needs of his rhetorical argument.

6• Pindar is not quoted in Or. XL.
7 . 01. VI.7 is exceptional, and the quotations from Isth. 111.70 and V111.6 1 are taken probably from a
lexical source.
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9. Pindar and Aristides' 'artificial' declamations

Pindar is out of Aristides' rhetorical agenda for his Declamations V-XVI. These

are rhetorical exercises in which Aristides shows archaistic tendencies following the

demands of Attic Classicism. 8 The practice of presenting artificial declamations was

highly regarded in Aristides' time both as a means of instruction as to how to deliver a

good speech and as an exhibition of the vis oratoris. 9

Even though there are only few lo literary quotations in these speeches, the

overwhelming majority are taken from the historians and particularly from Thucydides

(40) and Xenophon (14), due to the particular nature of these compositions in which

Aristides deals mainly with historical issues of the classical past. 11 Pindaric quotations

are as a rule avoided, although the g pacTua TfiC TXX6E8o5 TrOAtv igopEv —which

exceptionally appears in Or. VIII.21—, had long ago become a phrastic cliché and

metonymy for Athens in oratory.12

1 o. Or. XXVIII.55-8: a case of decontextualised reading

It is notable that in quoting Pindar Aristides sees him as a book author – he treats

his words in isolation from the social context and does not see the particular social

function and reference of Pindar's poetry. This is evident in the use he makes of Pindar

when defending himself against a charge that he is interjecting self-praise (typical of the

sophists at the time) in a speech ostensibly in honour of a goddess (Athena). He responds

by scouring large sections of the classical literature to compile an extensive catalogue of

similar instances of self–encomia in Greek literature. In the section which refers to lyric

poets he cites from Sappho, Alcman, Simonides and Pindar.

His quotes from Pindar (with whom the argument reaches a crescendo) of

instances exemplifying the poet's alleged self eulogy, misrepresent the poet whose true

intentions he misreads. He lives many centuries later and reads poetry from the book

without taking into consideration the social character of Pindar's poetry. Pindar's

intention is to coin a flattering compliment for his fellow citizens and not to make an

advertisement of his poetic skill, e.g. fr. 194; Pae. VI.1-6.

8. In these preserved declamations Aristides follows the practice of the 5th century BC sophists of
presenting both sides of the argument.
9. Bowie relates the emergence of fictitious declamations with the severe restriction of the opportunities
for grand style political orations in the fashion of a Demosthenes or Pericles already during the Hellenistic
period and certainly in the Imperial times; on the other hand, the recourse to historical themes from the
classical past, beside the purely literary aspect of the general Archaic turn of the times, is also explained
as offering the Greeks a way of coping with their dissatisfying present under the Romans (Bowie 1974:
169).
10.The 44 of the 46 Homeric quotations come from the special Or. XVI, inspired by the ninth book of
the Iliad. For other literary quotes see the following note.
11. In Ors. V-XVI, we have totally 139 quotations distributed as following: Th. (40), X. (14), Hdt. (6),
Plut. (4), D. (20), Isoc. (1), Aristot. (2), Pl. (4); literary: Horn. (46), Men. (1), Aesop. (1).
12. Cf. Aeschin., Plut., Luc., Lib., Him., see testimonia in Jr. 76.
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But this instance of misreading is a very exceptional one, and is due to the specific

nature of the speech and the strains the poet is under to defend himself.

1 1. Aristides refers to the following Pindaric books:

A'. Epinicians

'0Auun-u)viscats- (I, II, III, VI, VII, Ix): Aristides' knowledge of Pindar's Epinician

poetry unquestionably derives mainly from the Olympians; he quotes twice as much from

the Olympians as he does from the Pythians. Aristides refers to six Olympian odes.

Textual evidence suggest that Odes II and IX were studied from the original and for the

former Aristides drew on ancient iirropirr)paTa for his interpretation of `crocpOs'.

Olympians I and VII were particularly favoured by Aristides and paraphrased extensively

in various orations.

170KM:cats- (II, III, VI, VIII, Ix): Aristides was interested in the sententious

thoughts that Pindar expressed in Pythians II, III, VIII, and IX and the use of either a

gnomologium or a commentary as a source, is possible, although his quotations from

Pythian II suggest the use of an original edition, and the quotation from Pythian VI was

probably taken from a lexical source.

It is certain that for his two quotes from Pythian III he drew on ancient

timouvrjpa-ra. This suggests the possibility that this ode was studied in his school, and

annotated by his grammaticus Alexander.

'IcreumvIKair (III, VIII.): Aristides preserves a tiny portion from Isthmians III and

VIII in Or. XLV among a list of poetic words which probably were taken from a lexical

source. Aristides' quotations from the last two books of Pindar's 'ETrimos are very

limited.

NEuEovlKair: Surprisingly he is not interested in Nemeans. It is doubtful if

Aristides' education exposed him to much of Nemeans.

It is hard to assess the quality of the exemplar that Aristides employed. He

introduces variants even in verbatim quotations from Epinicians, and the divergences in

the quoted text is to be attributed to Aristides' diverse purposes.

B'. Non-Epinicians

Aristides in quotations from Pindar's non—epinician poetry gives occasionally the

literary genre to which they belong. So we hear of hymns, and dithyrambs.
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"Ygvot: His quotations are a remarkably valuable addition to our remnants of

Pindaric hymn-literature. 13 In five different orations he preserves six fragments from the

lost hymn to Zeus, which the Teubner editors of Pindar printed among others preserved

in the following order: frs. 32; *33; 33c; *33d; *31 and *35a. The quotations from the

hymns are usually given in paraphrase. This preference suggests the probability that

Pindar's hymns, especially that to Zeus, were paraphrased for teaching purposes. It is

probable that Aristides employed these paraphrases for his quotations rather than a

standard text.

rictuivec: The six opening lines of Paean VI are confirmed by P.Oxy. 841, but

there has been corruption in Mss of Aristides.

410upapPcov A' et B': Frs. 76 and 77 appealed to Aristides in praising Athens

and Smyrna. He is our unique source for fr. 81.

Kexaviagiva Tc.3v TTapeevelcov: Aristides seems to know Pindar's hymn to

Pan; our knowledge of fr.*99 is due to him.

'Yropx4gara: Fr. 108a is quoted twice, possibly either from epist. Socr. 1, or

from an anthology.

ep6vol: Two small portions (frs. 129.7; *136a) are paraphrased freely. It is

probable that he knew both quotations from an anthology like Plutarch.

Incertorum Librorum: He is our important testimony for frs. 146; 169a.1-8, 16-7;

and unique for fr. 182, 194, 226, 237, 260 and 329. Fr. 201 is derived probably from

Strabo, and fr. 283 is paraphrased.

Dubia: Our knowledge offrs. 350-5 are due to his own reading and seem to have

been quarried from a lexical source.

Finally, it seems probable that Aristides knew a number of anecdotes about

Pindar's life from a Hellenistic source, since his account agrees with Vita Thomana.

13 . He is unique source for frs. 32; *31; *35a; *38; 48.
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APPENDIX

I. Aristides as a Second Century Intellectual

II. Indices
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Aristides as a Second Century Intellectual.

1. Aristides as the Second Century model of TrEnalSEugivos

A canon of Attic purism,' an exemplar of erudition and archaic predilections of

the Second Sophistic and, above all, a defender of an Isocratean 'philosophic' rhetoric

distancing himself from the showy practices of the stipendiary sophists, Aristides had

attained enormous popularity both in his times and later, in the Byzantine times.

The most prominent side of Aristides' character was his devotion to the healing

god Asclepius and his protracted struggle to get well from his persistent illness. His

recollections of his diseases in the six Hieroi Logoi represent not only a careful record of

his disease but mainly a diary recounting his responses to divine revelation as they

expound the god's deeds. He owes the choice of his art to divine oracle, and in the sense

that his art is god—given to him he may feel that he is chosen by god to serve rhetoric.

Thus he is extremely self—conscious about his art and is utterly serious about it both in

purpose and in execution; 2 scholars have attempted to interpret his relation to his art

through the personal moments he experienced in his struggle with his disease and his

dealings with his gods. 3 . Aristides styles himself as an orator and disclaims the name of

a sophist (a title for which he had no respect).4 His view of oratory is indebted to

Isocrates' 'philosophic' oratory5 and he avoids disputational or showy rhetoric to devote

himself to the more serious tasks in declamatory rhetoric. Prose is the medium and he

considers it to be equivalent to poetry in diction.

Interest in Aristides' 'personality' has persistently in our times centred on the fact

that he is considered as emblematic of the second century `concordia discors' between

rhetoric and his 'personal religion'. Moreschini, more recently, finds Aristides' intimate

religiousness most interesting exactly in that here we have "a singular example of

religiousness in the second century, not of a philosopher, nor a priest, but a cultured

man" (TruraiSEvavos). 6 In this respect, it is Aristides' prose—hymns (Hieroi Logoi)

that attract the greatest attention.

The important novelty in Moreschini's approach is that he draws attention

particularly to Aristides' figure as a highly educated and erudite man (TrE-rrat8EvIrevoc) of

the epoch, in whose erudition, and under the roof of rhetoric (to which primacy is

1. Cf. Anderson 1993: 89: "Of all the Atticists he turns out to be the most conspicuously 'purist', and
is small wonder that Philostratus calls him TEXV1KWTaTOC (most skilful)". Anderson points out as a
test of Aristides' Attic purism the fact that he knows that it is more Attic to say SEapoi instead of
SEcipà and OiSinovv instead of ONTroSa, although some elements of Kotvii still creep in.
2. Philostratus (2.584-5) considers Aristides as the most disciplined of all the sophists.
3. Behr (1968a: 55-6), refers to Or. II. 429-35.
4. Though Philostratus classifies him as one; Swain (1996: 255) advises that we should avoid use of the
term 'sophist' when speaking of Aristides. Cf. the discussion on fr. 226 n.5.
5. Or. Ill. 677-81; see Isocrates' Against the Sophists and Antidosis.
6. Moreschini 1994: 1234-5.
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acknowledged) find shelter both philosophy and religion. Philosophy is to be found not

in a particular "formal" aspect of a school or dogma, but neither in the popularised form

of a "vulgata". It is, rather, the philosophy "diffused" into the people of culture of which

it forms an essential part. Aristides, on the other hand, is exemplary of the epoch in that

his religious philosophy reflects the era's tendency towards syncretism and monotheism.

Following Behr,7 Moreschini acknowledges that Aristides is a true polytheist of the

pagan second century. He accepts, however, that the rhetor finds room to combine the

implicit monotheism of the Hymn to Zeus with his "conversion" or rather intense

devotion to Asclepius, since Aristides has not lost sight of Zeus' primacy in his

polytheistic pantheon, which allows him to also worship Serapes and Isis. He still singles

out, however, the intensity of devotion, characteristic of monotheism towards which the

times are moving.

It is in the activity of the -aura t8Eup gvos that philosophy and rhetoric meet for

Aristides. As indicated already, by philosophy we should mean the diffused eclectic

awareness that falls far short of the precision and meticulous consistency implied in the

affiliation to a particular school. Isocrates has impressed on him the conception of the

higher offices of rhetoric as a morally aspiring art and, closer to Aristides, Cicero, has

bequeathed to him an attraction to Plato's spiritualism as a suitable platform to 'moralise'

rhetorical discourse, while Plato's pristine attic diction may have added to Plato the

additional allure of high literary value.

Stoics, on the other hand, could also have enriched his religious convictions and

his "spiritualistic melange" with the notion, e.g., of divine providence, or the belief that

god is at the origin of the universe or even ideas supportive of his vaguely underlying

monotheism.8

Already in Cicero's time an attempt was made to "merge the figures of the

eloquent philosopher and the philosophical author", 9 a fact that also holds true of

Quintilian, while Dio's turn to philosophy had not broken his links with oratory. But

during Aristides' time philosophy had raised the stakes, the controversy had rekindled

and the orator strongly felt the duty to defend his art "as a parent protects his child"; in the

spirit of the maxim "amicus Plato sed major amica disciplina" he devotes two of his most

important orations against philosophy's affront. He admires Plato, no less as a literary

7 . Behr 1968a: 151.
8• Other scholars have explicitly related Aristides religious philosophy with Posidonius; cf. Weinreich
1914: 605.
9. Kennedy 1972: 584. Cicero (de Orat. 2. 94) points out that Isocrates had called his theory and practice
cptXocsopia. Defenders of rhetoric like Quintilian and Aristides would more or less explicitly identify the
good speech of rhetoric with the morally right, virtuous kind of speech. However, as Karadimas (1996:
3) points out, the thorny theoretical problem between philosophy and rhetoric which could not be
removed, as long as rhetoric remained the kind of art it defines itself to be, is that it uses, and is accused
by philosophy to be using, persuasion. Rhetoric thus had to defend itself against philosophy without
denouncing persuasion.
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figure, but he cannot accept his belittling of rhetoric or of statesmen (the four Athenian

politicians) that shone in the time that is also the classical period for rhetoric.

But Moreschini's most appealing idea is one we have no hesitation to adopt,

namely, that Aristides' eclectic philosophy was of the sort of 'uncommitted awareness' of

a TrEnat8EviAvos whose wide ranging erudition underlay and supported his primary art,

that of speech writing, the virtues of which were sought in the form, the diction and the

delivery rather than in the content.

High in its artistic profile and elegance, but humble in the scope of its message,

Aristides' rhetoric sought its brilliance in recalling the past and celebrating the present

rather than contributing to shaping the future. But in this consists after all the profile of

his age, an epoch glowing in the glories of the past and the material flourishing of the

present, yet with little determination or ideas for shaping its own future towards which,

as towards the rootless times in which it flourishes, this, the last great fire of antiquity,

has a dispirited view.

2. Aristides and the rivalry between Philosophy and Rhetoric

Rhetoric in the second century AD had become a major part of general education,

defended by its practitioners as the only exponent of almost all fields of human

knowledge. Schools of rhetoric flourished everywhere and rhetors were overshadowing

philosophers. Beside the many 'private' schools and the numbers of pupils great rhetors

would command, it is a testimony of the elevated status of the art at the time that several

of the sophists were appointed to state professorships, most prestigious of which,

Philostratus relates, where those of Athens and Rome. It is also revealing of the honour

involved that the choice for the appointment was made by an emperor like Marcus

Aurelius (who had chosen the first incumbent of the school in Athens, a certain

Theodotus, with a salary of 10,000 drachmas) or a figure of the stature of Herodes

Atticus.lo

As the second century moved on, the antagonism was becoming more acute, and

philosophy seemed to be winning some very notable followers, even among pupils of

rhetorical schools and indeed advocates of as high a rank as the Emperor Marcus

Aurelius, attracted by the Stoic promises for the serene and unperturbed life of the

philosopher. But rhetoric had not lost its dominance, as is evident from the works of

Hermogenes and Philostratus, and philosophy's battles against its opponent carried the

same bitterness as in the initial Platonic affront of Gorgias. Indeed the controversy was

shaped by a long tradition and its content was determined by that tradition which had

philosophy on the attack challenging the pretences of a rising discipline to be a genuine

10 • Walden 1912: 130-94; cf. Kennedy 1972: 565. Professors of Platonism, Stoicism, Aristotelianism
and Epicureanism were also appointed at the same time, the choice being made by Herodes Atticus.
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and teachable art that could be useful both to its pupils and to society. Old arguments

were recalled from the received stock of the tradition and were employed in one way or

another in defence or demolition of rhetoric in the contemporary scene of the Second

Sophistic.

When Aristides, in the 'Yrdp ,OnTopudir (and the 'Yrrap 7-65v Ternipcov)

embarks on defending rhetoric against the philosophers' polemic, his arguments could be

equally answering Plato in the fifth century but at the same time could be seen to be

directly crossing swords with his contemporary Sextus Empiricus and his well

constructed attack in Adversus Mathematicos. Indeed, long before Karadimas' brilliant

exposition of Aristides' defence of rhetoric as a point by point dialogue with Sextus,11

whom most probably Aristides never met and to whose work he does not refer, the

confrontation between the two combatants in the wider 'philosophy vs rhetoric'

controversy was noted, the argument being drawn from the identical order of the main

questions in Aristides and Sextus: First the definition of rhetoric, then its material, finally

its applications. The similarity is due certainly to the fact that they both draw their

arguments from the long tradition, in which they find finely crafted argumentatio and

which, they know, also arms the current attacks of their rivals. In fact, observing this

tantalising similarity in the structure of their argument, Michel does not hesitate to

attribute it to the traditional character of the various questions and their sequence. 12

3. Aristides and his contemporary schools of philosophy

Insofar as rhetoric was claiming to impart knowledge, the Sceptics could see in its

ambitious educational pretensions a legitimate target as being yet another exponent of

Dogmatism. However, as Karadimas argues, 13 this forms only a minor part of Sextus'

arguments. Although Sextus uses typical sceptical arguments, 14 he goes far beyond this

and seems to be representing the whole of philosophy against the accusations of the

orators. He takes the side of philosophy against a spurious art, as Plato did long before

him and in this, he invokes arguments from the wider philosophical position against

rhetoric. In this, Sextus appears to echo a common element in all critics of rhetoric during

the era of the Second Sophistic: a strong commitment or at least sympathy towards

philosophy the defence of which they undertake against an opponent.

Karadimas is of the view, with Behr, that Aristides is not actually answering Plato, but,

through his measuring up against the giant figure of the past, and originator as it were of

the arguments against rhetoric, he is fighting off a recent attack directed against his art by

11 • Karadimas 1996.
12. Michel 1993: 529.
13. Karadimas 1996: 32.
14. As when he assumes the Stoic definition of 'what art is' to show that rhetoric does not fulfil this
definition.
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contemporary Cynics who had launched their criticism using Platonic arguments. The

intensified controversy had eventually drawn in Platonists (the middle Platonists of

Pergamum whom Behr questionably identifies with the 'phantom' school of Caius) 15 and

Karadimas sees Aristides' oration 170s- KariTcova as an attempt to respond to their

accusations that he had made a personal attack against Plato with his reference to his trip

to Sicily; also some passages of the Or. II (§§ 12, 60, 272, 440) show that Aristides may

have thought his 'Yrrep Orrropudis- as an answer, at least in part, to the same Platonists.16

But how is Aristides disposed towards philosophy? In his polemical treatises

against philosophy's onslaught, mainly his defence of rhetoric in `Ynip Orrropucijr (and

less in the more historical arguments of the `Yrrep Tciv TET-rerpani) he exemplifies a vast

erudition and seems widely conversant with philosophy. He is able to answer most of

philosophy's charges against oratory showing acute logical rigour: he enters the fields of

philosophy trying to defend his discipline in terms of the arguments philosophy levels

against it.

Michel" thinks that the debate between Aristides and Sextus is a continuation of

the dispute between Scepticism and Platonism, in which the question of eloquence was

involved. He believes that Aristides owes much to Platonism and that while refuting

Scepticism he makes a conscious attempt to reconcile Sophistic and the Platonic

philosophy, particularly exploiting the opportunities Phaedrus offers for this task 18 . It is

an attempt, argues Michel, made much easier by the advent of eclecticism and syncretism

which tends to prevail in the second century. The acceptance of eloquence, asserts

Michel, distances Aristides from the Cynics, as well as the Stoics, and Epictetus, but

does not break his link with the philosophers.19

Michel's rather narrow philosophical point of view may not satisfy scholars like

Karadimas, who is impatient with interpreters who fail to see the contribution Aristides'

Yrrep Orrropucric is making in his contemporary discussion, placing it in a more

15 . Behr 1968a: 12, 54n. 50; for the way Platonists were irritated by Aristides' answer, ibid. 59-60.
Dillon (1996: 266-340, see esp. 338-40), has convincingly shaken the old conviction over the existence
of this "phantom" school that is supposed to have created a doctrinal tradition in Pergamum.
16 • See particular Or. 11.440: 1  6i poi noOs 8ECT)11, ETTE MaTC,31/ ETTE alAOS TIS inrep iKEIVOU

poarrat; Karadimas also reads several passages in the Or. III as indicating a preemptive answer to
possible criticisms by the Platonists of his time.
17. Michel 1993: 5-29, esp. 26-7.

18.Trapp (1990b: 166-7) exposes the "cheeky and self—assertive reuse of the Phaedrus" by Aristides, in
support of his own views and values, and considers it as characteristic of more than one oration. The
orator is presented to engage in double—dealing with the philosopher, by criticising and correcting him on
the one hand while appropriating on the other hand his some of Plato's standing for his own benefit.
More significant is the use Aristides makes of Plato's argument in Phaedrus regarding the 'beneficial
madness' which is turned by the orator against Plato's attack against rhetoric in Gorgias. To use the
opponents own words in order to show his inconsistency is a tool of the orator's trade.
19.The rivalry between rhetoric and philosophy may have been acute and unremitting; however channels
of communication always existed. Anderson (1993: 135) succinctly points to them: "the common
heritage of Plato, as accomplished a prose literature as a philosopher; a place in the rhetorician's
curriculum at least for the exhibition of paideia, with room for parading not only knowledge of doctrines
but of lives of philosophers; and in turn a tendency towards 'display philosophy' in some sense".
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systematic way in the context of his contemporary controversy between rhetoric and

philosophy. 20 This may be so, and Karadimas may be indeed insightful with his

understanding of the place 'Ynip firrropirals- has in the intellectual map of its time – and in

particular in the on-going rivalry between philosophy and rhetoric to which he so

substantially contributes. However, Michel's philosophical analysis is on the other hand

very enlightening in showing the philosophical points of view of the orator who, as an

erudite all–rounder intellectual, understandably finds it difficult to divide himself between

philosophical theory and rhetorical practice. His arguments betray Platonic elements as

when he distinguishes between the true and genuine art of eloquence and the spurious

kind, in accordance as it were with the (Platonic) thesis that a notion is more true and

genuine the closer it is to its formal idea. Michel also finds a distinct Socratic element in

the very idea of conciliation (although this argument begs the question).

What is indisputable however, is that Aristides follows the Isocratean line in that

he has a grander view of his art, distinguishing himself from the lesser activities of

extemporary orations, and instead directing his efforts to princely declamations. He takes

even more seriously his own devotion to his art, attributing his decision to serve it to a

divine call, Asclepius' encouragement to embark on this career (as explained in his Hieroi

Logoi).21

Aristides however does not hide his admiration for Plato, from whom he often

draws in other speeches, and whose work he admires also for its literary value –

although, as he states, he cannot accept his criticism of rhetoric. Along with other

sophists, he was also attracted to Plato's philosophical idealism — indeed, the sophist's

exposition of Platonism in a popular form is considered to have paved the way for the

emergence of Neoplatonism in the following century. Neoplatonists took his reply to

Plato very seriously, and, according to the lexicon Souda, Porphyrius wrote a rejoinder

to Aristides' 'YTthp n - op K fir .

It was this idealistic spirit of the Platonic texts which seems to be very attractive to

orators who, against the trend of the professional extemporary orators, retained for their

art a nobler view, going back to Isocrates' ideas, and traces of Platonic overtures are

already attested in Cicero's de Oratore. In a generally moribund philosophical climate,

where the great schools of the past have already watered down their doctrines with

eclectic compromises, Platonism, which was to fill the intellectual gap in the next two

centuries, was already on the way up, mainly through the appeal of its idealistic spirit, the

allure of its Attic diction to the contemporary classicists and its ready adaptability to the

20 • As he himself does (Karadimas 1996: 32-3), seeing the clash with Sextus not only as a clash with
the sceptical position but also within the wider philosophical opposition to rhetoric. Concerning
Aristides' Platonic discourses he writes: "Aristides' three Platonic discourses have their philosophical
dimensions and, in this sense, they enrich the discussion between rhetoric and philosophy in the second
century AD"; (see Karadimas 1996: 33).
21 • Cf. Hieros Logos 4 (5o).14-5.
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religious zeal that begun to satisfy (through generous syncretisms which facilitated

devotion to various cults) the intellectual and moral needs of Hellenism 'in the age of

anxiety'. 22 Stoicism, the strongest school of the age, which kept on teaching private and

public morality and provided for what philosophical background was to be found in the

official pagan religion, did not at the end match the assuaging promises of the quasi-

fideistic fervour that was to characterise in the next two centuries the monotheistic

philosophy of Neoplatonism.

22 • Aristides' 'hypochondriac' illness and his excessive devotion to various cults — suggested among
others by his special relations with Asclepius — encouraged some scholars (prominent among whom was
Dodds 1965: 39-45), to view the second century as `the age of anxiety'. Swain (1996: 106-9), rejects
this opinion finding instead that views like Dodds speak more of the `anxiety' and the 'dolour' of the age
the exegete lives rather than the age he describes. He also finds little to commend or support the view that
Aristides was after all an 'hypochondriac', a disease indeed which marks our times and cannot be read back
in antiquity.
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I. INDEX OF PINDARIC QUOTATIONS

The best classification of a passage is often difficult to determine, especially as Aristides frequently mingles
direct quotation with loose paraphrase. Therefore some passages indexed as quotation will have paraphrases of
nearby lines in the immediate context.

I. YMNOI (m).

Hymn. (title) = Aristid. 3,620 (1,498 L.-B.)

(GHBA1011 Ell It/A?)
Jr. *31
fr. 32
Jr. *33
fr. 33c.5
fr. 33c.5
Jr. *33d.1-2
fr. *35a

Eli 17EPIEPONHN /
fr. *38
fr. *38

Hymn. fr.48.
fr. 48

2,420 (1,277 L.-B.) 	 64
3,620 (1,498 L.-B.) 	 77
3,620 (1,498 L.-B.) 	 82
43(1), 2,341-2,1 K.	 	 	 84
44(17), 2,350,23-4 K. 	 86
38(7), 2,315-6,26-1 K. 	 88
43(1), 2,347,2-3 K.	 71

3,466 (1,451 L.-B.) 	 	  186
2,112 (1,179 L.-B.) 	 	  184

=	 Aristid. 3,37 (1,304 L.-B.)
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Dith. (title) = Aristid. 3,620 (1,498 L.-B.)

AeHNAI011 (B' cl. v. 8)
fr. 75.14	 =	 Aristid. 20(21), 2,22,10 K. 	 	  317
Jr. 75.14	 =	 Aristid. 46(3), 2,370,8-10K.	 	  324

AeHNAI011 (1- cl. fr. 74 et 75, 8?)
fr. 76.2
	 =	 Aristid. 1,9 (1,11 L.-B.) 	 	 145

fr. 76.2
	 =	 Aristid. 1,124 (1,52 L.-B.) 	 	  145

fr. 76.2
	 =	 Aristid. 1,401 (1,136 L.-B.)	 	  138

fr. 76.2
	 =	 Aristid. 8,21 (1,622-3 L.-B.) 	 	  141

fr. 76.2	 =	 Aristid. 20(21), 2,20,14-5 K. 	 	  143

II. KlATA[BAIII] HPAKAEOrl] H KEPBEPOI OHBAI011 (post 470)

. . Jr. 81	 =	 Aristid. 2,229 (1,209 L.-B.)	 	  217

IV. KEXCAJPIIMENA TLIN TTAPOENEIWN (3).

Jr. 95	 =	 Aristid. 3,191 (1,356 L.-B.)	 	  117
fr. 95	 =	 Aristid. 42(6), 2,338,1-2 K.	 	  114
Jr. *99	 =	 Aristid. 41(4), 2,331,17-9 K.	 	  102

V. YI7OPXHMATA (2).
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Jr. 108 (a)	 =	 Aristid. 33(51), 2,228,3 K. 	 	  304
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vi. ePHNOI (2).

Jr. 129.7	 =	 Aristid. 32(12), 2,225,16-9 K. 	 130
Jr. *136a	 =	 Aristid. 31(11), 2,215,6-7 K. 	 126
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1-2	 =	 Hieros Logos 4 (50).31 K.	 61
86-8	 =	 Aristid. 2,109 (1,178 L.-B.)	 	  171
86-8	 =	 Aristid. 28(49), 2,159,13-5 K. 	 	  283

III. GHPWNI AKPArANTINWI APMATI (Eli GE0IENM1.

11ff.	 =	 Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,11-2 K. 	 	  52, 57

VI. ArHIIAI TYPAKOYIIWI ATTHNHI.
43, 50	 =	 Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,12 K.	 	  52, 57

VII. ZAIAMPAI POAIWI TTYKTHL
7	 =	 Aristid. 39(18), 2,324,1 K.	 97
49-50	 =	 Aristid. 25(43), 2,80,12-4 K. 	 	  265
54-5, 57, 67-8 =	 Aristid. 25(43), 2,80,5-8 K. 	 	  264
58, 62, 65, 68 =	 Aristid. 24(44), 2,69,4-6 K. 	 	  268

IX. E(PAPMOITWI 0170YNTIWII7AAAIITHI.
26	 =	 Aristid. 30(10), 2,207,3-4 K. 	 	  132
27-9	 =	 Aristid. 2,110 (1,179 L.-B.)	 	  181
100-2	 =	 Aristid. 2,110 (1,179 L.-B.)	 	  178

B. 17YelONIKAII (7).

II. IEPWNI APMA TI.
94-5	 =	 Aristid. 2,230 (1,209 L.-B.)	 	  223
96	 =	 Aristid. 2,230 (1,209 L.-B.)	 	  223

III. IEPWNI TYPAK011W1.
43	 =	 Aristid. 17(15), 2,2,6-7 K. 	 	  160
83	 =	 Aristid. 34(50), 2,239,7 K.	 	  251

VI. IENOKPATEI AKPArANTINWI APMA TI.
11ff.	 =	 Aristid. 45(8), 2,356,11 K.	 	  52, 57

VIII. APIITOMENEI AlrINHTHI TTAAAIITHI.
95	 =	 Aristid. 2,148 (1,189 L.-B.)	 	  189

IX. TEAEIIKPATEI KYPHNAIWI OTTAITOAPOMWL
95?	 =	 Aristid. 23(42), 2,41,23K.	 	  272
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r. lieMIONIKAII (2).
III. <MEAHEICJI GHBAIWI 11717011 KAI 17ArKPATIGJI).

70	 Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,13? K.

VIII. <KAEANdPWI AlrINHTHI 17AId1 17ArKPATIC&W.
61	 Aristid. 45(8), 2,356,10-1 K.

	 52,57

	  52,57

INCERTORUM LIBRORUM

fr. 146

(Ncigoc Bcraulair)
Jr. 169a.1-8
fr. 169a.16-7

Jr. 182

(OHBAI011)
Jr. 194

Jr. 201
Jr. 226
Jr. 237

n 13 (P. Harr. 21)
Jr. 260

fr. 283?
Jr. 329

DVBIA (6).
Jr. 350
Jr. 351
Jr. 352
Jr. 353
Jr. 354
Jr. 355

Name References to lItuktr(21)

1. Aristid. 31(11), 2,212,10 K.
2. Aristid. 28(49), 2,161,14 K.
3. Aristid. 32(12), 2,225,16 K.
4. Aristid. 32(12), 2,222,28ff. K.
5. Aristid. 2,109 (1,178 L.-B.)
6. Aristid. 2,110 (1,178 L.-B.)
7. Aristid. 2,112 (1,179 L.-B.)
8. Aristid. 2,148 (1,189 L.-B.)
9. Aristid. 2,226 (1,208 L.-B.)
10. Aristid. 2,229 (1,209 L.-B.)
11. Aristid. 2,230 (1,209 L.-B.)
12. Aristid. 2,231 (1,210 L.-B.)
13. Aristid. 2,420 (1,277 L.-B.)
14. Aristid. 3,37 (1,304 L.-B.)
15. Aristid. 3,191 (1,356 L.-B.)
16. Aristid. 3,238 (1,373 L.-B.)
17. Aristid. 3,466 (1,451 L.-B.)
18. Aristid. 3,478 (1,456 L.-B.)
19. Aristid. 3,478 (1,456 L.-B.)
20. Aristid. 3,620 (1,498 L.-B.)
21. Aristid. 4,27 (1,538 L.-B.)

Aristid. 37(2), 2,305,22-3K. 92

Aristid. 2,226-8 (1,208-9 L.-B.) 	 	 210
Aristid. 2,229 (1,209 L.-B.) 	 	 220

Aristid. 34(50), 2,238,11-2 K. 	 	 248

Aristid. 28(49), 2,159,25-7&3-5K. 	 	 288

Aristid. 36(48), 2,298,27-8 K. 	 	 330
Aristid. 34(50), 2,238,10 K. 	 	 243
Aristid. 28(49), 2,159,21-2 K. 	 	 285

Aristid. 3,478 (1,456 L.-B.) 	 	 235

Aristid. 41(4), 2,331,19-21 K. 	 	 111
Aristid. 26(14), 2,91,11 K. 	 	 310

Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,10 K. 	 	 52,57
Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,11 K. 	 	 52,57
Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,14 K. 	 	 52,57
Aristid. 45(8), 2,353,14-5 K. 	 	 52,57
Aristid. 45(8), 2,356,10 K. 	 	 52,57
Aristid. 45(8), 2,356,11 K. 	 	 52,57
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2. DISTRIBUTION OF PINDARIC QUOTATIONS IN
ARISTIDES' ORATIONS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

DATE /
PLACE ORATION (§§) PINDAR m'an

ARISTIDES' TEXT
(introductory phrases)

I.	 AD 141  —	 145

142 (early) XXV.29 01. VII. _ Kai	 -ra	 piv	 Trp6a0Ev	 AEr51.1EVa	 TaOTa

54-5, 57, 67-8 Emueoxoyinmyral iiv, O-rt T4V6E T7)11 VFICTOV...

28 48 _ Tats TrpOoBev iEpopriviatc av-rio-rpapor

30 49-50 17 Kai TTivbapos irapcOtai3e...w jaw xpLia6v...

142 April 25 XLV. 3 fr. 350 SUETY a-rpopaiv ij TrEpioSom arrETriuipcocrav To
(Smyrna) fr. 351 'MaTray. Kai AciNov aucpipirrav' eirrav-rEs h

01. IILlIff.
01. VI.43, 50 prri

"irdwrov-rEpirtKipavvoy' fi 	 ipiVouov% Kai
rrapeMhiv-rEs cc 'Hpaafis EIS	 "ITEpRopious
acpua-ro Kai cbs lapos 	 v pawns rraXatbs	 Ws -rev

1st/i. 111.70
fr. 352

'Av-raiov 'HpaKXtis. ii Mivc.aa. ii"PaSairaveuv
rrpoaeiv-res Ti (Maw, fj "laTeov, i-1 c'as airrol

fr. 353
'Opimpa-ra Mouacliv' Eial Kat allaX01 TIVES EIS
aocpiav	 avarIEyauEvot.	 aOTapKCOS	 acioiv
isuvrjaeat voui °vow, Kai 0V8i Tat? itlICOTe3V OOSEIS
1TMOV ha lyre Trap' airrebv.

13 fr. 354
fr. 52h.13-4

rroVax yap au-rois LiTrapXEI 1TAE0VEKTfillaTa Kat
Elam auToKparropes 6 Ti ay rioacauTat Inneiv.
igiiv Be OCI' TE avc4ai rrieov in.nrcav ot10"iippa

Isth. VI11.61
fr. 355
Pyth. VI.11ff.

Tr pouaaiov' otie 	 `OXKa8a	 1.lupiop6pov' oin-e
verpiAas.... oir ypOrras oitbe TC731., TOIOOTCJV OOSiV
iEcrriv EiTTETV. OOTE epaairvaaeai oire errEu(3aAdv
XOyov €C...3 TOO irperyuaTos,

II. AD 145 — 147 (Cathedra)

Cathedra XLI. 6 fr. *99 11 CbC TTIV8apOS TE tillVET Kai oi KaT ' AtyVITTOV lEpETS
(Pergamum) Ka-ripaBov,...

6 fr. 283 — .. Kai tifiv Kai TO "Hpav Aiyouatv es...

Cathedra XXVIII.55 01. 11.86-8 _ 010- i p E 5 , ,. , yvr4toov Kai Terra. El apa OIOS TE El* ...

(Pergamum) 56 fr. 237 n TrciAiv	 Tohrt.tv	 rrpcic	 Tiva	 To711/	 aKpOaTC.W....
OOTC401 ITETTOITIKEV*

57 fr. 194 [111 aKOVE Btl Kai iT4pcov...
58 Pae. VI.1-6 [n] i-rg pczet & ETI Xal.arpOTEpOlr...

Cathedra
(Pergarnum)

II. 109 01. 11.86-8
n

ETI TOiVVV eVeS ITOITITOO Tf.:31/ alITIZ BOICaTiaS Kai
• E MK ebvos	 rrapaoxiloopat	 liap-rupiav....	 cbs
aXrieclis PO ITEVTOpElOV EIS Toys avepc.:Trrous
607TE	 01437a)V Kriptips

110 01. IX. 100-2 [Il] i-ripcz i 5' air 13paxv-rEpov p gv. yvcopiiicas S' oirx
ATTOV Stauap-ruperai...

110 01. IX.27-9 FM Kai hi -ripe TOOTWV...

112 fr. *38 [n] OOK €C(.4 El' 7crraTat Tfis 6Ans gaprvpias OCISk Ta8E

148 Pyth. VI11.95 IT COOTE 001 TO TOO mopiou ET5w-Aow amerc Ovap Eis
€AEy)COV KaTa Tlivbapov yiyvE-rat.

226-8 fr. 169a.1-8
n

ou TOV TTIV8ap011 V0140V -rtur;icra, Ca Tavawria
airra Xeycav -ri) cpticrei rils pwropoals, oi,Be rail-r'
hr45ouaa «Natios-...

229 fr. 81
n

SOKEI 54 1.101 Kat Tliv5apos, ET TI BET irEpi TOO
oomaTos	 Ei7TEIV,...	 TEKtlaie01.1a1	 IpyORTIV

229

' HpaKAios	 carrots	 ToCrrots,	 OTI	 Kal iT4po.)01
mEiivrilievos irEpi allT6V 60 8lellpa11139 -rivi,

fr. 169a.16-7 [n] oii yelp elan, trioiv, drpTraCopivolv ...

230 Pyth. 11.94-5 n OVK .1)V inalVEIV TraeS 11111540V, oLiSi 01111130V-
XEVEIV rrpac. Kiv-rpa ACCKTI4-EIV.

230 Pyth. 11.96 11 airràs you-v TO TOIOOTOV KiKAIlKEV K 'OAK/Owen/
orpow. Kal KEXEVEI epLIACiTTECOal.

420 fr. *31 n 111v8apos Si -rociairrriv CrireppoAtiv ETroujoaro
r:baTe iV Atec rimy,

1. 'Ti':. indicates that Pindar's name is stated; "tr': indicates vague authority; `—': Pindar's words are cited
without attribution to Pindar.
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147 January
(Pergamum)

XXX.16 01. IX.26+Eur. — TTE:as 6' oexi TOO or.o-rr)pos airrot) Tb npipyoy, Kai
petit' iv dricryci-rois...

147 August
(Pergamum)

XXXVIII.12 fr. *33d.1 -2 Tr 'ATrOXXE.3 TE rip cpaatv oi TromTal rip, dijAov

III.	 AD 147 -	 153

147/149
(Smyrna)

XXXVI.112 fr. 201 a VTIK CI	 TT 1V86 pC9	 7TETIOITITO I, 80-7TEO	 1.16MOT'
OXneElas b y-ri-xEcreat... (viol yoNp 'Air/ITT/ay

149
(Smyrna)

XLIII. 13

3 0

Jr. 33c.5 _ Til- S TE cptitoTExvias TO KpaTIOTO EVTatITO TOOT'
EiartydyKaTo, Kooprmas MW...

Jr. *35a ,
I I

TOC/TO )(Op OW TTIVS6IpCp KaAAIOV il äÃÀ'OTtovy
OTEpotav EtpriTat 1TEO1 Aids.

149
(Smyrna)

XXIV. 50 01. VII.
58, 62, 65, 68

— (5r' el< Tih" OCrAdTTTIC el Vriel &C:Ip011 TC7.) OECP:

c. 150
(Smyrna)

XXXII.34 Jr. 129.7 rr Ei & aXrieEle oi 17tv6apou Xayot Kai 17XdTcovos Kai
TravTOs Toe nEpi 'A)4av6po y Epyacrrnplov

153 January
(Buis)

XXXVII.6 Jr. 146 n TTivbapos 6' ais (rimy 8ECItsv

IV.	 AD 154 -	 164

155
(Delus)

XLIV.14 Jr. 33c.5 ___ 6307TEp 6i oepavas ToTs baTpots KEK601.1T1TOI,
oi:ITE.3 Kal TO TOO Aiyalou nOtayos Tale VflOOIS
KEKOO1111Tal.

155 August
(Athens)

I.	 9
124
401

Jr. 76.2 — Cm .rfte 'EXXOBos EaTly :pupa

Jr. 76.2 tiv-rdaxEv WO7TEO :pupa Kai np(SpoXos,
Jr. 76.2 _ TIO6TEpov	 pEy ouv itycipnv aKotkov...-reiv TI-1C

'EAAciSog icrriav Kai TO IpEtatia Kal CScra Totairra
Eig TO Tr6Xtv orro....

155 late
(Rome)

XXVI. 1 Jr. 329 — nom-rile piv oev n8n Tte ETTrE cmc:3tyas Egacreat
'Kara...

156 summer
(SCorinth)

XLVI.25 fr.75.14 — TOOT' Oval, Kai	 -ritavos- Nuppc.)v... Kai OciAattov
'6.1pcZni.

157 March 3
(Smyrna)

XVII. 3

4

01. 1.38 -9 Tr OOTCJ S ' fjv 4 apXilS 0EoptArjs- eaaTE X€yovaty oi
notriTal roes- 0Eotic Ova

Pyth. 111.43 IT -rpircp 64, en	 °I	 notriTal	 KaAotiatv, Prjpa-r,
KtvtieElaa fi TraXte

161
(Cyzicus)

XXXI.12 Jr. *136a n ilTipxeTal	 pot TO TOO lit y6dpou npooBETvat,
'6o-rpa... ratrrott TO acoplay -rny atjv avaKaXET.

161 - 165
(Smyrna)

III. 37

191

238

466

478

620

620

Jr. 48 I	 n	 I	 al ninoveas TOVTOV TC.7? TTIV86p0V TIVIAET, '65 771C

I	 I -rE Orjpas- Sujilap-rEv...

Jr. 95
n

oTpat	 8'	 IycoyE	 Kai	 TOY 'HpaKA ga	 Kal TOY
nava... MtX-roiEm wieTupas... Kai (p4pEtv OOK
iÄ6TTCO TOOTO MaTtecbq cptXoTtpiav Etc EIITCIOOV
TO noXtrEia y ij TTiv6(ipcp qmaly Eis TO pououajv
rb Tali crUrby r00-r0y Beav Op,xijaacreal...

Jr. 77 n
OVTE XOyove aaxelpoyas Etnoav ohm npbs Toys
ip-rritiov-ras 'Aerivaicav... OXX', en cpricrt Iliv8apos,
KeriTaa...

Jr. *38 r,
"

aXXO KavTailea TO TOO TTIvEhpott KOOTEI. newt/
yoN? PET ' 4tATI6EiaS TOOT ' iKETVOS OtIVIWEIr

Jr. 260 .,..,
"

KOITOI TIS OOK 'al/ TAGEIEV 0ITCJ0I TIOXVIV ETVIII
Tip, C(Xoyfav, OvTa ph; airrby Kuptcampov.... c'as

Icpn 11iv8apos,
Jr. 32

rr
..

oe pity otki TC.73V ThvEnipoti BtOuptipPcav 8-rt
xP ti	 Ka-rayvawat Toto0Toy ()Toy TIXOTE‘w
ini-guictaTo ... ONX' OTt Kay ToTs Opyots 5tEgully
TrEpi TGav eV e iTTa VT/ -1-cp xp6vr.0 014113a1VOVTCJV
nalEtriperrcov Tois Ovepanots Kal Tijs pETaPoXfis
TOV KaSidov "nab, CrKoCiaat -ro0 'A TT6A ACJVOC
1J 0 L IC 1 K el v Opeerv	 eirt5EIKvtigivov.	 OUTCJ	 'cal
TTivElapos Tile OpEnje povaucfie ipacrrtje icrTty.

Jr. 33 n

V.	 AD 165 -	 189

166 Sept
(Cyzicus)

XXVII. 2 Jr. 108a n exXX' emwEp 1(pn Iliv8apos, ElEoCit5Eiairros- ripxiiv
oiuSev n54 T6 KwAuov....

late Sept.
(Laneion)

XXXIII.1 Jr. 108a n 0E00 U. Tnaly TTiv6apos, 6Es'avros- erpxim thee°.
84 KE9n EvUor 61E-iy TO TreOKE4JEVOV.

167 Jan. 3
(Pergamum)

XXIII. 36 Pyth. 1X.95?
Ti

"amp& yap, cpacti. xoltpts it TTje Eecpripias. 	 CITE
priSE TOO	 xOpoirs- SETv durcxrrEpriv TOO TO/01;TOV
xpnaT6v ye TI 7rpciflairras- likeav TIVOC eival
rapaivecnv 'HpaKAET	 ivbapos, oTpat, Myst.
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167 Jan. 3
(Pergarnum)

XXXIX.16 01. VII.7 11
,	 ,,Kai OUT av yeaa napapaltots otir äv olvov

noenaats,	 6/tA'	 farm &amp Tliv6apos 7-6
virrap inoIncriv airrOxl/TOV, TróTI ilov...

170 January
(Smyrna)

XXXIV. 5 fr. 226 n (OAK oi,....TTAarcav Kal Triv8apos no?Otaxi) uiv Kai
e0an	 co:pa Kai Ed) KCI1 KOITZt TOVSE ray A6yov
ox iiKtara, 6 piv oirrcoal Aiycav 'Oirris tKc:JV
KaK6V EOpET0'

5 Jr. 182 [TT]
Kai	 adrAtv	 Oppriasis	 &K	 TV	 rept	 -du	 'Eptop4Ans
AeSycav ' (1.) TTOTTOI,	 (pr'Cho or aTraTeiTal cpeov-ric
irrapEplcov oC/K EiBum' • 6 8' en/co Kai K6T43 bfiT101.1
BlOpiETIIIK01 SEIKVVOI Ta apapT111.1OTa...

8 Pyth. 111.83 [n ] oincouv 8 y' al'irA_ ._..s TrOITITAS. 00 tilKpcil 1Tp6O0EV
ipV/100111P, tvi	 Ta KaRT -rpirrEtv......

25 01. I.30ff., 44 Tr 816 ray uiv aloxpav cmi cpaatv gpurra ETval, TCZ7V
8i Kaildw Kali UEOFC ErVal nourai Aiyovatv.

171 Hieros Logos 4. 31 01. 11.1-2 — -cDopplyycav clvarra Tkaerva KAdicra
(Laneion)

42 Jr. 52b.35 — "hi/ Traufrv "HpaKAEc 'AcrKARTrti'

177 January
(Pergamum)

XLII.12 Jr. 95 n ra yap To 	 Thvbeipou piripaAis . iKEiVOL/ pill
rap 6 11th'-ray Traterva thpxdaa-ro. cbs X6yos,
EXC4 BC ii mils Einelv, cbv 	 VITOKINTI)S ETVal*

178 January
(Laneion)

XX. 13 Jr. 76.2 011SiVES	 OOTE	 MEI;OVa	 OVTE	 iAarrova
errrEpvnuOvEuoav xapiv Tall/ iK TOO navres
aiCavos iimprotebv, oa' br% TOO yivouc :petal= ii
TraNIS 0E70.

19 [01. 1.26] n n6Als bi ebanip	 iv	 bpapan Kai bn rraAtv
aPXAs avacplirral uerapaXo0aa TO iPuKiav, l'i aim)
rraXata Kai via VEVOIiIVT. &a-nip rev cpoiviKa

21 fr. 75.14 —
dpoc Si	 Try al Kai	 Osepouc I./7TO c-rEtpavaw
ervolyvuvrai. xopoi Si Nuucien, Kai Mouac3v iv
aim) TE Kai TrEpi ath-dy xopEuovat. icpupot...

179 March 3 XXI.10 01. 1.49 °Toe' ern cpaalv col notnral Tao 17Morra Kara
(Laneion) Tr pan TI.1170iVTa itpdOiv-ra iv AEPTITI CILIVTEBT1Val

Treaty if cipXT-15 6: Tog Asefiriroc,	 (contin.)

10 01. 1.26-7
-rr

iAAEirrov-roc 51 TOO 61.101.1 OXETV blECpallTIV011 aVTi
rot?	 TraAcaoti. Kai , Taal 1-6 1pr:iv dr)pirrpoc
yEVE'COar c:O5 81 Kai Tij TrOAEI VET' iKETVOV TOY
Aii3nra,

Incerti	 Temporis

VIII 21 Jr. 76.2 —
unSauczn. a) av8pis AaKi8atudoviol, pin roirs
papi3apous	 ut1cOpe6a, pri8', inv	 IpEsaua	 -rdc
'EAAci8oc Tr6Atv 460VEv, TOOTTIV 6VOTOi4pG31.1EV,



Terpander

Timocreon

Aratus
Phaenom. 2
	

XLIII.26; XLV.30
Phaenom. 33
	

XL111.8

2. LYRIC POETS

4. ORPHICA
fr. 245,1; 247,1; 334 K	 111.50

5. ANONYMOUS POETS
Brg 111. p.684ff.	 XLVII.30
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3. General Index of
quotations in Aristides*

(Quotations from Pindar and Plato are excluded from
the following list, which are given independently in the
introduction. Name-references to the below listed authors
are also excluded. The quotations from Iliad and Odyssey
are given as a total; for details for these quotations cf. the
index in C.A. Behr, vol. 1(1986), and vol. 11 (1981), s.v.
Homer).

fr. 106 P=47 B=I06 PMGF
Jr. 107 P=27 B=107 PMGF
fr. 108 P=I I6B=108PMGF
fr.148 P=118B=1480,PMGF
Jr. 164 P=115B=164PMGF

Archilochus
fr. 7 D and 8 D
fr. 24 D and 88 D
fr. 81 D
Jr. 84 D?
fr. 88 D
fr. 144 B=144 Ed

Anon

XXVIII.54
11.129
111.294
XXVIII.54
111.82

111.611
111.611
111.664; 111.676
11.166 (schol.cite Eurfr.1110
111.611
11.406

11.336, 376

1. EPIC POETS
Home rus

Od.

Hesiodus
Th. 11
Th. 22
Th. 30
Th. 30
Th. 30-1
Th. 31
Th. 32
Th. 38
Th. 80ff.
Th. 80-7
Th. 88-90
Th. 595
Th. 703-4
Th. 736ff.
Op. 5
Op. 11-4
Op. 17-24
Op. 26
Op. 36
Op. 122-3
Op. 181
Op. 218
Op. 293, 295-7
Op. 304
Op. 493
Op. 699
Op. 763-4
fr. 23 R
Eoae fr.1 16 Rzach

253 quotes
93 quotes

XXVIII.20
XXVIII.20
11.100
XXVI11.22
XXVI11.23
XXVIII.23
XXVI11.24
XXVI11.24
XX.8; )CXXIV.42
11.391
11.391
111.664
XXV.39
XXVI.13
XXVI.39
XXIV.13
XXX.3
XXXII.11
XLII.2
111.188
XXVI.106
XLVI11.72
11.97
111.664
111.70
11.129
111.123
11.423
XXVIII.18

Philoxenus

Sappho
fr. 34 LP
fr. 193 LP
fr. 196 LP

Semonides
fr. 1 D

Simonides
fr. 34 B=24 Ed=23 P
fr. 66 B=38D=77P

Solon
fr. 2 D
Elegies fr.5 D
fr. 23.21-2 D
Jr. 24.3-22 D
Jr. 24.22-27 D
frs. 24 and 25 D

Stesichorus
Palinode
fr. 15 P=32 B=192 PMGF
fr. 64 P=46 B=241 PMGF

111.391

1.11
X XVII1.51
XVIII.4

11.166

XXXI.2
111.97

111.549
XXIV.14
XXVI11.137
XXVI11.138
XXVIII.140
111.546

111.557; IV.8
11.234 cf. 1.128, 166
XXXIII.2

111.231

111.612

Hymnus Homericus
III. 132
///. 166-78
M. 169-72

Cypria
fr. 4 (Ox ed.)

Nosti
(if not Od. 3.103ff; 117)

Alcaeus
fr. 23 B
fr. 35.10 D=112 LP
Jr. 35.10 D
fr. 112B

Ale man
fr. 30P=7B=10D=30PMGF
fr. 56 P=34 B=56 PMGF

III
XLIII.25
XXVIII.19
XXXIV.35

XXXII.25
XLIV.16

XLVI.18

111.298
XXI11.68
XXV.64
11.464

XXVIII.51
XLI.7

3. EPIGRAMS

Parrahasius
Epigramm

Simonides
fr. 46 B=88 Ed=29a,b P
fr. 60 B=testim. p.258 Ed
fr. 90 B=117 Ed
Jr. 91 B=91 D=118 Ed
Jr. 97 B=124 Ed
fr. 104 B=131 Ed
fr. 129B=157-8 Ed
Jr. 132 B=161 Ed
fr. 142 B=103b D=171 Ed
fr.146B=78D=175Ed=89W

Zeuxis
Zeuxis Epigram

XXVI11.88

XXVI11.67
XXVIII.67
XXV11.1.63; cf.AP Epigr. 25
XXV111.65
XXVIII.66
XXVIII.63
111.151
XXVI11.64; cf. AP 6.343
111.140, 141; XXVIII.64
XXVIII.60

XXVIII.89



6. TRAGIC POETS

Aeschylus
Pers. 69
Pr. 378
Th. 1
Th. 43
fr. 135 N (Myrmidons)

1.203
11.412
L.89
IV.6
11.55; 111.424

Unidentified Tragic
fr. 39 N
fr. 40 N
Jr. 162 N
Jr. 317 N

Frs.
XLII.4
XXI11.71
XXVII.15
11.412

Unindentified Comic Frs (CAF)

Anon. fr. 235 K L.65
fr. 471 K 111.211
Jr. 652 K 11.392
Jr. 795 K 11.463

8. PHILOSOPHERS

Aeschines Socraticus
Alcebiades fr. 7 D 111.575

Jr. 8 D 111.348
Jr. 9 D 111.576-7
fr. 1 la D 11.61
Jr. 11bD 11.62
Jr. 11cD 11.74
Jr. 51 D 11.217
P. Oxy.1608 XXVI.10
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scolio
scolio vol.3, p.566 Ed

fr. 181a R (Palamedes)
fr. 296 N
fr. 300 N
Jr. 388 N
Jr. incert

Sophocles
Aj. 301
Aj. 1313
Aj. 1353
0T 257
0T 462
0T614
0C 267
0C 309
Ph. 174
Ph. 263
Ph. 1217
fr. 13 N
Satyr; (aims ripos)fr.183-6N

fr. 402 N
fr. 667 N
fr. 685 N

Euripides
Andr. 629
Antiop. (gen.)
Antiop.
He!. 1-3
Heracl. 178
Hipp. 76-7
Hipp. 352
IT 407
Med. 1078-80
Ph. 3
Ph. 110-11
Polyidus
Protesilaus
Tr. 1
Tr. 2-3
fr. 114N
fr. 381 N
fr. 452 N. (Cresphontes)
fr. 484 N
fr. 663 N
fr. 710 N
fr.882N (sic error for II. 16.391)
fr. 973 N
fr. 1079 N
fr. 1110 N
lyric verse fr.755 P

111.79
XXXI.19

111.479
111.607
XXXVI.15
XXXVII.29
XXXVI.53

111.672
111.395
XXIII.71
XXV.16
XXVII1.11
11.408
111.376
IV.1
XL.14
XXVIII.130
XXVIII.37
111.585
111.665
XXII.11
1.60; XX 12
111.672

111.665
11.394
XXVII.31
XXXVI.13
XXX.7
XXX.16
11.55; 111.633
XXXIII.2
XXXIV.50
XLVII.22
XXVI.84
111.664
111.365
XLIV.1
XLIV.9
XXVIII.117
XXXVI.18
111.267
11.132
XXVI.3; XLI.11
11.59
XLIV.1
11.168
11.412
11.166
1.350

Av. 1334
Eq. (ref. to Agoracritus)
Eq. 1321
Lys. 155
Lys. 1072
Nu. (dream)
Nu. (gen. ref.)
Nu. 249
Nu. 284
Nu. 555
Nu. 961-5
Nu. 964
Nu. 967-9
Nu. 971-2
Nu. 983
Nu.984-5
Nu. 993
Nu. 993-4
Nu. 995
Pl. 650
Ra. 91
Ra. 733
Ra. 736
Ra. 785
Ra. 1515
Ra. 1515ff.
Telmessenses I 529 CAF
V. 10
V. 1019ff.
V. 1030
V. 1043
V. 1046-47
fr. 529 K
fr. 643K
fr. 645 B Edmonts

Cratinus
Jr. 215 K
Jr. 237 K
Jr. 293 K
fr.306K (error? cf. Eup.A, Santos)

fr. 322 K

Eupolis
The Demes (paraphr.)
The Demes (paraphr.)
fr. 94K
fr. 96 K
Maricas

Alexis
fr. 146.8 K

Menander
Jr. 190 K
Jr. 224 K
fr. 760 K
fr. 940 K
Jr. 943 K
Set:ter:aim 313, 315, 622, 674 K

XLII.5
111.631
XX.19
111.665
111.315
LI.18
111.447
111.104
XLIV.I
XXXIV.47
111.155
11.380
111.155
111.155
11.380
111.155
11.115
11.380
XXXI.10
XLIV.17
111.65
111.684
XXIX.28
XXXII.34
XXX11.34
111.466
XLVII.16
IV.4
XL1.11
XXVI11.93
XXVIII.93
XXVIII.94
XLVII.16
XXXII.32
111.133

111.154
XXV111.92
11.72; 111.51
XXVIII.92
XXXIV.51

111.365
111.487
111.51; XXVII.15; XXX.18
111.51
XXVI11.92

XXX/II.16

VII.5
11.168
111.133
111.665
11.237
11.412

Plato Comicus
Jr. 1886 K	 111.69

7. COMIC POETS

Aristophanes
Ach. 42 11.380
Ach. 504 XXXIII.5
Ach. 514 111.408
Ach. 530 111.124
Ac/i. 531 111.51
Ach. 531-33 111.79
Ach. 555 11.59
Ac/i. 1062 11.380
Ac/i. 1131 XXVIII.19
Av. 445 1.350
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XXVI.I6 V. 74-8 1.91
V. 77 XXVI11.64

Anaximenes V.96 111.177
Tricaranos XXVI.51 V. 97-103 1.93

VI. 35-6 111.462
VI. 48 1.97Antisthenes VI. 94 1.100; 111.15817spl orov xptjaEcas- XL1X.33 VI. 97 111.177
VI. 102 111.177

Aristotle VI. 105 111.191
Rhet. 1397 a15 XXVIII.85 VI. 107 111.177, 181
Rhet. 1397 b3o XXVIII.85 VI. 107-17 1.105
Rhet. 1398 a5 XXVI11.86 VI. 108 XI.28
Rhet. 1411 a5 VI11.21; XI.64 VI. 116 111.191
Ath.42.1 XXVI.37 VI. 131 111.97, 365
Div.Somm. 463b14 11.71 VI. 136 111.207, 421

VI. 137ff. 1.55
Diogenes	 Apolloniates VII. 1 111.215
fr. A 18 D	 XXXVI.97-9 VII. 3 111.177

VII. 5 V1.36
Epedocles VII. 6 111.177

XXV11.35 VII. 19 1.116
VII. 22-3 1.121
VII. 27 1.122Musonius VII. 34 1.116

fr.53 Hense L11.2 VII. 36 1.203
VII. 37 1.116
VII. 43 1.116, 120
VII. 58 1.120
VII. 59-60 1.122

9. HISTORIANS - BIOGRAPHERS VII. 101-4 111.177
VII. 109 1.120
VII. 114 XXXIV.56Aesopus VII. 118-20 111.218

proverb XXXII.27 VII. 228 XXVIII.65
Jab!. 24 Cham. XVII.15 VII. 131-3 1.97-9

133P V1.16 VII. 132 1.320; 111.219, 224
162 Cham. XXVI.57 VII. 133 1.125
185 Cham. XXXIV.3 VII. 139 1.131

VII. 140 1.117
Anaximenes VII. 141 1.167; 111.234, 312
qua Theopompus Tricaranos XXVI.51 VII. 144 1.23

VII. 148ff. 111.219
Ephorus VII. 157ff. 111.219

XXXVI.70, 72, 77, 78, 83 VII. 160 111.218
Euthemenes' theory on Nile XXXV1.85 VII. 161 1.377

VII. 165ff. VI.51
Hecataeus VII. 165-7 1.232
fr. 308 F Jacoby XXXVI.I08 VII. 168 111.219

VII. 172 111.219

Herodotus VII. 172-4 111.177

/. 1
I. 8-15

XXVI11.69
11.239

VII. 194
VII. 209

1.303; 111.460
111.177

I. 23-4 11.376 VII. 213 111.244

I. 29 111.677 VII. 226 1.122; 111.218

I. 35 111.37 VII. 234 111.177

I. 65-6 1.366 VII. 237 111.177

I. 47 XXVI11.48 VII. 239 111.177

I. 91 111.686 VIII. 1 1.138; X11.42

L 114 XXX.21 VIII. 3 XXIV.19

I. 137 1.303; 111.460 Viii. 5 111.243

I. 141 XV11.15 VIII. 6 111.261

I. 165 XXV1.109 VIII. 9 111.243

/. 188 XXXIX.I8 VIII. 9-11 111.238, 254, 258

I. 191 XXIII.69 VIII. 12-3 1.116

II. 2 11.7 VIII. 15-6 111.238, 254, 258

II. 8 XXXVI.46 VIII. 19-22 1.160

II. 16 111.180 VIII. 40-1 1.154

//. 19 XXXV1.114 VIII. 48 1.138

//. 20 XXXVI.3 VIII. 61 1.138; 111.298

II. 28 XXXVI.47
XXXVI.52, 53

VIII. 62
VIII. 65

111.303
1.168; 111.177.320

II. 29 XXXV1.47, 51 VIII. 73 1.358

II. 43 XL.10
VIII. 76 1.164

//. 75 111.685 VIII. 79-80 111.253

11. 80 111.652 VIII. 85 1.160

II. 103 XXVII.38 VIII. 95 1.165

II. 145 XLI.6 VIII. 100 1.170

///. 78 111.390; X.37 VIII. 123 111.338

III. 102 1.25 VIII. 124 111.342

III. 153ff. XXXIV.15 VIII. 136 1.172; 111.331

IV. 36 XXVI.28 VIII. 140-3 1.174

IV. 95 111.677 VIII. 141 1.167

V. 57 1.54 VIII. 142 1.178

V. 61 1.54 VIII. 144 1.178

V. 64 1.55 IX. 4-5
IX. 15

111.332
X111.15
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IX. 20-4	 1.183
IX. 27	 1.52, 80, 83
IX. 41-88	 1.182
IX. 70	 1.183
IX. 71	 111.328

I. 15
I.  18
I. 48-55
I. 61-5
I. 70

XXVIII.9
1.236
1.229
1.229
VII. 19; X11.60

/X. 81	 1.190 I. 74 1.138
IX. 96-101	 1.198 I. 76 1.306

I. 89 1.198
Hippocrates I. 89-93 1.191, 351; 111.418
17Epl LliaIrrç 11 57.10	 LI.49 I. 93 111.304

I. 94 1.198
Plutarch
Vii. Dec. Oral. 836 D	 XXVI11.84
Vii. Dec. Orat. 847 A	 XXVI11.79
Ages, 26	 1.296
Ages. 28	 X1.18
Alc. 17	 111.32
Alc. 22	 VI.52
Ale. 33	 VI.52
Alex. 13	 1.331
Alex. 16	 1.331
Arist. 5	 1.105
Arist. 7	 111.413
ArisL 8	 111.232
Arist. 14	 1.183
Advt. 16	 1.182
Arist. 19	 1.183
ArisL 20	 1.190
Arist. 24-5	 1.282
Cat. 5	 111.462
Cim. 6	 111.142
Cim. 8	 111.409
Cim. 12-3	 1.202, 203
Cim. 13	 1.208, 209
Cim. 17	 111.146
consoL ad Apoll. 102B	 11.412
de Herod. malign.	 XXXVI.57
de Herod malign. 869F	 111.251
Dio 5	 111.379
Per. 3	 111.97, 365
Per. 5	 111.13, 34
Per. 8	 1.63; 111.71
Per. 16	 111.118
Per. 20	 111.32
Per. 33	 111.69, 87
Per. 34	 111.423
Per. 39	 111.43
Phoc. 14	 1.319
Phoc. 17	 1.331
Sol. 8	 111.549; XV.35
Sol. 21	 111.646
Sol. 32	 111.189
Them. 3	 111.237, 316
Them. 4	 111.236, 288
Them. 6	 1.97, 369; 111.229, 232,

Them. 7	 111.239, 243
Them. 9	 111.244, 245, 246
Them. 10	 1.154; 111.247, 251
Them. 11	 111.232, 253, 344
Them. 12	 111.253, 254
Them. 14	 111.316, 317
Them. 15	 111.320
Them. 16	 1.122
Them. 17	 111.209, 338
Them. 19	 1.191
Them. 20	 1.320; 111.344
Them. 21	 111.612
Them. 22	 111.413
Them, 23	 111.418
Them. 24	 111.303, 383
Them, 29	 111.348
Them. 31	 111.345
77res. 27	 1.83
Thes. 32	 111.408

334, 344

I. 95
I. 98
I. 100
I. 100-1
I. 100-2
I. 102
I. 103
I. 104
I. 105
I. 105-6
I. 107
I. 107-8
I. 108
I. 109
I. 110
1.111
I. 112
I. 113
1. 114
1 115
1.115-7
I. 116
I. 128
1 128-34
I. 129
I. 132
I. 135
1 136
I. 138
I. 139
I. 140
I. 140-5
I. 142
I. 143
I. 144
II. 12
II. 12
II. 13
II. 15
II. 17
II. 21
II. 22
II. 23
II. 24
II. 27
II. 34
II. 35
II. 37
11.39
11. 40
II. 41
II. 45
II. 46
II. 49-52
II. 56
II. 59ff.
II. 60-4
11. 60
II. 61
II. 62
11.65

II. 70
11. 71

1.200; 111.278
1.198, 212
1.202, 203
1.212
1.222
1.212, 347
1.212, 214
1.204
1.212, 214; 111.92; X11.46
1.214
1.351; X11.31, 40
1.219
1.212, 218, 221; XII.46
1.204
1.204
11.218; 111.75; VI.41
1.212; V1.54
VI.41
1.224; 111.74
1.225; 111.120
1.224
111.74
VII.23
VII.18
XXVI11.139
1.190; 111.199
111.418
111.383
111.345
VII.17; X11.7
111.377
111.121
11.434
111.92; VI.30
V1.30
111.84, 200
XXIII.48
1.233, 351; 111.14, 32
11.109
1.55
111.23
/11.69
111.75
1.233
VIII. 10
1.368; 111.196
111.71
1.392
1.260
XII.60
1.323
XXXI.19
1.368
/11.427
111.75, 94; V11.16; VIII.14
111.85
XXVII1.71
111.14
111.121
XXV111.74
11.340; 111.21, 22, 32, 38,
39, 80, 421, 507; VI.30
1.229
1.190

Theopompus
Tricaranos (Jacoby
FGH 11 A)	 XXVI.51

II. 83-92
11. 84
II. 93

2-50

1.229
111.317
VI.26
1.310

III. 55 1.57
Thucidides III. 68 V111.12
1. 1	 XXVIII.70 HI. 82 XX111.48
1.4	 1.63 III. 86 1.232; V.7
1.6	 XVII.5; XXVI.97
1.9	 XV1.13

III. 105-14
IV. 3-23

1.229,
1.228, 229; 111.121

1. 10	 XXVI.9 IV. 17 1.279
1. 13	 1.63 IV. 21 1.225; 111.120



HG VI. 4.3
HG VI. 4.4-20
HG VI. 4.15
HG VI. 4.19-20
HG VI. 5.23
HG VI. 5.33-49
HG VI. 5.45
HG VI. 5.47
HG VII. 1.14
HG VII. 1.38
HG VII. 4.1
HG VII. 5.15-17
Mem. 1.2.12
Mem. 1.2.17
Mem. 1.2.31
Vect. 1.6

10. ORATORS

Aeschines
Or. 1.25
Or. 11.164
Or. 111.15
Or. 111.107-12
Or. 111.206
Or. XVI11.222

Demosthenes
Against Leptines (title)
1. 1
L5
I. 8
11. 12
II. 17
III. 3
III. 15
III. 20
III. 21
III. 24
III. 25
III. 31
III. 32
IV. 17
VI. 8
VI. 20
VIII. 22
VIII. 23
VIII. 44-5
VIII. 74
IX. 17
/X. 25
IX. 26
IX. 42
IX. 42-3
IX. 66
X. 71
X. 76
XIII. 34
XV. 16
XV. 29
XVL 14
XVIII. 7
XVIII. 21
XVIII. 44
XVIII. 68
XVIII. 79
XVIII 80
XVIII. 87
XVIII. 89
XVIII. 93
XVIII. 98
XVIII. 99
XVIII. 129
XVIII. 170
XVIII. 194
XVIII. 204
XVIII. 208
XVIII. 213
XVIII. 221
XVIII. 222
XVIII. 237
XVIII. 238
XVIII. 260

XII.7
1.298
XI.18
XI.5
XIII.18
1.300
XI.5
XI.35
1.301
1.122
1.319
1.312
111.434
111.109
111.438
1.16

XXVIII.14I
1.319
1.319
1.363
1.183
XXVIII.76

IV.3
11.72
IX.14
1.319
X.27
XXXVI.10
11.186
XII.60
1.372
111.506
1.233
1.302
fr.95
XXVIII.150
1.319
1.302
D(.7,17
11.1
XLVII.16
X.5
1.319
IX.17
1.283
1.59,319; IX.17; X.15
111.334
1.369
X.7
11.280
XXXIII.34
111.97, 184, 300
VII.2
1.271
1.319
IV.20
IV.27
IV.16
111.34
1.319
1.319
1.319
1.319
1.319
1.298
1.319
1.7
XLVII.16
X11.38
1.158
111.556
X.6
XXVI11.75
XXVI11.76
111.504
1.138
111.665
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IV. 26-41
IV. 28
IV. 36
IV. 38
IV. 42-5
IV. 48
IV. 53-4
IV. 55
IV. 65
V. 10
V.11
V. 11
V.17
V. 32
V.66
V. 117
V!. 1
VI. 6-19
VI. 8-26
VI. 16
VI. 24
VI. 32
VI. 33
VI. 34
VI. 77
VI. 90
VI. 101
VI. 104
VII. 2
VII. 11
VII. 11-5
VII. 13
VII. 15
VII. 19
VII. 20
VII. 44
VII. 47
VII. 86
VIII. 1
VIII. 2
VIII. 15
VIII. 17-8
VIII. 26
VIII. 37
VIII. 58
VIII. 62
VIII. 63ff.
VIII. 68
VIII. 104

Xenophon
An. 1.4.10
An. 1.7.Iff.
Cyn. 5.34
Cyr. 1.3
Cyr. 7.1
HG!. 1.11-26
HG I. 6.23-34
HG I. 7.34
HG II. 1.15-32
HG II. 2.9
HG II. 2.19-20
HG II. 2.23
HG II. 4.28-39
HG II. 4.30
HG II. 4.39-43
HG II. 4.43
HG III. 5.3-25
HG III. 5.5
HG III. 5.8
HG III. 5.16
HG IV. 2.1ff.
HG IV. 3.10-12
HG IV. 4.15-17
HG IV. 5.7-19
HG IV. 8.9-12
HG IV. 8.18
HG IV. 8.25-9
HG IV. 8.32-9
HG V. 1.31-4
HG V. 2.25-36
HG V. 4.9
HG V. 4.47-55
HG V. 4.61-6
HG VI. 2.14-38
HG VI. 2.33-6
HG VI. 3

1.229
111.486; VII.20
XL.17
1.240; VII.16
1.229
111.683
1.229
1.240
V.42
111.486
111.486
XXXII.23
XI.6
1.302
XXVI.88
1.302
XXVII.12
1.232
V.8
XXVIII.73
V.47
V.33
VI.51, 55
XXVIII.74
XXVI11.74
V.21; VIII.14
VI.40
V.16
VI.40
VI.34, 40
VI.14
V.8
V.49
1.233
1.233
111.174
VI.54
111.507
1.234
1.235
1.233
1.235
1.235
1.235
1.235
1.236
1.236
111.56
1.236

XXXII.25; XLIV.16
11.301
XXXII.25; XLIV.16
XXX.21
XXVIII.I05
1.237
1.241
frill
1.252
VIII. 10
111.656; X.31; XI.7
1.278
1.26
IX.30
1.255
XIII.12
1.266
IX.30
X.32; XII.26
XI.44
1.269
1.243
1.291
1.290
1.280
111.202
1.292
1.292
1.271
1.293
1.293
1.296
1.297
1.297
1.313
1.59, 374
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XVIII 287 XVI.31
XVIII 302 1.319
XVIII. 304-5 XXV111.77
XVIII. 306 111.76
XVIII. 314 111.500
XVIII 315 XXXI.19
XVIII. 316 111.505
XVIII 317 111.502
XIX. 87 IX.34
XIX. 141 IX.10
XIX. 251 XXVII1.141
XIX. 252 XV.35
XIX. 265 X.7
XIX. 266 1.319
XIX. 271 1.369; 111.334
XIX. 272 111.336
XIX. 273 1.208, 209
XIX. 277 1.293
XIX. 280 1.293
XIX. 303 111.160
XIX. 313 111.693
XX. 11 1.302
XX. 11-12 1.259
XX. 13-14 1.302
XX. 52ff. 1.59
XX. 54 1.294
XX. 59 1.294
XX. 59ff. 1.59
XX. 60 1.294
XX. 68 1.280
XX. 79 111.270
XX. 104 111.646
XX. 167 XXXIV.62
XXL 17 1.78
XXL 161 1.319
XXL 174 1.319
XXII. 14 1.319
XXIII. 3-6 1.331
XXIII. 50 XXVIII.50
XXIII. 66 1.48
XXIII. 74 1.48
XXIII. 140 XI.19
XXIV. 152 11.255
XLV. 80 111.664
LX. 5 1.37
LXL 40-4, 50 111.678
Epist. 111.25 11.253
Epist. 111.45 XXIII.71
Prooemium 39.1 V.14

Dinarchus
Against Dem. 37 1.293

Isocrates
L 6 11.408
III. 5 1.330
IV. 14 XXVI11.95
IV. 15 XXIII.2
IV. 18 XIV.8
IV. 48 1.330
IV. 54-8 1.80
/V. 68-70 1.83, 85
IV. 72 1.136, 149
IV. 86 111.199
IV. 100-2 1.302
IV. 106 1.283
IV. 107 1.138
IV. 109 1.302
IV. 115-121 1.271
IV. 175-80 1.271
IV. 179 1.117
/V. 188 XXVIII.95
V. 63-4 1.283
VII. 68 1.259
VII. 75 1.149
VII. 80 1.208-9
VIII. 39 11.412
VIII. 76 1.149
XIL 41ff. 1.238
XIL 43 1.63
XIL 56 1.283
XIL 58 1.250
XIL 59 1.271
XII. 62-4 1.302
XII. 70 1.80
XIL 193 1.83, 85

XII. 197
	

1.302
XIL 271
	

1.185
XIII 1 ff.	 111.677
XV. 109
	

1.297
XV. 253
	

1.330

Hyperides
Deliacus fr.67 J-K	 1.13

Lysias
II. 55
	

1.283
XV/. 18
	

111.244
XXIV. 18
	

111.138
author of Apollogia of Iplocrates

	
XXVIII.84

fr. 39 S
	

XXVIII.85
fr. 40 S
	

XXV111.85
fr. 41 S
	

XXVI11.85
Jr. 425
	

XXV111.85
fr. 128S
	

XXVI11.86
Jr. 281 B-S
	

111.677
fr. 296 B-S
	

111.607

Ancient Commentaries
schol.0d. 4.356	 XXXVI.107
schol. Ar. Nub. 144	 XXII.8
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